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SENATE 
MoNDAY, MARCH 10, 1958 

The Chaplain, Rev. Frederick Brown 
Harris, D. D., o:fiered the following 
prayer: 

0 God, who art to be surely found if 
with all our hearts we truly seek Thee: 
Because Thou art our shepherd, we shall 
not want any good thing. Thou re
storeth our souls. Thou leadest us beside 
still waters and into green pastures, for 
Thy name's sake. Yet always when our 
little lives touch Thine and are illu
mined by Thy love, we are conscious that 
our glory and destiny are not on the 
ground-never beneath our feet-but 
are flames on the lofty heights of far 
horizons. 

Forbid that when radiant human 
hopes are glowing in the skies, our eyes 
should be blinded by the smoke of our 
own campfires. Through the baffling 
perplexities of these days, when all hu
manity is facing the blessing or the 
curse, make us crusaders of a golden 
tomorrow for all Thy children; when 
the shared plenty of the good earth 
shall wash the aching misery of the 
world's slums into watered gardens of 
life abundant. We ask it in the hallowed 
name of Him for whose Kingdom's com
ing we pray. Amen. 

THE JOURNAL 
On request of Mr. JOHNSON of Texas, 

and by unanimous consent, the reading 
of the Journal of the proceedings of 
Thursday, March 6, 1958, was dispensed 
with. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES SUB
MITTED DURING ADJOURNMENT 
Under authority of the order of the 

Senate of March 6, 1958, 
The following reports of committees 

were submitted on March 7, 19~8: 
By Mr. CHAVEZ, from the Committee on 

Public Works, without amendment: 
S. 2883. A bill to amend the Legislative 

Appropriation Act, 1956, to eliminate the 
requirement that the extension, reconstruc
tion, and replacement of the central portion 
of the United States Capitol be in substan
tial accord with scheme B of the architectural 
plan of March 3, 1905 (Rept. No. 1352); and 

H. R. 9653. An act to provide that the Fort 
Gaines lock and dam on the Chattahoochee 
River shall hereafter be known and desig
nated as the Walter F. George lock and 
dam (Rept. No. 1353). 

By Mr. CHAVEZ, from the Committee on 
Public Works, with amendments: 

S. 1984. A bill to provide for the transfer 
of the Civil Service Commission Building in 
the District of Columbia to the Smithsonian 
Institution to house certain art collections 
of the Smithsonian Institution (Rept. No. 
1354). 

By Mr. ELLENDER, from the Committee on 
Agriculture and Forestry, on March 7, 1958: 

S. J. Res. 162. An original joint resolution 
to stay any reduction in support prices or 
acreage allotments until Congress can make 
appropriate changes in the price support and 
acreage allotment laws (Rept. No. 1355); and 

S. J. Res. 163. An original joint resolution 
to stay any reduction in support prices for 
dairy products until Congress can make ap-

propriate provision for such support prices 
(Rept. No. 1356). 

By Mr. ELLENDER, from the Committee on 
Agriculture and Forestry, on March 8, 1958: 

S. 3420. A bill to extend and amend the 
Agricultural Trade Development and Assist
ance Act of 1954 (Rept. No. 1357). 

<The above original joint resolutions 
and bill, reported by Mr. ELLENDER, were 
read twice by their titles and placed on 
the calendar.) 

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Messages in writing from the · Presi

dent of the United States were communi
cated to the Senate by Mr. Miller, one of 
his secretaries. 

REPORT ON LEND-LEASE OPERA
TIONS-MESSAGE FROM THE 
PRESIDENT <H. DOC. NO. 199) 
The -VICE PRESIDENT laid before 

the Senate the following message from 
the President of the United States, 
which, with the accompanying report, 
was referred to the Committee on For
eign Relations: 

To the Congress of the United States: 
I am sending you herewith the 33th 

Report to Congress on Lend-Lease Oper
ations for the calendar year 1956. 

During this period, collections and 
credits amounting to approximately $86 
million were realized on lend-lease ac
counts. In addition 88,777,495.85 fine 
troy ounces of lend-lease silver were re
turned to the United States. 

Last year I reported that notable 
progress had been made toward reach
ing agreement with Poland for settle
ment of its lend-lease account. The set
tlement agreement was signed with Po
land on June 28, 1956. 

Also, a settlement arrangement was 
concluded with Ecuador for certain post
war debts relevant to lend-lease. 

More details on these and other lend
lease activities are contained in the re
port. 

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER. 
THE WHITE HOUSE, March 10, 1958. 

(Enclosure: 38th Report to Congress 
on Lend-Lease Operations.) 

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 
A message from the House of Repre

sentatives, by Mr. Bartlett, one of its 
reading clerks, announced that the 
House had passed the following bills, in 
which it requested the concurrence of 
the Senate: 

H. R. 8002. An act to provide for im
proved methods of stating budget estimates 
and estimates for deficiency and supple
mental appropriations; 

H. R. 8268. An act to amend section 512 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954; and 

H. R. 10792. An act to continue for 2 years 
the existing suspension of duties on certain 
lathes used for shoe last roughing or for 
shoe last finishing. 

ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED 
The message also announced that the 

Speaker had a:ffixed his signature to the 

following enrolled bills, and they were 
signed by the Vice President: 

8.1086. An act granting the consent of 
Congress to a Bear River compact, and for 
related purposes; 

H. R. 6182. An act to provide for the con
veyance of certain real property of the 
United States to the former owners thereof; 

H. R. 6623. An act to provide for the con
veyance of certain real property of the United 
States in Massachusetts to the Woods Hole 
Yacht Club; 

H. R. 6710. An act relating to Canal Zone 
money orders which remain unpaid; 

H. R. 6744. An act to amend Public Law 
472, 81st Congress, as amended, relative to 
the attendance of professional personnel of 
the National Advisory Committee for Aero
nautics in graduate schools; 

H. R. 7912. An act to authorize, in case of 
the death of a member of the uniformed 
services, certain transportation expenses for 
his dependents; and 

H. R. 8139. An act for the relief of Mrs. 
Catherine Pochon Dike. 

HOUSE BILLS PLACED ON CALEN
DAR OR REFERRED 

The following bills were severally read 
twice by their titles and placed on the 
calendar, or referred, as indicated: 

H. R. 8002. An act to provide for improved 
methods of stating budget estimates and 
estimates for deficiency and supplemental 
appropriations; placed on the calendar. 

H. R. 8268. An act to amend section 512 of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954; and 

H. R. 10792. An act to continue for 2 years 
the existing suspension of duties on certain 
lathes used for shoe last roughing or for shoe 
last finishing; to the Committee on Finance. 

ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT UNTIL 
11 A. M. TOMORROW 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that 
when the Senate concludes its business 
today, it stand in adjournment until 11 
o'clock tomorrow morning. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, it is so ordered. 

LIMITATION OF DEBATE DURING 
MORNING HOUR 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, under the rule, there will be the 
usual morning hour for the introduction 
of bills and the transaction of other rou
tine business. In that connection, I ask 
unanimous consent that statements be 
limited to 3 minutes. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, it is so ordered. 

ORDER DISPENSING WITH CALL OF 
THE CALENDAR 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the 
call of the calendar, under the rule, be 
dispensed with. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, it is so ordered. 

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi

dent, the unfinished business is Calendar 
No. 1367, House bill 10881, the supple
mental appropriation bill. 
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When the Senate concludes its action 
on that biit, we plan to have the Senate 
proceed to the consideration of Calendar 
No. 1370, Senate bill 3418, to stimulate 
the construction of residential housing. 

I have conferred with the distinguished 
minority leader. In view of the fact 
that the Senate will take some time otf, 
as is customary, during the Easter pe
riod, we plan to have the Senate meet 
earlier in the mornings and continue 
later in the evenings between now and 
April 3. I wish to have all Senators be 
on notice that, if important proposed 
legislation which needs to be considered 
promptly is ready, there will be Saturday 
sessions if necessary between now and 
then. In that regard, we shall give Sen
ators as much advance notice as possible. 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi

dent, I move that the Senate proceed to 
the consideration of executive business, 
to consider the nominations on the Ex
ecutive Calendar. 

The motion was agreed to; and the 
Senate proceeded to the consideration 
9f executive business. 

EXECUTIVE MESSAGES 
REFERRED 

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the 
Senate messages from the President of 
the United States submitting sundry 
nominations, and withdrawing the nom
ination of Dan C. McNeill, to be post
master at McNeill, Miss., which nomi
nating messages were referred to the 
appropriate committees. 

<For nominations this day received, 
see the end of Senate proceedings.) 

EXECUTIVE REPORTS OF A 
COMMITTEE 

The following favorable reports of 
nominations were submitted: 

By Mr. EASTLAND, from the Committee on 
the Judiciary: · 

Malcolm Anderson, of Pennsylvania, to be 
an Assistant Attorney General, vice Warren 
Olney III, resigned; 

Archie M. Meyer, of Arizona; to be United 
States marshal for the district of Arizona; 

Donald A. Fraser, of Connecticut, to be 
United States marshal for the district of 
Connecticut; and 
. Harry Jennings, of Michigan, to be United 
States marshal for the western district of 
Michigan. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. If there be 
no further reports of committees, the 
nominations on the calendar will be 
stated. 

UNITED NATIONS 
The Chief Clerk read the nomination 

of Homer M. Byington, Jr., of Connecti-. 
cut, . to be Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary to the Federation 
of Malaya, to serve concurrently and 
without additional compensation as the 
representative of the United States of 
America to the 14th session of the Eco
nomic Commission for Asia and the Far 

East of the Economic and Social Council 
of the United Nations. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, the nomination is confirmed. 

DIPLOMATIC AND FOREIGN 
SERVICE 

The Chief Clerk read the nomination 
of Raymond A. Hare, of West Virginia, 
to be Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of the United States of 
America to the United Arab Republic. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection. the nomination is confirmed. 

UNITED STATES ADVISORY COM
MISSION ON EDUCATIONAL EX
CHANGE 
The Chief Clerk read the nomination 

of AnnaL. Rose Hawkes, of Vermont, to 
be a member of the United States Ad
visory Commission on Educational Ex
change for a term of 3 years, expiring 
January 27, 1961, and until her successor 
has been appointed and has qualified. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, the nomination is confirmed. 

The Chief Clerk read the nomination 
of Arthur Hollis Edens, of North Caro
lina, to be a member of the United States 
Advisory Commission on Educational Ex
change for a term of 3 years, expiring 
January 27, 1961, and until his successor 
has been appointed and has qualified. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, the nomination is confirmed. 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
The Chief Clerk read the nomination 

ef Dr. Paul Darwin Foote, of the District 
ef Columbia, to be an Assistant Secretary 
of Defense. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, the nomination is confirmed. 

THE ARMY 
The Chief Clerk read the nomination 

of . Lt. Gen. James Maurice Gavin, 
017676, Army of the United States 
<major general, U. S. Army) to be a 
lieutenant general. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, the nomination is confirmed. 

THE REGULAR AIR FORCE 
The Chief Clerk proceeded to read sun

dry nominations in the Regular Air 
Force. 
· Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that these 
nominations be considered en bloc. . 

The viCE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, the nominations will be con
sidered en bloc; and, without objection, 
they are confirmed. 

UN~TED STATES AIR FORCE 
The Chief Clerk proceeded to read 

sundry nominations in the United States 
Air Force. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that these 
nominations be considered en bloc. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob .. 
jection, the nominations will be con
sidered en bloc; and, without objection, 
they are confirmed. 

THE NAVY AND THE MARINE CORPS 
The Chief Clerk proceeded to read 

sundry nominations in the Navy and the 
~iarine Corps which had been placed on 
the Vice President's desk. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that these 
nominations be considered en bloc. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, the nominations will be consid
ered en bloc; and, without objection, they 
are confirmed. 

That completes the nominations on the 
calendar. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the 
President be immediateley notified of the 
confirmation of all these nominations. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, the President will bJ notified 
forthwith. 

LEGISLATIVE SESSION 
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi .. 

dent, I move that the Senate resume the 
consideration of legislative business. 

The motion was agreed to, and the 
Senate resumed the consideration of leg
islative busipess. 

PROGRAMS TO MEET THE UNEM .. 
PLOYMENT SITUATION 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, over the weekend there were anum
ber of extremely important developments 
in regard to the urgent problem of what 
this country can do about the 5 million 
men and women who are out of work. 

Last Saturday afternoon, the President 
announced a series of steps, in a letter 
to the Republican leader of the House of 
Representatives and in a letter to theRe
publican leader of the Senate. They in .. 
eluded the acceleration of some con
struction projects which have already 
been authorized, and for which the Con
gress has appropriated funds. The Pres
ident also called for some new programs. 
In effect, the President responded to the 
call for action which had been issued by 
the Congress a few days before. 

I believe it is up to the Congress to 
respond by considering as rapidly as pos
sible the President's proposals. 

This morning, I appeared before the 
Senate Committee on Public Works, and 
testified on Senate Concurrent Resolu
tion 68, to accelerate civil construction 
programs already authorized by the 
Congress, and for which funds are avail
able. A similar concurrent resolution 
<S. Con. Res. 69) affecting military con
struction programs is pending before the 
senate Armed Services Committee. I 
hope those resolutions will receive speedy 
action. 

Mr. President, there may be some who 
look upon the current situation as an 
"issue." If it is, I think it is an issue 
which we should rid oUrselves of as soon 
as possible. The men and women who 
are out of work need p-ayrolls, not issues. 
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I believe that members of both parties 

share a sincere and earnest desire to see 
that those who are unemployed are, as 
soon as possible, put on payrolls which 
will reflect carefully planned, con
structive work on needed public improve
ments. 

I believe we must approach the unem
ployment situation in the same spirit. 
The only issue is how soon we can get 
rid of the issue, so the working men and 
women of America can be employed on 
productive jobs. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed in the RECORD, as a 
part of my remarks, the statement I made 
this morning before the Senate Commit
tee on Public Works and some tables pre
pared by the Senate Appropriations 
Committee, which accompanied that 
statement. 

There being no objection, the state
ment and tables were ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 
STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHNSON OF TEXAS 

BEFORE SENATE PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE, 
MARCH 10, 1958 
Mr. Chairman, I wish to express my deep 

appreciation to you and the committee mem
bers for the speed with which this hearing 
was arranged. 

The question before us involves a high de
gree of urgency. There are men and women 
out of work, at least 5 million of them. Their 
sources of income are vanishing rapidly. 

But their needs for income are just as great 
as the needs of those who are still on a pay
roll. 

Programs are under consideration which 
will create jobs. But a program does not be
come a payroll immediately upon its enact
ment by Congress. 

Even with the best of will, it takes time 
to plan programs; to set up administrative 
machinery; to let contracts; to start the 
wheels spinning. A period of weeks, and 
months, must elapse before there is action. 

With the cost of living at record highs, 
there are not many of our people who can 
afford to be separated from a payroll for weeks 
or months. Resources melt far too quickly 
at today's prices. 

Unemployed workers, of course, can find 
some income through unemployment com
pensation payments. But these payments are 
necessarily limited unless we decide to con
vert our social-security system into a dole. 

America's working men and women are not 
looking for charity. They do not want to 
become burdens upon our taxpayers. They 
do not expect something for nothing. 

Congress will do whatever is necessary to 
tide our people over the hump. But we can
not consider the problem behind us until 
our people are employed at productive jobs. 

And the only action we can take which 
will put people to work quickly is to speed 
up the projects which we have passed upon 
already and for which we have appropriated 
the funds. 

That would be the effect of the resolution 
before you today and the companion resolu
tion before the Senate Armed Services Com
mittee. 

These resolutions would merely urge the 
unleashing of funds already in existence. 
They would request the more rapid spending 
of money which is going tope spent anyway. 

The resolutions do not involve 1 cent of 
new money. 

The Senate Appropriations Committee in
forms me that there was a little more than 
$7.1 billion in unexpended balances from 
appropriations for civil and military con
struction as of December 31, 1957. 

The resolution before this committee 
would affect about $4 billion of that amount. 

I am attempting to get a detailed break
down on the extent to which those funds 
could be accelerated. It will take some time 
before they are all ready. · But those which 
have been assembled indicate what can ·be 
done. 

The Army engineers inform me that 
through acceleration they could spend an 
additional $150 million by October 1. About 
half of that amount would go into ma
terials and the other half into payrolls-to 
the extent of about 35,000 jobs. 

Thirty-five thousand jobs would not solve 
the unemployment problem-although it 
would mean plenty to 35,000 people and their 
families. But it would be a start. 

And furthermore, the $150 million that 
would be accelerated would come from only 
$1 billion on the unexpended balances. 

I have here a table of both the unexpended 
and unobligated balances. I ask unanimous 
consent that it be placed in the RECORD. 

It is obvious that the one example in
volving 35,000 jobs would be multiplied a 
number of times. 

Mr. Chairman, action upon this resolution 
can in no sense be interpreted as a lack of 
confidence in our country. In fact, the res
olution carries with it no implications as 
to the future. 

In this resolution we are not anticipating 
the problems of the unknown future. We 
are not passing judgment as to whether 
times will good or times will be bad next 
year. 

We are merely recognizing that 5 million 
men and women are out of work right now
and need jobs right now. And if we act 
right now we may be able to head off trouble 
before it gets out of control. 

This is a form of cooperation between the 
legislative and the executive branches of the 
Government. 

Congress is not the action arm of the 
Government. We cannot carry out the laws. 
We cannot administer programs. We can
not let contracts. 

But we can tell the President that he 
will have our support if he uses all the re
sources available to him to put our people to 
work. 

Over the weekend, the President an
nounced some steps to pump new vigor into 
the economy. I believe most of us would 
endorse those steps-insofar as they have 
been explained up to this point. 

In return, I believe we should let him 
know now that we endorse the fullest prac
ticable use of his resources to battle unem
ployment. He should not be leashed on 
these programs which have been approved 
already by the Congress. 

We will soon have the opportunity to con
sider more basic legislation. There will 
be a housing bill, a road bill, a farm freeze 
bill, and many others. 

The President's recommendations for new 
programs and for pump priming will be 
carefully examined. 

But, for the time being, there is little we 
can do to create jobs now when they are 
needed except to speed up programs already 
in existence. This resolution would be a first 
step in that direction and I commend it to 
your favorable consideration. 

Civil public works and military construction-Summary of unexpended and unobligated balances as of Dec. 31, 1957 

LCgislative_ •• _ ---------------------------------------
Independent offices------------------------ -----------
Agriculture __________ -- __ •••••••••••••• ---•• -.---••• - -
Commerce .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Defense: 

Military ___ ••••••••• ___ •••••• ----••••••••• _ ••••••• 
Civil._.--- __ ------ --_ ------------------------- -- -Health, Education, and Welfare ___________________ __ _ 

Interior----- ••••• __ ••••• _ ••• _ ••••••••• ----•• ___ •• ___ ._ 
Justice. ----------------------------------------------
Post Office. __ ----------------------------------------
State._. ____ ••••••••••••••• -.---.---------------------
Treasury ______ ---_-----------------------------------
District of Columbia . __ ------------------------------

TotaL ••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••• ___ ._----••••• 

Legislative branch: 
Architect of the Capitol: Extension of the CapitoL ___________________ _ 

Additional Senate Office Building_ ••••••••••• 
Additional House Office Building •••••••••••• 
Capitol Power Plant. •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Total, legislative branch •••••••••••••••••••• 

Independent agencies and funds appropriated to the 
President: 

American Battle Monuments (overseas) •••••••••• 
Federal Civil Dt-fense Administration: Administration building _____________________ _ 

Emergency centers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Unexpended 
balance 

Dec. 31, 1957 

$143, 738, 427 
1, 857, 688,383 

67,422,385 
449, 946, 000 

3, 188, 690, 000 
376, 359, 698 

. 613, 705, 939 
305, 674, 935 

1, 930,252 
32,073,569 
77,700,000 
2, 976,576 

46,418,100 

7, 164, 324, 264 

42,043, 415 
8, 799, 485 

89,632,723 
3, 262,804 

143, 738, 427 

8,456, 997 

10,025,645 
3, 649,456 

Unobligated 
balance 

Dec. 31, 1957 

$131, 048, 157 
918, 264, 892 
47,304,522 

267, 473, 000 

2, 071, 360, 000 
260, 698, 428 
262, 996, 441 
198, 755, 956 

1, 066,212 
6, 871.619 

23,200,000 
2, 238,027 

46,418,100 

4, 237,695,354 

40,423,168 
3, 724,291 

84,071,695 
2, 829,003 

131, 048, 157 

6,611,068 

5,824, 465 a. 522,678 

Independent agencies, etc.-Continued 
General Services Administration : 

District of Columbia HospitaL ____ _____ ____ _ 
Renovation, improvement sites, planning, construction ____________ ____ __ _____________ _ 

Housing and Home Finance Agency: 
Public facility loans __ -----------------------

. College housing loans-------------------------Advance planning loans ___ _____ _______ ______ _ 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. __ 
National Science Foundation ____________________ _ 
St. Lawrence Seaway--- - ------------------------
Tennessee Valley Authority----------------------
Smithsonian Institute_. _______ ------------------ -
Veterans' Administration hospitaL ______________ _ 
Atomic Energy Commission __________ __ _________ _ 
U. S. Information Agency, radio facilities (over-

seas)_---._ •• _ •• __ .-----____ ._ ••••••••••••••••••• 

Total, independent offices ••••••••••••••••••• _ 

Agriculture: 
Soil Conservation Service, flood prevention, 

watershed protection, etc _______ _______________ _ 
Forest Service, forest roads and trails ••••••••••••• 

Unexpended 
balance 

Dec. 31, 1957 

$10, 025, 645 

110, 714, 666 

95,286,969 
645, 725, 220 

15, 008,866 
55,821,000 
4, 359,167 

57,175,000 
28,394,551 
35,788,533 

183, 244, 379 
588, 632, 000 

5, 380,.289 

Unobligated 
balance 

Dec. 31, 1957 

$5,824,465 

68,220,676 

78,536,100 
122, 460, 000 

6. 690,379 
38,141,000 

93,939 
34,090,000 
23,000,000 
34,545,443 

144,070,870 
341, 730, 000 

4, 903,809 
1--------------------1------------------

1, 857, 688, 383 918, 264, 892 
1==========1======== 

42,760, ()()() 31,612, ()()() 
24,662,385 15,692,522 

1--------------------1·-------------
Total, Agrlculture---------·-------·············l========ii===== 

Commerce: 

67,422,385 47,304,522 

Civil Aeronautics Administration: 
Establishment of air navigation facilities •••••• 
Washington airports----------------------···· 
Grants-in-aid for airports ••••• ~ -~-----~-------

192,833, ()()() 
14,014,000 

157, 138, 000 

Sll, 124, ()()() 
13,186,000 

106,675,000 
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Civil public works and military construction-Summary of unexpended and unobligated balances as of Dec. 31, 1957-Continued 

Commerce-Continued 
Bureau of Public Roads: 

Forest highways---- --------------------------
Access roads ________ --------------------------Public lands highways _______________________ _ 
Woodrow Wilson Bridge ____________________ _ 

Total, Department of Commerce __________ _ 

Defense, military functions: ' 
Military construction: 

Army ______ --------------------------------- -

$63, 550, 000 
2, 788,000 
4, 750,000 

14,873,000 

449, 946, 000 

Unobligated 
balance 

Dec. 31, 1957 

$45, 352, 000 
976,000 

1,840,000 
14,320,000 

267, 473, 000 
I-====== I===== 

610, 916, 000 435, 122, 000 
633, 576, 000 388, 865, 000 

. 
Health, Education and Welfare-Continued 

Assistance for school construction, Office of 

Unexpended 
balance 

Dec. 31, 1957 

Unobligated 
balance 

Dec. 31, 1957 

Education.-- ----------------------------------- $122, 287,328 $42,916,669 
Public Health Service.--------------------------- 478, 826, 579 213, 842, 375 
St. Elizabeths HospitaL.------------------------ 3, 230, 081 925, 396 

1-----------1----------
Total, Health, Education, and Welrare_________ 613,705,939 262,996,441 

1==========1======== 
Interior: 

Bureau of Land Management.------------------- 6, 866,474 6, 134,600 
Bureau of Indian Affah·s, construction____________ 36, 113, 000 31, 006, 907 
National Park Service, construction______________ 82, 565, 688 67,227, 325 
Bureau of Mines: 

1, 805, 103, 000 1, 144, 134, 000 Construction.-------------------------------- 1, 644, 520 1, 238, 041 
Drainage anthracite mines____________________ 8, 386, 519 7, 067, 133 

Navy--------------------------- ---- - ________ _ 
Air Force .. _.-- _------------------------------

103, 699, 000 79,811,000 
30,319,000 20,842,000 

3, 966,000 1, 759,000 
1,111, 000 827,000 

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service ___________________ 1 "'- 9, 122, 778 7, 614,944 
Office of Territories: 

Alaska public works •. ------------------------ 10,011, 101 6, 407,006 
Vh·gin Islands public works_----------------- 368,222 368,222 

Army Reserve Forces-------------------------Naval Reserve Forces _______________________ _ 
Access roads. _____ ---- ______ ------- _____ ----------
Construction, Alaska Communications System __ _ 

3, 188, 690, 000 2, 071, 360, 000 Total, military functions ••••• ------------------l=========l========= Southwestern Power Administration_____________ 1, 808,480 1, 560,964 

738,000 668,000 
2, 535,000 2,050,000 

Bonneville Power Administration.--------------- 25,477,221 12,997, 569 
Bureau of Reclamation____ ___ _______________ ___ __ 106, 869,875 48,920,920 
Upper Colorado River storage____________________ 15,090, 753 6, 920, 525 
Geological Survey-------------------------------- 1, 350,304 1, 291,800 

Army civil functions: 
Panama Canal bridge---------- ------------------Panama Canal Zone Government_ ______ ________ _ 

4, 350,000 4,050, 000 

335, 300, 202 229, 234, 882 
32,844,704 24,288,272 

501,792 407,274 

1-----------1---------Total, Interior__________________________________ 305,674,935 198,755,956 
Justice: Federal prison system________________________ 1, 930,252 1, 066,212 
Post Office: Improvements and alterations___________ 32,073,569 6, 871,619 

I========== I======== 
State: 

Panama Canal Company-------------------------
Corps of Engineers: 

Construction, general. ___ ----- -------------------
Flood control, Mississippi River and tributaries •. 

Cemeterial expenses, Quartermaster Corps---- --------
1 
______ 

11 
____ _ 

376, 359, 698 260, 698, 428 International Boundary and Water Commission.. 3, 800,000 3, 400,000 
State Department Building __ -------------------- 44, 100,000 7, 600,000 

TotaL •• _____ ---- ____ .-----------.--------------

3, 565, 049, 698 2, 332, 058, 428 Total, military and clvil ________________________ l========ll====== Acquisition of building abroad (overseas)-------- - 29, 800,000 12,200,000 
1-----------1---------

3, 309,275 1, 116,389 
6, 052,676 4, 105, 612 

Total, State·----------------------------------- 77,700,000 23,200, 000 
Treasury: Coast Guard _____ _____ __ ____ ____ ____ -_______ l====2=, 9=7=6=, 5=7=6=l====2=, =23=8=, 0=2=7 
District of Columbia (out of Federal funds)___________ 46,418, 100 46, 418,100 

Health, Education and Welfare: Construction, Gallaudet College __ _______________ _ 
Construction, Howard University----------------

Summary of appropriations and authorizations, expenditures, and unexpended balances as of Dec. 31, 1957 

Unexpended 
Civil public 
works and 

Expenditures, Rescissions, balance as of military 
Unexpended Appropriations Totnl available July 1, 1957, to cancellations, Unexpended Dec. 31, 1957, construction 

Title balance, and author!- for expenditures, Dec. 31, 1957 and other balance, for civil public unobligated 
June 30, 1957 zations, 1958 1958 (net) adjustments Dec. 31, 1957 works and portion of 

military unexpended 
construction balance· as or 

Dec. 31, 1957 

Legislative branch ____ ---- ___ ----_----- __ $181, 777, 031 $96, 621, 160 $278, 398, 191 $49, 817, 652 ---------------- $228, 580, 539 $143,738,427 $131, 048, 157 
The judiciary--- ----- ----------- -- ------- 2, 733,977 42,545,750 45,279,727 21,564,421 ---------------- 23,715,305 ---------------- --------------Independent agencies and funds appro-

priated to the President _______ _________ 25, 545, 381, 213 13, 585, 015, 108 39, 130, 396, 321 6, 449, 086, 253 $1, 473, 596, 918 31, 207, 713, 148 1, 857, 688, 383 918, 264, 892 Agriculture Department. ________________ 3, 070, 480, 349 4, 552, 955, 004 7, 623, 435, 353 2, 818, 712, 273 700,000 4, 804, 023, 081 67,422,385 47,304,522 
Commerce Department----------------- - 633, 169, 261 721, 880, 87 5 1, 355, 050, 136 331, 906, 711 98,609 1, 023, 044, 816 449, 946, 000 267, 473, 000 
Defense Department: 

34, 660, 267, 544 35, 304, 985, 238 69, 965, 252, 782 19, 200, 196, 144 -236,296 Military functions------------------- 50, 765, 292, 934 3, 188, 690, 000 2, 071, 360, 000 
Civil functions ______ ____ ------------- 351, 328, 446 665, 051, 213 1, 016, 379, 659 393, 798, 17 5 35 622, 581, 520 376, 359, 698 260, 698, 428 

Health, Education, and Welfare Depart-
769, 346, 881 2, 188, 561, 329 2, 957,908, 210 1, 331, 690, 167 75,000 ment. ___ ------ ------------------ ----- . 1, 626, 143, 043 613, 705, 939 62,996,441 Interior Department.. ___________________ 353, 882, 457 &14, 934,832 968,817, 289 348, 821, 558 -964,463 620; 960, 194 305, 674, 935 198,755,956 Justice Department ______________________ 17,900,149 226, 705, 000 244, 605, 000 109, 986, 285 ---------------- 134, 618, 864 1, 930,252 1,066, 212 

Labor Department. __ ------------------- 8, 164,795 379, 494, 600 387, 659, 395 214, 812, 916 ---------------- 172, 846, 4 78 -----32;673;569" -----6;87i;6i9 Post Office Dt>partment--------- ~-------- 212, 735, 482 353, 000, 000 565, 735, 482 211, 865, 480 ---------------- 353, 870, 001 
State Department._- ------------------- - 92.525,567 199, 521, 920 292,047, 487 115, 609, 251 ---------------- 176, 438, 236 77,700,000 23,200,000 Treasury Department _______________ 2, 912r022r530 8, 555,433,412 11, 467, 455, 942 4, 200, 621, 718 3, 703,502 7, 203, 130; 721 2, 976,576 2, 238,027 
District of Columbia Federal loans _______ 37,687.000 32,135,550 69,822,550 23,404,450 ---------------- 46,418,100 46,418,100 46,418,100 Miscellaneous adjustment _______________ ---------------- ---------------- ----------- .. ------ 178, 193.524 ---------------- -178,193,524 -------------·--· --------------

TotaL----------------------------- 68, 849, 402, 686 67, 518, 840, 995 136, 368, 243, 681 36, 060, 086, 982 1, 476, 973, 236 98, 831, 183, 462 7, 164, 324, 264 4, 237, 695, 354 

NOTE.-Amounts will not necessarily add to totals due to rounding. Does not include trust funds or deposit funds. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, this morning the Washington Post 
in an editorial pointed to the fact that 
there is a great deal of agreement on 
what should be done to counteract un
employment. I ask unanimous consent 
that this fine editorial be printed in the 
RECORD, as a part of my remarks. 

There being no objectionr the editorial 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

LET's GET GoiNG 
The old saying, "You can't spend your way 

out of a depression," is, like most home rem
edy advice, too inexact to be very useful. 
But President Eisenhower reflected this basic 
conviction in his letter to the Republican 
leaders of Congress, when he wrote: 

"The proper relation of Government to, the 
growth and vigor of our economy must nec
essarily be to stimulate private production 

and employment, not to substitute public 
spending for private spending, nor to extend 
public domination over private activity." 

The President added that he is concerned 
over proposals for make-work projects 
financed by the Government and rightly 
rejects them as unsound. At the same time, 
he disclosed that further steps are being 
taken to accelerate spending on useful and 
normal Federal public works programs. He 
again urged Congress to act on various meas
ures he had previously proposed to encour
age housing loans and to aid small business 
and areas of persistent unemployment. He 
also asked for special Federal aid to ex
tend the period of State unemployment ben
efits for the growing number who have ex
hausted their eligibility. 

The President's letter, together with his 
previous economic statements and messages, 
tor all practical purposes embrace the very 
kind of program which Senate Majority 
Leader JoHNSON and his cohorts called for 

last week'. Even in the matter of what not to 
do there is seeming_ agreement. It is not 
time for a tax cut, both sides.-with the ex
ception of a few individuals-believe. 

Doubtless this state of affairs will quickly 
change if the March unemployment figures
which wlll come out a month hence-fall to 
show a more-than-seasonal improvementr 
The thing to remember then and in that 
case, however, will be that most of the re
cession remedies now being advanced cannot 
possibly take hold in a dollars-and-cents 
fashion until late spring or summer at the 
earliest. 

The hope now must be that the Govern
ment's decisions to advance and expand 
some of its normal spending program wlll be 
suftlcient to hold off pressures for abnormal, 
make-work projects or for drastic tax reduc
tions that might induce curbs on indispensa
ble Federal expenditures. The best chance 
Congress has to avoid such pitfalls is to get 
quickly about the business of authorizing the 
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various housing, highway, unemployment, 
and other economic measures on which. there 
is now clear .agreement to proceed. 

. Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President. I 
ask UJlanimous eonse:nt tQ hav~ printed 
in the body of the REcoRD a copy of the 
letter from the President of the United 
States, dated March 8, which was ad
dressed to me. A similar letter was sent 
to Representative MARTIN, the minority 
leader of the House of Representatives. 
I may say that the letter grew out of 
discussions at the White House with the 
leadership, which occurred more than 
2 weeks ago. 

There being no objection, the letter 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

THE WHITE HousE, 
Washington, March. 8,1958. 

Ron. WILLIAM F. KNowLAND, 
United States Senate., 

W ash.ington,. D C:. 
DEAR BILL: In recent press conferences I 

have stressed the point that in the current 
economic situat'ion certain kinds of govern
mental measures, including the acceleration 
of planned and needed public improvements, 
ean be helpful in promoting increased growth 
of the economy. 

r have also stressed· this point: The course 
of our huge, compleX' economy mainly de
pends upon what individuall citizens do
upon their creativity, their productivity, 
their initiative and enterprise, and the mll
Jio:ns of economic decisions which they freely 
make each day~ The proper relation of' Gov
ernment to the gr(}wtb and vigor of such an 
economy must necessarily be t0' stimulate 
pri'vate pr€lduction and employme:nt. n(}t to 
subst'ltute p'Ublic spending for private spend
ing, nor to extend public domination over 
private activity,L 

I am. concerned over the sudden ups.urg,e 
·ot pump-pJ:iming aehemes, such. as the set
ting up of huge Federal bureaucracies of the 
PWA or WPA type~ That kind of. talk evi
dences lack of faith In the inherent vitality 
of our free economy and In the American as 
an Individual. Schemes of that kind reflect 
the- fallacy that economie progress is gen
erated. 11at, by c:litize:ns wisely managing their 
own. zeS<!>urces-, but, by the wholesale: distribu
tion of the people's m0ney In dubious activt
ties under Pederal direction. Unsound pro
grams of that kind would de great damage to 
Amerlca rather tha.n. contribute to our eoo
llomic strength. 

My February 12. economic statement em
phasized a number of important considera-
tions: · 

First, that current economic developments, 
fnaluding Increased unempioyment with its 
severe hardships for those individuals tem
porarily out of work. are of deep concern 
to us all; 

Second. that the basic factors malting fa.r 
economic growth remain strong, justifying 
expeetations of early economic improvement; 

Third, that numerous g(}vernmental pol
icies and programs already under way and 
projected will help achieve a.n early resumpo
tiQn of economic growth; a.nd 

Fourth, that sh.oulcl additional govern
mental measures be needed. they will be 
taken by the executive branch or proposed 
to the Congress. 

In that statement I cited a number of 
governmental activities currently aiding the 
economy. These include measures by the 
Federal Reserve authorities to ease credit, 
various steps to stimulate homebuilding, a 
$60(} million increase in Federa.I-aid high
way expenditwres next :fiscal year, sharply 
increased activity under t-he urban-renewal 
program, and a more than $S bUllon increase 
in defense procurement a.nd construction 
during the :fuat 6 months of this calendar 
year over the preceding 6 months. · 

A number of. administration l!eoommenda
tions for new legislation which could be of 
great help in stimulating the economy are 
already pendin.g before- the Congress. Again 
I urge the. Congress to act promptly on such 
measures as (a} authorit.y; for additional in
surance of FHA mortgages of $3 billion. per 
year for the. next 5 :fiscal years; (b) adjust
ment of thos.e statutory interest rates which 
stifle private investment; (e) apecia.l assist
ance to areas. of high and persistent unem
ployment; (d) tax relief for small business; 
(e) removal o! the statutory limit on. the 
life of the Small Bustness Administration a.nd 
provision of new auth.ority for loans to small 
business; (f) a. $2 billion increase in the 
lending authority of the Export-Import 
Bank; and (g}. a $2 billion year program 
to modernize post office buildings and eq:uip
ment. 

Since my February 12 statement the admin
istration has been developing additional or
derly accelerations of programs that are gen
uinely needed in the public interest, have 
long been planned, and are already approved. 
I cite here some of the additional actions I 
have directed since February 12: 

1. The Director of the Bureau ot the Budget, 
on my instruction. has directed the execu
tive departments and agencies to accelerate 
where practicable the construction of proJ
ects for wbicb appropriated funds are avail
able. Accel~rati'on of civil projects alone, 
many of which are already in planning and 
engineering stages, will result tn the ex:
penditure of nearly $200 million several 
months earner than previously planned. 
This earlier expenditure will step up such 
construction programs as Corps of Engineer 
civil works, the improvement of roads and 
facilities in national parks, and the Bureau 
ot Indian Mairs' road building aE.d maf:nte
nance activities. 

2. Additionally, certain water resource 
projects have been accelerated in the present 
:fiscal year and the affected departments are 
submitting such amendments to the budget 
as are needed to continue this higher con
struction rate in 1959. Amendments, to be 
transmitted to the Congress next week, will 
involve increased appropriation requests as 
follows: 

[Inmilllonsof dollars} 
Department of the Interior. Bureau of 

Reclamation_______________________ 46 
Department of the Army. Corps of Engi

neers, rivers and harbors and flood 
control------------------------------ 125 

Department o! Agriculture (watershed 
protection and. flood prevention proj-
ects)------------------------------- 15 

Total-------------------------- 186 
ln. addition, an amendment to the Depart

ment o1 the Ihterior budget will oo pre
sented to the Co:ngress to allow an early start 
on small reclamati€ln projects which were 
authorized by the 1956 Small Projects Act. 

3. The Director o!' the Bureau of the 
Budget has- just released an additional $200 
milllon to the Administrator of the Housing 
and Ho:me Finance Agency. Tbese f'l.ulcfs 
will be used by the Pederai National Mort
gage Association to stimulate construction of 
homes for citizens of modest means a.nd to 
implement other authm:ized programs. 

They wlli provide additional emproyment 
throughout the country. Should experience 
establish a need for more of these funds, 
they will be requested of the Congress. 

4. In the next few days the adm1nistration 
will ask the Congress to amend the High way 
Act to suspend certain expenditure limita
tions for 3 yearS. If enacted this amend
ment wm permit apportionments to the 
States of an addfttonai $2.a b:llifon of Fed
eral funds, all or which will be placed under 
contract durmg· calendar years 19~61. 
Adoption o.t tJli& amendment · will permit the 
apportionment during each of tbese years 
of a total of $2 .2. blllian of. Federal funds for 
Interstate highway construction alone. 

5. The military departments, on my in
structlon, have in recent days acted to award 
more procurement contracts in labor surplus 
areas, with first priority to small-business 
concerns In such areas. A new clause is be
ing inserted in fUture contracts urging prime 
contractors. to g1\fe preference to qualified 
subcontractors in labor surplus areas to the 
full extent permissible under existing law. 
The services are also reexamining their pro
curements to assure that the maximum 
n~ber of contract~; are a'U'ailable to small 
busmess generally as wen as to labor surplus 
areas.. 

6'. The Vetera:ns' .Adminfstr.ation has acted 
to make priva.te funds more readily available 
t(} vet.erans for acquiring home ownership 
Wilder the GI loan-guaranty program, and 
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board has 
launched a program to increase the avail
ability of funds for investment in home 
mortgages in. areas that in recent months 
have experienced a shortage of such funds. 

7. l deeply believe that we must move 
promptly to meet the needs of. those wage 
earners who have exhausted their unemploy
ment-compensation benefits under S'tate 
laws and have not Jet found: employment. 
I have requested the Secr.etary of Labor tQ 

present to me next week a proposal which 
without intruding on present State obliga~ 
tions and prerogati'ves. would extend far a 
brief period the duration of benefits tor 
these unemployed workers. . This would. en
able eligible unemployed individu8ls to re
ceive weekly benefits for a longer period than 
is now permitted under State laws and thus 
enable them to, continue to seek Jobs with a 
greater measure of security. I shall shortly 
place sucb a proposal before the C:ongl'ess. 

Flnally, it should be understood that other 
programs and measures are under study and, 
as circumstances ma:¥ .require. will be admin
istratively set in motion or proposed to the 
Congress. 

Sincerely. 
DWIGH'r D. ElsENHOWJ!l&. 

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey subse
quently said: Mr. President. in his letter 
to the Senator from California [Mr. 
KNoWLA-NDl and Representative JOSEPH 
MARTIN last weekend, President Eisen
hower made a comprehensive report on 
the broad actions which his administra
tion has already taken to combat tne 
current recession. He alsa outlined ad
ditional proposals which he plans to 
make within the next few weeks. : 

lt should be of great encouragement 
to the Nation that our President is act
ing so quickly and vigorously to increase 
employment and to stimulate confidence 
in the economy. At the same time the 
President's leadership caiUlot bring a'bout 
i.ts desired result Wlless the Congress ac
cepts its. parallel responsibilities. 

Today I joined with seven of my dis
tinguished colleagues in a statement em
phasizing that the responsibility for 
action rests upon the legislative branch 
equally with tba.t of the Executive, and 
pledging our readiness to act immedi:. 
ately. 

To this end, w~ proposed four specific 
steps which, to our minds. must be taken 
promptly to combat recession. It should 
be noted that these. proposals firmly sup
port~ and. in wme eases strengthen, the 
program whieb the President bas already 
outlined. 

It is my hope that both these docu
ments may fonn the basis for effeetive 
antirecession legislation by the Senate 
and the House. r ask unanimous can
sent that the text of today's statement 
by Senators AiKEN, CAsE of New Jersey, 
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COOPER, IVES, JAVITS, KUCHEL, PURTELL, 
and myself be printed in the RECORD at 
this point in my remarks to accompany 
the text of President Eisenhower's let
ter to Senator KNOWLAND and Represent
ative MARTIN, which the senior Senator 
from California has already placed in the 
RECORD. 

There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
STATEMENT BY SENATORS AIKEN, CASE OF NEW 

JERSEY, COOPER, IVES, JAVITS, KUCHEL, 
PURTELL, AND SMITH OF NEW JERSEY 

Immediate positive action must be taken 
by the Federal Government to end the re
cession and increasing unemployment and to 
bring about an upward turn in the Nation's 
economy. The President and the Congress 
have parallel responsibilities for this. Ac
tion by both is necessary. 

Action should be rapid and on a scale large 
enough to accomplish its purpose. At the 
same time it should be, and we are convinced 
it can be, of such a nature that it will not 
result in additional inflationary pressures 
over the long pull. 

We propose these immediate specific steps: 
1. Emergency Federal extension of . unem

ployment compensation · for all those who 
have used up or shortly will use up their 
current benefits. 

2. Large-scale channeling of Federal pur
chases and spending into labor distressed 
areas. 

3. Legislation to stimulate and facmtate 
home construction. · 

4. Legislation to step up highway construc
tion, both in the interstate and in the 
primary, secondary, and urban systems. 

Our first concern must be for people, for 
the families whose breadwinner is out of a 
job. Unemployment compensation has al
ready run out for many of these and before 
very long the same grim prospect may be 
facing hundreds of thousands of Americans. 
Therefore, Congress should immediately pro
vide for emergency continuation of unem
ployment compensation benefits for all work
ers whose benefits have expired or will ex
pire under existing State laws during this 
year. This should be done at once pending 
final decision on permanent unemployment 
compensation legislation. 

The executive departments should imme
diately institute an effective program to 
channel Federal purchases and Federal 
spending into labor distressed areas. For ex
ample, a substantial proportion, perhaps as 
much as 50 percent, of military supply con
tracts could be set aside for such areas. The 
pattern of recession varies greatly over the 
country. In certain areas real suffering ex
ists. In others, business is good and em
ployment remains high. The resources of 
the Federal Government should be employed 
where they are most needed and where they 
will do the most good. 

Congress should act immediately to insure 
that activity in the building of homes is in
creased. We advocate legislation to provide 
an expanded opportunity for American fam
ilies to buy homes and to provide incentives 
to labor and industry to build them. 

Congress should immediately insure that 
the highway program is stepped up. We em
phasize that this should apply not only to 
the Interstate Highway System but also to 
the construction of primary, secondary, and 
urban highways throughout America. 

Of course, in addition to these specific 
measures, we support the acceleration of all 
public works and reclamation projects which 
are feasible and necessary. The same ap
plies to hospital construction, college dormi
tories, and similar programs. 

It would be shocking for Congress to fail 
to act promptly and favorably on the school
construction program. We cannot ignore the 

needs Of OUr children and the future Of our 
country. 

We emphasize again the need for imme
diate action on a scale big enough to do the 
job. Such action is required to prevent indi· 
vidual hardship to millions of Americans. 
It is needed to restore vigor to our economy 
upon which our national strength depends. 
And unless the Government acts promptly 
and effectively to end recessions, it cannot 
succeed in its long-range effort to control 
inflation. Control of inflation cannot suc
ceed without public support and that sup
port will be forthcoming only if the public 
has confidence that its Government is in
terested not only in maintaining stability of 
the price level, but also, and equally, in pre
venting business depressions and the indi
vidual suffering which they entail. 

The President recognizes the problem. 
And, he has today added specific recom
mendations to others that he has previously 
made. This is the joint responsibility of the 
executive and the legislative branches. We 
are prepared to shoulder our portion of the 
responsibility. 

Mr. JAVITS subsequently said: Mr. 
President, over the weekend I had the 
honor to be associated with seven of my 
.colleagues, Senators AIKEN, CASE of New 
jersey, COOPER, IVES, KUCHEL, PURTELL, 
and SMITH of New Jersey, in a declara
tion of policy for action against the cur
rent recession, to which we pledged our
selves. 

We propose four immediate specific 
steps: 

First. Emergency Federal extension of 
unemployment compensation for all 
those who have used up or shortly will 
use up their current benefits. 

Second. Large-scale channeling of 
Federal purchases and spending into 
labor-distressed areas. 

Third. Legislation to stimulate and 
facilitate home construction. 

Fourth. Legislation to step up high
way construction, both in the interstate 
and in the primary, secondary, and 
urban systems. 

The reason for ·our declaration is our 
understanding of the fact th~t when we 
talk about leadership, we realize that 
Congress, too, has a responsibility to lead 
and a responsibility for taking action. 
We want to make it clear-and this is the 
purport of the statement, as I see it
that we understand this means a respon
sibility, not merely to build up a record 
for the next election, but to take steps 
necessary to wage an antirecession strug
gle. We really feel a massive effort is 
necessary to do the job, and we want the 
effort to be big enough to do the job. 

We feel also a responsibility to restore 
vigor to our economy and to help those 
who may be hurt, especially those who 
may be unemployed. Hence our recog
nition of the necessity for Federal exten
sion of unemployment compensation. 

I deeply feel such action is vital at this 
particular moment, for not only does the 
fate of our country, in terms of its econ
omy, depend upon what we do, but, in
deed, the fate and peace of the whole 
world. It is an open secret that the 
nations of the whole Free world which 
are allied with us in the struggle for peace 
will be hurt by any continuance of a 
recession in our country, and the whole 
system of alliances which we have built 
up, and which are indispensable to peace, 
could be very materially and seriously 

jeopardized by a long-continued reces
sion in this country. 

I hope we, in the Congress, will recog
nize our responsibility to act, and to act 
with sacrifice. I deeply feel the Ameri
can people are prepared to make any 
sacrifices which may be required to sus
tain our productive prosperity and peace 
in the world. 

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, ETC. 

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the 
Senate the following communication 
and letters, which were referred as in:. 
dicated: 
PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION, DE

PARTMENT OF DEFENSE (S. Doc. No. 81) 
·A communication from the President of 

the United States, transmitting a proposed 
supplemental appropriation for the Depart
ment of Defense, in the amount of $3,500,000, 
for the fiscal year 1958 (with an accompany
ing paper); to the Committee on Appropria
tions, and ordered to be printed. 
REPORT ON MILITARY PRIME CONTRACTS WITH 

BUSINESS FIRMS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR 
EXPERIMENTAL, DEVELOPMENTAL, AND RE:_ 
SEARCH WORK 

A letter from the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Supply and Logistics), transmit
ting, pursuant to law, a report on military 
prime con tracts with business firms in the 
United States for experimental, develop
mental, and research work, during the first 
6 months of fiscal year 1958 (.with an accom.
panying report); to the Committee on Bank
ing and Currency. 
NOMINATION FOR REAPPOINTMENT TO DISTRICT 

OF COLUMBIA REDEVELOPMENT LAND 
AGENCY 

A letter from the Commissioners of the 
District of Columbia, nominating, pursuant 
to law, Richard R. Atkinson for reappoint
ment as a member of the District of Colum
bia Redevelopment Land Agency; to the 
Committee on the District of Columbia. 
REPORTS PRIOR TO RESTORATION OF BALANCES, 

FEDERAL CIVIL DEFENSE ADMINISTRATION 

Two letters from the Assistant Adminis
trator, Federal Civil Defense Administration, 
Battle Creek, Mich., transmitting, pursuant 
to law, reports for restoration of unobligated 
balances previously withdrawn in that Ad
ministration (with accompanying reports); 
to the Committee on Government Operations. 

SUSPENSION OF DEPORTATION OF ALIENs
WITHDRAWAL OF NAME 

A letter from the Commissioner, Immigra
tion and Naturalization Service, Department 
of Justice, withdrawing the name of Hideicht 
Yoshida from a report relating to aliens 
whose deportation has been suspended, 
transmitted to the Senate on January 15, 
1957; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 
MASSACHUSETTS COLLEGE OF PHARMACY V. THE 

UNITED STATES 

A letter from the Clerk, United States 
Court of Claims, Washington, D. C., trans
mitting, pursuant to law, the opinion of that 
·court, rendered in the case of Massachusetts 
College of Pharmacy v. The United States 
(with an accompanying document); to the 
Committee on the Judiciary. 
SALARIES AND PERSONNEL PRACTICES FOR CER• 

TAIN EMPLOYEES OF DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

A letter from the Deputy Secretary of De· 
fense, transmitting a draft of proposed legis
lation to govern the salaries and personnel 
practices for teachers, certain school ofllcers, 
and other employees of the Dependents 
SChools of the Department of Defense in 
foreign countries, and for other purposes 
(with accompanying papers); to the Com
mittee on Post Office and Civil Service. 
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PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS 
Petitions, etc., were laid before the 

Senate, or presented.- and referred as 
indicated: 

By the VICE PRESIDENT: 
Resolutions of the General Court of the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts; to the 
C~mmittee on Labor and Public Welfare: 
,.Resolutions memorializing Congress against 

certain legislation commonly referred to 
as right-to-work legislation 
"Resolved, '!Jlat the General Court of Mas

sachusetts respectfully urges the Congress 
of the United States not to enact any legis
lation relating to the right to work, so-calleg, 
or any similar legislation designed to pro
hibit closed shops or to provide that no em
ployee shall as a condition of his employ
ment be required to join a labor union, 
which proposed legislation will, if enacted, 
te-:nd to undermine the st.rength 0'f labor a:nd 
of labm: u.nions throughout the· count:ry; and 
be it further 

"Resolved, That copies of these resolutions 
be transmitted forthwith by the secretary of 
the Commonwealth to the Presiding Officer 
of each branch of. the Congress of the United 
States and to each Member thereoi f.rom this 
Commonwealth." 

A resolution of the Senate of the State of 
Georgia; to the Committee on Labor and 
Pu]:}lic Welfare: 

"Senate Resolution 132 
''Whereas we the senators of Georgia's 54 

senatorial dis:tricts duly convened in session 
for the purpose of enacting laws and making 
recommendations beneficial to the people of 
om State~ and 

"Whereas the Senate Committee of Vet
erans AffaiJ's of the State of Georgia having 
fully looked into the Veterans' Administra
tion hospital facilities available for Georgia 
veterans and having reported their findings 
to the full senate In session; and 

"Whereas it is the Ul'l.animous opinion of 
this Senate of the State of Georgia that 
existing Veterans' Administration hospital 
facilities are entirely inadequate; and 

.. Whereas one of the more notable findings 
of our committee on veterans affairs refers to 
Veterans' Administration Hospital No. 48 in 
Atlanta. This hospital was acquired by the 
VA some 28 years ago to serve the needs of 
Spanish-American War veterans and veterans 
of World War I; and 

••Whereas since that time World War II 
and the' Korean conflict has increased the 
veterans population of our State to approxi
mately 450,000. a large portion of which re
side in the Atlanta and north Georgia area; 
and 

nWhereas it is the unanimous opinion of 
this body that the 300 beds available at the 
Atlanta Veterans' Administration hospital is 
entirely inadequate: Therefore be it 

"Resolved, That we recommend and urge 
our congressional and senatorial delegations 
at Washington to exert their il!lfiuence and 
every effort toward having a new hospital of 
sufficient bed capacity constructed m the 
Atlanta-north Georgia area." 

A joint resolution of the Legislature of 
the State of Georgia; to the Committee on 
Agriculture and Forestry: 
"Joint Resolution of the General Assembly 

of Georgia · 
"Whereas on December 18. 195-7, Secretary 

of Agriculture Benson announced that dairy 
price support for the marketing year be
ginning April 1, 1958, will be at 75 percent 
of parity; and 

"Whereas the '15 percent 01 parity ·w1n re
sult in a decrease to approximately $3.02 
per hundredweight for 3.95 percent butter
fat milk from the current support price of 
$3.25; and 

"'Whereas on January 16, 1958, the Presl
dent of the United States in his message to 
the Congress of the United States for a 
revised farm, food, and fiber program recom
mended that the dairy price support 
should be detennined administratively be
tween 60 and 90 percent of parity; and 

"Whereas the recommended minimum of 
_60 percent of parity will result in a decrease 
to approximately $2.37 per hundredweight 
for 3.95 percent butterfat milk from the 
current support price of $3.25; and 

.. Whereas this decrease will dzrastically re
duce dairy income in the State of Georgia: 
Therefore be it 

"Resolved by the General Assemb-ly of 
Georgia (both houses thereof concurring), 
That the Legislature of the State of Georgia 
does hereby memorialize and petition, and 
does respectfully urge the Congress of the 
United States to enact legislation to provide 
that the dairy support priee for the mar
keting year starting April 1, 1958, shall be 
not less than the current $3.25 per hun
dredweight for 3.95 percent butterfat milk 
and that the Secretary of Agriculture shall 
use a parity equivalent for manufacturing 
milk based on the 30-month period July 
1946 to December 1948, both inclusive; and 
be it further 

nResolved, That the secretary of the sen
ate transmit a duly authenticated copy of 
this resolution to the President of the 
United States Senate, to the Speaker of the 
United States House of Representatives. and 
to each member of the Georgia delegation 
in Congress." 

A resolution adopted by the Alliance of 
Czechoslovak Exiles in Chicago, relating to 
Communist domination of the world; to the 
Committee on Foreign Relations. 

Two resolutions adopted at the annual 
convention and World Travel Congress of 
the American Society of Travel Agents, Inc., 
at Madrid, Spain, relating to the impcrtance 
of travel, al'l.d the free movement of people 
between friendly natiolils; to the Committee 
on Foreign Relations. 

A resolution adopted by the City Council 
of the City of Elsmere, Ky., relating to the 
control of natural gas; to the Committee on 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce . 

A resolution adopted by the Western Gov
ernors' Conference, at Colorado Springs, 
Colo., relating to highway mileage allocation 
for Hawaii; to the Committee on Public 
Works. 

A resolution adopted by the Western Gov
ernors' Conference, at Colorado Springs, 
Colo., favoring statehood for Hawaii and 
Alaska; oFdered to lie on the table. 

A resolution adopted by the Alaska Na
tional Guard Officers' Association, at An
chorage, Alaska, favoring the enactment of 
legislation to grant statehood to Alaska; or
dered to lie an the table. 

A resolution adopted by the Board of Com
missioners of the City of Trenton, N. J., fa
voring increased compensation for postal 
workers and all Federal employees; ordered 
to lie on the table. 

By Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina 
(for himself and Mr. THURMOND) : 

A concurrent resolution of the Legislature 
of the State of South Caronna; ordered to 
lie on the table: 
"Concurrent resolution m.emorializing Con

gress to defeat the passage of the bill in
creasing postal rates 
"Whereas the - United States Senate on 

February 26, 1958', accepted a postal hike on 
nonlocal mail to 5 cents; and · 

"Whereas the mail services are cluttered 
with circulars and much unimportant mail; 
and 

"Whereas the Increase on first class mail 
would work as a hardship upon the people of 
our country: Now, therefore, be it 

"Resolved. by the hou.se oj representatives 
(the senate concurring), That Congress is 

memoralized to refrain from the passage o! 
legislation increasing the cost of out-of
town mail; be it further 

"Resolved, That should the Congress deem 
it necessary to increase postal rates to defra.y 
expenses, that it consider increasing the rates 
on classes other than :first class mail; an€1 be 
it further 

"ResoLved~ That a copy of this resolution 
be forwarded to the President of the Sen
ate of the United States, the Speaker of the 
Ho\ilSe of Represen.tatives of the United 
States, the two Senators from South Carolina 
and the Members of the House of Repre
sentatives from South Carolina:• 

B'y Mr. Mt!:NAMARA: 
A concurrent resolution of the Legislature 

of the State of Michigan; tO the. Committee 
on Finance: 

"Senate Concurrent Resolution ? 
"Concurrent resolution. requesting the Con

gress of the United States to alleviate un
employment and to coUllter the growing 
industrial recession. in Michigan and other 
industrial States by repealing the Federal 
excise tax on motor vehicles 
"Whereas the current recession in Indus• 

trial production is worsening at an alarming 
rate, resulting i'n widesJ!)read unemployment 
and increasing alaFm amongst the people of 
Michigan and other States of the Union;· and 

"Whereas unless effective countermeasures 
ue taken in time the recession may begin 
to feed upon itself and precipitate & ruinous 
spiral of defia tion and depression; and 

"Whereas business analysts have counted 
upon strong public acceptance of 1958 auto
mobiles as a major sustaining force in our 
economy not only because of the thousands 
of persons employed directly in the manu
facture of automobiles and parts therefor, 
li>ut also because the automobile industry is 
a. la.Fge user of steel, glass, rubber products, 
ra.U transportation, and other goods and 
services; and 

"Whereas the business recession is spread
ing in these rela-ted industries resulting in 
lower Federal and State tax revenues and 
increasing unemployment with its welfare 
burdens and inevitable human misery; and 

"Whereas the loss of revenue from the re
peal of the excise tax on motor vehicles would 
be largely if not wholly regained through an 
increase in business acU\!ity and the result
ing increase in. income-tax collections; and 

"Whereas any other effective method of 
countering the growing recession could he 
expected to be very costly; and 

"Whereas it is believed that the immediate 
repeal of the excise tax on motor vehicles 
would supply an important impetus to the 
sale of motor vehicles and to business ac
tivity and employment in automobile fac
tories and related industries throughout 
Michigan and the United States; and 

"Whereas the brunt of this discriminatory 
tax is being borne by the unemployed worker; 
and 

"Whereas the greatest share of the impact 
of unemployment resulting from the excise 
tax on motor vehicles is unfairly borne by 
Miehigan which now has more than 10 per
cent of its labor force unemployed: Now, 
therefore, be it 

"Resolved by the senate (the house of rep
resentatives concurring), That the people of 
Michigan respectfully request the Congress 
of the United States to repeal the excise tax 
on motor vehicles; and be it further 

"Resolved, That copies of this resolution be 
transmitted to the President of the United 
States, the Secretary of Labor, the President 
of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of 
Representattves, and the Uni.ted States Sen
ato:rs and :Representatives from Michigan." 

The VICE PRESIDENT laid b~fore the 
Senate a concurrent resolution of the 
legislature-of the State of South Carolina 
identical with the foregoing, which was 
ordered to lie on the table. 
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JOINT REsOLUTION OF NEW HAMP- . who have planned programs for the .use 
· SHIRE LEGISLATURE and control of water runoff in our State. 

This is a program I have been advo-
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, l pre- eating for many years, and while Kansas 

sent, for appropriate reference, a con- _has made great progress in this area, 
current resolution which has been · there is still much work to be done. 
adopted by the New Hampshire State The future growth and development of 
Legislature memorializing .the Congress Kansas will be largely industrial, and it 
of the United States concerning the im- is essential that the State have an 
position of income taxes by one or more abundant and an assured water supply 

· States against legal residents of another in order to encourage industry moving 
State. into the State. 

In ·this connection, Mr. President, my I ask unanimous consent that the reso-
colleague, the junior Senator from New lution be printed in the RECORD. 
Hampshire [Mr. CoTTON] and I have in- There being no objection, the resolu
troduced a joint resolution proposing to tion was ordered to be printed in the 
amend the Constitution of the United RECORD, as follows: 
States to prohibit SUCh taxation. I Sin- RESOLUTION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND CON• 
Cerely · hope that the CongreSS Will give SERVATION OF THE WATER RESOURCES OF 
serious and favorable consideration to KANsAs 
this proposed legislation. . Whereas the Kansas Industrial Develop-

There being no objection, the concur- ment Commission recognizes the importance 
rent resolution was referred to the Com- of developing the water resources of Kansas 
mittee on the Judiciary, as follows: for flood control and water conservation in 
Concurrent resolution memorializing the order that our State can be in a better post-

Congress of the United States to propose tion to attract new industry; and 
an amendment to the Federal Constitution Whereas many industries have indicated 
relative to the imposition and collections that a guaranteed water supply and flood 
of taxes on income by the States protection is one of the prime considerations 

which determine the location of their plants; 
Whereas citizens of New Hampshire resid· and 

1ng within this State but employed in the Whereas the occurrence of devastating 
States of Vermont and Massachusetts are floods followed by the - periods of extreme 
now imposed upon by being forced to pay drought in recent years has demonstrated to 
income taxes to those States; and the people in Kansas the imperative neces-

Whereas United States Senators STYLES sity for the control and conservation of our 
BRIDGES and NoRRis CoTToN of New Hamp- water resources in order that water may be 
shire have joined with United States Sena- available when needed for beneficial use and 
tors from other States in proposing an not wasted through destructive and cata
amendment to the Federal Constitution to strophiq floods; and 
end the imposition of income taxes by one Whereas the control of major floods and 
State upon the residents of other States: Now, the impounding of water in sufficient quan
therefore, be it tity to meet the ever-increasing demands of 

Resolved by the Senate of the State of New industry can only be accomplished by the 
Hampshire, the House of Representatives completion of the comprehensive plans for 
concurring: water conservation and flood control which 

( 1) The Congress of the U:nited States is have been authorized by Congress and which 
hereby memorialized to propose an amend- will be proposed by Federal and State agen
ment to the Federal Constitution by adding cies for future authorization; and 
a new article to the amendments by which Whereas the completion and carrying out 
the several States would have no power to of these plans so vitally important to the 
impose and collect taxes on income from welfare and prosperity of our State has been 
whatever source derived except in respect to delayed by misunderstanding and lack of ap
l'esidents of the State imposing the tax; preciation of their character, purposes, and 
and be it further potential benefit: Now, therefore, be it 

Resolved, That the secretary of state be in- Resolved, That the Kansas Industrial De-
structed to forward a copy of this concur- velopment Commission hereby pledges its 
rent resolution to the President of the United support and cooperation to the Federal agen
States, the Vice President of the United cies charged with the responsibility of de
States, the Speaker of the House of Repre- veloping the water resources of our Nation; 

· sentatives, and to each Member of the United namely, the Soil Conservation Service of the 
States Senate. Department of Agriculture, and the Bureau 

W. DouGLAS ScAMMAN, of Reclamation of the Department of In-
Speaker of the House of Representatives. . terior, and the Army Corps of Engineers in 

ERALSEY C. FERGusoN, the D3partment of Defense; and be it further 
President of the Senate. Resolved, That this commission urge the 

. RESOLUTION OF KANSAS INDUS
TRIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMIS
SION 

Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, the 
Kansas Industrial Development Commis
sion at its meeting on February 17, 1958, 
adopted a resolution for the development 
and conservation of water resources of 
Kansas. 

This resolution called attention to the 
value and importance of the early com
pletion of the authorized and recom
mended water-control projects in Kan
sas. The resolution also pledged full co
operation arid support ·to the Soil Conser
vation. Service, the Bureau of Reclama
tion, and the Corps of Army Engineers. 

Kansas Water Resources Board and other 
State agencies to consider the value and im
portance of the early completion of the 
authorized and recommended water-control 
projects in our State in order to place us in a 
more favorable competitive situation with 
surrounding States to attract desirable in
dustry in order to create a better balanced 
economy in our State. 

RESOLUTIONS OF POLITICAL SUBDI
VISIONS AND OTHER ORGANIZA
TIONS OF THE STATE OF NEW 
YORK 

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed in 
the REcoRD various resolutions adopted 
by public bodies and other distinguished 
agencies in the State of New York. 

There being no objection, the resolu
tions were ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as. follows·: 

cfty of Oswego 
Whereas there is now pending in the Con

gress of the United States a bill known: as 
the Harris-O'Hara natural gas bill amending 
the Natural Gas Act to remove regulatory 
powers of the Federal Power _ Commission 

·over contract prices for natural gas sold by 
producers to pipeline companies before its 
entry into interstate transmission lines; and 

Whereas the cost of distributing natural 
gas has substantially increased since 1950, 
which cost has been passed on to the con
sumer; and 

Whereas the Oswego area heating gas con
sumers have a large investment in gas-heat

· fng equipment and would be at the mercy 
of producers without Federal control; and 

Whereas the passage of this bill would be 
injurious to consumers in that it would im
pose an additional financial burden upon 
them and increase inflationary pressures; 
~d . 

Whereas natural gas is a necessary com
modity and constitutes a public utility that 
affects the health, welfare, and safety of the 
people and is therefore properly subject to 
regulation and control by responsible gov
ernmental authority: Now, therefore, be it 

Resolved, That this common council urges 
the Congress of the United States to protect 
the homeowners of Oswego and central New 
York by defeating the Harris-O'Hara natural 
gas bill; and be it further 

Resolved, That copies of this resolution, 
duly certified, be forwarded by the city clerk 
to Senator. IRVING IvEs, Senator JACOB JAVITS, 
and Representative CLARENCE E. KILBURN. 

At a recent tp.eeting of the directors of the 
Oneida County Bar Association, at Utica, 
N. Y., the following resolution was duly 
adopted: 

"Whereas there has been introduced in the 
Congress of the United States •a bill which 
provides for additional pay and. promotion 
for members of the legal profession serving 
with the armed services in a legal capacity, 
bringing the pay and promotion status of 
military lawyers to a level commensurate 
with the special professional pay and promo
tion schedule now available to members of 
the medical and other learned professions 
serving with the military; and 

"Whereas· it is the sense of this. association 
that lawyers should receive such commen
surate compensation and rank, for their pro~ 
fessional training and skill are certainly as . 
valuable to the Armed Forces as those of the 
other learned professions; that the armed 
services are having great difficulty in procur
ing and retaining even a minimum of mili
tary lawyers, and that if they are unable to 
do so, it will be impossible to administer 
properly the present Uniform Code of Mili
t ary Justice; that said code was made the 
basis of military justice largely through the 
efforts of civilian lawyers, and that we, there
fore, have a responsibility to insure its suc
cessful operation; and that, finally, this bar 
h as a peculiar interest in and knowledge of 
the needs and problems of the armed serv
ices: Therefore, be it 

"Resolved, That the Oneida County Bar 
Association endorses the aforesaid bill and 
urges upon the Congress of the United States 
its passage, and the secretary be and he Is 
directed to send copies of this resolution to 

· the Members of the United States House of 
Representatives and the United States Senate 
· from this State, and to the American Bar 
Association." 

Whereas there is pending in the Congress 
of the Uniteq States of-America a bill known 
as H. R. · 9467; 85th Congress.- ·popularly 

· t .ermed the Forand bill; and 
.Whereas this legislation ..calls for the ex

pansion of the Social Security Act into the 
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medical- and hospital-care field through the 
provision of Federal funds collected for so
cial security to pay the cost of hospital, 
nursing home, and surgical services for per
sons eligible for old-age and survivors' in
surance benefits; and 

Whereas this legislation, if enacted, would 
in effect create for a large and rapidly grow
ing section of our population a system of 
socialized medicine which differs in no essen
tial particular from the national compulsory 
health insurance proposals which have been 
so consistently opposed by all who desire the 
continuance of free enterprise in these mat
ters; and 

Whereas the American Medical Associa
tion, the Medical Society of the State of New 
York, and the Nassau County Medical So
ciety have repeatedly opposed compulsory
health-insurance legislation because of their 
firm conviction that it would adversely af
fect the health of the people, although 
designed to further it; and 

Whereas the proposed legislation fails to 
provide adequate safeguards against govern
mental interference with the practice of 
medicine or with hospital administration: 
Be !thereby 
· Resolved, That the Nassau County Medical 
Society go on record as being wholeheartedly 
against the Forand bill and similar legis
lation; and be it further 

Resolved, That every attempt should be 
made to resolve these problems through ex
isting local mechanisms and facilities; and 
be it further 

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions 
be forwarded to the Nassau-Suffolk Hospital 
Council, to the Medical Society of the State 
of New York, to the American Medical Asso
ciation, and to the Senators and Representa
tives representing this section in the Con
gress of the United States. 

Whereas Representative AIME J. FoRAND, 
Democrat, of Rhode Island, has introduced a 
bill in Congress, currently known as H. Res. 
9467; and 

Whereas the terms of this bill propose to 
liberalize a wide range of social security ben
efits including the provision of certain items 
of hospital, nursing, home care, and medical 
and surgical services to persons receiving 
social-security benefits, or currently eligible 
for them, including surviving widows and 
eligible children, with cost to be defrayed 
out of the sociai-security funds; and 

Whereas in the opinion of the members of 
the Onondaga County Medical Society this 
bill for all practical aspects proposes social
ized medicine for a percentage of our popu
lation; and 

Whereas the members of the Onondaga 
County Medical Society are opposed unalter
ably to socialized medicine in any form: 
Therefore, be it 

Resolved, That the Onondaga County Med
ical Society expresses its opposition to House 
bill 9467; and further resolves that this in
formation be conveyed to New York State's 
Representatives in Congress. 

Board of Supervisors, Oneida County 
Resolution 21 

Whereas there is produced in Oneida 
County annually more than 400 million 
pounds of milk, and the income from said 
milk is very substantial and plays a big 
factor in the people of both our urban and 
rural areas; and 

Whereas as of January 1958, there was held 
by the Federal Government some 35 million 
pounds of butter which is substantially less 
than a year ago and the same applies to the 
amount of cheese and skim milk on hand; 
and 

Whereas the Secretary of Agriculture of 
the United States proposes to reduce the 
support level from 83 to 75 p~rcent, thus 
decreasing the amount of income to Oneida 
County farmers: Now. therefore, be it 

Resolved, That this board go on record in 
opposition to any reduction of the support 
level and its products; and be it further 

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be 
forwarded by the clerk of this board to Con
gressman WILLIAM R. WILLIAMS and Senators 
IRviNG IvES and JACOB K. JAVITS with the 
request that they use their influence to keep 
the present support level. 

Whereas the Fraternal Order of Eagles is 
engaged in a nationwide Jobs After 40 cam
paign to eliminate age discrimination in 
employment as an unwarranted practice 
which is depriving many thousands of 
physically sound, skilled and experienced 
workers of the means of a livelihood, and 
which is resulting in a tragic waste of man
power in the American economy; and, 

Whereas there is now pending in the 
United States Senate bill S. 3188, introduced 
by Senator RICHARD L. NEUBERGER, and CO
sponsored by nine other Senators, to prohibit 
discrimination because of age in the hiring 
and employment of persons by government 
contractors; and, 

Whereas enactment of such proposed legis
lation would provide employment for many 
competent workers now barred by age dis
crimination, and would set an inspiring ex
ample by Government for all industry for 
the adoption of similar policies: Now there
fore, be it 

Resolved, That Yonkers Aerie of the Fra
ternal Order of Eagles hereby goes on record 
for support of bill S. 3188, and urges en
actment of this pending legislation into law. 

IMMEDIATE CONGRESSIONAL AC
TION ON PUBLIC WORKS-LETTER 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 

have just received a letter from the Min
neapolis Central Labor Union urging im
mediate Congressional action for public 
works to stein the tide of the current 
recession. 

I ask unanimous consent that the let
ter be printed in the RECORD, and appro
priately referred. 

There being no objection, the letter 
was referred to the Committee on Public 
Works, and ordered to be printed in the 
REcoRD, as follows: 

MINNEAPOLIS CENTRAL LABOR UNION, 
Minneapolis, Minn., March 4,1958. 

Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, 
Senate Office Building, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY: The Minneapolis 

Central Labor Union in meeting assembled 
this 26th day of February 1958 passed the 
following action. 

That we urge the Senator to do everything 
in his power to put into motion the various 
projects of public works for which authoriza
tion has been granted and appropriations 
made. 

This immediate action must be taken to 
take up the slack in the present employment 
picture and to stem the tide of this very real 
recession. 

Your assistance is urgently solicited. 
Very truly yours, 

JEROME FREOHLIG, Secretary. 

RESTORATION OF FARM PRICES
RESOLUTION 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
have just received a resolution from the 
Compton Farmers Union Local 656, 
Wadena, Minn., advocating immediat-e 
steps to restore farm prices. An identi
cal resolution was received from the 
Brewster Farmers Union local, Brewster, 
Minn. · 

I ask unanimous consent that the 
resolution be printed in the RECORD and 
appropriately referred. 

There being no objection, the resolu
tion was referred to the Committee on 
Agriculture and Forestry, and ordered 
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows: 

Whereas agriculture is a major industry in 
this community and in Minnesota; and 

Whereas the lowering of farm supports en 
dairy products, wheat, corn, and the feed 
grains would create increased hardship in 
our area; and 

Whereas price protection is needed on 
livestock and poultry because these products 
make up a large percentage of the cash farm 
income of this community; and 

Whereas the community is losing millions 
of dollars in income and purchasing power 
each year because farmers are not receiving 
prices which give them a return equal to 
the cost of production and living; and 

Whereas the farm credit situation is seri
ous and capital is lacking both to finance 
1958 operations and to make the needed re
pairs and replacements on the farm; and 

Whereas the lack of farm buying power is 
holding back a large volume of purchases, 
repairs and investment in new buildings and 
machinery, which contribute in turn to a 
drop in business activity and employment in 
the city: Now, therefore, be it 

Resolved, That, we the Compton Farmers 
Union No. 656, Wadena, Minn., urge the 
Congress to take into consideration that the 
best and most direct method of forestalling 
the growing business recession and aiding 
small business in our community, would be 
to take immediate steps to restore farm 
prices to a full parity level; be it further 

Resolved, That the Congress be urged to 
oppose the recommendations for still lower 
farm price support levels, and instead to 
approve measures which will restore farm 
prices to a higher level at which the sale of 
farm products will give farmers a fair pur
chasing power; and be it finally 

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be 
sent to our Members of the House and Sen
ate in the Congress and to other interested 
officials. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 
The following reports of committees 

wre submitted: 
By Mr. JACKSON, from the Committee on 

Armed Services, with amendments: 
H. R. 8437. An act to amend the Act of 

August 3, 1956, to authorize certain person
nel of the armed forces to accept and wear 
decorations conferred by the Philippine 
Government (Rept. No. 1358). 

By Mr. SCHOEPPEL, from the Committee 
on Agriculture and Forestry, without amend
ment: 

S. 3406. A bill to amend the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, with 
respect to wheat acreage history (Rept. No. 
1359). 

By Mr. O'MAHONEY, from the Committee 
on Interior and Insular Affairs, with amend
ments: 

S. 2359. A bill to authorize the establish
ment of the Petrified Forest National Park, 
in the State of Arizona, and for other pur
poses (Rept. No. 1360). 

By Mr. EASTLAND, from the Committee on 
the Judiciary, without amendment: 

S. 1987. A bill for the relief of Richard K. 
Lim and Margaret K. Lim (Rept. No. 1361); 
and 

S. 2735. A bill for the relief of Sayo Ono 
Taylor (Rept. No. 1362). 

By Mr. EASTLAND, from the Committee on 
the Judiciary, with an amendment: 

S. 2713. A bill for the relief of Abbas Mo
hammad A wad (Rept. No. 1363); and 

S. 2807. A bill for the relief of Johanna 
Dippold (Rept. No. 1364). 
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By Mr. O'MAHONEY, from the Committee 

on the Judiciary, without amendment: 
s. Con. Res. 49. Concurrent resolution re

questing the President to designate the week 
of March 16-22, 1958, as National Library 
Week (Rept. No. 1365). 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The report 
will be received, and the bill will be 
placed on the calendar. 

beginning in 1957, and I submit a report 
<No. 1368) thereon. I ask unanimous 
consent that the report be printed, to
gether with the minority views of the 
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. ANDER
SON], the Senator from Tennessee [Mr. 
GoRE], and the Senator from Delaware 
[Mr. WILLIAMS]. 

By Mr. O'MAHONEY, from the Committee 
on the Judiciary, with an amendment: 

H. R. 7153. An act giving the consent of 
Congress to a compact between the State of 
Oregon and the State of Washington estab
lishing a boundary between those States 
(Rept. No. 1367) ; and 

The bill <S. 3441) to provide for a 
minimum acreage allotment for corn, 
and other purposes, reported by Mr. 
ELLENDER, from the Committee on Agri
culture and Forestry, was read twice by 
its title, and placed on the calendar. The VICE PRESIDENT. The report 

will be received and the bill will be 
placed on the calendar; and the report 
will be printed with the minority views, 
as requested by the Senator from Vir
ginia. 

H. J. Res. 483. Joint resolution to amend 
the act of August 20, 1954, establishing a 
Commission for the celebration of the 200th 
anniversary of the birth of Alexander Ham
ilton (Rept. No. 1366). 

REPORT ON DISPOSITION OF 
EXECUTIVE PAPERS 

By Mr. GREEN, from the Committee on 
Foreign Relations, with amendments: 

H. J. Res. 347. Joint resolution authoriz
ing and requesting the President to invite 
the several States and foreign countries to 
take part in the Fourth International Auto
mation Congress and Exposition to be held 
in the New York Coliseum at New York, N. Y., 
from June 9 to 13, 1958 (Rept. No. 1369). 

Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina, 
from the Joint Select Committee on the 
Disposition of Executive Papers, to which 
was referred for examination and recom
mendation a list of . records transmitted 
to the Senate by the Archivist of the 
United States that appeared to have no 
permanent value or historical interest, 
submitted a report thereon, pursuant to 
law. 

SUMMARY OF REPORTS OF JOINT 
COMMITTEE ON REDUCTION OF 
NONESSENTIAL FEDERAL EX
PENDITURES-CIVILIAN EMPLOY
MENT IN EXECUTIVE BRANCH 
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, as chair

man of the Joint Committee on Reduc
tion of Nonessential Federal Expendi
tures, I submit a summary of monthly 
personnel reports on civilian employ
ment in the executive branch of the Fed
eral Government for the period Novem
ber 1957 to January 1958, inclusive. 

PROVISION OF MINIMUM ACREAGE 
ALLOTMENT FOR CORN-REPORT 
OF A COMMITTEE 

FORMULA FOR TAXING INCOME OF 
LIFE-INSURANCE COMPANIES
REPORT OF A COMMITTEE-MI
NORITY VIEWS In accordance with the practice of 

several years' standing, I request that it 
be printed in the body of the RECORD as 
a part of my remarks. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, from 
the Committee on Agriculture and Fores
try, I report an original bill to provide for 
a minimum acreage allotment for corn, 
and other purposes, and I submit a re
port-No. 1370-thereon. 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, from the 
Committee on Finance, I report favor
ably, without amendment, the bill <H. R. 
10021) to provide that the 1955 formula 
for taxing income of life-insurance com
panies shall also apply to taxable years 

There being no objection, the sum
mary of reports was ordered to be printed 
in the RECORD, as follows: 

TABLE I.-Consolidated table of Federal personnel inside and outside cont£nental United States employed by the executive agencies during 
January 1958, and comparison with November 1957, and pay for December 1957, and comparison with October 1957 

Department or agency 
Personnel Pay (in thousands) 

January November Increase Decrease December October Increase Decrease 

Executive departments (except Department of Defense): Agriculture _____ -- ________________________________________ --------- __ 
Commerce 1 • • • __________ _____ ________ -- ___ ---- _ ----------- _ --------- _ 

Health, Education, and Welfare ... ----------------------------------Interior ----- ____ ----- ______________ ----- ____________________________ _ 

Justice .•. ------------------------------------------------------------Labor _______ -------- ______________________ ---- _______ ----- __ ---------
Post Office ____________ ------ __ ---- ___ _ --- ____ __ _____________________ _ 
State 3 ____ ~- ----- _ -------- _ -- - _ ---- _- ---- ___ ----- _ ---- _ - -- __ ---------

Treasury ____ ------- --------- ---------------------------------- -------
Executive Office of the President: 

85,240 
52, 187 
53,364 
48,862 
30, fi23 

5, 807 
535,421 
4 34,397 

78,498 

White House Office ____________________ ------------------------------ 407 
Bureau of the BudgeL---- ------------------------------------------ 437 
Council of Economic Advisers __ ------------------------------------- 32 
Executive Mansion and Grounds·----------------------------------- 71 
National Security Councils _____ ------------------------------------- 64 
Office of Defense Mobilization______________________________________ 243 
President's Advisory Committee on Government Organization___ __ 6 

Independent agencies: 
Advisory Committee on Weather Control6·------------------------- -----------
Airways Modernization Board ·----------------- --------------------- 49 
Alexander Hamilton Bicentennial Comml~s!on ______________________ --------- -- -
American Battle Monuments Commission_______ _________________ ___ 540 
Atomic Energy Commission_ ______ _______________ ___________________ 6, 787 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System__________________ 579 
Boston National Historic Sites Commission___ _______________________ 4 
Civil Aeronautics Board ... --------------- -- ------------------------- 672 
Civil Service Commission_ ___________________________________________ 4, 107 
Commission of Fine Arts· -------- -------- --------------------------- 4 
Corregidor Bataan Memorial Commission_____ _____________________ _ 2 
Export-Import Bank of Washington_________________________________ 206 
F arm Credit Administration____ _____________________________________ 875 
Federal Civil Defense Administration. __ --------------------- ------- 1, 295 
Federal Coal Mine Safety Board of Review-------------------------- 8 
Federal Communications Commission_______________________________ 1, 204 
Federal D eposit Insurance Corporation______________________________ 1, 191 
F ederal Home Loan Bank Board __ ___________ _______________________ 

1 
796 

Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service_________________________ 319 
Federal Power Commission __ ________________________________________ 708 
Federal Trade Commission. ________ ------------------- - ------------- 727 
Foreign Claims SettlC'ment Commission ••• -------------------------- 93 
General Accounting Office__ _____ ______ ______________________________ 5, 399 
General Services Admini~tration 7----------------------------------- 27,524 
Government Contract Committee _________________ ·----·---~---------- 24 
Government Printing Office. _______________________ -:_ __ :. _____________ 6, 4H) 
Housing and Home Finance Agency--------------------'------------- 9, 688 
Indian Claims Commission__________________________________________ 17 
Interstate Commerce Commission~---------------------------------- 2, 253 

1 January-figure includes 174 seamen on the rolls of the Maritime Administration 
and thrir pay. 

' Revised on basis of later information. 
3 January figure includes 12,208 employees of the International Cooperation Admin

istration as compared with 12,046 in November and their pay. These ICA figures 
include employees who are paid from foreign currencies deposited by foreign govern-

85,5Hl 
51,681 
53,297 
49,702 
30,703 

5, 874 
E36, 367 
34,276 
77, !)90 

398 
447 
31 
71 
61 

265 
6 

16 
26 
3 

571 
6,808 

587 
2 

662 
4, 284 

4 
2 

201 
916 

1, 264 
8 

1,200 
1, 183 

776 
323 
707 
731 
100 

5,450 
27,312 

21 
6, 425 
9, 7?:2 

16 
2, 217 

------------ 267 
506 ----------- -
67. ----------- -

------------ 840 
-- ---------- 180 
--- --------- 67 
-- ---- - ----- 946 

121 ------------
508 ------------

9 ------------
------------ 10 

1 ------------

----------3- ==== ===== === 
------------ 22 

------------ 16 
15 -- -------- --

- ---- ---- --- 3 
------------ 31 
------------ 21 
- ----------- 8 

2 ----------- -
10 --- ----- ----

------------ 177 

5 --------- -- -
------------ 41 

31 -- ----------

4 ------------
8 ------------

20 ------------
------------ 4 

1 ---------- --
------------ 4 
------------ 7 
------------ 51 

212 ------------
3 ·-----------

------------ 15 
------------ . 34 

1 ------------
't6 ------... -----

$31, 144 
24,039 
22,211 
21,573 
15,437 
2, 707 

235, 126 
13,457 
34,321 

232 
302 

25 
28 
41 

152 
4 

8 
23 
3 

92 
3, 700 

313 
1 

376 
1, !)3!) 

2 
1 

122 
479 
712 

4 
638 
643 
375 
205 
392 
423 

56 
2, 745 

10,620 
10 

2,881 
-4; 861 

12 
1, 136 

$33,082 
24,792 
23,023 
23,214 

2 15,964 
2,882 

200,790 
13,948 
37,069 

238 
323 

24 
28 
39 

161 
4 

4 

------------ $1, 935 
------------ 753 
------------ 812 
------------ 1, 641 
------------ 527 
------ ------ 175 

$34,336 ------------
------------ 491 
------------ 2, 748 

------------ 6 
------------ 21 

. 1 ------------

----------2- ============ 
------------ 9 

4 ------------
23 ------------

3 - ----------- ------------

3, 9~~ ============ ---------256 
314 ------------ 1 

1 ------------ ------------
387 ------------ 11 

2, 028 --------- --- 89 
2 ------------ ------------
2 ------------ 1 

133 ------------ 11 
502 ------------ 23 
735 ------------ 23 

4 ------------ ------------
660 ------------ ?:2 624 19 ___ ____ :. ___ _ 

390 ------------ - 15 
251 ------------ 46 
407 ------------ lli 
443 ------------ 20 

58 ------------ 2 
2, 868 ------------ ' 123 

10, 971 ------·----- 351 
11 ------------ • 1 

~: g~l·· -~=~-~~==~==== -~-~------~~ 
1, 189 -----------· 53 

ments in a trust fund for this purpose. The January figure includes 2,271 of these 
trust fund employees and the November figure includes 2,979. 

' Subject to revision. . . · . . , " . 
a.Exclusive.of personnel and pay of the Central .Intelligence Agency. 
~ Ceased to exist Dec. 31, 1957. . 
7 Includes 6 employees of the Federal Facilities Corporation. 
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TABLE I.-Consolidated table of Fede~al p_ersonnel inside-and outside continental United States e'fl'!'ploye~ by the executive agf3ncies during 

January 1958, and companson wtth November 1957, and pay for December 1957, and companson wtth October 1957-Continued 

Department or agency 
Personnel Pay (in thousands) 

January November Increase Decrease December October Increase Decrease 

Independent agencies-Continued . 
Jamestown-Williamsburg-Yorktown Celebration Commission_______ 3 4 ------------ 1 $3 $3 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics_______________________ 7, 696 7, 740 ------------ 44 4,134 4, 287 
National Capital Housing AuthoritY--------------------------------- 268 270 ------------ 2 111 114 
National Capital Planning Commission______________________________ 31 35 ------------ 4. 18 21 
National Gallery of ArL-------------------------------------------- 327 329 ------------ 2 113 116 
National Labor Relations Board·------------------------------------ 1, 124 1, 128 ------------ 4 .686 719 
National Mediation Board·---------------------~-------------------- 102 107 ------------ 5 64 86 
National Science Foundation·---------------------------------------- 298 303 ------------ 5 137 169 
Panama CanaL.---------------------------------------------:. ______ 14, 820 14, 275 545 ______ :_____ 3, 689 3, 645 
Railroad Retirement Board--------------------------~--------------- 2, 522 2, 457 65 ------------ 979 983 
Renegotiation Board·------------------------------------------------ 332 337 ------------ 5 221 232 
St Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation_____________________ 37 32 5 ------------ 22 23 
Securities and Exchange Commission________________________________ 838 828 10 ------------ 461 473 
Selective Service System ... -----------------------------------~------ 6, 296 6, 296 ------------ ------------ 1, 593 1, 624 
Small Business Administration.--~---------------------------------- 1, 310 1, 269 41 ------------ 671 704 
Smithsonian Institution_____________________________________________ 853 . 840 13 ------------ 350 352 
Soldiers' Home _____________________________ _.________________________ 1, 007 1, 003 4 ------------ 272 274 
Subversive Activities Control Board .• ------------------------------- 33 33 ------------ ------------ 24 24 

------------ $153 
------------ 3 
------------ 3 
------------ 3 
------------ 33 
------------ 22 
------------ 32 

$.44 ------------
------------ 4 
------------ 11 
------------ 1 
------------ 12 
------------ 31 
------------ 33 
------------ ::! 
------------ 2 

Tariff Commission ... ------------------------------------------------ 216 215 1 ------------ 126 133 
Tax Court of the United States .. ------------------------------------ 150 152 ------------ 2 98 97 
Tennessee Valley Authority __ -----"--------------------------------- 14,674 14,910 ------------ 236 6, 887 7, 540 
Theodore Roosevelt Centennial Commission_________________________ 11 11 ------------ ------------ 3 4 
U.S. Information AgenCY------------------------------------------- 10,989 11,044 ------------ 55 3, 303 3, 498 
Veter.ans' Administration .. ------------------------------------------ 174,1157 175,062 ------------ 405 61,930 63,401 
Virgin Islands Corporation·----------------------------------------- 567 614 ------------ 47 80 79 

------------ 7 
1 ------------

------------ 653 
------------ 1-
------------ 195 
------------ 1, 471 

1 ------------I-------I--------I-------I-------I--------I-------I-------1--------
Total, excluding Department of Defense___________________________ 1, 236,210 1, 237, 516 2, 255 3, 561 519,546 498,331 34,431 

Net change, excluding Department of Defense _______________________ --------- --- ------------ 1, 306 ------------ ------------ 21,215 
13,216 

Department of Defense: 
i=======i======i======i=======l,======l=======l=====~l====== 

Office of the Secretary of Defense.----------------------------------
Department of the Army_------------------------------------------
Department of the Navy_--------------------------------------- - --
Department of the Air Force·----------------------------------------

1, 600 
405, !l28 
364, 137 
311, 52fl 

1,629 
410,840 
367,088 
313,034 

29 
5,212 
2, 951 
1, 508 

1, 015 1, 078 
156, 1P3 167,074 
154, 966 160, 070 
121, 948 132, 697 

63 
10,881 
5,104 

10, 749 

Total, Department of Defense._----------------------------------- 1, 082, 891 1, 092, 591 ------------ 434, 122 460, 919 
Net decrease, Department of Defense·----------------------------- ------------ ------------ 9, 700 ------------ ------------ 26,797 

9, 700 26, 797" 

Grand total, including Department of Defense _________ : ___________ 2, 319, 101 2, 330, 107 2, 255 j==1=3=, =26=1=I===9=53=,=6=68=I===9=5=9,=2=50=I==3=4=, =43=1,;,1===40=, =01=3 
Net decrease, iPcluding Department of Defense ____________________ ------------ -----------.- 11,

1
006 ------------ ------------ 5, r82 

TABLE H.-Federal p~rsonnel inside continental Umted States employed by the. executive agencies during January 1958, and comparison 
with November 1957 . . 

Department or agency January Novem- In- De-
ber crease crease 

Department or agency January Novem- In- De-
her crease crease 

------l-------ll-----------------------------------1------------------------
Executive departments (except Department of 

Defense\: Agriculture _______________________________ _ 

Commerce 1 _____ ------------ __ ------------
Health, Education, and Welfare __________ _ 
Interior_---------------------------------
Justice.----------------------------------
Labor-----------------'--------------------
Post Office.----_--- ___ ----- _____ -- ___ -- __ _ 
State 2 _________ _-_____________ --------------

Treasury-------- ___________ ---------------
Executive Office of the President: White House Office ______________________ _ 

Bureau of the Budget.--------------------Council of Economic Advisers ____________ _ 
Executive Mansion and Grounds _________ _ 
National Security Council •- --------------
Office of Defense Mobilization ____________ _ 
President's Advisory Committee on Gov-

ernment Organization __________________ _ 
Independent agencies: 

Advisory Committee on Weather Con-

83,805 
48,026 
51,606 
45,791 
29,998 
5;659 

532,874 
3 8, 552 
77,502 

407 
437 
32 
71 
64 

243 

6 

trol 6 ______________________ --~ ___________ --------- _ 

Airways Modernization Board.----------- 49 
Alexander Hamilton. Bicentennial Com-

mission __________________________________ ----------
American Battle Monuments Commis-

sion. ______________________ -----------___ 21 
Atomic Energy Commission______________ _ 6, 760 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System _____ ---~ ________________________ _ 
Boston National Historic Sites Commis-

sion. _______________ ---------------------
Civil Aeronautics Board.-----------------Civil Service Commission ________________ _ 
Commission of Fine Arts _________________ _ 
Corregidor Bataan Memorial Commission. 
Export-Import Bank of Washington ______ _ 
Farm Credit Administration _____________ _ 
Federal Civil Defense Administration ____ _ 
Federal Coal Mine Safety Board of Review. 
Federal Communications Commission ___ _ 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation __ _ 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board _________ _ 
Federal Mediation and Conciliation 

Service .. ------- _________ ----------------
Federal Power Commission.--------------Federal Trade Commission _______________ _ 
Foreign Claims Settlement Commission __ 
General Accounting Office ________________ , 
General Services Administration 6 ________ _ 

579 

4 
668 

4,090 
4 
2 

206 
865 

1,295 
8 

1,180 
1,190 

796 

319 
.708 
727 
93 

5,326 
27,465 

84,152 
47,476 
51,490 
46,492 
30, 165 

5, 737 
533,826 

8,526 
76,989 

398 
447 
31 
71 
61 

265 

347 
550 --------
116 --------

701 
16i 
78 

952 

9 ------io 
1 --------

3 --------
22 

6 -------- --------

16 -------- 16 
26 23 --------

3 -------- 3 

21 
6, 781 

587 

2 
658 

4,267 
4 
2 

201 
906 

1,264 
8 

1,176 
1,181 

776 

323 
707 
731 
100 

5,375 
27,252 

21 

8 

2 --------
10 --------

177 

------5- --------
41 

31 -------
------4- --------

9 --------
20 --------

-------· 4 
1 ---·----

4 
7 

-------- 49 
213 --------

1 January figure includes 174 seamen on the rolls of the Maritime Administration. 
. I January figure includes 1, 781 employees of the International Cooperation Adminis· 
tratlon, as compared with 1,758 in November. 

a Subject to revision. 

Independent agencies-Continued 
Government Contract Committee _________ 24 21 
Government Printing Office _______________ 6,410 6,425 
Housing and Home Finance Agency ______ 9,513 9,546 Indian Claims Commission _______________ 17 16 
Interstate Commerce Commission _____ .• __ 2,253 2, 217 
Jamestown-Williamsburg-Yorktown Cele-

bration Commission ___________ __ ________ 3 4 
National Advisory Committee for Aero-nautics __________________________________ 7,696 7, 740 
National Capital Housing Authority ______ 268 270 
National Capital Planning Commission ___ 31 35 
National Gallery of Art.---------·-------- 327 329 
National Labor Relations Board __________ 1,106 1,111 National Mediation Board ________________ 102 107 National Science Foundation ______________ 298 303 
Panama Canal ____ ------------------------ 404 423 Railroad Retirement Board _______________ 2,522 2,457 Renegotiation Board ______________________ 332 337 
St. Lawrence Seaway Development Cor-poration _________ -- _ ----- ________________ 37 32 
Securities and Exchange Commission _____ 838 828 
Selective Service System._---------------- ' 6,111 6,110 
~mall Business Administration ____________ 1,289 1, 253 
Smithsonian Institution __ : ______ ~--------- 847 838 
Soldiers' Home ________________ ---- __ -----_ 1,007 1,003 
Subversive Activities Control Board ______ 33 33 
Tariff Commission.----------------------- 216 215 
Tax Court of the United States._--------- 150 152 
Temiessee Valley Authority---------------
Theodore Roosevelt Centennial Commis-

14,674 14,910 

sion. _______________ ------ ____ ----------- 11 11 
United States Information Agency ________ 2,646 2, 673 
Veterans' Administration._--------------- 173,438 173,820 

Total, excluding Department of Defense_ 1, 170, 031 1, 171, 718 
Net decrease, excluding Department of 

Defense._----------------------------- ---------- ----------
Department of Defense: 

Office of the Secretary of Defense _____ ,;____ 1, 558 1, 584 
Department of the Army------------------ 345, 342 349, 917 
Department of the Navy------------------ 332, 446 335,302 
Department of the Air Force______________ 273, 064 274, 484 

3 
15 
33 

1 --------
36 --------

44 
2 
4 
2 
5 
5 
5 

------65 19 
--------

5 

5 
10 
1 

36 
9 
4 

------i- --------
2 

236 

--------
27 

382 

1, 707 3, 394 

1, 687 

26 
4, 575 
2, 856 
1,420 

----, ------------
Total, Department of Defense___________ 952, 410 961, 287 -------- 8, 877 
Net decrease, Department of Defense ____ ---------- ---------- 8, 877 
Grand total, including Department of = 

Defense _______________________________ 2, 122,441 2, 133,005 
Net decrease, including Department of 

Defense _______________ .---_.----.-----_ ---------- ----------

. ~ Exclusive of personnel.of the Central Intelligence Agency. 
• Ceased to exist Dec. 31, 1957. · . 
e Includes 6 employees of the Federal Facilities Corporation. 

1, 7071 12, 271 
10,564 

I 

/ 
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TABLE III.-Federal personnel outside continental United States employed by the executive agencies -during January 1958, and comparison. 
' with November 1957 

Dep~tment or agency 

Executive departments (except Department 
of Defense): 

Agrlculture-----------------------------Commerce. _ ----------- ___ _: ______________ _ 
Health, Education, and Welfare __________ _ 
Interior __ --------------------------------
Justice._---------------------------------
Labor __ -----------------------------------
Post Office.-------- __ ---- _______ ---------_ 
State 1 ____ --------------------------------
Treasury----------------------------------

Independent agencies: 
American .Battle Monuments Commission_ 
Atomic Energy Co=ission _____________ _ 
Civil Aeronautics Board _________________ _ 
Civ11 Service Co=ission ________________ _ 
Farm Credit Administration _____________ _ 
Federal Communications Commission ___ _ 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.--
General Accounting Office ______ ____ __ ____ _ 
General Services Administration._ --------
Housing and Home Finance Agency _____ _ 
National Labor Relations Board _________ _ 
Panama CanaL __________________________ _ 
Selective Service System.-----------------

January_ .N.ovem- In- De-

1,444 
4,161 
1, 758 
3,071 

525 
148 

2, 547 
2 25,845 

996 

519 
27 
4 

17 
10 
24 
1 

73 
59 

175 
18 

14,416 
185 

ber crease crease 

1,364 
4, 205 
1,807 
3, 210 

538 
137 

2, 541 
25,750 
1, 001 

550 
27 
4 

17 
10 
24 
2 

75 
60 

176 
17 

13,852 
186 

80 ------44 
49 

139 
13 

11 --------
6 --------

95 --------
5 

31 

1 
2 
1 

------- - 1 
1 --------

564 -- ------
1 

t January fignre includes 10,427 employees of the International Cooperation Ad
ministration, as compared with 10,288 In November. These ICA figures include 
employees who are paid from foreign currencies deposited by foreign governments 

Department or agency January Nov em- In- De-
ber crease crease 

Independent agencies-Contfuued 
Small Busine~s Administration._---------- 21 16 5 
Smithsonian Institution _____ -------------- 6. 2 4 
United States Information Agency __ ------ 8,343 8,371 28 
Veterans' Administration __ --------------- 1, 219 1,242 23 
Virgin Islands Corporation ________________ 567 614 47 

---------------
Total, excluding Department of Defense_ 66, 179 65, 798 766 385 
Net increase, excluding Department of 

Defense.------------------------------- _ --------- ---------- _______ 381 _____ _ 

Department of Defense: _ 
Office of the Secretary of Defense _________ _ 
Department of the Army-----------------
Department of the Navy---------'---------Department of the Air Force _____________ _ 

42 
60, 286 
31,691 
38,462 

45 
60, 923 ---------
31,786 
38,550 

3 
637 
95 
88 

Total, Department of DefensL.-------- "130," 481 131,304 == 823 
Net decrease, Department of Defense ____ ---------- ---------- 823 

Grand total, including Department of = = =1= 
Defense_______________________________ 196,660 197,102 766 1, 208 

Net decrease, including Department of 
Defense------------------------------- ---------- ---------- 442 

I 
in a trust fund for this purpose. The January figure includes 2 271 of these trust 
fund employees and the November fignre includes 2,979. ' 

2 Subject to revision. ' 

TABLE IV.-lndustrial employees of the Federal Government inside and outside continental United States employed by the executive 
agencies d·uring January 1958, and comparison with November 1957 £ 

Department or agency January Novem
ber 

In
crease 

De
crease 

----------------!--------------
Executive departments (except Departmeqt 

of Defense): 
Agriculture.--_----------------------------
Commerce ______ ---------------------------
Interior ___ --------------_------------ _____ _ 
Treasury-----------------------------------

IndTtg~!~k~e~~~~mmission ______________ _ 
Federal Communications Commission ____ _ 
General Services Administration __________ _ 
Government Printing Offiee ______ __ _______ _ 
National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics ______________________ -_- __ --------
Panama CanaL _________ __ ________________ _ 
Tennessee Valley Authority----------------
Virgin Islands Corporation ____ ~-- ----------

3,132 
2,446 
6,684 
~. 714 

151 
14-

1,084 
6, 410 

7,696 
7,850 

11,870 
567 

3,141 
2,471 
6,906 
5, 590 124 

9 
25 
42 

148 3 --------
14- -------- --------

1, 105 21 
6, 425 15 

7, 740 -------- 44 
7, 219 631 --------

12,124 254 
614 47 

Total, excluding Department of Defense__ 53, 798 53, 497 758 457 
Net increase, excluding Department or 

Defense_ __ ------------------------------ -- - ------- ---------- 301 
I 

I Subject to revision. 

Department or agency 

Department of Defense: 
Department of the Army: 

January Novem
ber 

Inside continental United States ______ 1132,750 2 134,496 
Outside continental United States_____ '10, 325 210,556 

Department of the Na:vy: -
Inside continental United States______ 203,578 204,206 
Outside continental United States_____ 5, 199 5, 236 

Department of the Air Force: 
Inside continental United States______ 154,626 154,9.79 
Outside continental United States_____ 5, 600 5, 692 

In
crease 

be
crease 

1, 746-. 
231 

628 
37 

353-
92 . 

Total, Department of Defense_______ 512,078 515, 165 -------- 3, 087 
Net decrease, Department of -De-

fense ______________________________ ---------- ---------- 3087 

Grand total, including Departm~nt - - =1= 
of Defense_________________________ 565,876 568,662 758 3 544 

Net decrease, including Department ' 
of Defense _________________________ ---------- ---------- 2, 786 

. - I 
s Revised on basis of later information. 

TABLE V.-Foreign nationals working unrJ,er United States agencies overseas, excluded from tables I through IV of this rep~rt, whose services 
are provided by contractual agreement between the United States and foreign governments, or because of the nature of their work or lhe 
source of funds from which they are paid, as_ of January 1958 and compari-son with Novrmber 1957 

Total Al:my Navy 
Country 

January November January November January November 

Belgium_---------------:---------------------~---------- 8 7 
Denmark------------------------------------------------ 1 1 England------------------------------------------------- 5, .396 5, 574 -------------- ------------- ---~-------36- -----------36-
France--------------------------------------------------- 22, 667 23, 437 -------i6;2io- ------ii6;7ii8-
French Morocco.---------------------------------------- 5, 251 5, 404 80 ' 54 ----------887- ----------926" 
Germany------------------------------------------------ 87,316 88,683 73,946 174,808 365_ 401 
Japan·-------------------------------------------------- 102,004 107,831 liQ, 679 154,547 17,731 17,914 

Air Force 

January 

8 
1 

5,300 
6,457 
4,284 

13,005 
33,594 

November 

7 
1 

15.538 
6, 729 
4,424 

13,474 
35,370 

Korea._------------------------------------------------- 4, 748 .4, 690 4, 748 1 4, 690 _ 
Malta_----------------------------------------------- 92 93 ------------- ---------~---- -. ---,------92- -·---------93" :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 
Netherlands--------------------------------------------- 39 40 -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- 39 40 

65,607 

Norway_------------------------------------------------ 26 24 ------ _ 25 24 Trinidad __________________________________ :.:;____________ 543 519 ______ ::::::: ::::::_::::::: -----------543- ----------5i9" -------------- -------····---
l-------l------l-------1-------l-----~~------l·------·l~~~ 

TotaL---------:----------------------------------- 228,090 236, 303 145, 663 1150,807 •19, 654: 19,889 .62,773 

1 Revised on basis of later information. 
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Personnel and 'pay summary, Nov·embe'r 1957 through· January 1.958. 

Civilian personnel in executive branch Payroll (in thousands)inexecutive branch 

Total and major c~tegories 
In January, InNovember, Increase C+) In December In October Increase ( +) 

or. decrease numbered- numbered- or decrease was- was-
(-) (-) 

t 

Total'------------------------------------------------~------------------------------- 2, 319,101 2, 330,107- -11,006 $953,668 $959,250 -$5,582 
I--~------I----------1----------I----------I----~----I----------

498,331 Agencies exclusive of Department of Defense---------------------------- ---------- 1, 236, 210 1, 237,516 -1,306 519, 546 
Department of Defense----------------------------- - -------------------------------~=~=~=l=~=::::=l:::::;:==~=l=====l=====l===== 
Inside continental United States._----------------------- ___ --- ____________ -----_ 

+21, 215 
1, 082,891 1, 092, 591 -9,700 434, 122 460, 919 -26,797 

2, 122,441 2, 133, 005 -10,564 ________ .,. _____ ................................... ................................. 
Outside continental United States ____________ --------------------------- -_ --- __ ---- 196, 660 197, 102 -442 -------------- -------------- --------------
Industrial employment __ : __________________ ~-------.----------------------------- --l=====l=====l=====l,=====l=====l===== 

Foreign nationals __ -------------------------------------------------------------------

565,876 568,662 -2,786 -------------- -------------- --------------
228,090 2 236,303 -8,213 25,499 26,987 -1,488 

1 Exclusive of foreign nationals shown in the last line of this summary. ' Revised on basis of later information. 

BILLS INTRODUCED 
Bills were introduced, read the first 

time, and, by unanimous consent, the 
second time, and referred as follows: 

By Mr. IVES: 
S. 3421. A bill for tlie relief of Alexander 

Nagy;. and · 
S. 3422. A bill for .the relief of Miss Yang 

Yok-Ying; to the Committee on the Judi
ciary. 

By Mr. BRIDGES (for himself, Mr. 
COTTON, Mr. JAVITS, Mr. IvEs, Mrs. 
SMITH of Maine, Mr. CAsE of New 
Jersey, Mr. CLARK, Mr. SMITH of New 
Jersey, and Mr. MARTIN of Pennsyl
vania): 

s. 3423. A bilJ granting the consent of 
Congress to an interpleader-co.mpact between 
or among any two or more of the States, 
Territories, and possessions of the United 
States and the District of Columbia; to the 
Committee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. PAYNE (for himself and Mrs. 
SMITH of Maine) : 

S. 3424. A bill to amend title II of the 
Social Security Act to facilitate the exten
sion of social security coverage to certain 
State employees in the State of Maine; to 
the Committee on Finance. 

(See the remarks of Mr. PAYNE when he 
introduced the ab_ove bill, which appear un
der a separate heading.) 

By Mr. YARBOROUGH: 
- S. 3425. A bill authorizing Gus A. Guerra, 
his heirs, legal representatives, and assigns,_ 
to construct, maintain, and operate a toll 
bridge across the Rio Grande, at or near Rio 
Grande City, Tex.; to the Committee on 
Foreign Relations. 

By Mr. BUTLER: 
S. 3426. A bill to require the expenditure 

of 75 percent of the funds expended for the 
conversion, alteration, and repair of naval 
vessels to 'be expended with private ship re
pair yards, and for other purposes; to the 
Committee on Armed Services. 

(See the remarks of Mr. BuTLER when he 
introduced the above bill, which appear un
der a separate heading.) 

By Mr. KEFAUVER: 
S. 3427. A bill for the relief of Mrs. Jo E. 

Inglett and Don Ramon Inglett; ·to the Com
mittee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. BIBLE (by request): 
S. 3428. A bill to provide a method for ob

taining the consent of Congress to interstate 
compacts; to the Committee on the Judi
ciary. 
- (See the remarks of Mr. BmLE. when he ln-. 

traduced the above bill, which ~ppear under 
a separate heading.) 

By Mr. BUSH: 
S. 3429. A bill to authorize reimbursement 

to the States for certain free or toll roads on 
the Interstate System, and for other pur
P,Oses; to ~h~ Committee on ·Public Works. 

CIV--232 

(See the remarlcs of Mr. BusH when he in
troduced. the above bill, which appear under 
a separate heading.) 

By ·Mr. PROXMIRE (for himself, Mr. 
HUMPHREY, Mr. NEUBERGER, Mr; 
MAGNUSON, Mr. DOUGLAS, Mr. MORSE, 
and Mr. PO'ITER) : 

S. 3430. A bill to expand and extend the 
ioan program for bona fide fur farmers and 
for other purposes; to the Committee on 
Agriculture and Forestry. 

(See the remarks of Mr. PROXMIRE when he 
introduced the above bill, which appear un
der a separate heading.) 

By Mr. ERVIN: 
· . S . 3431. A bill to provide for the addition 
of certain excess Federal property in the vil
lage of Hatteras, N. c., to the Cape Hatteras 
National Seashore Recreational Area, and for 
other purposes; to . the Committee on Gov
ernment Operations. 

S. 3432. A bill for the relief of Dr. Ki Hyuk 
Pak and his wife, Mrs. Ki Hyuk Pak; to the 
Committee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. JAVITS (for himself, Mr. IvES, 
and Mr. PAYNE) : 

S. 3433. A bill to eliminate discriminatory 
employment practices on account of age by 
contractors and subcontractors in the per
formance of contracts with the United 
States and the District of Columbia; to the 
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. 
· (See the remarks of Mr. JA VITS when he 
introduced the above bill, which appear 
under a separate heading.) 
- · BS Mr. HUMPHREY: 

S. 3434. A bill to provide for disaster loans 
to small business concerns which suffer eco
nomic injury due to federally aided highway 
cpnstructiop.·programs; to the Committee on 
Banking and Currency. 

(See the remarks of Mr. HUMPHREY when 
lie introduced the above bill, which appear 
under a separate heading.) 

By Mr. LANGER: 
S. 3435. A bill to provide for the coverage 

of agricultural labor by the Federal Unem
ployment Tax Act; to the Committee on Fi
nance. 

S. 3436. A bill authorizing the approprl
ljotion o.f funds for the purpose of rebuild
ing a bridge at Cannon Ball, N.Dak.; to the 
Committee on Public Works. 

(See the remarks of Mr. LANGER when he 
introduced the first above-mentioned bill, 
which appear under a separate heading.) 

By Mr. HUMPHREY: 
S. 3437. A bill authorizing the Depart

ment of Highways of the State of Minnesota 
to construct, maintain, and operate a free 
highway bridge between International Falls, 
Minn., and Fort Francis, Ontario, Canada; to 
the Committee on Foreign Relations. 

(See the remarks of Mr. HUMPHREY when · 
he introduced the above bill, which appear 
under a separate heading.) 

By Mr. WATKINS: 
S. 3438. A bill to direct the Secretary of 

the Interior to convey certain lands in the 
State of Idaho to certain individuals; to the 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. 

S. 3439. A bill providing for the recon
veyance to Salt Lake City, Utah, of the For
est Service fire warehouse lot in that city; 
to the Committee on Agriculture and 
Forestry. 

By Mr. BEALL: 
S. 3440. A bill for the relief of Mary 

Therese Chen; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

By Mr. ELLENDER: 
s. 3441. A bill to provide for a minimum 

acreage allotment for corn and other pur
poses; placed on the calendar. 

(See the remarks of Mr. ELLENDER when he 
reported the above bill, from tbe Committee 
on Agriculture and Forestry, which apperu: 
under the heading "Reports of Committees.") 

By Mr. CHAVEZ: 
S. 3442. A bill for the relief of Jyh Ming 

Barn; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 
By Mr. ALLOTT: 

S. 3443. A bill to provide registration, re
porting, and disclosure of employee welfare 
and pension benefit plans; to the Committee 
on Labor and Public Welfare. · 

(See the remarks of Mr. ALLO'IT when he 
introduced the above bill, which appear un
der a separate heading.) 

By Mr. COOPER: 
S. 3444. A bill for the relief of Nona Coop-

er; and · 
S. 3445. A bill for the relief of Teruko K. 

Jackson; to the Committee -on the Judiciary. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF HALL OF FAME 
FOR AGRICULTURE 

Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, on be
half of myself and other Members of the 
United States Senate, I am today sub-. 
mitting a coneurrent resolution stating: 
- That it is the sense of the Congress that 

there be established and maintained, as a 
memorial to the important role played by 
agriculture in the development of our Nation, 
a Hall of Fame for Agriculture. 

· There is no vocation that has been 
more basic to the development of the 
American spirit than agriculture. It is 
true, we are an industrial nation of im
pressive achievements, but the bringing 
of this once-wild continent into peace
f.ul cultivation is surely one of our great
est accomplishments. The men and 
women who made this possible surely· 
exemplify the virtues we like best to aim 
for today--<!ourage and integrity, per
sonal honesty, and a determination to 
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persevere even in the face of hardship 
and difficulty . . 

One cannot view the history of prog
ress made in agriculture without getting 
back to the lives and careers of great 
leaders of American agriculture. Wash
ington, Jefferson, and Madison were 
great Presidents, but they were also 
great agriculturalists and farmers - in 
their own right. More recently names in 
American agriculture are Luther Bur
bank, Babcock, Kelly, and McCormick. 

As a Kansan, I know of no one in our 
State who was more devoted to the cause 
of agriculture and probably no one in 
the Nation who was responsible for 
more agricultural legislation during the 
past three decades, than Arthur· Capper, 
a former Member of this body. 

In view of this past history, I think it 
ls most fitting that we consider estab
lishing a Hall of Fame for American Ag
riculture. 

It is my thought that with the adop
tion of this resolution, Congress would 
sanction the establishment of a National 
Agriculture Hall of Fame and Museum. 

A number of halls of fame have been 
established for great American leaders 
in other lines. Why not one for the 
leaders in agriculture? 

As our Nation reaches maturity, it is 
time for us to look back on the great 
heritage we have received and seek out 
and recognize the great Americans who 
have their roots in the glorious past of 
agriculture. 

Naturally, a project of this kind 
should have the broadest possible base. 
From the outset, we should seek to en
roll the support and participation of 
every aspect of American life-colleges 
and universities and agricultural organ
izations, teachers and research workers, 
industry and labor, government, and the 
churches. 

Many patterns of organizations are 
present in existing halls of fame that 
can serve as a guide to us. 

Mr. Howard A. Cowden, president of 
Consumers Cooperative Association, 
Kansas City, Mo., has devoted much time 
and thought to this proposal and has 
made some very worthwhile suggestions, 
among which are: 

First. A nonprofit corporation would 
be created with a board of trustees of 
about 100. This group wouldinclude the 
Secretary of Agricultw·e, the heads of 
the 4 national farm organizations, the 
presidents or deans of about 15 land
grant colleges, the presidents of 12 lead
ing cooperatives, representatives of in
dustries allied with agriculture, and 
about 12 working farmers. This first 
board would establish its own bylaws 
and rules of operating procedure. 

Second. It would become the first 
order of business for the board to estab
lish the hall of fame itself. This prob
ably should be in a rural setting, near 
good transportation. It would be a 
building set aside for the recognition of 
the great names of farming in America. 

Third. The Hall of Fame and Museum 
would be operated under an executive 
committee, consisting of from 5 to 15 
members of the board of trustees, who 
would elect their own officers and employ 
an executive director. 

Fourth. A nominating committee 
would be chosea by the board to suggest 
candidates for the Hall of Fame. After 
the initial choices were made, not more 
than 5 new names would be added in any 
one year. 

Fifth. Financing could be from annual 
contributions by individuals and organ
izations in agriculture and industries re
lated to it, giving suitable recognition to 
those who contribute. In addition, a 
very considerable source of revenue 
would be daily contributions by thou
sands of tourists, schoolchildren, and 
youth groups whom the memorial would 
attract. 

Mr. President, I ask that the names of 
the cosponsors be noted on the concur
rent resolution, and that the concurrent 
resolution lie on the desk for further 
signatures today, if any Senator desires 
to join. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The concur
rent resolution will be received and ap
propriately referred; and, without objec
tion, the resolution will lie on the desk, 
as requested by the Senator from Kan
sas. 

The concurrent resolution <S. Con. 
Res. 70) favoring the establishment of a 
Hall of Fame for Agriculture, submitted 
by Mr. CARLSON (for himself and Sen
ators CASE of South Dakota, ScHOEPPEL, 
MURRAY, HOBLITZELL, YARBOROUGH, REV
ERCOMB, CHAVEZ, THYE, NEUBERGER, 
SCOTT, ALI.OTT, CAPEHART, BARRETT, 
THURMOND, BENNETT, AIKEN, WATKINS, 
PROXM!RE, HUMPHREY, HRUSKA, PAYNE, 
MUNDT, SPARKMAN, HILL, IVES, MARTIN 
of Pennsylvania, JoHNSTON of South 
Carolina, FLANDERS, SYMINGTON, CooPER, 
and MAGNUSON) was referred to the 
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, 
as follows: 

Whereas many of our bravest men and 
most valiant soldiers were of an agricul
tural background; 

Whereas the Founding Fathers of this Re
public and many of its most eminent leaders 
were farmers; 

Whereas agriculture has played a domi
nant role in the rise of our country to great
ness; 

Whereas there now exist halls of fame rec
ognizing the glorious past for the baseball 
player, the cowboy, and others; 

Whereas the ox yoke, the bull-tongue plow, 
the hand-forged iron kettle, and the sod 
house represent the evolution of agricul
tural technology in this country and the 
difficulties which a determined people faced 
and successfully overcame in improving their 
way of life; and 

Whereas our American heritage should be 
preserved and tribute should be paid to the 
great men and women who over the years 
have helped to make American agriculture 
the most productive in the world: Now, 
therefore, be it 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of 
Representatives concurring), That it is the 
sense of the Congress that there be estab
lished and maintained, as a memorial to 
the important role played by agriculture in 
the development of our Nation, a Hall of 
Fame for Agriculture, wherein there will be 
collected and preserved for posterity relics, 
artifacts, and other evidence and data re
lating to agriculture and the great contri
butions it has made and continues to make 
in the rise to greatness of our country; and 
the Congress does hereby commend, en
courage, and sanction the efforts of any or
ganization which undertakes to establish 
such a hall of fame. 

PRINTING OF PROCEEDINGS AT 
PRESENTATION, DEDICATION, AND 
ACCEPTANCE OF STATUE OF 
MARIA L. SANFORD 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, on 

behalf of myself and my colleague, the 
senior Senator from Minnesota [Mr. 
THYE], I submit, for appropriate refer
ence, a concurrent resolution to print the 
proceedings in connection with the ac
ceptance of the statue of Maria L. San
ford, late of Minnesota. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield. 
Mr. THYE. Is that the resolution 

about which the Senator spoke to me? 
Mr. HUMPHREY. It is. 
Mr. THYE. I had submitted a similar 

resolution, but I understand that there 
are some documents and brochures which 
have been sent to the Senator to accom
pany the resolution which I have sub
mitted'. Is that correct? I understand 
that is why the Senator is submitting his 
resolution, which is identical with the 
one I have submitted. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. I do not believe it 
is identical. The one the Senator sub
mitted was with reference tO the Maria 
Sanford statue authorization. My res
olution would supplement it with docu
ments which relate specifically to the 
authorization. The senior Senator from 
Minnesota has joined me in submitting 
my resolution. 

Mr. THYE. As I understand, it does 
not replace the resolution which I sub
mitted earlier, but supplements it with 
documents which have been received 
from the Centennial Commission. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct. 
The Senator has kindly joined me in 
submitting the concurrent resolution. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The concur
rent resolution will be received and ap
propriately referred. 

The concurrent resolution (S. Con. 
Res. 71) was referred to the Committee 
on Rules and Administration, as fol
lows: 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of 
Representatives concurring), That the pro
ceedings at the presentation, dedication, and 
acceptance of the statue of Maria L. Sanford, 
to be presented on November 12, 1958, by the 
State of Minnesota in the rotunda of the 
Capitol, together with appropriate illustra
tions and other pertinent matter, shall be 
printed as a Senate document. The copy for 
such Senate document shall be prepared 
under the supervision of the Joint Commit
tee on Printing. 

SEc. 2. There shall be printed 5,000 addi
tional copies of such Senate document, which 
shall be bound in such style as the Joint 
Committee on Printing shall direct, and of 
which 100 copies shall be for the use of the 
Senate and 1,900 copies shall be for the use 
of the Members of the Senate from the State 
of Minnesota, and 500 copies shall be for the 
use of the House of Representatives, and 
2,500 copies shall be for the use of the Mem
bers of the House of Representatives from 
the State of Minnesota. 

AMENDMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY 
ACT RELATING TO EXTENSION OF 
COVERAGE TO CERTAIN STATE 
EMPLOYEES 
Mr. PAYNE. Mr. President, on behalf 

of myself, and my colleague, the senior 
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Senator ftoni:Maine· [Mrs. S:Mrrnl, I in· 
troduce, for appropriate reference, a bill 
to amend title n of the Social Security 
Act to facilitate the extension of social
security coverage to. certain State em· 
ployees in ·the State of Maine. I ask 
unanimous consent that the bill, together 
with a statement, prepared by me, ex· 
plaining the purposes of the bill, be 
printed in the RECORD. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will 
be received and appropriately referred; 
and, without objection, the bill and state· 
ment will be printed in the RECORD. 

The bill <S. 3424) to amend title n of 
the Social Security Act to facilitate the 
extension of social-security coverage to 
certain State employees in' the State of 
Maine, introduced by Mr. PAYNE <for 
himself and Mrs. SMITH of Maine> , was 
received, read twice by its title, referred 
to the Committee on Finance, and or· 
dered to be printed in the RECORD, as fol
lows: 

Be it enacted, etc., That section 218 (d) (6) 
of the Social Security Act is amended by 
adding at the end thereof the following new 
sentence: '·'For the purposes of this subsec
tion, any retirement system of the State of 
Maine which covers positions of teachers and 
positions of other employees shall, if such 
State so desires, be deemed to consist of a 
separate retirement system with respect to 
positions of such teachers and a separate 
retirement system with respect to the posi
tions of such other employees; and, . for the 
purposes of this sentence, the term 'teacher' 
shall mean any teacher, principal, supervisor, 
school nurse, school dietitian, school secre
tary or superintendent employed in any pub
lic school, including teachers in unorganized 
territory." 

The statement presented by Mr. 
PAYNE is as follows: 

STA~ENT BY SENATOR PAYNE 

This bill would amend the Social Security 
Act to permit the extension of coverage to 
employees of political subdivisions of the 
State of Maine. The amendment is neces
sary so that the State will be able to conform 
to the requirements of the applicable State 
statute which is at present in conflict with 
the Social Security Act on one minor point. 

Last year the 98th Maine Legislature 
adopted an act declaring it to be the policy 
of the State of Maine that employees of 
political subdivisions of the State have the 
benefits of social security whether or not they 
were members of an existing retirement sys
tem. Some 25 or 30 Maine communities are 
members of the Maine State retirement sys
tem and will be affected by the bill. 

The act of the Maine Legislature expressly 
provided that its provisions would not apply 
to teachers, policemen, and firemen who were 
under an existing pension or retirement plan. 
In Maine, teachers are covered by the Maine 
State retirement system as a class and do 
not depend upon the municipality's mem
bership to make them eligible. In effect 
then, for the purpose of the State retirement 
system, a teacher is considered a State em
ployee. But for social security purposes a 
teacher is considered an employee of the 
municipality ·and where social security cover
,age is to be extended to employees of a 
municipality which belongs to a retirement 
system, it must under the Social Security 
Act, include all municipal employees covered 
by the system. 

Since the laws of Maine preclude social 
security coverage for . teachers, the employees 
of municipalities which belong to the State 
retirement system are presently denied social 
security benefits because of the requirements 
of the Social Security Act. The bill which 

has been introduced would permit the State 
of Maine to treat teachers in the same man
ner that the Social' Security Act treats pollce
!Xfen and firemen-as a separate class. 

The Social Security Act presently contains 
special provisions for many States including: 
Florida, Georgia, Minnesota, Nevada, New 
Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North 
Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, 
South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Texas, Washington, Wisconsin, and the Terri-
tory of Hawaii. · · 

It is my hope that the Congress' will be 
able to adopt this measure this year so that 
the employees of cities and towns in· Maine 
may participate in the social security pro
gram. 

CONVERSION OF AND REPAIRS TO 
NAVAL VESSELS 

Mr. BUTLER. Mr. President, I intro
duce for appropriate reference a bill 
which is intended to provide a measure 
of stability to the Nation's ship-repair 
industry. This measure relates prima· 
rily to the conversion and repair of naval 
vessels a considerable amount of which is 
now performed in Navy shipyards in di
rect competition with private yards. 

My bill has two fundamental pur· 
poses: 

First, it calls upon the Department of 
the Navy to place contracts for at least 
75 percent of all conversion and repairs 
to Navy vessels in private ship-repair 
yards instead of in naval shipyards. 

Secondly, it would require the appoint· 
_ment, by the President, of a commission, 
to study the effect on the shipbuilding 
and repair industry of the construction 
and repair of naval vessels in Govern
ment yards. It is envisioned that a ma· 
jority of such a commission would con
sist of independent citizens having no 
connection with the Navy or the ship
building and repair industry. The 
Hoover Commission recommended this 
important study several years ago, and I 
am confident an impartial and careful 
analysis will demonstrate that this phase 
of Government activity can be trans-: 
ferred to private enterprise at great sav. 
ings to the taxpayers. 

Prompt enactment of my proposal will 
also have a healthy effect on the Nation's 
economy. We are in a period of econom
ic recession, and the shipbuilding and 
repair industry has been one of the vic· 
tims of the business slowdown. Many 
yards have been compelled to release 
workers. · 

Under today's adverse economic condi· 
tions it is folly to have the United States 
Navy in direct competition with private 
industry. The shipbuilding and repair 
industry is vital to national defense and 
its maintenance in a State of health is of 
utmost importance. 

If 75 percent of all naval conversion 
and repair work is allotted on a contract 
basis, furloughed workers will be re· 
turned to their jobs, and the shipyards 
will again thrive, thus contributing to an 
economic upturn. At the same time the 
Government will save the .taxpayer's 
money. Repair work in Government 
shipyards is often more costly than simi
lar work in private yards. Federal em· 
ployees released because of curtailment 
in naval yards and installations can ob· 
tain jobs paying as well or better in pri-

vate yards~ aiid a proper balance will be 
restored to our ship-repair potential. 

It has been the policy of this adminis
tration to take the Government out of 
Competition with private industry inSO· 
far as possible. The provision in my bill 
calling for the appointment of an inde· 
pendent commission to determine the ef· 
feet Navy construction and repair -work 
in Governme:o.t shipyards has on private 
industry is in keeping with this sound 
economic philosophy. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will 
be received and appropriately referred. 

The bill <S. 3426) to require the ex· 
penditure of 75 percent of the funds 
expended for the conversion, alteration, 
and repair of naval vessels to be ex
pended with private ship repair yards, 
and for other purposes, introduced by 
Mr. BuTLER, was received, read twice by 
its title, and referred to the Committee 
on Armed Services. 

METHOD FOR OBTAINING CONSENT 
OF CONGRESS TO INTERSTATE 
COMPACTS 
Mr. BIBLE. Mr. President, at the re· 

quest of the National Association of At· 
torneys General, I introduce, for 
appropriate reference, a bill to provide 
a method for obtaining the consent of 
Congress to interstate compacts. 

This bill is a procedural proposal, ex· 
pressly designed to provide a more ex· 
peditious process by which Congress may 
review and grant consent to compacts 
and agreements among the States. 

In response to the 20th century needs 
of the American people, the States have 
been making increased use of such com· 
pacts and agreements, and in an ex· 
panding number and variety of fields. 
Examples of the use of this cooperative 
approach can be found in probation and 
parole supervision, and other aspects of 
law enforcement, in provision for wei· 
fare and correctional facilities, higher 
education, health, metropolitan area de· 
velopment, conservation and develop~ 
ment of our natural resources, and other 
areas. 

Not only are more fields of State and 
local activity involved in these compacts, 
but individual compacts nowadays are 
linking together increased numbers of 
States-in contrast to the simpler bi
State compacts of the 18th and 19th 
centuries. Of 24 compacts drafted for 
nationwide or regionwide ratification by 
the States prior to 1956, 18 date from 
the end of World War II. 

Congressional consent to such com· 
pacts rests upon article I, section 10, 
clause 3, of the Constitution which 
reads: 

No State shall, without the consent of the 
-congress, • • • enter into any agreement or 
compact with another State, or with a for
'eign power. 

Traditionally, but with some excep
tions including crime control and civil 
defense noted below, the granting of Con· 
gressional consent has taken the form of 
legislation. 

During the same recent years in which 
the States, to improve their operating 
programs, have become increasingly de· 
pendent upon the interstate compact, 
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the work of Congress in other areas has 
become increasingly complex, bills intro
duced and heard have multiplied, and 
sessions have become prolonged. Con
sideration of compact consent legislation 
of necessity has tended to be deferred 
and delayed, and in the process these 
bills and resolutions have come to be 
regarded largely as local legislation. 

This bill is not a consent-in-advance 
proposal, although Congress has granted 
such advance consent in the crime field, 
but rather it is based on the procedure 
established in 1950 by Congress for ex
peditious review of civil-defense com
pacts. The procedure contemplated 
would appear to be entirely constitu
tional, in the judgment of the State 
officials-notably the State attorneys 
general-who developed the proposal, 
and of the Columbia University legisla
tive drafting research fund which has re
searched this area. 

Briefly, the bill provides an optional 
procedure by which copy of any compact 
requiring consent may be transmitted to 
the President of the United States and 
to the Congress. The consent of Con
gress then shall be deemed to have been 
granted upon the expiration of the first 
90-day period of continuous session fol
lowing transmittal, unless within that 
90-day period Congress or either House 
has not passed a resolution denying con
sent. 

More expeditious procedures, such as 
contemplated by this bill, appear highly 
desirable as an encouragement to States 
and local governments to cooperate for 
more effective discharge of their services 
and activities on: behalf of the people. · 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will 
be received and appropriately referred. 

The bill <S. 3428) to provide a method 
for obtaining the consent of Congress to 
interstate compacts, introduced by Mr. 
BIBLE, by request, was received, read 
twice by its title, and referred to the 
Committee on the Judiciary. 

REDMBURSEMENT TO STATES FOR 
CERTAIN FREE OR TOLL ROADS 
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I introduce, 

for appropriate reference, a bill to au
thorize reimbursement to the States for 
certain free or toll roads on the Inter
state System, and for other purposes, 
and I ask unanimous consent that the 
bill be printed at the conclusion of the 
remarks which I shall make. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will 
be received and appropriately referred; 
and, without objection, the bill will be 
printed in the .RECORD, as requested by 
the Senator from Connecticut. 

The bill <s. 3429) to authorize reim
bursement to the .States for certain free 
or toll roads on the Interstate System, 
and for other purposes, introduced by 
Mr. BusH, was received, read twice by 
its title, and referred to the Committee 
on Public Works. · 

<See exhibit 1.) 
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent to have printed in 
the RECORD, following the .text of the 
bill, a ·summary by the Department of 
Commerce of its recent report entitled 
••consideration for Reimbursement for 

Certain Highways on the Interstate 
System." 

There b~ing no objection, the summary 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD. 

<See exhibit 2.) 
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent to have printed in 
:the RECORD, following the statement just 
ordered to be printed, a table entitled 
"Highways Incorporated Into the Na
tional System of Interstate and Defense 
Highways-Distribution of Cost Less De
preciation: Toll and Free Roads, Com
bined, in Millions of Dollars." 

There being no objection, the table was 
ordered to be printed in the REcoRD, as 
follows: 

<See exhibit 3.) 
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I have in

troduced the bill to implement a recom
mendation of the original Clay commit
tee, which recommended acceleration of 
construction of the Interstate System. 
The bill proposes to reimburse the States 
which have had accepted by the Depart
ment of Commerce and by the Bureau 
of Public Roads various sections of ex
isting highways within those States, 
highways which have measured ·up to 
the standards of the Interstate Highway 
System and have been accepted as a part 
of it. About 26 States have toll roads, 
a part or all of which, in some States, 
may be available for this consideration. 
Other States have free roads which are 
eligible for such consideration. 

The Clay Committee made much of the 
fact that it would be only justice and 
equity to reimburse those States which 
were in a position, due to their foresight, 
vision, and courage, to construct such 
roads as could be taken into the Inter
state System. 

I sincerely hope that other Senators 
will see the merit of the bill. I ask 
unanimous consent that it may remain 
at the desk for 24 hours, so as to enable 
any Senator who wishes to do so to join 
as a cosponsor. 

I hope the Committee on Public Works 
will take cognizance of the bill in the 
very early part of the week. I under 
stand the committee is holding special 
meetings to consider highway matters, 
and I hope the bill will receive their early 
attention. 

EXHIBIT 1 
Be it enacted, etc., That it shall be the 

policy of the Federal Government to equit
ably reimburse a State for free or toll high
ways on the Interstate System within its 
boundaries, the construction of which has 
ben completed or partially completed sub
sequent to August 2, 1947, or which was 
either in actual construction, or under con
struction by contract, for completion, 
awarded not later than June 30, 1957, if such 
highway or partially completed section there
of meets the standards required for the In
terstate System. 

SEC. 2. If an existing free or toll highway 
pr partially completed section of highway 
which is located upon the Interstate System 
and included in the report submitted to Con
gress under section 114 of the Federal-Aid 
Highway Act of 1956 (70 Stat. 374) (House 
Document No. 301, 85th· Cong.), is believed 
to measure up to the standards of construc
tion adopted under section 108 (1) of the 
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, a State 
may request of the Secretary of Coxnmerce 
that it receive reimbursement !or such high
way, and the State shall be entitled to re-

ceive such reimbursement subject to the 
conditions of this act. The Secretary of 
Coxnmerce shall first determine whether or 
not the highway, or partially completed sec
tion of highway, meets such standards. If 
he approves the same, the Secretary of Com
merce shall determine, in accordance with 
the rules and regulations issued pursuant to 
section 4 hereof, the amount of reimburse
ment to which the State is entitled based on 
the cost of such highway, less depreciation 
and the total amount of any Federal funds 
used in the construction of such highway. 
In each such determination for a toll high
way, the Secretary shall also exclude from 
the cost of the highway the cost of financing 
thereof and the cost of any toll plazas, toll 
collection facilities, and any other facilities 
not included within the definition of the 
term "highway" under Federal-aid highway 
legislation. 

SEc. 3. Any State entitled to reimburse
ment under this act, whether for a toll or a 
free highway or a partially completed section 
of highway, shall use the funds so reim
pursed, for construction of projects on the 
Federal-aid systems, subject to the conc;lition 
that all Federal-aid highway funds appor· 
tioned to a State under Federal-aid highway 
legislation for the current fiscal year have 
been expended within the meaning of said 
legislation. Whenever a State constructs 
such projects with funds received as a re
sult of a reimbursement under this act, all 
procedures and steps shall be taken in the 
same manner as though such funds had been 
apportioned under Federal-aid highway 
legislation; Provided, That State matching 
funds shall not be required: And provided 
further, That the funds received as a result of 
a reimbursement under this act shall con· 
stitute the total Federal share of any project 
upon which such funds are expended. The 
State shall obligate the amount to which it 
is entitled to be reimbursed under this act 
within 5 years after the time such &.n:lOUnt is 
credited to it, and . any amount not so 
obligated shall lapse. . 

SEc. 4. The Secretary of Commerce shall 
establish such rules and regulations neces
sary to carry out the purposes of this act. 

ExHmiT 2 
CONSIDERATION FOR REIMBURSEMENT FOR CER• 

TAIN HIGHWAYS ON THE INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
In the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956, 

the Congress indicated its intent to deter
mine whether or not reimbursement should 
be made to the States for highways, toll or 
free, completed or put under construction 
on the National System of Interstate and De
fense Highways between August 2, 1947, and 
June 30, 1957. For that purpose, the Secre
tary of Commerce was directed to determine 
which highways might be eligible for con· 
sideration for such reimbursement, their 
cost, and depreciation. 

With the cooperation of the State highway 
departments, the Bureau of Public Roads of 
the Department of Commerce undertook this 
study and here reports its findings. 

Of the 38,548 miles of approved detailed 
locations on the Interstate System as of 
September 1957, it was . found that 10,859 
miles, or 28 percent, met the criteria for 
consideration for reimbursement. In this 
mileage were included 1,950 miles of toll 
roads in 26 States and 8,909 miles of free 
roads in 47 States. Only 1,955 miles of the 
10,859 mile total were fully completed. 

The total cost of the highways eligible for 
consideration for reimbursement amounted 
to $6.09 billion, of which $2.59 billion was 
for toll roads and $3.50 billion for free roads. 
Federal aid funds accounted !or 32 percent 
of the latter. 

Since only highways completed or under
taken .in the last 10 years were considered, 
their average life span was short: 37 percent 
of the costs represented work under con-
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structlon or awarded to contract on June 30, 
1957; 30 percent represented completed work 
less than 2 years old; 33 percent represented 
completed work 2 to 10 years old. 

As a consequence, the computed deprecia- · consideration for reimbursement amounted 
tion of the total $6.09 billion cost amounted to $5.92 billion, of which $2.52 billion was 
to only $174 million. The total cost less . accounted for in toll roads and $3.40 billion 

. depreciation for the 10,859 miles eligible for in free roads. 

EXHIBIT 3 

Highways incorporated into the National System of Interstate and Defense Highways-Distributions of cost less depreciation: Toll and 
free roads, combined . . 
[In millions of dollars) 

By status of completion By location By cost item 

State 
100 per-

cent 
complete 80 to 99 60 to 80 

percent percent 
--- ---

Alabama _________________ ---------- ---------- 2.6 Arizona __________________ 0.6 
------3~2-

1. 0 
Arkansas._-------------- 5.3 1.2 California ________________ 6.4 153.7 80.4 Colorado _________________ .. _________ 4.9 13. 6 
Connecticut ___ ------- ___ 309. 7 ---------- 4.0 Delaware ________________ ---·------ ----------
Florida._---------------- 26.1 

-----16~2-
6. 3 

Geor~ia __________________ 29.0 9. 9 Idaho __ __________________ ---·---- -- ---· ------ 4.6 Illinois ______ . _____________ 35.5 334. 6 41.6 Indiana __________________ 147. 0 10.0 12.6 Iowa ________________ ----. ---------- 1.7 7. 2 
Kansas ____ -------------- 87.7 7. 3 ----------
Kentucky_-------------- 36.9 ------1:5- -----12:8-Louisiana ______ ~ _________ 7. 1 
Maine.------------------ 28.5 9.4 ----------
Maryland._------------- 86.6 34. 3 7. 4 
Massachusetts ___________ 41.8 184.8 62.7 Michigan _____________ 7 __ 2.1 115.9 53.7 Minnesota _______________ 1. 7 6. 6 Mississippi_ _____________ 
Missouri. ________________ 19.9 34.7 29. 2 
Montana ____ ------------ ---------- 2. 7 2.4 
Nebraska ________________ ---------- ---------- ----------Nevada __________________ ---------- 1.2 1.1 
New Hampshire _________ 6.1 ----290:4" 4.0 
New Jersey-------------- 47.4 9.0 New Mexico _____________ ---------- 2. 7 New York __ _____________ 664.3 258.0 5. 4 
North Carolina __________ ---------- 9.4 11.8 
North Dakota ___________ ---------- ---------- ----------0 hio ________ ----- ________ 175.1 61.3 43.3 
Oklahoma_---------~ -_-- 87.5 .1 11.2 Oregon. ________ . __ :.. ______ 13.7 11.6 17.2 
Pennsylvania ____________ 304.8 56.2 26.7 
Rhode Island ____________ 14.5 ---------- 4. 7 
South Carolina __________ ---------- 1.6 1.4 
South Dakota. ___________ ---------- .4 1.9 
Tennessee.-------------- 10.7 Texas _______________ -:. ____ 83.9 57.7 26.1 
Utah.------------------- ---------- ---------- 1. 6 Vermont _________________ ---------- ---------- 3. 2 
Virginia.---------------- -------:3- 69.4 3. 5 
Washington.------------ 21.7 26.5 
West Virginia ____________ 6.3 ------3:3-Wisconsin. __ ------------ .2 ----------Wyoming _______________ .4 
District of Columbia _____ 6. 2 1.5 

---------Total ______________ 2, 284.9 1, 756.1 562.1 

1 Less than $50,000. 

Mr. BUSH subsequently said: Mr. 
President, a parliamentary inquiry. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Connecticut will state it. 

Mr. BUSH. If a Senator who intro
duces a bill requests that it remain at the 
desk,. in order to -give other Senators an 

, opportunity to join in sponsoring it, will 
the bill be printed immediately, so it can 
be referred to the appropriate committee 
on the following day, for instance? 

The ·VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair 
is informed that such a bill will be held 
at the desk until the time limit requested 
has expired. ' 

Mr. BUSH. Then, Mr. President, I 
wish to modify my request. I now ask 
unanimous consent that the bill I have 
introduced remain at the desk only 
through today, in order to permit other 
Senators to join in sponsoring it. In 
that event, the bill may be printed im
mediately and may be referred appropri
ately on tomorrow. 

Partially complete Grading Grand 
Right-of- and Surface Struc- total 

Rural Urban way misr.el- and base turcs 
40 to 60 20 to 40 0 to 20 Subtotal lancous 
percent percent percent 
----------------------------------

7.5 5. 3 2. 8 18.2 18.2 (1) 1. 5 7.8 6.3 2.6 18.2 
2. 9 30.6 6.8 41.3 36.3 5.6 3.6 21.2 10.4 6. 7 41.9 
.4 3.2 . 7 8. 7 7.9 6.1 1.9 2. 7 4.1 5. 3 14. 0 

43. 4 62.0 34. 0 373.5 70.0 309.9 123. 2 105.9 48.5 102.3 379. 9 
17. 3 9. 7 .3 45.8 28.8 17. 0 9.3 21.1 8.0 7.4 45.8 
10.0 2.3 .6 16.9 63.9 262. 7 75.7 99.0 27.2 124.7 326. 6 
34.9 

------1~9- ------ 1~2-
34. 9 34.9 ---------- 2. 2 1.3 1.1 30.3 34.9 

------7~6-
9. 4 14.9 20.6 7. 9 7.1 5.8 14.7 35.5 

5. 8 .2 39.7 22.3 46.4 18.3 21.8 11. 3 17.3 68.7 
2.6 4.1 . 5 11.8 10:4 1.4 1.4 6.8 3.0 .6 11.8 

58.2 74.4 5.8 514.6 181.1 369.0 142. 4 122.5 111.5 173.7 550.1 
5.6 1.4 4.0 33.6 97.9 82. 7. 9. 5 61.4 50.1 59.6 180.6 
1.1 2.1 ---------- 12.1 10.4 1. 7 1. 4 4.4 1. 8 4.5 12.1 

---------- 14.0 .3 21.6 82.4 26.9 14.2 30.0 43. 5 21.6 109.3 
------1:3- . 7 -------- -- . 7 22. 9 14. 7 6.3 12.9 11.1 7.3 37.6 

9. 6 1.0 26.2 8. 2 25. 1 2. 9 10.7 2. 2 17.5 33.3 
.8 ---------- ---------- 10.2 24.8 13.9 2. 6 17.9 5.8 12.4 38.7 

20.2 4. 7 12.1 78.7 35.6 129.7 22.2 39.7 17.0 86.4 165.3 
2. 7 ------9:3- ---------- 250.2 110.8 181.2 49.8 76.7 26.4 139.1 292.0 

78.6 23. 5 281.0 132. 2 150.9 82.5 42.5 29. 7 128.4 283.1 
7.5 8. 4 1. 7 25.9 18.4 7.5 4.8 9.5 8.1 3. 5 25.9 
4.8 7.1 .6 12.5 7.3 5. 2 1.8 4. 7 3. 7 2.3 12.5 
.6 18.2 11.2 93. 9 61.2 52.6 14.0 27.8 30.6 41.4 113.8 

2. 9 6. 9 .1 15.0 14. 4 .6 I. 0 7.8 5. 4 .8 15.0 
.6 .8 ---------- 1.4 .8 .6 .1 .2 .4 • 7 1.4 

2.2 5. 2 1.2 10.9 10.9 ---------- .2 6.3 4.3 .1 10.9 
4.0 7.6 2.5 1. 4 4.9 2.3 1. 5 10.1 

6.1 2.3 1.2 309.0 19.7 336.7 28.4 102.4 - 34.5 191.1 ' 356.4 
6.1 9.4 1.8 20.0 19.9 .1 .8 10.4 5. 7 3.1 20.0 

69.3 20.8 18. 4 371.9 280.8 755.4 187.8 357.2 120.7 370.5 1,036. 2 
16.7 16.3 4.3 58.5 42.8 15.7 14.4 17.8 10.4 15. !l 58.5 
3.1 3.8 . (1) 6.9 6.9 ---------- .2 2.2 4.2 .3 6.9 

14.5 13.9 2.0 125. 0 198.8 101.3 45.4 103.0 57. 6 94. 1 39Q.1 
.3 1: o· ' 1.7 14.3' 81.2' 20.6 '10. 2 30.0 32.2 29.4 101.8 

50.6 10.6 2.3 92.3 85.3 20.7 15.9 51.6 17.4 21.1 106.0 
40.1 4: 5 .3 127.8 169.8 262.8 53.0 138. 1 66.5 175.0 432.6 

---------- ---------- ---------- 4. 7 4. 7 14.5 6.1 3.6 1. 8 7. 7 19.2 
.3 6.0 .2 9.5 9.5 ---------- 1. 0 2.9 2. 2 3.4 9.5 

---------- f 6.3 1.2 9.8 9.6 .2 .8 2.8 5.8 .4 9.8 
1. 0 2. 5 .6 4.1 4.4 10.4 2.1 2. 7 1. 3 8. 7 14.8 

43.5 43.0 30.9 201.2 116.4 168.7 76.6 88.6 64.7 55.2 285.1 
4.4 11.6 .7 18.3 16.7 1.6 2.0 9.1 5.8 1.4 18.3 

-----44:6- ------4:9- 3. 2 3. 2 ---------- .5 1.4 1.3 ---------- 3. 2 
.6 123.0 35.6 87.4 19.9 30.1 13.9 59.1 123.0 

13.1 19.0 9. 7 90.0 50.4 39.9 22. 1 31.2 17. 7 19.3 90.3 
3. 2 9. 5 3. 2 6.3 1.8 1. 9 .4 5.4 9. 5 

-----12:7" 2. 7 6. 5 12.5 7.1 5.6 5.8 2.5 1.7 2. 7 12.7 
10.0 23.1 22. 3 .8 .5 14. 0 5.8 2.8 23.1 
5.6 2. 9 10.0 ---------- 16.2 1.5 .9 1.7 12.1 16.2 ------· ---------------------------

643.3 481.9 193.9 3,637.3 2,322.8 3,599.4 1,098. 9 1, 779.0 952.9 2,091.4 6,922. 2 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, it is so ordered. 

FHALOANSFORFURFARMERS 
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, on 

behalf of mys.el{. th~ ·se1.1ator from Min
nesota [Mr. HuMPHREY], the junior Sen
ator from Oregon [Mr. NEUBERGER], the 
Senator from Washington [Mr. MAG
NUSON], the · Senator from Illinois [Mr. 
DouGLA~], the' senior Senator from Ore
gon [Mr. MORSE], and the Senator _from 
Michigan [Mr. POTTER], I introduce for 
appropriate reference, a bill to extend the 
loan program for bona fide fur farmers, 
and for other purposes. 

The bill would make fur farmers eligi
ble, on the same basis as other family
sized farmers, to receive opera'~ing loans 
through the Farmers Home Administra
tion. 

I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Presi
dent, that a brie·f statement I have pre
pared to explain the provisions of the 

bill and the need for it be inserted at 
this point in the RECORD. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will 
be received and appropriately referred; 
and, without objection, the statement 
will be printed in the RECORD. 

The bill . <S. 3430) to expand and ex-
tend the loan program for bona fide fur 
farmers, and for other purposes, intro
duced by Mr. PROXMIRE (for himself and 
other Senators). was received, read twice 
by its title, and referred to the Com
mittee on Agriculture and Forestry. · 

The statem.ent presented by Mr. PRox
MIRE is as follows: 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR PROXMIRE 

This bill would extend the same ,privileges 
under the Farmers Home Administration's 
operating loan program to family-sized fur 
farmers as are now accorded to producers of 
other agricultural commodities. 

It would: 
1. Amend section 21 (a) of the Bankhead

Janes Farm Tenant Act, as amended, to in
clude fur farmers. 
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This section authorizes loans to family
slzed farmers for, the purpose of purchasing 
livestock, seed, feed, fertilizer, equipment, 
supplies, and other farm needs; to reor
ganize the farming operation to permit more 
diversified or more profitable operations; to 
refinance existing indebtedness; and for 
family subsistence. 

Loans would be at an interest rate of 5 
percent, for a period of 7 years from the date 
of the initial loan. A maximum of indebted
ness of $10,000 per farm operator would be 
permitted, except that 10 percent of the 
total funds available for such loans could 
be used for larger total amounts up to 

• $20,000. 
2. Continue for 5 years the authority to 

make supplemental advances on loans 
granted under the Regional Agricultural 
credit COrporation. The present expiration 
date of June 30, 1958, would be extended 
to June 30, 1963. 

Mr. President, I am particularly concerned 
about this legislation because my State 
ranks first in the Nation in the production 
both of farm-raised mink and of silver fox. 

Following is the ranking of the leading 
fur-producing States, as of 1956: 

Wisconsin: First in mink, first in silver 
fox. 

Minnesota: Second in mink, fifth in fox. 
Michigan: Third in mink, fourth in fox. 
Utah: Fourth in mink. 
Oregon: Fifth in mink. 
Washington: Sixth in mink. 
Illinois: Seventh in mink. 
New York: Eighth in mink, third in fox. 
Ohio: 6th in fox, 12th ln mink. 
Pennsylvania: 7th in fox, lOth in mink. 
Colorado: Second in fox. 

ELlMmATION OF DISCRIMINATORY 
EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES BE
CAUSE OF AGE IN CERTAIN CASES 
·Mr. JA VITS. Mr. President, on be-

half_ of myself, my colleague, the senior 
Senator from New York [Mr. IVES], and 
the Senator from Maine [Mr. PAYNE], I 
introduce, for apropriate reference, a bill 
to eliminate and prevent discriminatory 
employment practices because of age by 
controotors and subcontractors doing 
business with the Federal or District of 
Columbia Governments. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will 
be received and appropriately referred. 

The bill <S. 3433) to eliminate dis
criminatory employment practices on ac
count of age by contractors and subcon
tractors in the performance of contracts 
with the United States and the District 
of Columbia, introduced by Mr. JAVITS 
(for himself, Mr. IVES, and Mr. PAYNE), 
waa received, read twice by its title, and 
referred to the Committee on Labor and 
Public Welfare. 

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, a critical 
issue in the American economic structure 
is our ability to deal with the unjust and 
unreasonable discrimination against old
er workers-those over 45, and in some 
instances only over 4'0-in opportunities 
for employment. Such discrimination 
deprives the Nation of a most important 
resource of experienced, often highly 
skilled employees, adds materially to the 
number of persons requiring public as
sitance, and deprives mature citizens of 
the dignity and status of self-support and 
continued participation in constructive 
economic activity. This is especially im
portant now, in an economic downturn. 
Traditionally, employers continue to 
maintain age barriers, and as a result 

older workers are the first to be laid off. 
Excuses used are that they are more ac
cident prone, slower, less dependable, 
have poor attendance records, tum out 
less work, and are less compSttible with 
other employees. This is rash general
ization, unjust and untrue. 

While the w.hole problem of unemploy
ment for those 45 or over cannot be 
solved by law, a suitable basis for solu
tion can be brought about by law, since 
age discrimination in employment has 
unfortunately become widely prevalent 
in modern times. In meeting this prob
lem, the FederStl Government can and 
should exercise leadership in an area 
where it has already done much to 
banish discrimination in employment 
against individuals because of race, re
ligion, color, or national origin. 

Because of the great opportunity for 
the Federal Government to exercise 
leadership in this area, I am introduc
ing this bill as a companion measure to 
the bill I introduced last year, the Na
tional Act Against Age Discrimination 
in Employment (S. 1073) , which would 
make it unlawful for employers engaged 
in interstate commerce to discriminate 
in employment because of age. The bill 
I am today introducing, by limiting the 
scope to contractors and subcontractors 
of the Federal Government and the Dis
trict of Columbia, offers a starting point 
from which we can proceed to reach the 
ultimate goal, barring age discrimina
tion in employment wherever it exists, 
and provides the Government leadership 
so necessary if such progress is to be 
made. The Davis-Bacon Act has pro
vided Federal standards in the areas of 
wages, hours, and conditions of employ
ment. 

Under the terms of the bill, contracts 
with the Federal Government and the 
District of Columbia would contain 
written stipulation against age discrimi
nation in employment. Violation could 
result in cancellation of the contract. 
To define age discrimination, the bill 
states that it would be a discriminatory 
employment practice to refuse employ
ment or to discharge a person because 
of his age ''when the reasonable de
mands of such employment do not re
quire such an age discrimination." The 
legislation provides that the Secretary 
of Labor shall "prescribe such rules and 
regulations as may be necessary to carry 
out the provisions of this act and to as
sure uniform application of such provi
sions by contracting officers." The dis
criminatory practice is determined by 
the Government only after notice and a 
hearing by the Government contracting 
officer. The findings of the hearing of
ficer are subject to court review, and in 
all other respects, too, due process is 
observed. 

DISASTER LOANS FOR CERTAIN 
SMALL BUSINESS CONCERNS 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
introduce, for appropriate reference, a 
bill to provide for disaster loans to small
business concerns which suffer economic 
injury due to federally aided highway 
construction programs. 

The State Highway Commissioner of 
the State of Minnesota, L. P. Zimmer-

man, has often expressed his concern 
that many small businesses who are 
forced to move by condemnation proce
dures as the result of the federally sup
ported highway program, have no loan 
program which would assist them in 
making the changeover to a new place 
of business. 

In the February 14 issue of the Wash
ington Star, Phil Yeager and John Stark 
wrote a most interesting article point
ing out that perhaps as many as 50,000 
American businesses may be forced out 
of their current site in the next few 
years because of the tremendous amount 
of redevelopment and highway con
struction scheduled. 

It may be that disaster loans might 
well be extended to businessmen who are 
forced to vacate through condemnation 
proceedings as a result of urban renewal 
development. However my proposal ad
dresses itself simply to the question of 
condemnation proceedings of small busi
nesses as a result of the Federal Highway 
System. Clearly this is a Federal under
taking, and is a Federal responsibility. 

The present Small Business Act pro
vides a broad program of disaster loans 
at very low interest to business firms 
which suffer economic hardship as are
sult of floods, droughts, and other natural 
catastrophies. These loans are made 
either by the Small Business Administra
tion directly or in cooperation with pri
vate lending institutions at 3 percent 
interest payable within 10 years. It 
seems to me, Mr. President, that the dis
astrous effect on small-business men who 
are forced to move is in many cases no 
less complete than a disaster suffered as a 
result of natural causes. It would be a 
natural and obvious step to take to set 
up a program to provide these small
business men with the necessary loans to 
enable them to make the transition over 
to a new place of business. 

I ask unanimous consent that the arti
cle by Phil Yeager and John Stark may be 
printed in the RECORD. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will 
be received and appropriately referred; 
and without objection, the article will be 
printed in the RECORD. 

The bill <S. 3434) to provide for dis
aster loans to small-business concerns 
which suffer economic injury due to fed
erally aided ·highway construction pro
grams, introduced by Mr. HuMPHREY, was 
received, read twice by its title, and re
ferred to the Committee on Banking and 
Currency. 

The article presented by Mr. HUM
PHREY is as follows: 
CONDEMNATION EVOLVES As HOT PuBLIC ISSUE 

(By Phil Yeager and John Stark) 
Suppose you operate a small business on 

the outskirts of town. 
One day you get a notice from some land 

acquisition agency-it might be local, State, 
or Federal-indicating your property is to be 
condemned to make way for some new road 
or urban redevelopment. 

Of course, there is no question of the power 
of public authorities to acquire necessary 
land through eminent domain. But you have 
a constitutional right to just compensation 
when this happens. So the question is
what is just compensation? · 

Is it the value of your property to you or 
its value to the agency· acquiring it? 
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Methods of appraising condemned property 

are varied and complicated. But according 
to experts who have made recent studies of 
the matter, the final payment for condemned 
property in most cases is apt to be much 
closer to the valuation set on it by the con
demning authority. 

MANY CONSIDERATIONS OMITI'ED 

Sometimes this can be very tough indeed 
on the person whose property is taken espe
cially if it is a business property. For the 
courts rarely allow appraisers to take into 
consideration such items as loss of goodwill, 
costs of moving the business to a new loca
tion, or loss of profits occasioned by the move 
or the inability to start over again. 

Maybe you think this doesn't happen often 
enough to worry about. 

If so, here's something to ponder. As many 
as 50,000 American businesses may be forced 
out of their current sites in the next few 
years because of the tremendous amount of 
redevelopment and highway construction 
scheduled. Some think this is a conservative 
figure. 

CONCERN GROWS 

In New Haven, Conn., 312 business prop
erties were condemned in one year-1956-in
cidental to only a part of that city's rede
velopment program. 

So great is the concern over the accelerated 
rate of business property condemnation, plus 
the tendency to undervalue the property, that 
virtually all State legislatures are receiving 
demands for increases in compensation. 

But this problem, too, has its other side. 
In an age of redevelopment and mush

rooming population, land acquisition is cru
cial. If planned public improvements are 
not made, we are apt to be caught in an ever
tightening web of tramc constriction and 
stifled living. Yet condemnatipn ~osts are 
already extremely high from a tax point of 
view. Paying everyone what he thinks his 
property fs worth will mean digging much 
deep~r into the taxpayer's pocket? 

:What's your solution? 

COVERAGE OF AGRICULTURAL LA
BOR UNDER FEDERAL UNEMPLOY
MENT TAX ACT 
Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, I intro

duce, for appropriate reference, a bill 
to provide for coverage of agricultural 
labor by the Federal Unemployment Tax 
Act. · 

This bill, if enacted, will provide cover
ag.e for agricultural labor under the Fed
eral Unemployment Tax Act and aid the 
large number of agricultural laborers 
who have lost their jobs and are not 
entitled under law to unemployment 
compensation to keep them and their 
families in food and necessities until they 
are abl~ to obtain other gainful employ
ment. Depressed farm prices and farms 
being placed in the soil bank has caused 
much unemployment among farm 
laborers. 

There is no reason in the world why 
agricultural laborers should not be cov
ered. Every worker in the United States 
should be protected by unemployment 
compensation if he loses his job. The 

. importance of the agricultural laborer 
in producing the many agricultural prod
ucts and thereby aiding the national 
economy is well known. We must do 
everything we can to protect the agri
cultural laborer to assure production of 
agricultural products. 

I ask unanimous consent that the bill 
may be printed in the RECORD. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will 
be received and appropriately referred; 

and, without objection, the bill will be 
printed in the RECORD. 

The bill (S. 3435) to provide for the 
coverage of agricultural labor by the 
Federal Unemployment Tax Act, intro
duced by Mr. LANGER, was received, read 
twice by its title, referred to the Com
mittee on Finance, and ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 

Be it enacted, etc., That subsections (c) 
(1) and (k) of section 3306 of the Federal 
Unemployment Tax Act are hereby repealed. 

SEc. 2. The amendments made by the first 
section of this act shall be effective with 
respect to calendar years after 1958. 

HIGHWAY BRIDGE BETWEEN IN
TERNATIONAL FALLS, MINN., AND 
FORT FRANCIS, ONTARIO, CANADA 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
introduce, for appropriate reference, a 
bill authorizing the Department of High
ways of the State of Minnesota to con
struct, maintain, and operate a free 
highway bridge between International 
Falls, Minn., and Fort .Francis, Ontario, 
Canada. I ask unanimous consent that 
the bill may be printed in the RECORD. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will 
be received and appropriately referred; 
and, without objection, the bill will be 
printed in the RECORD. 

The bill <S. 3437) authorizing the De
partment of Highways of the State of 
Minnesota to construct, maintain, and 
operate a free highway bridge between 
International Falls, Minn., and Fort 

"Francis, Ontario, Canada, introduced by 
Mr. HUMPHREY, was received, read twice 
by its title, referred to the Committee 
on F.oreign Relations, and ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD,~ follows: 

Be it enacted, etc., . That the Department 
of Highways of the State of Minnesota is au
thorized to construct, maintain, and operate 
a free highway bridge and · approaches 
thereto, at a point suitable to the interests of 
navigation, across the Rainy River between 
International Falls, Minn., and Fort Frances, 
Ontario, Canada, so far as the United States 
has jurisdiction over the waters of such 
river. Such construction, maintenance, and 
operation shall be in accordance with the 
provisions of the act entitled "An act to 
regulate the construction of bridges over 
navigable waters," approved March 23, 1906, 
and shall be subject to the conditions and 
limitations contained in this act and to the 
approval of the proper authorities of the 
Government of Canada. 

SEC. 2. The rights, privileges, and powers 
conferred upon the Department of Highways 
of the State of Minnesota by this act may be 
exercised by such department in cooperation 
with the Government of Canada or any po
litical subdivision or agency thereof which 
may agree ·with such department in the con
struction, maintenance, and operation of 
such bridge. 

SEc. 3. The authority granted by this act 
shall terminate if the actual construction 
of the bridge herein authorized is not com
menced within 3 years and completed within 
5 years from the date of the enactment of 
this act. 

SEc. 4. The right to alter, amend, or repeal 
this act is expressly reserved. 

STIMULATION OF' RESIDENTIAL 
CONSTRUCTION-AMENDMENTS 
Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, I 

wish to record my strong opposition to 

some features of the housing bill re
ported by the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. Although I am a member 
not only of that committee, but also of 
the Subcommittee on Housing, I agreed 
not to file minority views in order to ex
pedite reporting and consideration of 
the bill. But I served notice on Thurs
day, and I reiterate now, that I intend to 
wage a prolonged and bare-knuckled 
scrap on those features of the bill which 
increase interest rates. 

As reported by the committee, the 
bill-S. 3418-would increase the maxi
mum interest rate on VA-guaranteed 
mortgages from 4% to 4% percent. It 
would also raise from 4 to 4% percent 
the interest rate chargeable on FHA
insured and Government-guaranteed 
mortgages on Capehart military housing. 

Mr. GO:ij.E. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. MONRONEY. I am happy to 
yield. 

Mr. GORE. If the committee had .but 
waited 6 more hours for the most recent 
action of the Federal Reserve Board, 
there would have been no excuse or rea
son for increasing the interest rates. 

Mr. MONRONEY. I thank the Sena
tor from Tennessee for his comment. 
The ink was not dry on the committee 
bill when the Federal Reserve Board's 
announcement of the further reduction 
in the rediscount rate was published. 
As the distinguished Senator well knows, 
such action by the Federal Reserve Board 
sets the stage for further reduction in 
interest rates. 

The committee's proposal increases 
_these interest rates when interest rates 
generally are going down. 

Mr. GORE. Is it not likely that in 
view of the action of the Federal Reserve 
Board, the committee itself' will offer 
an amendment to the bill? 

Mr. MONRONEY. I am informed that 
the committee · has made its choice. I 
understand that the margin by which 
the rate was adopted by the committee 
was only one vote. The majority of the · 
committee has determined, in the face 
of declining interest rates, to provide 
additional profits to insurance compa
nies, mortgage companies, and other 
moneylenders. Those profits will come 
out of the pockets of the GI's. An in
crease in interest rates will reduce the 
size of houses, thus requiring the use of 
less material, such as lumber, plumbing, 
and other equipment. In this bill the 
committee has failed to keep the interest 
rates at a point where the average bor
rower on a 30-year home loan can .have 
a house of adequate size. - , 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. MONRONEY. I yield. 
Mr. THYE . . I join with the distin

guished Senator from Oklahoma in his 
r~marks concerning interest rates, and I 
have so expressed myself previously. By 
permitting high interest rates, we shall 
only be adding to the overall cost of vet
erans' housing, thereby possibly enabling 
the lenders to foreclose many veterans' 
mortgages, simply because the veterans 
do not have incomes large enough to en
able them to continue the monthly pay
ments on their homes. 
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·Mr. 'MONRONEY. ·r would welcome 

·the distinguished senior Senator from 
Minnesota as a cosponsor of the amend
ment which I shall o1Ier at the conclu
sion of my remarks. At present, some 
18 Senators have become cosponsors. If 
the Senator from Minnesota would care 
.to join us in the submission of the 
amendment, I shall be glad to have him 
do so. It simply continues the present 
interest rates, instead of permitting them 
to rise. · 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that I may be per
mitted to join in sponsoring the amend
ment. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. MONRONEY. I thank the Sen
ator from Minnesota who always is in
terested in having such funds made 
·available at low rates. 

Mr. President, I send to the desk the 
amendment, which would strike out the 
sections of the committee bill which 
would increase the interest rates. I sub
mit the amendment on behalf of myself, 
the Senator from Colorado [Mr. CAR
ROLL], the Senator from Pennsylvania 
[Mr. CLARK], the Senator from Rhode 
Island [Mr. GREEN], the Senator from 
Alabama [Mr. HILL], the Senator from 
Minnesota [Mr. HuMPHREY], the Senator 
from Washington [Mr. JACKSON], the 
Senator from South Carolina [Mr. 
JoHNSTON], the Senator from Tennessee 
[Mr. KEFAUVER], the Senator from Okla
homa [Mr. KERR], the Senator from 
North Dakota [Mr. LANGER], the senior 
Senator from Washington [Mr. MAGNU
SON], the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. 
LoNG], the Senator from Oregon [Mr. 
MoRSE], the Senator from Montana [Mr. 
MURRAY], the Senator from Oregon [Mr. 
NEUBERGER], the Senator from Wyoming 
[Mr. O'MAHONEY], the Senator from 
Rhode Island [Mr. PASTORE], the Senator 
from Wisconsin [Mr. PROXMIRE], the 
Senator from Georgia [Mr. TALMADGE], 
the Senator from Texas [Mr. YAR
BOROUGH], and the Senator from Min
nesota [Mr. THYE]. 

Many others Senators have indicated 
that they will support the amendment. I 
ask unanimous consent that it may lie on 
the table until the end of the session to
day, so other Senators who may wish 
to do so may join in sponsoring it. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The amend
ment will be received, printed, and will 
lie on the table; and, without objection, 
will remain at the desk, as requested by 
the Senator from Oklahoma. 

Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, I am 
fully aware of the need for fast action 
to stimulate the construction of new 
housing to help stem the tide of the cur
rent recession. Widespread unemploy
ment in the United States is not to be 
trifled with, and we must take on chances 
of permitting the development of the 
cumulative e:fiects of a recession psy
chology. We should give clear proof to 
all citizens that we will move heaven and 
earth, if necessary, to prevent the occur
rence of another depression debacle such 
as that which settled over the country in 

. the early 1930's. 
But Mr. President, it is an utter para

dox for us to increase the -interest rates 
on GI and Capehart housing mortgages 

at a time when interest rates are· dras
tically dropping in all sectors of the econ
omy. These mortgages are rapidly be
·coming competitive at present rates. 
.Even beyond this, however, an increase 
in interest rates on Capehart housing will 
actually slow down the construction of 
many projects which would otherwise go 
forward very quickly, contrary to the 
purpose of the bill. 

Thus the bill as reported with the 
higher interest rates will stymie rather 
than stimulate housing construction. 

Today it is being said around the 
cloakrooms and the halls of the Senate 
Office Building that higher interest rates 
is the price Congress must pay in order 
to get through a housing bill which will 
not be vetoed. Mr. President, I, for one, 
and I think many other Senators, will re
fuse to be bludgeoned by such tactics. 
Higher interest rates are not in the best 
interests of the country at this time, and 
I cannot conceive that the President 
would veto a constructive measure to 
help the Nation stop mounting recession 
pressures. Although everyone knows 
that this administration is committed to 
a policy of higher interest rates, I refuse 
to believe that even the White House 
could possibly be so shortsighted as to 
veto the bill before us simply because 
it does not raise interest rates. 

I also send to the desk, and ask to 
·have printed, a second amendment. It 
would increase the funds available to the 
Federal National Mortgage Association 
for purchase of Capehart mortgages. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The amend
ment will be received, printed, and lie 
on the table. 

AMENDMENT OF INTERNAL REVE
NUE CODE OF 1954, TO CORRECT 
UNINTENDED BENEFITS AND 
HARDSIDPS-AMENDMENTS 
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa submitted 

amendments, intended to be proposed by 
him, to the bill <H. R. 8381) to amend 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to 
correct unintended benefits and hard
ships and to make technical amend
ments, and for other purposes, which 
were referred to the Committee on 
Finance, and ordered to be printed. 

STIMULATION OF RESIDENTIAL 
CONSTRUCTION-AMENDMENTS 
Mr. JA VITS submitted amendments, 

intended to be proposed by him, to the 
bill <S. 3418) to stimulate residential 
construction, which were ordered to lie 
on the table, and to be printed. 

AMENDMENT OF INTERNAL REVE
NUE CODE OF 1954, TO CORRECT 
UNINTENDED BENEFTI'S AND 
HARDSIDPS-AMENDMENT 
Mr. PAYNE submitted an amendment, 

intended to be proposed by him, to the 
bill <H. R. 8381) to amend the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954 to correct un
intended benefits and hardships and to 
make technical amendments, and for 
other purposes, which was referred to 
the Committee on Finance, and ordered 
to be printed. 

NOTICE OF MOTION TO SUSPEND 
THE RULE-AMENDMENT TO SEC
OND SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIA
TION BILL 

Mr. HUMPHREY submitted the fol
lowing notice in writing: 
. In accordance with rule XL of the Stand
ing Rules of the Senate, I hereby give notice 
1n writing that it is my intention to move 
to suspend paragraph 4 of rule XVI for the 
purpose of proposing to the bill (H. R. 10881) 
making supplemental appropriations for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1958, and for 
other purposes, the following amendment, 
namely: 

On page 5, between lines 13 and 14, insert 
the following: 

PRICE SUPPORTS AND ACREAGE ALLOTMENTS 

Notwithstanding the provisions of any 
other law-

-(1) The support price (in terms of dollars 
·and cents) for any agricultural commodity, 
except tobacco, shall not be less than that 
available for such commodity during the 
.marketing year or season which began in 
1957; and 

· (2) The total acreage allotted for any ag
ricultural commodity, except tobacco, shall 
not be less than that allotted for the 1957 
crop of such commodity, and sections 302, 
303, and 304 of the Agricultural Act of 1956 
(relating to minimum National, State, and 
farm acreage allotments for 1957 and 1958) 
shall be extended to apply to the 1959 and 
subsequent crops of upland cotton and rice, 
respect! vely. 

Nothing herein shall be construed to 
supersede or limit any other provision of 
this act or to require price support to be 
made available if marketing quotas have 
been disapproved by producers, or to non

. cooperators in the case of any basic agricul
tural commodity._ 

Mr. HUMPHREY also submitted · an 
amendment, intended to be proposed by 

·him, to House bi1110881, making-supple
mental appropriations for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1958, and for other pur
poses, which was order.ed to lie on the 
table, and to be printed. 

<For text of amendment ·referred to, 
see the foregoing notice.) 

AMENDMENT OF FEDERAL-AID 
HIGHWAY ACT-ADDITIONAL CO
SPONSORS OF BILL 
Under authority of the order of the 

Senate of March 6, 1958, 
The names of Senators PASTORE, PRox

MIRE, HUMPHREY, NEUBERGER, MURRAY, 
KENNEDY, CHAVEZ, McNAMARA, MAGNUSON, 
JACKSON, CHURCH, and HENNINGS were 
added as additional cosponsors of the bill 
<S. 3414) to amend and supplement the 
Federal-Aid Highway Act approved June 
29, 1956, to authorize appropriations for 
continuing the construction of highways, 
and for other purposes, introduced by 
Mr. GORE (for himself, Mr. CARROLL, Mr. 
MORSE, Mr. MANSFIELD, and Mr. YAR
BOROUGH) on March 6, 1958. 

ADDRESSES, EDITORIALS. ARTI
CLE!S, ETC., ·PR!NrED IN THE 
RECORD 
On request, and by unanimous consent, 

addresses, editorials, articles, etc., were 
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ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as 
follows: 

By Mr. KNOWLAND: 
Lincoln Day address entitled "Lincoln and 

American Foreign Policy," delivered by Sena
tor BRICKER, at Toledo, Ohio. 

Letter, dated February 6, 1958, addressed 
to him by H. L. Rice, of Florence, Ala., re
garding Tennessee Valley Authority, and 
his reply, dated February 22, 1958. 

NOTICE OF HEARINGS ON MUTUAL 
SECURITY ACT OF 1959 

Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, the Com
mittee on Foreign Relations expects to 
begin hearings on the Mutual Security 
Act of 1959 on next Wednesday, March 
19. In that connection, I desire to an
nounce that there are available in the 
Foreign Relations Committee room -six 
volumes of detailed documentation on 
the President's proposed mutual security 
program for the fiscal year 1959. 

These documents are classified secret, 
but they are available for inspection per
sonally by Senators in the committee 
room. Members of the staff of the com
mittee will likewise be glad to help any 
Senator find the answer to any question 
on this subject he may have. 

FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR RIV
ERS, HARBORS, AND FLOOD CON
TROL 
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I rise 

to compliment the distinguished senior 
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER], 
chairman of the Public Works Subcom
mittee of the Senate Appropriations 
Committee. for performing a real public 
service last Tuesday on the :floor of the 
Senate when he set the record straight 
with reference to a recent misleading 
article in the Saturday Evening Post 
concerning Federal expenditures for de
veloping and conserving our valuable 
water resources. 

I am grateful to the Senator from 
Louisiana for presenting the full and 
complete story of our continuing efforts 
to utilize fully our waterways and har
bors and to prepare properly for the 
future water needs of the people of this 
Nation. No one is more cognizant of 
our needs in this field than he, or works 
harder to see that these needs are met. 
It is unfortunate that efforts to discredit 
the outstanding work of such men some
times are made in misleading articles 
such as the one which recently appeared 
in the Saturday Evening Post. 

In Florida we have many harbors and 
waterways which are being developed as 
rapidly as possible to serve our people; 
and we have one particular project, the 
central and southern Florida :flood 
control project, which is constructed to 
a point where now it is beginning to 
conserve for future use valuable water 
which otherwise would be wasted by 
flowing into the Atlantic Ocean or the 
Gulf of Mexico. Such handling of this 
valuable resource is to be highly com
mended, rather than condemned. 

Mr. President, leadership with fore
sight and imagination is necessary to
day in this field if in the years to come 
we are to supply the needs of the people 
of the Nation. Senator Ellender is sup-

plying such leadership in a magnificent 
way, and I take this opportunity pub
licly to congratulate him for his untiring 
efforts, in behalf of all of our people, to 
prepare for the tremendous job ahead 
of supplying the water needs of a stead
ily increasing population. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Morning 
business is now in order. 

NEED FOR MORE PHYSICIANS 
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Pres

ident, one of the most important long
term health problems of the Nation in
volves maintaining an adequate supply 
of well-trained physicians to meet the 
needs of our rapidly growing population. 
This is one of the reasons why I am in
terested in having Congress take prompt 
action on S. 1917, pending before the 
Committee on Labor and Public Wel
fare, to provide financial aid for the con
struction of medical-teaching facilities, 
without which it will be difficult, if not 
impossible, to meet our national needs 
during the next two decades. Such 
funds are needed, not only to assist 
schools in expanding enrollments, ·but to 
enable many of the schools to strengthen 
current programs by replacement of out
moded instructional facilities. 

I ask unanimous consent to have 
printed in the RECORD at this point in 
my remarks a thorough analysis of this 
problem, written by Michael Clark, and 
published in the New York Times of 
Monday, March 3, 1958. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
NATION NEEDS PHYSICIANS To MEET RISING 

POPULATION-8URVEY SHOWS THAT THE DE
MAND EXCEEDS SuPPLY-DECLINE IN STU• 
DENT ROLLS IMPERILING FuTURE MEDICAL 
CARE 

(By Michael Clark} 
The number of physicians in the United 

States is falling behind the growing popu
lation. 

The demand for their services already is 
far greater than the supply, and the gap ap
pears to be widening. 

Unless a way can be found to recruit and 
train many more qualified students, medical 
care a decade or two from now will suffer, 
according to the best opinion in the pro
fession. 

These are the findings of a survey made 
by the New York Times on whether enough 
students are entering the medical profes
sion. 

In an attempt to predict future needs, a 
group of medical educat ors recently sought 
advice from Dr. Dudley Kirk of Population 
Council,_ Inc. 

With the population at 172 million, he 
said, the country is growing at a rate of 
3 million a year and a reasonable guess 
of the population in 1980 would be 240 mil
lion. 

The projected rate of population increase 
transcends any current projections of the 
rate of increase in medical school enroll
ment or physicians. 

Medical school graduates have increased 
from 4,565 in 1930 to 6,796 last year. A 
record was set in 1955 with 6,977. 

By 1962, however, the number is ex
pected to level off at 7,400 a year, with the 
population curve continuing to rise sharp
ly. 

In recent years, the physi-cian-population 
ratio has remained constant at 1 to 750 

' (850 if active physicians only are counted). 
This is exceeded only by Israel, which has 
1 physician to 467 inhabitants. 

'In other words, although the number of 
physicians-licensed each year has been great. 
er than the number who have died, the dif- . 

· ference has been just great enough to keep 
pace with the increment in the population. 

It is unlikely that the present ratio can 
be maintained much longer. 

Dr. Vernon W. Lippard, dean of the Yale 
University School of Medicine, estimated 
last year that if the population reached 
220 million in 1975, as predicted, and if the 
present ratio was to be maintained, the 
country would have to produce 2,000 more 
physicians a year. 

It is widely felt that any attempt to "bal
loon out" the existing medical schools may 

· impair the quality of instruction. 
ASKS NEW SCHOOLS 

According to Dr. Lippard, the United 
States can avoid a drop in the physician
population ratio only by building 20 to 25 
new medical schools of the current median 
size. 

Since a new school normally involves a 
capital outlay of $50 million, Dr. Lippard 
was suggesting an investment of about 
$1,250,000,000. 

His estimates are rejected by those who 
hold that the physician-population ratio 1s 
no key to adequate medical care. They fear 
that an oversupply of doctors could, in the 
event of an economic slump, bring great 
hardship to the profession. 

Traditionally, this has been the position 
of the American Medical Association. This 
powerful group has never conceded a short
age of physicians or such a possibility. 

According to the American Medical Asso
ciation, the real problem is distribution, not 
numbers . 

Dr. Frank G. Dickinson, director of its 
bureau of medical-economic research, cites 
the increased efficiency of medicine as the 
best argument for rejecting the physician
population ratio as a valid indication of the 
number of physicians needed. 

He reported in 1954 that only one-sixth of 
the United States land area, inhabited by 
one-sixt h of 1 percent of the population, 
was beyond a 25-mile radius from the closest 
physician in active practice. 

His conclusion was that if 361 physicians 
of the 156,000 then in active practice were 
relocated, no area would have more than 
2,000 inhabitants for each physician in active 
practice. 

Dr. Dickinson put the lowest area ratio 
at 1 physician to 5,100 inhabitants. 

However, since 1954, the position held by 
Dr. Dickinson and the old guard of the 
American Medical Association has been in
creasingly b 3leaguered. 

Dr. Kirk delivered a blow when he told the 
recent Congress on Medical Education and 
Licensure in Chicago that the profession 
should prepare for an enormous increase in 
the potential demand for medical service. 

He did not try to answer the question, 
"How many doctors are enough?" However, 
he felt it "fair to say the medical profession 
has erred in the direction of preparing too 
few physicians in relation to the prospective 
needs for their services." 

After having heard Dr. Kirk, a workshop 
conference on population and medical care 
concluded that the present physician-popu
lation ra·Lio should be regarded tentatively as 
the best available yardstick by which to de
termine the desirable output of physicians 
in the immediate future. 

TWO DISSENTERS NOTED 
The 20 participants in the conference in

cluded physicians, sociologists and business· 
men. Only two believed that a lower ratio 
would be satisfactory. The names of the 
dissenters were not given, but Dr. Dickinson 
presumably was one. 
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At a plenary session of the congress, Dr. 

Dickinson asked if the findings of the con· 
terence reflected the official views of the 
American Medical Association. The answer 
was "No." 
· It was noted that the conference had not 
conceded that there was a physician short
age now, but implied that there might be 
one if the physician-population ratio 
dropped. 

However, the conference gave weight to 
the recommendations of the Association of 
American Medical Colleges. At its 1956 an
nual meeting, the association issued a state
ment to the etrect that more physicians 
should be obtained by increasing the number 
of medical schools. 

In the opinion of many medical educators, 
.the physician-population ratio must be im
proved if present shortages are to be over· 
come and probable future demands met. 

When a balance sheet is drawn showing, 
on one hand, factors tending to improve the 

· efficiency of the corps of physicians and, on 
the other, factors tending to increase the 
demand for medical service, it is reasonable 

. to conclude that the saturation point is no
where in sight. 

The following .factors make it possible for 
a physician to see more patients in less time: 
••wonder" drugs, improved techniques, faster 
transportation, group practice, and greater 
assistance from auxiliary medical personnel. 

A case of pneumonia used to absorb 11 
hours of a physician's time. Today, the aver
age case occupies him an hour and a half. 

Dr. Dickinson says physicians' service in
creased at least one-third between 1940 and 
1950. Yet there has been no "technological 
unemployment" in medicine. 

URBANIZATION A FACTOR 

Dr. Lippard noted recently that between 
1900 and 1950 the number of physicians in
creased by 58 percent, while in the same 

·period the number of trained health per
sonnel, including dentists, nurses, pharma
cists, and technicians, rose by 370 percent. 

"If this remarkable increase has dimin
ished the need for physicians' services, it has 
not been apparent," he commented. 

Urbanization is another factor tending to 
increase the demand for medical care, since 
metropolitan areas always absorb more doc
tors than rural areas. 

In addition, urbanization is accompanied 
by a general social and economic upgrading 
of the population. As health consciousness 
grows, more and more persons can pay for 
medical care. 

This process is accelerated by the spread 
of prepaid-health-insurance plans an d in
dustrial and union programs. About 123 
million persons, three-quarters of the popu
lation, are covered by health insurance. 

The changing age structure is another 
factor. 

The baby boom of the last few years has 
widened the base of the populat ion p yramid. 
However, as life expectancy at birth ap
proaches 70 years, the population is also 
aging. The median age rose from 23 years 
in 1900 to 30 in 1950, and there is no reason 
to suppose that the ceiling of life expec
tancy has yet been reached. 

The implications of these changes are that 
obstetricians and pediatricians will cont inue 
to be in demand and, concomitantly, a grow
ing need will be felt for specialists in the 
chronic and degenerative diseases of old age. 

It has been found, too, that mental and 
emotional d isorders are more prevalent 
among the elderly and are aggravated by the 
complexities of urban living. 

A specialist estimates that no more than 
10 percent of the psychoneuroses, emotional 
disturbances and disorders of behavior, char
acter and intelligence are getting competent 
professional attention. 

Medical advances make it possible for a 
physician to treat more patients in less time, 
b ,ut they also enable him to attack condi-

tiona previously thought to be beyond his 
scope. 

As a physician has put it: 
"The advent of intra-thoracic and intra· 

cardiac surgery, new approaches to mental 
health and the increasing demands for ef· 
fective control of degenerative diseases im
pose new demands for the augmentation of 
health personnel." 

The search for an optimum physician· 
population ratio is hindered by countless 
unknowns. That is why some physicians 
and medical educators prefer to look at the 
problem from a different angle. 

Let us forget the ratio controversy and the 
overall picture, they say, and examine, in
stead, the measurable shortages as they 
exist in the supply of medical students, 
medical teachers and practitioners in spe-
citic areas of medicine. · 

When this is done, it is seen that in 
·many instances, the demand far exceeds the 
supply and that virtually unlimited oppor
tunities await the young doctor emerging 
from internship or residency. 

· That there . is a decline in medical studies· 
can h ardly be doubted. This is not neces
sarily reflected in absolute numbers. Actu
ally, the number of medical schools and 
students have been increasing. 

There are 78 approved, 4-year medical 
schools in the United States and 4 approved 
2-year schools of basic medical sciences. 
Three new schools-Florida, Seton Hall in 
Jersey City and Albert Einstein in New 
York-are in the process of development. 

A total of 29,130 undergraduates were at
tending all the schools last year, a record 
number. The 1955 entering class was the 
largest ever enrolled, 8,014. 

However, medical schools have reported a 
decrease in the number of applicants. The 
figure fell from a high of 24,434 in 1950 to 
a low of ,14,538 in 1954, but rose to 15,917 
in 1956. The number of applicants for each 
available place in first-year classes has been 
at a record low of 1.9 since 1954. 

It has been unfortunate for the schools 
that as the high veterans' demand formed
ical education subsided in 1952, the small 
crop of depression babies began to arrive 
on the college scene. 

By 1954, the schools were in the trough 
of the wave. However, by the mid-1960 's, 
when increased enrollments now reported by 
high schools begin to oo reflected in medical 
school applications, the situation will im-
prove. 

RISING COLLEGE ROLLS 

In 1955, the total college enrollment was 
2,755,000. This is expected to rise to 
6,443,000 by 1970. Will medical schools be 
able to squeeze an additional 2,000 students 
a year out of the increased number of col
lege students? 

The answer probably is yes, but there are 
grounds for concern. 

In 1920, medical schools had 2.4 percent . 
of the total college enrollment. Now, they 
have 1 percent. It is estimated that by 1965, 
the figure will be 0.6 percent. It is here 
that the falling away from medical studies 
becomes apparent. 

There also seems to be a deterioration in 
the quality of students applying for medical 
school. 

The number of college students entering 
medical school with grade A averages has 
decreased from 40 percent in 1950 to 16 per
cent in 1956, while the number of students 
with grade B averages has increased from 
43 to 70 percent. 

The major, privately owned medical 
schools drawing.students from colleges across 
the Nation have felt no pinch. Theirs is the 
pick of the crop. 

Harvard, for instance, received 10,560 ap
plications last year· for the 115 places in its 
first-year class. As each applicant had filed 
an average of 7.7 applications to d ifferent 

medical schools, Harvard's shar-e worked out 
to 1,371.4, or 11.9 for each available place. 

Most State schools have geographical re• 
strictions compelling them, either ·by custom 
or law, to reserve all or most places to 
residents. 

CAUSES OF DECLINE 

Medical educators admit that the national 
average of 1.9 applicants for each available 
place leaves little room for complacency. It 
means that too many schools must scrape 
the bottom of the barrel. 

What is keeping good students away from 
medicine? Any answer involves speculation. 
Several contributing factors have been sug
gested, including the following: 

The high cost of me.dical education. 
The long grind involved. 
The lure of science and industry. 
The decline of learning in general. 
The insecurity and hardships encountered 

by practicing physicians. 
Racial and religious discrimination. 
A medical education is the most expensive. 

The minimum time required to complete it i.s 
8 years beyond high school-3 years of col
lege, 4 years of medical school, and a year 
of internship. However, 75 percent of first
year medical students in 1955 had 4 years 
of college behind them. 

A medical education for certification as a 
specialist may take 12 years or more, for the 
specialist must normally complete at least 
3 years as a resident in an approved hospital. 

Eight years of premedical and medical edu
cation cost up to $13,000. The median cost 
of 4 years of medical school is $7,200, and i_s 
increasing. 

Is medicine, then, a rich man's profession? 
Not necessarily, for 'scholarships and stu

dent loans are available at most medical 
schools. A wide range of employment op
portunities exists for students and their 
wives. 

Medical educators are, however, unanimous 
in the belief that more financial assistance 
is needed. 

A college student with insufficient motiva
tion may be deflected from medicine when 
he considers the arduous road that leads to 
distant licensure and certification. Many 
students and ex-students of medicine insist, 
however, that medical school may be a most 
satisfying experience. 

LURE OF INDUSTRY 

The lure of science and industry does not 
appear to be as great for the potential medi
cal student as may be thought. The prestige 
of the physician is as great as some persons 
think. The prestige of the physician is not 
exceeded by that of the engineer or indus
trial scientist. His financial rewards are 
usually comparable. 

Besides, many students choose medicine in 
preference, not to oth er scientific pursuits, 
but to law, theology, or teaching. For medi
cine belongs to the social as well as the phys
ica.l sciences. 

On the ot her hand, the general softening 
of scholastic endeavor in high schools and 
colleges has been as prejudicial to medicine 
as the basic sciences. It is hard to tell how 
much native talent and intelligence is lost 
to advanced scientific studies simply because 
the groundwork has not been laid. 

Yet, despite their complaints, physicians 
live bett er than most. In 1953, the average 
physician in privat e practice earned $15,000. 
For lawyers, the figure was $9,392; dentists, 
$8,500, and public-school teachers, $3,615. 

REGARDING DISCRIMINATION 

The charge that good students are lost to 
medicine through racial and religious dis~ 

crimina tion in admission policies is hard to 
substantiate because the discrimination, if 
it exists, is never admitted. 

Two medical schools, Howard in Washing
ton and Meharry in Nashville, Tenn., are 
primarily for Negroes. The Woman's Medical 
College in Philadelphia admits only women. 
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A 1953 study showed that a student want

ing to enter medical school in New York 
State stood a better chance 1f he was 
Protestant rather than Catholic, or Catholic, 
rather than Jewish. It was noted, however, 
that the findings were not proof of discrimi
nation. 

Geographical discrimination sometimes 
works to the detriment of ethnic groups. 
Many private medical schools make a con
scious effort to achieve national representa-
tion in student bodies. · 

Thus, an applicant from Wyoming or an
other State having no medical school may 
be taken in preference to an equally promis
ing applicant from New York. However, the 
New York applicant is more likely to be a 
Jew than his competitor from the West. 

Discrimination may keep Negroes out of 
medical school even in the North. Inferior 
educational opportunities and lack of funds 
also are factors. 

Internship and residency are an essential 
part o! medical education. However, in
creasing amount of medical care is being 
dispensed by interns and residents. They 
constftute the majority of house staffs in 
the 867 hospitals offering approved intern
ships and 1,202 offering approved residencies. 

However, 2,013 of the 11,616 approved in
ternships available in 1955 were vacant. Of 
the 26,516 approved· residencies, 5,091 were 
vacant. 

Without a constant influx of foreign physi
cians and American graduates of foreign 
medical schools, the shortage of house staffs 
would be more pronounced. In 1955, there 
were 2,293 foreign interns and 5,580 foreign 
residents in American hospitals. 

New York State reported 2,005 foreign 
physicians serving as interns and residents, 
about a quarter of'the total. In New Jersey, 
about 68 percent of hospital house staffs 
were foreigners. 

Foreign medical schools as a rule do not 
come up to American standards. Many 
patients, therefore, are being cared for by 
graduates of substandard medical schools. 
This situation has been described as reminis
cent of the diploma-mill era 50 years ago. 

The number of graduates of foreign med
ical schools entering the United States med
ical profession on a permanent basis in
creased from 308 in 1950 to 907 in 1955. The 
latter figure represents the output of 11 
United States schools of median size. 

In 1955, there were 1,863 Americans en
rolled in medical schools outside the United 
States and Canada. The number of foreign 
students enrolled in United States schools 
was 375. The difference represents the 
capacity of four United States schools of 
median size. 

The shortage of medical teachers has be
come serious. Last year, medical schools 
reported 331 full-time faculty positiJ)ns un
filled, a substantial increase over the 251 
reported in 1956. 

Efforts of several States to encourage young 
doctors to practice in rural counties testify 
to the physician shortage in remote areas. 
In most cases, the encouragement takes the 
form of financial assistance to medical 
students in return for an undertaking to 
practice for a specified time. 

The physician-population ratios vary 
greatly in regions and States. The North
east States, for instance, are much better 
supplied with doctors than the South. 

Among the States, New York has the high
est ratio, 1 physician to 485 inhabitants. 
Mississippi has the lowest, 1 to 1,305. 

DISTRIBUTION A PROBLEM 

The need for better distribution to help 
areas not yet adequately supplied has been 
listed by the Association of American Medi
cal Colleges as a -factor calling for an in
creased number of physicians. 

Acute physician shortages also are reported 
in the medical specialties, especially mental 

health. State mental hospitals now need 
more than 3,700 additional physicians. 

A similar situation exists in public health. 
A 1951 study showed 458 medical vacancies 

.in State and local health departments. The 
American Public Health Association believes 
the number of vacancies has substantially 
increased since. 

More doctors also are needed in anesthesi
ology, physical medicine and rehabilitation, 
pathology, radiology, and medical research. 

The available evidence, therefore, suggests 
that the recent workshop conference erred 
in stating that the demand for physicians' 
services and the supply were about in equi
librium. 

The conference conceded, however, that the 
need for more physicians might exceed the 
demand. 

Federal programs to· stimulate new medi
cal-teaching facilities and assist medical stu
dents have been proposed as a way of in
creasing the supply of physicians. 

Most medical schools have indicated that 
they would appiy for Federal matching 
grants for expansion purposes if the neces
sary legislation, now in preparation, were 
enacted. 

Contemplated . construction projects, cost
ing about $400 million, could then be under
taken over a period of 5 years. About three
fifths of the cost woUld be chargeable to 
teaching and the rest to research. 

Schools estimate that expanded faclli ties 
may enable them to accept as many as 1,850 
more first-year students. This would be a 
long step in the right direction. However, 
most medical educators believe a more con
certed effort is needed. 

UNITED STATES RATIO OF PHYSICIANS TO 
POPULATION UNEVEN 

The physician-population ratios are higher 
in the Northeast than in the West, higher 
in the West than in the North Central States, 
and higher in the North Central States than 
in the South. 

In large cities the distribution is also often 
uneven. In Greater New York the ratio is 
1 to ·~10. The ratios by boroughs are Man
hattan, 1 to 208; Brooklyn, 1 to 662; Queens, 
1 to 660; Bronx, 1 to 724; Richmond, 1 to 782. 

REMODELING OF EAST FRONT OF 
CAPITOL 

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Presi
dent, I had inserted in the RECORD during 
the past week the Washington Post series 
of articles dealing with the east front of 
the Capitol controversy. Since our last 
meeting Elsie Carper has contributed 
several more of these informative arti
cles, and I would recommend them for 
the consideration of Senators. I trust 
that my colleagues have found, and will 
continue to find, useful this splendid 
series. 

In addition, I should like tci call atten
tion of the Senate to two editorials com
menting on this subject, particularly the 
lead editorial, entitled "Save the Capi
tol," in last Friday's New York Times, 
which called for a reconsideration of the 
present plans before any irrevocable ac
tion is taken. It is encouraging to have 
the support of that great newspaper. 

I ask unanimous consent that the New 
York Times editorial of March 7, 1958, 
washington Post editorial of March 7, 
1958, and the Washington Post articles 
of March 7, 8, 9, and 10, i958, be printed 
in the body of the RECORD at the conclu
sion of my remarks. 

There· being no objection, tlie edito
rials and articles were ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 
[From the New York Times of March 7, 1958] 

SAVE THE CAPITOL 

SAM RAYBURN has been a Member of the 
House of Representatives for 45 yelil"s and 
as Speaker is one of the most respected and 
powerful men in the United States Govern
ment. But he doesn't own the Capitol. 

Yet one would think he did, judging by 
the way his pet scheme to alter the east front 
of that historic building is being pushed 
ahead, irrespective of Senate protests, with
out House hearings and in utter disregard 
of public opinion and the judgment of some 
of the most prominent architects in America 
today. 

A Senate subcommittee has just unani
mously approved a bill to reconsider the 
proposed 32¥2-foot extension of the east 
front; but Mr. Rayburn says that, nonethe
less, he expects the plans to be submitted 
for bids as scheduled. He is on perfectly 
secure legal ground, for as long ago as 1955 
Congress, with virtually no thought and no 
debate, authorized this nonsensical scheme 
to give the House a little more eating, work
ing, and walking space, at a cost of many 
millions and the defacement of one of our 
country's most treasured shrines. 

The uproar over this piece of vandalism 
is admittedly belated. It is, however, gen
uine, and it ought, at the very least, move 
the Speaker and his pliant Commission ;for 
Extension of the Capitol, which now con
trols the situation, to defer any irrevocable 
action until all the alternatives can be fairly 
considered. This would be the only demo
cratic thing, as well as the only reasonable 
thing, to do. No one begrudges the House 
its desire for more space, although the third 
House Office Building, now under way, might 
be expected to go far to fill that need. 

The plan being pushed by Mr. RAYBURN, 
who is no architect, and also by Architect 
of the Capitol J. George Stewart, who is also 
no architect, but a former Congressman, a 
former Senate committee clerk, and a civil 
engineer, is based on one of two schemes 
put forward 53 years ago, and the less de
sirable one at that. No plan to disturb the 
east front would be satisfactory, least of all 
a plan that would do what this one would
bring it forward 32¥2 feet, reerect an imita
tion in marble, and alter the present fine 
relationship between the east front and the 
House and Senate wings. 

The Capitol Build'lng means a great deal 
to Americans, and the part that would be 
changed happens to be the oldest section 
of that building. The Capitol is an authentic 
bit of the history of our country, as Daniel 
Webster recognized when he wrote these 
words which were placed in the cornerstone 
of the House-Senate extension of 1851: 

"And all here as~embled, whether belong
ing to public life or to private life, with 
hearts devoted thankful to Almighty God 
for the preservation of the liberty and hap
piness of the country, unite in sincere and 
fervent prayers that this deposit, and the 
walls Rnd arches, the domes and towers, the 
columns and entablatures, now to be erected 
over it, may endure forever. God save the 
United States of America. 

[From the Washintgon Post and Times Herald 
of March 7, 1958] 

EAST FRONT BREAKTHROUGH 

The hour may be late, but there is still 
time to block the determined drive to muti
late the United States Capitol at an extrava
gant cost for llttle visible purpose. Yester
day, the Senate Public Works Committee 
unanimously reported out a bill which could 
thwart the plan to extend the Capitol's east 
front by 32¥2 feet. The bill would simply 
give Congress a chance to seek: other ways 
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of enlarging office space besides hacking out 
the venerable front door of the Nation's 
Capitol. 

Originally, authorization for the change 
was whisked through Congress, without hear
ings, in 1955. Since then, proponents of the 
change (led by Speaker RAYBURN) have been 
unable to justify their unseemly rush to rip 
out the old facade. Respected architects 
have pointed to serious flaws in the exten
sion plans-and have received only garbled 
responses. A series in this newspaper by 
Elsie carper has brought forth some startling 
facts, including the estimate that the added 
space will cost $200 per square foot. This 
is roughly 10 times the cost of fioorspace 
in the plush United Nations building. Will 
the next suggested improvement be to cast 
the Capitol dome in solid gold? We are 
wholly in accord with Senator BYRD in feel
ing that this profligate plan ought to be com
pletely scrapped. 

(From the Washington Post and Times Herald 
of March 7, 1958] 

FOES OF CAPITOL CHANGES QUESTION LAG IN 
REPAmS 

(By Elsie Carper) 
(Fifth of a series) 

The sandstone facade of the east front of 
the Capitol is in need of repair. 

Proponents and opponents of the plan to 
revamp the historic central section of the 
building agree that it needs some attention. 

Capitol Architect J. George Stewart pro
poses to make the repairs by building a mar
ble replica of the present east front 327'2 
feet out in front of the portico. 

The American Institute of Architects, the 
Society of Architectural Historians and other 
groups fighting to save the Capitol say this 
is wasteful and will destroy the historical 
interest of the bJ.Iilding as well as its har
monious appearance. 

In recent hearings befor.e a Senate Public 
Works Subcommittee on Legislation to halt 
the east front alteration, two members of the 
AlA charged that the building had been 
neglected. 

They maintained that the present facade 
can be repaired at considerably less cost than 
the $10.1 million for the east front extension. 

Their contention is borne out by a study 
made last summer at Stewart's request by 
the National Bureau of Standards. 

D. W. Kessler, former chief of the Bureau's 
building stones section and consultant for 
the study, said that stone brought to Wash
ington from the nearby Aquia Creek quarries 
in the 1790's for construction of the Capitol 
is, like most sandstone, of variable consist
ency. Some sandstone is soft, some is dur
able as · granite. 

Some of the stone in the Capitol is not of 
the best quality, but most of it is in good 
condition. 

Sample test borings to a depth of a foot 
showed no appreciable we·athering of the 
stone back of the first half inch, Kessler said. 
If the surfa.ce were scaled, and this can be 
done with modern pneumatic tools, the 
.. stone would be practically as good as new," 
Kessler said. 

During the hearings, Stewart and one of 
his consulting architects, John F. Harbe
son, testified that the building is dangerous. 
They said that pieces from moldings and 
cornices have fallen into the court of the 
building frequented by visitors. 

Harbeson said a section of cornice we·igh
ing 60 pounds fell 12 years ago. 

Stewart showed pictures of balustrades 
and columns with surface stone damage, and 
pictures of other stonework with chipped 
edges. One picture was of a column cap 
reinforced with wire. 

The pictures were made 2 years ago, before 
the building received its last coat of paint. 
Before the paint was put on, eroded sections 
were filled in, 

Harbeson said that the 35 coats of paint 
applied to the building since its original sec
tion was burned by the Brltilsh in 1814 have 
softened the detail of the building but have 
not prevented erosion. 

Douglas Haskell, a member of the AIA 
and editor of Architectural Forum magazine, 
said the "wire and putty" standard of repairs 
indicated negligence in caring for the build
ing. 

Haskell wanted to know why, if the build
ing was as dangeTous as Stewart had indi
cated, he didn't rope off this area this very 
afternoon before anybody can be killed and 
he might be held responsible. 

Julian Berla, a local architect and chair
man of the Committee To Preserve the Na
tional Capitol, said he could not understand 
why repairs had not been made. 

Lorimer Rich, architect for the Tomb of 
the Unknown Soldier, asked: "Could it be 
that this condition was deliberate in order 
to build up a case for reconstruction?" 

Rich said that crumbling stone should be 
replaced where necessary. This has been 
done at the statehouse in Nashville and in 
the trim of the statehouse in Richmond. 
Sandstone taken from the same Aquia Creek 
quarries as the stone for the Capitol has been 
kept in repair at the White House. 

"I am sure the American people can afford 
to replace caps and columns here with new 
ones rather than wiring them up," Rich 
declared. 

Rich asserted that it would be impossible 
to reproduce the early Federal character of 
the Capitol in marble. 

"This whole thing," he said, "is a document 
of our early American culture." 

The architects also said the harmony of 
the painted iron dome and the painted sand
stone below would be lost if the central sec
tion is redone in marble. 

Haskell expressed astonishment at a state
ment by Harbeson that it would be cheaper 
to build a complete new duplicate wall 327'2 
feet away on a new foundation than to repair 
the present building. 

[From the Washington Post and Times Her
ald of March 8, 1958] 

FRONT OF CAPITOL REFLECTS HISTORY 
(By Elsie Carper) 
(Sixth of a series) 

The United States Capitol as it now stands 
is a visual history of classic American archi
tecture. 

The many elements that make up the 
building are visible as one stands in the 
plaza looking toward the east front, now 
scheduled to come down to make way for 
additional restaurant and office space. 

The work of famous American architects, 
going back a century and a half, can be seen 
in one sweep of the eye. 

Although the Capitol has grown many 
times from its original size, the architects 
that have added to it have always managed 
to retain the work of their predecessors. 
As a result, the Capitol that Washington and 
Jefferson helped design and the plaza where 
Lincoln was inaugurated remain as monu
ments to American history and architectm:e. 

MARBLE REPLICA 
If the plan to build on the Capitol by 

putting up a marble replica o.f the east 
front 32Y:z feet into the inaugural court 
goes ahead, the old sections of the building 
wm disappear. 

The fight to save the east front is an old 
one. For more than a century men put in 
charge of the building have wan ted to tack 
on space by changing the appearance of the 
building. 

This is the case of the present Architect 
of the Capitol, J. George Stewart. Actually 
Stewart is an architect in title only. He 
is a political appointee and by profession a 
contractor and engineer. 

A former attempt to alter the east front 
was stopped by President Fillmore. 

By 1850 Congress had outgrown the build
ing that Washington and Jefferson had en .. 
visioned and Thornton, Latrobe, and Bul
finch had executed. New States were sending 
representatives to Washington. The Senate 
had 66 Members in the Hall that later was 
to become the Supreme Court chamber, and 
the House had 237 Members crowded in what 
is now Statuary Hall. 

GREEK CROSS 
Capitol Architects Robert Mills and Thomas 

U. Walter submitted plans for large additions 
to the east, forming a Greek cross. 

Fillmore insisted that the building be kept 
intact and that space be added according to 
an alternate plan submitted by Walter. 

"It was desirable," Fillmore said, "not to 
impair the harmony and beauty of the present 
building, which as a specimen of architecture 
is so universally admired." 

Fillmore supervised the adding of the Sen
ate and House wings by narrow corridors to 
leave the present Capitol uninjured. 

The wings were built of marble and were 
extended beyond the central section to .form 
a court and enframe the east front portico. 

With the dome that was added during the 
Civil War, the Capitol was completed essen
tially as it stands today. 

The late Leicester B. Holland, chairman of 
the American Institute of Architect's Preser
vation of Historic Buildings Committee, has 
written that the Capitol is the only building 
that tells the story of the history of American 
architecture as the cathedrals and palaces of 
Europe do. 

TREATMENT OF DETAIL 
The treatment of detail, he said, shows 

"where one man's work stopped and another 
man's commenced." 

After completing the dome, Walter resub.:. 
mitted his plan for filling up the courtyard 
with a marble addition but it was never 
accepted. Stewart cites this plan as a prece
dent for his proposal. 

When more space was needed for the Capi
tol, the architectural firm of Smithmeyer & 
Peltz was hired not to add to the Capitol but 
to build a separate building for the Congres
sional Library. When they completed the 
Library, they found the Capitol out of har
mony and suggested alterations. 

Had they been given their way, the Capitol 
would now look something like the Kremlin 
with little cupolas and minarets comple
menting the dome. 

Again when more space was needed, Con
gress went outside the Capitol. The firm of 
Carrere and Hastings was selected to design 
the Senate and House Office Buildings. They 
also were commissioned to submit plans for 
the east front. 

Turning away from Walter's proposal, they 
developed two plans. One, scheme A, was to 
extend the east front 12 feet 10 inches
sufficient to correct the so-called visual de
fect that the false skirt at the base of 
the dome rests on the portico. 

The second plan, scheme B, was to move 
the front out 327'2 feet to provide office and 
corridor space in the building. 

AGAINST SCHEME B 
Carrere and Hastings suggested that the 

wisest move would be to reface the walls 
where they stood. They strongly recom
mended against Scheme B, as the inaugural 
courtyard would be destroyed. 

Stewart also cites this discredited plan as a 
precedent for his proposal. 

The Congressional authorization for ex
panding the Capitol makes it mandatory that 
the addition to the Capitol be in accord with 
scheme B. 

The American Institute of Architects claims 
that this freeze has prevented architects from 
seeking ways of providing space other than by 
destroying the east front. 
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Legislation approved unanimously Thurs

day by the Senate Public Works Committee 
and sent to the Senate floor would remove 
the scheme B requirement. 

The AIA maintains that additional office 
and restaurant needs can be met by reorgan
izing space already within the building, by 
adding onto the less important west front, 
or by going outside of the building. 

Since the Senate and House Office Build
ings were occupied, the Supreme Court has 
moved into its own building on Capitol H111, 
and a second House Office Building has been 

·occupied. A second Senate Office Building 
and a third House Office Building are under 
construction. 

[From the Washington Post and Times Her
ald of March 9, 1958] 

CAPITOL BEARS IMPRINT OF BIG NATIONAL 
EVENTS 

(By Elsie Carper) 
(Seventh of a series) 

No building in the United States carries 
the imprint of the Nation's history as does 
the Capitol. 

Here all the great legislative debates from 
1800 have been held, wars declared, and 
Presidents froin the time of John Quincy 
AdainS inaugurated. Here 5 Presidents, 3 
felled by assassins, have lain in state. 

To preserve the Capitol as a historic shrine 
and yet keep it a working Capitol is the fo
cus of the present controversy over rebuild
ing the historic east front·. 

A five-member commission headed by 
Speaker of the House SAM RAYBURN (Demo
crat, Texas) has authorized Capitol Archi
tect J. George Stewart to let contracts for 
the $10.1 million extension. 

MARBLE COPY 
A marble copy of the present east front 

_whose ·walls go back to 1793 wllen Washing
ton laid the cornerstone, will be built 32¥2 
feet into the plaza to provide additional 
restaurant and office space a-nd a ·private 
corridor for Congressmen across the build-
ing. . 

Legislation is pending in the Senate to 
delay· construction, to learn if space cannot 
be found elsewhere without the destruction 
of the century-old portico. 

The American Institute of Architects, 
which has called the east front extension a 
"desecration" because of the architectural 
and ·historical importance of the building, 
believes this can be done. 

Senator A. WILLIS ROBERTSON (Democrat, 
Va.), will seek an amendment to the sup
plemental appropriations bill early this week 
to hold up the letting of contracts until the 
Senate acts on the legislation. 

ON JENKINS HILL 
Today, without the private corridor, Con

gressmen and the public mingle in the halls 
of the building that sits atop what was 
once Jenkins Hill. L'Enfant, who chose the 
site, described it as "a pectestal waiting for . 
a monument." 

Congress moved into the original section 
of .the 'Quilding in 180Q-the Senjl.te meeting 
in what later was to become the Supreme 
Coux:t chamber and is now a hearing room. 

In this room the Senate confirmed the 
treaty· for the Louisiana Purchase, heard the 
-message that formulated the Monroe Doc
trine, ratified the peace treaties for the War 
of 1812 and Mexican War. 

Calhoun, Clay, and Webster held their de
bates in th~ Chamber and Calhoun and Clay 
were buried from the room. 
. After the Senate moved in 1860, the su
preme Court occupied the Chamber for 75 
years considering legal questions that grew 
out of the Civil War to outlawing of the 
NRA during the Roosevelt administration. 

The · old Senate Chamber and area now oc
cupied by Statuary Hall, ~hen the meeting 

' piace -c·f the House, were fired by the British 
in 1814. · 

Torch-bearing troops came up the winding 
stone steps just off the hall to hold a mock 
session in the House Chamber. 

Placing his muddy boots on the rostrwn, 
the British Admiral Cockburn is said to have 
called for a vote from his troops as to 
whether "this harbor of Yankee democracy 
be burned." 

When the room rocked with the shouts of 
"Aye," he ordered the two original sections 
of the Capitol set ablaze. 

WALLS SAVED 
The walls of the buildings were saved by 

patriots assisted by a heavy rain. Inside the 
east door the walls still bear the marks of 
British bullets. 

It was this House Chamber that John 
Quincy Adams, who returned to Congress 
after he was President, suffered a stroke in 
his 81st year while seated at his desk. A 
small bronze plaque in the floor marks the 
spot. 

It also was in this Chamber that Abraham 
Lincoln served a term in Congress. 

As the martyred President, Lincoln was the 
first to lie in state in the rotunda just in
side the door of the east front portico where 
he had but a month before delivered his 
second inaugural address. 

NATION'S TRmUTE 
Others who have lain in state in the 

rotund~\ include Presidents Garfield, McKin
ley, Harding, and Taft, the Unknown Soldier 
and Gen. John J. Pershing. The last to lie 
in state in the rotunda was Senator Robert 

.A. Taft. 
Tragic and near tragic events have taken 

place in the rotunda. Constantino Brumidi, 
who painted the murals and frescoes, never 
recovered from a fall when working on the · 
frieze. President Andrew Johnson escaped 
assassination when a pistol aimed at him 
misfired . · 

It was from ·the Capitol Samuel F. B. · 
Morse, in 1884, sent the first telegraph mes
sage. 

SENATORS' PRIVATE WALK OUTRAGEOUS 
Senator RALPH E. FLANDERS (Republican, 

Vermont) · yesterday described as outrage
ous the suggestion that the east front of 
the Capitol be extended to provide a private 
corridor for Congressmen. 

When the Senators march across the Capi
tol for joint session, FLANDERS said, "the 
people of the United States • • • who own 
the Capitol and who have elected the Sen
ators, are- entitled to see what they look 
like." 

FLANDERS said that additional space can be 
found by moving standing committes to the 
Senate and House Office Buildings now under 
construction, leaving only joint committees 
in the Capitol. He agreed decaying masonry 
of the old section of the building must be 
·repaired and suggested the -use of stronger 
matching stone. 

[From the Washington Post and Times 
Herald of March 10, 1958] 

EXPERTS' VIEWS IGNORED IN PLANS FOR EAST 
FRONT 

_(By Elsie Carper) 
(Last of a series) . 

If the east front of the Capitol is extended, 
-the only way to retain the present beauty 
and majesty of the building is to move out 
the House and Senate wings also . 

This is the conclusion of a panel of three 
.consulting architects hired by the Commis
sion to Extend the Capitol. 

Their recommendations, contained in a 
report to Capitol Architect J. George Stewart, 
were ignored when the Commission 2· weeks 

'ago ordered the letting of contracts to extend 
only the central section. 

Other recommendations by · the consulting 
architects that have been lost are these: 

The private corridors for Congressmen 
linking the House and Senate wings on each 
floor should be built to· the west rather than 
to the east of the building. 

Restaurants with a view of the Mall and 
considerably more office space could be pro
vided at a relatively low cost by rebuilding 
the west terrace. 

The present east front should be kept as 
an entity apart from the House and Senate 
wings, and if refaced should be in a material 
different from the wings. 

The plaza now crowded with parked cars 
should be cleared of traffic by the construc
tion of an underground garage and by land .. 
scaping. 

The finest visual contribution that could 
be made to the Capitol by our generation 
would be an addition to the west front that 
would extend the present colonnade to form 
a loggia overlooking the Mall. 

Architects signing the report were John F. 
Harbeson, of Philadelphia; Henry R. Shep
ley, of Boston; and engineer and landscape 
architect Gilmore D. Clark, of New York. 
Architect Arthur Brown, Jr., of San Fran
cisco, who died before the report was sub
mitted last August, is said to have endorsed 
a preliminary draft. 

The report states that the question of 
whether the east front should be moved was 
not a matter for discussion, since Congress 
already had authorized the extension. 

Instead, the architects said, they were "con
centrating on the problem of how best to 
accomplish the will of Congress within the 
limitations imposed by the act in ways that 

_.will be least detrimental to the beauty and 
majesty of the eas~ front." 

They said this could best be done by fol
lowing :a "scheme C" that included remodel
ing the west front. Speaker of the House 
SAM RAYBURN ·Democrat, of Texas, chairman 
of the Commission, subsequently ruled out 
consideration of building on the west. 

The Congressional act referred to is the 
1956 legislative Appropriations Act specifying 
that the Capitol extension follow a "scheme 
B" developed in 1903 for moving out the east 
front 32¥2 feet. 

The plan as prepared by Stewart, who is 
not a professional aichitect, is to put up a 
marble replica of the east front 32 Y2 feet 
from the present portico, at a cost of $10.1 
million. 

The extension would provide 44,930 square 
feet of space for 54 office rooms, 8 document 
rooms, and 2 dining rooms, each seating 115 
persons. 

Legislation is pending before the senate 
to remove the straitjacket restriction tbat 
space be found by rebuilding the historic east 
front, and instead engage architects to. de
velop plans for the west front or other parts 
of the Capitol. 

OBJECT TO MATCHING MARBLE 
The consUltants said that if the ·sandstone 

east front had not been painted over the 
years, "normal restoration would .• • • 
pave been a standard procedure," as at the 
Houses of Parliament in London. 

If the east front is to be refaced in marble, 
the architects said, .it "would be undesirable 
to have the central part match ~he wings," 
since tl)e aesthetic function of the wings is 
to serve in a "subordinate manner as a set
~ing for the central element." 

"The marble of the wings is not o'f good 
color nor has it weathered attractively. The 
mortar Joints are too wide and conspicuous 
and the effect is somewhat harsh and drab." 

Stewart has said he plans to use marble 
of a "color and texture to harmonize with the 
S'imate and House wings." 
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WAITING FOR THE "ROBERT E. LEE" 
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, one 

of the most popular songs ever sung by 
the American people is Waiting for the 
Robert E. Lee. That fine old song was 
written by L. Wolfe Gilbert 46 years ago. 
Mr. Gilbert, by the way, is this year 
celebrating his 50th anniversary as a 
:song writer. 

L. Wolfe Gilbert has appeared before 
audiences here in Washington, and many 
Members of Congress have had the 
privilege of seeing this old trouper per
form. He has written many great songs 
which Americans have found delightful 
to sing. As a tribute and as a matter of 
interest to music-loving people every
where, I ask that there be printed at this 
point in the RECORD the words of the 
great old song Waiting for the Robert E. 
Lee; also a column written ·about L. 
Wolfe Gilbert by Vincent H. Flaherty 
which appeared in the Los Angeles Ex
aminer on June 19, 1957. 

There being no objection, the song and 
the article were ordered to be printed 
in the RECORD, as follows: 

WAITING FOR THE "ROBERT E. LEE" 
(Lyric by L. Wolfe Gilbert) 

"Way down on the levee, in old Alabamy, 
There's daddy and mammy, there's Ephra'm 

and Sammy; 
On a moonlight night you can find them all; 
Whlle they are waitin' the banjos are syn

copatin'; 
What's that they're sayin'? Oh, what's 

they're sayin'? 
The while they keep playin', I'm hummin' 

and swayin'; 
It's the good ship Robert E. Lee-that's come 

to carry the cotton away. 
(.Chorus) 

Watch them shufilin' along, 
See them shufilin' along. 
Go take your best gal, real pal, 
Go down to the levee, 
I said to the levee 
And then join that shuffiin' throng; 
Hear that music and song; 
It's simply great, mate, waitin' on thelevee, 
Waitin' for the Robert E. Lee. 

The whistles are blowin', the smokestacks 
are showin', 

The ropes they are. throwin'; excuse me, I'm 
gain' 

To a place where all is harmonious; 
Even the preacher, they say, is dancin' 

teacher; · 
Have you been down there? Say, were you 

aroun' there, 
If you ever go there, you'll always be found 

there; · 
'Why, doggone, here comes my baby 
On the old ship Robert E. Lee. 

SoNG WRITER GILBERT Now BooK AuTHOR 
L. Wolfe Gilbert, dean of America's song

writers, never really attained the recognition 
he rightly deserved, except in the immediate 
circle of the profession. He never became 
as famous as Berlin or the few others, even 
though he wrote some of the greatest alltime 
hits. 

· WRITING HITS SINCE 1911 · 

"Wolfie,'' as his friends call him, has been 
turning out hits since 1911 and is not at all 
bashful about telling you he is climbing into 
the seventies of life pretty good. 

Wolfie probably is one of the most versa_• 
tile songwriters who e:ver lived, having turned 
out a great miscellany of :fine ballads, nov
elty songs, the :first sucee~ul rhumbas, and 
even French types. . 

Gilbert's hits gallop all the way back to 
Waiting for the · Robert -E. Lee1 Ramona, 

Down Yonder, Jea~lne I Dream of Lilac 
Time, My Mother's Eyes, and on through 
Don't Wake Me Up-Let Me Dream, 0 Kath
arina, Green Eyes, Swanee Shore, Entre Nous, 
the Peanut Vendor, When You're With 
Somebody Else-and there is one with the 
improbable title: "When I'm With You, I'm 
Lonesome." 

Wolfie is not only famous 1n show busi
ness but one of its most beloved figures. 

It is a bit ironical, therefore, that he fig
ures to become more famous for having writ-:
ten one recent book than he ever did in 
turning out a perpetual parade of hit songs. 

His book is a humorous autobiography 
called Without Rhyme or Reason, which 
maintains a running fire of his experiences 
in the· music and show world. It takes you 
from his days as a boy in his native Phila
delphia to New York's Tin Pan Alley and 
Hollywood. 

It isn't wholly confined to the theater and 
music world. It has much to do with his 
friends and experiences in the sports world. 
Gilbert goes back quite a distance. He was a 
friend of .Tohn L. Sullivan, the Boston strong 
boy, who usually is named among the great
est heavyweight prizefighters of all time. 

GIVES JESSEL A RUN 
Wolfe Gilbert gives George Jessel a close 

run when it comes to "the man who came 
to dinner" honors. He is invited to all ban
quets . of . any note and manages to make 
most of them. Invariably he is called upon 
to sing because he writes parodies in keeping 
with the occasion at the drop of a pencil. 

Gilbert, being of the Jewish faith, is a 
must at Jewish functions. However, he 
makes the whole banquet circuit. During 
the past few days he appeared at the Beverly 
Hills Men's Club dinner; the California 
Tavern Owners' banquet; the Beverly Hilis 
Bar Association dinner, and the trouper's 
dinner-all within a week. 

Somehow he got me into the act when he 
sang his most recent parody before the afore
mentioned groups. He sings it to the tune 
of They Call It Ireland. Here are his lyrics: 

"Sure, if you should meet an Irishman 
With a brogue as thick as glue, 

Though he be gorras all day long, 
He still could be a Jew. 

There's Dublin's Mayor Briscoe, 
With his blarney, charm and grin, 

Related to the Briskins, 
Sam and Irving are his kin. 

Sure I'm doubtin' Pat O'Brien, 
And Vince Flaherty, the tad, 

I saw them down on Fairfax
Eatin' motza balls like mad

They were singing Eli, Eli-
And I cannot understand, why 

With all these sons of Israel, 
They still call it Ireland.'' 

I wondered what was the exact meaning of 
·"tad.'' I looked it up. Means "a boy.'' 
That's just about the nicest thing Wolfie 
could have said about me. 

PROGRESS UNDER FISHERY EDUCA· 
TION ACT 

Mr. PAYNE. Mr. President, 3 years 
ago, during the first session of the 84th 
Congress, I introduced a bill to establish 
a fishery education program that would 
offer training in fisheries at the college, 
secondary, and vocational school levels. 
During the second session of that Con
gress hearings were -held by the Senate 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Com· 
mitte~ and the House Merchant Marine 
and Fisheries Committee. The response 
to the bill which was evidenced at the 
hearing was extremely encouraging. 

As a result of the support of all seg
ments of the fishing industry through· 
out the Nation, the bill was passed by 
the 84th . Congress and became Public 
Law 1027. Since then funds have been 
appropriated for implementing the sec
ondary and vocational fishery training 
program, though as yet the Congress has 
not provided the money necessary for 
college level education. The commer
cial fisheries have many problems which 
require and deserve immediate atten
tion. However, it is my conviction that 

·the Fishery Education Act, Public Law 
1027, 84th Congress, still offers one of 
the soundest long range methods of re
storjng the economic vigor of our fish· 
ing industries. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that an article discussing the prog· 
ress made under the Fishery Education 
Act, which appeared in the January 1958 
issue of the Fish Boat magazine, be 
printed in the RDCORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD, 
as follows: 
THE FISHERY EDUCATION PROGRAM. Is UNDER 

WAY-UNITED STATES-STATE SPONSORED 
UNITS IN TExAs, MISSISSIPPI 
There's something new in the national 

fisheries picture-educational programs cov
ering the fundamentals of work aboard fish
ing vessels and brush-up courses for men 
already working in the industry. 

Training men in the fishing trade 1s an 
established procedure in many other coun
tries-for example, British Columbia, Italy, 
France, and Britain-but this is the first time 
such instruction has been scheduled in 
United States schools. The idea is not new 
here but little was done to implement it until 
coastal and Gulf States legislators led by 
Senator FREDERICK PAYNE, Of Maine, began to 
campaign actively for Federal support. 
_ The Fayne-McCormack bill, now knovin a's 
Public Law 1027 or the fisheries education 
law, was passed by Congress in 1956. It pro
vided funds for instruction programs at both 
the college and pigh-schoollevels. Sponsors 
of the bill asked for a grant of $550,000 for 
teaching on the college level and $375,000 
for vocational training in high schools. 

When the appropriation was finally made, 
however, $228,000 was allotted for. the voca
tional instruction and none for college-level 
work. Sponsors hope for college-level funds 
sometime in the future but meantime they're 
developing the high-school programs. 

Among States receiving grants for voca
tional training in fisheries were California, 
$37,301; Massachusetts, $20,292; Louisiana, 
$15,116; Virginia, $13,087; Florida, $11,286; 
Texas, $10,009; Maryland, $9,257; North Caro
lina, $6,384; Mississippi, $4,378; Georgia, 
$3,648; Alabama, $1,618; South Carolina, 
$1,618; Tennessee, $730; and Arkansas, $593. 
Alaska was given $20,429. The Federal money 
was to be matched with a. similar sum by each 
State and Territory. 

The program is administered nationally by 
the United States Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare through the Office of 
Education. The drive to get it underway 
passed the preliminary stage in July and 
August 1957, after conferences among Federal 
and State officials. And now two school pro
gram&-in Texas and Mississippi-are already 
in operation. 

Courses of study and requirements out
lined in the Texas and Mississippi programs 
offer interesting contrasts. They should, in 
addition, ·provide a general guide to other 
States now in the process of setting up their 
study outlines. 

The Texas course, Fundamentals of Fish
ing and Shrimping, provides for an instruc-
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tlon period of 22 weeks with classes from 7 to 
10 p. m. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday of 
each week. Classes started December 9 in 
the high-school building at Brownsvllle. 
Minimum age limit for enrollees is 17; 
there is no maximum. No educational back
ground requirements are listed but students 
are required to know how to swim. Youths 
considering fishing as a career as well as 
men already in the industry are welcome to 
attend classes. There is no charge to the 
student, the cost being paid out of Federal 
funds plus a contribution by the Texas 
Shrimp Association. 

OUTLINES HIS PLANS 

John Santos Carinhas, Jr., president of 
the Brownsville Shrimp Producers Associa
tion and a director of the Texas Shrimp Asso
ciation and the National Fisheries Institute, 
has been certified by the Vocational Division 
of the Texas Educational Agency as in
structor of the school. He has announced 
that experts in the various fields will be in
vited to lecture in each of the sections. He 
plans to make moving pictures and tape 
recordings of talks which lend themselves 
to such treatment and which would be diffi
cult to repeat "in person" for future classes. 

The more than 200 hours of instruction 
is divided into six classifications. Introduc
tion ( 13 hours) will cover general purpose of 
the course and topics such as fisheries asso
ciations, relationship of captains, crews, and 
owners, and a description of fishing boats. 
Navigation (45 hours) will cover Rules of the 
Road, the compass, celestial guides, coastal 
guides, tides, and dead reckoning. Radio, 
Depth Recorder (10 hours) includes descrip
tion of and instruction in operating these 
devices. Mechanics (50 hours) covers prin
ciples of engines, accessories, power take
offs, gears, propeller and shafting, auxiliaries, 
engine-room piping, steering gear, hoists, and. 
electi:ical systems. Biology, Sanitation ( 10 
hours) will emphasize types of shrimp and 
where they are found, conservation, and 
handling and icing of the catch. Fishing 
Gear (75 hours) will cover blocks, knots, 
splicing, nets and their operation and main
tenance. The curriculum will also include 
lectures and demonstrations on first aid. 

OBJECTIVES OF COURSE 

Discussing the general purposes of the 
course, Mr. Carinhas said he hoped the in
struction would help to decrease accidents 
of crewmen and damage to boats and equip
ment. Other main objectives are better 
preservation of the catch, less lost time from 
mechanical and other failures, and possibly 
an eventual reduction in insurance rates. 

"The course isn't designed to turn out an 
expert fisherman," Mr. Carinhas said. "The 
student wlll be prepared for an apprentice
ship and will have to start at the bottom 
when he gets on a boat--but our course 
should make it easier for him." 

A Texas Shrimp Association committee 
named to work out the details and get the 
school started was made up of Mr. Carinhas 
as chairman, Sam M. Snodgrass, Earl Web
ster, and 0. A. Kirkconnell. E. L. Pritchett, 
Brownsville superintendent of schools, co
operated in drawing up plans for the course 
and said he'd watch the program with a 
view to establishing a similar course for 
Brownsville high school students. 

MISSISSIPPI'S PROGRAM 

Mississippi's first vocational program un
der the fisheries education law is just get-· 
ting underway at Pascagoula where it is 
supported jointly by State and Federal funds. 
In an important respect it differs from the 
Brownsville program since it is offered only 
to adults who plan to enter the industry or 
are already engaged in commercial fishing. 
As in Brownsville, however, there is the pos
sibility that next year the course may be 
extended to cover high school students. 

Another important difference in the Pas
cagoula course is the curriculum. Electronic 
navigation and piloting will be the only 
studies during the early stages. As the pro
gram is developed courses will be added in 
seamanship, engineering, charts and naviga
tional equipment, and technical training in 
use and maintenance of fishing gear. 

Lt. Cmdr. Robert Craven, a retired United 
States Navy officer who has had considerable 
experience in commercial fishing, is coordi
nator-instructor of the school. · An advisory 
committee made up of gulf coast leaders in 
the industry includes Hermes F. Gautier, 
Harvey Bullis, George Castigliola, Cecil 
Drake, and Tom L. Murphy. 

IN FORMATIVE STAGES 

Louisiana provides an example of a 
program still in the formative stages. 
Four State-operated vocational courses are 
planned under general direction of T. E. 
Hampton, State director of trade and indus
trial education. An advisory committee, al
ready at work setting up the program, in
cludes John W. Lewis, manager of Twin City 
Fisheries Co-op, Morgan City; Euda Delcam
bre, shrimp producer and mayor of Delcam
bre; Percy Viosca, Jr., marine biologist with 
the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission; 
Louis F. Lapeyre, of Grand Callluo Packing 
Co., Houma; E. J. Grizzaffi, State representa
tive, St . Mary Parish; W. Dudley Gunn, sec
retary-treasurer of Gulf States Marine Fish
eries Commission; and H. L. Dickens, Louisi
ana Menhaden Co., Lake Charles. 

The Louisiana plans, in contrast to the 
Brownsville and Pascagoula courses, will offer 
still another innovation. In addition to the 
regular coverage of navigation, engines, fish
ing gear, and handling of the catch, it will 
offer instruction in the field of distribution. 
Under this heading will be studies in grocery 
display and marketing procedures, and busi
ness management practices relating to mar
kets and restaurants. 

As the programs develop in all the States, 
important changes may be expected. Men 
of the fishing fleet will still depend upon 
experience and know-how passed down by 
veteran fishermen. · But a new element-
technical instruction by authorities in each 
field-will give apprentices a good back
ground in the trade and will keep the work
ing fishermen up to date on new gear and 
methods. 

RECIPROCAL TRADE AGREEMENTS, 
AND CONDITIONS ON FARMS
STATEMENT ADOPTED BY THE 
COMMITr"EE OF KANSAS FARM 
ORGANIZATIONS 

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, un
der date of February 26, I received a let
ter signed by Martin J. Byrne, Secretary
Treasurer of the Committee of Kansas 
Farm Organizations, and attached there
to was a statement adopted by the Com
mittee of Kansas Farm Organizations. 
I ask unanimous consent that the letter 
and the statement be printed in the body 
Of the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the letter 
and statement were ordered to be printed 
in the RECORD, as follows: 

COMMITTEE OF 
KANSAS FARM ORGANIZATIONS, 

Concordia, Kans., February 26, 1958. 
Hon. ANDREW SCHOEPPEL, 

Senate 0 ffice Building 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR SENATOR SCHOEPPEL: Enclosed is a 
very significant statement adopted by the 
Committee of Kansas Farm Organizations. 

Very truly yours, 
MARTIN J. BYRNE, 
Secretary-Treasurer. 

STATEMENT ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE OF 
KANSAS FARM ORGANIZATIONS MEETING IN 
TOPEKA, KANS., FEBRUARY 18, 1958 
The high protective tariff law was en

acted for the purpose of assisting in the 
development of "infant industry." As the 
yea.rs have passed these industries have 
grown up and in many cases assumed giant 
proportions. They have become a powerful 
force in the economy of the country, and 
in too · many cases wield a most powerful 
political influence. 

In addition to the benefit they have de
rived from the tariff they have enjoyed di
rect and indirect subsidies from the United 
States Treasury. Subsidies such as direct 
financial support of transportation compa
nies, buildings for use in manufacturing ma
terials that might be used in case of war, 
indirect subsidies in the form of semifree 
mailing service and others. 

These "favors" to certain industries have 
enabled them, through trusts, combines and 
mergers to develop monopoly control of 
prices of most products that are sold at 
retail. 

Service organizations, telephone compa
nies, professions, labor unions, and many 
others fix the price of their service with
out regard to supply and demand. 

Agriculture, because of the uncertainty of 
production and the fact that it is com
posed ·Of millions of small units, has been. 
and probably always will be, unable to com
pete successf~lly in the mad scramble for 
power in control of the markets for its 
products and the power to fix its own prices 
on the purchase of necessary equipment to 
operate the farm and support his family 
on the basis of American standards. 

We appeal to Congress and the national 
administration to give serious consideration 
to the lowering of the tariff wall, so far 
as is possible, . without bankrupting es
sential industries and will enable this coun
try to exchange goods and services with 
our friendly foreign countries to a better ad
vantage. 

We urge a 5 year extension of the recipro
cal trade agreements and a more aggressive 
use thereof. The reenactment of Public Law 
480 as an ald in exporting our surplus farm 
production. 

We feel the present price support law 
should not be eliminated until such time 
as conditions change or some better method 
of handling the situation is devised. 

Farmers are constantly being called upon 
to solve their own problems without Gov
ernment help or interference. 

While it seems impossible to do this ef
fectively, yet much is being done and it be
hooves organized agriculture to exert every 
effort to affect this purpose. 

The Committee of Kansas Farm Organiza
tions representing as it does fully 90 percent 
of the farmers of Kansas, pledges its united 
support to the building of stronger and bet
ter marketing, purchasing and service co
operative organizations. 

We feel j~stifit;!d in expecting encourage
ment and help from the Congress, and the 
United States Department of Agriculture. 
Therefore, the encouragement and develop
ment of a stronger system of farmer co
operatives should be the publicly declared 
policy of our National Government. 

EXTENSION OF UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION COVERAGE FROM 
26 WEEKS TO 39 WEEKS 

Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, as 
a Senator from the State with the high
est rate of unemployment in the Nation, 
I desire to commend President Eisen
hower for supporting the proposal that 
the Federal ,Government finance an ex
tension of unemployment compensation 
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benefits from the existing period of 26 
weeks to a longer time of 39 weeks. Such 
extension of coverage is one of the key 
features of the Unemployment Compen
sation Amendments of 1958 introduced 
on February 6, 1958, by the eminent Sen
ator from Massachusetts [Mr. KEN
NEDY]. As a cosponsor of this proposed 
legislation, I am heartened by the de
cision of the President to urge extension 
of coverage. The prestige of his office 
will add to our hopes for success in re
storing a portion of purchasing power 
among the unfortunate jobless. 

Many Oregon sawmill and lumber 
communities are stagnating economi
cally today because of the twin evils of 
unemployment and of the fact that nu
merous insured workers have exhausted 
their unemployment insurance pay
ments, because they have been so long 
without work. 

I regret the sad economic circum
stances which make necessary the pro
posal for extension of unemployment 
benefit payments. For the individual, it 
is painfully distressed and bewildering 
to be without work for 26 weeks. It is 

· even more alarming when the Nation 
may lose the productive energies of its 
citizens for a period of as much as 3 

months beyond that time. The Presi
dent's concurrence in the proposal for 
lengthening the time which people out 
of work may receive unemployment ben
efits gives recognition, at long last, to 
the seriousness of current economic con
ditions. 

I feel that his administration has 
had complicity in the present critical 
situation, particularly in Oregon, be
cause the tight-money policy has had 
such an adverse impact on our basic 
lumber industry. But this is time for 
action, rather than recriminations. I 
strongly urge that the proposal, now 
supported by the President, be ratified 
by Congress, so that the families of thou
sands of insured workers can commence 
to receive unemployment compensation 
payments for an additional 13 weeks, in 
States agreeing to the 39-week readjust
ment. 

Extension of the benefit period would 
have a profound effect in reestablishing 
purchasing power in my home State of 
Oregon. Unemployment has gone on so 
long there that many insured workers 
have already exhausted their full quota 
of benefits, thus they do not show in 
compilations of the State's percentage 

of insured unemployment. Of 105,276 
persons filing claims for unemployment 
benefits in the first 7 months of the 
1957-58 benefit year, 5,318 already have 
drawn their full amount, and this num
ber is increasing at the rate of more 
than 800 a week. 

The rapid acceleration in the number 
of claimants exhausting benefit rights 
in the State of Oregon is illustrated by 
information given to me by the Bureau 
of Employment Security of the Depart
ment of Labor. This shows that 3,266 
persons lost their rights to continued 
payments during the month of January, 
nearly 3 times the number which ex
pired in the same month a year ago. 
I ask unanimous consent that a table 
showing the rapid increase in the num
bers being cut off from the assistance of 
unemployment insurance in Oregon and 
a few selected States, and a table show
ing the continued rise in unemploy
ment, be printed at this point in my re
marks. These figures seem to indicate 
that the rate of benefit expirations is 
higher in Oregon than in any other Far 
Western State. 

There being no objection, the tables 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

Number of claimants exhausting benefit rights 1 and average monthly insured unemployment,t for selected States 

Oregon Washington California Idaho Montana New York Dlinois 

1957-58 I 1956-57 1957-58 11956-57 1957-58 I 1956-57 1957-58 I 1956-57 1957-58 I 1956-57 1957-58 11956-57 1957-58 I 1956-57 

Exhaustions 

July- ___________ " ________ 400 254 919 465 5, 019 3, 229 180 68 207 178 8,196 7, 591 4, 968 2,132 
August__------------ -- -- 4 3 3 5 4, 675 2, 707 1 0 236 111 7, 069 6,065 5, 420 3, 963 
September _____ -- ---- ___ _ 2 1 1 0 3, 604 2,011 76 45 304 93 6,197 4, 742 4,483 2, 858 
October ______ _ ---------- _ 297 96 481 500 4, 219 2, 280 143 106 315 108 7,338 5,113 3, 451 3,142 November ___ _______ _____ 691 244 919 767 4, 915 2, 943 173 95 360 149 6, 785 5,111 3,137 3,367 
December_-------------- 1, 199 365 1, 018 886 7, 855 3, 700 291 116 722 2S4 7, 788 4, 731 4, 105 3, 758 
January_ --------------- - 3, 266 1, 189 5, 196 3, 699 8, 895 4, 948 698 371 989 311 10, 228 7, 000 6,883 5, 940 

Average weekly insured unemployment 

July----------------- -- -- 11, 261 6, 293 16,406 14, 234 94, 675 69,715 2,107 1, 628 2, 725 1, 015 183,057 161,742 63,100 65,626 
August_ __ _ -------------- 11, 935 5, 773 20,000 14,385 88, 189 57,862 2, 237 1, 428 2, 710 772 140,665 117, 152 61,083 58,478 
September ____ -------- ___ 15,553 6, 365 23,892 14,973 85,293 54,573 1, 928 1, 169 2, 900 654 132, 424 114,102 52,690 53,306 
October ____ -------------- 20,793 10, 139 31,246 19,465 103, 171 53,153 2, 671 1, 550 4,039 872 147,758 101,996 53,797 45,761 
November ___ ----- ------_ 29,291 19,251 46, 107 30,621 152, 741 77t 463 5, 963 3, 560 6, 814 2, 269 181,183 125,613 . 61,462 51,415 
December __ ------------- 40,691 28,811 61,806 41,807 209,376 102,875 9, 613 6, 496 10,423 5,198 272, 159 176,265 81,784 55,960 
January------_ -------- --_ 48,736 37,498 72,133 52,155 268,202 135,770 12,396 8, 983 15,009 8, 915 348, 189 231,534 151,697 85,322 

1 Under State programs and the Federal employee unemployment insurance pro
gram. 

Source: U. ~·Department. of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Office of 
Program Review and Analysis, Mar. 4, 1958. 

Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, 
these tables graphically illustrate the 
need for extending the period of unem
ployment coverage if even a small meas
ure of purchasing power is to be restored 
to the channels of trade and the jobless 
are to have at least a subsistence stand
ard of living. Both the number of job
less and the number whose benefit pay
ments are being exhausted are on the 
rise. This foreshadows the possibility 
that even a greater number of indi
viduals will lose the security of unem
ployment coverage unless another 13 
weeks is added to the period for which 
compensation may be paid. 

The need for extension of coverage is 
-also reflected in public-assistance pay
ments in Oregon. In December of 1957, 
these direct payments to needy persons 
by the State topped the $3 million mark 
for the first time in history of the Ore
gon State Public Welfare Commission. 

There is little doubt that this record 
outlay is the result of greater unem
ployment among persons not covered by 
unemployment compensation and also 
indicates that those whose unemploy
ment benefit protection has expired are 
seeking this source of funds to keep · 
body and soul together. I hope that 
legislative priority can be given to enact
ment of the proposal for extending un
employment benefit payments to 39 
weeks. 

Mr. President, this problem has re
ceived considerable attention by lead
ing newspapers, and I ask unanimous 
consent to have printed in the REcoRD 
with my remarks an editorial from the 
New York Times of March 2, 1958, en
titled, "Jobless Pay: the Challenge," an 
editorial from the Washington Post of 
March 10, 1958, entitled, "Let's Get Go
ing," and an article from the New York 
Times of March 3, 1958. 

There being no objection, the edito
rials and article were ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as foliows: 
[From the New York Times of March 2, 1958] 

JOBLESS PAY; THE CHALLENGE 

More people covered by unemployment in
surance are now out of work than at any 
time since the Federal-State system went 
into effect in 1938--3.1 million, representing 
7.5 percent of the 42 million insured. 

The national figures, released last week as 
of February 15 by the Department of Labor, 
are deeply disquieting-even though claims 
fell ofl' somewhat between January 11 and 
February 7 and haven't varied much, up or 
down, since then. But only those workers 
are included who are covered by unemploy
ment insurance. The total number of peo
ple out of work now is estimated at about 
five million-more than in any year since 
1941. 

These figures should be o! grim concern 
to the Government in its efforts to turn back 

. the tide of the present recession. So should 
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they be ·also to both-employers and organ
ized labor, in whose hands. are the decisions, 
as to plant and prices and as to wage in
creases, which so largely determine the ups 
and downs of the health index of the 
economy. 

But most directly challenged is the ade
quacy of the existing unemployment insur· 
ance system. The present situation calls tor 
its thorough reappraisal a.nd for bold efforts 
to bring it more in line with its objectives
both to aid the unemployed and to keep up 
purchasing power when the economy needs 
it the most. It Isn't only the individual 
worker who needs. help in times like these. 
It is also his butcher. his grocer, and his 
landlord. 

The unemployment insurance system is 
administered at Federal expense by the sev
eral States, which set their own terms as 
to benefits paid. The Federal Government 
levies a tax on employers everywhere, against 
which offsets allowed proportionate to taxes 
they pay to each State. Five years ago Presi
dent Eisenhower urged the States to enact 
minimum adequate standards as "a valuable 
first line defense against economic reces
sion." But Senator KENNEDY has said in a 
recent speech in Congress, that "not one 
State has met the standards the President 
requested." 

In the meantime increases in wages and 
in the cost o! living have largely outdated 
the benefit scales, which were originally in
tended to provide at least half of the work· 
ers' regular earnings. Senator KENNEDY esti
mates that actual benefits today average only 
one-third of lost wages. . Part of the diffi
culty has been the failure to lift the ceil
ings on benefits as wages and living costs 
have gone up. Then, too. there are other 
serious inadequacies and divergencies-in 
coverage, eligibility and the duration of 
benefits. 

The time has come-is indeed long past
to meet this nationwide problem with na
tionwide and adequate minimum standards 
set up and enforced by the Federal Go-..r
ernment. A group of Senators, led by Sena
tor KENNEDY, and another group in the 
House introduced a bill to do. it. The 
Kennedy-McCarthy measure, now before 
both houses, deserves wide attention. Its 
details may be open to ·question, but its 
objectives are sound..:._and especially timely 

. at this particular moment. 

[From the Washington Post and Times 
Herald of March 10, 1958) 

LET'S GET GOING 
The old saying, ••You can't spend your way 

out of a depression," is, like most home
remedy advice, too inexact to be very useful. 
But President Eisenhower reflected this basic 
conviction in his letter to the Republican 
leaders of Congress, when he wrote-

"The proper relation of Government to the 
growth and vigor of our economy must neces
sarily be to stimulate private production and 
employment, not to substitute public spend
ing for private spending, nor to extend public 
domination over private activity." 

The President added that he is concerned 
over proposals for make-work projects fi
nanced by the Government and rightly re
jects them as unsound. At the same time, 
he disclosed that further steps are being 
taken to accelerate spending· on useful and 
normal Federal public-works programs. He 
again urged Congress to act on various meas
·ures he had previously proposed to encourage 
housing loans and to aid small business and 
areas of persistent unemployment. He also 

-asked for special Federal aid to extend the 
period of State unemployment benefits for 
the growing numbers who have exhausted 
"their eligibility. 

The President's letter, together with his 
previous economic statements and messages, 
for all practical purposes embrace the very 
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·kind of program which · Senate Majority 
Leader JoHNsoN and his cohorts called for 
last week. Even in the matter of what. not 

.to do there is seeming agreement. It is not 
time f.or a. tax cut, both side&--with the 
exception of a few 1ndividua.ls--believe. 

Doubtless thit state of affairs wm quickly 
change 1! the March unemployment :figures
which will come out a month hence--fail to 
show a more-than-seasonal improvement. 
The thing to remember then and in that 
case. however, will be that most of the re
cession remedies how being advanced cannot 
possibly take hold in a dollars-and-cents 
fashion until la.te spring or summer at the 
earliest. 

The hope now must be that the Govern
ment's decisions to advance and. expand some 
of its normal spending· program will be suffi
cient to hold off pressures for abnormal, 
make-work projects or for drastic tax re
duction that might induce curbs on indis_. 
pensable Federal expenditures. The best 
chance Congress has to avoid such pitfalls is 
to get quickly about the business of author
izing the various housing, highway, unem
ployment, and other econmnic measures: on 
which there is now clear agreement to 
proceed. 

IDLE EXHAUSTING BENEFITS; EXTENSION OF 
PAY SOUGHT 

(By Richard E. Mooney) 
WASHINGTON, March 2.-The administ.ra

tion is facing growing pressure from a reces
sion statistic that has received little public 
notice-the growing number of persons who 
have exhausted their unemployment benefits. 

The amount of the payments and the 
maximum duration vary according to State 
law. 

Liberalization and standardization of the 
program are the object of bills introduced 
in Congress 3 weeks ago by 2 Democrats, 
Senator JoHN F. KENNEDY, of Massachusetts, 
and Representative EuGENE J. McCARTHY, of 
Minnesota. 

Their plan would provide Federal assist
ance to States during transition to greater 
payments. 

Administration officials are examining the 
Democratic proposal, but so far the admin
istration position has not changed from that 
stated in each of President Eisenhower's five 
annual economic reports . 

LIBERALIZA T'ION URGED 
These have suggested that the States lib

eralize their programs and have suggested a 
maximum of 26 weeks. 

The Kennedy-McCarthy proposal calls for 
payments of up to $40 a week for a maximum 
of 39 weeks. 
, Few States have done anything to carry 
out the President's suggestion. 

About 43 million workers are covered by 
the insurance plan. This is about four
fifths of the Nation's nonfarm wage and 
salary workers, and a little more than two
thirds of all workers. 

New York State pays up to $36 a week for 
26 weeks. Florida pays up to $30 for a 
maximum of 16 weeks. Louisiana pays up to 
$25 for a maximum of 20 weeks. Pennsyl
vania's maximum is the longest_:_30 weeks. 

Many of the workers now reaching the end 
of their benefits were laid off last fall, when 
unemployment started to climb. 

In January, 147,000 workers exhausted 
their benefits, against 111,000 in December 
and 107,000 in January of last year. 

Even after business starts picking up there 
will be heavy exhaustions. because the man 
who was laid off first-that is, the longest 
time ago-is usually the man who is taken 
back on the job last. 

Insured unemployment at mid-February 
was 3,130,200, and still climbing. This ·was 
7.3 percent or all insured workers-the high
est percentage since the system began 1n 
1938. . 

Unemployment insurance is a. Fed.eral· 
. State program financed almost entirely by 
special Federal and State taxes on employers. 

. Two States. Alabama and New Jersey~ &!so 
impose a small tax on employees. 

Essentially, the State taxes provide the 
funds tha.t are actually paid out to the un
employed and the smaller Federal tax covers 
the cost of running the many State pro· 
grams. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. NEUBERGER. l yield to the 
Senator from Montana. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, if it 
will make the Senator from Oregon feel 
any better, although it does not affect me 
in that way, the State of Montana has the 
very important distinction of leading the 
States in the number of unemployed 
drawing compensation insurance. The 
latest figure is 14.4 percent. 

I wish to say. as a cosponsor with the 
Senator from Oregon of the bill intra~ 
duced by the Senator from Massa~ 
chusetts [Mr. KENNEDY], tha.t I think it 
is about time the administration is wak
ing up to the economic facts of life in 
this country. I hope that from now on 
the administration will give as much at~ 
tention to the domestic economy as it 
seems to be giving to the reciprocal trade 
and foreign-aid programs. 

Mr. NEUBERGER. I thank the Sen~ 
ator from Montana. If I am not mis~ 
taken, the Senators from the Pacific 
Northwest States of Montana, Oregon, 
Washington, and Idaho have the unen~ 
viable distinction of representing that 
region of the Nation which has the high~ 
est rate of unemployment in the United 
States. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is cor~ 
rect. It is a very important distinc~ 
tion. 

FOREIGN AID-LETTER FROM VIET~ 
NAMESE GIRL-EDITORIAL--RE~ 

PLIES 
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, in the 

Washington Post and Times Herald of 
February 25, 1958, there was published 
a letter from Miss Le-My, a Vietnamese 
girl, addressed to Alfred Friendly, man
aging editor of the Washington Post and 
Times Herald, relating to our foreign
aid program in Vietnam. and its impact 
upon the Vietnamese people. I ask 
unanimous consent that the letter from 
Miss Le-My be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the letter 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: · 
Mr. ALFRED FRIENDLY, 

Managing Ed.i.tor, The Washington Post 
and Times Herald 

1515 L Street NW.~ Washington, D. C. 
Dear Mr. FRIENDLY: I am a little Vietna

mese girl. I saw your name in a newspaper 
and decided to write to you because your 
name sounded the nicest. 

Here are some questions I would like to 
know about America, for now, Vietnamese 
people are living under the help of your 
country. 
· I would also 1flre to let you know what I 
think about America. ·"''hese questions are 
my doubts towards your country. If you 
answer my questions; I am sure that all the 
other Vietnameses will appreciate it. 
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1. Does American Government help us be

cause of friendly reasons or by its own in
terests? 

As for me I think that American Govern
ment help Vietnamese people because of 
these principal reasons: 

a-Commercial point of view: Vietnam 
will be a big market for the commerce and 
und us try of America. 

b-Strategic point of view: Vietnam will 
be used to stop communism. 

2. Is it right that the policy of American 
Government is to assimilate all the countries 
living under its help? 

3. Will Americans go home soon or will 
they stay in Vietnam for a hundred year? 

4. Do American people know that Ngo
Dinh-Diem is an American puppet as some 
of the Vietnamese think? 

5. Do American people know that 95% 
Vietnamese people don't like them? 

Mr. Friendly, I found that although we live 
under the help of Americans but we don't 
like Americans, we don't get along with 
Americans. 

6. What do Americans think about Viet
namese people? Do they consider us as 
Negros in America? 

7. Is President Eisenhower influenced by 
big capitalists such as General Motors, Gen
eral Electric, or other interests? 

8. Why are there still a lot of White Ameri
cans do not get along with Black Americans? 
Do they still have the impression that Blak 
Americans are their slaves? 

I think America is a democratic and free 
country so such a colored seperation must 
be ended. The trouble at Little Rock, do you 
think that was a big shame hung over 
America? 

9. What do Americans think about the 
Russian man-made moon and 150 atomic 
sub-marines? 

I think that's a big . mortification for 
American Government. 

10. D:> you agree with me that Americans 
do not have man-made moon because Ameri
.can spies could not work in Russia? 

(Russians control their country very rigid.) 
11. How can Hoollywood make James Deans 

more popular than Presidant Eisenhower in 
Vietnam? 

If America is really a democratic country, 
I am sure that your Government will let you 
answer all of my questions. 

Sincerely yours, and thanks, 
Miss LE-MY 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask unan
imous consent to have printed in the 
RECORD an editorial entitled "How We 
Look," which was published in the Wash
ington Post of February 26 last. The 
editorial is most thoughtful and timely, 
and I believe it will be of value to all 
readers of the RECORD to have the edi
torial published in it. 

There being no objection, the editorial 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
[From the Washington Post of February 26, 

1958] 
How WE LooK 

The searching questions about the United 
States contained in the letter from a young 
Vietnamese girl which we published on the 
front page yesterday have caused consider
able consternation in Washington. Some 
persons assume that the letter was a Com
munist plant. We are convinced from what 
we know of the background of the letter that 
it was not; that the questions are sincere and 
that they deserve thoughtful answers. Ob
viously the young lady has absorbed Com
munist propaganda. But the views which 
she expresses really pose a challenge for this 
country to do a better job of making itself 
understood in Asia.. 

It is quite natural in a country such as 
Vietnam, which was long under ~olonial rule, 
that people should be suspicious of large 
groups of Americans who descend upon 
them. These suspicions are fed by the occa
sional Americans who are overbearing, 
who are impatient with the locals and sel
dom see them except to dispense advice, who 
live in sumptuous houses and whose chauf
feurs imperiously honk for the peasants to 
scatter. There are relatively few such persons 
in comparison with the numbers of Ameri
cans sympathetically doing their best to help, 
but they hurt. The effect of such arrogance 
is compounded by reports of American racial 
discrimination which are widely discussed 
among the darker skinned peoples of Asia
although the American information services 
tried hard to show that the events at Little 
Rock came about because it was the policy 
of the United States Government to elimi
nate discrimination. 

Special difficulties arise in Vietnam be
cause of the character of the divided country 
and its government. Independent Vietnam 

·was born in the war with the Communist 
Viet Minh. The United States quietly urged 
France to grant full independence, but to 
some persons the United States seemed to 
be alined with the country they regarded as 
their oppressor. The Geneva armistice left 
Vietnam split into two parts, and when 
American advisers replaced French colonial 
administrators their motives were suspect. 

The government of President Ngo Dinh 
Diem has proved a good bet for American 
help in establishing stability. Mr. Ngo is an 
authentic nationalist, and his objectives are 
praiseworthy. But he has little understand
ing of the function or importance of a demo
cratic opposition, and there has been an 
autocratic cast to his regime. The reasons 
why he resists nationwide elections for re
unification have never been fully explained. 
Part of the task in Vietnam is for President 
Ngo to take the people more fully into his 
confidence. 

American aid to Vietnam last year 
amounted to nearly $300 million. Much of 
this went directly or indirectly into support 
of the 10-division army maintained against 
the Communist threat. But there is an im
pressive showing for economic help-reset
tlement of nearly a million refugees, a flour
ishing agriculture, small industries starting 
up. 

It is difficult at best to explain that the pri
mary interest of the United States in extend
ing aid is to assist other countries to main
tain their freedom. The quest for marlt:ets 
is easily disposed of: American exports to 
Vietnam last year amounted to only $75 mil
lion out of a worldwide American total of 
$19.5 billion. But to many Asians the United 
States unquestionably does seem more inter
ested in signing up anti-Communist allies in 
the cold war than in helping people for their 
own. sake. 

Obviously there is no simpler answer to the 
young Vietnamese girl, but part of it lies in 
official American attitudes. Communism, and 
ev.en the brutal events in Hungary, are some
thing remote from the experience of many 
Asians. But what the United States has done 
to help neutral India without strings-and 
the eloquent thanks of the Finance Minister 
for pioneering the concept of aid by richer 
countries to those less fortunately placed
does have meaning in Asian terms. 

What the episode really illustrates is that, 
whatever may be the shortcomings of the 
American information program, the informa
tion people can't do the whole job by them
selves. The need is for official actions and 
statements to reflect an understanding of 
Asian desires, for recognition by Americans 
at home that their own conduct is on trial. 
The need is for American representatives 
abroad who are trained in local languages, 
who are willing to live on a modest scale and 
who can win the trust of the people. 

It is particularly fitting that the Viet
namese letter should have arrived at a time 
when discussion of foreign aid is so current 
in Washington. Far from regarding this 
single instance impatiently as a rebuke or a 
demonstration of ingratitude, administrators 
and legislators ought to look upon it as a 
stimulus. We hope that the young lady will 
receive many answers-and that the appro
priate answers will be translated into official 
policy. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed in 
the RECORD the letter to the little Viet
namese girl which appeared in the 
Washington Post of March 2. The letter 
is Editor Alfred Friendly's reply to Miss 
Le-My, of Saigon. Miss Le-My's letter 
contained 10 questions concerning Amer
ica and its' relationship with Vietnam. 

I believe it is vitally important that 
these questions and the answers by Mr. 
Friendly be published in the RECORD, be
cause we must realize that Miss Le-My's 
questions are becoming the questions
whether they are Communist inspired or 
not-of thousands of Southeast Asians. 

Too many Americans did not seem to 
realize that they were in Vietnam to 
serve, not to be served. The Americans 
did not trouble themselves to learn the 
language or understand the customs. 
The apparent secret of Communist suc
cess in Asia and throughout the world 
lies in the willingness of the Communists 
to take the time and trouble to really 
understand the Asians. 

We are, and always will be, guests in 
the house of the Asians. The questions 
asked by Miss Le.-MY are important. 
Mr. Friendly's answers to ~hem are good. 

But we must go beyond the answers. 
We must change the ways of our own 
hearts, so that all the Miss Le-My's of 
Asia will know we serve their interests
and not our mvn, alone. 

If we show that our interests and 
theirs are really the same-namely, the 
arrest of communistic enslavement
we shall be able to work together every
where, for everyone. 

There being no objection, the letter 
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD, 
as follows: 
AN ANSWER TO THE LETTER OF A VIETNAMESE 

GIRL 

DEAR Miss LE-MY: Yours is a charming 
letter; your questions are good ones, set 
down clearly and frankly. I'm happy to try 
to answer them, as frankly and clearly as I 
know how. 

In doing so, I can speak only for myself, as 
one American, for there is no official doc
trine that Americans subscribe to; everyone 
has his own ideas and delights in stating 
them. But I earnestly think that my views 
would not be very different from those of 
the great majority of Americans; that in 
broad terms they fairly represent the philos
ophy of our Government and-in this area
of both our political parties, despite those 
parties' differences on other matters. 

OUR OWN INTEREST ' 

1. All governments try to act-and 
should act, I think-in their own interest. 
If the acts in their own interes·t are also 
friendly and kindly and generous ones, so 
much the better. And the best of all is 
when the acts in our own interest are 
equally in the interest ' of other nations af
fected. I believe the American-aid program, 
to Vietnam and to all the other lands where 
it operated, was that happy kind of an act. 
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Tbe real question ts· what d'O -we mean by 

.Am.eriea 's "own interest"? 
rt is to live in a world of other fYee, demo

cratic. and prosperous nations. Such na
tions,. governed. by tbeir people. do not want 
or plot war. for all ordinary people hate war 
and would never choose· i"t if they could 
avoid it. With other free, prosperous, d.emo
cratic nations as neighbors. no country need 
fear that it will be attacked. or undermined. 
or subverted. If it is prosperous, it can pro
duce and trade for what it needs, without 
wanting to grab or dominate the property 
and people of other countries. In short, an 
independent country, governed by its own 
eitizens, seeking progress toward a bright 
horizon of good living, fs no threat or menace 
to anyone, or to the peace. It wm resist the 
attempt by anyone, from within or outside, 
to. overthrow it and replace its democracy 
with a tyranny. 

So· the United States sees its best chance 
for peace and for a happy future in living in 
a world where other nations are· governed by 
the majority will of their people, are sturdily 
independent, and can look forward to grow
ing prosperity and improvement in the con
ditions of life. It has no wish to make those 
countries similar to the United States in 
other matters, and does not seek to change · 
their national-and natural-customs, phi
losophies-, values, culture, or civilization. 

America's aid program Is intended, there
fore, to help other countries, particularly the 
new ones which have gained independence 
since World Warn, establish themselves as 
strong, secure, and self-governing. This is 
America"s own interest, and the interest for 
which It acts. Is it not also, fortunately, in 
the interest of every other democratic nation 
to be :helped in staying free and to be aided 
toward prosperity, and to :find other nations 
around it similarly helped? 

You suggested that the United States helps 
other lands for its own strategic and com
mercial reasons. To the extent that a 
country so helped is better able to resist 
Communist attempts to poison and destroy 
its democracy, and to the extent that wfth 
increasing prosperity, it will want and b'e able 
to buy and sell more goods from an countries 
around the world, to that extent I agree 
with you. 

ASSIMILATION 

2. Surely America has not assimilated any 
of the countries it has aided. It spent bil
lions of dollars through the Marshall pian 
and other programs to help European coun
tries, and I think they would agree they were 
helped enormously. Yet none of them feel, 
I believe, that their freedom of action has 
been lessened, much less that they have been 
assimilated by the American aid. Indeed, 
most of them feel that they have been helped 
to become stronger, more secure, more pros
perous and-and this is the most impor
tant--better able to stay free and inde
pendent--independent of the United States 
and of anyone else. The same, I think, is 
true with the new Asian nations. Surely 
India and Ceylon, for example, have been 
helped in their new independence by Ameri
can aid, and are receiving American aid to 
forward them on the path of stability and 
prosperity. 

Think of the course of development of 
some of the countries which had been helped 
by large amounts of American aid. Austria 
and Inctia, for example, became neutrals in 
the cold war; Greece and Pakistan are allied 
to the United States by various treati.es; 
Yugoslavia is a Communist country but rel
atively independent of Moscow control; 
Egypt is currently unfri.endly to us. How 
different they all are, one from another. But 
they have one thing in common: none is 
dominated by America or chained to Ameri
can policy; none is· in any wa-y assimilated. 

We might ask ourselves who Is the real 
colonial power these days. Are not Czecho
slovakia, Bulgaria, · Rumania, Albania en-

slaved to M.os.cow in their . actions and poli
cies and directions:~ Did not a brutal mm
tacy foree from Russia smash an attempt by 
the Hungarians to. choose their own govern
ment? And as for assimilation, was there 
ever a greater extermination of national 
identity and in.dependence than that accom
plished by Russia on Latvia, Lithuania, and 
Estonia. and in its Asian terri.tories 'l 

Wouldn't you agree that America.'s. record 
in colonial matters has been very good 'l The 
United. States freed. Cuba. from S.pain. but did 
not seize it. as a colo.ny. At the same. time, it 
took the Philippine Islands, but promised 
them independence when they were able to 
govern themselves. and fufilled that promise. 
It offered Puerto Rico a choice between in
dependence or remaining as part of the 
United States, by the free choice of the 
Puerto Ricans. they decided to loin this 
country as a self-governing commonwealth. 
America had many chances to win. colonies, 
but it has no colonies. 

HOW LONG?· 

3. You ask whether the Americans will go 
home. or remain for years and years fn your 
country. They want to go home, I can as
sure you. as soon as possible, because each 
person likes best to live at home, not in an
other's country. I cannot make you prom
ises; I can only ask you to look at what has 
happened in other nations where the United 
States had aid missions and programs. As 
soon as the country was restored to a sturdy 
condition, the aid missions, both civil and 
military, le!t. 

NO PUPPET 

4. Americans: do not consider Ngo-Dinh
Diem as an American puppet, as you say 
many Vietnamese people do. I . do not con
sider that he is and believe he is in a vastly 
difl'erent position from the puppet heads of 
countries which are Russian satellites. And 
I know, too, that as oth.er democratic nations 
which America aided grew stronger. their 
government. leaders guided them ever more 
independently along their own national ways 
and in their own national policies. 

LIKING US 

5. I am sure most Americans do not know 
that, as you say, 95 percent of the Vietnamese 
do not like them. They will be unhappy in 
the thought that this is so. It Is. a. failing 
of Americans, I am afraid, to want everyone to 
like them. Perhaps, if you wm write me 
again, you wm ten me what the characteris
tics of Americans are that your people clis
lik.e. It may be tha,t some Americans are 
rough in their manners. or, not knowing · the 
customs of others, may seem too rude. And 
yet I hope that among our bad habits you 
do not find the qualities of meanness, or 
slyness, or deceit, or brutality. We are in
clined to sentimentality, and I hope always 
to a sympathetic and generous attitude when 
we come to understand the conditions around 
us. 

THE NEGRO 

6 .. You ask whether the Americans consider 
the Vietnamese as they do Negroes in AlDer
lea. This implles, if I understand you, that 
we think ill of Negroes here. This is not so. 
To be sure, many of our people in the South 
particularly. but certainly not a majority of 
the Nation. see the Negro as less than the 
equal of the rest of the population. But 
most of us, I think,. see the Negro as en
dowed with au. the rights and dignity of all 
human beings. 

As :for .the Vietnamese, we know only a rela
tively few of them in this country, but there 
is no hostility toward them. On the con
trary, they are liked and welcomed wherever 
they are, principally in American schools 
where they have· come to study. 

In the past century there was, in certain 
parts of the country, some prejudice against 
Asians. It Is rapidly disappearing. Some of 
our finest citizens, our most distinguished 

artists. teae}le.;rs. scientists. businessmen. an.d 
workers are of .Asian blocd.. In all but a. few 
places. they are completely part of. the com .. 
munity. Their neighbors give their ancestry 
scarcely a second thought. and. their oriental 
descent is little more noted than · the fa.ct 
that other neighbors may be of German or 
Polish. or Irish forebears. 

CAPITALISTS 

7. What about the inftuence of big cap! .. 
talists on Presi.dent Eisenhower. you ask. 
Wen, many of his friends and several of his 
principal Government advisers are men who 
were successful in large businesses. But he 
has great numbers of friends and advisers 
who have not come from the ranks of busi
ness. big or little. The only way . one can 
judge their influence is to look to the poli
cies that the President has adopted. Some 
Ainericans argue that some of Mr. Eisen .. 
hower•s policies affecting the domestic econ
omy favor big business, while others argue 
vehemently the contrary:. But few would 
argue that the foreign policy of the United 
States and of President Eisenhower-things 
whi?h most concern you and your country
is rumed at a goal of helping business,, big or 
little, or is influenced by wha.t could be called 
business considerations. It is. not influenced, 
I !eel. by any thought of fa.voring one or an
other individual group, such as business or 
labor, rich or poor, whites or Negroes, North 
or South, farm or city, but rather it is infiu
enced by what must be seen as national con
siderations; that is, what Is good for the 
country as a unit. 

There has been much talk from those hos
tile to this country that our foreign policy 
fs based on the desire of big capitalists 
for more profits through mmtary produc
tion and that they deliberately keep up a 
war scare, or stimulate world unrest and 
disturbances for this purpose. For almost 
40 years, the Communists ha.ve been trying 
to peddle that absurdity. Nothing: could be 
more ridiculous·. In a peaceful, unthreat
ened world, our business and our labor, 
everyone in our country, would profit vastly 
more by producing the goods of peace; taxes, 
a heavy burden on business and individuals 
here, could be cut in half;· all the good 
things people want-schools and scholar
ships, roads, household. possessions, equip
ment for · recreation and sports, for science 
and learning, libraries and museums-could 
be proouced in larger measure at just as high 
wages for labor and just as good profits for 
business. Yet a. war, in today's world, means 
devastation for the winner as well as the 
loser. destruction of life and of everyone:s 
property. B:ig capitalists as well as other 
people know this. They know they have as 
much to lose from war and from this world 
of fear and tension as anyone else-and 
maybe more. . 

RACE QUESTION 

8. You turn again to the race question in 
America. It is a difficult one and I would not 
want to pretend to you otherwise. It is not 
true that white Americans think of Negroes 
as slaves. But many, as. I said before·, think 
Negroes inferior to them. In one sense many 
Negroes are, but only because they nave been 
d.eprived, through no fault of their own, of 
opportunities for good schooling, and they 
have generally been among the least privi
leged in their economic opportunities, back-
ground, and way of living. _ , 

Why this was so is a long and complicated 
and sad story, and one that takes volUin.es 
to explain and describe. But it is true. and 
it. represents a blot on America's good name. 
The Nation. has determined that this must be 
changed. What is now important is tb.at our 
Federal Government has said that discrimi
nation by reason o1 race can no longer be 
permitted in schools·, in jobs, in politics, In 
any of the :rights of a citizen. It has set its 
:face firmly in this direction, and iS· acting on 
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this prinCiple with the support of the great 
majority of the people. 

Its laws and its policies are being resisted 
in some areas and some of the States of the 
Union. It will be many years, I think, be
fore prejudice is erased and full justice done. 
But the direction we are going, and the good 
speed at which we are moving to this goal, 
are encouraging. 

America's problem here, and its proposed 
solution, may be much like India's. There, 
for centuries, there bas been a caste system, 
with cruel discrimination against some 
classes. But by its laws and by its firm re
solve, India has determined to end that un
fairness. It will take time and courage to do 
it. 

America, like other countries, has its prob
lems; this is one of its most difficult ones. It 
1s moving the right way to solve the problem 
and is moving successfully. It is important, 
don't you think, to observe not only what is 
bad, but to judge how determined and reso
lute and effect! ve are the programs to correct 
what is bad? 

Little Rock was indeed a shame that hangs 
over the United States. It was a shame that 
a group of people tried to stop Negroes from 
entering a public school. But it was right, 
and not a shame, that the Government in
sisted that there be obedience to its new 
rules that Negroes be allowed to enter the 
schools, and that it took action to obtain 
obedience. 

RUSSIANS' MOONS 

9. Americans were tremendously impressed 
by the Russian man-made moons. They 
realized that those satellites demonstrated 
the Russians' scientific and technical skill. 
More than that, they realized that this repre
sented a marvelous achievement of man, 
not of a Russian, or of an American, or of a 
Vietnamese, but of man. 

much else to be done that would be con
structive. Yet we would also agree, I think, 
that we must make weapons now if we are to 
stay free and live by the governments we 
choose. 

JAMES DEAN 

11. If you tell me that James Dean is more 
popular in Vietnam than President Eisen
hower, I must take your word for it, but I 
don't think you can exactly blame Hollywoo.d 
for it. Hollywood movie companies, all pri
vately owned and not controlled by Govern
ment, make films which they think people 
will enjoy. I suppose they conclude that 
when people go to the cinema they want en
tertainment rather than serious politics, and 
so they make films by entertainers, and often 
about them. We here would rather be enter
tained by movies than preached to, and that 
may also be the case in your country. 

What I have written is, as I said at the 
beginning, just one American's answers. 
But your questions are so important--and I 
believe they reflect so well the concern that 
millions of people around the world, in Viet
nam and in many other countries, have about 
my country-that I think they deserve read
ing and answering by many Americans. 

So-and I hope you don't mind-! am going 
to print your letter in our newspaper with 
the request that others write you with .their 
answers. I will not disclose your name or 
address but am using the pseudonym L~-My; 
our paper will forward the letters to you. 

You wm, I suspect, get a lot of them. Some 
may be foolish, a few may even be unpleas
ant, for America has its share of foolish and 
unpleasant people-no more and no less, I 
guess, than other nations. But most letters, 
I think, wm be earnest attempts to tell you 
about America and its attitudes and aims. 
Taken togethe;r, all the letters may give you 
the best and most accurate picture of what 
our country feels and works for and worries 
about • • • and dreams about. And most of 

Now the United States has successfully 
launched its first artificial moon. Both Rus
sia and the United States will surely put up 
many more before the year is out. And their 
success did not, and wm not depend upon 
spying upon each other, but rather on the 
fact they are studying and developing basic 
scientific knowledge which cannot and should 
not be kept secret, but which by its very 
nature is the property of all men of all lands . 
and cannot be hidden from them. 

, the letters wm be. written as this ope is, with 
the greatest good will to you and your cou~
trymen. 

SECOND PLACE 

10. America was second, not first, in 
launching a satellite not because we were 
unable to find out, by spying, bow the Rus
sians did it. Rather, the Russians decided 
earlier and perhaps worked harder on the 
project of launching the moonlet. There bas 
been much talk, most of it foolish, in my 
opinion, that Russia was able to make an 
atomic bomb only because it spied here and 
discovered how we did it. Perhaps the Rus
sians were helped a bit by getting some 
American secrets. But I go back to what I 
said before; there are no secrets to be kept for , 
long in science, and there is no national mo~ 
nopoly in scientific ability. 

What there should be, of course, is world
Wide cooperation in scientific and cultural 
work, so that everyone in every country can 
enjoy the fruits. In a world where no na
tion threatens another, this will :come about. 
Meantime, because Russia and China declare 
continually and insistently that they mean 
to conquer free countiies, overthrow their 
democratic governments, and replace them 
with a Communist government, which we 
see as tyranny and despotism, we and our 
allies turn science to military use, and build 
weapons, just as Russia is doing. Thus we 
have built some atomic submarines and 

· doubtless will build some more. Russia will 
too, I am sure, although whether it will pro
duce 150 or not, I do not know; It has not 
built one yet, as far as -I know. 

You and I can agree that making weapons 
1s a wasteful thing to do, when there is so 

Sincerely yours, 
ALFRED F'RIENDL Y. 

P. S.-One question to you: Where did 
you learn such splendid English? 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, in the 
Washington Post and Times Herald for 
Sunday, March 9, 1958, a number of re
plies were printed to the letter sent Mr. 
Friendly by Miss Le-My, the Vietnamese 
girl. I ask unanimous consent that these 
letters also be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the replies 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

READERS ANSWER THE LF..'TTER OF A 
VIETNAMESE GIRL 

(By Alfred Friendly) 
(Publication of the question-laden letter 

from a Vietnamese girl in the Washington 
Post on Sunday, February 23 along with an 
invitation to readers to reply, has resulted 
in a flood of correspondence. As of last 
Friday, a total of 197 replies to "Miss Le-My" 
had been received, with the flow still con
tinuing. In addition there have been 74 let
ters to the editor relating to the topic. Of 
the latter group, some 35 expressed the 

· opinion that the girl's motives were less 
·than sincere, that she was a Communist 
dupe or that the letter was a hoax. Directly 
or otherwise, most of the communications 
of this sort attacked the Washington Post 
for publishing. a letter which, it was charged 
or implied, would have damaging effects 
on the United States aid program and on the 
conduct of its foreign policy. ot the 197 
replies to "Miss Le-My," however, only one 
attacked the principle of American foreign 
aid. Almost without exception, all of the 
rest were expressly or indirectly defenses 

and explanations of the rationale· of the 
United States overseas aid program and its 
foreign policy. · In view of the assertively 
critical tone of the .Vietnamese girl's letter, 
it was noteworthy that only two of the re
plies to her could be considered hostile or 
abusive iri attitude, and less than a dozen 
were even sharply worded. The remainder 
were universally gentle, tolerant, infinitely 
patient, and overwhelming in expressions of 
good will. Some of the most moving and 
effective were written by non-Americans 
now in this country and by "Miss Le-My's" 
contemporaries, American teenagers. Almost 
without exception, the writers expressed the 
hope that their comments and answers would 
serve to further understanding between this 
country and Vietnam. Many asked the girl 
to be their guest if she came to the United 
States. The letters and excerpts published 
on this and the following page are typical 
and representative of the total. All of the 
replies will be forwarded to "Miss Le-My." 
In all, 89 of the 271 who wrote to the editor 

. and to the girl commended her for writing 
the letter, or congratulated the Washington 
Post for printing it, or both.) 

If the Washington Post could arrange your 
transportation, I would like very much to 
have you come and visit my family during 
your next school holiday. I have an extra 
bed in my room and, perhaps by living with 
us for a little while, you might come to know, 
understand, and even like us a little. 

Our "Man, the Citizen" class discussed 
your letter. When I came home from school, 
I decide~ to answer you. Do you think that 
your newspapers in Saigon, Cholon, Hanoi, 
or Haiphong would print my answer to you 
as I have written it? 

We are now living in Washington, D. C., 
where I am a student in the Immaculata 
High School. However, I grew up in Tien
tsin, China, Singapore, and Taipei, Taiwan. 

. Because our family still has many very good 
friends in Asia, and because the aunts and 

. uncles there ar~ still very dear to my brother, 
sister, and myself, I will answer your ques
tions honestly. I do hope that you were 
sincere in asking them. 

3. We go overseas because my mother and 
father believe in our Government and what 
1t is trying to do. Some people go overseas 
because they are ordered to. These people 
are possibly. the ones who make you feel as 
you do about Americans-but if you woul'i 
only give them a chance. 

Mother says that whether a woman is 
Indian, Dutch, Chinese, ur American, she has 
the same problems of family, children, hus
band, money, illness. She· likes to drink a 
cup of coffee or tea with a friend and share 
her happinesses, troubles, or a bit of gossip. 
When we are overseas, it hurts to see people 
living in compounds, visiting among them
selves, missing so much of the country in 
which they are stationed, and it is often 
because the people of the country will not 
meet them halfway and because Americans, 
like' anyon.e else, are sensitive about being 
rejected. 

5. Can you tell me how you arrived at the 
figure 95 percent? For 95 percent of one 
country's people to dislike all of another 
country's people is completely frightening. 
Can you tell me why you feel that your 
people dislike Americans so much, and what 
you feel it is necessary to do to change that 
disllke to friendship? 

It is true that all people find it easier to 
give than to receive. The recipient is often 
resentful of the donor if he considers him
self unable to return what he has been 
given. But, could you cook up 4 cups of 
rice for yourself while your neighbor tried 
to make 1 cup do for his entire family, es
pecially if you knew that he could have had 

. enough rice if someone . had given him a 
hand with the planting? This is how Ameri
cans feel about their overseas neighbors. If 
we can help our neighbors to provide for 
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themselves, then we can enjoy the blessings 
of our own land more. 

a. Our country is still very young and we 
have moved so fast that our growing pains 
have not yet caught up with us. Consider: 
I am an American. Some of my ancestors 
were among the early settlers-yet I am the 
product of Rumania, Russia, Scotland, Ire
land, Switzerland. Can you realize the 
amount of absorbing and assimilating that 
has gone on in the United States in less 
than 200 years? In Asia, where the cultures 
and histories are thousands of years old, 
there are still feelings among Chinese about 
Indians and Malays, Asians about Africans, 
all peoples about their aborigines or hill 
peoples, Asians about Eurasians. Yet we, in 
America, in less than 200 years are supposed 
to have eliminated all prejudices agains' 
race, color, and religion, which became part 
of our life through migrants from all over 
the world. I think we're doing a pretty 
good job if you compare us factually with 
other parts of the world. 

· 11. If it is true that, in Vietnam, Jimmy 
Dean is more popular than President Eisen
hower, I do not believe that Hollywood is 
responsible for making him so. I think it 
only suggests that, on the whole, the people 
have a more spontaneous reaction to a for
eign movie star · than to a foreign political 
figure. 

ELIZABETH ANN NADLER. 

Your picture is on the front page of my 
newspaper this morning, and an invitation 
to answer your letter. I should be writing 
to my own teen-age daughter who is away 
from home at college, but instead I am 
going to write to you. Her letters are always 
full of questions, too, and in my family we 
like people who ask q-qestions. In my coun
try, we encourage people to ask about many 
things, and to "think for themselves. So I 
welcome this chance to try to answer some 
of the questions in your letter • • •. 

4. Is it true that Ngo-Dinh-Diem is an 
American puppet? I am glad you ask this 
question. It means that you do not like 
the idea of being controlled by any large 
country. You are afraid that Ngo will sell 
out Vietnam to us, a foreign power. In 
your part of the world, rulers have acted in 
that way in the past. You fear him, prob
ably, more than you fear America. 

But look at it this way: Perhaps Ngo sin
cerely believes that we want to help Viet-· 
nam become a strong independent nation, 
and · then go away and leave you alone. He 
has given us his trust. He believes us when 
we say we will never assimilate Vietnam. 
He is cooperating with us. Then he is not 
a traitor, and never will be. He is working 
for the good of Vietnam. 

5. You ask if we know that 95 percent of 
the Vietnamese people do not like Americans. 
This is very sad. But it is true that Amer
icans are not very well liked in other coun
tries. "Americans, go home," are· words we 
see written on walls. We know. What can 
we do about it? Perhaps you can help us. 

We want to be liked. In your country, we 
have much money to spend, and we spend it 
freely. _We malte you look poor by compari
son. We talk in loud· voices. We are used 
to voicing our opinions at home because we 
cannot be put in jail for our opinions. We 
have no political prisoners. We like to 
talk and discuss, and we are not afraid be
cause we are free. We have not learned to 
adjust our ways to our host countries when 
we go abroad. All this we know. Is there 
anything more you can tell us? We need 
your help. 

Mrs. LUCIA M. HYMES, 

I am a United States Congressman. I 
decided to write to you because I think I 
can answer ·some of your questions you ask 
about America. · 

My special work in the Congress is on the 
Committee on Foreign Affairs. As a member 
of this committee, I visit foreign countries 
together with other Congressmen. We study 
foreign aid, relations with other countries, 
what their needs are, what we can best do 
to help them. 

Our principal aim is the securing of world 
peace. 

We look upon the peoples in foreign coun
tries as fellow human beings. We know 
there can be no peace while there are forces 
of evil determined to exploit these people to 
advance their own power and expansion. 

We ourselves seek no additional territory. 
We do not seek to exploit the economy of 
any country, large or small. 

We seek to raise the standards of living 
of people all over the world without lower
ing our own. 

The best defense against the evil of com
munism is a secure, prosperous people en
joying a good standard of living and able to 
share in the many wonderful developments 
of modern civilization. 

Communism's evil encroachment and pos
session of the mind is one of the greatest 
dangers to the youth of the world. When 
youth, with its normal zeal for knowledge, 
is able to learn current events and history 
as it really is, undistorted by insidious propa
ganda, then, I hope, such letters as yours 
will not be necessary. 

ALBERT P. MoRANO, 
Member of Congress. 

Being a southerner, I have a natural feel
ing of superiority over the Negro because I 
was brought up in the section that fosters 
such a feeling. But we are realizing that we 
are wrong. We want to make amends, but 
we can't change overnight. It is as difficult 
for us to change as it is for your people to 
like the Americans. But as I have said, we 
are traveling the road of change and we will 
reach one day the goal--complete equality in 
action and in thought among our people. 

As for the Little Rock incident, yes, it was 
a big _ shame hung over our country. Yet 
the American character has come off of the 
floor before to win the fight, and we are 
rising from the floor now. Do not think 
harshly of us because of Little Rock. There 
are too many peaceful settlements of our 
racial problem already accomplished to judge 
us because of this one incident. We are 
trying to achieve equality, and we are moving 
closer to that goal every year. But only 
tin_1e heals deep wounds. 

JIMMY . DUFFY. 

At Mr. Friendly's invitation in his news
paper, I am going to try to answer a :t'ew 
of your very intelligent questions. 

First, let me tell you who I am. I work 
in the city of Washington, but I have noth
ing whatever to say about the United States 
Government, for we have no vote in this 
District. Neither do I work for the United 
States Government. (If I had a vote, I 
would not have voted for Mr. Eisenhower, 
for I do not agree with many of his policies, 
nor do I approve of his political party). I 
am a private citizen-! work for a depart
ment store, and I work hard for the money I 
earn. 

The reason I refer to the money I earn is 
that about $1 out of every $5 that I earn 
is taken from us in United States income 
taxes, and since a substantial part of my tax 
money has been spent since World War II on 
what we refer to generally as foreign aid in 
places like Vietnam, I believe I have a right 
t_o answer your questions. (And you can be 
sure, Miss Le-My, that my Government _ is 
completely powerless to either censor or in
fluence my opinion, or dictate the publish
ipg of it.) 

Your question No. 1 is most important, 
to me as well as to you, because it concerns 

my hard-earned money that is being spent 
in your country. 

As far as I, a private citizen, am concerned, 
my money is being spent in Vietnam so that 
you and your people can build a free, pros
perous, democratic and happy country, com
pletely free of domination by any other 
country in the world. 

Millions of us Americans feel exactly the 
same way. I know that because we private 
citizens would never contribute such enor
mous sums in taxes for foreign aid if our 
money were to be spent on selfish or sinis
ter projects, for evil reasons, for commercial 
reasons, or simply for strategic reasons. 

We Americans believe in liberty. The idea 
of liberty has made us prosperous and strong, 
and we are constantly working to make the 
idea work better. We Americans are so con
vinced of the practical success of this devo• 
tion to liberty that we have spent many 
billions of dollars (I don't know how many) 
to help other nations realize its objectives. 

If you Vietnamese decide, by a free _ vote, 
that you wish to have a Communist govern
ment, we Americans will regret it, but we 
will not try to prevent it. We want you to 
decide your own future. What we will try 
to do is to prevent, and help you to prevent, 
the seizing of your country by men who are 
quite literally agents of the Soviet Union 
and who do not like liberty for you, nor 
democracy. 

I am sorry the Vietnamese do not like 
Americans. Perhaps we would not like you 
either, if we knew you and associated with 
you closely here; I don't know. 

But I do know this-and millions of my 
fellow Americans pay their tax dollars to 
help the Vietnamese because they feel the 
same way-we hope you will become strong 
and free, and have no further use for our 
help. When that day comes, as we know 
it will, we American private citizens will 
have a feeling of satisfaction and accom
plishment. We will feel pride in your 
strength and your freedom and, happiness, 
even if the price has been many of our 
dollars, and your dislike. 

WALLACE M. DAVIS, 

I have decided to write to you mainly be
cause of the last paragraph of -your letter, 
which reads: "If America is really a demo
cratic country, I am sure that your Govern
ment will let you· answer all of my ques
tions." 

At first it seemed incredible that anyone 
would think that freedom to answer a letter 
could be denied. Then it occurred to me 
that we Americans take such elementary 
freedoms for . granted, and that there are 
many places in the world where they do not 
exist. This is certainly _the most impor
tant point you raised, and I hope that you 
can understand that it is our freedom which 
we cherish and which makes our country 
great, however imperfect we may be in other 
respects. 

1. The American Government helps other 
Nations, because we believe it is in our own 
best interests to do. We also believe it is in 
the best interests of those we help. This can 
hardly be viewed as an unfriendly policy; if 
it is considered a gesture of friendship, so 
much the better. 

2. Who is James Dean? 
Mrs. NANCY P. HAMMILL, 

I am an American Negro, and I should like 
you and all of the people of Vietnam to know 
that I am really very proud to be both. An 
American, because I am proud of all my 
country's progress and consideration for all 
its peoples; my race, because we -have been 
able to accomplish much, and not without 
the help of other Americans. There is no 
other country I would rather call home, and 
:r believe the overwhelming majority of my 
people feel the same. 

Mrs. ELIZABETH A. RoBERTS. 
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America was cut ·off from the rest of the · trolled like that? I wouldn't like to have 
world by wide oceans for a long time, and mine so regulated. 

JAIME A. PERO. like all isolated corners of the world, we be~ 
came quite provincial in our outlook. 
America was all the world we could see, and · 
it was easy to forget the rest of the earth in 
such a huge country. 

Now the world is suddenly much smaller, 
and Americans are beginning to see that peo~ 
ple in Africa, Asia, South America, and Eu~ 
rope have become our neighbors. This is a 
big surprise to most Americans, and it has 
not been easy for us to remember how many 
new neighbors modern technical advances 
have given us. 

What shall we do about these new neigh
bors if they need help? The easiest thing 
would be to say, "They are still thousands of 
miles away. Let's continue to forget their 
existence." 

But then someone tells us that one of our · 
distant neighbors is in bad trouble of one 
sort or another. We might be able to help 
them if we wanted to malte the effort. We 
cannot be comfortable and enjoy our lives 
with a good conscience, no matter how hard 
. we try to justify ourselves. In the back-of 
most American minds is the unpleasant half 
thought that we are not doing right to live 
in ease when somebody else is in terrible 
trouble. The only thing we can do to get 
rid of this uncomfortable feeling is to help 
as best we can. 

It. is extremely hard for a proud person or 
nation to bear being helped. We would all 
prefer to stand on our own feet and never 
need help. Unconsciously, every human . 
being resents the necessity for being helped 
and takes out this resentment on the person 
or group who is there to do the helping. 
This is not a beautiful trait of human char
acter but it is well-nigh universal. I 
regret to say that I believe if Vietnamese 
were in the United States to help Americans 
in some dire extremity, we should probably 
begin to dislike our helpful rescuers very 
soon. We should all be ashamed of ourselves 
for this. It is a bad kind of pride that nearly 
all human beings have. 

PHILINDA KRIEG. 

I am a 24-year-old Bolivian citizen. 
Although I admire your clear exposition 

of facts and opinions, .shared by many mil
lions of people throughout the world, I don't 
agree with most of them. I have been liv
ing in this country for more than 2 years 
during which time I have had many oppor
tunities to find the truth about many facts 
propagated by the enemies of America. 
Now let me answer all the questions in the 
same order in which you asked them. 

1. Does American Government help us be
cause of friendly reasons or by its own in
terest? 

The American Government helps your 
country as well as mine and many others for 
both reasons. 

(a) Friendly reasons: I have· found that 
the majority of Americans are generous be
yond duty. This is probably due to the fact 
that Americans are, as a whole, unselfish 
and easily moved by compassion. Many of 
the American agencies now operating to re
lieve poverty in different parts of the world 
are maintained through private contribu- · 
tions of the American people. 

(b) Own interest: The American Govern
ment prefers to have other countries as 
friends rather than allies of its enemies. 

10. Do you agree with me that Americans 
do not have man-made moon because Amer
ican spies could not work in Russia? 

America has its man-made moon and cer~ 
tainly without need of having spies in the 
Soviet Union. 

In the parenthesis you put that the Rus~ 
slans control their country very rigidly. 
Would you like to have your country con~ 

No, little friend, white Americans do not 
consider Negroes their slaves. I hope that 
all white Americans consider Negroes as I 
do-that is, each person on his or her own 
individual merits. I have known Negroes 
and white people whom I would not want to 
be associated with. And I count both 
Negroes and white people among my friends. 

Also, if you are interested, our family has . 
as friends a lovely Korean girl; a Chiuese 
family; a Persian family; people from Eng
land, France, Spain, and Mexico. We have 
numbers of friends and acquaintances who 
are Negroes, but I don't even think of them 
as Negroes, just people. One of the most 
brilliant men I know (a Negro) teaches Eng
l~sh in a college in the District of Columbia, · 
our Capital. He teaches white and ·Negro 
students as well as students from various 
other countries. · 

Yes, the trouble at Little Rock was a big 
shame hung over America, and I particularly 
feel the shame of Little Rock, because it was . 
brought about by fellow Americans. Little 
Rock is in the South, and I was reared in the 
South, but I am not proud of the way some 
few southerners act. Neither am I proud of 
the way some Americans in all parts of our 
wonderful country behave. But, surely, you 
must have found that not all Vietnamese are 
perfect? We do not claim perfection for our 
country or our people, but, believe me, little 
friend, we are trying very, very hard to out
grow the childishness that makes a Little 
Rock situation possible. 

We are also striving to have mutual under
standing with all nations and their peoples. 
We want peace in the world, but we will not 
give up our democratic way of life, because it 
gives everyone, just ordinary citizens lilte 
myself, an opportunity to have a voice in the· 
Government and to say what we please, 
whether it is criticism or praise. 

I feel a little sad to have read your letter 
and to discover that you don't like me-an 
American you have never seen. I feel that 
I could not possibly have offended you, be~ 
cause all my thoughts toward you are kindly 
as I'm sure the thoughts of thousands of 
other Americans are. That is why I am 
writing you this letter. You don't have to 
necessarily like us, but you really should give 
us the understanding and consideration that 
you expect us to give to you and to all people 
everywhere. 

REBA K. HUGHES. 

Your letter reveals with crystal clearness 
the following facts about you: 

Whether you know it or not, you have been 
brainwashed by communism and each of your 
questions is loaded with Communist ideology. 

You have been misled by Communist prop
aganda to think many things about America 
which are not true; for instance, that white 
Americans do not get along with black 
Americans; that Russian moons and subma
rines are a big mortification for our Govern
ment; and that America wants to assimilate 
a lot of smaller nations. 

If you came here to America, you would 
get to like America, you would discover how 
democratic we are here and you would no 
longer say that Vietnamese people don't like 
the American people. 

VINCENT GODFREY BURNS. 

You end your letter by saying: "If America 
is really a democratic country, your Govern
ment wm let you answer all of my ques~ 
tions. • • •" Here you may find one of 
the many great differences between our de
mocracy and communism. 

Every American, without asking permis
sion of Government, works where he pleases, 
works at what pleases; refrains from working 
if he pleases, goes and comes anywhere in the 

United States or in .the world where he wants 
to go, and when he goes he may take his 
money and possessions with him 1! he pleases, 
and also his friends and family. 

This is not all that it takes to make a de
mocra'cy. But we think the freedom to come 
and go without permission of Government is 
OJle of the greatest blessings men can enjoy. 
And it is precisely this great blessing that 
communism denies men. I believe, then, 
you will agree with me in this: 

Communism is a cage in search of a bird. 
Did you ever try to count the millions of 

birds caged now in Soviet Russia and Red 
China alone? Did you ever ask yourself: Do · 
the birds like to be caged? Do tb,ey benefit 
by being caged? Would they rather not be 
free to sing and fiy as they did before the 
cage closed over them? 

DAVID L. COHN. 

1. American helps Vietnam and its people 
for mixed motives. No nation is altruistic, 
and self-interest plays ~ts part in our aid to 
all the nations we help; but over and beyond 
any self-interest, we have a genuine feeling 
of friendship for an unselfish desire to aid 
less fortunate people. 

Our trade with Vietnam is a negligible part 
of our vast world commerce, so surely we are 
not in Vietnam for the benefit of our traders. 
From the strategic standpoint, Vietnam 
forms a formidable bastion against the ad
vance of communism-an advance which we 
believe will, if unchecked, enslave the whole 
world. To deny that we are motivated by 
strategic considerations is to deny the obvi~ 
ous. 

Self-defense is a universally recognized 
right, and we are sure we are acting only in 
self-defense when we set up barriers, in Viet
nam or elsewhere, against communism. We 
believe we are helping you as well as our
selves. • • • 

4. We do not see Ngo-Dinh-Diem as our 
puppet, but as our partner. We regard him as 
a · loyal friend and a worthy ally, the free 
leader of a free people to whom we gladly 
lend a helping hand without requiring knee
bending obedience to our desires 

M. SGT. HENRY AVERILL. 

Your letter is directed to Americans, and I 
have no doubt that you have heard from 
many of them. However, as a Vietnamese 
student in this country I am adding a few 
comments to your questions with the hope 
that you will find them of interest. 

Judging from your picture, I believe that 
you are less than 16 years old. The nature 
of your questions, therefore, leads one to 
con_clude that either you are extremely pre
cocwus or you are not the author of the 
letter. While admitting that conditions of 
hardship and misery such as those prevail
ing in Vietnam for the last 10 years or so 
tend to mature people before their age, I 
find it dim.cult to believe that they could 
accomplish such a miracle on such a young 
mind as yours. 

Naturally, you have the liberty to ask as 
many questions as you like. However, when 
you present falsities as facts with the pos
sible consequence of harming the friendship 
of two nations, you have gone too far. I refer 
to your question 5, which is stated as follows· 

"Do American people know that 95 percent 
Vietnamese people don't like them?" 

I would like to know the methods of re
search you use to come up with such an 
impressive statistical figure. Again, you may 
personally love or hate as many persons as 
you want. But when you authoritatively 
state that 23 million Vietnamese don't like 
Americans without giving any evidence to 
ba~k up your statement, you have ·gone too 
far. 

On the contrary, I believe that Americans 
are well liked in South Vietnam. I know of 
many Americans who have spent several years 
in our country and who are very much im
pressed with the hospitality, love, and friend-
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ship which our people have shown them. 
Moreover, the feelings seems to be mutual 
since many of these Americans would like to 
have stayed longer in our country 1! it were 
possible. 

In your question 4 you ask: 
"Do American people know that Ngo-Dinh

Diem is an American puppet as some of the 
Vietnamese think?" 

Now I would agree with you if you were to 
say that Mr. Tran van Huu or Mr. Nguyen 
van Tam were French puppets. To classify 
Mr. Diem in the same category, however, 
would be unjust and inconceivable. In 
fairness to Mr. Diem, I like to say that the 
outstanding progress achieved by South Viet
nam under his leadership during the last few 
years eloquently speak for themselves. 

I do not intend to go over all your ques
tions, but in general let me tell you this. 
The wheels of history have turned in such a 
way that South Vietnam and the United 
States have a common enemy, 1. e., commu
nism. We as a people know that we cannot 
shake off French colonialism to fall under 
Communist totalitarianism. One is as bad 
as the other. On the other hand, America 
knows that it would not be to her advantage 
to have all of Vietnam under communism. 
That's why both countries join efforts to stop 
communism. 

I hope that you understand now and will 
not seek to destroy this precious friendship 
between the two countries, which is so vital 
to Vietnam at the present time. I hope that 
your letter has not substantially damaged 
th'J existing friendly relations between Amer
ica and Vietnam and that readers of your 
letter will not be misled in thinking that you 
speak for 25 million Vietnamese people. 

NGOC-THU. 

Probably there are other people who can 
answer your letter much better than I. I am 
neither old nor wise, being a high-school 
graduate of average mentality. My answers 
will be of no interest to a statesman or 
scholar. It's just a letter from one young 
lady to another, and I hope you read it. 

When people anywhere are hungry, we 
send them food; when they're cold, we send 
them clothing; when they need a new start, 
we send them money; when they need refuge, 
we take them in. But most important of all, 
we try to be a friend when they need 
one. 

We are not aggressors. We go in to help 
when and where we can. We do all we are 
asked to and when we are no longer needed 
we leave. 

This all sounds rather pompous. I don't 
mean it that way at all. America is not per
fect. Americans are not perfect. We make 
mistakes like everyone else, but it's better to 
try to do right and make a few mistakes 
than to sit back and do nothing and make 
no mistakes at all. 

President Eisenhower is not our Govern
ment. He is representative of our Govern
ment. We are our Government, and we are 
not influenced by anything but our own 
conscience. 

BARBARA MEEK. 

You have asked questions about the prob
lem of colored people and white people living 
together. Let me tell you about the school 
of which I happen_to be principal. We have 
about 70 deaf and hard of hearing children. 
Half · of them are Negroes, the other half 
white. They live together, go to classes to
gether, play together. We have no color 
problem. 

In our school we train young people to be
come teachers of the deaf. In tnis class are 
two young men from India. They are learn
ing so that they can go back to their native 
country and help deaf boys and girls who 
cannot now read and write. All this is done 
without cost to them. Two or three years 

ago we trained a young woman from Vietnam 
who started the first school for the deaf 
there. During the past few weeks we have 
had as visitors, teachers from Australia, 
Africa, Europe, and South America. 

These people come at the expense of our 
Government. Perhaps the critics of our 
country would say that we are merely trying 
to buy friendship, but I can assure you that 
we who meet and work with these visitors 
and students do our best to share with them 
the things that have helped make the deaf 
people of America the most prosperous, best 
educated, and the most free of any in the 
world. 

JOHN A. GOUGH. 

One of the great experiences of my life was 
the chance to participate in the Interna
tional Farm Youth Exchange program-a 
part of our 4-H Club program. This gave me 
the opportunity of learning a lesson in 
understanding firsthand. 

As an IFYE, I lived for 6 months in the 
Philippines-not to study in their schools or 
live in their cities but to go into the rural 
areas and live and associate with the farm 
families and the people there. Grassroot am
bassadors, we are called. My trip home took 
me to the shores of your land and I spent 
3 days in Saigon. As a farm girl in Utah, I 
never dreamed I would have the opportunity 
to visit other lands. 

Have you ever been to the Philippine 
Islands? The Philippines are certainly evi
dence that the American Government does 
not want to assimilate all the countries liv
ing under its help. The Philippines are also 
evidence that we want all people to enjoy 
the same freedom we enjoy. 

Perhaps you have studied about the 
Philippines in your history classes. If you 
have, you will remember that the Philip
pines were a possession of the United States 
for nearly 50 years. They wanted to be in
dependent-to have their freedom. Knowing 
that they desired freedom, we helped them 
establish e. government of their own and 
then we gave them their independence in 
1946. -

The Philippines no longer belong to the 
United States. They are free and independ
ent-a separate country. They govern them
selves. They are our friends, but they are 
not bound to us. 

When I was in your land I did not feel 
that your people were unfriendly. The time 
I spent there was most enjoyable. Life in 
your country is like life in my country in 
many ways-people are much more alike 
than they are different. 

We have not solved all of the problems 
that arise in our country. Sometimes things 
happen that we are not proud of-and often 
these are the ones that get the most pub
licity. 

The college at Price, Utah, that I attended 
for 2 years had students of many national
ities and races. All of the students partici
pated in student-body activities. A Negro 
boy, Japanese students, Greeks, Italians, 
Mexicans all held offices in the student body 
and classes. There was never any feeling of 
animosity-no feeling of racial prejudice. 

You e.nd other people never hear about 
this kind of situation. You hear only of 
the few cases where there is trouble, because 
that is sensational and makes news head
lines. Probably you never h~ar about an 
average American or an average family. This 
is one reason why I should like to talk to 
yo~ and give you the opportunity to meet 
some average American families. It is also 
one reason why I was interested in taking 
time out of my studies to go to the Far East 
to live with rural families. 

RUTH E. BRASHER. 

We are ninth graders in a civics class at 
Western Junior High School near Washing
ton D. c. We are very interested in your 

letter and we would like to reply to the 
best of our ability. 

In answer to your first question, it is our 
opinion that the United States Government 
is helping Vietnam for the mutual benefit 
of our two countries. Our greatest aim is to 
promote world peace e.nd freedom. 

The intention of the United States is to 
aid other countries in building and main
taining strong and independent govern
ments, not to assimilate them. A good ex
ample of this policy has been our treatment 
of the Philippines. Mutual respect and good 
will now exist between the people of the 
United States and of the Philippines. 

The Americans who are in Vietnam are 
there in the interests of your people, not to 
hinder but to help them. It is their purpose 
to assist you in your resistance to commu
nism. No one knows how long some Amer
icans will be in Vietnam, but they will most 
likely remain as long as they · can be of serv
ice to you. 

We, as young Americans, are honestly sur
prised by your statement that so large a 
majority of your people dislike us. We are 
very concerneq about this attitude, for we 
earnestly desire your friendship. 

We are certain the Ngo Dinh Diem is not 
a puppet of the United States. We regard 
him as a most outstanding man, dedicated 
to his country's welfare. 

Regarding your question about "Black 
Americans" and "White Americans," we can 
understand your doubts as to the equality 
of races in our country as a result of the 
incident at Little Rock last fall. However, 
this tragedy does not give a complete picture 
of the situation throughout the United 
States. The majority of our schools have 
been successfully integrated. At Western, 
people of all races and nationalities attend 
our school, and all are accepted on an equal 
basis. 

Everyone has the opportunity to be elected 
to school offices, play on athletic teams, at
tend our school social affairs, and enjoy the 
responsibility and privileges of high-school 
life. 

The President of the United States is 
elected by the people and, ·therefore, is di
rectly responsible to all the people. 

Our Government is organized in such a 
way that no man may gain dictatorial con
trol. General Motors, General Electric and 
other companies are composed of many mil
lions of Americans. The President must con
sider the opinions of such a large number 
of citizens, and at the same time he must 
also consider the thousands of other indus
tries, large and small, as well as labor unions, 
religious organizations and community prob
lems. 

We fully recognize the great scientific ad
vances made by the U. S. S. R. However, 
we are also aware of the means which were 
used to achieve these ends. Please consider 
the many other fields of science in which the 
Free World has excelled. Among our ad
vances have been the first atomic subma
rine, Nautilus, the development of the great 
Salk vaccine which is already saving many 
lives, and our reasearch on cancer, heart dis
eases and tuberculosis. 

There is no comparison between the es
teem with which we regard our President 
and the popularity of Hollywood stars. 

We appreciate the cultural accomplish
ments of all nations, but we do not compare 
national leaders with athletes and enter
tainers. 

We hope our replies to your questions have 
enabled you to gain a better understanding 
of our country and our way of life. 

(The Ninth Grade Civics Class, Western 
Junior High School-31 signatures). 

I am an American college student, and I· 
was very interested and shocked by some o! 
your questions • • • 
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After the Spanish-American War, the 

United States received the Philippines ~nd 
made Cuba a protectorate. In CUba, yellow 
fever was stamped out by the work of two 
American doctors, Reed and Gorgas. We 
soon left Cuba • • • 

I have not had to ask the Government for 
permission to write this letter and would 
not live in a country where I did. 

KENNETH S. BEALL, Jr. 

I am an American housewife who has lived 
in five other countries in the past 15 years. 
Your letter could have come from the people 
of anyone of those five countries where I have 
been. So you are not alone in your bewil
derment. But you are unique in searching 
for the answer, and in going to the source for 
the information. 

I am sorry to say that I am not qualified 
to answer all of your questions. You will 
get the answers to those from other letters. 
But I do have some ideas on some of the 
questions that perhaps will be of help to 
you • • • 

8. One of the saddest periods in the his
tory of our country was _the Civil War. No 
war is more vicious than a civil war, and 
none leaves so many scars. The Negro peo
ple, through no fault of ther own, were 
caught in the middle of this most terrible 
war, and to many people they are , still a 
constant reminder of the tragedy. 

Inconsistent, unfair, illogical? Of course 
it is. But if all peoples in this world thought 
logically all of the time, there would be no 
problems. 

Prejudice, like weeds, takes a long time to 
kill off. The affair at Little Rock was indeed 
most shameful, and many, many of us feel 
that shame. In this letter, I can't point 
out to you how much progress has been made 
in this matter. But the situation is steadily 
improving. 

These improvements unfortunately do not 
make headlines, while one isolated incident 
like Little Rock does. 'J nere have been other 
smaller incidents, but they are just that-
incidents. This will take a long time, for 
people tend to hang on to their prejudices 
like grim death. Think now. Aren't there 
some prejudices n your own country? 

9. What do Americans think about the 
Russian manmade moon and 150 atomic sub
marines? Many think just as you do, that 
we are mortified and shamed before the 
world. But why? Must America always be 
tlrst? Are we the only nation with brains? 
We are feared and criticized because so often 
we are first. But why should you feel that 
we should be mortified? Honestly, isn't it 
more a feeling of gloating that this giant, 
even this monster (in the eyes of many), has 
at last shown a weak spot? Perhaps you 
personally don't feel this ·way, but isn't this 
the general feeling? • • • 

11. In Hollywood, their business is to make 
movies, and then to sell them. They must 
make us want to see their movies. So they 
spend large sums of money in advertising. 
The American Government is far too busy, 
and has too many other uses for the money, 
to indulge in a popularity contest. Most of 
us do not know offhand the name of the 
President of Italy, but we have all heard of 
Sophia Loren. This is true in many coun- . 
tries. 

Mrs. WELDON LITSEY. 

I am a boy 18 years old. I read your letter 
in the paper and it interested me because of 
your curiosity to find out from the American 
people the answers to your questions. • • • 

3. My country is not an aggressive coun
try and is not crazy for land or power. I am 
very sure that when my Government feels 
that your country can stand on its own two 
feet and no longer needs our help, we will 
leave your country to govern Jtself. • • • 

11. This is an example of American de
mocracy. A person unknown can rise to be-

come one of the best loved and best known 
people in the world and have a chance to 
make something of himself. This is not only 
true in the theatrical world but also in sci
ence and politics. 

LANNY LIEN. 

I am foreign born. I came to America in 
1949, which was my first contact with this 
country. I became an American citizen in 
1954. I believe, therefore, that I observed 
the American people with an unprejudiced 
and uninhibited mind and that my answers 
to your questions might interest you. 

1. The American Government has no funds 
of its own for helping Vietnam as it helps 
many other nations. The money comes 
from the pockets of the American citizens, 
who pay the heaviest taxes in the world. 
These taxes can be neither levied nor spent 
by the Government without a specific and 
itemized permission of those who pay .them
that is, the American people, expressed 
through their elected representatives to the 
Congress. In particular, the people's repre
sen t a ti ves give their permission to spend 
money to assist various foreign countries, 
such as Vietnam, and decide how much 
money will be spent for that purpose. 

The reasons for the American help to other 
countries are, of course, mixed. It is a fact 
that the American people feel friendly in
deed toward any nation wanting to assure 
its independence and the welfare of its 
people and to protect its freedom and integ
rity. And they are friendly toward individ
.ual foreigners as well. 

But they also think that it is in the 
American interest to help other nations of 
the Free World to raise their standards of 
living, develop education, improve health 
conditions, offer a better existence to large 
numbers and acquire or preserve their free
dom and national sovereignty, because they 
believe that freedom, peace and well-being 
are indivisible for all the nations of the 
Free World and must be secured, defendtd 
and shared in common. 

In that sense, undoubtedly, the Americans 
feel that they have an interest in helping 
Vietnam. However, I doubt that this in
terest would have been recognized by the 
Americans were they not of a basically 
friendly and neighborly disposition. More
over, this is not a kind of selfish and merce
nary interest which should either reflect on 
the honorability and sincerity of the Ameri
can intentions or cause the Vietnamese to 
resent American help. 

Besides, while I understand your concern 
about the intentions of the American people 
in helping other countries, I wonder whether 
you should not at the same time, and per
haps in the first place, consider the effects 
of this help: Does it contribute to develop 
the ·education of the people of Vietnam, to 
build better and more numerous hospitals 
and schools, to provide for a better care for 
children, for the sick and disabled, to make 
more goods available to more people, improve 
the methods of agricultural and industrial 
production? 

Or else, would the Vietnamese be better 
off without the American help? For, you 
see, the American taxpayer is not so over
happy to give out his hard-earned money; 
and 1! it were proven that Vietnam does not 
profit from his help, he would rather keep it 
than waste it. 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR. 

I am a 16-year-old exchange student from 
Austria, spending 1 year in the United States 
for studying and learning about American 
people and their way of living. 

Dear Le-My, you will think I have praised 
Americans so much, and maybe you even 
will not believe what I said. But I really 
tried to be honest. 

My opinion about Americans 1s that they 
want to love people of other nations and to 

be loved by them. Everybody has his faults 
and everybody makes mistakes, but to have 
the good will to try as hard as one can to be 
tolerant and unselfish; to do the best for 
the family, the state, the nation, and the 
whole world is the difficult thing and every
body wants to reach this, in many different 
ways and with many different ideas. 

GERDA KROIS. 

I am a young housewife who finished col
lege last June, so I am not much older than 
you. I am hardly an authority on govern
ment, even my own, but perhaps my opinions 
will interest you. 

I think of Vietnamese as people, just like 
anyone, with ideas and behavior, likes and 
dislikes, just like the many different people 
I know here. But I know there are plenty 
of people who look down on anyone who isn •t 
just the same as themselves. There are peo
ple like that among your own acquaintances 
also, I expect, just as there are probably 
people who think as I do. 

James Dean was in business to make money 
for himself and his employees, whereas Mr. 
Eisenhower is not. Hollywood is definitely 
big business, and big business knows that 
the best way to sell a product is to make 
you and me want to buy it. They spend 
unbelievable amounts of time and money 
bringing the product to our attention and 
making it look good. 

Many people say that politicians and gov
ernments should use the same technique 
to make themselves popular. But I am not 
so sure. I believe that people should be al
lowed to think for themselves about their 
government and their leaders. This can only 
be done by people finding out the truth. 
No man, and no government, is an good and 
no bad. 

Mrs. MARGARET C. ScHOENE. 

3. Will Americans go home soon or will 
they stay in Vietnam for a hundred years? 

This question hits home, in a manner of 
speaking. It made me feel unwanted and 
disrespected. I am a serviceman and have 
been in many countries throughout the 
world. I am proud to say that I have done 
nothing to cause shame or disrespect upon 
my country of the uniform I wear. 

An American serviceman has faults that 
are easily seen by the people of other lands. 
He is boastful, wild, and, in many instances, 
inconsiderate. There are numerous reasons 
for this type of behavior. He is also the 
first to give his bread to the hungry. 

As to your original question, I don't have 
the slightest idea as to when the Americans 
will leave Vietnam. That is a subject which 
our combined Governments must decide. 

4. Do American people know that Ngo 
Dinh Diem is an American puppet as some of 
the Vietnamese think? 

The American people are made up of many 
.nationalities. our· forefathers came to the 
United States seeking freedom. They fought 
for this freedom; many died for it. The prin
ciples and ideals of our forefathers are 
realized and practiced today. 

We cannot visualize or accept any nation 
or leader as a puppet to us. If a nation is 
down, we will pick her up; if she cannot 
stand by herself, we will hold her up until she 
can stand. We will walk beside her and 
surely not hang on to burden her. We want 
friends, not slaves. 

T/Sgt. NORMAN VAN RYE. 

The Greek people wlll always be very grate
ful to the United States for the help without 
which they could not keep their independ
ence. 

What has the American Government asked 
as repayment? A commercial market for its 
products? No. 

Did it ask military support against Russia? 
No. 
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What, then? You would. be surprised, my 

dear young lady, when I tell you-nothing 
at all. 

The American Government stlll helps 
Greece financially. The money that the 
Greek Government receives comes from the 
pockets of the American people. .But still 
Greece has never been asked to do a thing 
against her independence and the inde
pendent opinion of the Greek Government 
and the Greek people. 

Rev. DEMETRIUS HELIOPOULOS, 

Your letter requires the consideration of all 
Americans. It has helped many of us, I am 
sure, to clarify our thinking about our rela
·tionship with the people of Vietnam. 
. · As an American housewife, I would like to 
know more about the Vietnamese people; 
possibly I can help you to know more about 
us. Unfortunately, Americans are not al
ways well informed about other peoples, even 
those whom their Government assists. We 
do not share uniform views and are certainly 
not equally aware of your country's plight. 

At most, we understand only vaguely the 
pressures which you are experiencing, and 
your letter therefore has been helpful to us 
and we appreciate the opportunity which it 
.affords us to help you to reevaluate your 
impressions of us. 

When you say "living under the help" of 
our country, you imply that this assistance 
dominates you and perhaps it is that feeling 
which offends you; this would be especially 
true if you do fear assimilation. 

As an American who believes in our giv
ing aid to Vietnam, I would describe our 
motivations as friendly. I do not feel 
that your country offers important markets 
for our commerce and industry. Surely, if 
all of our efforts are predicated on material 
gain, many of the Communist-dominated 
states would be far more lucrative markets. 

Nor do I believe that we are using Viet
nam to stop communism. Most well-in
formed Americans regard that form of politi
cal domination as destructive of the dignity 
of man and thus oppose it in principle 
everywhere. A basic concept of democratic 
government is that the people should be 
autonomous. Intercession in the affairs of 
government of another people, therefore, 
must only b~ temporary and in this instance 
is motivated by the belief, supported_ by 
much historical and current evidence, that a 
Communist form of government will de
prive the Vietnamese people permanently 
of such freedom. I feel confident that when 
the strife within your country has abated 
the Americans will go home. 

President Eisenhower is a political leader; 
James Dean was an actor with tremendous 
emotional appeal. There is no way to evalu
ate a comparison of their popularity with 
your people, or with ours for that matter. 
However, it may be noted that in countries. 
where control is very rigid, no one, actor 
or other, can attain such popularity and 
recognition as would shadow its political 
leader. A. J. Y. 

I was looking through the paper this 
morning when I happened to see your letter. 
I am 15 and in my sophomore year at high 
school. 

The Americans will stay in your country 
only to protect it. If you value any sort of 
personal dignity, you should not mind hav
ing them there. Since my father is in the 
Army and now serving in the Orient, I know 
that the Americans do not want to stay in 
foreign countries any longer than they are 
needed. We send our men overseas so that 
your country can be protected long enough 
to be able to stand on its own two feet~ 

Our President is influenced o~ly by the 
wishes of the people and his personal con
cern for our welfare. The companies you 
mentioned are very important in the United 

States but do not influence the acti.ons and 
decisions of Mr. Eisenhower. 

The greater number of white 'Americans 
do get along with the black Americans, as 
you put it. All my life I have grown up and 
gone to school with Negroes and have no 
prejudices or dislikes toward them. The 
people who still dislike and mistreat the 
colored people are either of the older genera. 
tion or have grown up within prejudicial 
surroundings. These people we can only 
pity. 

Because no person or no thing is perfect, 
we have to accept the bad along with the 
good. So we have to trust to time to help us 
iron out our difficulties. 

JANE FLINN. 

Your questions regarding the Little R-Ock 
incident and the racial problem in our 
country are worthy of serious thought. To 
most thinking Americans, the Little Rock 
affair is deplorable. We realize that it has 
hurt our prestige abroad and we are ashamed 
of that proportion of Americans who have 
been raised on racial prejudice. 

In their defense, we must admit that they 
think they are right. Thinking one is right 
does not make one right, but it does explain 
one's actions to some extent. These people 
will in time come to realize that they are 
wrong; and if not they, then their children 
will change. 

Prejudices &re not easily laid aside, as you 
must realize, else why would your people dis
like us without knowing us? If you lived in 
our country you would know that there are 
many cities completely opposite to Little 
Rock--cities where all races go to school to
gether in friendship. In the school my own 
daughter attends are girls from all over the 
world, girls froin various countries of Europe, 
Africa, Asia, and South America. They are 
all friends and never think of each other in 
racial terms but rather in terms of charac
ter of the individual. 

Lastly in connection with the racial prob
lem, let me say that I wish you could know 
the majority of our people about whom 
headlines are never written. We are the 
people. We live quietly and enjoy our homes, 
families and friends; we don't hate anyone 
and we want to be liked by all. We will see 
this thing through in our own way and in 
our own time. 

ELEANOR CRAUN. 

As a citizen of Turkey, a country which 
along with yours receives yearly American 
military and economic aid (awarded by a 
suspicious and highly undecided United 
States Congress), I perhaps understand bet
ter than most Washingtonians your be
wilderment so guilelessly expressed in your 
letter. 

Americans may not have turned out to be 
what some of the younger people in your 
country and mine imagined them to be, but 
following your questions I cannot help feel
ing that you have some of the issues mixed 
up. This, of course, is the privilege of any 
young man and woman living in a free and 
democratic country. By the same token, I 
would like to be able to tell you where I feel 
certain issues were confused. 

To begin with, you must not feel that you 
live under American aid. No country can 
live under aid from another country; if it 
does it has ceased being a country. Amer
ican aid is not designed for that anyway. If 
you believe in Vietnam, you should be sure 
that there shall be a Vietnam, with or with
out American aid. 

Foreign aid, no matter how large, will not 
hold together a country which has no other 
reason for being. Once you start feeling in 
your country that you can take American aid 
or leave lt alone, you will stop having presi
dents you think are Amercari puppets and 
you wm also start liking Americans. You 

will stop wondering if they will be in Viet
nam for a hundred years. Because you will 
know that what makes Vietnam what it is 
are the Vietnamese and not American for
eign market or strategic needs. I am sure 
that most Americans will want you to feel 
that way. 
· For instance, we do not mind in Turkey 
the thousands of American families who 
have moved in since 1945. Some we like and 
others we ~islike. To us they are just folks, 
.and we believe they will behave right if we 
treat them right. We know and they know 
they are in Turkey. We are not worried as to 
how long they. will stay. In fact, it makes 
us feel good to see them moving about as 
long as the threat of Communist invasion 
from the north persists . 

We like to tell Americans that we feel they 
are our friends because they believe like we 
do that the poeple of a country should be 
free to elect the government they feel is best 
and organize their lives in a manner they 
consider is best. We do not like the Commu
nists because they want to tell us who should 
lead us, how and where. 
· You must not also, Miss Le-My, be shocked 
in case American businessmen try to influ
ence the President toward gainful but un
idealistic ends. Businessmen •s high ideals 
"Rre o:rily measured in terms of profit, the 
world ovel,'. However, they are not the only 
people in America and their boundless en
thusiasm is curbed more often than not by 
opposing forces--and there I think lies the 
beauty of an efficient democracy; for it can 
make a great public benefactor out of a howl
ing egotist, because it remains sensitive to 
changing human values and their impact on 
society. 

A final point: I hope that the poeple of 
Vietnam realize that by s.ccepting American 
aid they accept America as it is--good or bad. 
They realize that it is a collection of widely 
different individuals whose various ideals 
clash all the time but who nevertheless stand 
united to keep the U.S. A. going because they 
feel it is the only setup that will tolerate 
them and their way of life. This is the way 
things are on both sides of the fence. I hope 
you like it, because in a general way you are 
part of it. 

We in Turkey think we understand this. 
We realize that neither America nor the 
Americans are perfect. They have, for in
stance, race problems that we do not under
stand-problems whose origins go into dark 
corners of American history and which are 
further complicated by deep atavistic feel
-ings. We sympathize both with the Negroes 
and the white. This is a complex matter 
which is becoming increasingly difficult for 
all concerned-whether one is a top-dog or 
under. 

ZEYATKROM. 

I have just seen your letter in the Wash
ington Post. It does not say how old you 
are, but I think it is a very intelligent letter. 

Because I am 10 years old, I do not think 
I can answer all of your questions, but I do 
want to try to answer a couple of them. 

You asked if Americans know that the 
Vietnamese don't like them. I did not 
know it, and I am very sorry to hear it. 
While not all Americans are perfect, or any
where near perfect, there are many nice peo
ple in this country and I am sure you would 
like us if you came here. 

You asked about the trouble at Little 
Rock. Have the people of your country ever 
done anything that you were ashamed of? 
Many Americans are very ashamed of what 
happened at Little Rock, and most Ameri
cans would never do such a thing. We cer
tainly do not treat colored people as slaves, 
and the colored girls at my school are just 
the same as I--except one girl In my class 
who Is almost always getting A's, which is 
not quite the same as I. 
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As for what we think about Vietnamese 

people: I only know one lady from Vietnam, 
and I think she is very sweet. She is very 
tiny and very pretty. She always wears the 
dresses of her country and I think they are 
beautiful. 

As for what we think of all people, it de
pends on the person. If they are nice, we 
like them very much, and if they are not so 
nice, we don't care for them. Mostly we are 
very friendly. 

I hope you will come to· visit here some
day, and I hope I will get to visit your coun
try, too. 

KAREN VINER. 

I am replying to your questions not be
cause you asked them, but because I think 
many of them are questions being asked by 
people not only in Asia, but in other parts 
of the world. I feel these are questions which 
thoughtful and reasonably informed Ameri
cans should put to themselves and attempt 
to formulate honest answers. 

1. It would be naive to suppose that gov
ernments normally extend aid to other coun
tries, except perhaps in cases of great emer
gency such as a natural disaster, for reasons 
other than what they conceive to be in. their 
own interest. Here one must draw a dis
tinction, I believe, between governments and 
peoples. 

I have lived in many countries outside the 
United States, but I have not yet been in 
one where the people responded as gener
ously as do those in the United States to 
appeals to help others in their misfortunes. 
Governments are another matter. It is their 
business to protect the national interest, and 
the American Government is no exception. 

With regard to the motivation for Ameri
can aid to Vietnam, I believe that your sec
ond suggestion comes closer to the truth 
than the first, but I doubt that many Ameri
cans would expect to use Vietnam to stop 
communism. 

Americans fear communism-perhaps un
duly so; but rightly or wrongly, they fear it. 
They consider communism to be a philosophy 
and a form of government which is repug
nant to everything they admire and hold 
dear. They have seen the manner in which 
countries which have been brought under 
the yoke of Moscow have been deprived of 
their liberties and reduced to the status of 
dependents. They are resolved that this shall 
not happen to them, and they are prepared 
to extend substantial assistance · to other 
weaker countries which likewise show d~
termination to resist the Communist menace. 
Surely this is the basic motivation in Ameri
can aid to Vietnam. 

FRANCIS B. STEVENS. 

I am a young American girl and was very 
Interested to read your letter. The questions 
you ask need answering if one is ever to 
understand the United States. 

The United States sends help to other 
nations because it wishes to protect itself 
and its allies from the spread of communism. 
·America believes in what President Wilson 
once called self-determination, that is, that 
nations and people should choose their own 
governments and rulers. Because Commu
nists want to rule others by force, as in Hun
gary, America supports its belief in self
determination· by helping countries build 
strong defenses against communism. Amer
ica does not want to assimilate the countries 
that accept its help, for that would be de
feating the very principle we wish to protect. 

Vietnamese want the Americans to go 
home, and Americans in Vietnam some
times want very much to go home them
selves. It is the threat to your country 
and mine that keeps them there. Perhaps 
it will take 10 years or 20, but our genera
tion will accomplish the hopes of both 
countries. 

America is a very large Nation, larger than 
Vietnam and many countries that surround 
it. But the people of America are no bigger 
or more important than the people of Viet
nam or any nation. All people have faults, 
and in a nation of 175 million people it is 
impossible that we could have no unthink
ing people. Those people were the cause 
of the Little Rock incident you asked about. 

I am a white American and my school 
has many Negro students. They are friendly 
and intelligent people. Their clothes are 
good quality and their homes are well fur
nished. In Washington, Negro and white 
students have attended school' together for 
4 years, and we have never had soldiers 
near our schools. Little Rock was a terrible 
thing for America, but it was world news 
because it seldom happens. If it were typ
ical of America, no one would bother to read 
about it. 

JUDITH ECKERSON. 

I am an ordinary American citizen. I 
happen to work for a labor union. In my 
job, I learn a lot about how other ordi
nary Americans think and feel; what they 
fear and don't understand, and what they 
dream about and aspire toward. I thought 
that you might be interested in my view
point on your questions. 

So far as question seven is concerned, 
I'd have to guess at it. My guess is that 
President Eisenhower, as a person, is prob
ably not influenced by the big capitalists you 
mention. However, it seems to a great many 
of American working people that the politi
cal party to which the President happens to 
belong does reflect the philosophy of the big 
capitalists and to that degree, and in that 
sense, the party is influenced. 

However, there is really nothing wrong 
with the ideas of capitalism-so long as al
ternate ideas are allowed to exist and ac
tively compete in the marketplace of ideas. 
Tom Jefferson, who wrote our Declaration of 
Independence, once said that "even if there 
be some among us who would change our 
Republican form (of government), let them 
stand as monuments of the safety with 
which error of opinion may be tolerated so 
long as reason is free to combat it." 

Some people in our recent American his
tory have forgotten that principle. But 
most of us, I think (and hope), still hold 
fast to this principle. Don't worry about 
the power of big capitalists to influence the 
President. Other people and groups are 
equally capable of influencing good govern
ment. 

On questions 9 and 10, we are proud of the 
scientific achievement of the Russians in 
their man-made moon projects. We are mor
tified that the Russians got theirs up first, 
and with such a magnificent product. But 
that's partly because we are a bunch of people 
who like to compete and take our competition 
seriously. 

Actually, though, the sad thing about the 
American reaction to the sputniks was that 
it showed that we didn't think anyone else 
could be better than we are-in anything. 
I suppose that we have a failing in this re
gard. We tend to look at ourselves with a 
lot of pride. 

Because we have free institutions, and 
plenty of opportunity to do almost anything 
we set our hearts on, we have enormous con
fidence in ourselves and what we can do. 
The way most of the people I know feel about 
the sputniks is simply that we were beat to 
the deadline-but, as you probably know by 
now, we have gotten our own first man-made 
moon up, and are working on plenty of 
others. 

I happen to have worked some time ago 
on the early development of some of the stuff 
which was later used in the earth satellite 
program. I know for a certainty that we 
weren't depending on any spy information in 
order to develop our engineering for our 

rockets and other accessory equipment. The 
only thing we were worried about, if any
thing, was that maybe the Russians might be 
able to get our plans and use them. Of 
course, each country has competent scien
tists, and you can't keep a natural law a 
secret from anyone--for long, that its. 

I don't know anything about Russia's 
150 atomic submarines. We've had atomic 
subs for some time. The only reason that 1 
know that we don't have 150 of our own is 
that it costs a lot of money, and we citizens 
tend to keep a tight grip on the national 
pocketbook. If we had a dictatorship in this 
country, which could do as it pleased with 
the National Treasury, we'd probably have 
beat the Russians into space and would prob
ably have 500 atom subs, if we wanted to. 
But, thank God, we don't have a dictatorship 
here yet. 

HAROLD BARRETT, Jr. 

This American did not know that 95 per
cent of the Vietnamese do not like us. I am 
sorry to hear it. However, it is not sur
prising. You see, tact is not one of our 
great national characteristics. We feel 
open-hearted. Many civilizations are more 
subtle than we are and they cannot believe 
that we are without ulterior motives in try
ing to help . 

You know, it is much more difficult to 
receive aid than it is .to be gracious in giv
ing. My country has yet to learn how to 
proffer its gifts graciously. Until we learn 
to do this and to convince the people of 
the other countries that we truly don't want 
anything in return for our help (except that 
they in turn will help others) , then we 
cannot be hurt if that help is accepted or 
rejected ungraciously. 

I am grateful to the Russian moons, be
cause we have been forced to examine criti
cally our educational system. We have 
found it needs improvement and we will be
gin to give the educators the public support 
they need to start that improvement. 

In closing, I would like to thank you for 
your thought-provoking questions. -1 am 
grateful for the opportunity to sit down and 
think about them. I am a woman in my 
middle thirties with six children. It is my 
sincere hope that they wlll grow up with the 
same open mind and inquiring spirit that 
you have. God bless you and yours. 

JEANNE K. ANDRIOT. 

AGRICULTURAL NEW FRONTIERS IN 
RESEARCH 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I should 
like to comment on those parts of an 
editorial which appeared in the Minne
apolis Star, of March 5, 1958, which I 
think ate vital to an understanding of 
the farmer's dilemma today. 

The remarks from an address I de
livered in Austin, Minn., to the Minne
sota-Iowa Swine Institute, are pertinent, 
I believe, to the excellent questions raised 
in the editorial: 

At Austin, I observed that it was ironic 
today that achievement in production 
has worked against our farmers. The 
farmer of today has advanced faster in 
the expansion of production than has 
any other phase of our national econ
omy. Industry has increased its produc
tion by about 3.2 percent a year during 
the past 10 years. Agriculture has ad
vanced 6 percent a year. In terms of 
total productive output, agricultural pro
duction is 60 percent higher than it was 
10 years ago. 

Even though the farmer may agree to 
curtailment of his production at present, 
there remains the problem of surplus 
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products. At Austin, I again stressed 
the need for new frontiers in research to 
find uses for surplus products. 

The Congress must enact legislation to 
establish a sweeping program of research 
into industrial uses of agricultural products. 

We have research facilities, both pri
vate and public, that can go into the 
problems of finding new uses for our 
present surpluses. I have cosponsored a 
bill <S. 2306) to accomplish exactly that 
result. 

We have land-grant colleges, univer
sities, and the extension services, which 
are willing and capable to investigate 
and to look into the new frontiers of 
agricultural research. · 

My purpose in inviting attention to the 
excellent editorial in the Minneapolis 
Star is to bring again to the attention 
of Members of Congress the research 
facilities which I think can do much to 
reduce present surplus products and solve 
the growtng problem of the farmer's 
productive capacity. 

I ask unanimous consent to have the 
editorial printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the editorial 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

WHERE GoES FARMING? 

The Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce 
concluded another successful farm forum on 
Tuesday with a panel which had as its 
theme: "Where do we go from here?" No 
very clear answer to the question was forth
coming but at least there were some pretty 
clear definitions of the problems involved in 
production con trois. 

There seemed to be agreement that pro
duction of farm commodities could be con
trolled, and surpluses thereby avoided, if 
farmers would submit to the necessary 
disciplines. Whether the controls were 
regulated by the Government or by farmer 
organizations, proper · cooperation could 
make them effective and the price-depressing 
surpluses would disappear. 

But a farmer pointed out, most farmers 
don"j want stringent controls. Secretary 
Benson has said much the same thing. He 
lays great stress on the farmer's freedom to 
run his own business. Probably what most 
farmers would like would be plenty of free
dom to produce as they liked and still to 
have a price guaranty which would return 
them their costs and a reasonable profit. 
Benson and many others say that isn't 
possible. 

So what seems likely, in the view of a Sen
ate committee, are production controls on 
the old basis of partial compliance. Farmers 
at the farm forum indicated that these 
should be applied on a volume basis rather 
than an acreage basis. Acreage allotments 
fail because farmers can intensify attention 
on their allotted acres and raise as much 
of a particular crop as they formerly did on 
the whole farm. And the acres taken out of 
one crop are planted to something else to 
add to the surplus. 

And there you get back to the question of 
how much regulation farmers Will accept. 
Some, recognizing the entire problem, will 
go along. Others, cherishing thejr right to 
make their own decisions, will object. If 
you attend many farm meetings you soon 
learn that there is no more unanimity on 
farm problem solutions among farmers than 
there is among Congressmen. 

TEXAS LOSES A JOURNALISTIC 
G!ANT, WARD MAYBORN 

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr . . President, 
Saturday, March 1, 1958, was a day of 

great loss to the people of Texas who 
have been fighting for honest and able 
government in Texas. On that day 
Ward C. Maybom, publisher of the Shet .. 
man <Tex.) Democrat, died. His passing 
ended one of the great journalistic ca
reers of this Nation, and left a void in 
Texas publication leadership that never 
will be completely filled. 

In a few minutes, Mr. President, I 
shall ask permission to have printed in 
the RECORD a dozen news stories and 
editorials on the interesting and inspir
ing life of this journalistic giant. These 
stories are immediately touching, and, 
in part, almost incredible. I have se
lected these accounts from many pub
lished across the Nation. Mr. Mayborn 
was a newsman of the old school, a cou
rageous arid champion fighter for free
dom of the press. 

Few men are in a better position than 
I to know how well Mr. May born kept 
his publications unfettered and un
afraid of that vast army of moneyed 
power which today dictates the policy of 
so many news publications. He and his 
son Frank Mayborn, editor and pub
lisher of the Temple Telegram, have 
given unswervingly honest reports of my 
position on public issues. At one point 
the two Mayborn newspapers, the Sher
man Democrat and the Temple Tele
gram, were two of the finest dailies in 
Texas which supported me in my fight 
to restore honesty in government in 
Texas; the other 120 daily papers in my 
State were on the side of the old ma
chine. 

Ward Maybom, like all great and 
thinking men, was an individualist. He 
and I did not always agree on all po
litical questions. But my views, a8 well 
as his, were always fairly presented in 
his newspaper. I believe there can be 
no greater tribute than this to his great 
belief in, and practice of, real freedom 
of the press. 

This Nation has lost a journalistic 
giant. Time will not permit me to be
gin to cover even the high points of the 
life of Mr. Mayborn in this statement. 
But a selection of the news stories and 
editorials published at time of his death 
disclose many inspiring activities of 
Ward C. Maybom. 

The following are a few highlights in 
his life: 

Born in Ohio on a farm in 1879. He 
was always proud of his farm back
ground. 

Nineteen hundred and six, founded 
Evansville <Ind.) Press. 

Nineteen hundred and nine, managed 
Denver Express. 

Nineteen hundred and eleven, man
aged Memphis Press. 

Nineteen hundred and nineteen, man
aged Dallas <Tex.) Dispatch and Houston 
Press. 

Nineteen hundred and twenty-nine, 
bought Temple <Tex.) Telegram. 

Nineteen hundred and thirty, became 
publisher of Baltimore News-American. 

Nineteen hundred and forty-one, went 
to Chicago to help found the Chicago Sun 
for Marshall Field. 

Nineteen hundred and forty-five, came 
back to Texas to stay. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con .. 
sent to have printed in the RECORD cer-

tain editorials and news articles from 
the following publications: 

From the New York Times, March 2, 
1958, Ward C. Mayborn, Dead; from the 
Sunday, March 2, 1958, Sherman Demo .. 
crat, Ward Mayborn, Publisher of Demo
crat, Dies; from the March 3, 1958, Sher
man Democrat, Last Rites Held for Pub
lisher, God Bless You, Ward, and Many 
Pay Tribute to Memory of Publisher 
Ward Mayborn; from the Sherman 
Democrat, March 5, 1958, Newsmen, City 
Council Praise Publisher Ward C. May
born. 

From the Sunday, March 3, Temple 
Daily Telegram, Nationally Noted Pub
lisher Ward c. Mayborn, 78, Dies. 

From the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 
March 4, 1958, Ward C. Mayborn; from 
the Dall~s Morning News, March 3, 1958, 
Progressive Publisher; and from the 
Houston Press, March 6, 1958, Ward c. 
May born. 

There being no objection, the edito
rials and articles were ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 
[From the New York Times of March 2, 1958] 
WARD C. MAYBORN, PUBLISHER, DEAD-OFFICIAL 

OF TEXAS PAPERS SERVED SCRIPPS CHAIN
SOUGHT MERGED PLANTS 

SHERMAN, TEx., March L-Ward c. May
born, who helped to establish and direct the 
operations of more than a dozen newspapers 
throughout the Nation, died today at the age 
of 78. 

Mr. Mayborn, publisher of the Sherman 
Democrat since 1945, had been ill for more 
than a year. He had been in a hospital here 
since last June. 

Starting his career at 18 with the Cleveland 
Press, Mr. Mayborn was for 30 years with the 
E. W. Scripps newspapers, now Scripps
Howard. He was former advertising man
ager of the Akron (Ohio) Democrat and 
with F. R. Peter founded the Evansville 
(Ind.) Press. 

Successively thereafter Mr. Mayborn was 
business manager of the Terre Haute (Ind.) 
Post, the Denver Express, and the Memphis 
Press. In 1919 he became manager of the 
Dallas Dispatch and the Houston Press and 
later he was a founder of the Fort Worth 
Press and the El Paso Herald-Post. 

Mr. May born and his sons purchased the 
Temple Daily Telegram in 1929. He also 
was former publisher of the Baltimore News
American· and general manager of the Nash
ville Tennessean. 

Mr. Mayborn was credited with being the 
originator of the mechanical merger plan in 
which competing daily newspapers effect pro
duction economies by using the same me
chanical plant. Starting with mergers at 
Albuquerque and El Paso, he later guided 
similar mechanical mergers at Tulsa, To
peka, Peoria, Evansville, and Nashville. 

His three sons survive. They are Frank 
Mayborn, editor and publisher of the Temple 
Telegram and president of the Sherman 
Democrat; Ted Mayborn, editor and pub
lisher of Drilling magazine in Dallas; and 
Don Mayborn of Baltimore. 

[From the Sherman (Tex.) Democrat of 
March 2, 1958 J 

WARD MAYBORN, PUBLISHER OF DEMOCRAT, 

DIES 

Ward C. Mayborn, 78, publisher of the 
Sherman Democrat and a distinguished 
newspaperman for more than half a century, 
died at 2:50 p. m., Saturday, at Sherman 
Community Hospital after a prolonged ill
ness. 

Mr. Mayborn's active newspaper life 
started in Ohio and ranged ovev several 
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states. He held high positions with Scripps

. Howard and wa.S a leader in founding several 
newspapers. 

Funeral services will be held at 10:30 a. m., 
Monday, at Dannel Funeral Home, followed 
by burial at Gro'.'e H111 Cemetery in Dallas. 

Rev. Fred Mooring, of Wylie, until re• 
cently assistant pastor of the First Metho• 
dist Church here, will officiate. 

Graveside services will be held at the 
Grove Hill Cemetery in Dallas at 1 p. m., 
Monday, Dannel in charge. 

NEARLY 60' YEARS 
The newspaper career of Ward Carlton 

Mayborn encompasses nearly 60 years. He 
was one of the oldest active newspapermen 
in Texas. 

His career started with an Akron, Ohio, 
lumber company and after he began writing 
advertising copy for that firm, he was em
ployed by the Akron edition of the Cleveland 
Press. 

That association started his long newspa
per association which terminated with his 
12-year stint as publisher of the Sherman 
Democrat. 

STARTED AT 18 

He went to work at 18 and held his first 
newspaper job with the Cleveland Press, 
starting in 1898. 

He spent almost 30 years with E. W. 
Scripps Newspapers, which later became 
Scripps-Howard. This newspaper chain is 

- one of the newspaper giants of the country. 
After 2 years on the Cleveland Press, he 

became associated with the Akron Demo
crat and in 2 years was that paper's adver
tising manager. 

FoUNDED PAPER 
In 1906, on "shoestring" capital, Mayborn 

and F. R. Peters founded the Evansville 
(Ind.) Press. Typical of newspaper opera
tion~;~ in that .day, the newspaper was started , 
With a venerable press and a stereotyping , 
outfit that cost $700 . . The rent on the build
ing was $25 a month and the weekly payroll 
for the 9-man staff was around $150. 

In 1909, · the May~orn-Peters team took 
over , the T~rre Haute (Ind.) · Post and the 
next year Mayborn moved to Denver, Colo., 
to manage the Denver Express. 

In 1911, the Memphis Press, another in 
the Scripps chain, came under his manage
ment. He served as business manager of 
these four papers until 1916. At that time 
he took over full management of the Denver 
Express. 

TO TEXAS IN 1919 

His first stint in Texas started in 1919. 
He came to Dallas to manage the Dallas 
Dispatch and the Houston Press. In 1921, 
he left the Dallas paper to establish the 
Fort Worth Press. In 1922, he started the 
El. Paso Herald-Post. For · the next 3 years 
he managed the three papers as well as 
the Albuquerque State Tribune and the 
Oklahoma City News. 

He left Scripps in 1929 and bought the 
Temple Daily Telegram with his sons Frank, · 
Don and Ted. 

In 1930, he became publisher of Hearst's . 
Baltimore News-American. In 1937, he went 
to Nashv1lle, as general manager, to help 

. Sil~iman Evan~ an~ James G. Stahlman with 
the bac~hop merg~r of . the two co~peting 
Nashville papers. 

He was originator of the shop merger plan, 
starting with the .Aibuquerque and :Ea Paso 
papers. He put through similar mergers in 
Tulsa, Okla., Topeka, Kans., Peoria, Ill., and 
Evansville, Ind. 

HELPED FOUND SUN 

In 1941, he went to Chicago to help Silli· 
man Evans found the Chicago Sun for Mar· 
shall Field. 

In 1945, h~ came back to Texas .to stay. 
He was assoeiated from that time on with 
his son, Frank W. Mayborn, in the o}>Eiration 
of the Sherman Democrat. Frank M~yborn 
was, and still is, president of the publishing 

company in Sherman and Ward Mayborn was 
publisher and vice president . 

It was said of him in the profession that 
a big leaguer has returned to the minors 
and was having more fun than he ever had 
before. 

DIDN'T DODGE ISSUES 
He was an adamant champion of freedom 

of the press and did not dodge issues. 
His associates would be the first to say 

that he had forgotten more about the news
paper profession than they could learn in a 
lifetime. 

He was eternally alert and interested in 
affairs and people around him and, until ill 
health forced him to curtail his activities 
over 3 years ago, had his finger on the 
pulse of every facet of newspaper operation. 

BORN IN OHIO 
Ward Mayborn was born at Kinsman, 

Ohio, on October 10, 1879. Family circum
stances in the "hard times" of the nineties 
forced him to quit school and go to work 
at an early age. His education was on the 
informal side, but despite that he was one of 
the best-informed men in the profession. 

Secret of his educational background was 
reading. He made it a point to read at least 
one book a week and piles of newspapers 
and magazines. 

WIDE INTERESTS 
As a conversationalist, he had few peers. 

The range of his interest was wide, includ
ing politics, Government, city affairs, but 
most of all people. 

In spite of his lack of formal education 
he became in his later life a foremost cham
pion of college-educated newspapermen. 

He was founder of the Texas Daily News
paper Association program of interns and 
headed up that program for years. This is 
a cooperative effort on the part Of most 
Texa~ daHles to help colleges in training 
working newspapermen by letting · them . 
serve summer stints in actual newspaper 
work after their junior year. This pro
gram is stlll going strong under the im
petus Mr. Mayborn gave it in its formative 
years. 

BOOSTED PROFESSION 
In any crowd in which he found himself, 

he always was enthusiastic in boosting the 
newspaper profession. He felt that through 
the years techniques, ethics and job oppor
tunities had shown great improvement. 

He always took pride that he had a 
farm background. He left the farm because 
of economic necessity at 18 but never lost 
touch with rural problems. 

He married Nellle Welton, July 13, 1900. 
She died in 1928. TO them three sons were 
born. 

Frank Mayborn is stlll in the newspaper 
business, being president of the Sherman 
Democrat and the Temple Telegram. He 
also owns a radio station and TV station. 

Ted Mayborn is president of Associ
ate.d Publishers, Inc.,, industrial .trade mag
azines. He is editor and publisher of Drilling ' 
magazine in Dallas, one of the top oil pub
lications in the Nation. 

The other sori, Don, is in business in Balti-
- more, Md. . 

He also Is survived by three brothers, 
Claude Mayborn, Kinsman, Ohio, Glen May
born, Ashtabula, Ohio., and William A. May
born, Bradenton, Fla.; faur sisters, Mrs. Wil• 
llam Dunning, . Columbus, Ohio., Mrs .. Paul 
Fouch, Canton, Ohio, Mrs. Harry Templeton, 
Lakewood, Ohio, and Mrs. Sam Hadsell, 
Oceanside, Calif. 

He was married a second time on June 6, 
1942, to Norma Brown. She died in 1952. 

Two stepsons, Robert E. Brown of Sher
man and Richard J. Brown of Rye, N.Y., also 
survive. 

ACTIVE IN SHERMAN 
He was active in many Sherman civic en

terprises, includipg the Chamber of Com
merce, Kiwanis Club, president of the Indus-

trial Foundation. He . was a ' member of the 
First Methodist Church. Among his profes
sional amliations was membership in Sigma 
Delta Chi, national journalistic fraternity. 

He was a 32d degree Mason for many dec
ades, and was a member of Travis Lodge No. 
117, A. F. & A. M., of Sherman, the Dallas 
Scottish Rite Consistory, and Moslah Tem
ple Shrine of Fort Worth. He had served 
as president of the Grayson County Scottish 
Rite Association. 

For his work for statewide newspaper im
provement, he was awarded two citations by 
the Texas Daily Newspaper Association. He 
was one· of the oldest members, a charter 
member, of that association. 

He had been in declining health for several 
years. He spent three winters in Phoenix, 
Ariz., for his health, but in May 1957 he re
turned to Sherman to remain, a patient at 
Sherman Comm:unity Hospital. 

Pallbearers will be C. A. Schulz of Temple, 
Walter Humphrey of Forth Worth, · L. S. 
Stemmons, Dallas, and the following from 
Sherman: Albert Nib ling, Ell1ott Higgins, 
Dana A. Blocker, E. Robertson, J. v. 
Gradick, P. Miley and Charles Harrell. 

[From the Sherman (Tex.) Democrat of 
March 3, 1958] 

LAST RITES HELD FOR PUBLISHER 
"He carved for himself a place in the world 

of business for his achievements in life, but 
even more significant, he ~ade a place for 
himself in the hearts of untold numbers of 
people because of his genuine concern for 
all men." 

This was the characterization for Ward C. 
Mayborn, given Monday at his funeral serv
ices by the Reverend Fred Mooring, pastor 
of Wylie Methodist Church and former as
sistant pastor of First Methodist Church 
here. 
. Funeral r~tes for the publi~h~r of the Dem
ocrat, 'veteran newspaperman whose career 
spanned 60 years of American journalism, 
were held at Dannel Funeral Chapel. Grave
side services 'and burial w'ere at Grove Hill 
Cemetery in Dallas. 

Mr. Mayborn, a native of Ohio, died Satur
day after a long illness. He had been pub
lisher of the Democrat for 12 years, a period 
that followed numerous experiences in the 
newspaper field, which he entered at the age 
of 18. 

EXPERIENCE OF DEATH 
"We would be less than a people of faith, 

1! we did not s'ee in this experience of death, 
the unfolding of God's purpose for man," 
said the Reverend Mooring, "if ·we did not 
see a fitting and proper climax for an almost 
incredible career." 

Commenting on his brief acquaintance 
with Mr. Mayborn, the minister said he found 
in the man a person about whom there was 
something extraordinary, a person of many 
facets, a variety of interests, a command of 
friendships that made him an amazing per
·sonality; 

· "Few of us rise far above the level of the 
normal," said the Reverend Mooring, "but 
here was a person that transcended the ordi· 
.nary circumstances, who surmounted ob
stacles and emerged victorious. · 
- "But the bare facts of his life do not ac·
count for all that he was. No man is a 
rubber stamp of environment plus heredity, 
for within each is that gift of God which 
places on each .one the stamp of uniqueness. 

"In Mr. Mayborn's case, the gift was gen
erously given." 

CREATED NEW PATTERNS 
Noting that Mr. Mayborn faced hardships 

at an early age, the minister said that he 
did not expect society to make a place for 
him, but rather he made that place for him
self. And further, that he was not satisfied 
to stay in charted waters, to follow tradition, 
but he felt compelled to.create.new patterns, 
methods, and ways of doing things. 
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"Life as we know it must end," said the 

minister, "the passing of man is not a. 
tragedy but a triumph, not a disaster but 
the end for which we have been made, the 
key that unlocks the door to God's mys
teries." 

With an admonition that man "have no 
anxiety about anything," the Reverend Mr. 
Mooring said how blessed is he who so lived 
that his children have a wonderful idea of 
him and opinion of his life. 

Organ selections played by Mrs. Raymond 
Judd included Traumerei (Schumann), 
Melody (Romberg), Aria (Mendelssohn). 
Hundreds of floral tributes were received at 
the chapel and at the burial place in Dallas. 

WORK SUSPENDED 
Work was suspended at the Democrat of

flee Monday during the funeral hour, with 
the exception of the telephone and wire 
staffs. 

Surviving are Mr. Mayborn's three sons: 
Frank Mayborn, president of the Sherman 
Democrat and Temple Telegram; Ted May
born, of Dallas, president of Associated Pub
lishers and editor and publisher of Drilling 
magazine; Don Mayborn, of Baltimore, Md., 
president of Cornea Co., Baltimore; three 
grandsons, Mitch, Ward, and Don Mayborn, 
all sons of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Mayborn, of 
Dallas. 

Two stepsons, Robert E. Brown, of Sher
man, and Richard A. Brown, of Rye, N. Y., 
and five stepgrandchildren, Harriet, Toni, 
and Martha, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert E. Brown; Ward Douglas, son, and Kath
leen, daughter, of Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. 
Brown. 

He also is survived by 3 brothers, Claude 
Mayborn, Kinsman, Ohio, Glen Mayborn, 
Ashtabula, Ohio, and William A. Mayborn, 
Bradenton, Fla.; 4 sisters, Mrs. William Dun
ning, Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Paul Fouch, 
Canton, Ohio, Mrs. Harry Templeton, Lake
wood, Ohio, and Mrs. Sam Hadsell, Ocean-
s1de, Calif. · 

Among those from out of town who at
tended the funeral services were: Byron 
Skelton, Temple attorney and national Dem
ocratic committeeman for Texas; Guy 
Draper, Temple banker and vice president of 
southwest region, American Bankers Asso
ciation; C. A. Schulz, assistant publisher of 
Temple Telegram, and Mrs. Schulz; Dr. and 
Mrs. Burbank Woodson, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. 
Cloud, and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Childress, all 
of Temple. 

William C. Barnard, Associated Press Texas 
bureau chief, Dallas; Meyer Donosky, Dallas, 
past president, Texas Publishers Association, 
well-known Texas and Arkansas newspaper
man, and Mrs. Donosky; C. J. Paine, Dallas, 
oilman and director of American Oil Well 
Drilling Contractors Association and Inde
pendent Producers of America, and Mrs. 
Paine; Rollo E. Davidson, Dallas, executive 
vice president of Associated Publishers; Rob
ert B. Farson, Dallas, vice president, Associ
ated Publishers; Robert B. Frederich, senior 
editor, Dorothy Monroe, foreign editor, Vir
ginia Nesmith and Anita D. Martin, admin
istrative staff members, all of Drilling mag
azine, Dallas. 

Sam D. Hales and Lee Bond, United Press 
representatives, Dallas; Gene Mewhinney, 
banker, of Holland, and Mrs. Mawhinney. 

[From the Sherman (Tex.) Democrat of 
March 3, 1958] 

GOD BLESS You, WARD 
(James J. Metcalfe, author of Portraits, a 

nationally syndicated column, sent this 
tribute to Ward C. Mayborn on the occa
sion of his 78th birthday, October 7, 
1957.-THE EDITOR) 
God bless you on your birthday, Ward

with every happiness. As you so well deserve 
it for your wonderful success. The way you 
struggled up the ranks-as only genius 
can-to reach the top, and so become a great 

newspaperman. · You showed the faith and 
courage, Ward, to fight each battle through 
and there was never anything you were 
afraid to do. Tough-skinned but always soft 
of heart, prepared to understand the prob
lems of each youngster, and to lend a help
ing hand. And that is why we love you, and 
so many thousands say a very happy birth
day, and God bless you on this day. 

[From the Sherman (Tex.) Democrat of 
March 3, 1958] 

MANY PAY TRIBUTE TO MEMORY OF PUBLISHER 
WARD MAYBORN 

Leaders in professional and business life, 
statesmen, and public officials joined friends 
and business associates Monday in praise and 
tribute to the memory of the late Ward c. 
Mayborn, Democrat publisher. 

Scores of telegrams of condolence and tele
phone calls flowed in Sunday and Monday 
to members of the Mayborn family and thEI 
Democrat. 

In addition to personal friends, words of 
sorrow came from many former business 
associates and men who had worked for Mr. 
Mayborn and who now hold positions of re
sponsibility in all parts of the country. 

All major · wire services Sunday carried 
stories of Mr. Mayborn's death, reviewing his 
long career in the newspaper world and his 
many professional and public services. 

EDITORIAL COMMENT 
First editorial comment that reached Sher

man was carried Monday in the Dallas News, 
which follows: 

"Ward C. Mayborn, publisher of the Sher
man Democrat who died Saturday at the age 
of 78, is assured of a niche in journalism's 
hall of fame. 

"The founder, or cofounder, of 4 news
papers during his 59-year career, he was also 
a notable innovator in the publishing field. 
He suggested the internship for graduates of 
schools of journalism which the Texas News
paper Publishers Association inaugurated 
years ago. 

"Mayborn is also credited with being the 
originator of an even more significant move 
in the economics of newspaper publishing
the merger of the mechanical plants of two 
newspapers which otherwise continue their 
separate identities. As general manager of 
the Nashville Tennessean he guided the 
merger by which it shares the same presses 
and other mechanical facilities with its arch 
rival, the Nashville Banner. 

"Dallas knew Ward Mayborn as a valued 
citizen in the few years he served as manager 
of the old Dalla·s Dispatch. He leaves a rich 
heritage to his family, including his two sons 
who remain in the newspaper profession, as 
well as to Texas and the Nation."· 

COMMENT BY STAFF MEMBER 
Typical of those who worked last with Mr. 

Mayborn was this unsolicited comment left 
on the editor's desk by a member of the 
Democrat staff: "Because he gave recognition 
to even small talent, because he gave un
stinting praise to all real effort, because he 
was a friend as well as an employer, it is with 
great sorrow that we accept the death of 
Ward C. Mayborn." 

. Among the many messages received were 
these: 

Gov. Price Daniel: "Texas has lost one of 
its outstanding newspapermen and citizens, 
and I join his many friends in heartfelt sym-
pathy." , . 

Cranston Williams, general manager of 
American Newspaper Publishers Association, 
New York: "He was a grand friend of mine 
for many years, and it has been a regret that 
in recent years I have had less personal con
tact with him. • • • He was a man for 
whom publishers had not only high esteem 
but great affection." 

Roy W. Howard of Scripps-Howard news
papers: "Ward Mayborn has long been a 
credit to his profession and his reputation 

for integrity and square dealing, as wen as 
for making and holding friendships, consti
tutes a heritage of which you {his sons) can 
be proud." 

Senator RALPH YARBOROUGH, Washington, 
D. C.: "All the people in Texas who believe 
in good government are grieved with the 
knowledge of the passing of Ward Mayborn. 
He was fearless and independent • • • one 
who pursued the course that he thought best 
for the people • • • was not swayed by the 
pressure of big money. • • • He was one of 
God's noblemen and Texas will long remem
ber his courage and his dedication." 

William C. Barnard, Associated Press Texas 
bureau chief, Dallas: "He was a great force 
in the newspaper profession in Texas, par
ticularly in his efforts to bring new young
sters into newspaper work through the in
terns' program which he was instrumental 
in putting into effect." 

Rhea Howard, publisher, Wichita Falls 
Record-News: "He has done an outstanding 
job as a publisher in Texas and his knowl
edge of the newspaper profession was re
spected throughout this Nation. He was 
recognized as a civic leader in his community 
and State." 

James Stahlman, publisher, Nashville 
{Tenn.) Banner: "Please accept our deepest 
sympathy in your sorrow." 

MESSAGE FROM EX-SENATOR 
Roy Sanderford, mayor, city of Belton, and 

former Texas Senator: "He was a distin
guished gentleman; you are fortunate to 
have had him so long." 

Bryan Daily Eagle: "The State and Nation 
have lost a fine newspaperman and the pro
fession a real friend and mentor." 

Sam Kinch, Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 
Austin bureau: "We share your loss and that 
of the newspaper profession." 

Jack H. Bowen, Bryan Eagle city editor: 
"Texas has lost one of its finest newspaper
men • • • he was a grand guy. We share 
your loss." 

. Ted Maloy, Safeway Stores public relations 
director: "It was a privilege knowing so fine 
a gentleman, so fine a newspaperman." 

Bob Gresham, editor, Tourist Court Jour
nal, Temple: "Mr. Mayborn had a long and 
useful life. He loved and enjoyed every 
breathing hour of it, but most important he 
helped others benefit from his experience as 
he went his way. • • • We have lost a 
great leader, a good American, a gentleman, 
a real man and will miss his smiles, his 
gentle humor, and his strong encouraging 
boosts. The Lord perhaps had a more im
portant job for him to do." 

Jay Phillips of Houston, chairman, Texas 
Securities . Commission: "• • • our deepest 
sympathy, your closeness to Ward should 
comfort you greatly in the days ahead." 

LOSS SHARED 
Frank G. Eathorne of Odessa: "All Texas 

newspapermen share your loss." 
Don Malcolm, representative, Burgess Mat

rix Co., Dallas: "His memory will be honored 
and respected by all who knew him." 

Arthur Dawe, chairman of the board of 
Consolidated Paper Co., Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada: "He was an old and true friend and 
will be greatly missed." 

W. C. Bussing, of the Evansville (Ind.) 
Press (a paper which Mr. Mayborn 
founded): "• • • deepest sympathy in this 
g:r;eat loss." 

Dr. John F. McKinney, Jr., clerk of the 
session, First Methodist Church, Temple: 
"The session on behalf of the First Metho
dist Church expresses deepest sympathy; our 
prayers attend you." 

Coleman Harwell, publisher, the Nashville 
Tennessean: "Greatly regret death of a fine 
friend and outstanding newspaperman." 

Sarah McClendon, Washington, D. C., cor
respondent of the Democrat: "• • • I glory 
1n the privilege of having known and worked 
for him." 
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Wayne- c. Sellers-, as$11stant publls~er, Rock 

Hill (S. C.) Herald: "Ward was truly a great 
man and . I am gr~teful for my association 
with him." 

E. L. Callahan. bead of the journalism 
department, Southern Methodist University·, 
Dallas: "• • • Ward Mayborn was an out,.. 
standing journalist and a friend for educa
tion anu journalism in · Texas. We shall all _ 
miss him." 

Ernest Kurth, president of Southland 
Paper Mills, Lufkin: ·~Det!pest sympathy in 
the passing of Mr. Maybo_rn." 

Mrs. Silliman Evans, Sr., Silliman Evans, 
Jr., and Amon Evans, Nashville, Tenn.: "No 
more worthy tribute can be paid that to say 
he was a newspaperman. His memory will 
live long in the Evans household." 

Frank Starzel, general manager of the 
Associated Press, New. York: "Sympathy and 
expression of loss." 

[From the Sherman (Tex.) Democrat of 
March 5, 1958) 

NEWSMEN, CITY COUNCIL PRAISE PUBLISHER 
WARD Q. MAYBORN 

The unselfish service and progressive fore- . 
sight of the late Ward C, Mayborn, Sherman 
Democrat publisher and dean of Texas news
papermen, are voiced in resolutions passed 
by the Texas Daily Newspaper Association 
and the Sherman City Council. 

Mr. Mayborn was praised in the TDNA 
Tuesday ih session in Austin and this reso
lution was passed: 

"Whereas the Texas Daily Newspaper As
sociation is meeting for the first time in its . 
history without the presence, either spir
itual or physical or both, of one- of its found
ers, stalwart supporters and most effective 
members; and 

"Whereas his contributions to the associa
tion and the industry which it serves are 
known full well to each and every member 
who have benefited di.rectly from the efforts 
of this man; and 

"Whereas his spirit commingled his unself
ishness and his profession, that the latter 
only should exist to serve and improve the 
former, that service might be his. creed: 
Then be it 

".Resolved, The Texas Daily Newspaper As
sociation in its 37th annual meeting in 
Austin, on March 4, 1958, convey to the fam
ily and assdbiates of Ward C. Mayborn its 
deep and sincere sympathy to become a part 
o:f the permanent record and a copy sent to 
his bereaved family." 

"Mr. May born was a man of dynamic per
sonality, and the people of Sherman will 
miss his progressive foresight," says a reso
lution passed by the Sherman City Council 
in Monday night session. 

The resolution says also: "The governing 
body of the city of Sherman takes this 
means of expressing deep sympathy to the 
members of the family and the intimate 
friends of Ward Mayborn during this trying 
time. 

"A copy of the resolution shall be sent to 
the Sherman Democrat and to the children 
of Mr. May born." 

Other tributes to Mr. Mayborn include 
these: 

An editorial in the Denison Herald: "Texas 
journalism lost a colorful and one of its most 
dedicated leaders. * • • 

"Mayborn was an oldtimer in the business 
with an ever-new and expanding perspective 
that kept him alert and challenging well be
yond the normal retirement age. • • • 

"True to his life's work, Mayborn never 
passed over an opportunity to boost the 
newspaper profession. He felt that through 
the years the technique, ethics, and job op
portunities had improved. In fact, he him
self contributed to that improvement 
through his active service. 

"The Herald expresses sympathy to our 
neighboring newspaper and community on 

thia ldss. At tlie same tinie it shares their· 
satisfaction that Ward Mayborn came this 
way.•• 

w. St. John Garwood, associate Justice, 
Supreme Court of Texas: .. Ward was a very 
able and very good man, and this old world, 
including my part o:f it; is that much poorer 
now that he is no longer with us. I win· 
always cherish his memory:.• 

C. E. Shuford, director of journalism, North 
Texas State College: "] wish you would ex
press to his family my sympathy as well as 
my deep appreciation for what Ward May- · 
born did for journalism education in Texas. 

"I feel personally indebted to him for the 
encouragement and help he gave me as well 
as to the students placed through the TDNA 
internship program which he fathered. The 
work he did was a tremendous inspiration to 
all of us." 

Charles A. Spears, Sherman banker: "I 
miss Ward Mayborn-his thfnking was a 
stimulation to all of us." 

DeWayne Davis, manager, Sherman Cham
ber of Commerce: "In the passing of Mr. 
Mayborn, I know that you must feel a great 
loss. I did not know him personally, but 
all indications · point to his being a great · 
and wonderful gentleman." 

[From the Temple (Tex.) Daily Telegram 
of March 3, 1958) 

NATIONALLY NOTED PUBLISHE!tWARD C. 
MAYBORN, 78, DIES 

Ward C. Mayborn, 78, dean of Texas news
paper publishers and nationally known vet
eran of the great old days in American pub
lishing, died Saturday in a Sherman hos
pital. He had been in the hospital since 
June. 

Funeral services will be held at the Dannel 
Funeral Home in Sherman at 10:30 a. m. 
Monday, followed by graveside services at 
Grove Hill Cemetery in Dallas at 1 p. m. 

Publisher of the Sherman Democrat since 
1945, Mayborn during his long career had 
founded or directed the operations of more 
than a dozen major United States news
papers. He was the father of Frank W. May
born, editor and publisher of the Temple 
Telegram and president of the Sherman 
Democrat. 

Mr. Mayborn had been active in news
papering for 60 years, and was at the time of 
his death one of the oldest active newspaper
men in Texas or the Nation. 

Born in Kinsman, Ohio, October 10, 1879, 
Mr. Mayborn entered newspaper work at 18 
with the Cleveland Press. For the next 30 
years, he was with the E. W. Scripps news
papers (now Scripps-Howard). 

In 1902 he became advertising manager of 
the Akron Democrat, and in 1906, on "shoe
string" capital, he and F. R. Peters founded 
the Evansville (Ind.) Press. He then suc
cessfully was business manager of the- Terre 
Haute (Ind.) Post, Denver Express and Mem
phis Press. 

He first came ~o Texas In 1919, as manager 
of the old Dallas Dispatch and the Houston 
Press, going to Fort Worth in 1921 to help 
found the Fort Worth Press. In 1922, he 
founded the El Paso Herald-Post, and for the 
next 3 years managed those three Texas news
papers as well as the Albuquerque State Trib
une and the Oklahoma City News. 

He left the Scripps papers in 1929 to be
come associated with his sons, Frank, Ted, 
and Don, in the purchase of the Temple Dally 
Telegram. 

In 1930 he became publisher of Hearst's 
Baltimore News-American, and in 1937 went 
to Nashville, Tenn., as general manager of 
the Tennessean and to guide the mechanical 
merger of the two competing Nashville 
papers. 

Mr. Mayborn is generally credited with 
being the originator of the mechanical 
merger, starting with the Albuquerque and 
El Paso papers, in which competing papers 

efrect 'production economtes by- using the 
same mechanical plant. He guided similar 
mergers in Tulsa, Topeka, Peoria, and Evans
ville. · 

~is next cal!l was to Chicago, where in 1941 
he helped found the Chicago Sun for Mar-
shall Field. · 

Frank Mayborn, his son, bought the Sher
man. Democrat in 1945-, and Wa:rd Mayborn 
came back to Texas to become publisher of 
that newspaper, the position he held at the 
time of his death. 

Famed throughout the United States for· 
hiS" vigorous mind, his energy, and as an 
intense conversationalist, Mr. Mayborn be-~ 
came, if anything, more widely active after 
becoming publisher of the Democrat than he 
had been before. 

One of his projects was the Texas Daily 
Newspaper Association intern program, now 
fully established, through which college news
paper students hold down regular newspaper 
jobs during their summer vacation. He was 
also highly active in Sherman civic enter
prises, including the chamber of commerce, 
the Kiwanis Club, and as president of the 
Sherman Industrial Foundation. He was a 
member of the First Methodist Church of 
Sherman. 

Mr. Mayborn had been a Mason for many 
decades and was a member ·of Travis 117, 
Ancient Free and Accepted Masons, of Sher- · 
man, the Dallas Scottish Rite Consistory, 
and Moslah Temple Shrine of Fort Worth. 
He had served· as president of the Grayson 
County Scottish Rite Association. 

In his later years, Mr. Mayborn had been 
presented citations f'or his work for news
paper improvement by both the Texas Daily · 
Newspaper Association and the Southern 
Newspaper Publishers' Association. 

With all his other activities, Mr: Mayborn 
was a tremendous reader. He made it a 
point to read at least one book a week, plus 
piles of newspapers and magazines. He was 
recognized as a foremost champion of abso
lute freedom of. the press and was never
known during his long career to dodge a 
legitimate issue. 

He married Ne111e Welton July 13, 1900. 
She died in 1928. To them 3 sons were born: 
Frank, now editor and publisher of the 
Temple Telegram and president of the Sher
man Democrat; Ted, editor and publisher of 
Drilling magazine in Dallas; Don, in busi
ness in Baltimore, Md. 

He married Norma Brown ln 1942. She 
was killed in an automobile accident in 1952. 

For 3 years preceding his return to a Sher- _ 
man hospital, Mr. Mayborn had wintered in 
Phoeniz, Ariz., spending the summer months 
at his home in Sherman. 

The white-haired newspaper publisher, 
who started his career on the same day in 
1898 that Admiral Dewey of Sp~nish-Ameri
can War fame gave his famous order, "You 
may fire when ready, Gridley,_" was active in 
journalism until his final illness. 

Enthusiastic about the opportunities of 
journalism, Mayborn several years ago de
clared, "I never saw the time when the news
paper business and all the people in it had 
such a bright future as· now. This is a great 
day for newspapering and even better ones 
are ahead." 

To Mayborn, the advent of television was 
seen as an opportunity for newspapers. 

"TV is no threat to newspapers. TV will 
help make the public better informed, and a 
better informed publlc will read more news
papers. I believe in making the most of TV. 
If my newspaper hears of some big event to 
be telecast, we write it tip before and after 
• _ • • to let readers know what 1s coming 
and what took place. After all, many read
ers probably didn't see the event on TV. Fif
teen minutes and it's gone, as far as the 
screen is concerned. But the newspaper ac
count will wait for the reader to read. In 
the newspaper, the reader wm find the rec
ord of what took place," he said. 
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Mayborn believed in finding out how the 

readers felt and what they wanted. When 
the circulation of the newly founded Fort 
Worth Press lagged, Mayborn took to the 
sidewalks and ln a house-to-house campaign 
asked 500 fam111es what was wrong with the 
newspaper. He put their opinions to work 
and circulation climbed. 
. Besides being active in Masonic and civic 

affairs at Sherman, the late publisher was 
also extremely enthusiastic about introduc
ing young people to newspaper work, One 
of his proudest possessions was a plaque from 
six Texas colleges and universities thanking 
him for the aid he had given their students. 

"This is best time in history to become 
a newspaper reporter," Mayborn said recent
ly. "Newsing is more than a business-it's 
a way of life, it's a wonderful responsibility
to print the truth without fear or regard 
for personal profit. I never felt the need of 
vacations-the work itself was just too much 
fun." 

[From the Fort Worth (Tex.) Star-Telegram 
of March 4, 1958] 
WARD C. MAYBORN 

The man wl;lo builds or has a major part 
in building one institution of usefulness and 
substance usually can consider that he has 
had a successful career. What, then, could 
be said of a ma.n who has had a leading role 
in establishing or nurturing the growth of a 
dozen or more now thriving newspaperso 

Such a figure was Ward C. Mayborn, pub
lisher of the Sherman Democrat, whose 
death last weekend ended an eminent news
paper career spanning nearly 60 years. Mr. 
Mayborn was a specialist in newspaper eco
nomics who presided at the birth of four 
newspapers-one of them the Forth Worth 
Press-and who piloted numerous others 
through sometimes stormy financial weather. 
His experience covered a wide field-from 
such newspaper chain operations as the 
Scripps-Howard and Hearst organizations to 
small-town newspaper publishing. 
· His interest and his knowledge covered 

both the business and the editorial opera
tion of newspapers. He was the originator 
both of the cost-cutting idea of joint use by 
two competing newspapers of one mechan
ical plant--a system he introduced into at 
least seven cities-and of the now prevalent 
program of sum:rr..er internships which give 
active newspaper experience to journalism 
students. His skill at solving complicated 
newspaper production problems caused him 
to be called to Chicago in 1941 to help Mar
shall Field establish the Chicago Sun, now 
the Sun-Times. 

By no stretch of the imaginat ion could 
Mr. May born have been called a press lord, 
yet few men have left an imprint upon so 
much of the Nation's newspaper operations. 
And few men have ended a career with as 
wide a circle of acquaintanceship and warm 
friendship in the newspaper field. 

[From the Dallas (Tex.) Morning News of 
March 3, 1958] 

PROGRESSIVE PUBLISHER 

Ward C. Mayborn, publisher of the Sher
man Democrat who died Saturday at the age 
of 78, is assured of a niche in journalism's 
hall of fame. 

The founder, or cofounder, of 4 news
papers during his 59-year career, he was also 
a notable innovator in the publishing field. 
He suggested the internship for graduates of 
schools of journalism which the Texas News
paper Publishers Association inaugurated 
years ago. 

Mayborn is also credited with being the 
originator of an even more significant move 
in the economics of newspaper publishing
the merger of the mechanical plants of two 
newspapers which otherwise continue their 

separate identities. As general manager of 
the Nashville Tennessean he guided the 
merger by which it shares the same presses 
and other mechanical fac1lities with its arch 
rival, the Nashville Banner. 

Dallas knew Ward Mayborn as a valued 
citizen in the few years in which he served 
as manager of the old Dallas Dispatch. He 
leaves a rich heritage to his family, including 
his two sons who remain in the newspaper 
profession, as well as to Texas and the Nation. 

[From the Houston (Tex.) Press of March 6, 
1958] 

WARD C. MAYBORN 

Few persons have been more infiuential or 
enacted a more significant role in the news
paper business of America than Ward C. May
born, Texas publisher whose death brought 
to an end a 60-year newspaper career. 

Mr. Mayborn had a very strong tie with the 
Houston Press. The first 30 years of his 
career were spent in association with E. W. 
Scripps and the Scripps-Howard newspapers. 
He came to Texas as business manager of the 
Houston Press and other Scripps-Howard 
paper.:; in Texas and spent many years of his 
career in that capacity. 

Later he became publisher of the Gherman 
Democrat and associated with his son, Frank 
Mayborn, in publishing the Temple Daily 
Telegram. 

But as a consultant and a newspaper busi
ness specialist, Mr. Mayborn's career took 
him over all the United States in key news
paper publishing roles. 

Mr. Mayborn knew every phase of the 
newspaper business-editorial, advertising, 
production, and circulation. His experience 
also encompassed work on newspapers of 
every size from very small, struggling da111es 
to some of the largest publications in the 
Nation. 

His death removes a real giant from the 
publishing world. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF ADULT 
EDUCATION 

Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, last week 
the educational authorities in Milwau
kee completed an interesting survey on 
the vast extent of adult education in 
Wisconsin's largest community. 

The survey showed that there are no 
less than 15 different institutions in that 
one city offering approximately 3,000 
courses for adults. There are about 
58,000 registrations in these courses. A 
new Milwaukee Council of Adult Learn
ing has just been formed for the purpose 
of helping to coordinate these courses. 

In other communities of my State 
there is lilcewise tremendous interest in 
increased adult education. For example, 
I note in Lake Geneva in my State the 
efforts of the Adult Education Council, 
composed of 15 member organizations, 
to expand its work. 

Included among such member organi
zations are, of course, the school system, 
the public library, YMCA, PTA's 
women's clubs, ministerial groups, the 
American Red Cross and others. 

To me, Mr. President, the growth of 
adult education in our land represents 
one of the finest trends in our times. 

It demonstrates that more and more 
Americans realize that education should 
never really stop. The fact that a man 
or a woman years ago secured or did not 
secure a bachelor's or other degree, 
should not mean that the growth of the 
mind should cease. 

For both vocational and avocational 
purposes, adult education can make an 
ever-increasing contribution to the well
being of the American people. 

As Americans acquire new skills, new 
interests, new hobbies, they are in an 
ever better position to serve themselves 
and to be better citizens of their coun
try. 

I hope that this trend will continue 
and that the Federal Government will 
be ever more effective in· its cooperation 
with the States and localities along these 
lines. 

THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY 
Mr. POTTER. Mr. President, the 

Middle West is looking forward with 
much anticipation to the time when the 
St. Lawrence Seaway opens for deep
draft navigation. When the St. Law
rence River and the Great Lakes are 
ready to receive the commerce of the 
world, then the cities of Michigan and 
Wisconsin and Ohio and all the others in 
the American heart land will begin a new 
and more prosperous era. 

I am proud to have sponsored legisla
tion for the St. Lawrence Seaway proj
ect and subsequent legislation for work 
on the connecting channels. Through
out the Nation millions of patriotic citi
zens join me in pride and anticipation of 
the new project. One of them is a local 
man, Mr. James Dixon, of Washington, 
D. C., who has written a song to com
memorate approaching completion of 
the seaway. 

Last Friday morning I had the honor 
of hearing the first rendition of this fine 
selection in my office. Four attractive 
young ladies who call themselves the 
Quarternotes traveled to Washington 
from their homes in Racine, Wis., to 
serenade Senators from seaway States 
with Mr. Dixon's song entitled "The St. 
Lawrence Seaway Is on Its Way." 

Mr. President, the words are a tribute 
to all those who participated in the sea
way project and a contribution to Ca
nadian-American relations. I ask unan
imous consent that the words be printed 
in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the text of 
the song was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
We dedicate this song to unsung heroes, 
To men who live and dare to blaze the trails, 
To men who sweat and toil in heat or zeroes, 
To men whose faith and courage never fails. 
Yes, gentlemen, our hats are off to you, 
The men we trust to see this project through. 

CHORUS 

The St. Lawrence Seaway is on its way 
God bless her friendly shores. 
The St. Lawrence Seaway is here to stay 
And commerce will open up the doors. 
The maple leaf forever, forever standing by, 
The Stars and Stripes w1ll never let the 

friendship die. 
The St. Lawrence Seaway is on its way 
God bless her friendly shores. 

A NATIONAL CAPITAL CULTURAL 
CENTER OF THE PERFORMING 
ARTS 
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, 

Representative FRANK THOMPSON, of 
New Jersey, introduced in the House o! 
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Representatives, and I have introduced 
in the Senate, companion bills H. R. 
9848 and S. 3335, respectively, author
izing construction of a privately fi
nanced National Capital Cultural Center 
of the Performing Arts to be located on· 
a federally owned site on the Mall op
posite the National Gallery of Art. This 
site is bounded by Fourth Street SW. 
on the east, Seventh Street SW. on the 
west, Independence Avenue on the 
south, and Adams Drive on the north. 

The proposal I introduced, and an
other bill providing for the erection of . 
a National Air Museum on the same site, 
is pending before the Committee on Pub
lic Works of the Senate. Last week the 
Public Works Committee agreed to hold 
hearings on these bills, a decision which 
I think is most wise and fair. I wish 
to take this opportunity to commend the 
committee for its decision and I hope 
when hearings are held that all inter
ested persons will make their views 
known. 

In this connection, Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent to have printed 
in the RECORD an article from the Wash
ington Post and Times Herald of Sun
day, March 9, 1958, entitled "Another 
Try for a Cultural Center," by Mr. Rob
ert C. Albrook. 

Also, Mr. President, I ask unanimous 
consent to have printed in the RECORD 
from the Washington Evening Star of 
Saturday, March 8, 1958, an editorial 
entitled "National Cultural Center," and 
also a letter by Representative THOMP
SON on the subject. 

There being no objection, the material 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

(From the washington Post and Times 
Herald of March 9, 1958] 

ANOTHER TRY FOR A CULTURAL CENTER 
(By Robert C. Albrook) 

After a year in the doldrums, the idea of a 
cultural center for Washington came to life· 
again last week in the plans of the Senate 
Public Works Committee to hold hearings 
on two b1lls that bear on the subject. 

One is a measure by Senator FuLBRIGHT 
to provide for a privately financed center of 
the performing arts to be built on the Mall 
opposite the National Gallery of Art. 

The other measure-which really prompted. 
the forthcoming hearing-is one favored by 
the Smithsonian Institution to designate this 
same site for a federally-financed airplane 
museum. 

In the last half century, the various efforts· 
to provide the Capital City with proper the
aters for opera, ballet, music and the drama 
have encountered all kinds of obstacles. But 
this is the first time that the problem has 
been cast in terms of a competition between. 
culture and flying machines. The outcome 
wm be interesting to watch. 

Last year, the latest official effort to do 
something about washington's widely recog
nized deficiencies in facilities for the per
formtng arts came to an inglorious end. The 
21-member District Auditorium Commission .. 
headed by Agnes E. Meyer, turned in its pro
posals for a national cultural center on Jan.: 
uary 30. 1957. 

The ambitious plans, including a large 
convention hall has as well as theaters for 
various kinds of -presentations and other fa
cilities, were put together by the architectur
al firm of Pereira and Luckman, of Los An
geles and New "t"orJ,t. 

The Commission, composed of 21 mem
bers named by the President, the Vice Pres-

ident, and the Speaker of. -the Hom~e, spent · 
$94,675 in Federal funds to make its studies 
and prepare its report. Congress was asked 
to provide a site, at Federal expense, in 
Foggy Bottom, with a tract in the southwest 
Washington redevelopment area cited as an 
alternative. Funds for the center itself were 
to be raised privately. 

But legislation to keep the Commission in 
business and to authorize an appropriation 
to acquire the preferred site bogged down in 
a House-Senate conference committee. Op
position of various local interests to use of 
the Foggy Bottom area plus general misun
derstanding and ill will among and between 
members of the Commission and Members 
of Congress made it impossible to break the 
logjam. The Commission's authority-and 
the unexpended $55,325 balance of its appro
priation-expired. 

The plans, however, and the considerable 
amount of background information devel
oped by the old Commission, need not be a . 
total loss if Congress will now consider the 
Fulbright bill a twin to one sponsored in the 
House by Representative FRANK THOMPSON, 
JR., of New Jersey. 

The appeal of the Fulbright-Thompsen 
plan is that the proposed site on the Mali is 
already owned by the Federal Government. 
To be sure, it should not be turned over for 
a municipal purpose without a proper show
ing of what the tract is worth. But at least 
no appropriation o{ funds would be required 
to get the cultural center project roll1ng 
again. 

The land would be donated for a perform
ing arts center in the same way that land. 
was made available by the Government for 
the Mellon and Freer Art Galleries and-as 
THOMPSON points out-for the bell tower 
memorial to the late Senator Taft. 

Set up as a branch of the Smithsonian
like the Mellon Gallery-the performing arts 
center should command enough prestige by 
reason of sponsorship and the location to 
attract adequate private financial support, 
just as the Mellon Gallery did. 

The Fulbright-Thompson plan would leave 
the air museum still looking for a site, of 
course, and such a museum, to house the 
great firsts in American aircraft, is badly 
needed. But such a building need not be 
large-since the country already has, or is 
planning, major aircraft exhibits at Wright
Patterson field in Ohio and at the Air Force 
Academy in Colorado. 

The Mall site for a cultural center also 
would be inadequate to permit inclusion of 
a large convention hall, which was proposed 
to be a part of the cultUral center under the 
old Auditorium Commission's plans. But 
such a hall need not necessarily be in the 
same place as the performing arts center. 

[From the Washington Star of March 8, 1958] 
NATIONAL CULTURAL CENTER 

The Senate Public Works Committee has 
wisely held up a bill which would designate 
one of the few remaining choice sites on the 
Mall for a huge Smithsonian air museum. 

The air museum, a sprawling complex of 
buildings big enough to house the modern 
giants of the air, cropped up a few years ago 
when its sponsors wanted it placed in the 
southwest redevelopment area. That move 
was quickly killed, and there is serious ques
tl.on whether it would not be just as much 
out of place on the south side of the Mall, 
opposite the National Gallery of Art. 

An equally valid reason for holding up the 
project, however, is Senator FuLBRIGHT's pro
posal that thl..s Mall site be earmarked for a 
center for the cultural arts. The Senator'g 
pill, and a companion measure in the House .. 
provide new legislative machinery for a cul
tural center, which would be built with pri
vate donations on the federally owned Mall 
tract. 

, This proposal is an outgrowth of efforts of 
the now-defunct District Auditorium Com
mission, which collapsed last year in dis
agreement over sites. The absence of a fit
ting center for the performance of the arts 
has long been a major gap in the cultural life 
o! the Capital. The proposal that it be 
located on the Mall should receive careful 
consideration before this prime site is com
mitted to any other purpose. 

CULTURAL CENTER SITE 
The Senate Public Buildings Subcommit

tee has approved a bill to locate the monster _ 
National Air Museum, larger than the United 
States Capitol Building, on the Mall across 
from the Mellon Gallery. 

The Senate subcommittee chose to give 
the green light to the air museum over 
Senator FuLBRIGHT's bill for a National Cul
tural Center on the site. 

There already is a splendid air museum at 
the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Day
ton, Ohio. The Air Force is planning a great 
air museum for the entire Air Force at the 
Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, 
Colo. I am informed, also, that no legis
lation is needed for the Air Force Academy 
Air Museum, that all the necessary author
ity is inherent in the Secretary of the Air 
Force. The air museum in Washington will · 
be a third air museum. All three museums 
will be paid for and maintained by the tax
payers, of course, not by the billion-dollar 
air industry. 

The Nation's top cultural leaders, the Com-· 
mission of Fine Arts and the Smithsonian 
Art Commission, and the leading national 
art organizations are on record as opposed 
to the Mall location for the air museum. · 
At the same time, nationwide support has 
developed for the measure Senator FuL
BRIGHT and I have sponsored. Locating the 
air museum at Bolling Air Force Base would 
save millions of dollars, which the taxpayers 
otherwise will have to shell out for the air 
museum on the Mall. 

The Fulbright-Thompsen National CUl
tural Center bill is a compromise plan that 
is an outgrowth of the work done by t-he 
District Auditorium Commission. It pro
Vides that the Federal Government shall 
donate a choice site in the same way· it 
donated choice sites for the Mellon and Freer· 
Art Galleries and for the 115-foot bell tower 
memorial to the late Senator Robert Taft. 

The National Cultural Center which it 
would establish would have the same status 
in the Federal Government as the Mellon 
Gallery, which is a branch of the Smith
sonian Institution, and it would be paid fox: 
in the same way-that is, by private con
tributions only. The center would be similar 
in many respects to the $205 million Lincoln 
Square Center of the Performing Arts in New 
York City which is to be built by private
funds. Foundations, including the Ford and. 
Rockefeller Foundations, have already 
pledged the New York City project $15 mil
lion, and I am confident they would do as 
much or more for a National Cultural Center 
1! legislation is enacted into law providing 
for such contributions. Especially would 
this be so if the center had the same status 
as the Mellon Gallery. 

More than $100 million is presently repre
sented in the National (Mellon) Gallery and 
its matchless collections donated by the Mel
lon, Widener, Kress, Dale, and other families~ 
Certainly this is proof of the attractiveness 
of the Mall location for an art center. No 
comparable site for a cultural center exists 
1n the Nation's Capital, in fact. The onere
maining Mall site across from the Archives 
Building is .smaller and, besides, a Federal 
office l;milding is planned for that location. 
By its insistence on locating the air museum 
on the Mall, the administration is scuttling 
the one opportunity for a great cultural cen
ter in the Nation's Capital. 
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· I hope the Senate wlll carefully consider 

these matters and reverse the position taken 
on the air museum. 

FRANK THOMPSON, Jr., 
Representative From New Jersey. 

PROPOSAL FOR AN INTERNATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I am. 
greatly interested in the proposal of the 
junior Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. 
MONRONEY] that an International De
velopment Association be created to help 
:finance international economic develop
ment loans on a multilateral basis. 

The Free World needs new ideas in the 
international development :field. As 
chairman of the Senate Banking and 
CUrrency Committee to which the Mon
roney resolution has been referred, I in
tend to cooperate in every way to see 
that it is gtven proper consideration. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent 
to have printed at this point in the. 
RECORD three newspaper articles about 
the Monroney proposal: 

First. An article written by Mr. E. W. 
Kenworthy, and appearing in the New 
York Times of March 2, 1958. 

Second. An article written by Mr. Ray
mond P. Brandt, and appearing in the St. 
Louis Post-Dispatch of March 2, 1958. 

Third. An editorial in the Washington 
Post of March 9,1958. 

There being no objection, the articles 
and editorial were ordered to be printed 
in the RECORD, as follows: 
(From the New York Times of March 2, 1958f 

WORLD FuND PROPOSED TO AID WEAK NATIONs--
IT WoULD SUPPLEMENT WORLD BANK BY 
LOANS IN SOFT CURRENCIES 

(By E. W. Kenworthy) 
WASHINGTON, March 1.-The staggering 

problem under which the less-developed na
tions ceaselessly labor is how to achieve a 
modest but steady growth of theit productive 
base so as to bring about a gradual improve
ment in living standards. 

It is a problem that also faces the fre~ 
nations of the ·west. As the Soviet Union 
has stepped up its aid-and-trade campatgri 
in the less-developed nations, the West has 
come to relaize that the future political 
·climate and orientation of these ·nations will 
depend on where they get the funds to 
finance their development. · 

What are the chief western sources right 
now for this development capital? · There 
are four institutions--United States Ex
port-Import Bank and Development Loan 
Fund and the International Bank for Re
construction and Development (the World 
Bank) and its affiliated International Finance 
. Corporation. · · 

FOUR AGENCIES 
(1)". The Export-Import .Bank now has 

lending authority of $5 billion, which will 
probably be increased to $7 billion by Con
gress this year. Its chief function is to make 
dollar loans for the purchase of income-prd
ducing equipment manufactured in the 
United States. Its rate of intetest is now 
between 5 and 6 percent. · 

(2) The Development Loan Fund of the 
International Cooperat~on Administration 
was set up by Congress last year with ah 
initial appropriation of $300 million, to which 
$625 million will be added this year-Con-
gress wllling., ' 

. Its interest rate 1s 3¥2 percent on loans to 
governments for such , public proj~cts ~ 
harbor development, roads and state-own~ 

· railroads and communications. For loans 
to private industry its interest rates are 
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from .5 Y2 to 5%. percent. The fund is au
thorized to make some soft loans--that is, _ 
With long maturity and partly repayable in 
local currency. 

(3) The World Bank, with 64 members, . 
is a specialized agency of the United Na- , 
tions. It has lending authority of about 
$9,500 million at present. It makes bank
able loans in hard currencies, repayable in 
the same, with interest at 5 to 6 percent. 

(4) The International Finance Corpora
tion, a new institution, has authorized capi
tal of $100 million. It will make dollar in
vestments in productive private enterprise 
in less-developed countries. So far only 
about $6 million has been invested. 

It is obvious that these institutions can
not provide all the development capital 
needed by the underdeveloped countries. 
Except for the Development Loan Fund, 
they make hard money loans at interest 
rates charged by commercial banks. 

There is more to the pro)?lem than this. 
The above institutions usually require some 
matching of loans in local currency for ap
proved development projects. Because the 
less-developed countries have little private 
saving, they are often short of the domestic 
capital needed for local-currency counter
part. 
· Also, the economically underdeveloped 
countries have a fully developed sense of in
dependence. They are increasingly disin
clined to be beholden to the United States. 

For the last 18 months Senator A. S. MIKE 
MoNRONEY, Oklahoma Democrat, has been 
sharpening an idea on the knowledge of 
economic experts he has talked with here 
and abroad. Last week he crystalized it in 
a resolution urging the creation of an inter
national development association to make 
long-term, low-interest, multicurrency 
loans. 

The association would be a subsidiary to 
the World Bank, making loans that the 
Bank must now reject under its regulations 
as unbankable. Essentially, it would be a 
secondary mortgage institution. Senator 
MoNRONEY told the Senate that Eugene 
Black, World B'ank president, informed him 
the Bank could have made 50 to 60 more 
loans if there had been such an institution 
to take the proportion of the loan which 
was found unbankable. 

As an illustration of how it might work, 
Senat_or MoNRONEY cited a TVA-type project, 
long-plahned, for the ·Indus River system in 
Pakistan and ·northern India . . The estimated 
·cost of this project is · $400 million. 

Suppose, said Senator MONRONEY, the 
'World Bank could underwrite half the 
amount as a bankable loan repayable in hard 
currency over 20 years at 4 to 5 percent in
terest. Then the association might under
'wrlte the rest, repayable over 40 years at 
2 percent. 

The association, Senator MoNRONEY said, 
might provide deutschemarks for engineering 
costs, dollars for earth-moving equipment, 
any number of currencies for cement, and 
rupees for local labor and some materials . 

"Thus," explained the Senator, "with a 
worldwide shopping list and a vault fll,led 
with many local currencies, for the first time 
wise banking administration could make full 
use of local currencies, including those from 

_the sale of our agricultural surpluses." · 
It Is this last suggestion that has espe

cially attracted the attention of many Gov
. ernment officials · and Congressmen. Since 
1954 the United States has· been sell1ng agri
cultural surpluses for local currency. 

When these loans begin to be repaid lp. a 
. few years, the United States wil have hun
. dreds of millions of dollars worth of soft local 
currencies. What to do with them has been 
the despair of Government economists. Un

. der the Monroney plan, they could be used to 
: supply the lack of domestic c·apital in the 
less-developed countries. · ~ · · ~ · · 

· ·Many· high· administration officials showed 
interest in the Monroney plan. However, 

Secretary of State Dulles was reported chilly 
to the idea. He was said to be still firmly 
wedded to bilateral loans, believing them to 
be more useful diplomatic tools. 

[From the St. Louis Post-Dispatch of March 
2, 1958] 

LOANS FOR DEVELOPMEN.l' OF AsiA AND 
AFRICA-PLAN BY SENATOR MONRONEY
NEW AGENCY UNDER WORLD BANK PROPOSED 
To MEET NEEDS OF UNDERDEVELOPED AREAS
AN ANSWER TO COMMUNIST ECONOMIC 
SCHEMES THREATENING To ATTRACT LOYALTY 
OF MAJORITY OF At"..ANKIND 

(By Raymond P. Brandt) 
WASHINGTON, March 1.-With hopes of 

stopping the propaganda here and abroad 
about "Uncle Sugar" and "Uncle Shylock," 
Senator A. S. MIKE MONRONEY proposed this 
week the creation of a "second mortgage" 
international bank that could first reduce 
and perhaps eventually end Congressional 
appropriations for American economic aid to 
underdeveloped countries. 

After 18 months of study, the Oklahoma 
Democrat came up with the first detailed 
plan for meeting tl:e Kremlin's long-term, 
low-interest loans to newly independent 
nations that are long on manpower and 
natural resources but short on dollars and 
other hard currencies. 

As a member of the Hou~e Banking and 
Currency Committee more than 12 years ago, 
MoNRONEY participated in the establishment 
of the· International Bank for Reconstruc
tion and Development,· usually called the 
World Bank, under the Bretton Wood agree .. 
ment. As a member of the similar Senate 
committee, · he is chairman of the Inter
national Finance Subcommittee which will 
hold hearings in about 2 weeks on his pro
posal for an International Development As
sociation, to be closely allied with the World 
Bank. 

In summary, the new banking organiza
tion, capitalized with a billion dollars in 
hard currencies supplied by the countries 
underwriting the World Bank, would have 
the following objectives: 

1. Long-term loans, up to 40 years at 2 
percent, repayable in local or soft currencies 
to supplement the World Bank's hard cur~ 
rency loans, limited to a maximum of 20 
years at rates from 4 to 6 percent. 

2. Maximum use of foreign currencies 
available to the Unite<;l States through the 
sale of agricultural surpluses and other pro
grams by devoting a portion of these cur
rencies to such loans. 

3. Placement of the loans in a way to elim
inate any possible implications of interfer
ence with national sovereignty. 

During his study of the foreign economic 
aid problem, MONRONEY first thought it 
would be necessary to have a Bretton Wood 
type of conference to create the aux1Uary 
World Bank. After talks with administra
tion and World Bank · officials, he came to 
the conclusion that with bipartisan Ameri
can support, the World Bank directors had 
or could be given ample authority for its es._ 
tablishment. The resolution he introduced 
this -week merely says that it is the "sense 
of the Senate" that consideration should be 
given to the establishment of the Develop
ment Association. Witnesses scheduled to be 
heard on this resolution include Treasury 
Secretary Robert B. Anderson; Under Secre-

. tary of State Christian A. Herter and his 
economic deputy, C. Dougles Dillon: Prest

. dent Eugene Black, of the World Bank; econ
omists and private bankers. 

. Black, whose private banking reputation 
was impressive before he became head of the 

, World Bank, has cautiously said for publica
tion that the Monroney idea 1a one the 

· Wodd Bank should explore. He has consist
ently favored multlna;tion roa.nS over bilat

. eral arrangements for public development 
projects. 
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MoNRONEY has not been able to get the 

support of Secretary of State John Foster 
Dulles for favorable action on his resolution 
at this session of Congress. There are sev
eral re·asons for this. The first is that the 
Eisenhower administration is concentrating 
on getting the full $3,942,100,000 authoriza
tion for the mutual security program the 
President has recommended for next fiscal 
year. The second is that the Monroney reso
lution asks the Senate to approve the trans
fer of the uncommitted $300 mlllion voted 
last year to the development loan fund to 
the proposed international bank. 

Furthermore, MoNRONEY has not endeared 
himself to Dulles by saying that if he cannot 
get the initial $300 m111ion away from the 
In tern a tional Cooperation Administration 
fund, from which not a single loan has been 
made, he will ask Congress to reject the ad
ministration's request for an additional $625 
million for the ICA loan fund and appro
priate the money directly to the proposed 
inte-rnational bank. 

From the practical parliamentary and po
litical viewpoint, it does not appear that 
the new bank could be established this year, 
even if the Senate acted favorably on the 
Monroney resolution. Although the United 
States supplied 30 percent of the original 
capital for the World Bank, and as a result 
has 30 percent of the voting strength on the 
board of directors, it would probably require 
2 or 3 years before the World Bank could 
have a billion-dollar auxiliary in shape to 
make sound soft currency loans on approved 
projects. 

It would be logical and practical, however, 
for the Eisenhower administration and the 
Democratic Congress to follow through on 
the Monroney proposal as a long-term propo
sition, while the economic aid parts of the 
present Mutual Security program are gradu
ally tapered off. · 

MONRONEY told the Post-Dispatch that 
as he envisaged the new bank's operations, 
full and immediate use could be made ·of 
the World Bank's trained personnel and its 
comprehensive studies of economically sound 
projects in specific countries throughout the 
world. 

"The World Bank and its personnel," he 
said, "command the highest respect. Be
cause its loans are in hard currencies for 
relatively short periods at comparatively high 
interest rates, many countries cannot meet 
its terms. But if we could make use of 
the soft local currencies the United States 
has accumulated from its foreign-aid pro
grams and from the sale of agricultural 
surpluses, together with the soft currency 
deposits and credits of the other free and 
the uncommitted countries, second mort
gages would make new World Bank loans 
practicable." 

Walking over to a huge map of Asia on his 
office wall, Monroney pointed to the north
west part of India, where it joins western 
Pakistan, and said: 

"One of the world's great trouble spots is 
in the relationships between India and Pakis
tan. The root of this trouble is for more than 
Kashmir. The struggle is for the use of the 
waters of the six-river watershed that 
originates in India and Tibet and goes down 
through Pakistan. 

"If India alone developed the waters of 
this great river sys·tem, Pakistan would 
perish through loss of the water necessary 
for l:ts e<lOilomy. 

"For more than a year, engineers of Pakis
tan and India have worked together on a 
joint plan for a huge TVA-type of develop
ment for this section of Asia. The program 
probably would cost around $400 million. 
As a hard currency World Bank loan, requir
ing payment in 20 years at 4 percent interest, 
this would not be bankable. 

"Under the J;nternational Development As
sociation, the plan could be .financed. with 
safety to the· tremendous good of two coun-

tries whose disagreements threaten trouble 
in the Far East. 

"As a second mortgage operation, the IDA 
could take perhaps 50 percent of the $400 
million loan, subordinating it to the first 
claim of the World Bank, which would take 
the primary loan. The secondary loan would 
be for 40 years at 2 percent interest, repaid 
not in dollars or hard currency, but in the 
local currencies of India and Pakistan. 
This would be on better terms than the 
Russians and their satellites are offering. 

"In designing the dam and other works, 
the IDA could lend funds for engineering in
German deutschemarks. It could furnish 
funds for earth moving equipment in 
French francs, with certain dollar or hard 
currency additions to make the loan at
tractive to the French. Cement could come 
from some 10 countries, purchased in local 
currencies. Thus with a worldwide shop
ping list, wise banking administration could 
make full use of local currencies, including 
those accumulated from the sale of our agri
cultural surpluses, which wm run into the 
equivalent of several billion dollars over the 
next 5 years." 

Monroney said other members of the 
World Bank could individually contribute 
local currencies they have on hand, such as 
India's block sterling credits in England. 
This, he said, would give flexible and ju
dicious use of many presently frozen assets. 

In a greatly limited way, the development 
loan fund of the International Cooperative 
Administration could theoretically make 
loans of the sort MoNRONEY described. The 
basic difference between the development 
loan fund and the IDA is that ICA loans, 
when made, will be bilateral between the 
United States and the borrowing country 
while the IDA loans would be multilateral, 
with the responsibility diffused among the 
countries now supporting the World Bank. 

MONRONEY argues and many administra
tion officials concede that the present bilat
eral arrangement on much of the present 
foreign aid, military and economic, is the 
reason the United States is called "Uncle 
Sugar" and "Uncle Shylock." The arrange.;. 
ment also permits the Communist propa
gandists to proclaim that the American eco
nomic aid program is a thinly disguised 
operation for economic and military domi
nation of the uncommitted, underdeveloped 
countries. 

Adlai E. Stevenson had a similar idea to 
MoNRONEY's in his speech this week to the 
national conference on the foreign aspects of 
United States national security. He did not 
specifically endorse the "second mortgage" 
World Bank but his ideas could be included 
in the IDA proposal. He told the gathering 
assembled by Eric Johnston: 

"I think it is time we coordinated our 
economic efforts with our friends instead of 
going it alone. The whole of the indus
trialized Free World has the same interest in 
seeing the underdeveloped areas make the 
transition to self -sustaining growth while 
maintaining their independence. 

"INTERESTS IDENTICAL 

"Our interests are identical. This is a 
global enterprise; and it should be organized 
on that basis. For Western Europe and 
Japan this coordination would give a badly 
needed sense of common constructive pur
pose at a time when military problems alone 
seem to hold the center of the international 
stage. Moreover, coordination would also 
make possible useful contributions from 
some of the smaller states of the Free World. 

"I do not believe it is necessary to com
mingle all our funds to set up a single inter
national fund. But the governments of the 
Free World should gather, assess what they 
are doing, and make common cause in en
larging their efforts in both technical assist
ance and the supply of capital. Before the 
NATO conference, I suggeste~ that the or-

ganization for European -economic coopera
tion in Paris might offer a useful gathering 
place for this new enterprise. That organi
zation, a product of the Marshall plan, has 
the flexibility, the staff, and the tradition 
of constructive purpose to do the job. I am 
confident that from such collaboration a 
new spirit would emerge in the Free World, 
a new sense of the powers and construct! ve 
possibilities of democracy, a unity based on 
hope rather than fear. 

"Against the background of an enlarged 
and stabil1zed American program, weaving 
together the great resources of the indus
trialized nations, giving play to private as 
well as Government initiative, we could well 
invite Mr. Khrushchev to coordinate his ef
forts with ours if he is really interested in 
the economic development and political in
dependence of these less fortunate countries." 
Such cooperation-and I hope we leave no 
stone unturned in our effort to cooperate
could avoid the waste and hazard of black
mail that results from competition in this 
kind of effort. And if the Soviets are not 
interested in joining our international effort, 
such an offer would at least unmask the 
motive behind their assistance. 

OPEN TO CHANGES 

MoNRONEY is open to changes in his pro
posal, saying details can be worked out after 
the hearings before the full Banking and 
Currency Committee or the International 
Finance Subcommittee. 

"I am convinced that most of the objec
tions to the secondary bank can be ironed 
out," he said. "We wm seek the testimony 
of the best authorities we can find. The 
proposal can, and probably wm, be moP,itl.ed 
and improved, but I believe the time is right 
to make a dramatic change and improvement 
in our methods of handling foreign economic 
aid. 

"No football coach could use the same old 
plays year after year in the same conference· 
without winding up in the cellar. What is 
true of football is also true of foreign policy. 

"The Communist economic penetration has 
been concentrated in the areas where we are 
the weakest-the countries of Asia and 
Mrica, especially those which make up the 
periphery of the Communist geographical 
hegemony. These nations are currently the 
most susceptible to political and economic 
infiltration. Many have brqken the bonds 
of Western colonial power only within the 
last 10 to 12 years. 

"The greatest desire of these nations is 
economic independence and control of their 
own affairs. Our aim should be to regain 
the initiative from the Soviets. We need to 
finance them in a way that is proof we have 
mutual interests at heart rather than any 
desire for economic or military control. This 
I believe can be handled best by an inter
national arrangement. 

"The United States has more to gain from 
international development than merely fore
stalling Soviet strategy. As more nations 
break through the development barrier and 
are able to join the select group of countries 
with rising living standards, the market for 
Western goods will simultaneously expand." 

DECIDED IN COMMITTEE 

The fate of the Monroney plan at this ses
sion of Congress will be decided by the com
mittee hearings and the votes in both 
Chambers on President Eisenhower's $3,942,-
100,000 mutual security recommendation. 
The comml ttee hearings will disclose whether 
the administration officials are ready to in
dorse publicly the "second mortgage" inter
national ·bank. Debates on the mutual se
curity recommendation will reveal the extent 
of Congressional criticism· of the economic 
aid portion, particularly the development 
loan fund, for which $300 mlllion was ur
gently requested at tl;le last session, and 
from which the first loan is yet to be mad~. 
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[From the Washington Post of March 9, 

1958] 
A FRESH IDEA ON AID 

senator MoNRONEY, of Oklahoma, has sug
gested a new approach to economic aid for 
the underdeveloped nations that has consid
erable appeal. The details remain to be 
worked out after hearings which he proposes 
to conduct soon, but the general idea is to 
create a sister agency of the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
(World Bank) to make loans in mixtures of 
hard and soft currencies on more favorable 
terms than the World Bank can grant. 

As a starter, the United States would put 
up some $300 million of a $1 billion ini
tial hard-currency capitalization. The rest 
would come from such of the 59 other mem
bers of the World Bank, as elected to par
ticipate in the new agency. Soft currencies 
owned by these members, such as those ac
cruing to the United States from its disposal 
of agricultural- surpluses abroad, would also 
be made available where they could be used 
to pay for local labor or materials needed in 
a project. Where feasible, part of a project's 
cost would be financed in the present way by 
the World Bank, on a hard-currency basis 
and on terms otherwise "bankable." The 
Monroney bank-which he would call the 
International Development Association
would take a sort of "second mortgage" for 
the remainder of the required funds. 

The IDA is certainly more attractive than 
the perennially rejected "Sunfed" project 
urged by the underdeveloped nations as a 
United Nations approach to multilateral aid. 
Control presumably would be apportioned in 
accordance with capital subscriptions, as in 
the case of the World Bank. The help would 
be in the form of loans, not grants. If, ul
timately, the bulk of the American foreign
economic aid effort could be channeled 
through IDA, the overemphasis on mill tary 
and security aspects which now hobbles this 
country's development-aid efforts could be 
avoided. Even the Soviet Union could be
come a partner in the venture if it came 
to see the disadvantages and perils of a bi
lateral program of the kind which it is now 
beginning to develop. In this way, economic 
aid might emerge from its cold war context. 

If the way had not been blazed by the 
World Bank, the Monroney plan might seem 
to be purely wishful thinking. If bilateral 
aid enjoyed broader support in this country 
and had a better record of success overseas, 
there might be no reason to consider a fresh 
approach. But aid to the economically un
derdeveloped nine-tenths of the world's pop
ulation is now on a piecemeal, inadequate 
and poorly understood basis. At the same 
time the provision of such aid is perhaps 
the single greatest policy imperative of this 
century for the advanced nations. The need 
is for method and organization that will 
make possible a sufficient and .a sustainable 
effort, and the Monroney plan seems to offer 
substantial hope in these respects. 

POPE PIUS MARKS TWO 
ANNIVERSARIES 

Mr. BUTLER. Mr. President, ir
respective of considerations of particular 
faiths, the people of our respective States 
will heartily join in the worldwide ac
claim now being voiced in regard to the 
joint anniversaries of Pope Pius XII. 
As an earnest exponent of world peace, 
he is exerting indefatigable efforts to as
sist in bringing about the adjustment of 
differences among nations so that there 
will be the cessation of military under
takings resulting in so many untimely 
deaths ·and in horrors so devastating to 
mankind. · 

The Pope is now observing the 19th 
anniversary of his installation as the 
Supreme Pontiff of his Church, and this 
anniversary is coincident with his 82d 
birthday, which fortunately finds him in 
excellent health, enabling him to con
tinue his activities for all peoples, re
gardless of religious affiliations. 

The Pope's advocacy of the inalienable 
rights of human beings has long since 
characterized his efforts. It is signifi
cant that the consistent reiteration by 
the Apostolic Delegate, whom we are so 
fortunate as to have in our midst, up
holds the basic principles of the dignity 
of man. This fundamental thesis com
mands o::r attention and support, and is 
expressive of the philosophy of the Pope 
in all his religious pronouncements. 

In our taking notice of the joint anni
versaries, the Baltimore Sunday Ameri
can gave expression in its editorial to 
sentiments which will be shared by 
American people throughout this land, 
and I therefore ask that the text of this 
publication be included in the body of 
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD as a part Of 
my remarks. 

There being no objection, the editorial 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

POPE PIUS MARKING TWO ANNIVERSARmS 
One of God's most valiant commanders in 

the field, this world of ours, observes today 
two anniversaries. It is the 82d birthday of 
Pope Pius XII. It is also the date of his elec
tion 19 years ago to the Papacy. 

His Holiness is observing rather than cele_
brating the occasion. He is spending the 
day much like any other, fulfilling the high 
obligations of his dedication. But it is a 
day of reverent rejoicing for the world's 
450 million Roman Catholics. 

They are praying-and they are joined by 
many, many others not of their faith-for 
the continued health and reign of this gentle, 
holy man of peace, who, by divine paradox, 
is one of the greatest warriors against god
less communism. 

To this vast conjoining of prayer we 
humbly add our own. 

COORDINATION OF AGRICULTURAL 
PROGRAMS 

Mr. BUTLER. M,r. President, I sup
port the administration's farm bill sub
mitted to Congress. 

This bill provides the combination and 
coordination of programs required to 
free farmers of burdensome controls. 

Passage of this bill will help farmers 
stabilize agriculture and expand mar
kets. It will help them achieve the eco
nomic security which farmers, and all 
other segments of our population, can 
expect to earn through investment of 
capital, hard work, and the application 
of managerial skill. 

Each provision of this bill is essential 
to the successful operation of all its pro
visions. 

The provision to authorize a substan
tially wider range within which price 
supports may be provided is directly re
lated to the needed authority to increase· 
acreage allotments for tobacco, cotton, 
wheat, rice, and peanuts. 

Neither of these authorizations can 
be effective, of course, unless we repeal 
the law which requires that price sup
ports be raised as surpluses are reduced. 

Nor can we logically provide authority 
to increase acreage allotments unless 
we close out, as this bill provides, the 
soil bank acreage reserve at the end of 
the 1958 crop year. 

I cannot say that any one part of this 
bill is more important than any other 
part of it. Yet l want to stress the ur
gent need to provide authority to in
crease ·acreage allotments for tobacco, 
cotton, wheat, rice, and peanuts. 

Under existing legislation, numerous 
farmers have acreage allotments so 
small that it hardly pays them to grow 
the permitted crops. If they exceed 
their allotments, they are penalized. 

Cotton is a good example. Seven out 
nine cotton allotments are less than 15 
acres. The national cotton allotment 
average is only 18.4 acres. In North 
Carolina, the average cotton producer is 
permitted to plant less than 6 acres of 
cotton; in Georgia, less than 11 acres. 

How can a cotton farmer with 4 or 5 
permitted acres, or even the national 
average allotment of slightly more than 
18 acres, afford to mechanize his farming 
operations? He cannot. 

The technological revolution in agri
culture is passing him by, simply because 
he has lost his freedom to plant-his 
freedom to keep his own business produc
ing a profitable volume. His efficiency 
is crippled. 

Tobacco is another example. The 
average allotment for all tobacco in 1957 
was slightly more than two acres. For 
burley tobacco, the average allotment 
was barely above one acre. 

Present legislation so reduced corn 
acreage allotments per farm that acreage 
controls for corn have become completely 
unworkable. Only 1 bushel in 7 grown 
in the commercial corn area in 1957 
was eligible for price support, be
cause so few farmers complied with 
allotments. That is the reason the 
administration's bill would free corn 
farmers of all acreage allotments. 

We now have a real opportunity to give 
farmers more freedom to plant. We can 
do it by providing authority to increase 
acreage allotments for tobacco, cotton, 
wheat, rice, and peanuts. We can do it 
by abolishing unworkable acreage allot
ment provisions for corn. 

But the success of this one step toward 
greater freedom for farmers hinges on 
the passing of this bill by Congress with 
its other vital provisions. 

We must remember that the farm 
problem was many years in the making. 
We must remember that many factors, 
including outmoded legislation which 
hampered this administration in solving 
an inherited farm problem, have created 
the complicated problem the farmer has 
today. . 

We must have the combination and 
coordination of agricultural programs 
for which the administration's bill pro
vides, in order to solve the many-sided 
farm problem. 

JUDGE JAMES R. KIRKLAND 
Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, 

James Robert Kirkland, judge of the 
United States District Court for the Dis
trict of Columbia, passed away on Feb
ruary 25, 1958. During his distinguished 
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and able career, Judge Kirkland was at 
one time counsel for the Senate Commit
tee on the District of Columbia. He was 
appointed to the staoff of the committee 
at the beginning of the 80th Congress, 
and although he was Republican and had 
countless Republican friends, he was also 
held in high esteem by the Democrats, 
and when the Democrats won control of 
the 81st Congress, he was retained as 
committee counsel. 

Judge Kirkland was a nS~tive of Wil
mington, Del., but was exceedingly proud 
of his District of Columbia background, 
having attended Di~trict public schools 
and graduated from old Business High 
School. He continued at Emerson Pre
paratory Institute, Pace School of Ac
countancy, Benjamin Franklin Univer
sity, and George W86hington University, 
and at the latter university, within a 
period of 4% years, earned three de
grees-bachelor of arts, bachelor of laws, 
and master of laws. 

I was a member of the Senate .District 
of Columbia Committee during the 81st 
and 82d Congresses, aond during the 81st 
Congress, I had the pleasure of working 
with Jimmy on home-rule legislation 
and the satisfaction of introducing a bill 
for home rule which ultimately passed 
the Senate. Before he even joined the 
committee staff, he was a strong propo
nent of home rule for the District, and 
was known as an ardent worker in the 
suffrage movement. He served as legal 
adviser to the Plebiscite Committee in 
connection with the November 5, 1946, 
plebiscite vote in the District for national 
representation and local suffrage. 

Judge Kirkland had close ties with the 
civic and social life of Washington and 
became a liaison between Congress and 
this voteless community. He listened to 
citizens' appeals Sind complaints, shaped 
local legislation, and worked with the 
local government. He was very active as 
a speaker and often appeared before the 
various citizens' associations and other 
civic organiza.tions on matters of mo
ment to the District residents. 

The loss to all segments of the city is 
a very real one, but more than this, the 
loss of Jimmy as a friend will be keenly 
felt. 

Mr. President-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen

ator from Tennessee. 

PROPOSALS TO COMBAT THE 
PRESENT RECESSION 

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President. I am 
in accordance with the efforts of the ma
jority leader to plan and put into effect 
a dynamic program to combat the pres
ent recession. 

Unemployment has reached a new 
postwar high of 5.1 million which we 
understand will be shown by the Depart
ment of Labor report to be released to
morrow. This total for February follows 
a report for January which showed the 
largest one month increase in unemploy
ment in this decade. We are in a de
cidedly dangerous economic situation. 

While I am in accord with the general 
principle of useful public works as an 
antidote to economic recession and de
pression, I wish to point out that certain 

kinds of construction have far greater 
immediate value than others. One type 
of construction, the effects of which are 
felt in every community, is private 
housing. 

A resumption of a vigorous period of 
private housing construction is depend
ent largely on the availability and cost 
of money. There can be no question 
that the mistaken tight money policy 
pursued by the administration and the 
Federal Reserve System effectively dried 
up new home construction. Readily 
available short term money is necessary 
to finance builders, and readily available 
and low cost money is essential to fi
nance new homes for the vast majority 
of young families which should be in the 
housing market under good conditions. 

It should also be pointed out that 
public housing can be gotten underway 
with reasonable expedition in many 
communities which contain many low 
income families in slums. 

New housing is beneficial far beyond 
the construction involved. New houses 
expand the markets for refrigerators, 
stoves and many other appliances. They 
account for a large percentage of sales 
of furniture, carpets, and textiles. 

It is also my hope that legislation pro
viding for school construction will be 
high on our list. In thousands of com
munities there is a need for schools 
which is immediate. In a large percent
age of these communities plans are 
ready and sites available. This is a most 
opportune time to begin a genuinely sig
nificant school construction program 
which will solve that nagging problem 
and provide a weapon against further 
unemployment as well. 

CANDIDACY OF ROLAND STEINLE 

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, a su
preme court justice of the State of Wis
consin named Roland Steinle has just 
resigned from that high court. He has 
announced his intention to run for the 
Republican nomination for the United 
States Senate. If Justice Steinle wins 
that nomination, and if I should decide 
to run for reelection, and if I win the 
nomination of my party this year, he 
and I would be opponents in November. 

Mr. President, Justice Steinle would 
make an excellent United States Sen
ator. He is a man of intellectual ca
pacity. He is an extremely hard worker. 
Through a lifetime of public service he 
has always hewn to the line of scrupulous 
honesty and rocklike integrity. 

Of course Justice Steinle and I will 
differ, and differ vigorously, in the com
ing campaign. He will be a well-quali
fied champion of his Republican Party 
and the principles and program for 
which it stands. If I run for reelection, 
I am going to do my best to make an all
out fight for our Democratic Party on 
its record. 

If Justice Steinle, as a Republican, and 
I, as a Democrat, run against each other, 
the Senate campaign in Wisconsin this 
year will, I am sure, be clean, responsible, 
and informative. 

Mr. President, The Milwaukee Sentinel 
has written an excellent editorial testify
ing to the splendid record of my oppo-

nent for this seat in the Senate. I ask 
unanimous consent that the editorial 
be printed at this point in the RECORD. 
following my remarks. · 

There being no objection, the editorial 
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD. 
as follows: 

STEINLE RESIGNS 

The resignation of Justice Roland J. 
Steinle from the Wisconsin supreme court, 
which becomes effective this weekend, re
moves from the court an able, conscientious, 
and hard-working justice. 

Justice Steinle has announced he is re
signing for personal reasons. There is a 
strong likelihood that, as soon as he is off 
the bench, he will announce his candidacy 
for the United States Senate on the Re
publican ticket. 

But while on the bench Justice Steinle has 
scrupulously and resolutely steered clear of 
any political activity or political pronounce
ments. For this, he is to be commended. 

Justice Steinle also deserves the gratitude 
of Wisconsin citizenry for his fine record of 
service on the high court since 1954, and 
for his work, before that, on the Milwaukee 
circuit court bench. 

[t is now up to Governor Thomson to ap
point a worthy successor. 

POLITICS AND POLITICIANS 
Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, the 

able junior Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. 
PROXMIRE] has spoken favorably about 
the character and high personal quali
ties of the citizen of Wisconsin who may 
be his opponent in the general election 
this year, should the junior Senator 
from Wisconsin decide to be a candidate 
for reelection. 

I commend the junior Senator from 
Wisconsin for his enlightened attitude. 
In my opinion, one of the factors in re
cent years which has done most to dis
courage outstanding Americans from 
entering public life has been the char
acter assassination and personal abuse 
witnessed in so many political cam
paigns. 

Recently I read the results of a Gallup 
poll which indicated that approximately 
69 percent of American parents did not 
want their sons and daughters to go into 
politics. One of the reasons given was 
that politics was such a "dirty game." 

If in this country we ever reach the 
point where young people of education, 
of idealism, and of courage do not see fit 
to go into government, then free govern
ment will be imperiled. 

I subscribe, Mr. President, to what was 
once said by a very distinguished Amer
ican, Elihu Root, who was the Secretary 
of State, under President Theodore 
Roosevelt, when he addressed the stu
dent body of Syracuse University in 1920. 
Elihu Root pointed out that politics is 
the practical exercise of self -govern
ment, and if we are to have self
government in the United States, then 
somebody has to go into politics. This 
outstanding American, who also served 
in the United States Senate from the 
State of New York added that the prin
cipal ground of reproach which he could 
think of against an American citizen was 
that such an American was unwilling to 
be a politician. 

Yet we must confess that today the 
term "politician" often has fallen into 
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disrepute among many segments of our 
population. I fear that one ·of- the 
reasons for this is that some of those 
·who participate in American politics try 
to get ahead, to win votes and thereby 
elections, by. abusing their opponents per
sonally, disparaging their opponents' 
characters, personal lives, families, and 
even religious a:Hiliations. To me this 
is very unfortunate, as it strikes at the 
very heart of the type of free government 
which prevails -in the United States. 

For that reason, I wish to commend 
and praise the junior Senator from Wis
consin, who stood in the Senate Cham
ber today and said that his prospective 
opponent in the Senate race from ·his 
great State was a man of high character 
and honesty and integrity. To me, this · 
epitomizes the type of standard we should 
maintain in public life and the type of 
approach we should have to political 
campaigns in a great free ·country. 

FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF LITH
UANIAN DECLARATION OF INDE
PENDENCE 
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, in 

the middle of February many of us com
memorated, on the floor of the Senate, 
the 40th anniversary of Lithuania's Dec
laration of Independence. I was · proud 
to be one of those who did so. 

I ask unanimous consent to have 
printed at this point in the RECORD the 
resolutions adopted unanimously by a 
mass meeting of· Lithuanian Americans 
at Kenosha, Wis., on March 2, 1.958. 
The resolutions were sent to me by the 
Reverend Father J. J. Augunas, M. I. C., 
who is president of the Kenosha chapter 
of the American Lithuanian Council. 

There being no objection, the resolu
tions were ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

Whereas Lithuania with her 705-year-old 
history, tradition, language, and religious 
customs; and 

Whereas the people of Lithuania uuring 
these 705 historical years have time and 
again fought aggressors to defend her free
dom, have shed their blood to prove to the 
world that Lithuania as a nation, is worthy 
of self-government; and 

Whereas Lithuania, together with her 
neighbors Latvia and Estonia, make up a 
population of 7 million people, have whole
heartedly and sincerely defended the prin
ciples of western democracy; and 

Whereas the Baltic democratic republics, 
these past 18 years, enslaved by Hitler and 
Stalin, have been subjected to torture and 
death; and 

Whereas the citizens of Lithuania, plaping 
their faith in the Atlantic Charter and in 
world peace, today face tragedy and whole
sale massacre by the thousands, and also 
deportation to the slave camps of Siberia; 
and 

Whereas Lithuanian freedom being dis
solved by the Communists, her religious be
liefs persecuted, and tens of thousands of 
her loyal subjects scattered throughout the 
world, homeless: Therefore be it 

Resolved, That loyal Americans of Lithua
nian descent of Kenosha, Wis., having care
fully reviewed the events and being well 
aware of the graveness of the present inter
national situation and concerned over· the 
fate of _the Lithuanian nation, pledge .all 
possible support to the Government of these 
United. States in its effort to achieve the 
principles· of justice .and freedom for all the 
nations, great' or small; be it fur'ther · 

Resolved, That the Lithuanian Americans 
of Kenosha, Wis., petition the Government 
of the United States: · 

1. That the ·servitude of the Baltic States 
be further held as an act of aggression, and 
to accept and recognize only the democratic 
diplomats of this country. 

2. To support this country's resistance 
movement by information and organization. 

3. To help carry on and conclude the testi
monies of the Committee on Communist 
Aggression. 

4. To make known to the United States 
the Baltic States Aggression Act. 

5. To recognize the genocide convention, 
thereby concluding defenseless peoples' 
wholesale massacres. 

6. To accept Kersten's committee findings 
as a sharp weapon against communistic 
propaganda; to propagate the enslaved 
peoples' plea, through the press, so that 
political leaders throughout the world would 
awaken and ·realize the dangers of commu
nism, and act by liberating these people from 
their aggressors. Silence only urges Com-

. munists on to more barbarous acts by sub
jugating other nations and by tearing down 
democratic principles. 

Resolved, That this meeting of the Lith
uanian Americans of Kenosha, Wis., express 
their deepest gratitude to the Federal Gov
ernment and both Houses of Congress of the 
United States for their support con~tantly 
extended to the cause of the independence of 
Lithuania. 

DAIRY FARMERS ALREADY LOSING 
MONEY AS RESULT OF BENSON'S 
PRICE CUT 
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, just 

22 days remain until the cut in dairy 
supports announced by . Secretary of 
Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson will go into 
full effect. 

Dairy farmers are already losing money 
as a result of the Secretary's action. 
The giant dairy processing and market
ing corporations are already beginning 
to harvest a windfall as a result of the 
policy of lower prices to producers which 
they have helped to originate, and to 
which they give their counsel and politi
cal support. 

An outstanding University of Wiscon
sin agricultural economist, Hugh Moore, 
recently reported that dairy producers 
can expect a loss of 15 to 20 cents per 
hundred pounds on their milk prices dur
ing February and March. The buyers 
simply start to discount the prices they 
pay to the farmers in anticipation of the 
lower price levels which Mr. Benson has 
decreed will take effect on April 1. 

Professor Moore reported on a study 
of milk prices that was made before and 
after the dairy price support cut which 
Mr. Benson imposed in 1954. These 
studies show, according to Professor 
Moore, that Wisconsin manufactured 
·milk prices fell about half of the 59-cent 
total de'cline in the 3 months before 
Aprill. 

The university of Wisconsin economist 
pointed out that little, if any, of this 
price decline was a normal seasonal price 
dip. This is shown, he said, by a study 
of i.nilk prices during the same months 
of years in which no change in supports 
had been made. 

The cost to Wisconsin's. dairy produc
ers of the severe slash in milk prices 
ordered by· Secretary Benson has been 
estimated at between torty-six and fifty 

·million dollars a year. This estimate did 
not include the loss that is being suf
fered by farmers already-before the 
order has even gone into effect. 

Mr. President, the damage will spread 
far beyond the farms, when $50 million 
a year is torn out of the cash registers of 
small business in my State. It will 
·spread far beyond the small towns where 
farmers trade. It will spread its econom
ic poison, Mr. President, like a radioac
tive cloud, throughout every nook and 

·cranny of our national economy. It will 
spread so far as even to weaken the great 
alliance of free nations that stands 
against the aggressive menace of com
munism. 

Mr. Benson's order will be a severe 
and unfair blow to dairy farmers. It 
will slam shut the factory gates against a 
rising, growing army of unemployed 
workers. It will rob both small busi
nesses and big ones of their margin of 
profit. It will pile a new burden of in
justice, cruelty, and despair upon the 
heads of the people who work for a liv
ing. It is a reckless, senseless invitation 
to the disaster of a great depression. 

WHEAT PLANTING CREDIT AND 
PENALTY 

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, I 
have just reported from the Committee 
on Agriculture and Forestry the commit
tee's action on S. 3406. · 

The Wheat Subcommittee of the House 
Agriculture Committee heard testimony 
on Friday, March 7, on the bill of Mr. 
ALBERT, of Oklahoma, H. R. 11086, and, 
later the same day, met in executive ses
-sion and agreed to report the bill favor
ably to the full committee. Mr. ALBERT's 
bill, H. R. 11086, is identical with S. 3406. 

s. 3406 is quite simple. 
First. It suspends the loss of acreage 

penalty for overplanting for the 1958 
harvest, as provided in Public Law 85-
203. 

On October 4, 1957, the Secretary of 
Agriculture issued regulations placing 
the increased penalty in effect. The 
seed wheat was then in the ground. Be
cause of favorable weather and planting 
conditions in the fall of 1957, almost all 
wheat producers overplanted. They be
lieved the penalty-cash only-would 
remain the same on the 1958 harvest as 
it was on the 1957 harvest. They 
learned, after the seed for the 1958 crop 
was in the ground, that the penalty pro
visions for overplanting had been 
changed. 

My bill would, for the 1958 crop, cor
rect this injustice if the wheat produced 
on these over-seeded acreas is: 

<a> placed in bonded storage, or 
(b) delivered to the Secretary and not 

used for market until in 1959, or later 
years. 

If the producer suffers a partial or a 
total crop loss on his allocated acres, ' 
then he may use the stored wheat to 
make up the difference between his ac
tual production and his average normal 
yield. All this may be done without pen
alty. However, should the producer 
_market the 1958. overproduction before 
he suffers a partial, or a total, crop loss 
then the full effect of the penalty as 
prescribed in Public Law 85-203 will be 
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assessed·against him and his farm-wheat 
acreage. 

Second. It leaves intact the provisions 
of Public Law 85-203 with respect to 
wheat acreage credit-history-for 1958 
to be used in the establishment of future 
State and county acreage allotments. 

This prevents the shifting of wheat 
acreage history from a commercial pro
ducing area to noncommercial areas. 
Producers in the various States and 
areas may continue, as before, to plant 
up to 15 acres, and market their total 
production without penalty. Also, pro
ducers with allotments of less than 15 
acres may continue to plant up to 15 
acres and market their total production 
without penalty. Public Law 85-203 
provides that these surplus acres shall 
not be counted for wheat acreage his
tory. 

Third. It would permit the provisions 
of Public Law 85-203 to become fully 
effective as to wheat acreage credit for 
the 1959 crop, and subsequent years, 
which will be used in the establishment 
of future acreage allotments for farm, 
county, and State, except that it would 
suspend the loss of acreage penalty for 
overplanters, provided they store, or de
liver to the Secretary, such overproduc
tion, and do not market it until they 
suffer a partial or total production loss 
in later years. 

LETTERS FROM OREGON FARM 
LEADERS OPPOSING REDUCTION 
IN DAIRY BUTI'ERFAT PRICE 
SUPPORTS 
Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, I 

have received several thoughtful and in
formative communications from Oregon 
concerning the situation facing the Na
tion's dairymen. Our Oregon dairymen 
are a resourceful, hardworking group of 
farmers. They are generally in favor of 
a self-help program. However, Mr. 
President, they see in the order to lower 
dairy supports a blow that will imperil 
them before a sound self-help program 
can be inaugurated. I am sure several 
representative letters will be of signifi
cant interest to my fellow Senators. 

I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Presi
dent, that these letters be printed in the 
body of the RECORD. I have a letter 
from Vida Helen Leu, of Goble, Oreg.; 
an open letter on subsidies from the 
North Bayside Grange No. 691, of Coos 
County, Oreg.; a brief statement from 
the Wallowa County Pomona Grange 
No. 22; a letter from Leonard Squier, 
Salem, Oreg.; a letter from Francis C. 
Sparks, Lower Columbia Cooperative 
Dairy Association, Clatskanie, Oreg.; a 
letter from Marvin D. and Marie A. Wil
liams, Dayton, Oreg. 

There being no objection, the letters 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

CREST-0-HILL FARMS, 
Goble, Oreg., February 17,1958. 

The Honorable RICHARD NEUBERGER, 
The United States Senate, 

Washington, D. 0. 
DEAR SENATOR NEUBERGER: Please, do not 

lower the price supports on milk. I believe 
1f anything they should be raised for several 
reasons: 

( 1) There are m1llions of undernourished 
children in this country. Not all of them 

1n poor families. Most-women tn·the United 
States work to help with payments on mer
chandise at set figures, the only place an 
American family 1s willing to save money is 
on its fOOd b111. 

(2) I think children are this or any coun
try~s greatest asset and they should be wen 
fed. This Government should see that every 
child has all the milk he or she can possibly 
consume. 

(3) I believe the people should realize that 
they are the ones being subsidized, not the 
farmers of this Nation. If Mr. Benson suc
ceeds in cutting the milk supply of this coun
try down to a point where milk becomes a 
scarce article, it could mean only two things: 

( 1) Milk will be very ·high priced and there 
will be no milk, cheese, and other dairy prod
ucts, to distribute through the schools, etc., 
and the health of the children and their 
children will suffer, or 

(2) This country would import large 
amounts of milk products from other coun
tries, where we would have no control over 
sanitation or quality. The dairy industry 
contributes much new wealth to this coun
try's economy. It is a large user of the 
products produced on other types of farms, 
using much hay and grain and the byprod
ucts of vegetable canneries, brewers, and 
others. It is also a user of large amounts 
of all kinds of merchandise from steel mills 
and factories. Eliminating the American 
farmers will do no one any good at all. 

This country's people need a supply of 
food on hand for possible national emergen
cies and they need the farms here at home, 
not abroad, for the same reason. 

Do not break this country's backbone by 
ruining her farmers. 

Please protect this country's people by 
keeping her farmers strong. 

The farm is a constant user of the products 
of all other industries. 

Sincerel~, 
Mrs. JACK LEu. 

NORTH BAYSIDE GRANGE No. 691, 
Coos Bay, Oreg. 

OPEN LETTER ON SUBsmiEs 
The members of North Bayside Grange 

No. 691, of Coos County, Oreg., have seen fit 
to protest the proposed lowering of dairy
support prices. Coos County is a dairy coun
try so our members are concerned over this 
development. 

This protest should not be construed as 
an argument for subsidies as such. The 
dairyman is as willing as anyone to cease 
being dependent on the Government, pro
viding that all other segments of the econ
omy return to the same basis. 

The dairyman has unwittingly been caught 
in the subsidy trap. The price of cheese is 
governed by the support price and his cost 
of production is kept high by other artificial 
means. Lowering of supports on one com
modity without lowering on all is clearly a 
discrimination against that commodity. 

Agriculture is the only industry that has 
been and is being ridiculed for receiving sub
sidies. Airlines and shipping, rapid amorti
zation and other beneficiaries receive little 
or no publicity at all. 

The majority of our press, nationally, has 
pursued a policy that has been both mis
leading and harmful. Namely, they create 
the impression that the entire budget of the 
United States Department of Agriculture is 
being used for price supports. The fact is 
that the major part of this budget is being 
used for the benefit of nonfarmers in the 
Forest service, school lunches and many re
imbursable funds. If the United States De
partment of Agriculture has done anything 
to counteract this trend it has not been 
noticeable in this area. This grange has 
always been committed to the belief that the 
United States Department of Agriculture 
should be helpful to the farmers. 

Public utilities are guaranteed the right 
to set their rates according to costs so that 
they may have a profitable operation. 

Labor is guaranteed the right to bargain 
for a raise based on the cost of living. In 
many cases, escalator clauses are in effect. 
Labor also has a national minimum-wage 
law. 

The grange does not begrudge labor a 
decent standard of living but where this is 
refiected in the basic commodities we must 
buy, the dairyman becomes more acutely 
aware of his diminishing income and low
ered standard of living. 

Taxes continue to climb and no one is 
optimistic enough to predict that they will 
not continue to do so. Our responsibility to 
the school system is clearly mapped out for 
a number of years in advance. Teachers' 
salaries are incre.asing. There 1s national 
publicity on behalf of raising teachers' 
salaries. 

The dairyman· will acknowledge this re
sponsibility unless he is forced out of busi
ness and can find no place in industry. In
dustrial unemployment is now a major 
problem. 

The major portion of the milk in Coos 
County is used for cheese. This cheese has 
been moving into the markets under com
petitive conditions, but at a subsistence rate 
to the producer. The support price alone 
would not be a profitable operation so it 
has been used only in cases of extreme 
emergencies. All that cheese supports have 
meant is insurance that the market will not 
collapse. 

It is the grass-roots opinion of this rep
resentative cross section of dairy men, that 
we deserve some consideration. 

The trend of the administration to elimi
nate the small operator could result in a 
monopoly condition which would be more 
harmful to the general public than the total 
of all subsidies ever paid. 

If the time has come to end subsidies, 
let us eliminate them on everyone alike. 
The dairyman does not ask for preferential 
treatment-an he asks is equal treatment. 
It is not realistic to expect the dairy in
dustry to exist in competition to Govern
ment largess. 

BoNNIE FuLLERTON, Secretary. 

WALLOWA COUNTY POMONA 
GRANGE No. 22, 

Joseph, Oreg. · 
RICHARD NEUBERGER, 

Senate Chambers, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR SIR: At the last meeting of the 
Wallowa County Pomona Grange they went 
on record opposing any reduction irr support 
price of all dairy products and would ap
preciate your support for the small farmers 
and dairymen. 

Sincerely, 
SYLVIA BONER, Secretary. 

SALEM, OREG., February 10, 1958. 
Hon. RICHARD L. NEUBERGER, 

United States Senator, Senate Office 
Building, Washington, D. 0. 

DEAR SENATOR NEUBERGER: Because you 
campaigned so successfully for the oppor
tunity to represent me and my interests in 
the United States Congress, it is no more 
than fair that you should be informed of 
my views and opinions on certain subjects. 

The one in which I am most vitally in
terested at the present time is the President's 
suggestion to remove the price support from 
milk. The President's reasoning Is no doubt 
sound and may be justified; but so long as 
the price supports are left on other com
modities and agricultural products, I do not 
favor Its removal from milk. In my opinion 
it would be unfair discrimination and pos
sibly a violation of the equal protection 
clause of the 14th amendment of the United 
States Constitution. 
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As you know, dairying is one of Oregon's 

chief industries and is engaged in by all 
sizes of corporations, associations, and coop
eratives as well as individual farmers. With 
very little study and research you can de
termine the fate of the little dairyman milk
ing 18 or 20 cows if the price support is 
removed from milk-and it's the little peo
ple of Oregon who make such ·an impact at 
the polls on election day. 

It isn't fair or even good logic to risk cut
ting or doing away with the income of the 
already overworked dairyman and still con
tinue to guarantee fabulous profits to the 
already wealthy owners of Oregon's wheat 
land. And while I'm on the subject, I have 
serious doubts as to the wisdom of paying 
a man to do nothing with his land. 

I trust you will do your utmost to see that 
justice and equity are served in every in
stance rather than to help promote the con
venience and prosperity of only a few. 

Very truly yours, 
LEONARD SQUIER. 

LOWER COLUMBIA COOPERATIVE 
DAIRY ASSOCIATION, 

Clatskanie, Oreg., February 27, 1958. · 
Hon. RICHARD NEUBERGER, 

United States Senate, 
Washington, D. c. 

DEAR SENATOR NEUBERGER: We are naturally 
concerned on behalf of our dairy people 
about what Congress will do with the dairy 
subsidy on April 1. A reduction from the 
present 83 percent of parity to the proposed 
75 percent would work a real hardship on 
the dairymen of this area. 

We believe the present subsidy should be 
retained until such time as the entire pro
gram can be abolished and some other plan 
adopted .. 

Our preference is for the self-help plan as 
presented to Congress by the National Milk 
Producers Federation and several other or
ganizations. This plan would relieve the 
taxpayers of the dairy subsidy burden and 
place the milk surpluses in control of the 
industry. 

We w111 greatly appreciate any help you 
can give us in this matter. 

Sincerely yours, 
FRANCIS C. SPARKS, Manager • . 

DAYTON, OREG., March 5, 1958. 
DEAR SIR: We are asking you to help pre

serve the support prices on milk as it now 
stands. 

Most of our hired labor is in a better fi
nancial position than the owner. 

If our income is lowered any more it will 
force many of us dairymen to go out of busi
ness. 

How about giving us a b1ll to vote on 
such as the self-help plan as proposed by the 
National Milk Producers Federation and the 
National Grange? 

Please help. 
MARVIN D. WILLIAMSJ 
MARIE A. WILLIAMS. 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, I 

am looking for a document which I 
should like to have printed in the RECORD 
today, but unfortunately it does not ap
pear to be among my papers. 

Let me say in the morning hour, as 
morning hour business, that on Saturday 
last I received my monthly letter from 
the First National City Bank of New 
York, one of the greatest banks in the 
world. It contained a statement about 
the current economic condition which 
ought to be brought to the attention of 
every Member of Congress and every 
person in Government. 

I am going to ask unanimous consent 
that I may have the statement printed 
in the REcoim in connection with my re
marks when I get it in my hand. 

Let me state the content of the 
monthly economic letter of this great 
New York bank. It was a report as to 
some 610 of the largest manufacturing 
companies in the United States, on their 
final reports as to their net income dur
ing the year 1957. 

These 610 companies included all steel 
companies, petroleum companies, pro
ducers, and refiners, manufacturers of 
textiles and apparel, manufacturers of 
food products, drugs, chemicals, and 
minerals of all kinds. There were in
cluded all the dominant industries in the 
United States. 

These 610 companies reported that 
their net incomes in the last quarter of 
1957 were 16 percent below what they 
had been in the same period of 1956. 

When I read this report by such an 
eminent Wall Street authority without 
any tinge of partisan leanings of any 
kind, and certainly without any possibil
ity of being accused of participating in 
the political aspirations of the Demo
cratic National Committee, I was re
minded of the fact that throughout the 
last 3 months of 1957 whenever any 
economist in Government, any Member 
of the Senate, or any Member of the 
House, dared to point a finger of warn
ing with respect to any declines in our 
economy, such persons were immediately 
called prophets of doom and of gloom. 

Here is the evidence that in the count
. ing houses of the largest bu~iness cor
porations in America, during the months 
of October, November, and December, the 
recession was in progress and was be
coming worse. The administration was 
doing nothing except to throw cold water 
upon the declarations which were being 
made by realistic observers of the econ
omy that some positive action would 
have to be taken. 

So strong was the conviction of the 
leaders of the administration that noth
ing needed to be done that when the 
President's budget was submitted to the 
Congress, in January, it contained para
graph after paragraph making it clear 
that nothing was to be done. Certainly 
nothing was to be done with respect to 
public works. 

Not only was it stated in the President's 
budget message ·that there would be no 
new starts, but it was also stated in 

the Budget in Brief that there would be 
no new starts. 

However, now we have the facts before 
us; and finally, in the spirit of-shall we 
say complete cooperation and fairness?
the White House 'releases information 
about some program of public · works, 
which information is given not to the 
Congress, to which the budget was sent, 
but to ·some Senators and Representa
tives from the States in which the ad
ministration now proposes to make some 
expenditures by way of public works. 
The policy laid down before the Congress 
in the budget message of the President 
is reversed; and the knowledge of this 
reversal is given not to the Congress as 
a whole, not to the Senate, or to the 
House, but to Members of the President's 
party in the Senate, the President's party 
in the House, and to some extent it is 
given to the press. 

This is not the administration of the 
public affairs of the Government of the 
United States in the interest of all the 
people. It is the administration of such 
affairs in the interest of a political..;>arty, 
and that alone, though it does not know 
where it stands. 

I ask unanimous consent that the ar
ticle to which I have referred, in the 
monthly letter of the First National Ciiy 
Bank of New York, be printed in the 
RECORD at this point as a part of my re-
marks. . 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

CORPORATE EARNINGS IN 1957 
Annual reports issued to date by com

panies engaged in all major lines of business 
reveal that--on an overall basis--the earn
ings drop in the fourth quarter largely can
celled the gains made earlier in the year. 
Our tabulation of 2,474 statements for the 
full year shows combined net income after 
taxes of $15.4 billion, an increase of 1 percent 
over the total for 1956. This virtually un
changed total of net income represents a 
narrower average margin of profit on the 
substantially increased total of sales or reve
nues, a& well as a lower rate of return on a 
greatly expand, i capital investment. 

Separate quarterly figures available for 610 
manufacturing companies indicate that net 
income in the fourth quarter of 1957 was 
slightly below the third quarter, but 16 per
cent below the relatively high fourth quarter 
of 1956. The following condensed summary 
shows the predominance of declines in the 
fourth quarter, while the table on the next 
page gives a preliminary summary for the 
full year as reported to date by a much larger 
number of companies, representing other 
lines as well as manufacturing. 

Net income of leading manufacturing corporations for the 4th quarter, 1956-57 
[In thousands of dollars] 

Industry groups Number of 
companies 

1956 1957 Percent 
change 

Food products and beverages·---------------------------------- +6 
Tobacco products_----------~-------------------------- --------- +6 

49 $82,882 $87,129 
44,090 

Textiles and appareL_------------------------------------------ -29 
Paper and allied products--------------------------------------- -19 

10 46,921 
28 31,420 22, 182 
36 71,678 57,955 

Chemical products __ -___ --------------------------------------__ -10 39 238,459 213,947 
Drugs, soap, cosmetics __ -- -------------------------------------- +25 Petroleum producing and refining_______________________________ -31 

26 75,099 93,637 
43 451,455 309,301 

&~~~~a ~~r:~~~~-e_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -3~ 46 87,180 85,699 
35 343,144 285,281 

Machinery-- ____ -- __ ------------------_----- __ ------------------ -21 
Other metal products. __ ---------------------------------------- -12 

66 108,888 85,800 
139 284,705 251,684 

t:~~h~~~~~~=r~~;~ru~~~~~~~===:::::::::::::::::::::::: -1~ 50 3PO, 256 370,395 
43 134,998 106,268 

Total manufacturing ______________________________________ J----·I-----I-----I------16 
610 2, 334,254 1, 966,199 
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For the full year 1957, reports of 1,194 
manufacturing companies together showed 

, net income practically unchanged from 1956. 
Subgroups registering gains include tobacco, 

· shoes, drugs, steel, autos, and other trans
portation equipment. Those experiencing 
decreases include textiles, clothing, tires, 
paper, petroleum, building materials, and 
miscellaneous metal products. ,Although 
about 7 out of 10 manufacturers reported 
sales increases, rising costs so squeezed profit 
margins that only half of them were able 
to better their net income. 

The best earnings, generally speaking, 
were realized by those industry groups which 
achieved the sharpest expansion in volume 
of dollar sales bllled. Where sales increased 
only slightly, the persistently rising trend 
of costs-labor, materials, services, and 
taxes-caused net income to rise proportion
ately less or to dip. Where sales sagged below 
those of the previous year, earnings usually 
dropped quite sharply. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
PROXMIRE in the chair) . Is there fur
ther morning business? If not, morning 

· business is concluded. 

SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL APPRO
PRIATIONS, 1958 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I ask 
that the unfinished business be laid be
fore the Senate. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
· Chair lays before the Senate the unfin
ished business. 

The Senate resUmed the considera
tion of the bill (H. R. 10881) making 
supplemental appropriations for the fis
cal year ending June 30, 1958, and for 

. other purposes. 
Mr. LAUSCHE. I suggest the absence 

of a quorum. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

· clerk will call the roll. 
The legislative clerk called the roll, 

and the following Senators answered to 
their names: 

·Aiken Gore 
Allott Green 
Anderson Hayden 
Barrett Hennings 
Bennett Hickenlooper 
Bible Hill 
Bricker Hoblltzell 
Bridges Holland 
Bush Humphrey 
Butler Ives 
·Byrd Jackson 
Carlson Javits 
Carroll Jenner 
Case, N.J. Johnson, Tex. 
Case, 8. Dak. Johnston, S. C. 
Chavez Kefauver 
Clark Kennedy 
·cooper Kerr 
Cotton Knowland 
Dirksen Kuchel 
Douglas Langer 
Dworshak Lausche 
Eastland Long 
Ellender Magnuson 
Ervin Mansfield 
Flanders Martin, Iowa 
Frear Martin, Pa. 
Fulbright McClellan 
Goldwater McNamara 

Monroney 
Morse 
Morton 
Mundt 
Neuberger 
O'Mahoney 
Payne 
Potter 
Proxmire 
Revercomb 
Robertson 
Russell 
Saltonstall 
Schoeppel 
Scott 
Smith, Maine 
Smith,N. J. 
Sparkman 
Stennis 
Symington 
Talmadge 
Thurmond 
Thye 
Watkins 
Wiley 
Wllliams 
Yarborough 
Young 

Mr. MANSFIELD. I announce that 
the Senator from Idaho [Mr. CHURCH], 
the Senator from Montana [Mr. MUR
RA.YJ, the Senator from Rhode Island 
[Mr. PASTORE], and the Senator from 
Florida [Mr. SMATHERS] are absent on 
official business. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I announce that the 
13enator from Maryland [Mr. BEALL], the 
Senator from Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART], 

the Senators from Nebraska [Mr. CuR
. TIS and Mr. HRUSKA] . and the Senator 
fro:r;xLNevada [Mr. MALONE] are absent 
on official business. 

The Senator from Connecticut [Mr. 
PURTELL] is necessarily absent. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. A quo
rum is present. 

IMPROVED METHODS OF STATING 
BUDGET ESTIMATES AND ESTI
MATES FOR DEFICIENCY AND 
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRI
ATIONS-HOUSE BILL PLACED ON 
CALENDAR 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, 

there is at the desk a bill, H. R. 8002, to 
provide for improved methods of stat
ing budget estimates and estimates for 
deficiency and supplemental appropria
tions, which has just been approved by 
the House of Representatives and re .. 
ferred to the Senate. 

The normal procedure would be to 
have this bill referred to the Committee 
on Government Operations for consid
eration. In view of the fact that the 
committee has had extended hearings 
and recommended the enactment, and 
the Senate has approved a similar bill, 
S. 434, I move that the House bill be 
placed on the Senate Calendar and not 
be referred to the committee. 

It is believed that Members of the 
Senate are already sufficiently familiar 
with the purposes and objectives of this 
bill, which proposes to implement the 
recommendations of the Hoover Com
mission in the fields of budgeting and 
accounting, and that further committee 
consideration is not necessary under the 
circumstances. The matter has been 
cleared with the chairman of the com
mittee. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the motion of 
the Senator from Minnesota. 

The motion was agreed to. 

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK LOAN TO 
INDIA 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, last 
week the Department of State an
nounced the agreement of our Govern
ment to loan the Republic of India $225 
million. One hundred and fifty million 
dollars of this amount is to be loaned 
by the Export-Import Bank, and $75 mil
lion from the Development Loan Fund 
established by the Congress last year. 

The announcement of this $225 mil
lion loan should be welcomed enthusias
tically by all Americans who have the 
best interests of this country and the 
Republic of India at heart. In what I 
have to say today, I do not mean to 
diminish in any way the importance of 
the $225 million loan. The fact that I 
feel it is inadequate does not mean that 
it is unimportant. I wish to compliment 
those who have negotiated this agree
ment successfully, and I know that those 
who are responsible in India for the 
management of the second 5-year plan 
will breathe a little easier because of it. 

Nevertheless, Mr. President, the fact 
remains ·that India is in trouble, and 

that shots of adrenalin, even in the 
amount of $225 million, will not cure 
the economic deficiency involved. When 
the Indian Finance Minister visited Eu-

. rope and the United States late last year, 
he was then seeking $600 million in an 
immediate international credit to save 
India's second 5-year plan. The prac
tical alternative to such credit was and 
is abandonment of much of India's de
velopment plan, with all of the serious 
and tragic political consequences which 
such an eventuality might produce. We 
have only to look at the degree of need 
to see that our current $225 million loan 
falls far short of the challenge and op
portunity facing us. 

India hopefully launched her present 
5-year plan in Apri11956 at an estimated 
cost of $15 billion. Something between 
$12 billion and $13 billion of this amount 
was to be met with Indian rupee funds 
raised within India. The balance of 
about $2.5 billion was to be in foreign 
currency, needed for imported machin
ery and supplies. In the remaining 3 
years of the second 5-year plan, $1.4 
billion is the absolute minimum gap 
which must be filled from foreign sources 
by 1961. In view of the increasing dif
ficulties in financing, probably $2 bil-

. lion comes closer to the actual need. 
Not all of this amount will have to come 
from American sources, but most of it 
will. 

The situation is emphatically a special 
and serious one. It needs special and 
serious attention. India's strategic sit
uation, her democratic institutions, her 
economic absorptive .capacity, and her 
size and prestige in Asia and in world 
affairs, all add up to a unique challenge. 
The issue at stake is so crucial, and the 
assistance needed so large, that a Mar
shall plan effort for India is required, 
apart from the mutual-security pro
gram, the Development Loan Fund, and 
the Export-Import Bank assistance. 

Indeed, the present instruments of as
sistance should not be distorted by exert
ing disproportionate pressure on them 
for the major Indian aid which they are 
unable to supply. I do not mean that 
these agencies should not play a role in 
Indian assistance. But the task is be
yond them, singly or together. 

It is not fully realized that there are 
two major challenges facing us in In
dian economic assistance. The first is 
to provide the critical foreign exchange 
necessary for industrial progress until 
India can surmount her present balance
of-trade problem. The second, so far 
largely ignored, is to find a solution for 
the growing food crisis in India, to make 
certain that economic development is 
not undermined by uncontrollable infla
tion. Fortunately the United States has 
the tools to help on both fronts, if we 
will only put them to use. 

Let us look first at the present foreign
exchange predicament, using the mini .. 
mal, probably obsolescent, estimate of a 
$1.4 billion gap in foreign credits over 
the next 3 years. Allow for the $225 
million loan just announced. Allow for 
the possible conversion to rupees of the 
1952 wheat loan, as the distinguished 
senior Senator from Kentucky [Mr. 
CooPER] has proposed. Allow for cer
tain 'funds from non-American sources. 
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Allow for the additional assistance which 
can be granted without further Congres
sional authorization, through the Devel
opment Loan Fund, the Export-Import 
Bank, farm surpluses under Public Law 
480 with deferred repayment in rupees, 
an extension of training grants and fel
lowships to Indian students and tech
nicians through current State Depart
ment · funds or the President's Emer
gency Fund. Allow for all of these, and 
it is my best estimate that an additional 
$900 million is left in terms of minimal 
American economic assistance which 
this country must expe~t to provide to 
India by 1961. 

I think we should recognize this chal
lenge squarely. I wholeheartedly en
dorse suggestions which other Senators 
have made for Congressional support of 
a basic 3-year commitment to insure the 
success of India's second 5-year plan. 
It is certainly in our interest as Ameri
cans that India survives and succeeds. 
A program of financial loans to India 
should pay off over a period cf years just 
as effectively as did the Marshall plan 
in Europe. Expanded credits are needed 
now. 

Since its usefulness is maximized by 
its early availability, ample dollars made 
available now are worth more than those 
made available later. I earnestly propose 
that the Congress and the administra
tion seriously attempt to meet the $900 
million target of direct economic aid to 
India. The best way to meet it would 
be by two Congressional appropriations, 
one of $600 million this year and the 
second of $300 million in 1959. 

I am not naive enough to believe that 
these amounts, or anything like them, 
will be approved by the Congress with
out strong administration leadership. I 
call upon the State Department to sum
mon the courage to give us the facts and 
the leadership which the situation re
quires. 

What we need is a dramatic new Mar
shall plan program of funds and food for 
India. And food, for the next few years, 
may be almost as important as funds. 

The food crisis in India is not appreci
ated for what it really is-a key to this 
whole situation. The foreign exchange 
problem is immediate and must be dealt 
with on an emergency basis. But un
less the inflationary situation in India is 
stabilized and rupee capital generated 
within the country for effective, eco
nomic development purposes, the foreign 
exchange assistance may prove of little 
avail. Insufficient food in India is pro
ducing inflation, and inflation can tor
pedo economic development. The 
United States, blessed with ample food 
and fiber, can use it to stabilize Indian 
economic development and the effective
ness of our own economic aid. 

Mr. President, two illuminating ar
ticles have recently been written by 
Matthew J. Kust, distingi]ished lawyer 
and economist, who has had personal 
experience in south Asia over a period of 
years as legal adviser for our aid pro
gram in India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, 
Nepal, Ceylon, Burma, and Indonesia. 

In his first article, Mr. Kust empha
sizes the current Indian food crisis, and 
offers some healthy suggestions for ac
tion in the taxation field by the Indian 

Government itself. I note his stress on 
this matter, because economic develop
ment, of course, is not simply a one-way 
street. Where serious deficiencies in 
"local tax structures are themselves im
peding economic growth, as seems to be 
the case in Indian agricultural taxation, 
it is up to the government itself to sur
mount its own political difficulties in the 
interests of big, broad economic pro
grams. 

In his second article Mr. Kust dis
cusses at length the role American food 
can play in India. I do not necessarily 
agree with everything Mr. Kust has to 
say about the current operation of Pub
lic Law 480, but I think he has put his 
finger on certain problems in a new and 
brilliant way. I ask unanimous consent 
that the text of his two articles entitled 
"India: Deepening Crisis," which he has 
recently written for the New Republic, 
be printed at this point in my remarks. 

There being no objection, the articles 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
[From New Republic of January 20, 1958] 

INDIA: DEEPENING CRISIS 

(By Matthew J. Kust) 
I. WHAT INDIA CAN DO 

Midway in its second 5-year plan India 
is experiencing a serious and worsening crisis 
in its economic development, a crisis which 
must inevitably, sooner or later, become a. 
political crisis. In the short run this crisis 
could be resolved by enough aid, soon 
enough, from the United States and other 
nations of the West. Indeed, I believe that 
the United States should greatly increase its 
assistance to India's development both as a. 
matter of national morality and as a matter 
of national self-interest. But the present 
crisis emanates primarily from certain 
fundamental weaknesses in India's own 
policies, especially tax policies. In the long 
run these deficiencies must be rectified if 
lndia is to achieve stable economic and 
political development. 

We have been hearing much lately about 
the foreign exchange shortfall which led 
India. to request at least $600 million in 
emergency credit from the United States. 
This is a. serious problem, of course, because 
India. must import capital goods and tech
nical assistance for its industrialization. 
India's foreign-exchange ditnculties, how
ever. are overshadowed by a still more funda
mental dilemma in India's domestic effort 
to exploit its own resources. This dilemma 
comes down, in the final analysis, to_ the food 
crisis about which we may well hear more 
during the coming months. 

Food production-and control of the food 
produced-is the key to rapid economic de
velopment in the underdeveloped countries. 
An agricultural economy not fortunate 
enough to possess some product such as 
petroleum demanded by the world market 
has little choice but to get the necessary 
resources for its industrialization from its 
agriculture. Agricultural surpluses must be 
generated not only as the primary source for 
capital for industrialization but to assure 
that economic development is not under
mined by uncontrollable inflation. 

To avoid inflation, the vicious circle be
tween inadequate food production, rising in
comes, and rising prices must be broken. 
The underdeveloped countries have large 
numbers of underemployed people living on 
a low subsistence level. As they are brought 
·into greater employment they spend most of 
their increased incomes on food. Accord
Ing to the latest national sample survey. 
food comprises 61.3 percent of consumer ex
penditures ln India.; a survey of agricul• 

turallabor concludes further that 85 percent 
of all spending by India's landless laborers, 
the most depressed economic group in the 
country, goes for food. If, therefore, food 
supplies do not increase together with in
creases in income and employment under 
the 5-year plans, food prices will rise. 

This is precisely what has been happening 
in India during the past 2 years. Reserve
bank statistics show that food prices rose 
56.7 percent from June 4, 1955, to May 25, 
1957. Since May further increases have been 
recorded. It is also interesting to note the 
difference in price increases among the chief 
food grains of India during this period. The 
prices of rice and wheat rose 67.9 percent 
and 53.9 percent while the prices of two coarse 
grains which form the staple diet of the 
poor-known as gram and jowar-rose 96.5 
percent and 196.8 percent. This phenomenal 
price rise can no doubt be attributed to the 
increased demand by the underemployed 
who have gained new purchasing power un
der the 5-year plans. 

It appears now that the food problem will 
be further aggravated by a failure of the 
monsoon rains. Reports from India indi
cate that severe drought is destroying the 
grain crops in eastern and central India.. 
About 80 million people will be affected. A 
monsoon failure at this time would not be 
altogether unexpected. The monsoon cycle 
is usually a 5-year cycle, and the normal 
5-year period inciudes 1 good and 1 bad 
year with the other 3 rang_ing in between. 
India's last bad year was in 1951-52. Yet if 
this is, in fact, a year of a monsoon fail
. ure the problem of food shortages and food 
control will become acute. 

The Indian Government remained compla
cent about the developing food crisis much 
too long. Food price increases were blamed 
on hoarders and speculators. These are, of 
course, only symptoms of the food shortage. 
They aggravate the crisis and must there
fore be dealt with sharply. But they do not 
create it. The reasons are much more deep 
seated. 

India's worsening crisis is primarily the re
sult of first, insutncient agricultural pro
duction and second, failure to channel a sig
nificant portion of the agricultural produc
tion into economic development. 

Low food production is the result of an 
unproductive agriculture which suffers from 
poor land utilization and antiquated agri• 
cultural techniques. Moreover, India's agri
culture is largely dependent on the vagaries 
of the monsoon. To be sure, India is pur
suing a great number of irrigation projects, 
but these have not yet provided the answer 
to the undependable rains. 

India's food production is probably the 
lowest in the world. While China, her big 
competitor in Asia, produces 185 million tons 
of food grains for a population of 580 mil
lion, India produces only 68 million tons ·of 
food grains for a. population of 385 million. 

As for India's failure to channel a signifi
cant portion of agricultural production into 
economic development, this can be at
tributed, first and foremost, to ineffective 
agricultural taxation. The Indian tax system 
is the most lopsided in the world. At the 
same time that a small group (not exceeding 
a. million persons) subject to the income, 
capital gains, wealth, expenditure, com
modity and estate taxes pays the highest tax 
ln the world, Indian agriculturalists, who 

~contribute approximately one-half the na
tional production, pay perhaps the lowest 
tax in the world. Only about 1 percent 
of gross agricultural output is appropriated 
by the government through taxation. This 
contrasts significantly with China. where ap
proximately 25 percent of gross agricultural 
output is appropriated through taxation and 
other measures. 

The land revenue system 1n India 1s an 
archaic tax. It is based on a monetary as
sessment· per acre fixed for long periods of 
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time. Although this system calls for re
assessments every 30 years, these are, for the 
most part, now in arrears. Most of the fixed 
assessments are at .least a generation old; 
many have not been changed for 50 years 
and others, under the Bengal permanent 
settlement, date back to 1793. Although 
100 years ago about one-third of agricultural 
output was taken up by the land revenue 
syst em, since then the combination of the 
system's own rigidity and price inflation 
have eroded away its effectiveness to a point 
where today only 1 percent of agricultural 
output is appropriated by this tax. 

This unsatisfactory situation is further 
aggravated by the Indian Constitution which 
prohibits the central government from tax
ing agriculture. Agriculture is thus free of 
the federal income, capital gains and wealth 
taxes. The states are empowered to levy an 
agricultural income tax but thus far none 
have done so effectively. It is, of course, 
open to question whether it is administra
tively feasible to levy an effective agricul
tural income tax in India, where holdings 
are small and financial records nonexistent. 
At the same time, however, the states have 
done nothing about reforming the archaic 
land revenue system. The taxation of agri
culture continues to go by default while de
velopment grows more difficult each year. 

In a country where half or more of the 
national product is derived from agriculture 
it would seem axiomatic that domestic sav
ings for industrialization must be derived to 
a large extent from agriculture. If these po
tential savings are allowed to be consumed 
in the rural area because of ineffective taxa
tion the possible rate of savings and invest
ment for industrialization will be greatly 
diminished. 

That is what is happening in India today. 
This was already clear during the first 5-year 
plan when the states_ fell short, by 34 per
cent, of the revenue surpluses required of 
them. The problem is now becoming acute 
in the second plan. The present plan re
quires the states to raise about $450 million 
in new taxation. But instead of revenue 
surpluses from either old or new taxation 
most of the states are running revenue 
deficits. · 

Ineffective agricultural taxation also re
sults in inadequate control of the limited 
food supply. If the potential food surpluses 
are not appropriated by agricultural taxa
tion or other measures they end up either 
in unnecessary consumption in the country
side or in the hands of hoarders and specu
lators. This aggravates the inflation inher
ent in a food shortage economy and causes 
food prices to soar. Sound food policy for 
economic development, therefore, requires 
that the food surpluses in the hands of the 
wealthier agriculturalists be appropriated 
through taxation. Moreover, it would be ad
visable to collect the agricultural tax in kind 
in order to keep the grain out of the hands 
of traders and speculators. 

Failure to tax effectively and soaring food 
prices are having a. destructive effect on 
financing of the second 5-year plan. Reve
nue surpluses in the states are not material
izing, and inflation is undermining both 
public borrowing and deficit finance. It ap
pears at this time that only about one-half 
the financial resources planned will be pos
sible. 

A more effective agricultural tax preferably 
collected in kind, buttressed by state-trad
ing in food grains and, if necessary, by food 
price control and rationing, would make pos
sible a greater rate o! economic develop
ment ~n India by generating additional sav
ings from agriculture for industrialization 
and aiding immeasurably in controlling food 
prices and inflation. Price stab111ty would 
then make possible greater deficit finance 
and ·public borrowing for the 5-year plans. 

The economic development of Japan 1s 
noteworthy in this · respect. During the 

period 1890-1920 Japan pursued steadfastly 
two policies. The first was to increase agri
cultural output rapidly with very little capi
tal investment through increased use of fer
tilizers and improved farming techniques. 
The second was to appropriate about one
third of the agricultural output through 
heavy taxation and other economic measures 
for the industrialization of the country. 

Russia exploited its agriculture to the ut
most during its first few 5-year plans in order 
to derive the necessary savings for its indus
trialization. China . is now emulating this 
method by appropriating at least 25 percent 
of her agricultural output for industrializa
tion through heavy taxation and compulsory 
purchases of grains. 

Japan, Russia and China, of course, em
ployed draconian methods which would be 
incompatible with India's desire to achieve 
economic development within a democratic 
framework. On the other hand, it seems 
that India has gone to the opposite extreme 
in her policies toward agriculture so that 
economic development may not be at all pos
sible. It does not appear to be necessary 
(nor may it be economically feasible in view 
of India's low agricultural productivity) to 
tax agriculture as heavily as Japan did or as 
China is doing today. It would, however, 
appear economically and administratively 
feasible to tax about 10 percent of agricul
tural output in India. This would raise an 
additional billion dollars of revenue for eco
nomic development annually and assure the 
success of the second 5-year plan. 

Indians themselves usually express mis
givings about suggestions for increasing agri
cultural' taxation. The general response is 
that the agriculturalist is too poor. To be 
sure, numerically speaking, most Indian agri
culturalists are too poor for additional tax 
burdens. The landless laborers and their 
families-some 90 million-have no addi
tional tax capacity. Indeed, India's Agricul
tural Labor Enquiry estimated that this de
pressed group, which comprises about 37.5 
percent of the agriculturalists, is receiving 
only 10 percent of the total agricultural out
put in wages. Of the remaining agricul
turalists, perhaps one-half are marginal ten
ants and owners who receive another 20 per
cent of output. We are left, if these esti
mates are sound, with a striking conclusion: 
the top 30 percent of the agriculturalists 
claim 70 percent of the agricultural output. 
Clearly, it seems to me, this upper group of 
wealthier farmers has the tax capacity to pay 
the necessary 10 percent of agricultural out
put to the Government. India's problem is to 
design an agricultural tax which can reach 
effectively, to this extent, these wealthier 
farmers. 

Therein, however, resides the political 
problem. These same wealthier farmers are 
also the leaders and molders of political 
opinion in the Indian villages. Many are 
prominent supporters of the governing Con
gress Party and indeed of all parties. Im
position of a heavier agricultural tax upon 
them would undoubtedly present enormous 
internal political problems for the Congress 
Party and might even lose it elections. This 
is something no American politician will have 
difficulty understanding. 

Thus far the Congress Party has not found 
the political courage to begin the necessarily 
long-drawn-out task of reforming India's 
inadequate agricu,ltural taxation. Yet on 
this issue, I believe, India will determine in 
the long run whether it is possible for an 
underdeveloped country to achieve rapid 
economic development within a democratic 
framework. For most underdeveloped coun.;. 
tries, like India, must get the domestic capital 
for economic development from agriculture. 
Ironically, as Alexander Eckstein has written 
in these pages (Special Report on Communist 
China, the New Republic, May 13, 1957), more 
and more commanding use of Government 
power by representative leaders today may 

be necessary in India "to avert slipping into 
a whole-hog totalitarian economic pattern 
tomorrow." India will ultimately decide the 
issue for itself, but as the drama is enacted 
in the years immediately ahead the United 
States can play a decisive role, and it is this 
which I would like to examine next week. 

[From New Republic of January 27, 1958) 
INDIA ; DEEPENING CRISIS 

(By Matthew J. Kust) 
n. WHAT THE UNITED STATES CAN DO 

India has approached the United States 
for help, help soon, help on a large scale. 
Although $600 million is the sum which has 
been requested to meet an immediate deficit 
in foreign exchange-the administration's 
dilatory and inadequate response last week 
was only $225 million-India's actual needs 
run much higher. India cites $1.4 billion 
as a bare minimum needed from all foreign 
sources to assure the success of the second 
5-yea.r plan. When we consider the develop
ing shortfalls in financing for the plan, even 
$2 billion is a modest estimate of the differ
ence between success and failure. 

Since it is, I believe, in our ·- national in
terest to assist India with its economic 
development, we must consider what can 
and should be done. What should be done, 
of course, in view of the gravity of the 
problem, calls for special Congressional ac
tion. Such action, reminiscent of our re
sponse to the crisis in Greece 10 years ago, 
would exemplify a boldness singularly lack
ing in our foreign policy today. There is 
little promise of such action on the political 
horizon, however, and we must consider 
what can be done within the existing and 
emerging foreign-aid program. 

The objective of our economic assistance 
to India should be twofold: 

First, to alleviate the present food crisis 
so India can gain time to increase agricul
tural production and above all, as I argued 
in these pages last week, to develop more 
effective agricultural taxation. 

Second, to provide the foreign exchange 
necessary for industrial progress until India 
can redress the present unfavorable balance 
of trade. 

These objectives are, quite obviously, in
terdependent. If the food crisis can be 
solved, the only foreign exchange required 
will be for imports of capital goods and for 
technical assistance. If, however, food must 
be purchased abroad to carry out the second 
5-year plan, the food crisis will overlap and 
greatly aggravate the foreign exchange 
crisis. 

If we can give India time, time to reform 
its agricultural policies and time to carry 
;forward industrialization, I believe stable 
economic and political development to be en
tirely possible. I can envision a p;rosperous 
and powerful industrial India engaged in 
friendly intercourse with the United States. 
For example, India, with its excellent iron 
and manganese ore resources and other fa
vorable factors, can produce steel at a lower 
cost than most countries. India's new steel 
plants--not to mention other industrial 
projects--will make possible progressive sav
ings and even earnings in foreign exchange 
through the export of steel and steel prod.:. 
ucts. 

Here, then, is a concrete and feasible pro
gram for United States economic assistance 
to India. 

Agricultural surpluses 
The fOOd crisis in India finds the free 

world in a strange and ironic posture. In 
India, as in most other underdeveloped 
countries, the principal barrier to economic 
development is insufficient supplies of food. 
Yet the United States (and several other 
countries) face an almost insoluble problem 
of agricultural surpluses. American agri:. 
cultural surpluses alone· amount to nearly 
$8 billion. These surpluses not only imperil 
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our economic stability at home but attempts 
to sell them abroad have disturbed our rela
tions with other countries possessing agri
cultural surpluses. 

This equation-insufficient food supplies 
in India plus unmanageable agricultural 
surpluses in the United States-points 
plainly to the use of our farm surpluses to 
rescue India's second 5-year plan. 

The present Public Law 480 surplus pro
gram could be extended for this purpose. 
Thus far Congress has authorized $4 billion 
in surpluses for the 4-year period ending 
June 30, 1958, and it appears that an exten
sion of the program is contemplated for fiscal 
1959. But this program leaves much to be 
desired. 

Public Law 480 was designed to sell agri
~ cultural surpluses abroad for foreign cur
rencies when it was found difficult to sell 
them for dollars. The proceeds are used for 
several purposes, only one of which is loans 
and grants for economic development. The 
program can be used for economic develop
ment in underdeveloped countries and has 
been so used to a limited extent in India 
and Indonesia. Unfortunately, however, 
economic development is not its chief pur
pose. Instead Public Law 480 is now char
acterized as a surplus disposal program with 
all of the unfortunate foreign policy implica
tions connected with that term. 

Moreover, the Public Law 480 program di
rects a large proportion of its agricultural 
surpluses to Europe and needlessly under
mines traditional markets for the agricul
tural exports of countries such as. Canada 
and Australia. About one-third of the sur
pluses were sold to Europe during the first 
3 years. This not only strains our relations 
with these countries, but accumulated for
eign currencies pose a difficult problem of 
management for the United States Treasury 
and create fears abroad of United States 
domination. 

Congress should make a fresh start on the 
problem of agricultural surpluses by limit
ing the program to underdeveloped countries 
for their economic development, by trans
ferring the surpluses in the form of grants 
without any foreign currency deposits to the 
account of the United States Treasury, and 
by making the entire amount of our sur
pluses available for this purpose. 

If the new program had as its primary 
objective the economic development of un
derdeveloped countries Canada would be 
less likely to find it economically and polit
ically objectionable. In fact, we should do 
our utmost to persuade Canada to join us in 
this program. C~nada has just promised 
India $7 million worth of wheat under the 
Colombo plan and is likely, therefore, to wel
come an enlarged program. 

Such a new program would make it pos
sible to grant India needed agricultural sur
pluses to stabilize inflation and carry out 
the secon.d 5-year plan. But there should be 
no agreements for fixed amounts of our agri
cultural surpluses. India should, instead, be 
able without limits fixed in advance to draw 
on our surpluses for food and other agricul
tural products needed from outside to carry 
out the plan. This may well turn out to be 
$500 million in agricultural surpluses per 
year in contrast to $125 million or so per 
year under existing agreements, even taking 
into account the latest $65 million agree
ment presently under negotiation. 

India's second 5-year plan is a minimum 
plan for economic progress. Yet there hali 
been criticism that the plan is too ambitious. 
This may seem to be so from the standpoint 
of available financial or physical resources, 
but certainly . not from the standpoint of 
need. The. plan is expected to provide only 
about 8 million new jobs outside agriculture, 
which will barely absorb the additions to the 
labor force due to population growth dur
ing the period. 'India should, in fact, be un
dertaking a more ambitious plan if' she is to 

achieve a satisfactory rate of economic bet:. 
terment for her people and keep pace with 
China in economic development. But this 
would only be possible if we made large 
quantities of our agricultural surpluses 
available to India under a revised pro
gram of surplus grants to the under
developed areas. 

This new and augmented program of agri
cultural surpluses for economic development 
would enable our Government to help India 
solve the major crisis of the second 5-year 
plan. At the same time it would reduce In
dia's foreign exchange need to the bare mini
mum by obviating the need of foreign ex
change for food purchases abroad. But the 
need of foreign exchange for imports of cap
ital goods and technical assistance would 
still be substantial. 

Development Loan Fund 
In this connection, our best instrument 

for assisting India is the new Development 
Loan Fund. The Export-Import Bank should 
also be used more effectively for this pur
pose than it has been to date. But the Bank 
requires purchases of capital goods and tech
nical services in the United States, which 
increases the cost of projects by about 40 
percent. There are limits, therefore, to its 
utility as a means for assisting India. The 
Fund must be our major instrument. 

The administration requested and the Sen
ate authorized a $2 billion Development 
Loan Fund last summer. One-half billion 
dollars was to be a direct appropriation and 
$1.5 billion was to be borrowed from the 
Treasury. The House first cut out the bor
rowing authority and then proceeded to ap
propriate only $300 million to launch the 
Fund during its first year. As it stands to
day the fund has a 2-year authorization of 
$500 and $625 million, respectively, and an 
appropriation against the first year's au
thorization of $300 million. 

In the new session of Congress, an all-out 
effort should be made to appropriate for 
the Development Loan Fund capital on the 
scale originally planned in order to assist 
India in its foreign exchange difficulties. 
With $625 million already authorized to be 
appropriated, the administration can and is 
likely to request Congress early in this ses
sion to appropriate this new sum, bringing 
the fund to $925 million. In addition, how
ever, ·why not request once again the balance 
of last year's aut:t10rization, adding ·still an
other $200 million? This would build the 
fund up to $1.125 billion. 

Moreover, in the new mutual security bill 
for fiscal 1959, another attempt should be 
made to obtain the originally contemplated 
borrowing authority for the Fund. There is 
every reason to expect that the Senate would 
restore this authority to the Fund. We can 
only hope that the House, too, recognizing 
our deteriorating international position, 
would give the Fund this needed power. By 
'this summer the Development Loan Fund 
could be in business in accordance with its 
original conception. Unfortunately, how
ever, the budget message indicates that the 
administration has already decided against 
approaching Congress for anything more 
than the $625 million of already authorized 
funds. 

It is the purpose of the fund to finance 
economic development on a project-by-proj
ect basis instead of the previous country-by
country basis of foreign aid. This should 
not prove unfavorable to India with its well
developed plan with specific projects. 

With respect to another of the iund's de
clared purposes, however, we mu8t exercise 
great care: the encouragement o:f private en
terprise in the underdeveloped areas. We 
can only hope that the administration wlll 
carry out this intent wisely. The furor 
created by Mr. Hollister's parting directive as 
head of the International Cooperation Ad
ministration gives some pause for thought 
on this point. It would be a foreign policy 

mistake to perinlt this laudable purpose of 
the fund to become a means-or to be viewed 
as a means-for dictating or influencing 
domestic economic policies and alinements 
in the underlndustrialized countries. In 
many of these countries the government is 
required to undertake industrial projects 
which in the United States we leave to pri
vate enterprise because no private interest. 
domestic or foreign, is able and willing to do 
the job. To deny such undertakings help 
under the Development Loan Fund because 
of some blind dedication to the philosophy 
of private enterprise would be inadvisable 
foreign policy. 

India would be at a disadvantage under 
any su.ch narrow policy. In the Govern
ment's industrial policy resolution of April 
30, 1956, India allocates responsibility for the 
development of many industries such as rail
ways, steel, heavy machinery, heavy elec
trical equipment, and others to the state. It 
is considered a matter of economic necessity. 
Then, too, there are other domestic reasons, 
properly of concern to Indians In determin
ing their own internal relationships, which 
may be involved. We must exercise great 
care to a void any suggestion that by the 
allocation of our loans we are seeking to 
affect these relationships. The Russians 
avoid this pitfall by conforming without de
viation to the settled economic policies of 
recipient countries. As the State Depart
ment's own study of the Soviet-bloc eco
nomic offensive noted and as this journal 
pointed out, the Russians gain great political 
capital and psychological impact at relatively 
low cost by channeling aid to those heavy in
dustries-such as steel mills-which sym
bolize the desire of the underdeveloped 
countries to catch up with the West. Often 
these industries happen to be marked out for 
primary state development. We must, there
fore, be prepared to use our loan fund with 
political sophistication, which means that 
we should loan funds to governments for 
state-controlled industrial development as 
well as to United States and foreign private 

·enterprise. 
At the same time, it should be emphasized. 

India's economic policy is not so inflexible 
that private enterprise when it is willing 
and able is precluded. For example, the Tata. 
enterprises have been permitted to operate 
and expand their privately owned steel mill. 
Other Indian industrialists have also received 
approval to undertake heavy industries allo
cated to the state where they proved able and 
willing to do so. If the administration ap
proaches this matter flexibly the fund can 
be an effective instrument for assisting 
India's industrialization. 

Encouraging United States private enter
prise to assist in the economic development 
of underdeveloped areas is laudable above 
all, in terms of economic necessity. While 
our Government is in a good post tion to assist ~ 
underdeveloped countries in the fields of 
agriculture, health, and education-able as 
it is, with the participation of American 
universities, colleges, and other nonprofit 
organizations to marshal the best American 
knowledge and skills for these purposes-it is 
greatly handicapped in assisting these coun
tries with their industrialization. To be sure, 
our Government is able to provide capital and 
other financial assistance through such 
means as the Development Loan Fund and 
EKport-Import Bank. But it has no way of 
assuring that the capital goods and the man
agerial and technical skills for which this 
finance is made available wlll be forthcom~ 
ing from the United States. 

The reasons are not difficult to understand. 
Industrial technology is principally the prop
.erty of United States private enterprise. 
Americans most knowledgeable and skilled 
in industrial management and technology 
are employed by private enterprise. Thus. 
assistance for Industrialization is not readily 
within the province of our Government. The 
Soviet Union, on the other hand, can send 
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its best technology, technicians, and man
agers anywhere in the world to further its 
foreign policy. The State Department study 
reveals that the 2,000 Soviet technicians now 
in the field are almost exclusively industrial 
experts. Our problem is how to induce 
American private enterprise to send its 
capital, knowledge, and skills to the under
developed countries to assist with their 
industrialization. 

TAX CONCESSIONS 
The intent of the Development Loan Fund 

to encourage American private enterprise 
participation is laudable precisely because it 
recognizes the importance of channeling 
United States technology to the underin
dustrialized countries. In assuming all or 
part of the capital risk the fund can make 
it easier for Americans to supply the tech
nology. It is doubtful, however, whether 
this will suffice by itself. 

American business finds it hard to induce 
its managerial and technical personnel to 
go to these countries. It encounters eco
nomic costs, risks and obstacles absent at 
home. Moreover, the economic and politi
cal situation in many of these countries in
creases the risk 'of inconvertibility of for
eign currencies, expropriation and damage 
due to riot, revolution and war. These and 
other factors make the employment of capi
tal and technology in underindustrialized 
countries far less attractive to United States 
private enterprise than its employment at 
home or in other industrialized countries, 
above all at a time of high prosperity. 

Thus far our Government has merely 
established the · so-called investment guar
anty program which removes only part of 
the risks, costs and obstacles. This pro
gram has proved insufficient by itself to 
stimulate a substantially increased partici
pation by United States private enterprise 
in the development of the underindustrial-
1zed countries. 

More positive steps will have to be taken 
to induce United States firms to employ 
capital and technology in the underdevel
oped areas. Profit expectations will have to 
be increased in order to induce United 
States business to assume the risks and costs 
involved. To do this I propose an income 
tax concession. 

This tax concession should be restricted 
to new United States private investment 
and technical assistance in underindustrial
ized countries. Further, so that its political 
validity as part of our foreign policy may 
constantly be reviewed, this concession 
should be administered by the State De
partment, or another agency designated by 
the President, through the issuance of tax 

·exemption certificates for qualified foreign 
investment and technical assistance. This 
procedure would be similar to the adminis
tration of the existing investment guaranty 
and amortization of emergency facilities. 
The certifying agency should be empowered 
to grant partial or complete tax exemption 
as it determines is necessary in accordance 
with guiding standards and criteria fixed by 
Congress to induce greater participation by 
.United States private enterprise in the in
dustrialization of the underdeveloped 
countries. 

A tax exemption of individual income 
from personal services rendered abroad in 
connection with certified United States pri
vate investment and technical assistance to 
underindustrialized countries should also be 
provided: 

This proposal differs fundamentally from 
.the so-called 14-percentage-point tax credit 
for foreign income which the administra
tion tried to get enacted unsuccessfully in 
1954 and 1955. This proposal had as its 
purpose a vague objective to stimulate for
.eign investment. It gave insufficient recog
nition to the more important factor of mana
gerial and technical assistance. Most 
important of all, perhaps, there was no 

·limitation of the tax concession to invest
ment and technical assistance, nor was there 
any suggestion of limiting it to new invest
ment and technical assistance. The net re
sult of the administration's proposal would 
have been to benefit United States private 
investment, past as well as prospective, in 
the already industrialized countries of Can
ada and Europe where the bulk of present 
United States investment abroad is situ
ated. It would have been ineffectual for 
stimulating more United States private in
vestment and technical assistance in Asia 
and Africa. It is unfortunate, therefore, 
that Vice President NIXoN reendorsed this 
twice-rejected proposal in his address last 
October in San Francisco before the Inter
national Industrial Development Conference, 
which had as its theme the industrialization 
of the underdeveloped countries, and we can 
hope that the administration will display 
greater economic statesmanship when it 
places its final proposals before Congress 
this year. 

The tax proposal suggested here would as
sist appreciably in India's industrialization. 
A great number of Indian businessmen have 
approached United States companies this 
past year with well-thought-out proposals 
for industrial undertakings for which they 
require capital goods and technical assist
ance from the United States. While the fi
nance for the capital goods and technical 
assistance can come from either private en
terprise or the Government, the technical 
assistance itself can come only from United 
States private firms. Yet the reception by 
United States business to these proposals 
has been unenthusiastic. If, however, the 
undertakings would be free of income tax, 
United States business would be compelled 
to take greater interest in the proposals. 
And as it happens, this gain to United States 
business would also be a great gain, attain
able in no other way, for our foreign policy. 

Finally, we should continue our point 
4 program to India to provide technical 
assistance for the development of agricul
ture, health, and education. 

In sum, an effective program under which 
we could assist India to fulfill its second 5-
year plan should consist of the following 
components: 

Grants of agricultural surpluses to enable 
sound domestic financing of economic devel
opment. 

Loans to provide foreign exchange :f.or the 
capital goods and technical assistance re
quired from abroad for industrialization and 
other economic development. 

Investment guaranties, tax exemption, 
and other concessions to induce United 
States private enterprise to send its tech
nology and capital to underdeveloped coun
tries to assist with industrialization, and 

Technical assistance for the development 
of agriculture, health, and education. 

A foreign aid program so constituted 
would furnish the food needed from outside 
to permit sound economic development until 
India, on its own, can resolve enormous long
range dilemmas of agricultural production 
and taxation. This program embodies, at 
the same time, the essential elements for a 
program sui ted to the needs of other under
developed countries. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
have been deeply impressed with Mr. 
Kust's analysis of the critical role which 
American food can play in stabilizing the 
Indian economy against inflation during 
this crucial period of basic economic de
velopment. I agree with Mr. Kust com
pletely that we must begin to think in 
terms of a vastly increased .food avail
ability program for India, one which 
would perhaps quadruple the present 
$125 million agreement under Public 
Law 480. Here, too, I would like to see 

imaginative, constructive proposals from 
the administration. Anticipating that 
·these proposals will not be forthcoming, 
I am urging Congressional initiative. 

This whole issue demands and deserves 
the closest Congressional scrutiny. I in
tend to give it my best attention, and I 
hope that other Senators will do the 
same. The time is late and the chal
lenge is undeniable. But so is the op
portunity. As a leading Indian journal
ist, Frank Moraes, reported on Mao's 
China: 

By a queer quirk of fate Asia's two most 
densely populated countries, which are also 

·neighbors, are the testing ground for two 
·differing and contending political philoso
phies. If China proves that her system of 
government insures economic security to the 
vast masses of her people without detracting 
greatly from their sense of freedom, Asia will 
be lost to communism. If India, on the 
other hand, demonstrates that democratic 
government can insure not only economic 
security but individuallil;>erty, then Asia will 
be won to democracy. What India and China 
are today, in fact, doing is wrestling ,for the 
political soul of Asia. That is why India's 
role in Asian affairs is crucial and vital. 

SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL APPRO
PRIATION, 1958 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the bill <H. R. 10881) making supple
mental appropriations for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1958, and for other 
purposes. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, the 
pending bill recommends appropriations 
in the amount of $2,865,963,718, which 
is an increase of $8,080,811 over the 
amount in the bill as passed by the 
House. The largest appropriation in the 
bill is $2,235,131,868 for reimbursements 
to the Commodity Credit Corporation. 
Also included in the bill is $294:,287,800 
for the Veterans' Administration, most 
of which is for compensation and pen
sions. Other large amounts include 
·$33 million for grants to States for un
employment compensation, $170,600,000 
for grants to States for public assistance, 
and $57 million for school construction. 

Included in the $8,080,811 increase 
recommended by the Senate committee 
over the amount provided by the House 
are the following ~terns: 
Brussels Fair ____________ .; ______ $2,054,000 
President's trade-fair program__ 750, 000 
Claims and judgments__________ 1, 423, 236 
Inquiries and investigations of 

Senate_______________________ 795,000 
National Science Foundation____ 1, 150, 000 
National Advisory Committee for 

Aeronautics __________________ 1,000,000 
Public buildings operating ex

penses--------------------~-- 700,000 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the committee amendments to 
the bill be agreed to en bloc, and that 
the bill as thus amended be regarded 
for the purpose of amendment as orig
inal text; provided, that no point of 
order shall be considered to have been 
waived by reason of agreement to this 
order. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. DO I correctly un .. 

derstand that if the request of the Sen-
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ator from Arizona is· agreed to, Q.mend
ments then can be offered which might 
strike ·out the amendments proposed by 
the committee? · 

Mr. HAYDEN. Yes. The purpose of 
the request is that the bill with the 

. committee· amendments be considered 
as the original text, and that no point 
of order shall be considered to have been 
waived. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. THYE. Do I correctly under

stand that any motion to suspend the 
· rule would not be foreclosed, and that 
nothing embodied in the request would 
have the effect of suspending the rule? 

Mr. HAYDEN. That is correct. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 

CLARK in the chair). Is there objection 
to the unanimous consent request of 
the Senator from Arizona that the com
mittee amendments be agreed to en 
bloc? 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, may 
we have an understanding that the 
amendments which are referred to as the 
Ellender amendment and the Thye 
amendment, relating to cotton and to 
dairy products, are not included in the 
committee amendments? 

Mr. HAYDEN. They are not in
cll.tded. 

Mr. HOLLAND. They have not been 
proposed by the committee. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendments can be offered separately; 
they are ·not a part of the committee 
amendments. 

The question is on agreeing to the 
unanimous consent request of the Sena
tor from Arizona that the committee 
amendments be agreed to en bloc. The 
Chair hears no objection, and it is so 

· ordered. 
The committee amendments agreed 

to en bloc are as follows: 
Under the heading "Chapter !-Depart

ment of Agriculture-Agricultural Research 
· Serv~ce," on page 2, after line 3, to insert: 

"SALARIES A~ EXPENSES 

"RESEARCH 

"For an additional amount for 'Salaries 
and Expenses', for 'research', $12,500." 

Under the subhead "Soil Bank Programs
Reimbursement to Commodity Credit Cor
poration for Costs Incurred Under Soil Bank 
Programs," on page 3, line 19, after "(7 
U. S. C. 1801-1837)" to strike out "$489,-
500,000" and insert "$567,500,000, of which 
$78,000,000 shall be derived by transfer from 
the appropriation 'Acreage reserve program', · 
fiscal year 1958." 

Under the subhead "Acreage Reserve Pro
gram," on page 4, line 9, after "Public Law 
85-118," to strike out the colon and "Pro
vided, That no part of this amount shall be 
used to authorize compensation to any one 
individual or corporate participant in excess 
of $3,000" and insert a colon and "Provided, 
That the same $3,000 limitation which was 
applicable to the original $500,000,000 au
thorization shall also apply to the additional 
$250,000,000 authorized h~rein." 

Under the heading "Chapter II-Depart
m ent of Commerce-Maritime Activities," on 
p age 5, after line 16, to insert: 

, 
11~ALARIES AND EXPENSES 

"The limitation under :this heading-the De· 
partment of Commerce and Related Agen
cies Appropriation Act, 1958, on the amount 
available for 'Administrative expenses', is 

increased from '$7,045,000' to '$7,057,800'; and . 
the - limitation ·thereunder on the amount 
available for 'Reserve :fleet expenses', Is de· 
creased from '$6,850,000' to '$6,837,200'." 

On page 6, after lin~ 12, to insert: 
"NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 

"EXPENSES 

"For an additional amount for 'Expenses,' 
$112,000, to be derived by transfer from any 
other definite annual appropriation avail
able to the Department of Commerce for the 
fiscal year 1958." · 

Under the heading "Chapter III-Inde
pendent Offices-Federal Power Commis
sion-salaries and Expenses," on page 7, at 
the beginning of line 16, to strike out "$133,-
000" and insert "$136,000, of whicn $3,000 
shall be available for payment of compen
sation to the present incumbent of the posi· 
tion of Chairman of the Commission for the 
period June 23, 1957, to August 15, 1957, not 
heretofore paid." 

Under the subhead "General Services Ad
ministration-Operating Expenses, Public 
Buildings Service", on page 8, line 12, after 
the word "Service", to strike out "$2,000,000" 

· and insert "$2,700,000." 
Under the subhead "Operating Expenses, 

Transportation and Public Utilities Service", 
on page 8, line 23, after the word "exceed", 
to stril:e out "$50" and insert "$100", and in 
line 24, after the word "individuals", to 
strike out "$75,000" and insert "$37,500." 

On page 9, after line 2, to insert: 
"No moneys appropriated under this act 

shall be expended for any activity authorized 
by section 201 of the act of June 30, 1949, 
as amended (40 U. S. C. A. 481), or by sec
tion 303 of the act of August 3, 19.56 (Public 
Law 968) except for the purpose of assuring 
that the executive agencies are not dis
criminated against in terms of quality, kind, 
or charges for service as compared to other 
customers of the utillty." 

Under the subhead "Housing and Home 
Finance Agency-Federal Housing Admin
istration", on page 9, line 16, aft er the figures 
"$38,000,000", to strike out the colon and 
"Provided, That r.o part of the funds herein 
made available shall be used to process or 
approve any applications for mortgage in
surance unaccompanied by a building per
mit showing compliance with applicable lo
cal building laws or regulations." 

Under the subhead "National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics-Salaries and 
Expenses", on page 9, at the beginning of 
line 24, to strike out "$3,500,000" and insert 
"$3,720,000" , and in the same line, after 
the amendment just above stated, to strike 
out "none of which shall be for personal 
services." 

Under the subhead "Construction and 
Equipment", on page 10, line 3, after the 
word "equipment", to strike out "$6,000,000" 
and ins.:lrt "$6,780,000." 

Under the subhead "National Science 
Foundation-salaries and Expenses", on 
page 10, at the beginning of line 8, to strike 
out "$8,750,000" and insert "$9,900,000." 

Under the heading "Department of Agri
culture", on page 12, after line 11, to insert: 

"INDEPENDENT OFFICES 

"NATIONAL CAPITAL PLANNING COMMISSION 

"Salaries and expenses, Washington regional 
mass transportation survey 

"For necessary expenses to enable the Na
tional Capital Planning Commission and the 
National Capital Regional Planning Council 
to jointly complete a survey of the present 
and future mass transportation needs of the 
National Capital region as defined in the 
National Capital · Planning Act of 1952 (66 
Stat. 781) , and to report their findings and 
recommendations to the President, including 
transportation expenses and not to exceed 
$15 per diem in lieu of substance, as au
thorized by section 5 of the act of August 2, 
1946, as amended (5 U. S. C. 73b-2), for the 

members of 'the Commission and Council 
serving without compensation, $60,000 to 

. remain available until June 30, 1959: Pro
vided, That the unobligated balance of 
$400,000 of appropriation::; heretofore granted 
under this head shall remain av;:~.ilable until 
said date and shall 'be ·merged with this 
appropriation." 

Unde·r the heading "Chapter V-Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare
Office of Education-Assistance for School 
Construction," on page 14, line 6, after the 
word "construction," to strike out "$56,900,-
000" and insert "$57,000,000, of which $100,· 
000 shall be available for necessary expenses 
of technical services rendered by other 
agencies." 

On page 15, after line 13, to insert a new 
heading "Senate." 

On page 15, after line 14, to insert: 
"For payment to Alberta R. Neely, widow 

of Matthew M. Neely, late a Senator from the 
State of West Virginia, $22,500." 

On page 15, after line 17, to insert: 
"SALARIES, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES 

"Administrative and clerical assistants to 
Senators: For an additional amount for ad

.ministrative and clerical assistants for Sen
ators, to provide additional clerical assistants 
for each Senator from the States of Florida. 
and Pennsylvania so that the allowance of 
each Senator from the State of Florida will be 
equal to that allowed Senators from States 
having a population of over 4 million, the 
population of said State having exceeded 4 
million inhabitants, and so that tl'ie allow
ance of each Senator from the State of 
Pennsylvania will be equal to that allowed 
Senators from Rtates having a population 
of over 11 million, the population of said 
State having exceeded 11 million inhabi
tants, $8,000." 

On page 15, after· une 7, to insert: 
"Office of Sergeant at Arms and Door

keeper: For an additional amount for Office 
of Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper, $91 ,-
235, to include, from March 1, 1958, an assist
ant· superintendent, press photographers• 
gallery at $2,820 basic per annum; 40 addi
tional privates, police force at $2,160 basic 
per annum each; and 23 additional mail car
riers at $2,100 basic per annum each." 

On page 16, after line 14, to insert: 
"~ONTIGENT EXPENSES OF THE SENATE 

"Joint Economic Committee: For an addi
tional amount for salaries and exJ'enses of 
the Joint Economic Committee; $13,000." 

On page 16, after line 18, to insert: 
"Inquiries and investigations: For an ad

ditional amount for expenses of inquiries 
and investigations, fiscal ye'ar 1957, $2-85,000.'" 

On page 16, after line 21, to insert: 
"Inquiries and investigations: For an ad

ditional amount for expenses oi inquiries 
and investigations, $510,000." 

At the top of page 18, to insert: 
"CAPITOL POLICE 

"GENERAL EXPENSES 

"For an additional amount for expenses of 
uniforms and equipment for the Capitol 
Police Board, for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1958, $11,840." 
U~der the · heading "Chapter VII-Public 

Works-Department of the Interior-Bureau 
of Reclamatio_n," on page 18, line 24, after 
the word "project", to strike out "not to ex
ceed"; . on page 19, line 1, after the word 
"Project", to strike out "not to exceed"; in 
the same line, after the figures "$10,000,000", 
to strike out the colon and "Provided, That 
no part of any funds allocated to these two 
projects activities shall be used for construe-

. tio;n contracts not in effect as of February 20, 
1958", and in line 7, after the word "year", 
to insert a colon and "Provided, That the 

· funds appropriated in this paragraph for 
the Trinity River Division . of the Central 
Valley project shall be t:t:ansferted to · the 
appropriation entitled 'Construction andRe-

. habilitation, Bureau of Reclamation.'" 
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On . page 19, after line 11. to strike out: 

"GENERAL INVESTIGATIONS 

"For an additional amount for general iJi
vestigations, $62,500." 

Under the heading "Chapter VIII-The 
Judiciary-Courts of Appeals, District 
Courts, and other Judicial Services-Salaries 
of Judges," onpage 20, line 22, to strike out 
"'$300,000" and insert "$275,000." . 

Under the subhead "Travel and Miscella
neous Expenses," on page 21, line 3, after the 
word "expenses", to strike out "$59,000" and 
insert "$70,500; and the limitation under 
this head in the Judiciary Appropriation 
Act, 1958, on the amount available for pay
ment of fees to attorneys, is increased from 
'$1,000' to '$12,500.' " 

Under the lleading "Funds Appropriated 
to the President-President's Special Inter
national Program," on page 21, after l~ne 18, 
to strike out: 

"Not to exceed $1 million of the funds 
previously appropriated under this head for 
the trade-fair exhibit in Gorki Park, Moscow, 
may be used for the Universal and Interna
tional Exhibition of Brussels, 1958, and the 
limitation thereon as contained in the Sup
plemental Appropriation Act, 1958, is in
creased from '$7,045,000' to '$8,045,000': Pro
vided, That said increase shall be made 
available to the United States Public Health 
Service to place and operate a health exhibit 
at said fair." 

On page 22, after line 2, to insert: 
"For an additional amouJ:I,t for the 'Presi

dent's special international program', 
$2,054,000, to remain available until ex
pended: Provided, That the amount made 
available under this head in the Departments 
of State and Justice, the Judiciary, the Re
lated Agencies Appropriation Act, 1958, and 
the Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1958, 
for United States participation in the Uni
versal and International Exhibition of Brus
sels, 1958, 1& increased from '$7,045,000' to 
'$9,099 ,000' .. " 

On page 22, after line· ll, to strike out: 
"Not to exceed $750,000 of the funds pre

viously appropriated under this head for 
the trade fair exhibit in Gorki Park, Moscow, 
may be used for the international trade fair 
program." 

And, in lieu thereof, to insert: 
"'For an additional amount for the Pres

ident's special international program to be 
used for necessary expenses of the inter
national trade fair program, $750,000.'' 

On page 22, after line 18, to insert a new 
tile, as follows: 

''CHAPTER IX 

"DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

"(Out of District of Columbia funds) 
"Operating expenses 
"Metropolitan Police 

"For an additional amount for 'Metro
politan Police', $192,000, to be paid out of 
the general fund of the District of Colum
bia." 

On page 23, line 1, to change the chapter 
number from "IX" to "X." 
. Under the heading "Claims for Damages, 
Audited Claims, and Judgments", on page 
23, after line 22, to insert: 

"'For payment of claims for damages as 
settled and determined by departments and 
agencies in accord with law, audited claims 
certified to be due by the General Account
ing Office, and judgments rendered against 
the United States by United States district 
courts and the United States Court of Claims, 
as set forth in Senate Document No. 
80, 85th Congress, $1,423,236, together with 
such amounts as may be necessary to pay in
terest (as and when specified in such judg
ments or in certain of the settlements of the 
General Accounting Office or provided by 
law) and such additional sums due to in
creases in rates of exchange as may be nee-

essary to - pa.y claims in foreign currency: 
Provided, That no judgment herein appro
priated for shall be paid until it shall have 
become final and conclusive against the 
United States by failure of the partie~ to 
appeal or otherwise: Provided further, That 
unless otherwise specifically required by law 
or by judgment, payment of interest wher
ever appropriated for herein · shall not con
tinue for more than 30 days after the date 
of approval of this act." 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Arizona yield 2 · 

Mi:'. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 

offer an amendment to the committee 
bill as amended, and I ask that it be 
stated. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment will be stated for the infor
mation of the Senate. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERIC On page 22, 
line 4, after the sum of "$2,054,000," it is 
proposed to insert the following: 

Of which $45,000 will be used for the ex
penses of the Flathead County -A Cappella 
Choir, of Kalispell, Mont., to attend and to 
represent the United States at the Brussels 
Fair. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, I have 
great sympathy for what the Senator 
from Montana seeks to do; but I am com
pelled as chairman of the committee, to 
make the point of order that the amend
ment is not authorized by law. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will 
the Senator withhold his point of order? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I withhold it. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 

am offering an amendment to include 
$45,000 in the supplemental appropria
tion bill now being considered by the 
Senate for the payment of the expenses 
of the Flathead County High School A 
Cappella Choir, of Kalispell, Mont., to the 
World's Fair in Brussels, Belgium, in 
August of this year. I do not know 
whether I will be successful in having 
this amendment agreed to, but I do want 
to make this last e:tiort in behalf of as 
fine a group of boys and girls as this 
country can produce. 

I have personally contacted the De
partment of State; the Brussels Fair 
Commission; Gen. H. I. Hodes, Chief of 
the United States Army Ground. Forces 
in Europe; and Gen. F. F. Everest, Chief 
of the United States Air Forces in Eu
rope. I have also contacted in person 
and by letter the Honorable JoHN 
RooNEY, chairman of the State Depart
ment Appropriations Subcommittee in 
the House of Representatives, and the 
Senator from Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN] per
sonally and by letter, and in an appear
ance before his committee. In all these 
contacts I have received much sympathy, 
some small offers of assistance, but no 
really tangible results in the achieving 
of my main objective-the sending of 
this outstanding Montana choir to Brus
sels. 

I am now down to my last move, and 
I urge the Senate-even though it may 
create a precedent-to look with favor 
upon the amendment so that it can at 
least 1be taken to Conference and there 
be given further consideration. 

I realize the arguments which have 
been made to me personally by members 
of the Senate Appropriations Commit-

tee, that to allow the amendment for ·th'.s 
particular group would set a precedent 
and open the floodgates to other groups 
to be given the same consideration for 
the same purpose. However, I point out 
to the Senate that, to the best of my 
knowledge, the o:tier to the Flathead 
County A Cappella Choir to participate 
in the Brussels Fair was voluntarily 
made by the Choir by the Department 
of State. To the best of my knowledge, 
this was the only high school group in 
the entire Nation given such an invita
tion and. the only group of any nature 
invited from west of the Mississippi. 

I do not think I am asking for too 
much consideration for the Flathead 
Choir when I consider that the President 
of the United States, out of his own 
funds, appropriated by Congress, has 
invited and paid the way of other musical 
groups. in this country on overseas as
signments, or when we consider that we 
have counterpart funds in many coun
tries which could be used for this pur
pose. 

I am not asking for any additional 
amounts in excess of those requested by 
the Administration, but I am asking that 
$45,000 of the amount allowed under the 
performing arts program be allocated 
for the expenses of this group of young
sters to represent our country at the 
Brussels Fair. I know they have not had 
the publicity or the training of the Bol
shoi Ballet, and I know they are not so 
professional as the Soviet violinists, 
pianists, and folk dancers. But I do 
know that these fresh-faced youngsters, 
descended from the di:tierent nationali
ties which have made this country what 
it is, would, in their own way, be the 
most e:tiective counterpoise to the talent 
and showmanship which the Soviet 
Union will be sending to Brussels . . · 

The contrast of fresh-faced American 
youth with professional theatrical ability 
and world famous choruses, musicians, 
and folk groups will be, in my opinion, 
very important in our favor. These 
youngsters will be seen with our faces; 
they will be heard with our voices; they 
will be a living exhibition of what 
America means and stands for and what 
its youth looks like. It will not be a 
showing of a group from New York, 
Washington or Chicago; it will b~ a 
showing of young people from the Rocky 
Mountain heartland of America. It 
will be a demonstration of this coun
try's faith in its young and its system of 
free education. It will be a demonstra
tion by these youngsters of our way of 
life and of the schools which dot this 
country from one end to the other. 

We have sent our youngsters to 
Europe before, during times of great 
crises; and a tragic number did notre
turn. These young people, if sent to 
Brussels, will be a credit to Montana, to 
the United States, and to its arts. They 
will be the marvel of everyone of their 
own age who sees them on the streets of 
European cities, and they will be the 
best ambassadors we could send to any 
part of the world to represent us. 

It is impossible for the members of 
this group to raise the funds-although 
they have endeavored to raise a portion 
of them-which must be provided if 
they are to accept the invitation of tbe 
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Department of State, and thereby to 
represent our · country at Brussels. I 
think the $45,000 I am requesting is 
little enough for the advertising, the 
good will, and the enthusiasm which 
they will generate abroad. 

I say again, in conclusion, that if the 
Flathead County High School A Cappel
la Choir should be sent to represent this 
country at the Brussels Fair, it would, 
by its contrast and its freshness, be the 
most perfect competition and counter
poise to the Soviet Union and its groups 
represented there. Again, Mr. Presi
dent, I urge the Senate to adopt my 
amendment. 

Mr. President, if I may address the 
Senate on the point of order which · has 
been raised, let me state that I believe 
the amendment is perfectly germane be
cause it would be tied to an appropriation 
item allowed by the ·committee regard
ing the use of funds for the Brussels 
Fair. If my memory serves me correctly, 
$375,000 has been allocated for that 
purpose. 

I say most respectfully to the chairman 
of the committee and to the entire Sen
ate that $45,000 spent to send the Kalis
pell A Cappella Choir to Brussels, Bel
gium, to represent the United States 
there, could not be spent in a better 
way. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, I regret 
very much that I must make the point 
of order. I am in entire sympathy with 
what the Senator from Montana has said 
with respect to sending Americana to 
·Brussels. 

In my own State, for example-and the 
situation in Arizona is illustrated by mat
ters brought before the committee by 
other Senators-there is an excellent 
high-school band at Scottsdale; and the 
band wishes to go to Brussels. But when 
the matter was presented to the com
mittee, the committee did not agree to 
that, because there are other proposals 
of the same kind. 
· A proposal for a lump-sum provision 
of · funds to enable groups to attend the 
Brussels Fair does not authorize or desig
nate the sending of a particular group. 

Therefore, I believe the amendment of 
the Senator from Montana is subject 
to the point of order. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
CLARK in the chair). Does the Senator 
from Arizona make the point of order? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I do. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 

should like to have a ruling on the point 
of order which has been raised. · 

Mr. DffiKSEN. Mr. President, one 
can concede the accuracy of everything 
the Senator from Montana has said. 
However, as the Senator from Arizona 
has well pointed out, musical organiza
tions all over the United States would 
like to attend the Brussels Fair. I be
lieve the Senate would be usurping an 
administrative prerogative if it were to 
provide that for sending to Brussels a 
specific choir or band. 

So I believe the point of order is en
tirely valid, on the ground that if we 
were to give to the organization which 
is administering the fund an affirmative 
direction as to how a portion of the fund 
shall be expended, that would be a direc-

tion, not a limitation and, therefore, 
certainly would fall within the rule. 

Therefore, Mr. President, I believe the 
point of order should be sustained. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in 
response to the point made by the distin
guished Senator from Illinois, let me say 
that the choir has received from the 
State Department an invitation to at
tend the Brussels Fair. To the best of 
my knowledge, it is the only choir and 
the only high-school group in the coun
try that has been so honored. 

Let me also point out that the Presi
dent, with funds made available to him 
by the Congress, by way of appropria
tion, has seen fit to send various musical 
and choral groups to Europe and else
where to represent the United States; 
and the groups so sent have had all their 
expenses paid. 

I believe it is about time that-for a 
change-a group from a section of the 
country west of the Mississippi River 
should participate in representing the 
United States in Europe. I cannot think 
of a finer group than that composed of 
the young people from Kalispell, Mont., 
in the Pacific Northwest. 

Therefore, Mr. President, I hope the 
point of order will be overruled, so the 
Senate will be allowed to have an oppor
tunity to vote on my amendment. 

Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President-
Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, my 

position as the ranking minority mem
ber of the Appropriations Committee is 
in support of the position taken by the 
distinguished Senator from Arizona [Mr. 
HAYDEN]. 

Let me point out to the distinguished 
Senator from Montana that I believe 
everything he has said about the choir 
is true. It is an outstanding choir, and 
it would be an asset to the United States 
if it were sent to the Brussels Fair. 

Let me also point out that the commit
tee wrote into the second supplemental 
appropriation bill a statement in which 
we said: 

The committee urges that in the selection 
of choral groups and other performing ar
tists, due regard be given by the official of 
the Brussels Fair to regional representation. 

That was done in the hope that not all 
the groups selected would come from one 
section of the country. 

If the point of order is sustained, I 
hope the proposal the Senator from 
Montana has made will be accepted and 
will be carried out by the Department-
perhaps as the result of the debate which 
ha.s occurred here-and that in taking 
such action, particular pains will be 
taken to care for groups which are in 
such circumstances. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in 
that connection did the committee have 
in mind the Kalispell Choir? 

Mr. BRIDGES. Perhaps the commit
tee did not single it out, but · the com
mittee included the language to which I 
have referred. That was done in order 
that attention should be given to that 
particular choir. 

Let me point out that if the amend
ment of the Senator from Montana were 
to prevail, every Member of this body 
would be put on the spot. Every Senator 

has in his own State outstanding choirs 
or glee clubs or college groups or high
school groups. For instance, in my own 
State there are some outstanding ones. 

So I believe it would be unwise for us 
to include in the bill an amendment 
which would particularly specify this 
group. 

On the other hand, I believe that the 
Senator from Montana has made· a cor
rect statement in regard to regional rep
resentation; in other words, that not all 
such groups should come from the east 
coast or any other particular section of 
the Nation. 

I believe the group referred to by the 
Senator from Montana is much more de
serving than many of the groups, includ
ing some of the jazz bands and some of 
the theater groups, which in the past 
have been sent abroad, which have been 
sent abroad to represent the United 
States, groups which are completely un
like the real Americans, and have not 
represented the real American philoso
phy which we like to have appreciated 
by the Europeans. 

So, Mr. President, I hope the point of 
order will be sustained. But I believe 
this matter has been well developed in 
the committee and in the Senate, with 
the result that attention is bound to be 
directed to the invitation which has been 
given. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
CLARK in the chair) . The Chair . is re
luctantly compelled to rule that the point 
of order raised by the Senator from Ari
zona [Mr. HAYDEN] is well taken, because 
the amendment offered by the Senator 
from Montana [Mr. MANSFIELD] is an 
explicit direction for the expenditure of 
a particular _amount of money carried in 
an appropriation bill, and, therefore, 
under the precedents provided the Chair 
by the Parliamentarian, is legislation on 
an appropriation bill, and is subject to 
a point of order. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, if 
the Senator from Arizona will yield fur
ther to me-

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. I desire to ask 

unanimous consent to have printed at 
this point in the RECORD a copy of the 
statement I made before the Appropria
tions Committee, in behalf of this choir. 

There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered .to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
STATEMENT BY SENATOR MANSFIELD BEFORE 

THE SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE 
IN BEHALF OF FLATHEAD COUNTY A CAPPELLA 
CHom, FEBRUARY 27, 1958 
I appreciate the opportunity to discqss for 

a few minutes the proposal to send the A Cap
pella Choir of the Flathead County High 
School, of Kalispell, Mont., to the interna
tional exhibition at Brussels, Belgium. 

To begin with, I hope your committee wm 
restore the cut made in our fair funds by 
the House of Representatives. No money is 
ever saved, it seems to me, if it loses this 
Nation the opportunity to keep ahead of the 
Soviet Union. We have all been advised of 
the efforts and the excessive expenditures 
planned by the Russians for this Brussels 
exhibition. I need recall to no one that our 
display will be presented in one of the most 
important cities of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Alliance. Going to the fair will be thou
sands of persons from our allied NATO na
tions. We have a duty to remind these 
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visitors, our friends, ~ .of our achievements 
and skills. But more than that, we should 
not overlook the chance to show ourselves as 
we really are, a free and able people, with 
pride in our accomplishments, and pride, 
also, in our men and women, and especially 
in our youth, the hope and symbol of our 
future in this world. 

That is why I particularly would like to 
see this Montana high-school group go to 
Europe. To send them there, Mr. Chair
man, would be the finest demonstration I 
know of of this country's faith in its young 
and its system of free education. We will 
be sending our goods and our inventions, 
I take it. I would suppose our pav111on will 
be full of them. But these goqds, actually, 
are only the byproducts of the people who 
made them, of the homes in which they live, 
and the schools where we educate our chil
dren with American pride. I repeat we could 
do no better at Brussels than to display our 
young men and women and their talents. 
Our youth are part of our way o! life; they 
have our faces and the voices of liberty. We 
have sent them to Europe before, and on 
more somber missions. A tragic number did 
not return. But these young people of my 
State will be on a different journey than 
their brothers before them. They will be 
a credit to Montana and the Nation and to 
1ts arts, the marvel of everyone of their own 
age who sees them on the streets of Eu
ropean cities. If mountains make enemies, 
fairs make friends. I would assert that the 
best emissaries we can send to our friends 
across the Atlantic are those most capable 
of making friends. 

Of course, I wish I could add that this 
high school choir from Montana was able to 
pay its way. Unfortunately, that 1s not the 
case. As you may have suspected, the busi
ness conditions in my State are not as con
sistent now a.s they were when this choir 
received its first invitation to appear at the 
fair. As a matter of fact we have the 
shameful distinction of being first in the 
number, on a percentage basis, of those 
drawing unemployment compensation. 
There have been attempts to find private 
financing for these young people, and so 
send them abroad. These efforts have been 
without much success. This discourage
ment at one time led the choir and its 
friends to decline the invitation offered. 
Right now, however, I can tell you they are 
ready to go, but they need help. 

I suggest, and ask, Mr. Chairman, that this 
Congress provide the necessary funds. The 
State Department has estimated $45,000 as 
the minimum expense for the group·. That 
figure, I know, is acceptable to the people of 
Flathead County. It is my hope it can be 
authorized. I would like to see it included 
1n the sum granted by the Senate for United 
States participation at the Fair. To go a 
step further, I would suggest and hope that 
your committee's report will state that of 
the amount recommended by the committee 
for the Brussels Fair there will be included 
in it $45,000 for expenses necessary to finance 
the appearance of this young choir from the 
Rocky Mountain West at the United States 
pavilion. 

Perhaps these young people from my State 
are not box office in the Broadway sense. One 
can understand why we would want to em
ploy our best among our professional en
tertainers and artists, especially if we are to 
compete in a performing arts program with 
the Bolshoi Ballet of Moscow or the Old Vic 
Company of London. I think we need to 
present competition also to a great degree in 
our folkways, our traditions, our national
ities. The proposed appearance of the 
Kalispell group is a case to that point. The 
performances of this young choir will not be 
altogether expert by professional standards, 
but it will have the strain of American and 
of the West in them. Indeed, if I had any 
suggestion to offer I should say that there 

ought to be more reglonallty in the lineup 
of our performing artists at the fair. So 
far, it is my understanding that the Flat
head County Choir is the only group coming 
to the fair from a State west of the Missis
sippi River and the only high school group 
in the entire country invited. This is no 
reflection on those who will be appearing 
from the East and the Midwest. But it does 
show, perhaps, that the western part of the 
United States will have no representation on 
our stage at Brussels unless this fine group 
goes. 

I repeat, this a cappella choir will bring 
great credit to this country and to its youth 
everywhere it goes in Europe. I think the 
amount of $45,000 asked is little enough for 
the advertisement, the goodwill, and the en
thusiasm which it will generate abroad. I 
hope again you will specify that amount in 
your report, Mr. Chairman, and so help these 
typically young people of our Nation. 

In conclusion, I want to say that, in my 
opinion, the Flathead County High School 
A Cappella Choir would, by its contrast and 
its freshness, be the most perfect competition 
to the Soviet Union and its groups. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. I thank the Sena
tor from Arizona. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, I de
sire to have corrected a clerical or print
ing error in the bill. 

Through a printing error, the Senate 
amendment relating to the National Sci
ence Foundation is not properly stated 
in the bill, as reported to the Senate. 
The amount shown on page 10 in line 8, 
$9,900,000, is the amount proposed by 
the Senate amendment. Omitted from 
this print of the bill is the :figure $8,750,-
000, as set forth in the bill as passed by 
tne House of Representatives. That fig
ure was stricken out by the Senate com-

~ mittee's amendment. 
Mr. President, I ask that that printing 

error be corrected. 
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, the correction will be made. 

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Arizona yield to me? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. KEFAUVER. As I understand, 

the amount provided for the Brussels 
Fair is the amount requested for that 
purpose by the administration. 

Mr. HAYDEN. The amount provided 
for the Brussels Fair is exactly what the 
administration requested. 

Mr. KEFAUVER. And it is not de
pendent upon the use of any of the 
money previously appropriated for the 
Gorki Park Fair, in Moscow, is it? 

Mr. HAYDEN. No. The idea of the 
committee was that the funds for the 
Brussels Fair should stand on their own 
merits, and that funds heretofore appro
priated for the Gorki Park Fair should 
remain for that purpose. · 

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, 1 
wish to congratulate the committee for 
allowing the full amount, because I think 
it is most important for the entire 
United States. 

I did not understand that the amend
ment of the Senator from Montana had 
to do with the Kalispell Choir. Let me 
say that in the general election cam
paign of last year, I tried to visit Kali
spell. However, because of the weather 
conditions, I was unable to reach Kali
spell. 

The men and women on our plane-
who never got to Kalispell-formed 

themselves into an organization called 
the Kalispell Choral Society. It is still 
in existence. Nobody has suggested in
viting the Kalispell choral group of 
which I speak to any fair, but if the 
group the Senator from Montana is 
sponsoring is as good as the one the 
news men and women formed, naming 
it after the Kalispell group, I am sure it 
will make a fine impression at the Fair. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 
might say that the Kalispell group re
ferred to by the Senator from Tennessee, 
which was composed of newspaper men 
and women, would not be in the same 
class with the A Cappella Choir of Flat
head County High School. While the 
capabilities. and abilities of the news
paper men and women are good, they 
are not to be compared with those of the 
outstanding group which has made such 
a great reputation throughout the coun
try. 

Mr. KEFAUVER. I am quite sure the 
group which the Senator from Mon
tana is sponsoring can stand on its own 
bottom. 

Mr. ELLENDER subsequently said: 
Mr. President, a while ago, when we were 
discussing the appropriation for the 
Gorki Fair and the Brussels Fair, I tried 
to obtain the :floor, but I was unable to 
do so. I ask unanimous consent that 
what I shall have to -say now with re
spect to the Brussels Fair, as well as the 
Gorki Fair, be placed in the RECORD 
just preceding the point at which the 
amendment was offered by the distin
guished Senator from Wyoming [Mr. 
O'MAHONEY]. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection? The Chair hears none, and 
it is so ordered. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I am 
very happy that the Committee on Ap
propriations decided to make a direct 
appropriation for the Brussels Fair in 
the sum of $2,054,000. Some of us ob
jected to transferring money, which had 
been previously appropriated by the 
Congress, from the Gorki Fair to the 
.Brussels Fair. 

It is my considered judgment that the 
little money we would spend on the 
Gorki Fair would do much more good, 
insofar as our peaceful competition with 
Russia is concerned than would the :fif
teen-odd millions of dollars that are to 
be spent at Brussels. 

While the hearings were being held, I 
offered for the record a letter dated Feb
ruary 20, from the Assistant Secretary of 
Commerce, Mr. Henry Kearns, to the 
Senator from Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN] and 
Representative CANNON with regard to 
the Gorki Fair in Moscow. I asked for 
particulars about that letter in a letter I 
addressed to Mr. Kearns under date of 
February 25. When the hearings were 
held, Mr. Kearns had not as yet an
swered my letter of that date, but I have 
since received his response. It is now 
too late to have the letter placed in the 
printed ~ committee hearirigs, so, Mr. 
President. I ask unanimous consent that 
there may be placed in the REcoRD at 
this point the sequence of letters to 
which I have just referred. The first is 
a letter dated February -20, 1958, ad· 
dressed to the Honorable CARL HAYDEN 
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and ·the · Honorable CLARENCE ·CANNoN, 
and signed by ·Henry Ki!arns, Interna
tional Affairs, Department of Commerce. 
The second exhibit is a copy of the letter 
I addressed to Mr. Keams, under date of 
February 25, 1958, asking for informa· 
tion with respect to the Gorki Fair. 

There being no objection, the letters 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
THE AssiSTANT SECRETARY 

OF COMMERCE, 
Washington, D. C., February 20, 1958. 

Hon. CARL HAYDEN, 
United States Senate, 

Washington, D. C. 
Hon. CLARENCE CANNON, 

House of Representatives. 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR SENATOR HAYDEN AND MR. CANNON: 
At the request of the staff director of the 
Senate Appropriations Committee we recent
ly forwarded a memorandum declaring that, 
in our opinion, it would be impractical at 
this time to participate · in - an exhibit in 
Gorki Park in Moscow during the year 1958. 
This latest memorandum is a result of recent 
negotiations that appeared to hold out the 
possibilities of Russian agreement to United 
States Government plans for an exhibit. 

OUr Office of International Trade Fairs has 
minutely examined the requirements in 
time, money, and personnel to complete the 
steps necessary for an adequate presentation. 
These steps include completion of building 
design, prefabrication of the building, ship
ping building to Moscow, erection, accumu
lating and displaying all material, training 
personnel, and other intermediate steps that 
may be necessary for a successful presenta
tion. 

In contemplating the latest possible date 
at which an adequate program could be de
veloped, we have come to the conclusion that 
February 10 was that deadline. As a conse
quence, it is our considered judgment that 
the Office of International Trade Fairs in the 
Department of Commerce cannot, therefore, 
accept the responsibility for producing an 
exhibit 1n Gorki Park, Moscow, during 1958. 

Since the Congress acted on the request 
for a supplemental appropriation on August 
28, 1957, this Department has conscientiously 
exhausted every effort to make possible suit
able United States representation as request
ed. It is with deep regret that we must take 
this irrevocable position of forestalling 
further consideration of the program. 

Sincerely yours, 

Hon. HENRY KEARNs, 

HENRY KEARNS, 
International Affairs. 

FEBRUARY 25, 1958. 

Assistant Secretary of Commerce, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR MR. KEARNS: I am in receipt of a copy 
of your letter of February 20 to Senator 
HAYDEN and Representative CANNON with 
reference to the decision of your Office of 
International Affairs to withdraw its decision 
to participate in an exhibit in Gorki Park in 
Moscow during 1958. 

I would appreciate your informing me as 
soon as possible the status of the exhibition 
contract between the Government of the 
Soviet Union and Mr. Neuburger of New York. 
I would also appreciate your providing me 
with your evaluation of what part the exist
ence of that contract played in the decision 
of the Department to withdraw United States 
participation in the exhibit. In other words, 
I am anxious to learn whether or not the fact 
that a contract had been negotiated with 
Mr. Neuburger in1luenced either our Govern
ment or the Government of the Soviet Union 
in their discussion of, and planning for, the 
Gorki exhibit. · 

CIV--235 

· · I hope you will provide me with a full and 
frank reply, and I assure you that 1f any 
portion of your reply 1s confidential, I sha11 
regard 1t as such. 

With kindest regards and best wishes, I 
&Ill, 

Sincerely yours, 
.ALLEN J. ELLENDER, 

United States Senator. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, it 
was my information that the Gorki Fair 
was postponed in 1956 because of the 
Hungarian revolt. It seemed some of 
our representatives in both the State De
partment and the Commerce Depart
ment felt that the time was not oppor· 
tune to hold negotiations with respect 
to the Gorki Fair. Whatever negotia
tions had transpired during 1956 stopped 
abruptly when the Hungarian revolution 
took place. It was after the revolution 
that the committees on appropriations 
of the Congress recommended an appro
priation "<>f over $2 million for the Gorki 
Fair. 

I have a letter of explanation from 
Mr. Keams setting out in detail the 
reason why the fair negotiations had to 
be culminated. In essence, it was be
cause the Russians had given permission 
to a Mr. Neuburger to arrange for and 
stage a private fair at Gorki Park. That 
situation is fully explained by Mr. 
Kearns in his letter to me, which I now 
ask unanjmous consent to have printed 

· in the RECORD at this point. 
There being no objection, the letter 

was ordered to be printed in the REc
ORD, as follows: 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
OF COMMERCE, 

Washington, D. C., March 3, 1958. 
Hon. ALLEN J. ELLENDER, 

Chairman, Committee on Agriculture 
and Forestry, United States Senate, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR SENATOR ELLENDER: This is in reply 
to your letter of February 25, 1958, request
ing to be informed regarding our efforts to 
stage a Government exhibit in Moscow in 
,1.958. You specifically request also to be 
informed as to our dealings in this connec
tion with Mr. Neuburger, of New York City. 

I am most anxidus that you be fully in
formed, particularly in view of the addi
tional remarks you made during the course 
of last Thursday's hearings before the Sen
ate Appropriations Committee to the effect 
that this project may not have been con
scientiously pursued by the executive branch. 
I am, therefore, taking the liberty of giving 
you a complete and chronological account 
of our actions in this connection which I 
should apprecia.te your arranging to have 
made a part of the record of the commit
tee's hearings. 

(1) In the spring of 1957, on April 19, the 
Soviet Government inquired as to United 
States plans for staging an exhibit ln Moscow 
during the summer of 1958. The Soviet 
Government was informed of our affirmative 
interest in such an exhibit, and the Presi
dent, on June 28, 1957, recommended that 
the Congress appropriate funds therefor. 
The Congress, on August 27, 1957, appropri
ated $2.2 million for this purpose. 

_ (2) Just before the appropriation was 
made, it was learned that the Soviet Gov
ernment had signed a contract on July 12, 
1957, with one Gottfried Neuburger, d. b. a. 
Internation.a.l Trade Shows, leasing, for his 
use as a private exhibitor, the same space in 
Gorki Park, Moscow, that had been con
templated for the Government exhibit. 

(3) After informing the Congress through 
the chairman -of the House and Senate Ap-

propr1ations Committees ·of-- this f?ltuation, 
and after the appropriation was :finalized, 
discussions were undertaken almost immedi
ately with Mr. Neuburger, looking toward the 
possiblllty of two separate exhibits, provided 
that a new and separate agreement could be 
reached with the U. S. S. R., relating to the 
Government exhibit. · 

( 4) In this connection, it was explained to 
Mr. Neuburger that appropriated funds could 
not be used to subsidize a private venture 
for profit as contemplated by him, but that 
they were intended to be used to finance a 
noncommercial exhibit along the lines pre
sented to the Congress, including defraying 
some of the costs for firms or individuals con
tributing products or services required or re
quested by the Government for such an ex
hibit. He was also advised that, both for 
policy and administrative reasons, it had been 
determined that we could not operate under 
his contract and that we must have direct 
dealings with the U. S. S. R. with respect to 
any Government exhibit and settle in ad
vance as many terms and conditions as prac
ticable concerning the staging of such an 
exhibit. 

(5) These discussions with Mr. Neuburger 
took place over a period of several weeks, but 
without reaching agreement. It was then de
termined that a direct approach should be 
made to the U. S. S. R. Government to as
certain whether they would approve a pos
sible assignment to the United States Gov
ernment under a separate agree:ment of some 
of the space involved, provided that Mr. Neu
burger was also agreeable. 

(6) Early in October, I personally visited 
Moscow, together with Mr. Harrison Mc
Clung, then in charge of the trade fair pre
gram, and Mr. Nathan Ostroff of our General 
Counsel's Office, to go over all aspects of the 
situation with our Embassy. Our Ambassa
dor in Moscow then took the .matter up with 
the Soviet .Foreign Ministry, but received no 
reply other than a statement that the mat
ter was under consideration. Subsequently, 
after several follow-up efforts in Moscow 
which yielded no reply, the matter was placed 
on the agenda of the East-West contacts dis
cussion which took place in Washington be
tween the Soviet Ambassador and our State 
Department during November and early De
cember. The main effort during these talks 
continued to be made to obtain a clear invi
tation for a United States Government ex
hibit and an agreement on necessary operat
ing details pertaining thereto. During those 
discussions, on December 7, 1957, the Soviet 
Government :finally advised our Embassy in 
Moscow that it had been concluded, in view 
of the existence of their contract with Mr. 
Neuburger, it would not be possible to enter
tain our proposal for an assignment of space 
for a United States Government exhibit in 
1958. 

(7) Shortly thereafter, on January 24, 1958, 
Mr. Neuburger called on me and indicated 
that he was prepared to relinquish to the 
United States Government approximately 
100,000 square feet of the space involved, 
provided that the Government would be pre
pared to pay for it at his agreed rental with 
the U. S. S. R. and provided also that a satis
factory separate agreement on the staging 
of the United States Government exhibit was 
thereafter entered into with the U. S. S. R. 
And he stated his willingness to go to Moscow 
and negotiate such an arrangement with the 
U. s. S. R. Although by this time it was 
questionable whether we could any longer 
mount a satisfactory exhibit this year, I gave 
my approval to one more effort along these 
lines provided the U.S. 8. R. agreed to it at 
least in principle by February 10. A copy of 
my letter to Mr. Neuburger to this effect is 
enclosed, which he was authorized to give to 
the U.S.S.R. as evidence of our continuing 
desire to mount a Government exhibit. 

(8) Mr. Neuburger then proceeded to Mos
cow and presented his proposal to the 
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U. S. s. R., but to this date, long after our 
necessary deadline, he has received no reply. 
Accordingly, last Friday, we finally but re
luctantly announced our giving · up of plans 
for a United States Government exhibit in 
Moscow this year. (See enclosed copy press 
release, dated February 28, 1958.) 
· I trust that the foregoing satisfactorily 

explains the situation, and I should, of 
course, be glad to furnish any additional in
formation you may require. 

to go, although they know they would 
render a great service if they would go. 

This is a very important point. Many 
such persons will be contributing their 
services, and they will be greatly reas
sured by what we have done. 

I express the faith and the hope that 
we will stand by our guns, because I 
think this leverage amount-and this 
relates to the question I should like to 

HENRY KEARNs, ask the Senator-represents the differ-
International Affairs. ence between whether American partici-

Sincerely yours, 

pation will really be in first-class Amer
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, ican style or whether it will look like 

will the Senator from Louisiana yield for some kind of a pennypinching opera-
a question on that subject? tion. 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield, gladly. Mr. ELLENDER. In answer to that 
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I simply wished statement, I should like to say the 

to bring out one point, which I feel sure amount has been somewhat cut by the 
the . Senator from Louisiana desires to Commission itself. Originally· more 
have covered. The United States Gov- than $15 million was requested by the 
ernment had to stop, because the only Commission. We are providing $2,054,
way it could proceed would be to occupy 000, which is much less than the amount 
land privately conceded to an individual first thought to be required. However, 
citizen, and · therefore really be con- we ·have been assured that if the Con
trolled by what he wanted at the fair, · gress will appropriate $2,054,000 it •vill 
rather than what the Government be ample to carry on the work and to 
wanted. provide a good show. 

Mr. ELLENDER. The letter from Mr. Mr. JAVITS. If I may add one further 
Kearns points that out. word, the lady who is gathering the 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Does the Sena- talent for the performances at the fair 
tor agree with that interpretation? is named Jean Dalrymple, and she does 

Mr. ELLENDER. Yes. a similar job for the city center in New 
. Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, will the York. She is an extraordinarily able 
. Senator yield? . woman and has won many commenda-

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. . tions. I will say for the benefit of the 
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, when Senator from Illinois and other Senators 

the discussion was taking place with re- who are interested that she has had an 
gard to the amendment offered by the enormous amount of experience with 
distinguished Senator from Montana performing groups all over the country 
[Mr. MANSFIELD], whom I do not observe and is known in our city for :1er o:~trong 
present in the Chamber at the moment, feeling that all artistic creation is not 
the Senator from Montana stated that · centered in New York but that, on the 

. the Flathead County Choral Group from . contrary, the whole country can and 
Kalispell, Mont., was the only musical should be drawn upon for talent. 
group which had been invited by the De- I think it is an excellent augury for 
partment of State to attend the fair at the statement in the report, with which 
Brussels. I thoroughly agree. 

I noticed from a letter I received from Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I 
Illinois that the choir of Knox College, a wish to say again that I am particularly 
celebrated institution at Galesburg, Ill., proud of the fact that the Senate has 
and also the men's glee club of the Uni- not transferred the appropriations pre
versity of Illinois, have been invited to go viously made for the Gorki Fair. The 
to the Brussels Fair. Those groups, of House under the bill which is before us 
course, have a slight deficit facing them, transferred from that appropriation $1 
but they are quite willing to pick up the million for a health exhibit, something 
deficit themselves. that was never thought of by the orig-

However, those groups noted on the inator of that fair. It is proposed to 
ticker the possibility that the choral handle such an exhibit with funds to be 
group from Montana was going to be sent taken from the appropriations previ
to Brussels, so they thought perhaps they ously made for the Gorki Fair. 
should be afforded fair treatment. I The House proposed to take from that 
think we did quite the wise thing, Mr. fund $750,000 in order to carry on some 
President, by permitting this to be a mat- of the work at the Brussels Fair. 
ter for administrative determination, As the bill has been reported to the 
rather than earmarking funds in the bill. Senate-and I hope the House will agree 

Mr. ELLENDER. I am in thorough to it-we are providing all the money 
agreement with my friend, the Senator the Commission desires: that is, the 
from Illinois. money they say is absolutely necessary 

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the to carry on the fair as intended. That 
Senator yield for a question? amount, as I have previously stated, is 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. $2,054,000. 
Mr. JAVITS. I desire to join the Sena- Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 

tor in his expression of approval for Senator yield? 
what the committee has done. Mr. ELLENDER. The amount for the 

I wish to give a word of information as Gorki Fair will remain intact. It is my 
to my home town, which has so many hope that the State Department will 
performers who are very disquieted by start now, while the money is available, 
the cuts which have been made in the in order to arrange for participation in a 
budget for the fair, who are very loathe fair at Gorki Park as early as possible. 

I visited the fair at Brussels last year, 
and I had the privilege of also visiting 
the location where we intended to make 
a showing at the fair at Moscow. It is 
my sincere belief that the expenditure of 
$2 million for the Gorki Fair will improve 
our relations with Russia a good deal, 
and will do more good in the long run 
than the $15 million it is proposed to 
spend at Brussels. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. 
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I offered 

the amendment which proposed to in
crease the money for the Brussels Fair by 
$2.5 million. I know from my own per
sonal experience at international trade 
fairs that we had to have sufficient 
money to put on a proper exhibit or the 
United States would be discredited in the 
eyes of all who would visit the Brussels 
Fair. 

After we undertook the hearings on 
the matter, I learned that $2,054,000 
would be sufficient to carry through our 
participation in the Brussels Fair. 
Therefore, I was perfectly happy to con
cur in supporting that amount. 

The distinguished Senator from Lou
isiana has very clearly stated why there 
is a necessity for funds for the Gorki ex
hibit. I think that would provide a way 
for the United States to show its good in
tentions. It would to a great extent im
prove the relations, I believe, between the 
people.· of Russia and the people of the 
United States. 

The additional funds for the Brussels 
Fair are an absolute necessity if the 
United States is to put on the kind of an 
exhibit which will be a credit to the 
United States. Unless we are there 
properly exhibiting, we should not be 
there at all. 

I certainly want to express myself as 
supporting this appropriation. 

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the 
Sen a tor yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield to the Sen
ator from Kentucky. 

Mr. COOPER. As the Senator has 
stated, this question must be determined 
in conference between the House and the 
Senate. · 

I should like to make a statement, 
which I hope will be of some value. Ire
member that in 1955 I saw one of our 
fairs in New Delhi, India. I remember 
the distinguished Senator from Louisi
ana was a visitor that year. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Yes. 
Mr. COOPER. Perhaps the Senator 

remembers the fair. About $500,000 was 
appropriated for our exhibition in New 
Delhi, India. A great part of the sum 
was spent for the erection of a building, 
which was quite imposing, but there was 
little in it. 

The representatives of the United 
States who organized our exhibit at the 
fair and ran it, did a very fine job. 

The trade mission which was sent by 
the Department of Commerce did an out
standing job. Yet, visiting our exhibit, 
observing it many times, and then look
ing at the exhibits of the Soviet Union, 
and even Communist China, I always 
came away from our exhibit with a heavy 
heart. There was no doub.t in my mind 
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that people who had never been -to the 
United States and knew very little about 
it, and who had never been to the other 
countries, if they had no other infor
mation, when they visited our exhibits 
and then the exhibits of Soviet Russia, 
and even Communist China could believe 
that the other countries were more in
dustrially advanced than the United 
States. It was easy to gain the impres
sion that the standard of living in Soviet 
Russia must be better, because it had 
great exhibits of consumer products. 
Finally, they might easily conclude that 
the other countries had a greater appre
ciation of art, in its various forms, and 
that we had very little. 

I doubt that our country will appro .. 
priate and spend in specific places, the 
amounts which the Soviet Union is will
ing to spend for its purposes. However, 
we can make a better effort, and we must 
do so if we are to participate in these 
fairs. 

I noticed also in New Delhi that private 
industry and private organizations in 
this country had made very few contri
butions to the fair. 

I suggest to the chairman that it 
might be possible for the State Depart
m.ent, the Department of Commerce, and 
other agencies or individuals who are in:.. 
terested in promoting these fairs to 
make greater efforts to obtain exhibits 
from our great industries, from cultural 
organizations, and other appropriate 
organizations, to round out the exhibits 
.in fairs, so as to give a true image ·of 
all phases of American life including its 
cultural and artistic aspects. The one 
fair which I have attended gave a very 
unbalanced picture of life in America. 

If we are to participate in interna
tional fairs, let us do our part to see 
-that they are typical of_ American life. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I 
agree with what the distinguished Sena
tor from Kentucky has said. It is my 
information that the State Department 
.has been endeavoring to interest private 
organizations in making contributions to 
the fairs. Quite a number of the ex
hibits which will be at the Brussels Fair 
will be financed by private enterprise in 
our own country. I was particularly in
terested in having .such interest mani
fested in places where we needed it the 
most, namely, in Russia. In Moscow 
millions of people are totally ignorant 
of conditions in our country. I believe 
that that fair affords a good oppor
tunity to show them exactly what we 
have. 

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I join 
wholeheartedly in what. the distinguished 
Senator from Louisiana says. 

Mr. BRIDGES . . Mr. President .• I agree 
with what the distinguished Senator 
from Kentucky [Mr. COOPER] has said. 
I offered an amendment in the Appro
priations Committee to provide funds for 
the Brussels Fair. I believe in it whole
heartedly. In particular, I approve of 
his suggestion with respect to encourag
ing private firms and others to partici-
pate. Such cooperation can be con .. 
structive. There can be no question 
about this appropriation, because it in
volves new funds, as contrasted with the 
action of the House in transferring funds 

from the money previously appropriated 
for the Gorki Fair. Under the Senate 
committee version of the bill, each opera
tion will stand on its own merits. 

Mr. ELLENDER. As my good friend 
from New Hampshire will recall, I raised 
the question during the hearings that 
under no conditions should the transfer 
be made. To begin with, if we had 
adhered to the action of the House, the 
$1 million would never have covered the 
.amount necessary to provide the exhibit 
which the House desired. An expansion 
in the building program would have been 
necessary, and the construction could 
never have been completed on time. 

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I com
mend the Senator from Kentucky [Mr. 
CooPER] for the statement he has made. 
It carries unusual weight, by reason of 
his background of experience. The im
pressions which he gained at the various 
fairs should be very instructive and en
lightening. I myself have never at
tended one of these international fairs. 
However, I note the unanimity of opin:.. 
ions and conclusions on the part of Mem
bers of the Senate who have attended 
them. At many of them we make some 
effort to have an exhibit, but not enough 
effort. 

The Senator from Kentucky, in his 
former capacity as Ambassador to India, 
was in an especially good position to ap
praise and judge the situation. I am 
very glad indeed to have the Senator 
from New Hampshire [Mr. BRIDGES] 
make the remarks which he has made; 
and I appreciate the remarks of the 
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER]. 

I believe that this is a subject which is 
not thoroughly understood. We are in
adequately represented at fairs in many 
places in the world. We are not re
quired . to go into any of those places, 
but when we go, we ought to put our best 
foot forward. 

I hope that this discussion will mark 
the beginning of a new viewpoint on this 
highly important subject. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I hope the 
Senate conferees will hold fast to the 
Senate position and not surrender, be
cause it is important that the $2,054,000 
appropriation remain in the bill. It is 
also very important that we should not 
disturb the funds for the Gorki Park 
project, because America must be prop
erly on display. People throughout the 
world are appraising us. At the time 
I witnessed the American exhibit at 
Bangkok in the fall of 1953, I found that 
the Russians had a very impressive ex
hibit, not only so far as buildings were 
concerned, but also as regards equip
ment, machinery, musical instruments, 
surgical instruments, and other exhibits. 
Our display would not have done credit 
to a county fair. 

I knew that we were losing face with 
the orientals. I came back and ' re
ported to the President, and to mem
bers of the State Department. The re
sult was appropriations which permitted 
us to enter into international trade af
fairs, which we have done from that 
time on. Our pa.rticipation in various 
trade fairs throughout the world has 
been a great advantage to the United 
State~ 

For that reason, I feel very . strongly 
about the need for a proper exhibit at 
Brussels. We cannot have a proper ex
hibit unless we provide the means for it. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, a 
pariiamentary inquiry. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Arizona has the floor. 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield to the Senator 
from Wyoming. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, is 
it in order yet to offer amendments from 
the floor? 

Mr. HAYDEN. Yes. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill 

is open to amendment, but the Senator 
from Arizona has the floor. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Does the Senator from 
Wyoming have an amendment to offer? 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. I do. 
Mr. HAYDEN. Under the agreement 

entered into, the Senator may call up 
his amendment at any time. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, I 
call up my amendment, identified as "3-
6-58-C," which is at the desk. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. ThP. 
amendment offered by the Senator from 
Wyoming will be stated. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is pro
posed, on page 19, line 5, after "unit" 
.to insert ", and the unobligated balance 
of the $6,100,000 previously appropriated 
for the Flaming Gorge unit." 

On page 19, line 6, to strike out "is" 
and insert "are." · 

On page 19, line 7, to strike out "this 
unit" and insert "these units." 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, I 
submitted this amendment last week on 
behalf of the junior Senator from ·colo
rado [Mr. CARROLL], my colleague the 

· senior Senator from Wyoming [Mr. BAR
RETT], and myself. I think an opportu .. 
nity to join in the amendment was also 
extended to the senior Senator from 
Colorado [Mr. ALLOTT]. 

Let me ·say that when the bill was un
der consideration in the Appropriations 
Committee of the House of Representa .. 
tives there was a recommendation from 
the Bureau of the Budget that the Con .. 
gress make available $10 million, in ad .. 
dition to the current appropriation for 
fiscal 1958, for construction of the Glen 
Canyon Dam unit of the Upper Colo
rado storage basin project. There was 
also an amendment proposing $10 mil
lion for the continuation of construe .. 
tion of a dam on the Trinity River, ii:t 
the Central Valley project of California. 

The committee rejected this recom .. 
mendation and wrote in an· amendment 
providing for the transfer of already ap .. 
propriated funds to these two projects. 
It was found that this amendment was in 
the form of legislation upon an appro
priation bill and was deleted on a point 
of order. As a· result, it was redrafted 
to provide for direct appropriations as 
originally requested by the Bureau of the 
Budget. It had the effect, however, even 
in its redrafted form, of separating the 
Upper Colorado River project from a 
single unit. or single project into one of 
several different units, with the result 
that several of the units, one in particu
lar being the Flaming Gorge unit, was 
altogether neglected. 
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On the :floor of the House Representa
tive DEMPSEY, from New Mexico, a for
mer Governor of New Mexico, called. at
tention to the fact that appropriatiQns 
for fiscal year 1958-and we are now 
in the ninth month of that fiscal year
had been provided .for the construction 
of the Navaho unit of the Upper Colorado 
storage basin project. That project was 
placed in the deep-freeze by order of 
the Bureau of the Budget and the Sec
retary of the Interior, who were at that 
time guided by the belief that it would 
be necessary to economize in domestic 
expenditures even on authorized and ap
propriated for projects, in order to com
pensate for the additional expenditures 
which would presently .be necessary for 
national defense. 

The Representative from New Mexic·o 
pointed out that Congress had already 
appropriated $1,800,000 for the Navaho 
project. So he asked the House to adopt 
his amendment, which appears on page 
19, beginning on line 4, in the following 
language: 

The $1,800,000 previously appropriated for 
the Navaho unit of the Upper Colorado 
storage basin is to be used to initiate con
struction on this unit in the current fiscal 
year. 

That is merely a restatement on the 
part of Congress of the intent and p -.... r
pose of the Congress to make certain 
that the beginning of the construction 
should not be postponed until July 1, 
which will be the beginning of fiscal year 
1959. 

No amendment was offered with re
spect to Flaming Gorge, so the amend
ment which I have mentioned was 
designed. It merely provides, qn the pat
tern of the amendment of Representa
tive DEMP&EY, .that the unobligated bal
ance of the $6,100,000 previously appro
priated for the Flaming Gorge unit shall 
be used to initiate constn,lction on this 
unit in the current fiscal year. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, if the 
Senator will yield, I may state that I 
have no objection to his amendment. I 
think it should be made clear that the 
original budget estimate to initiate con-

. struction of the Colorado River storage 
project was a lump sum of $8 million, 
which included funds for the initiation 

· of construction of the Flaming Gorge 
unit and the Glen Canyon unit. In re
porting the public works appropriation 
bill for fiscal year 1957 the Senate Com
mittee on Appropriations recommended 
$13 million, which included funds to ini
tiate construction on the Glen Canyon, 
Flaming Gorge, and Navaho units. The 
Senate and the conference committee 
adopted the committee's recommenda
tion. 

The budget estimate of $25,142,000 for 
the current fiscal year, which was ap
proved by the Congress, included funds 
to continue construction on all three of 
these units. In reporting the public 
works appropriation bill, the Committee 
on Appropriations stated in its report 
(S. Rept. 609, 85th Cong.): 

The committee recommends the allowance 
of these funds with the understanding that 
construction will proceed simultaneously on 
the Flaming Gorge, Glen Canyon, and Nava
ho units of this project • . 

The budget for :fiscal year 1959 pro- available the $8 million additional which 
poses to terminate construction on the I understand the President will request 
Navaho unit and to slow down the pre- this week for Flaming Gorge, then, of 
viously approved construction schedule course, the prime contract could be 
on the Flaming Gorge unit. Mr. Presi- awarded some time in June of this year. 
dent, I do not agree with this action, and It is with that understanding I have 
during the hearings on the public works joined with my colleague in the hope 
appropriation bill for fiscal year 1959 that we can expedite the letting of this 
I intend to go into this matter thor- contract by 30 or 60 days. 
oughly. Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, I 
· Mr. President, the other body has seen am very grateful to the senior Senator 
fit to write into the law a direction to from Wyoming for joining in advocacy 
proceed with the Navaho unit. Inas- of the amendment. I wish to point out, 
much as the Committee on Appropria- however, that the amendment as I of
tions has taken the position that all three fered it does not attempt to state that 
units should proceed simultaneously, I the $6.1 million mentioned is the unob
·shall be glad to accept the Senator's ligated balance . . The amendment reads, 
amendment, which merely places the "and the unobligated balance of the 
Flaming Gorge unit in the same position $6,100,000 previously appropriated for 
in which the other body has placed the the Flaming Gorge unit." 
Navaho unit. The amount which is unobligated is 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. I thank the Sen- not more than $900,000; perhaps it is 
ator. I understand that the Senator less. It is more than sumcient, how
·accepts the amendment. ~ver, to authorize the Bureau of Rec

Mr. BARRETT. Mr. President, will lamation to issue a call for bids. The 
the Senator yield? sooner the call for bids is made, the 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield to the Senator sooner the idle men and idle machines 
from Wyoming. in this area of the Upper Colorado River 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, will will have an opportunity to go back to 
the Senator yield? work. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does As I have stated before to my col-
the Senator from Arizona yield; and if league from Wyoming, wh~n the addi
so, to whom? tiona! estimate is submitted for inclusion 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield to the senior in the 1959 budget I shall certainly join 
Senator from Wyoming. with him in offering an amendment to 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Do I correctly un- make that money available immediately. 
derstand that the Senator from Arizona Mr. BARRETT. If my colleague will 
is willing to accept the amendment? yield to· me for one more observation, I 

Mr. HAYDEN. Yes; I am. should like to say that I mentioned the 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The fact that the construction was to be in

question is on agreeing to the amend- itiated in this fiscal year because the 
ment offered by the Senator from Wyo- language in the amendment says that 
ming [Mr. O'MAHONEY], for himself and the unobligated funds are to be used to 
other Senators. initiate construction on this unit in the 

The amendment was agreed to. current fiscal year, which means before 
Mr. BARRETT. Mr. President, before the end of June of this year. I assume 

the amendment was agreed to, I had re- that the Bureau of Reclamation could go 
quested that the Senator yield to me. I ahead notwithstanding the fact that 
believe the Senator from Arizona did only $900,000 was available, when the 
yield to me. prime contract might call for a bid of 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield to the Senator around $10,000,000. 
from Wyoming. I hope the distinguished chairman of 

Mr. BARRETT. I should like to in- the committee will agree ·~o make any 
vite attention to the fact that instead funds which have been requested or will 
of there being $6.1 million unobligated be requested for fiscal year 1959 avail
in the fund, the amount which will be able immediately, so that this work can 
available at the end of this fiscal year get underway. 
is $900,000. Mr. HAYDEN. Later the committee 

I join with my distinguished colleague will have under consideration the pub
from Wyoming, pursuant to a conversa- lie works appropriation bill providing 
tion I had with him, in stating that when appropriations for the Bureau of Recla
the appropriation for :fiscal year 1959· mation. At that time we can consider 
comes up for consideration we shall move the Senator's proposal. 
then that the funds be made available Mr. BARRETT. Yes. 
immediately, rather than in the fiscal Mr. HAYDEN. At that time we can 
year 1959. give consideration to those things. I an-

Mr. O'MAHONEY. I confirm that ticipate, from what I read in the news-
. statement, Mr. President. papers, that some budget estimates re-

Mr. BARRETT. I wish to say that lating t·o this matter will be sent to the 
I am extremely anxious to see con- Congress before very long. 
struction started on the Flaming Gorge Mr. BARRETT. I may say to my dis-

-project as early as possible. However, tinguished colleague that, because of the 
in the normal course of events, the acute unempio·yment situation in the 
$900,000 which is available in this fiscal · area where Flaming Gorge is located, the 
year .wnuld be wholly inadequate to · senior Senator from Utah [Mr. WAT
enable the prime contractor to proceed. · KINs] and I appealed to the President, 

On the other hand, if we can make and as a result the President indicated 
immediately available the $2¥2 mUlion to us that a supplemental request of some 

. which has already been requested for $8 . million · would be sent .to Congress. 
fiscal year 1959 and make immediately Such a request would make a total of 
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$10.5 million, which, added to the 
$900,000 of unobligated funds, would 
make possible the use of $11.4 million. 

Mr. HAYDEN. I should like to add 
that such a statement was made by the 
Senator from Utah [Mr. WATKINS], who 
at the moment is not present in the 
Chamber, when he appeared before the 
committee. The Senator from Utah 
pointed out that in the West there has 
been a long dry cycle, and judging from 
the way changes in climate are occurring, 
it appears as though we may be in for a 
wet cycle. It would be highly advan
tageous for those interested in storage of 
the water of the Colorado River to have 
both dams completed at the earliest 
possible date, in order to catch the water 
and fill up the reservoirs. Until these 
reservoirs are filled it will be impossible 
properly to regulate the water and pro
duce power. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. The Senator is 
quite correct. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield to the Senator 
from Illinois. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. When this item was 
under consideration in the Committee 
on· Appropriations the Senator from 
Utah [Mr. WATKINS] appeared before 
the committee and expressed himself 
with respect to this project. The Sena
tor pointed out that the same water will 
serve Glen Canyon and Flaming Gorge. 

The Senator from Utah is momentar
ily detained from the Chamber, but I am 
sure if he were present he would cer
tainly desire to make a statement on the 
project. In the absence of the Senator 
for the moment, I ask unanimous con
sent that the matter appearing on pages 
378, 379, and 380 of the hearings before 
the Committee on Appropriations on the 
supplemental appropriation bill, which 
represents the comments of the Senator 
from Utah in this regard, be printed in 
the RECORD at this point, as an indica
tion of the interest of the Senator from 
Utah. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, I think 
that would be very appropriate. 

There being no objection, the excerpt 
from the hearings was ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 

NAVAHO DAM SITUATION 
Senator WATKINS. Mr. Chairman, I would 

like to make a comment about this Navaho 
Dam situation. 

The people of my State, through the water 
power board and the Governor, adopted a 
resolution in which they certainly are op
posed to any transfer of funds from the 
Navaho to Flaming Gorge. Flaming Gorge is 
located in the State of Utah, but we feel 
there should really be a fair distribution of 
the construction facilities in the four States 
as much as possible but New Mexico cer
tainly is entitled to have that project. 

Additional information has come to me 
that there are uses for that dam even prior 
to the time that they get the irrigation 
canals distribution system, and so on, built. 

I do not have the_details on it today, but 
the people of my State feel rather strongly 
on this, and I know the New Mexico people 
probably are not very happy over that 
change. 

I understand also that Colorado and Wyo
ming officials are also opposed to the trans
fer. 

Mr. DoMINY. As I said earlier, we are pre
pared to build the Navaho Dam. It is in the 
authorized Colorado River project and the 
administration and Congress, taking into ac
count the purpose for which it is built, the 
timing of its need and the effect of its re
quirement on the budget, should make the 
decision as to when it shall go forward. If 
we start it in fiscal year 1958 then we would 
need approximately $7 million in fiscal 1959 
to carry it on. It should not be started and 
then not financed adequately to completion. 

At the moment, there is nothing in the 
President's budget for the Navaho Dam for 
fiscal year 1959, as I explained earlier. 

FLAMING GORGE PROJECT 
Senator WATKINS. I would like to comment 

also on Flaming Gorge. We were very much 
disappointed that funds were not recom
mended so that the prime contract could be 
let for the construction of that dam. 

The Wyoming people are the people con
cerned as well. 

We also felt it was a mistake to curtail 
the housing contract for the use of the peo
ple who would be working on Flaming Gorge. 

It seems to me if there is any policy now 
for accelerating the projects already under
way, the Bureau and the Department could 
very well recommend a sufficient time so that 
the contracts could be let and work gotten 
underway. 

Mr. DoMINY. I am sure that is among the 
things that Secretary Seaton is considering 
at the moment. 

Based on our 1959 budget, which was predi
cated, of course, on changing the schedule of 
Flaming Gorge; instead of trying to have it . 
completed approximately 2 years ahead of 
Glen Canyon, the 1959 proposal as embodied 
in that budget request, would change that 
schedule to have it completed simultaneously 
with Glen Canyon. 

There are certain advantages to that. The 
transmission facilities will all have to be 
tied together, and it seems reasonable that if 
the 2 dams are completed simultaneously, 
some advantages would accrue, rather than if 
Flaming Gorge were built 2 years earlier and 
then separate facilities built to carry the 
power out to the customers. 

Senator WATKINS. One of your big prob
lems is to get these dams filled with water 
so you can operate the power facilities. 

Mr. DoMINY. That is true, sir. 
Senator WATKINs. The same water will flow 

in the Flaming Gorge and the Glen Canyon. 
Mr. DoMINY. That is correct, sir. Flaming 

Gorge is on the Green River, a primary 
tributary to the Colorado River above Glen 
Canyon. 

Senator WATKINS. Under the circum
stances, it would seem wise to get Flaming 
Gorge built as soon as possible before you 
have to start taking water out to fill the 
Glen Canyon, because that is an enormous 
job. It would require about 26 million 
acre-feet of water. 

Mr. DoMINY. That is maximum capacity. 
It will be a functioning reservoir long before 
that, and it will have power head at not much 
over 6 million acre-feet dead storage. 

Senator WATKINs. If we ran into our 
drought period, it might take as many as 10 
years to get those 2 dams filled to capaci.ty so 
we could get the maximum generation of 
power. 

Mr. BENNETT. That is entirely possible, sir. 
Senator WATKINs. It is one of those haz

ards that ought to be taken into considera
. tion rather than having to fill them both at 
the same time. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. O'MAHONEY. I wish to express 

· to my colleague my deep appreciation 
for his cooperation on this matter. · 

The Bureau of the Budget has been 
singularly backward in urging the ex
penditure of such funds during fiscal 
year 1958; but I think, in view of the 
changed atmosphere which has now be
come apparent, in consideration of the 
fact that the Senator from Wyoming 
[Mr. BARRETT] and the Senator from 
Utah [Mr. WATKINS] appealed person
ally to the White House about this mat
ter, and also the fact that it is now clear 
the Upper Colorado River storage proj
ect is a single unit, we can look forward 
to cooperation. 

I may say, since I observe the Senator 
from Colorado [Mr. ALLOTT] in the 
Chamber, that in offering the amend
ment I sought to extend to the Senator 
from Colorado the opportunity to join 
with the other Senators. 

Mr. BARRETT. Mr. President, if the 
Senator will permit, I should like to 
make one more observation, and then I 
shall be through. 

As I understand the position taken by 
the distinguished chairman of the Com
mittee on Appropriations, the funds 
available for Flaming Gorge and for Glen 
Canyon are to be made available in such 
a continuous flow that both projects 
will be completed at the same time, 
which is a matter of policy on the part 
of the Department. Is that understand
ing correct? 

Mr. HAYDEN. It is a policy of the 
committee. The Bureau of the Budget 
abandoned that policy by not requesting 
adequate funds for Flaming Gorge in 
the 1959 budget. It is clearly to the ad
vantage of the whole basin to have the 
water stored in these reservoirs as 
quickly as possible. The Senator from 
Utah explained that very thoroughly. 

Mr. BARRET!'. That is what I un
derstood the position of the distinguished 
Senator from Arizona to be. I appreci
ate his cooperation in this matter. I am 
sure that with his help the necessary 
moneys can be made available imme
diately when the appropriation bill for 
the fiscal year 1959 is before the Senate. 

Mr. CARROLL. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. CARROLL. I commend the dis

tinguished Senator from Wyoming [Mr. 
O'MAHONEY] for his leadership in this 
fight, and for bringing this subject to 
our attention, which he has done with 
his usual vigor, vitality, and wisdom. 

Thanks are also extended to the dis
tinguished senior Senator from Arizona 
[Mr. HAYDEN] for accepting this amend
ment. It represents a real step forward, 
and one which is needed. It will be help
ful to the Upper Colorado; and I am 
happy to associate myself with the re
marks of both Senators from Wyoming 
and other Senators who have worked on 
this particular amendment. 

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield . 
Mr. WATKINS. I entered the Cham

ber only a moment ago. I have not 
caught the drift of all the discussion 
which has taken place with respect to 
Flaming Gorge. 

I am very happy the amendment of
fered by the Senator from Wyoming 
[Mr. O'MAHONEY] has been accepted. 
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With respect to the program for build

ing that particular unit, originally it was 
planned to proceed with it immediately, 
full steam ahead. However, after the 
sputnik developments and the demands 
for defense money, another program was 
devised, which would provide for the 
completion of Flaming Gorge at the 
same time Glen Canyon would be fin
ished. Then there would be a tie-in of 
the transmission lines from Glen Can
yon to Flaming Gorge, which would put 
electricity on the lines from both proj
ects at about the same time. 

However, certain unemployment situa
tions have developed. It was decided to 
speed up the Flaming Gorge project. It 
should be in the interest of the entire 
project to speed it up, even ahead of 
Glen Canyon, because these two reser
voirs must be filled from the same 
stream, and it would be highly beneficial 
to the project to have Flaming Gorge 
reservoir built first, so that it can be 
filled before the filling of Glen Canyon 
begins, and the transmission lines built 
from Flaming Gorge to take care of the 
needs of Wyoming and Colorado in that 
area, and also northeastern Utah. 

Northeastern Utah has a vast deposit 
of phosphates, which one of the large 
chemical companies wishes to develop. 
Some time ago representatives of that 
company urged members of the delega
tion from Utah and others to see if they 
could obtain a contract with the Gov
ernment to buy the entire output of 
power from Flaming Gorge. They are 
ready to go to work immediately. If 
that project were built now and com
pleted ahead of Glen Canyon, transmis
sion lines could be started south from 
Flaming Gorge toward Glen Canyon and 
the communities just mentioned could 
use the power generated, and revenue 
would be coming into the project to help 
repay costs; and since interest is being 
charged on the money which goes into 
the power features of projects of this 
kind, the present proposal would bring 
to an earlier end the time during which 
interest would be paid without any reve
nue being received. 

The President has notified Congres
sional leaders that additional sums will 
be requested for projects of that type. I 
expect to see Flaming Gorge made the 
subject of a supplemental request in con
nection with the 1959 budget, which will 
make available for the project $10,500,-
000, provided Congress goes along with 
the recommendations of the administra
tion. 

So the program which I am outlining 
could actually be placed in operation by 
putting Flaming Gorge into production 
2 years ahead of Glen ·canyon. This 
would help to meet the power needs of 
northeastern Utah and other areas in 
the very near future and would make 
much easier the filling of both Flaming 
Gorge and Glen Canyon Reservoirs. 

Mr. ALLOTT~ Mr. ·President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. ALLOTT. I should like to inquire 

of the Senator from Arizona, who has 
been quite helpful in connection with all 
our reclamation projects, whether or not 
the money which is now added by the 

O'Mahoney amendment will enable the 
Government to go ahead with all prac
tical speed with the anticipated 1959 
appropriations, on both the Glen Canyon 
and Flaming Gorge projects? 

Mr. HAYDEN. The amount actually 
appropriated for Flaming Gorge up to 
the present time is not sufficient to en
able much work to be done. However, 
the point was that when it was appropri
ated in the first place, our committee 
said, "You are to proceed with the work." 
When it is laid aside entirely, we think 
we have the right to protest; and the 
way to do so is indicated by the Senator 
from Wyoming [Mr. O'MAHONEY] in his 
amendment. 

As the Senator from Utah pointed out, 
we expect budget estimates for addi
tional work of this kind; and I certainly 
hope one such estimate for Flaming 
Gorge will be in the budget, so as to al
low the work to proceed. 

It is to the advantage of everyone to 
have that project built as early as pos
sible. It involves a much smaller dam 
than Glen Canyon. The overflow from 
Flaming Gorge would help to fill the Glen 
Canyon Reservoir. 

On the whole, it would be a good thing 
to proceed with the project. That is 
what we intended in the first place, and 
now we would like to have the intention 
of Congress carried out. 

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, will 
the Senator further yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. WATKINS. As I understand, the 

O'Mahoney amendment will make avail
able moneys which have already been 
appropriated. · 

Mr. HAYDEN. Yes; and that is all. 
Mr. WATKINS. It does not add any 

new money, but it releases an interdic
tion against the use of money which 
was inserted by the House. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Yes. 
Mr. WATKINS. So we would be 

making available money which· has al
ready been appropriated. 

Mr. HAYDEN. And that is all. 
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, 

will the Senator yield? 
Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. O'MAHONEY. I think the Sena

tor has made a slight error. There was 
no interdiction by the House. 

Mr. WATKINS. As the bill stands, 
the amendment was necessary. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. But there was no 
interdiction. 

Mr. HAYDEN. The House simply 
failed to include the item. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. The House failed 
to include the item. In order to make 
the ·record clear, what happened was 
that, although the Bureau of Reclama
tion acknowledged, in the published 
testimony on the subject, that the ob
jective of the Senator from Utah and 
myself for the simultaneous construc
tion of Glen Canyon and Flaming Gorge 
was also the purpose of the Bureau of 
Reclamation, and notwithstanding the· 
fact that the Senate Committee on Pub
lic Works, adopting that understanding, 
wrote into the report its declaration 
that it was the understanding of the 
committee that these two units should 
proceed simultaneously; nevertheless, in 
October the Bureau of the Budget took 

the position that such simultaneous 
progress should not be allowed; and the 
Bureau of Reclamation of the Depart
ment of the Interior, acting in harmony 
with the Bureau of the Budget, canceled 
the call for bids. That is the record. 

This amendment, with respect to 
which there has been perfect unanimity, 
is a declaration of the sense of the 
Senate-and I hope it will be the sense 
of the Congress-that we want this pro
gram to proceed immediately, both units 
being constructed simultaneously, as 
was previously agreed to; and that we 
should not have to wait until the begin
ning of the new fiscal year, 4 months 
hence, before the call for bids is issued. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. I had intended to de

fer any questions on the Upper Colorado 
until we reached it on pages 18 and 19 
of the bill. However, in view of the 
amendment offered by the very able Sen
ator from Wyoming [Mr. O'MAHONEY] 
and the discussion which has ensued, I 
hope the Senator will permit me to ask 
a few questions now. Am I correct in 
understanding that lines 23 and 24 on 
page 18 carry an additional appropria
tion for the Glen Canyon project? 

Mr. HAYDEN. It is an additional ap
propriation to carry on the work because 
the contractors have. exhausted the 
money available to them. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. May I ask if it is 
merely to complete the work which was 
originally planned, or is it also to meet 
costs of a change in the plans? 

Mr. HAYDEN. There has been no 
material change in the plans. The con
tractor is very efficient. He has moved 
right along with the work; has earned 
his money, and will earn more money as 
the work proceeds. He is a very fine 
contractor, and is doing a very good job. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. As the Senator from 
Wyoming knows, there are rumors to the 
effect that it has been discovered that 
the Glen Canyon Dam should not be 
constructed at the point where it was 
originally planned because of some de
fects in the rock at that point, and that 
it may be necessary to move the dam up
stream. Is that point involved here? 

Mr. HAYDEN. That is news to me. I 
have heard that perhaps because of the 
character of the rock it may be necessary 
to widen the base of the dam, but no 
one has suggested that another site for 
the dam be found. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Is it true that the 
ultimate cost of the dam, whether the 
site is moved or not, will be greatly in 
excess of the original estimates? 

Mr. HAYDEN. No; I do not under
stand it to be greatly in excess. The 
amount of money involved in this foun
dation problem is small compared with 
the total cost. 

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, may I 
add at that point that--

Mr. DOUGLAS. I should like to com
plete my questions. I permitted the Sen
ator from Utah to complete his questions. 

It is always ungracious_ to point to a. 
past record. However, when the ·orig
inal Upper Color~do project was before 
the Senate, the Senator from Illinois 
warned that the engineering plans for 
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Glen Canyon might have to be changed 
because of the rock on either side of the 
dam not being of sufficient strength, and 
that the preliminary estimates of costs 
in my judgment would have to be in
creased. Does the Senator say now that 
the $10 million involved is not to be for 
any of the increased costs, but is merely 
for the purpose of carrying out the orig
inal plan? 

Mr. HAYDEN. All I have heard is 
that there has been some warning, from 
testing the strength of the rock at the 
site, that it may be found it will not be 
strong enough to bear the stress and 
strain unless the base is widened to some 
extent. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator from 
Illinois is not an engineer, but he warned 
on that point when the bill was before 
the Senate. May I ask another ques
tion? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. There are rumors 

also that it has been discovered that there 
will not be enough water to fill the reser
voir behind Glen Canyon Dam, and that 

· therefore it is not unlikely that there 
will be a dam which will be all dressed 
up but which will not have much water 
behind it. 

Mr. HAYDEN. We have the record of 
the Colorado River for years past. In 
1 year it discharged 29 million acre-feet 
of water, which would fill this reservoir 
completely in 1 year. That is the great
est discharge on record. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. However, the average 
flow has been a little less than 18 million 
acre-feet a year; has it not? 

Mr. HAYDEN. In recent years, as the 
Senator from Utah has repeatedly 
pointed out, there has been a dry cycle. 
According to the tree rings, the cycles 
come and go. The tree-ring experts say 
that the cycle we have been through is 
about the worst in 600 years, and that 
after each such cycle there have been 
years of greater rainfall. We are there
fore entering another wet cycle, and we 
hope to . get the dam completed in time 
for the greater flow. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Therefore, on the 
basis of tree rings, the Senator from Ari
zona hopes that there will be enough 
water behind Glen Canyon Dam? 

Mr. HAYDEN. The tree rings do not 
lie. They have told the truth about the 
rainfall in past centuries. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I would prefer-
Mr. O'MAHONEY. I should like to 

respond to my friend from Illinois. I 
am sure he cannot deny me that pleas
ure. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. No; I would not think 
of doing that, since the Senator from 
Wyoming is so importunate. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. I am always im
portunate where the Senator from Illi
nois is concerned, and grateful, too. 

I wish to point out that the waters 
which have flowed down the Colorado 
River for century after century have dug 
the great Grand Canyon of the Colorado, 
which is one of the marvels of the world. 
When we begin to conserve that water 
behind the dams which are proposed to 
be constructed, we will be storing water 
which will make new opportunities for 

residents of Illinois, who will be looking 
for better lands on which to settle. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. What usually hap
pens is that the residents of Illinois have 
to pay the bills, and the Mountain States 
walk off with the bacon. 

Will the Senator from Arizona yield 
further? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. There are also ru

mors to the effect that there shortly will 
be proposals to charge added irrigation 
costs on the Upper Colorado project in 
order to conserve water so that there will 
be enough water behind the reservoir in 
Glen Canyon. 

Mr. HAYDEN. That is news to me. 
There has been no testimony to that 
effect. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I hope the Senator· 
from Arizona will keep his eyes open, as 
I am sure he will, because what may 
happen is that there will be requests for 
new irrigation systems so that the water 
may be more carefully conserved. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Is the Senator from 
Illinois suggesting that I subscribe to 
the same press clipping bureau to which 
he subscribes? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I do not subscribe to 
a press clipping service, but I do consult 
engineers. There are rumors, not 
wholly unfounded, that the irrigation 
system on the Upper Colorado River will 
be completely reconstructed and that 
such a proposal will be brought forward 
either now or later as an added cost. If 
that is done, then the costs of irrigating
these areas, instead of being $1,200 or 
$1,500 an acre, will be very much more 
than that. The Upper Colorado project 
was originally a giveaway, and it be
comes more of a giveaway each year. 

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. WATKINS. I have listened with 

a great deal of interest to the Senator 
from Illinois talk about rumors. There 
were a great many rumors, and nothing 
but rumors, against the project when it 
was before the committee for authoriza
tion. The facts were all contrary to the 
rumors. 

There is not another project in the 
United States which has had more thor
ough study by skilled experts than the 
Colorado River project. It was studied 
from one end to the other for more than 
25 years. Water flow records, running 
back for a long period of time, on the 
water flow of the river were kept. One 
reason why the reservoir is to be as large 
as is proposed is that it will have to car
ry over water from the wet periods to 
the dry periods in some instances for 
more than 20 years. That is why it is 
to be a 26 million acre-feet project. The 
flow for one 10-year period ran below 
the overall average. We have a record 
of that fact. That is the period to which 
the Senator from Illinois probably re
ferred. However, for the other periods 
the flow was far above that. The Colo
rado is now in what we call a wet cycle. 
The deficit in Mead Lake is usually made 
up from the snowfall in the mountains 
in wintertime, and the recent snowfall in 
the mountains will :finally completely fill 
the Mead Reservoir, and there will be 
enough left over to half fill Glen Canyon 

Dam. However, our program calls for 
the gradual filling of Glen Canyon over 
a period of years following its construc
tion. 

With respect to the cost per acre, that 
question was gone into very carefully. 
The one high cost element in the whole 
program is for the benefit of the Navaho 
Indians, who claimed a prior right to 
the whole river. The United States is 
helping them, and that one part of the 
project will cost more per acre than the 
other parts. The white water users 
there are willing to carry that extra 
burden. 

In addition to the water, these proj
ects also provide huge power develop
ments, and the power itself is usually 
sold to the same people which get the 
water. 

If the Senator from Arizona will yield 
to me once more, I should like to refer 
to the matter of the appropriations. As 
the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. BAR
RETT] has told me, the amendment, as 
modified, will permit the Bureau of 
Reclamation to go ahead with letting 
the contracts now, and will make pos
sible the start of construction immedi
ately on the Flaming Gorge project as 
soon as a bid is accepted. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, I 
interrupt to say that the amendment has 
not been modified; the amendment is at 
present in exactly the form in which it 
was offered. 

What I said to my colleague, the dis
tinguished senior Senator from Wy
oming [Mr. BARRETT] was that when the 
new estimate is received, I shall move
and I shall welcome the cooperation of 
all Senators from the Upper Colorado 
Basin in this step-to make appropria
tions under the new estimate immedi· 
ately available. 

Mr. WATKINS. With that kind of es
timate soon to be received and with the 
pending amendment, I do not think it 

. will be necessary to go much further, 
because I believe the Bureau of Reclama
tion will be permitted to go forward 
and to advertise for bids immediately, 
and that contracts can be -let well in 
advance of July 1, 1958, if we know 
that a subsequent budg·et estimate will 
be made to take care of the program. 

Mr. HAYDEN. The contractors can
not be paid before appropriations are 
made. 

Mr. WATKINS. There is never 
enough money appropriated in any sin
gle year to take care of the whole cost; 
it is necessary to have it appropriated 
year by year. That is all we are doing 
in this instance. 

Mr. HAYDEN. That is correct. 
Mr. WATKINS. This is a project 

which has been studied and found to be 
sound. Its ·cost will all be repaid, with 
interest for the most part. Ninety-nine 
percent of the cost will be repaid com
pletely. Only about 1 percent of the cost 
in the whole area is chargeable to :flood 
control. There are other areas in the 
United States where the whole cost is 
charged off as· being in the public in
terest, and the recipients of the benefits 
do not pay any more than their infini
tesimal part of the overall taxes col
lected. 
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In this instance, the project has. been 
well studied, and has been found to be 
sound and is well on its way. 

I am happy to know that there will be 
cooperation between Congress and the 
executive department in getting the 
Flaming Gorge Dam under way as soon 
as the bid has been accepted. The proj .. 
ect happens to be in my State. That is 
one reason why I am happy about the 
situation. 

Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Arizona yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. LANGER. For many years the 

Senators from Montana, South Dakota, 
and North Dakota have backed irrigation 
projects and dams in Colorado, Utah, 
Arizona, and Wyoming. 

Now I should like to inquire when we 
in North Dakota will get the irrigation 
project which is to be built in connection 
with Garrison Dam. At the time Garri
son Dam was constructed, it was said 
that it was to be for flood control, power, 
and irrigation. A million and a half 
acres were to be irrigated. 

May I ask the distinguished Senator 
from Arizona when the irrigation fea
ture will be developed? 

Mr. HAYDEN. My understanding 
with reference to that project is that the 
soil surveys and other studies have not 
been completed. As the Senator knows, 
in certain areas of his State the soil is 
residual from deposits of glaciers. In 
some areas the water cannot penetrate 
freely, and therefore the land cannot be 
irrigated successfully. On the other 
hand, there are other sections of ex
cellent land. 

The idea was to be very careful about 
expenditures, so as not to bring water 
to lands which would not be suitable for 
irrigation, but, on the other hand, to 
bring water to lands which are produc
tive. The investigations are underway 
and will be completed in the near future. 

Mr. LANGER. More than 3 years have 
passed since we had a hearing in con
nection with that land. It was said then 
that it was not quite adapted to irriga
tion. At that time, my colleague, the 
distinguished junior Senator from North 
Dakota [Mr. YouNG], and I showed that 
land in several counties of North Dakota 
was adapted to irrigation. Do I cor
rectly understand from the Senator from 
Arizona that the program is still being 
studied? 

Mr. HAYDEN. The report has not yet 
been submitted to Congress. We are ex
pecting it. It should be submitted very 
soon. We must have have adequate 
studies on these projects before we start 
construction, because mistakes have been 
made in other places which should not 
be repeated. 

Mr. LANGER. Can the Senator give 
some idea when the report will be made? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I do not know. The 
last news was that work is progressing, 
and that it was expected a report would 
be made in the near future. How soon 
it will be made, I do not know. 

Mr. LANGER. Will it be made in time 
for action to be taken at this session of 
Congress? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I could not say, but I 
shall be very glad to make inquiry and to 

let the Senator from North Dakota know 
what information we receive. 

Mr. LANGER. I thank the Senator 
from Arizona. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will 
the Sen a tor yield? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. Do I understand cor

rectly that the Senator from Arizona 
gives assurance to the Senate that none 
of the additional $10 million will be used 
either for a change of plans in the Glen 
Canyon Dam or for a modification and 
improvement of irrigation systems in the 
Upper Colorado Basin? 

Mr. HAYDEN. The necessity for in
creased funds in this case is that there 
are exceptionally good contractors on 
the dam and bridge, and they have been 
proceeding at a fast rate. The bridge 
contractors, by the way, were prudent 
enough to buy all their steel before the 
price of steel rose. They have had good 
luck in getting workers, and have given 
them employment. 

The work has progressed at such a fine 
rate that the contractors have now come 
to the point where the available money 
has been exhausted, so we are taking 
care of that situation in the manner 
proposed. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Would the Senator 
from Arizona be willing to give a pledge 
that if changes in the Glen Canyon Dam 
are introduced, or if modifications of the 
irrigation system in the Upper Colorado 
Basin are projected, he will give due no
tice in connection with any further ap
propriation bills which are considered? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I will do that, and I 
will also inform the Senator from Illinois 
personally. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I thank the Senator. 
Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President will 

the Senator yield for another observa
tion? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I yield. 
Mr. WATKINS. '111e senator from 

Illinois has just spoken concerning 
whether the cost of the project is ex
ceeding the estimates because of the 
work on the dam. The estimate for the 
prime contract for the building of the 
dam itself was $135 million. Merritt, 
Chapman & Scott were the low bidders, 
their bid being $105 million, and they 
received the contract. Their bid was 
about 20 percent under the estimate, 
which is a very substantial amount, 
indeed. 

A change was referred to. The Sena
tor from Arizona gave a partial explana
tion of the change. 

In making a check, after some ex
perimental tunnels had been made in 
the rock, it was found that in the inter
est of safety it would be better to have 
a wider base for the dam itself, and a 
change-order was made to include that. 
The cost will not exceed probably $4 mil
lion or $5 million. But since the bid 
which was received was under the esti
mate, there will be no difficulty, because 
the cost will not exceed what the spon
sors of the project claimed it would be 
and what the Bureau of Reclamation 
testified it would be. As a matter of 
fact, since the project has now gotten 
well under way, ap.d the cost probably is 
going down, the estimate will probably 
prove to have been well over and above 

the entire construction price which 
finally will have to be paid for the project. 
I hope that will be the case. 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, tes
timony offered to the committee con
cerning the Glen Canyon project made 
it very clear that the contractor had 
gone ahead with the work and was pro
ceeding a bit ahead of schedule. The 
committee was satisfied that the request 
for the Glen Canyon project was proper. 

I join with the Senator from Arizona 
in his statement that there has been a 
dry spell and in his hopes that the dry 
cycle will be followed by a wet cycle as 
shown by the rings on the trees. 

I am certain the Senator recognizes 
the obligation to make certain that the 
existing Colorado compact shall not be 
interfered with, that the obligations un
der the treaty with Mexico shall be -Ob
served, and that the rights, whatever 
they may be, shall be subject to deter
mination by the Supreme Court when 
the issue is decided by the court. I 
thought this statement should be made 
so that there would be no interference 
with the obligations and requirements 
of existing contracts. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. I am very happy, 
indeed, that the Senator from Califor
nia has made this statement of his un
derstanding concerning the Upper Colo
rado River storage project. I think it 
will be most helpful. In fact, all the dis
cussion this afternoon has been most 
helpful. 

Inasmuch as the Senator has diverted 
from his intention to proceed with his 
amendment, I call the attention of the 
Senator from California and the Senator 
from Arizona to the fact that the senior 
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. CHAVEZ] 
today asked me, because of his obligation 
to be present at a meeting of the Com
mittee on Public Works, to have the pro
vision with respect to the Navaho unit, 
which was adopted by the House, modi
fied by the Senate so as to accord with 
the amendment which the Senate has 
just agreed to. 

Mr. President, I therefore ask unani
mous consent that on page 19, line 4, 
after the word "the,'' and before the 
figure "$1,800,000," there be inserted the 
words, "unobligated balance of the." 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment will be stated for the infor
mation of the Senate. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 19, 
line 4, after the word "The," it is pro
posed to insert the following: "unobli
gated balance of the." 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, that 
-conforms to what has been done in other 
places in the bill. It should have been 
done in this place. I have no objection 
to the amendment. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment of the Senator from Wyoming, 

The amendment was agreed to. 
Mr. O'MAHONEY. I thank the Sen

ator from California. 
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con

sent that I may have printed in the 
RECORD at this point certain correspond
ence which I have had with the gover
nors of the Upper Colorado Basin States, 
members of the Congressional delega
tions of these States, the Bureau of the 
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Budget, the chairman of the President's 
Council of Economic. Advisers and 
others concerned in the struggle to re
verse the decision of the Bureau of the 
Budget to postpone construction on 
Flaming Gorge Dam. 

There being no objection. the corre• 
spondence was ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows: 

MEETING WITH BUDGET' BURE'A U ARRANGED 
ExECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT. 

. BUREAU OF THE BUDGET, 
Washington, D . C., October 2, 1957. 

Hon. JosEPH c. O'MAHONEY, 
United States Senate, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR O'MAHONEY: This will con

firm our telephone conversation this morning 
pertaining to a meeting with yourself and 
representatives of the various interested 
States concerning the Upper Colorado proj
ect. I would be happy to meet with you and 
the State representatives at 10 a. m. on Oc
tober 28 in my office, room 246, Executive 
Office Building. 

Mr. Brundage has indicated that he also 
wlll attend 1! he is in town on that d.ate. 

Sincerely yours, 
ROBERT E. MERRIAM, 

Assistant Director. 

TELEGRAM INVITES GOVERNORS TO MEETING 
OCTOBER 2, 1957. 

The Honorable Mn.wARD L. SIMPSON, 
Governor of Wyoming, 

Cheyenne, Wyo.: 
'I'!le Honorable GEORGE DEWEY CLYDE, 

Governor of Utah, 
Salt Lake City, Utah: 

The Honorable STEPHEN L. R. McNICHOLs, 
Governor of Colorado, 

Denver, Colo.: 
The Honorable EDWIN L. MECHEM, 

Governor of New Mexico, 
Santa Fe, N.Mex.: 

After conference with Department of the 
Interior and Bureau of Budget officials, I !eel 
it wlll be most helpful if Governors of Upper 
Colorado Basin States can arrange to attend 
meeting 10 a. m., OCtober 28 in office of As
sistant Director of Budget Merriam to dis
cuss the Importance of adequate appropria
tions for Upper Colorado storage project for 
fiscal year 1959. Mr. Merriam has advised 
he will be glad to see Governors on this date. 
I am authoritatively advised Reclamation 
Bureau has been given a target of $143 mil
lion for all construction projects for fiscal 
1959. If this limitation stands, estimates for 
Flaming Gorge, Glen Canyon and Navaho 
projects will neces8arily have to be reduced 
below the· construction plans presented to 
Congress this session amounting to approxi
mately $66 million. This cut will ; because 
of inflation, necessarily increase the total 
cost of Upper Colorado River construction 
and will unduly delay completion of project. 
I have recent report of Comptroller General 
Joseph Campbell on military assistance pro
gram of Depa.rtment of Defense in nine for
eign nations, from France to Formosa, show
ing excessive expenditures for military 
material beyond the capacity of allies to use. 
This report would indicate that savings can 
immediately be effected in sufficient amount 
to allow Reclamation Bureau to proceed with · 
Upper Colorado River as planned. Letter 
follows. 

JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

SENATORS NOTIFIED 0!" CONFERENCE 
OCTOBER 2, 1957. 

The Honorable FRANK A. BARREI'T,. 
United States Senate,. 

Wci.shington, D. C~ 
DEAa. FRANK~ For your. i¢ormation, there 

is inclosed a copy of a telegram I am sending -
each of the Governors of the Upper Colorado 

Basin States with respect to a conference for 
which I have made arrangements with the 
Bureau of the Budget on October 28. I 
think it is essential that this conference be 
held before the budget estimates are fixed 
:for the President. 

I have had a brief conversation with 
Secretary Aandahl, who has been plan
ning to have a conference with the Gover
nors, and I shall talk with him again with 
this objective in view. It is important that 
the Congressional delegations of all the 
States involved be kept fully advised with 
respect to what the Bureau of the Budget 
plans, because, of course, appropriations will 
be made by the Congress. . 

1 am preparing a summary of the report 
of Comptroller Campbell, of. the General Ac
counting Office with respect to military as
sistance abroad, and if it is ready in time it 
will be included with this letter. Otherwise 
it will be forwarded under separate cover. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

(Identical letter sent Senators of other 
upper States.). 

WYOMING GOVERNOR ACCEPTS' 
CHEYENNE, WYo., October 3,1957. 

The Honorable JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY,. 
United States Senate, 

Senate Office Building, 
Washington, D. C.: 

Reurtel today. 1 am agreeable to attend
ing a. meeting of the Upper Colorado River 
Basin States on October 28 in office of As
sistant Director of the Budget to discuss ade
quate appropriation for Upper Colorado River 
project for fiscal year 1959, provided the 
other Governors can arrange to attend. I 
take it from your wire you will accompany 
us. Hope Senators from other States can do 
likewise.. Thanks for the telegram. 

Regards. 
MILWARD L . SIMPSON, 

Governor. 

TELEGRAM TO GOVERNOR SIMPSON 
OCTOBER 7, 1957. 

The Honorable Mn.wARD L. SIMPSON, 
Governor of Wyoming, 

Cheyenne, Wyo.: 
Interest running high in proposed Upper 

Colorado conference. Assistant Budget Di
rector Merriam has confirmed October 28. 
saying that Director Brundage hopes to be 
in town and attend. Governor McNichols, 
of Colorado, confirms his presence. Have ad
vist:d Senators from Upper Basin States and 
am sending out further information tomor
row. 

JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

NEW MEXICO GOVERNOR RESPONDS 

STATE OF NEW MEXICO, 
Santa Fe, October 8, 1957. 

Hon. JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY, 
Senate Office Building, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR O'MAHONEY: It will be almost 

impossible !or me to be in Washington Octo
ber 28. As a matter of fact, it is exceedingly 
difficult for me to leave New Mexico at any 
time. However, 1 would be pleased to pre- . 
sent New Mel!:ico's position by correspondence 
or representative·. 

l am concerned that we have had no oppor
tunity to discuss this matter or to discuss 
the availability of dates and meeting sites. 
There are some of my constituents who would 
like to be present and in no position to go to 
Washington at present. Senator ANDERSON · 
would like very much to attend. It seems · 
to me it would be far better to have· this 
meeting in the West at a date suitable to . 
all concerned. _ 

The Bureau of Reclamation has asked a 
meeting of the seven Colorado River Basin 
Governors in the month of October, to be 

h .eld in the West. There. may be more con
ructs. 

Could we have a further breakdown of the 
Information contained in your wire? 

Sincerely, 
EDWIN L. MECHEM, 

Governor. 

LETTERS TO GOVERNORS POINT OUT SOURCE OF 
FUNDS FOR PROJECT 

OCTOBER 8, 1957. 
The Honorable Mn.WARD L. SIMPsoN, 

Governor oj Wyoming, Cheyenne, Wyo. 
DEAR Mn.wARn~ Supplementing my recent 

telegram to the Governors of the !bur Upper 
Colorado River Basin States, I have now re
ceived a letter from Assistant Budget Direc
tor· Robert E. Merriam confirming the con
ference on the Upper Colorado storage proj
ect to be held in his office, room 246, Execu
tive Office Building, on October 28 at 10 
a. m. He advises me that Director Brundage 
also plans to be present unless other engage
ments keep him out of town. 

The Bureau of Reclamation will be heard 
at the Budget Bureau on Monday, October 
21. This hearing usually takes :J. or 3 days. 
After the Bureau has set forth its requests 
and justifications, the Budget Bureau will of 
course review them and make· the final rec
ommendation that will go into the program 
of the President. The hearing on October 
28, therefore, affords an opportunity for the 
presentation by the Governors of their 
points of view. 

The spokesmen of the Bureau of Recla
mation are not at liberty to reveal the rec
ommendations they propose to make to the 
Bureau, and of course the Bureau makes no 
comment with respect to specific figures be
fore the entire budget is cleared by the Pres
ident. However, when Commissioner of Rec
lamation Dexheimer and his aides appeared 
before the· Subcommittee on Public Works 
Appropriations of the House in April of this 
year, the plans of the Bureau were set forth 
in great detail in response to the inquiries of 
the committee members. Under separate 
cover I am sending you a copy of the hear
ings. On page 662 you will find,. in a table 
on the construction schedule of the three 
reservoirs, that the expenditures for fiscal 
year 1959 were estimated to be as follows: 
Flaming Gorge ____ . ____________ $12, 135, 000 
Glen Canyon_________________ 42, 509, 000 
Navaho Unit__________________ 11, 070, 000 

Mr. Dexheimer estimated at that time 
(p. 663, House hearing) that Glen Can
yon and Flaming Gorge would probably cost 
a total of something over $500 million and 
that it was hoped that these 2 units would 
be built within the next 6 or 8 years. The 
full story of the plans for the Colorado Ba
sin begins on page 592 and concludes on 
page 742. 

It is, of course, impossible to predict at 
this time what the overall budget plan will 
be. Substantial cutbacks have been ordered 
by the Secretary of Defense in the expendi
tures for which Congress has made appro
priations for the present fiscal year. The 
launching of the Soviet satellite, however, 
may result in a complete reversal of this 
program. It probably wiil bring about in
creased expenditures in the field of inter
continental ballistic missiles. I am of the 
opinion, however, that this latest develop
m .ent should not deter us from carrying 
through programs designed -";o aid in the 
development and utilization of natural re
sources. Water storage programs deserve a 
high place upon this list because they in
crease the productive capacity of the Nation. 

Another result will, I am sure, be a close 
examination by the Bureau. of the Budget 
and by Congress .of the recommendation 
made by Comptroller General Joseph Camp
bell in his report released on August 29, 1957, 
of the examination made under his direction 
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of the m111tary assistance program of the 
Department of Defense. Unfortunately, this 
report was received only the day before the 
adjournment of Congress and was, therefore, 
not ordered to be printed as a public docu
ment. A limited number, however, were 
printed by the House committee and I have 
secured a copy to send you herewith. 

For the purposes of this letter, it is suffi
cient to say that the Comptroller General 
finds that we have been making excessive 
expenditures in the nine foreign countries 
which were examined and recommends a 
complete reevaluation of the program. It 
is pointed out, for example, by Mr. Campbell 
that as of December 31, 1956, almost $3 bil
lion had been awarded to carry out contracts 
for the manufacture and delivery of military 
items in foreign countries. "Contract 
prices," the report says, "on many ordnance 
procurements contain substantial interest 
costs which resulted from (foreign) con
tractors charging the United States for the 
cost of borrowing working capital at the h igh 
interest rates prevailing in European coun
tries." 

The appropriation for mutual security ap
proved September 3, 1957, carries a total of 
approximately $3.4 billion and, according to 
the figures submitted in th~ House on Au
gust 30 by Congressman PASSMAN who was 
in charge of the bill, this amount, added to 
the appropriations made in other mutual 
security programs, makes an overall aggre
gate of $8.9 billion. From this total it would 
seem certain that a saving can be made in 
the light of the utterly changed circum
stances and the Comptroller's report which 
will be more than sufficient to enable the 
Bureau of Reclamation to proceed advan
tageously with the Upper Colorado River 
program. 

Sincerely yours, , 
JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

(Identical letters sent to governors of other 
Upper Basin States.) 

UPPER STATES SENATORS RESPOND 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, 
Albuquerque, N.Mex., October 9,1957. 

Hon. JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY, 
United States Senate, 

Washington, D. a. 
DEAR SENATOR: Thank you very much !or 

your letter of October 2 enclosing a copy of 
a telegram you sent the governors of the 
Upper Colorado Basin States with respect to 
the conference with the Bureau of the 
Budg·et on October 28. 

I recognize the importance of joint effort 
If enough funds for Glen Canyon, Navaho, 
and Flaming Gorge are to be received. 

Sincerely yours, 
CLINTON P. ANDERSON. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
Washington, D. 0., October 10, 1957. 

The Honorable JoSEPH C. O'MAHONEY, 
United States Senate, 

Senate Office Building, 
Washington, D. a. 

DEAR JoE: Thank you very much .for your 
letter of October 2, together with a copy of 
the wire forwarded to the governors of the 
upper States. 

Like you, I am very much concerned about 
the effect of any further cuts in the budget 
may have upon the prompt proEecution and 
development of the plans for Upper Colorado. 

I hope to discuss this with our own Gov
ernor today or tomorrow and undoubtedly 
he wlll support our position upon it very 
strongly. 

If I can be of any assistance to you, please 
do not hesitate to let me know. 

Sincerely yours, 
GORDON ALLOT'l', 

United States Senator. 

LE'l"l'ER TO GOVERNOR MECHEM 
OCTOBER 11, 1957. 

The Honorable EDWIN L. MECHEM, 
Governor of New Mexico, 

Santa Fe, N.Mex. 
DEAR GOVERNOR MECHUM: Thank you fOr 

your letter of October 8 with respect to the 
difficulty you are encountering in not visiting 
Washington for the meeting of the gov
ernors of the States of the Upper Colorado 
River Ba~:n set by Assistant Director Mer
riam of the Bureau of the Budget in his 
office on October 28. I note, however, that 
you would be pleased to present New Mex
ico's position by correspondence or represen
tative. 

I hope you can send a representative if 
you are yourself unable to come. The 
Bureau of Reclamation released on October 9 
a l~tter of Assistant Secretary of the Interior 
Fred G. Aandahl to Governor Knight, of Cali
fornia, advising him of a proposed meeting 
of Colorado River Basin governors or agencies 
at the Department of the Interior Building 
in this city on October 24. This announce
ment includes not only the four Upper Basin 
States but the States of Arizona, Nevada, and 

. California as well. I am enclosing a copy 
of the release for your information, although 
you may h(l.ve already received it from the 
Secretary. 

Last night Governor McNichols, of Colo
rado, called me by telephone to say that he 
was planning to invite the governors to meet 
at his office in Denver on October 21 so that 
they may have an opportunity to discuss this 
matter before the meeting. I hope that it 
will be possible for you or your representa
tive to attend that session. 

The importance of this conference lies in 
the fact that there is real danger of an at

. tempt to reduce the appropriations for the 
next fiscal year below the targets already set 
for this year by the Bureau of Reclamation. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

RESPONSE TO SENATOR ALLOTT 
OCTOBER 14, 1957. 

The Honorable GORDON ALLOTT, 
United States Senate, 

Washington, D. a. 
DEAR GORDON: Thanks for yours of Octo

ber 10. It's difficult, I think, to overestimate 
the importance of the proposed conference of 
governors of the Upper Basin with the Bureau 
of the Budget on October 28. If our funds 
are cut for fiscal 1959, the prospect will be, I 
am afraid, rather dim. 

Your letter is most encouraginF; and if 
you have an opportunity I hope you will 
impress the governors of Utah and New 
Mexico with your views. I know that Gov
ernor Mechem may find it difficult to leave 
New Mexico at that time, but I hope he will 
at least send a representative 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

UTAH GOVERNOR CONSIDERS ATTENDING 
CONFERENCE 

STATE OF UTAH, 
Salt Lake City, October 14, 1957. 

Hon. JosEPH c. O'MAHONEY, 
United States Senate, 

Senate Office Building, 
Washington, D. a. 

DEAR SENATOR O'MAHONEY: Reference to 
your wire of October 2 and your letter of 
October 8, I, too, feel that the matter of 
appropriation for the Upper Colorado River 
storage project and participating projects 
is of major importance. I am advised that no 
figures have yet been set for Upper Colorado 
River project for fiscal 1959 but that appro
priation of funds adequate to provide for a 
wise and econolllical development of the 
basin projects wm be recommended to the 
Congress. 

As you probably know, the Secretary of 
Interior has called a meeting of the Gover-

nors o! the seven Colorado River Basin States 
to be held in Washington October 24, 1957. 
This meeting will be preceded by a meeting 
of the Governors of the four Upper Basin 
States at Denver, Colo., on October 22, 1957. 

This matter of appropriations will no doubt 
be discussed at the meeting of the Upper 
Basin State governors on October 22. If it 
appears advisable and in the best interest 
of the project for the Governors to appear 
before the Budget Bureau on October 28, 
1957, I shall certainly join them. 

I would suggest that if such appearance is 
made, that the Governors for tae respective 
States be joined by members of their re
spective Congressional delegations. 

Yours sincerely, 
GEORGE D. CLYDE, 

Governor. 

Hon. GEORGE D. CLYDE, 
Governor of Utah, 

OCTOBER 16, 1957. 

Salt Lake City, Utah. 
DEAR GOVERNOR CLYDE: Thank you for your 

letter of October 14 indicating your willing
ness to attend the meeting of the governors 
of the Upper Basin States which I have ar
ranged before the Bureau of the Budget on 
October 28. 

I think it is highly important that all of 
our Governors attend this meeting if at 
all possible. The executive program with 
respect to expenditures must be formulated 
before the President's budget is submitted 
at the opening of Congress. Last April, tes
tifying before the House Committee on Ap
propriations, the Bureau of Reclamation set 
forth a tentative program for Glen Canyon, 
Flaming Gorge, and Navaho. There is real 
danger that this may be cut. I am confident 
that a cut would seriously injure the possi
bility of completing the storage program of 
the Upper Basin. I am confident that econo
mies can be made in the budget, particu
larly in the military assistance program 
abroad, as recommended by the General Ac
counting Office, and that these economies 
can be utilized to keep the Upper Colorado 
River project moving. 

The construction of water conservation 
projects is productive. Large segments of 
foreign military assistance program are 
utterly wasteful because, as Comptroller 
Campbell has reported, we have been pro
viding military aids in excess of the capacity 
of the foreign nations to use. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

COLORADO SENATOR WRITES HE WILL SEND 
REPRESENTATIVE 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 

Washington, D. C., October 23, 1957. 
The Honorable JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY, 

Senate Office Building, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR JoE: Thank you for sending me a 
copy of your letter to Governor McNichols 
concerning the meeting with Mr. Merriam 
on October 28. 

Since I cannot attend, I am asking my 
assistant Mr. Warren Elliott to be present for 
me. 

Sincerely yours, 
GORDON ALLOTT, 

United States Senator. 

LETTER TO BRUNDAGE JUSTIFYING ESTIMATE FOR 
PROJECT 

NOVEMBER 23, 1957. 
The Honorable PERCIVAL F. BRUNDAGE, 

Director, Bureau of the Budget, Execu
tive Office Building; Washington, D. a. 

DEAR MR. BRUNDAGE: As you know, your 
able Assistant Director of the Budget, Mr. 
Robert E. Merriam, was good enough, at my 
request, to hold a conference with the gover
nors of the four Upper Colorado River Basin 
States and their representatives in room 246 
of the Executive Office Building on the morn-
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ing of October 28 last. The· conference was 
most satisfactory from the point of view of 
the opportunity that was afforded to the 
officials of the Upper Basin States to present 
the facts which, in their opinion, justify 
the inclusion in the President's budget for 
1959 of an estimate for the Upper Colorado 
storage project sufficient to enable the 
Bureau of Reclamation to proceed with the 
plans which Commissioner Dexheimer laid 
before the House Appropriations Committee 
when the appropriation bill for fiscal 1958 
was under consideration. 

Recognizing even at that time that in
creased appropriations would probably be 
necessary for defense, I presented orally the 
suggestion that it will be easily possible to 
save from the outmoded military assistance 
program now being carried out, and from the 
economic aid program, more than suffi.cient 
money to prevent the abandonment of much 
of the Upper Colorado project which I fear 
is now proposed. It is recogniz.ed by Secre
tary McElroy that "A strong and· growing 
United States economy is the very founda
tion of our military strength and that of 
the Free World." The conservation and de
velopment of our natural resources consti
tute· an essential element in the preservation 
of the United States economy. And since 
we are correctly pursuing a policy of stimu
lating the economic development of our al
lies by the appropriation of funds from the 
United States Treasury, we must be certain 
that we shall make no cuts in the develop
ment of American resources which will tend 
to weaken the United States economy upon 
which the Free World depends. 

I now have before me the precise figures 
from the International Cooperation Admin
istration which show tha~ on September 30 
this year the funds appropriated and un
expended for the Mutual Security Program 
amounted to a. t .otal of $7.989 billion. Of 
this sum, $5.053 billion was available for 
military assistance, and $2.935 billion was 
available for nonmilitary expenditure. 

I called the attention of Assistant Director 
Merriam to the report of Comptroller General 
Joseph Campbell on the military assistance 
program which was submitted to the Vice 
President of the United States and the 
Speaker of the House on August 29 last, in 
which, a;fter examination of the military as
sistance program In nine countri.es--France, 
Germany, Italy, Spain, Turkey,. Pakistan, 
Formosa, Japan, and Korea-the Comptroller 
General reported that we are furnishing mili
tary supplies in some of the allied countries 
beyond the capacity of those countries to use 
them. It appeared from this report that 
while unused military supplies were not 
being recovered from the countries where 
they are not used, we are sending similar 
supplies in the same unrealistic manner to 
other countries. More than that, according 
to the Comptroller General's report, "the 
military aid program to date, for which al
most $24 billion has been appropriated, in 
many countries has not, in the opinion of 
our military authorities, resulted in the crea
tion and maintenance of effective fighting 
forces by present-day standards." The GAO 
report goes so far as to say that we have been 
delivering military equipment to some coun
tries which they have not desired, and that 
the pricing policies are inaccurate and con
fused. Let me make the following quota
tions: 

"Programing of military assistance= In a 
number of countries the United States has 
programed and is delivering equipment in 
excess of that which can be effectively ab
sorbed and utilized by the recipients at their 
existing stage of development. The recipi
ents either have not been able to use the aid 
furnished because of their financial and eco
nomic incapacity and their manpower limi
tations or they have not desired to use the 
assistance for the purposes intended by the 
United States. • • • Responsibilities for 
controlling overseas agencies and for devel-

oping program requirements within the De
partment of Defense have not been clearly 
defined. 

"Pricing policy and practice: During our 
reviews we have noted much confusion in 
the pricing of military assistance shipments. 
Different units used different pricing data, 
thereby impairing the accuracy of consoli
dated reports. Also, the latest cost data was 
not always used in pricing computations, due 
in part to cumbersome and untimely catelog
ing procedures." 

One of the most significant criticisms of 
the military assistance program made by 
Mr. Campbell's report is that in some coun
tries the foreign governments and their 
agenqies are making a profit contrary to the 
memorandum of understanding with our 
Government. This criticism is directed at 
the offshore procurement program by which 
we have entered into contracts for the pro
curement abroad of military equipment and 
under which contracts amounting to $2.7 
billion had been awarded as of December 31, 
1956. I quote from the report: 

"The memorandums of understanding 
which govern the principles and policies to be 
observed by the United States and foreign 
governments under the offshore procurement 
program provide that no profit will be made 
by the foreign countries on offshore procure
ment contracts. We have observed that al
lowances for profit were included in certain 
contracts with foreign governments and 
their instrumentalities. As a result of our 
bringing this matter to the attention of the 
Departments of State and Defens.e, these de
partments issued a joint message to inter
ested United States Embassies setting forth 
general guidelines for conducting negotia
tions as to the application and operation 
of the no profits causes. However. since it 
appeared unlikely that the current position 
of the Departm.ents of State and Defense 
would result in substantial recovery of prof
its, we transmitted a comprehensive report, 
which was classified, to the Secretaries of 
State and Defense on the more significant 
problems and its recommendations. This 
report has been transmitted recently to ap
propriate Congressional committees." 

It is clear from the GAO report that in 
the opinion of that agency the military as
sistance prog;ram should be reevaluated, re
sponsibilities for carrying on the program 
within the Department of Defense should 
be clarified, and that an internal audit 
program should be established. 

There can be no doubt, therefore, that 
great savings can be made in the military 
assistance program for which funds amount
ing to $5.053 billion were available and un
expended on September 30, 1957. It can 
scarcely be doubted that sufficient savings 
can be accomplished here alone to carry on 
uninterrupted the authorized program for 
the conservation of the water of the Colorado 
River system in the States of the Upper 
Basin. 

I do not criticize economic aid given to 
our allies for the purpose of improving their 
capacity to raise their living standards, the 
importance of which the President empha
sized in his Oklahoma speech of November 
13. Speaking of economic aid, he said: 
"This kind of assistance helps others keep 
free of dependence upon Soviet help which 
too often is the prelude to Soviet domina
tion. It shows the Free World's ability to 
develop its resources and increase its living 
standards. It helps allied economies support 
needed military unit and remain sturdy part
ners in this worldwide struggle." 

This objective of the President I applaud, 
but I venture to point out that, if we in
tend to develop the natural resources of our 
allies and increas.e the living standards of 
their people, we cannot fail to develop our 
own natural resources and maintain our own 
living standards because these are the fac
tors that make it possible for our people 
to aid the Free World. We cannot sacrifice 

the conservation of wasting water; or the 
development of power and the prevention 
of floods in this country, while we use the 
funds appropriated by Congress for these 
same projects in foreign lands. · 

In 1956 the International Cooperation Ad· 
ministration financed a contract by which 
the Helmand Valley project in Afghanistan 
was surveyed by the Tudor Engineering Co. 
of San Francisco. This company, the head 
of which was a former Assistant Secretary 
of the Interior, recommended a program for 
the completion of the Afghanistan irrigation 
project which it reported could be completed 
in what was called phase I by 1961, the 
total cost of which on a preliminary basis 
was estimated to be $10 million. This great 
program was started in 1946 by the Govern• 
ment of Afghanistan in a contract with 
Morrison-Knudsen Co., of Idaho, a well 
known and efficient construction corporation 
which has done much work on American 
projects. Most of the cost of this project will 
be borne by funds supplied by the Afghan 
Government and borrowed from the Export· 
Import Bank. 

Two major dams of the Helmand Valley 
project have already been completed and I 
feel that the continued cooperation Of our 
Government is needed. It should be pointed 
out, however, that in Taiwan, or Formosa, 
there was initiated in fiscal year 1956 at a 
total cost. of $40 million, including local 
currency, the Shihmen multipurpose dam. 
This project is for the development of ~lec
tric power, for the storage of water for irri
gation and flood control, and for the storage 
of water for drinking purposes. 

Three other projects are fostered by the 
International Cooperation Administration in 
Taiwan-the Wusheh Dam hydro project, 
the Lungchien hydro power project, and the 
Ku Kwan hydro power project. Dollar funds 
to be expended on these four projects in 
Taiwan for fiscal year 1958 are estimated at 
$9,250,000. There will be included, of 0ourse, 
counterpart funds and local currency gen
erated by ICA. 

There are three such projects in Korea
the Rwachon hydroelectric power project, 
the Unam power plant, and the Congpyong 
Dam and power project. The first of these 
projects was initiated in 1954 and is P-xpected 
to be completed in December 1957. The cost 
will be· approximately $13.5 million. Of this 
amount, $9.7 million is classed as lCA dol
lars, and the remainder comes from counter
part funds and from contributions by the 
South Korean Government. Unam power 
plant is a repair job costing about $200,000, 
of· which $115,000 comes from ICA dollars. 
The Chongpyong Dam and power project 
involves the rehabilitatio:Q. of a hydroelectric 
plant and dam on the North Han River. 
It was approved in 1956. United. States en
gineers are now drafting specifications for 
equipment and materials. Almost $3 million 
was provided for this project through fiscal 
year 1957, and additional United States con
tributions are expected. to be required. 

I do not urge the termination of any of 
these projects. They will develop resources 
in these areas which doubtless will raise the 
living standards of the people of these areas, 
and the completion of the projects will dem
onstrate to the people that the Free World 
does not have to surrender to the Soviets in 
order to m ake economic progress, but cer
tainly it follows that we must not neglect 
our own economic resources. The waters of 
the Upper Colorado River Basin have been 
wasting for years into the Lower Basin and 
eventually into the sea. The area through 
which these waters flow in Wyoming, Utah, 
Colorado, and New Mexico is rich In natural 
resources, the development of which we 
need if we are to prove to the world that 
the free people of the United States can lead 
all mankind to a demonstration that free 
government is better than dictatorship. 

I hope that the Bureau of the Budget will 
not make the mistake of submitting an 
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adverse recommendation to the President on 
the authorized Upper Colorado River storage 
project. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

NOVEMBER 25, 1957. 
The Honorable PERCIVAL F. BRUNDAGE, 

Director, Bureau of the Budget# 
Executive Office Building, 

Washington, D. 0. 
DEAR MR. BRUNDAGE; Supplementing my 

letter of November 23 with respect to the 
Upper Colorado River storage project, I am 
enclosing herewith photostatic copies of the 
statement of appropriations available for ob
ligation and expenditure for the mutual se
curing program during fiscal year 1958. 

These statements I received from the In
ternational Cooperation Administration. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

NOVEMBER 23, 1957. 
:Mr. RoBERT E. MERRIAM, 

Assistant Director of the Budget, 
Executive Office Building, 

Washington, D. 0. 
DEAR MR. MERRIAM: You were very courte

ous and helpful on October 28 in conducting 
the conference with the governors of the 
Upper Colorado River Basin States and their 
representatives, which you were good enough 
to arrange at my request. As I told you at 
the time, I intended to file a written state
ment. The preparation of this has been de
layed by an attack of the fiu, but it has at 
last been completed and here it is. 

I have addressed the original to the Di
rector believing that protocol would require 
that, but I know that you have the problem 
clearly in mind and I hope that even in these 
hectic days you will have the opportunity to 
give your personal attention to my letter. 

Sincerely yours, 
JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY. 

BRUNDAGE LETTER SENT TO GOVERNORS 
NOVEMBER 25, 1957. 

The Honorable GEORGE DEWEY CLYDE, 
Governor of Utah, 

Salt Lake City, Utah. 
DEAR GOVERNOR CLYDE: For your informa• 

tion I am enclosing copy of a letter I have 
addressed to the Director of the Bureau of 
the Budget in support of appropriations for 
the Upper Colorado River storage project. 
Recent developments brought about by So
viet earth satellites and intercontinental bal
listic missiles has set the Bureau looking for 
places in which to cut expenditures. Only 
Glen Canyon, at this writing, seems to be 
safe. Flaming Gorge may survive, but Nav
aho and all participating projects at this 
writing seem not to have the support of the 
Bureau. 

Construction work on the Trinity project 
in California seems to be under consideration 
but there is, I understand, a disagreement 
with respect to the powerplant. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

(Identical letter sent to other Basin States 
governors.) 

GOVERNORS WARNED OF SLOWDOWN 
DECEMBER 17, 1957. 

Hon. MILWARD SIMPSON, 
Governor, State of Wyoming, 

Cheyenne, Wyo.: 
Hon. GEoRGE D. CLYDE, 

Governor of Utah, 
Salt Lake City, Utah: 

Hon. STEPHEN L. R. McNICHOLS, 
Governor of Colorado, 

Denver, Colo.: 
Hon. EDWIN L. MECHEM, 

Governor of New Mexico1 

Santa Fe, N. Mex.: 
Latest information here has It that both 

Flaming Gorge and Navaho will not be in-

cl:uded _tn b't~dget fer 1959. I am authori
tatively advised Bureau of Budget has f:I.Sked 
Reclamation Bureau not to adverti~e begin
ning contract for Flaming Gorge which was 
definitely announced several times during 
appropriation hearings this year by Com
missioner Dexheimer. - The policy seems to 
be to allow no new starts and even though 
initiation of Flaming Gorge was clearly 
planned it is being ruled out because con
tract would carry over into new fiscal year. 
On other hand contracts for one dam and 
one tunnel for Trinity Project, a recently 
authorized California project for which $85 
million have been committed by contracts 
will be allowed to proceed and funds will be 
provided in 1959 budget. Rule against new 
starts will exclude Seedskadee, Lyman, and 
La Barge. The situation is particularly 
critical since it now appears that the budget 
estimate for construction in 1959 by Bureau 
of Reclamation will amount to approximate
ly $150 million, an increase of $7 million 
over the funds available for 1958. Final ac
tion on budget will not take place until after 
President's return from Paris. It is impera
tive that Upper Basin States take vigorous 
stand now. Adverse budget action will be 
serious handicap in Congressional fiight since 
administration plans adding $2 billion for 
missile program but will strive to balance 

- budget by cutting domestic programs. I be
lieve there is no justification for this atti
tude. More than enough to furnish Flam
ing Gorge and other Upper Basin projects 
can be saved from huge expenditures for 
outmoded military items which Comptroller 
Campbell has reported are in excess of abil
ity of foreign nations to use. International 
Cooperation Administration as of September 
30, 1957, had available unexpended funds for 
military and nonmilitary aid to foreign na
tions amounting to $7,989 million. I stand 
ready to cooperate' in every way. 

JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY. 

ADVOCATES BUDGET BUREAU POLICY REVERSAL 
FEBRUARY 12, 1958. 

Dr. RAYMOND J. SAULNIER, 
Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers, 

Executive Office Building, 
Washington, D. 0.: 

Mindful of our colloquy when you were 
testifying before the Joint Economic Com
mittee on January 27, I now make the sug
gestion that, since President Eisenhower, 
after conference with you, the Council of 
Economic Advisers, and other top economic 
officials from Government agencies, has re
versed the administration view of the gravity . 
of the recession, it may now be possible to 
reverse the policy of the Bureau of the 
Budget which has resulted in a decision not 
to award a contract on Flaming Gorge for 
which funds appropriated last year are now 
available. Four days ago, in pursuance of the 
Budget Bureau policy, Secretary of the In
terior Fred A. Seaton announced that the 
Bureau of Reclamation had eliminated the 
construction of 30 of the 80 housing 
units at Flaming Gorge for which a contract 
had already been made. This elimination 
was due to the failure of the Bureau of 
Reclamation, under budget orders, to ask for 
bids for initial construction on the dam, 
although the funds were available and Con
gress had been assured that the contract 
would be let. This cutback of the authorized 
program for the development of the con
servation project in the Upper Colorado River 
Basin was formally announced by the Bureau 
of Reclamation on January 15. Now that a 
broad program of public works is being 
announced to stop the recession, I confidently 
hope that immediate steps will be taken to 
proceed with Flaming Gorge. No action by 
Congress is necessary for the resumption of . 
the program ·on this public work. It requires 
only action by the Executive. 

.JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY, 
United States Senator. 

LETTER TO S,EATON ASKS BIDS BE CALLED 
FEBRUARY 12, 1958. 

The -Honorable FRED A. SEATON, 
Secretary of the Interior, 

. Department of the Interior. 
Washington, D. 0. 

DEAR FRED: On receiving word of the 
President's announcement of a $2 billion 
public works program to stop · the recession, 
I wired Chairman Saulnier of the President's 
Council of Economic Advisers expressing the 
hope that the authorized call for bids on 
Flaming Gorge may be immediately made. 

The Director of the Bureau of the Budget, 
the Council of Economic Advisers, the Secre
tary of the Treasury, and Chairman Martin 
of the Federal Reserve Board in their testi
mony given last week before the Joint 
Economic Committee all adhered to the 
budgetary program devised in November and 
December last and presented to Congress in 
January. Today's announcement reverses all 
that, and since the appropriation has already 
been made for the development of the Upper 
Colorado River project there is every reason 
to hope that the cut-backs in the Upper 
Colorado River project ordered at that time 
will now be canceled. The development of 
natural resources, including the construction 
of reservoirs to store volumes of water now 
being wasted, will not only stimulate the 
economy of the areas affected but will result 
in the production o.f revenue for the Govern
ment. 

When the Senate Committee on Interior -
and Insular Affairs met on January 23, I 
reviewed this whole matter and announced 
that I would ask the Committee formally to 
condemn the policy of the Bureau of the 
Budget. The President has done that more 
effectively than I could have done it by 
announcing the $2 billion project. 

I am enclosing for your information a copy 
of my wire to Mr. Saulnier. 

Sincerely yours, 
JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY. 

WYOMING GOVERNOR WIRES PRESIDENT 
CHEYENNE, WYO., February 12, 1958. 

Han. JosEPH C. O'MAHONE't', 
United States Senator, 

Senate Office Building, 
Washington, D. 0.: 

Reurtel I am in complete accord with your 
logic concerning cancellation of proposed 
cutback of Upper Colorado River project. 
This was intended as a vast public works 
project and at present recession gives it 
added importance. .I could not resist your 
same conclusion after hearing President's 
statement today. Have just wired the Presi
dent and traced Secretary Seaton with copy 
wire as follows: "Your proposal today to 
renovate and rebuild post office plants ne
cessitates new legislation. Permit me to ob
serve that the Colorado River Basin project 
was originally visualized, was intended to be, 
and is the greatest public works ever under
taken. Last year's appropriation for Bu
reau of Reclamation makes money available 
for immediate action to proceed with public 
works in Upper Colorado Basin. In light 
of this rather severe recession and the ur
gency of sound public works to combat it I 
earnestly implore you and Secretary Seaton 
to cancel proposed cutback of the Upper 
Colorado River project already authorized. 

"I further urge restoration of the Navaho 
project in New Mexico. No legislation 
needed to restore the $1 Y2 million taken 
from Navaho and transferred to Flaming 
Gorge. Bids for construction for Flaming 
Gorge would constitute a beneficient and 
salutary short in the arm from sagging eco
nomic plight in this entire Western area. 
I respectfully call your attention to the 
constant and unremittb:lg support given you 
and the Secretary of the Interior and all 
Government agencies involved in this project 
from beginning. Here is presented the logi
cal and ready vehicle for application of your 
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sound philosophy of offsetting any tem
porary economic sag during your great era 
of unprecedented prosperity. Immediate 
undertaking of Flaming Gorge and other 
participating projects will materially bol
ster morale and economy of entire West. 
Am sure my fervent plea stems with your 
sponsorship of this vast program and your 
former utterances regarding it." 

MILWARD L. SIMPSON, 
Governor of Wyoming. 

FEBRUARY 13, 1958. 
Hon. MILWARD L. SIMPSON, 

Governor oj Wyoming, 
Cheyenne, Wyo. 

DEAR MILWARD: Many thanks for your tele
gram of yesterday. I am delighted that you 
wired the President. If we do not lose per
sistence, we'll get this job done, and the 
Upper Colorado River project will be started 
and finished to the great advantage of our 
States. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

COLORADO GOVERNOR WmES PRESIDENT 
DENVER, CoLO., February 13, 1958. 

Senator JosEPH O'MAHONEY, 
Senate Office Building, 

Washington, D. C.: 
I have just sent the following telegram to 

the President in the interest of the Upper 
Basin States and have suggested that other 
Upper Basin governors follow suit: 

"In the spirit of your proposal to launch 
a public-works program modernizing our 
post-office buildings as a measure to coun
teract the current increase in unemploy
ment, and the general economic recession, 
I respectfully urge that you take action to 
reinstitute full-scale, full-speed development 
of Upper Colorado River projects already au
thorized. I further urge restoration of the 
Navaho project in New Mexico. These are 
public works not only basic to the develop
ment of the West and the future security of 
·the Nation but also extremely important to 
the present economic stability of the whole 
western area. They are projects which pay 
for themselves, produce wealth, create new 
sources of tax money and which will imme
diately stimulate the economy. In contrast 
to the post-office-modernization program 
which will require new legislation, last year's 
appropriation for the Bureau of Reclama
tion makes money available for immediate 
action on the Flaming Gorge Dam and Glen 
Canyon storage project and no legislation is 
needed to restore the money for the Navaho 
project. The reinstatement and accelera
tion of these reclamation projects w111 greatly 
bolster the morale and the economy of our 
entire western area at this crucial time. 

STEVE McNicHoLs, 
Governor oj Colorado. 

DR. SAULNIER REPLIES 
WASHINGTON, February 18, 1958, 

The Honorable JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY, 
United States Senator, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR O'MAHONEY: I too remember 

our exchange of views on Federal programs 
!or the development of water resources. 

My information about the specific project 
advocated in your telegram of February 12 is 
far from complete, but you can be assured 
that, spurred by your inquiry, I will learn 
more about it. 

Sincerely yours, 
RAYMOND J . SAULNIER, 

The Chairman of the 
Council of Economic Advisers. 

WASHINGTON, February 26,1958. 
The Honorable JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY~ 

United States Senate~ 
Washigton, D. C. 

DEAR SENATOR O'MAHoNEY: With further 
reference to your telegram of February 12, 
1958, regarding the Flaming Gorge project, I 

understand that the first major construction 
contract for this unit is scheduled to be 
awarded shortly. It will cover the diversion 
tunnel; a contract for the main dam will be 
awarded later. 

The Bureau of Reclamation's schedules call 
for completion of Flaming Gorge in the fiscal 
year 1965, 1 year before the scheduled com
pletion of the Glen Canyon unit, the other 
major unit of the Colorado River storage 
project now under construction. It is my 
ub.derstanding that since these two units are 
closely associated and the powerplants will 
be interconnected, Flaming Gorge could not 
be fully effective until Glen Canyon is in 
operation. I would judge, therefore, that the 
present construction schedule will permit an 
orderly rate of progress on the project as a 
whole. 

Respectfully, 
RAYMOND J. SAULNIER, 

The Chairman of the 
Council of Economic Advisers. 

UNDER SECRETARY ACKNOWLEDGES LETTER 
UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., March 4, 1958. 

Hon. JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY, 
United States Senate, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR O'MAHONEY: We appreciate 

having your views, expressed in your letter of 
February 12, concerning the development of 
the Colorado River storage project. 

Should there be any change in the budget
ary situation for fiscal year 1959, the Depart
ment is prepared to make the necessary 
adjustments. 

Sincerely yours, 
HATFIELD CHILSON, 

Under Secretary of the Interior. 

LETTER STRESSES NEED FOR IMMEDIATE START 
ON DAM 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR 

AND INSULAR AFFAmS, 
March 5, 1958. 

Mr. HATFIELD CHILSON, 
Under Secretary of the Interior, De

partment of the Interior, Washing
ton, D. C. 

DEAR MR. UNDER SECRETARY: I am most 
grateful for your letter of March 4 acknowl
edging my letter of February 12 addressed to 
Secretary Seaton concerning the immediate 
development of the Colorado River storage 
project. You seem to be under the impres
sion that I was writing Secretary Seaton 
about "the budgetary situation for fiscal year 
1959." I was not. I was writing about the 
budgetary situation for fiscal year 1958. 

The Department of the Interior, following 
a suggestion of the Bureau of the Budget 
when U; was the plan of the administration 
to cut back domestic appropriations, includ
ing appropriations for public works, in order 
to compensate for increased military spend
ing, stopped the progress of the work on the 
Flaming Gorge and Navaho units of the 
Upper Colorado River storage basin. A lump 
sum appropriation had been made by Con
gress at the request of the Bureau of the 
Budget and the Bureau of Reclamation to 
proceed with this great public works pro
gram affecting four Western States. This 
included not only the construction of access 
roads to the Flaming Gorge site, but it in
cluded also a call for bids for the initiation 
of construction on the Flaming Gorge Dam. 

Since that time, it has been evident that 
the recession was worse than had been antic
ipated and the President called for a public 
works program on the rehabilitation andre
equlpment of post office bulldings. In my 
letter of February 12, I pointed out that this 
program would be dependent upon Congres
sional action but that the Interior Depart
ment already had the money appropriated 
for fiscal year 1958 to proceed as originally 
planned with Flaming Gorge and Navaho. 

The call for bids for beginning the construc
tion of the Flaming Gorge Dam can be made 
now without regard to the 1959 budget. 

I am confident from what the President 
said at his press conference this morning, 
that work will be resumed on Flaming Gorge 
and Navaho during fiscal1959, but the longer 
the Department of the Interior delays in 
initiating the work already authorized and 
provided for by appropriations, the greater 
will be the ultimate cost to the public. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

LETTER TO SAULNIER CALLS FOR EXECUTIVE 
ACTION 

MARCH 6, 1958. 
Dr. RAYMOND J. SAULNIER, 

Chairman, CounCil of Economic Ad
visers, Executive Office Building, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR DR. SAULNIER: Illness Which has de
tained me from my office for the past 10 days 
has prevented an earlier acknowledgment 
of your letter of February 26. I very much 
appreciate the helpful information you have 
provided me. I can't help but remark that 
it is much more responsive than that of 
Under Secretary Chilson, of the Department 
of the Interior, who wrote me under date of 
March 4 in response to my letter of February 
12 to Secretary Seaton on the same subject. 
Copies of my letter to Secretary Seaton, of 
Mr. Chilson's response, and of my acknowl
edgment of the latter's letter are herewith 
enclosed. 

The misunderstanding with respect to the 
treatment of the Colorado River storage 
project, so evident in H. R. 10881, which was 
passed by the House on February 26 and 
which will be acted upon in the Senate next 
Monday, could easily have been avoided by 
the frankness which has characterized your 
response to my letter. My feeling is that 
appropriations already made for fiscal year 
1958 should be put to work without delay 
rather than delaying until the next fiscal 
year begins on July 1. The initiation of 
work, which, having been stopped unneces
sarily a few months ago, can now be re
instated by the executive branch of the Gov
ernment without any action at all by the 
Congress. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH c. O'MAHONEY. 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I 
have discussed with the Senator from 
Arizona, the chairman of the Commit
tee on Appropriations, and also with the 
ranking minority member of that com
mittee, as well as with the majority 
leader, the amendment which I have 
prepared and now offer on behalf of my
self and my colleague [Mr. KucHELl. It 
is in conformity with Senate bill 3262, 
dealing with the Eighth Olympic Games, 
which are to be held in California. The 
bill was unanimously passed by the Sen
ate on the last call of the calendar. 

I ask unanimous consent to have 
printed in the RECORD a budget estimate 
by the President of the United States, 
covering this item; and I also ask unani
mous consent to have printed at this 
point in the RECORD an excerpt from the 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of March 6, 1958, 
showing how the bill was passed by 
unanimous consent by the Senate. 

There being no objection, the estimate 
and excerpt were ordered to be printed 
in the RECORD, as follows: 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 
Washington, March 7~ 1958 

The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit here

with for the ·consideration of the Congress 
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a proposed supplemental appropriation for 
the fiscal year 1958, in the amount of $3,500,-
000, for the Department of Defense. 

The details of this proposed supplemental, 
the necessity therefor, and the reason for 
its submission at this time are set forth in 
the attached letter from the Acting Director 
of the Bureau of the Budget, with whose 
comments and observations thereon I concur. 

Respectfully yours, 
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, 
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET, 

Washington, D. C., March 6, 1958. 
The PRESIDENT, 

The White House 
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith 

a proposed supplemental appropriation for 
the fiscal year 1958, in the amount of $3,500,-
000, for the Department of Defense, as 
follows: 

"DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
"lnterservice Activtties 

"Olympic Games 
"For construction of a sports arena suit

able tor the 1960 Olympic Winter Games as 
authorized by the act of , Public Law 
85- , $3,500,000, to remain available until 
expended." 

This appropriation is necessary for the 
construction of a sports arena suitable for 
the conducting of sports and appropriate 
ceremonies in connection with the VIII 
Olympic Winter Games. Because of the re
mote location of the site and relatively short 
construction season, a construction contract 
should be let by April 1, 1958. 

I recommend that the foregoing proposed 
supplemental appropriation be transmitted 
to the Congress. 

Respectfully yours, 
MAURICE H. STANS, 

Acting Director of the 
Bureau of the Budget. 

ACTIVITIES BY THE ARMED S <;:RVICES IN VIII 
0L YMPIC WINTER GAMES 

The Senate proceeded to consider the bill 
(S. 3262) to authorize certain activities by 
the Armed Forces in support of the VIII 
Olympic Winter Games, and for other pur
poses, which had been reported from the 
Committee on Armed St'lrvices wit h amend
ments on page 2, line 13, after the word "De
fense", to strike out. "shall p rovide" and in• 
sert "is authorized to advance"; in lin e 17, 
after the word "funds", to strike out "suffi
cient"; in line 21, after the word "Games", 
to insert "Funds so advanced by the Secre
tary of Defense shall not exceed estimated 
requirements for expenditures for the ensu
ing 2-month period from the date of the re
quest. As completed, the arena becomes the 
property of the United States."; on page 3, 
line 1, after the word "audit" to insert "and 
control"; after line 2, to insert: 

"SEc. 3. On or before April 1, 1960, any 
lease by the United States of the property 
on which the arena authorized by section 2 
is located shall be reviewed and lease oc
cupancy thereafter shall include a fair and 
appropriate rental reflecting the added value 
and utility represented by the arena." 

And, after 8, to insert: 
"SEc. 4. There is authorized to be appro

priated not to exceed $500,000 to carry out. 
the purposes of section 1 and not to exceed 
$3 ,500,000 to carry out the purposes of ~ec
tion 2 of this act." 

So as to make t h e bill read: 
"Be it enacted, etc., That, (a) notwith

standing any other provision of law, the 
Secretary of a m·ilitary department m ay, with 
respect to the VIII Olympic Winter Games-

"(1) permit personnel of the Armed Forces 
under his jurisdiction to prepare courses, 
fields, and rinks, maintain avalanche control, 
and provide communications; 

"(2) lend necessary equipment; and 

"(3) provide such other support as he con
siders appropriate. 

"(b) The Secretary of the m111tary depart
ment concerned may spend such funds for 
the purposes of this section as Congress 
may specifically appropriate for those pur
poses. He may acquire and utllize such 
supplies, material, and equipment as he de
termines to be necessary to provide the 
support authorized by this section. 

" (c) The authority provided to the Secre
taries of the military departments by this 
section is permissive and not mandatory. 

"SEc. 2. Out of moneys appropriated by 
Congress for the speciflc purpose, the Secre
tary of Defense is authorized to advance to 
the Organizing Committee, VIII Olympic 
Winter Games, Squaw Valley, Calif., U.S. A., 
1960, Inc., a nonprofit corporation of the 
State of California, at its request, funds to 
construct, on land of the United States in 
Squaw Valley, Placer County, Calif., a sports 
arena suitable for the conduct of sports and 
appropriate ceremonies in connection with 
the VIII Olympic Winter Games. Funds so 
advanced by the Secretary of Defense shall 
not exceed estimated requirements for ex
penditures for the ensuing 2-month period 
from the date of the request. As completed, 
the arena becomes the property of the 
United States. The expenditure of such 
funds by the committee is subject to such 
audit and control as the Comptroller Gen
eral of the United States may prescribe. 

"SEc. 3. On or before April 1, 1960, any 
lease by the United States of the property 
on which the arena authorized by section 
2 is located shall be reviewed and lease 
occupancy thereafter shall include a fair and 
appropriate rental reflecting the added value 
and utility represented by the arena. 

"SEC. 4. There is authorized to be appro
priated not to exceed $500,000 to carry out 
the purposes of section 1 and not to exceed 
$3,500,000 to carry out the purposes of sec
tion 2 of this act." 

'I'he amendments were agreed to. 
The bill was ordered to be engrossed for 

a third reading, read the third time, and 
p assed. 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 
will the Senator from California yield 
to me? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. TAL
MADGE in the chair) ~ Does the Senator 
from California yield. to the Senator from 
Massachusetts? 

Mr. KNOWLAND. I yield. 
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I shall be glad 

ta wait until the Senator from Arizona 
speaks, if he desires to make a statement 
at this time. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, inas
much as the appropriation was previously 
authorized, and inasmuch as there has 
been a budget estimate for it, I have no 
objection to the amendment. 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 
as the Senator who reported the bill 
from the Armed Services Committee, let 
me say that I hope the amendment will 
be adopted. It simply will carry out 
the purpose of the bill, which is to have 
the Federal Government build on For
estry Service land a stadium for the 
Eighth Winter Olympic Games. 

The bill contains a provision that 
when the games are over the charge made 
to California by the Federal Government 
shall be adjusted so as to include the 
value of the · stadium built for the pur
pose of the games: In the Armed Serv
ices Committee, we looked into the mat
ter very carefully. · 

Personally, I hope the Federal Govern
ment will be properly paid-and I am 

sure it will-by the State of California 
for the increased value over the life of 
the stadium, which is estimated to be 
between 20 and 30 years. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from California yield to me? 

Mr. KNOWLAND. I yield. 
Mr. LAUSCHE. When the project was 

originally instituted, was it not contem
plated that the State of California alone 
would finance the development of the 
grounds and the construction of the 
buildings? 

Mr. KNOWLAND. I do not believe it 
was contemplated that California would 
assume all the obligations in that con
nection. California already has appro
priated approximately $8 million for the 
games. In addition, there has been a 
substantial additional cost for construc
tion of the highways necessary for this 
purpose. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Recently I read an 
article, which I am trying to locate, 
which pointed out that some entre
preneur in California conceived the idea 
of having the games held in California, 
on the assumption that the cost would 
be small. After the decision was made 
to have the games held in California, it 
was found that the costs had· risen and 
risen, and now they have reached an 
astronomical sum, as compared with 
what the cost originally was supposed 
to be. 

Mr. KNOWLAND. As the Senator 
from Ohio knows, the Olympic Games are 
international in character. The United 
States Government and the United States 
Congress joined in extending the invita
tions to the eighth Winter Olympic 
Games. The State of California, through 
its Governor, has appointed a commis
sion to cooperate in the holding of the 
games, which have the approval of the 
State Department and the approval of 
the Department of Defense, and have had 
the recommendation and approval of the 
President of the United States and the 
Director of the Bureau of the Budget. 

I think the general situation will be 
beneficial both to the United States and 
to the international contests which will 
be held there. 

Mr. LAUe CHE. Do any records which 
have been filed contain evidence on this 
subject? I am quite sure no evidence 
was taken in the Appropriations Com
mittee. Was evidence taken by the 
committee of which the Senator from 
Massachusetts is a member? 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 
will the Senator from California yield 
again tome? 

Mr. KNOWLAND. I yield. 
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Evidence was 

taken by the Armed Services Commit
tee. I do not remember that any evi
dence was taken on the question of the 
cost under the bill as originally intro
duced. But this land belongs to the 
United States, and is under the juris
diction of the Forest SerVice. California 
now has the use of the land, under very 
easy terms from the Federal Govern
ment. 

After the Federal Government has 
contributed funds, after California has 
contributed funds, and after the games 
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have been held, the land will become a 
very much-improved recreational area. 

I hope the Governor of' California and 
the Secretary of Agriculture will work 
out arrangements so that ultimately the 
Federal Government will receive, by 
means of increased payments from the 
State of California, a substantial portion 
of the money the Federal Government 
contributes. From a recreational point 
of view, the improvements will be very 
attractive to tourists, and will be of great 
benefit to all who may visit that sun
swept State. 

.Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent to have printed 
at this point in the RECORD a report 
from the Armed Services Committee list
ing the purpose and the background of 
the Eighth Winter Olympic Games to be 
held in California. 

There being no objection, the report 
<No. 1342) was ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows: 

The Committee on Armed Services, to 
whom was referred the bill (S. 3262) to 
authorize certain activities by the Armed 
Forces in support of the VIII Olympic winter 
games, and for other purposes, having con
sidered the same, report favorably thereon 
with amendments and recommend that the 
bill, as amended, do pass. 

AMENDMENTS TO THE BILL 
The amendments are as follows: 
On page 2, line 13, strike out the words 

"shall provide" and insert in lieu thereof 
"is authorized to advance." 

On page 2, line 17, strike out the word 
"sufficient." 

On page 2, immediately after the period 
on line 20, insert the following: "Funds so 
advanced by the Secretary of Defense shall 
not exceed estimated requirements for ex
ptmditures for the ensuing 2-month period 
from the date of the request. As completed, 
the arena becomes the property of the United 
States." 

On page 2, line 21, after the word "audit" 
insert the words "and control." 

At the end of the bill add the following 
new sections: 

"SEc. 3. On or before April 1, 1960, any 
lease by the United States of the property 
on which the arena authorized by section 
2 is located shall be reviewed and lease 
occupancy thereafter shall include a fair 
and appropriate rental reflecting the added 
value and utility represented by the arena. 

"SEc. 4. There is authorized to be appro
priated not to exceed $500,000 to carry out 
the purposes of section 1 and not to exceed 
$3,500,000 to carry out the purposes of sec
tion 2 of this act." 

EXPLANATION OF THE AMENDMENTS 
The amendments adopt suggestions con

tained in a report on the bill from the Gen
eral Accounting Office and provide for a 
return to the Federal Government on its 
investment in the sports arena from the use 
of this arena after the Olympic winter 
games. 

PURPOSE 
The purposes of this bill are (1) to au

thorize the Department of Defense to sup
port the VIII Olympic Winter Games to be 
held in California in February 1960 with 
personnel and equipment, and (2) to au
thorize a Federal grant for the construction 
of a sports arena for use in connection with 
these games. 

BACKGROUND 
The VIII Olympic Winter Games are 

scheduled to be held in Squ~w Valley, Placer 
County, Calif., in February 1960. The de
cision to hold the games at this location was· 
made by the International Olympic Com-

mittee in response to an invitation from the 
United States Olympic Association. By Pub
lic Law 69, 84th Congress, the United States 
Government joined in this invitation and 
urged the International Olympic Committee 
to hold the games here. 

The State of California will bear most of 
the expenses of preparing for the games. 
The State has appropriated $7,990,000 di
rectly for this purpose, of which $2,990,000 
was appropriated to make the Olympic site 
a permanent State park. In addition, the 
State of California is spending $43 million 
to widen the major highways that lead to 
Squaw Valley to 4 lanes. The State of Ne
vada has appropriated $200,000 for the stag
ing of the games and may provide additional 
support. The President's budget message of 
January 1958 recommended that $4 million 
in Federal funds be appropriated by Con
gress for assistance in constructing the 
Olympic facilities and to defray the cost of 
participa tion of elements of the United 
States Armed Forces in the staging of the 
games. This bill would authorize the ex
penditures referred to in the budget mes
sage. 

The competitors in the games will come 
from approximately 37 countries. As host 
for this event the United States has the op
portunity to promote international under
standing and to give the visitors a favorable 
impression of this country. 

USE OF ARMED FORCES PERSONNEL AND 
EQUIPMENT 

The committee has been assured that the 
use of Armed Forces personnel and equip
ment in the staging of the games is only for 
specialized services that are uniquely within 
the competence of the Department of De
fense. The Army will furnish ski troops 
and equipment used in avalanche control. 
The Navy will provide snow-compaction serv
ices. It is not intended that Armed Forces 
personnel will be used for the construction 
of facilities or as a replacement for services 
available from civilian sources. It is esti
mated that about 160 members of the Army 
and a lesser number of Navy personuel will 
be used. 

SPORTS ARENA 
The sports arena to be built under the 

provisions of section 2 would be located on 
national-forest land and would be subject to 
the jurisdiction and authority of the Secre
tary of Agriculture. The sports arena would 
remain Federal property. 

The State of California has been granted 
a SO-year permit to use the land on which 
the arena is to be constructed as p·art of a 
State parlc. It is the intent of the commit
tee that the permit issued by the Forest 
Service will p'l·ovide for the payment by the 
permittee after the VIII Olympic Winter 
Games are over of a fee that fairly reflects 
the value of the use of the arena. This pro
vision of the bill should result in some re
turn to the Federal Government on its in
vestment. The General Accounting Office 
will be enabled to review the adequacy of 
the rentals. 

COST DATA 
The authorization for the use of Armed 

Forces personnel and equipment is limited 
to $500,000 and the authorization for the 
construction of the sports arena is limited 
to $3,500,000. 

DEPARTMENTAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
Printed be-low and hereby ma-de a part of 

this report are letters from the Deputy Sec
retary of Defense dated February 10, 1958, 
from the Comptroller General dated Febru
ary 20, 1958, from the Assistant Se·cretary o! 
State dated February 14, 1958, and from the 
Acting Secretary of Agriculture dated Feb
ruary 27, 1958. These letters indicate that 
enactment of this measure would be in ac
cord with the program of the President. 
Suggestions contained in the letter from 
the Comptroller General have been adopted. 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, 
Washington, February 10, 1958. 

Hon. RICHARD M. NIXON, 
President of the Senate, 

Washington, D. a. 
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: There is enclosed a 

draft of proposed legislation to authorize 
certain activities by the Armed Fo-rces in 
suppor t of the· VIII Olympic Winter Games, 
and for other purposes. 

This proposal is part of the Department of 
Defense legisla tive program for 1958 and it 
has been approved by the Bureau of the 
Budget. It is recommended that the pro
posal be enacted by the Congress. 

PURPOSE OF THE LEGISLATION 
The proposed legislation is designed to 

enable the Department of Defense to support 
the conduct of the VIII Olympic Winter 
Games, to be held at Squaw Valley, Calif., 
during February 1960. Because of the diffi
culties peculiar to staging winter games in 
such mountainous areas, military support is 
required. 

By the joint resolution of June 13, 1955, 
chapter 138 ( 69 Stat. 131), the Congress in
vited the International Olympic Committee 
to hold the VIII Olympic Winter Games in 
Squaw Valley. This invitation was accepted 
and the United States has the responsibility 
of acting as host nation at those games. 

Section 1 authorizes the Department of 
Defense to assist the VIII Olympic Winter 
Games Organizing Committee by providing 
personnel, equipment, and supplies for the 
preparation of courses, fields, and rinks; 
avalanche control; communications; trans
portation (through the use of special vehicles 
designed to operate in heavy snow); and 
snow compaction; and for the loan of com
munications equipment and housekeeping 
supplies. 

To provide this support, it will be neces
sary to move military personnel and equip
ment to Squaw Valley and establish an 
Arctic-tent camp for quartering, feeding, 
and administering this group separate from 
their parent installations. It is estimated 
that 160 Army personnel and a smaller num
ber of Navy personnel will be required. 

For a number of years, the Armed Forces 
have been engaged in research and training 
for operations in mountain and cold-weather 
conditions and are capable of providing the 
required .assistance with a minimum of 
orientation and training. In addition, some 
training benefits will be derived in providing 
this support. 

So far as they relate to military support 
and participation, preparation for the VIII 
Olympic Winter Games, actual conduct of the 
games, and the closing out of facilities will 
cover a period of approximately 60 days. 

Section 2 authorizes the organizing com
mittee of the VIII Olympic Winter Games 
to construct a suitable sports arena on Gov
ern_ment land in Squaw Valley for use in con
nection with the VIII Olympic Winter Games 
and requires the Secretary of Defense to pro
vide funds therefor out of moneys appro
priated by Congress for the specific purpose. 
As a permanent memorial of those games, 
this arena would be available for sports on 
a continuing basis. The United States has 
leased the area to the State of California, 
which will operate it as a State park con
sistent with the policy of Federal-State use 
of public land for recreational purposes. 

This legislation, relating as it does to only 
special kinds of support, is intended to be 
in addition to, and independent of, any pro
vision of existing permanent law respecting 
the training, attendance, or participation of 
athletes in the Olympic games or other in~ 
ternational competitions generally. 

COST AND BUDGET DATA 
Enactment o! this proposed legislation will 

result in an aggregate increased cost to the 
Department of Defense of not in excess of 
$4 million during fiscal year 1958 through 
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fiscal year 1960. It is anticipated that $3.5 
million of this amount will be necessary for 
the construction of the sports arena author.; 
ized by section 2, and that the $3$ million 
probably will be a supplemental request for 
fiscal year 1958. The remaining one-half 
million dollars will be necessary for the sup
port functions authorized by section 1 of the 
proposed legislation and probably will be 
requested for fiscal year 1960. 

Sincerely yours, 
DONALD A. QUARLES, 

Deputy. 

A bill to authorize certain activities by the 
Armed Forces in support of the VIII Olym
pic Winter Games, and for other purposes 
Be it enacted, etc., That (a) notwithstand-

ing any other provision of law, the Secretary 
of a military department say, with respect 
to the VIII Olympic Winter Games-

( 1) permit personnel of the Armed Forces 
under his jurisdiction to prepare courses, 
fields, and rinks, maintain avalanche control, 
and provide communications; 

(2) lend necessary equipment; and 
(3) provide such other support as he con

siders appropriate. 
(b) The Secretary of the military depart

ment concerned may spend such funds for 
the purposes of this section as Congress may 
specifically appropriate for those purposes. 
He may acquire and utilize such supplies, 
materiel, and equipment as he determines 
to be necessary to provide the support au
thorized by this section. 

(c) The authority provided to the Secre
taries of the military departments by this 
section is permissive and not mandatory. 

SEC. 2. Out of moneys appropriated by 
Congress for the specific purpose, the Secre
tary of Defense shall provide to the Organiz
ing Committee, VIII Olympic Winter Games, 
Squaw Valley, Calif., U. S. A. 1960, Inc., a 
nonprofit corporation of the State of Cali
fornia, at its request, funds sufficient to con
struct, on land of the United States in Squaw 
Valley, Placer County, Calif., a sports arena 
suitable for the conduct of sports and ap
propriate ceremonies in connection with the 
VIII Olympic Winter Games. The expendi
ture of such funds by the committee is sub
ject to such audit as the Comptroller Gen
eral of the United States may prescribe. 

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE 
UNITED STATES, 

Washington, D. C., February 20, 1958. 
Hon. RICHARD B. RussELL, 

Chairman, Committee on Armed Services~ 
United States Senate. 

DEAR MR. CHAmMAN: Further reference is 
made to your letter of February 11, 1958, re
questing a report on S. 3262. The bill would 
authorize certain activities by the Armed 
Forces in support o! the VIII Olympic Winter 
Games and authorize the Secretary of De
tense to provide funds to the Organizing 
Committee, VIII Olympic Winter Games, 
Squaw Valley, Cali!., U. S. A. 1960, Inc., at 
its request, to construct a sports arena. 

Whether public funds should be made 
available to a private organization for ex
penditure such as is contemplated by sec
tion 2 of S. 3262, is a matter of policy pecu
liarly within the province of the Congress 
to decide. As a general rule we do not favor 
the enactment of this type of legislation; 
since private organizations (such as the or
ganizing committee) are not subject to the 
usual regulatory and prohibitory statutes 
governing the expenditure of public funds 
as in the case of Government agencies. How
ever, in view of the unusual circumstances 
present here we have no objection to the 
instant bill although we do feel that it might 
be modified and clarified to some extent. 

We would like to point out that neither 
section 1 nor section 2 o! the bill contain a 
dollar limitation on the appropriation au-

thorizatlon or a time limitation on the avail-· 
ability of the funds. Also, as section 1 is 
now worded it appears that all costs incurred 
by the m111tary departments in providing 
personnel and equipment of the Armed 
Forces for the support of the games, includ
ing the pay and allowances, subsistence, and 
travel of such personnel, and the cost of 
transporting the equipment to and from 
Squaw Valley, would have to be paid from 
the funds specifically appropriated for the 
purposes of section 1, and regular Depart
ment of Defense appropriations would not be 
available to pay such costs. However, we 
understand that it is estimated that 160 
Army personnel and a smaller number of 
Navy pen:onnel together with communica
t ions equipment, housekeeping supplies, and 
other equipment, will . be provided by the 
Armed Forces under the authority of section 
1 and that it is anticipated that $500,000 will 
be necessary for the functions authorized by 
this section. It may be that $500,000 would 
not be sufficient for the purposes of section 1 
if the above specifically enumerated costs 
are to be paid therefrom, and that the De
partment of Defense contemplates paying 
such costs from its regular appropriations. 
If the Congress intends that the Department 
do this, it appears that section 1 should be 
modified to specifically so provide. 

Concerning section 2, while it appears that 
under this section the Secretary of Dafense 
may advance funds to the committee, in
stead of reimbursing it, the section does not 
specifically so provide. In view of section 
3648, Revised Statutes, prohibiting advance 
payments, we feel that if it is the intent of 
the Congress that the funds be advanced to 
the committee such authority should be 
clearly spelled out. Also, while section 2 
limits the total amount of funds the Secre
tary of Defense shall provide the committee 
to an amount sufficient to construct (1. e., 
the actual cost of construction) , the sports 
arena, it does not limit the amount which 
m ay be advanced (if such is intended) at any 
time. It may be that consideration 
should be given to limiting the funds which 
may be advanced to the committee at any 
one t ime under section 2 to an amount suf
ficient to pay the progress or other payments 
on the arena construction falling due within 
the 2-month period immediately following 
the date of the advance. 

Further, section 2 is silent as to who shall 
have title to the -sports arena and as to its 
disposition after the games are over. We as
sume that title will vest in the United States 
since the arena will be constructed on land 
owned by the United States. However, we 
understand that the area containing the 
land on which the arena will be built has 
been leased to the State of California and 
that the State will operate this area as a 
State park after the games. In order to dis
pel any doubts concerning the title to the 
arena, we feel that section 2 should specifi
cally provide that title shall vest in the 
United States, if that is what is intended. 

We would also like to point out that while 
under the audit language in section 2 the 
expenditure of the funds is subject to such 
audit as we may prescribe, since the organ
izing committee is not a Government organi
zation our audit responsib111ty would be lim
ited to determining whether the committee's 
accounts fully and fairly reflect its expendi
tures and whether the funds were spent for 
the purposes for which appropriated. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOSEPH CAMPBELL, 

Comptroller General of the United States. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, February 14, 1958. 

Bon. RICHARD B. RUSSELL, 
Chairman, Armed Services Committee, 

United States Senate. 
Di!:AR SENATOR RUSSELL: I understand that 

th,e Armed Services Committee plans to con· 

alder at an E!arly date S. 3262, authoriz~ng 
certain activities by the Armed Forces in sup
port of the VIII Olympic Winter Games. 

The Department of State believes the hold
ing of the VIII Olympic Winter Games in 
this country can make a significant contri
bution to our foreign policy objectives. It is 
of the utmost importance that the United 
States perform its function as host in an ex
emplary manner and we are pleased that the 
Department of Defense is prepared to partici
pate as authorized in S. 3262. 

The Department hopes that the Congress 
will act favorably on the legislation. 

Sincerely yours, 
WILLIAM B. MACOMBER, Jr., 

· Assistant Secretary. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 
Washington, D. C., February 27, 1958. 

Han. RICHARD B. RUSSELL, 
Chai rman, Committee on Armed Serv

ices, United States Senate. 
DEAR SENATOR RUSSELL: On February 11: 

1958, you requested the recommendations of 
this Department with reference to S. 3262, a 
bill to authorize certain activities by the 
Armed Forces in support of the VIII Olympic 
Winter Games, and for other purposes. 

This Department is familiar with and in 
sympathy with the purposes of the bill, and 
has no objection to its enactment. 

S3ction 1 of S. 3262 would provide that a 
Secretary of a military department, with re-
spect to the VIII Olympic Winter Games 
may: (1) permit personnel of the Armed 
Forces ~o prepare facilities, maintain ava
lanche control, and provide communication; 
(2) loan equipment; and (3) provide other 
appropriate support. For those purposes the 
Secretary of a military department may spend 
such funds as Congress may specifically ap
propriate. He may acquire and ut1Uze such 
supplies, material, and equipment as he de
termines to be necessary to provide the sup
port authorized. 

Section 2 of S. 3262 would direct the Secre
tary of Defense to provide sufficient funds to 
the organizing committee, VIII Olympic Win
ter Games, Squaw Valley, Calif., U.S. A., 1960, 
Inc., to construct a sports arena suitable for 
the conduct of sports and ceremonies in con
nection with the VIII Olympic Winter Games. 
The funds would be provided out of moneys 
appropriatsd by Congress for the specific pur
pose and the Secretary of Defense would pro
vide such funds upon request of the organ
izing committee. The bill provides for the 
arena to be built on land of the United States 
in Squaw Valley, Calif. The expenditure of 
such funds by the committee would be sub
ject to such audit as the Comptroller Gen
eral of the United States may prescribe. 

The site of the VIII Olympic Winter 
Games in Squaw Valley is within the bound
aries of the Tahoe National Forest and the 
sports arena would be on national-forest 
land. Accordingly, the Forest Service in this 
Department has been, for nearly 2 years, 
actively engaged in working with the Call
fornia Olympic Commission of the State of 
California in developing plans for staging 
the winter games in Squaw Valley. The For
est Service has issued a 30-year permit to 
the commission authorizing it to use na-: 
tional-forest land, including the sports
arena site, under prescribed conditions in 
staging the Winter Olympic Games and es
tablishing a public recreation area. The or
ganizing committee named in section 2 of 
S. 3262 is under the auspices of . the Califor
nia Olympic Commission. 

In order to avoid possible confusion and 
duplication of effort it is expected that the 
Armed Forces, in their activities under sec
tion 1 of the b111, will be governed on na
tional-forest 1and by the terms of the Forest 
Service permit and plans jointly developed 
by the commission and the Forest Service. 
For example, the permit requires the com
mission to prepare and put into e11ect a 
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snow-safety plan for the protection of con
testants and the general public. · The For .. 
est Service has collaborated in the prepara
tion of this plan which involves shooting 
down potential avalanches with artillery or 
hand-placed explosives. · 

Plans for the sports arena to be con
structed on national-forest land have been 
approved by the Forest Service. Since the 
arena is to be built on federally owned landS 
and since S. 3262 would authorize the use of 
Federal funds in its construction for use in 
the games, we understand that the arena 
would remain Federal property. Since it 
would be a permanent improvement on na
tional-forest land it would be under th~ 
jurisdiction of this Department. Although 
the present permit issued by the Forest 
Service does not specifically cover the use of 
a Government-owned sports arena, there 
would be no obstacle to amending the per
mit to provide therefor. The permit pro
vides that use of the area will be reviewed in 
1962, which will be after close of the games, 
with a view to adjusting the fees to conform 
with fee schedules then in effect. 

The Bureau of the Budget advises that en
actment of this proposed legislation would 
be in accord with the program of the Presi
dent. 

Sincerely yours, 
TRUE D. MORSE, 

Acting Secretary. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, do I 
correctly understand that the amend
ment does not now contain any provision 
requiring the State of California within 
the next 25 or 30 years, through appro
priate arrangements, to reimburse the 
Federal Government? 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. The answer is 
"Yes." The bill as originally introduced 
made no provision for a redrafting of the 
terms of the concession to the State of 
California. The bill as originally intro
duced and referred to the Committee on 
Armed Services did not contain a pro
vision for a reexamination of the conces
sion -after the Olympic games were 
over-in April1960, I believe. The com
mittee voted to include this provision, 
having in mind what the Senator has 
said, namely, that the concession would 
have an increased value because of the 
construction of the $3,500,000 stadium, 
and therefore the Federal Government 
should get an increased concession from 
the State of California for this area. 
which of course will be more useful for 
tourists, for recreational purposes, and 
for the holding of other games. 

As I understand, the stadium will be 
built in the form of an ordinary stadium, 
so that other games can be played there. 
In addition, cultural events. concerts, 
and so forth, will, I assume, be held there. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Where are the pro
visions just described by the Senator 
from Massachusetts written? 

In addition, I should like to ask the 
Senator from California whether he 
understands that ultimately there is to 
be a recoupment of the $3,500,000. 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 
this matter is covered by a new section 
3 and a new section 4, which were voted. 
by the Armed Services Committee to be 
included in the bill. I now read· them 
from Senate bill 3262, as passed on 
March 6, 1958, by the Senate: 

SEc. 3. On or before April 1, 1960, any lease 
by the United. States of the property on 
which the arena authorized by section 2 1s 
located shall be reviewed and lease occu-
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pant thereafter shall include a fair and ap
propriate rental reflecting the added value 
and utility represented by the arena. 
· SEc. 4. There is authorized to be appropri
ated not to exceed $500,000-

That is for the Army, for the persons 
the Army has assigned-
to carry out the purposes of section 1 and 
not to exceed $3,500,000 to carry out the pur
poses qf section 2 of this act. 

That is to build the arena. 
Those sections were voted by the 

Armed Services Committee to added to 
the bill, as originally introduced. 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Those sections 
were not included in the bill as it was 
originally introduced; they were voted 
by the committee to be included. They 
are entirely acceptable to California, and 
I understand their meaning to be as in
dicated by the Senator from Massachu
setts. 
- Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I hope 
the Senator from California will under
stand the motive which prompts me to 
ask these questions. When the Pan 
American Stadium, to be built in Cleve
land, was being considered a year ago, I 
objected to the expenditure of $5 million 
by the Federal Government. I felt that 
the local authorities who had started it 
should complete it. I at that time said 
I would not ask for my State anything 
that I would not be willing to have given 
to another State. 

I believe we are entering upon danger
ous ground if we start building facilities 
of this type within individual States un
less we have assurance that the Federal 
Government will be eventually reim-
bursed for its investment. .... 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, if 
the Senator will yield, I merely wish to 
say I thoroughly understand his position. 
I was present when he took the position 
which he previously assumed. I think 
the record will show that the State of 
California and the State of Nevada have 
both provided substantial sums for the 
games, which are international in char
acter. I think it is equally as important, 
if not more so, that games of this type, 
with their international implications, be 
as successfully conducted here as inter
national trade fairs are in Moscow, Poz
nan, Brussels, or any place else. I think 
the amendments recommended by the 
Committee on Armed Services have im
proved the bill, and the terms are entirely· 
satisfactory. 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 
if the Senator will yield, in order to make 
it absolutely clear, there is proposed an 
appropriation of $3,500,000. There will 
still have to be a later appropriation of 
$500,000, which will be assigned to the 
Army so it may furnish the necessary 
guards. I wanted to make that clear 
because I made a slight misstatement in 
my previous statement. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed at 
this point in the RECORD a magazine 
article describing how one man had an 
idea to build a stadium at a low cost, · 
how .he began with no help, and how the 
cost finally rose to the point where at 
least a part of the responsibility, if in 
a secondary way, "will be assumed by ·the' 
Treasury of the United States. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
[From the Saturday Evening Post of 

February 22, 1958] 
THE GREAT WINTER-OLYMPICS FIGHT 

(By Melvin Durslag) 
The committee arranging the solemn clos

ing ceremony of the 1956 Winter Olympic 
Games at Cortina d'Ampezza, Italy, was be
set suddenly with panic. Olympic tradition 
calls for the mayor of the host city for the 
next games to sit among the dignitaries <;>n 
the rostrum. But no such official was on 
hand from Squaw Valley, Calif., the site 
of the 1960 Winter Olympics. 

An excited Italian raced into the stands 
and tugged at the arm of John J. Garland, 
American member of the International 
Olympic Committee. "Come quickly," the 
Italian cried. Garland hurried to the ros
trum and was pushed into the vacant chair. 
The ceremony proceeded and the 1956 win
ter games concluded, with no explanation 
being offered of why a stand-in was needed 
for the mayor of Squaw Valley. 

Actually, it happ~ns that Squaw Valley 
doesn't have a mayor. For that matter, it 
has no policemen, no post office, no gasoline 
station. It doesn't have much of anything 
except some strikingly scenic mountains. 
oceans of snow and gobs of troubles. 

Through a dazzling display of salesman
ship by one of Squaw Valley's thirty regis
tered voters the 1960 Winter Olympics had. 
been given to an area which doesn't appear 
on most maps. Indeed, except for a sprin
kling of ardent ski enthusiasts who have dis
covered the pristine charm of Squaw Valley 
and tested its wondrous alpine slopes, there 
were few people even in California who had 
heard of it, let alone seen it. 

Squaw Valley stretches only 3 miles 
long by a half mile wide. It is located in an 
obscure spot on the eastern side of the 
Sierras, adjacent to Lake Tahoe and 45 
miles southwest of Reno, Nev. Squaw Val
l.ey is a place of quiet, si~ple beauty, but 
since the moment 3 years ago when it was 
picked by the International Olympic Com
mittee as the scene of the 1960 winter games, 
it has been a whirlpool of strife anq con
troversy. 

The balloting ·had hardly concluded before 
a spokesman for Innsbruck, Austria, which 
finished second in the voting, hurled a charge 
of political connivance. A delegate from 
Saint-Moritz, Switzerland, which was also 
in the running, described the Squaw Valley 
bid as a cunning land-and-hotel scheme. 
Even A very Brundage, of Chicago, the pres
ident of the International Olympic Com
mittee, warned Squaw Valley that the where
withal for staging the Olympics had better 
be forthcoming immediately, or he would 
recommend that its right to hold the games 
be forfeited. 

Skiing and sledding groups joined the de
tractors. And to add to the complications, 
the principal landowner in the valley, some 
of whose property is needed for the games, 
refused to sell. A hot court bat~le is pend
ing. 

The bringing of the Winter Olympics--and 
all attendant troubles--to Squaw Valley was 
accomplished by a nimble-witted promoter 
named Alexander Cushing, who has been 
called "a Mike Todd in snowshoes." On De
cember 28, 1954, Cushing, then 41, sat read- . 
ing the morning paper in his mountain 
home in Squaw Valley. A dispatch from the 
East put his memory machinery into motion. 
The United States Olympic Committee, he 
read, was hearing bids in. New York City 
from various winter-sports centers which 
were eager to become the American nominee 
¥ ~ost for tpe 1960 Winter Olympics. The 
more CuShing thought about it, the more he_ 
was convinced that the games belonged in 
Squaw Valley. 
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His enthusiasm wasn't dampened by the 

fact that Squaw Valley's facil1ties consisted 
of (a) one ski lift, (b) two rope tows and (c) 
one small lodge. Nor did he worry that the 
nearest place for groceries, aspirin, and mail 
was seven miles away, at the village of Tahoe 
City. These were drawbacks, he felt, that 
could be easily surmounted. 

More important in his view were the natu
ral attributes of Squaw Valley, which he 
considered the finest in the world for winter 
sports. The flawless wind-free skiing and 
the clean, fresh air of the valley had en
chanted Cushing at first sight, back in 1947. 

A socially prominent New Yorker, a Harvard 
graduate-by way of Groton-and a promi
nent attorney, he chucked his career in law 
and brought his wife and three children to 
Squaw Valley in order to enter, of all things, 
the ski-resort business. 

He obtained 574 acres of land from Wayne 
Poulsen, a Pan American World Airways 
pilot, and Martin Arrouge, ski-instructor 
husband of former actress Norma Shearer: 
Then Cushing built a lodge and ski lift with 
$400,000 he raised among his eastern friends. 
Laurance Rockefeller and John (Jock) Mc
Lean were among those who became major 
stockholders in 1948 in the newly formed 
Squaw Valley Development Co. 

Now, in December of 1954, the problem at 
hand for Cushing, president of the develop
ment company, was how to realize his brain
storm of landing the 1960 Winter Olympics. 
"I didn't know the first thing about pro
cedure on this sort of matter," he says, "so 
I phoned the United States Olympic Com
mittee in New York. The man I talked to 
finally told me to prepare a presentation, not 
exceeding 45 minutes, which the committee 
would hear at 8 a. m. on January 10. You 
can see I had to work fast." 

Cushing began by getting the backing of 
Gov. Goodwin Knight and the United States 
Senators from California, Thomas Kuchel 
and William Knowland. "None of them 
thought I had a chance,'' says Cushing, "but 
they naturally couldn't go on record saying 
they were against the Winter Olympics' com-_ 
ing to California. All gave me an endorse
ment." 

The next step was to get a promise of 
financial backing from the California Legis
lature. For this project, he enlisted the help 
of State Senator Harold T. Johnson, of 
Placer County, in which Squaw Valley is lo
cated. Cushing extolled the endless benefits 
that P~acer County would reap from a Win
ter Olympics. He assured the Senator that 
the cost would be nominal. Johnson intro
duced a bill in the State legislature that 
would appropriate $1,000,000 for the winter 
games-if Cushing should be able to bring 
them to California. 

Thus armed, the one-man delegation from 
Squaw Valley was off for New York to make 
his pitch against such widely publicized 
contenders as Sun Valley, Idaho; Lake-Placid, 
N. Y.; and Aspen, Colo. Other candidates 
included Reno, Nev., and Anchorage, Alaska. 

Cushing is a tall, distinguished-looking 
man who appears completely at home in the 
sports jacket and slacks in which he is usu
ally attired. He is a cool, imposing speaker. 
His words flow evenly, and they hit with the 
clear ring of fine crystal. In his presentation 
before the United States Olympic Committee, 
he talked eloquently of Squaw Valley's 
beauty and its magnificent slopes, which 
offer skiing with all exposures to the sun. 
Squaw Valley's unique layout, he continued, 
was such that spectators, all of whom would 
be quartered in surrounding areas, could 
commute for each day's events and empty 
out at night, leaving the valley free of con
stant congestion. Finally, he assured the 
committee that all resources needed for 
staging the games had been pledged by the 
State of California, whose hospitality had no 
peer. 

Much to the shock of winter-sports au
thorities around the Nation, not to mention 

Cushing's rivals, Squaw Valley was chosen 
as the United States candidate. Snorted a 
delegate from Lake Placid, "If you ask me, 
the whole place"-Squaw Valley- "is a fig
ment of Cushing's imagination." 

The selection came as a surprise even to · 
Cushing. "Up to then, I was going mostly 
on palaver,'' he says today. "I had won the 
first round, but the big problem was still 
ahead-how to sell Squaw Valley to the 
foreigners." 

The final choice was to be made by the 
International Olympics Committee at a 
meeting in Paris in June. The Winter 
Olympics are traditionally a European prop
osition. Of the seven winter games staged in 
the past, six have been awarded to Europe . 
and one to Lake Placid. Since 1936 European 
athletes have dominated the Winter Olym
pics. The honors at Cortina were divided 
largely among Russians, Austrians, Swiss, 
and Scandinavians. The United States won 
in only two divisions, the men's and women's 
figure skating. 

Cushing felt that, although he could do 
nothing to improve the skill of our winter-' 
sports athletes, he at least could arrange for 
them to lose on their own soil. He went 
back to Placer County. Victory, he assured 
officials there, was now within sight. They 
came up with $12,000. From the Southern 
California Committee for the Olympic Games 
he got $2,000 more, even though southern 
Californians aren't ordinarily in the habit 
of encouraging promotions in the northern 
part of the State. The remainder of a 
$50,000 war chest was donated by the Squaw 
Valley Development Co., whose stock
holders were convinced by Cushing that op
portunity at last was knocking to put Squaw 
Valley on the map. 

Money matters now out of the way, Cush-
. ing departed for Europe to make his recon

naissance of the opposition. Other cities 
bidding for the 1960 winter games were 
Austria's Innsbruck, Switzerland's Saint
Moritz, and Garmisch-Partenkirchen in West 
Germany. 'Since previous Olympics had been 
awarded to Saint-Moritz and Garmisch, the 
overwhelming favorite this time was Inns
bruck. 

In Europe, Cushing met a veteran foreign 
correspondent for the Chicago Daily News, 
George Weller. The picture that Cushing 
painted of Squaw Valley was so intriguing 
and his arguments for bringing the games 
there so convincing that Weller was moved 
to volunteer his services-if his editor 1n 
Chicago was agreeable. 

Returning to America, Cushing went di
rectly to the offices of the Chicago Daily 
News. In no time at all, he persuaded 
executive editor Basil Walters to keep Weller 
on the Daily News payroll while letting him 
work gratis for Squaw Valley. Cushing and 
Weller began to plan their strategy. To off
set the strong support that would go to 
Innsbruck from Austria's neighbors and 
from anti-American strongholds behind the 
Iron Curtain, they figured they needed votes 
from nations that generally don't concern 
themselves with the Winter Olympics. 
Cushing and Weller decided they could best 
secure votes by personal contact with Olym
pic committeemen. They divided up the 
world. Weller would go to South America 
and the Caribbean, heading from there to 
the Scandinavian countries. Cushing would 
salvage what he could in Western Europe. 

Their strongest talking point, they fig
ured, was Squaw Valley's physical layout, 
which for the first time would make it pos
sible for all the Winter Olympics events to 
be seen in the same place. At Cortina in 
1956, for instance, the skating was held in 
a village 18 miles away, and the ski jump 
in another village 3 miles distant. In 
Squaw Valley, every event either would 
finish or be staged in its entirety in the one 
area. 

A second selling point was the Idea of 
having a Winter Olympics Village for the 

athletes. This was another "first." Par
ticipants in the summer games are always 
quartered in the privacy of their own village, 
but the winter competitors usually live in 
public hotels, where, as Cushing puts it, 
"other guests drink beer and raise hell until 
all hours." 

A third argument for Squaw Valley was 
the need for holding the Winter Olympics 
in a new locale-namely, "among the Pacific 
family of nations." Satisfied that their case 
was sound, Weller departed for South Amer
ica and Cushing left for Europe, enlisting 
the help enroute of a Harvard classmate 
named Marshall Hazeltine, a polished expert 
in the field of public relations. 

"Hazeltine is what you'd call a top-level 
man," says Cushing proudly. "He attended 
Eton, has worked on diplomatic missions 
abroad for our State Department and has 
excellent contacts all over Europe. He also 
speaks French, Italian, and German fluently." 

By the time the Squaw Valley triumvirate 
reached Paris for the meeting of the Inter
national Olympic ·committee, they had a 
dossier on each of the 62 delegates attend
ing. They had also obtained an endorse
ment from President Eisenhower, who had 
signed a. joint resolution, passed by Con
gress, inviting the world to Squaw Valley. 
· Each group bidding for the Olympics was 
granted 30 minutes in which to state its case 
before the committee. In preparing the all
important speech, Cushing, Weller, and Ha
zeltine realized that Squaw Valley's chief 
weakness was the scarcity of facilities there. 
Considering the $1 million budget, there was 
no prospect of startling improvements. 
However, they conceived a way of convert
ing this liability into a sales asset. 

"It came to us like a vibration from 
heaven,'' says Cushing. "Psy<;)hologically, 
this was our knockout punch. We would 
plead poverty-poor-mouth it all over the 
place. When had Americans ever admitted 
abroad that they had nothing? We wouldn't 
try to compete with the rich European re
sorts, which would stage the games with 
Roman grandeur. Ours would be a healthy, 
unadorned games tn a clean, simple atmos
phere, free from commercial pressure and 
public interference." 

And so the Squaw Valley bid officially was 
dedicated to ' "Restoring the Olympic ideal 
to the winter games." Cushing and Weller 
decided that the speech might have added 
impact if delivered by Hazeltine in French, 
the language of the revered founder of the 
modern Olympics, the late Pierre de 
Coubertin. 

Hazeltine, a man of quiet charm, spoke im
pressively to the delegation for 22 minutes. 
In the remaining 8 minutes Cushing deliv· 
ered a crisp summary in which he empha
sized that the cost of sending athletes to 
Squaw Valley would not be high. He guar
anteed that transportation on a charter ar
rangement and 3 weeks of room and board 
with decent accommodations would not ex
ceed $500 for any athlete. 

On the first ballot cast by the committee, 
Squaw Valley, aided by strong South Amer
ican support, polled a surprising 30 votes, as 
opposed to 24 for Innsbruck, 6 for Saint
Moritz, and 2 for Garmisch. Squaw Valley 
and Innsbruck moved to the finals. To most 
observers, it seemed a foregone conclusion 
that the Europeans who had backed Saint
Moritz and Garmisch would now swing their 
votes to Innsbruck. On the second ballot, 
however, Squaw Valley won by a count of 32 
votes to 30, the closest finish in I. 0. c. 
history. 

Innsbruck took the defeat hard. Not 1m
pressed by the Squaw Valley platform of a 
friendly but humable games, the Innsbruck 
newspaper editorialized tartly, "The rich 
Americans may have won, but the Olympic 
ideal has been defeated." 

In California. there were jubilant head
lines. Champagne toasts were drunk to 
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Cushing, the supersalesman. Then the roof 
fell in. The State quickly discovered that 
it had a sputtering bobcat by the tail. 

To begin with, Cushing's guaranty to the 
IOC of a $500 maximum cost per athlete for 
travel and living expenses turned out to be 
a slight miscalculation. State experts :figured 
the bill at $725 per athlete. '!'his meant a 
total cost to California of $270,000, because, 
as an official of the California Olympic Com
mission explains, "Rather than renege on a 
guarantee, we will make up the difference." 

Secondly, the $1 million originally allo
cated for the games proved a noticeably 
short :figure. Cushing's revised estimate 
came to $2,400,000. When State architects 
and engineers got busy and started totaling 
up such sums as $2 million for an ice arena, 
$440,000 for a sewer system and $300,000 for 
flood control, the · cost quickly expanded to 
$4 million. 

When it was found that the lee arena 
would cost a million more than originally 
expected, and the next total estimate came 
to $5 million, the California Legislature re
belled. Some members suggested it would 
be sinful to take the Winter Olympics away 
from such a garden spot as Innsbruck. 
Many taxpayers agreed. . 

There was, however, the matter of Cali
fornia pride, not to mention the endorse
ments of the President, Congress and Gov
ernor Knight. The feeling soon grew in the 
California Olympic Commission and the 
Olympic Organizing Committee, both ap
pointed by Governor Knight, that if any
thing was wprth sponsoring in California, 
it was worth sponsoring in a manner befit
ting the State's reputation. They eventually 
won out in a hard fight over the economy
minded faction. 

Right now the cost of the games has risen 
to $8 million, and with heavy expenditures 
still in sight, Squaw Valley has asked Con
gress for a $3,800,000 appropriation. (Note: 
Not due for action until April.) 

H. D. Thoreau, executive secretary of the 
commission, explains, "To justify all the 
spending for the Winter Olympics, it has 
been decided to make a State park in Squaw 
Valley of all the land on which the State 
is doling out money for improvements. To 
do this, the original $5 million investment 
must be protected by expenditure of an ad
ditional $3 million to convert the area into 
a permanent installation." 

The idea of a State park for winter and 
summer recreation is acceptable to most 
taxpayers in California, but not to the 
biggest landowner in Squaw Valley, Wayne 
Poulsen, who has opposed the plan from the 
outset. Of the 1200 acres that Poulsen holds 
in the area-valley and hlllside-the State 
wants to buy sixty-three and a half and lease 
129 for two years. This land is an indis
pensable part of the proposed 480-acre 
Winter Olympics tract. 

For 2 years, Poulsen refused to sell. When 
he finally agreed last fall, he demanded a 
price so high that the State balked. At the 
time, the State had wanted to buy 73Y:z 
acres, for which it offered $103,000. Un
blinkingly, Poulsen made a counter offer of 
$440,000, whereupon the State invoked the 
law of eminent domain and carried the case 
to Placer County court. Since the State has 
amended its complaint, asking for only 63Y:z 
acres, plus other land for lease, the court 
must now determine an equitable price. 
The court is due to take up the case some
time this month or next. 

Of the California Olympic Commission's 
many headaches, Poulsen currently rates as 
No. 1. A quiet, sturdy man of 41 with a 
penchant for the outdoors, Poulsen flies the 
polar route for Pan American from San 
Francisco to London. As a ski fan and 
hunter, he first came to Squaw Valley in 
1938, shortly after his graduation from the 
University of Nevada. He began to buy acre
age on credit, acquiring tiny parcels at a 
time. After World War II, he and his wife, 

Sandy, and their five children moved per
manently to the valley, occupying a tent 
until they could build a home. · 

To the best of Poulsen's knowledge, he and 
his family were- the first full-time residents 
there since the gold ·prospectors cleared out 
in the 1840's. Remains of the mining vil
lages of Clara ville and Knoxville can still 
be seen at the east end of the valley, through 
which the old Emigrant Trail passed, leading 
across the Sierras. It was only a few miles 
away that members of the Donner party 
perished in 1846. 

The Poulsens have dreamed for years of 
developing Squaw Valley into a charming 
alpine-type community-a sort of small
scale Saint-Moritz. Poulsen cringes at the 
thought of a State park. Envisioning camp
ers, hamburger stands, souvenir hawkers, 
and the like on land where he had planned 
his dream village, he has fought the State 
doggedly. 

California officials, however, are resolute 
in their feeling that one man's real-estate 
ambitions shouldn't take precedence over 
the public welfare. P. K. Macker, assistant 
to the president of the organizing committee, 
adds: "Despite himself, Poulsen will become 
rich off the Olympics. They will consider
ably increase the value of his land"-the 
bulk of which is not directly involved. "He 
should make a $3 mlllion kllling." 

Poulsen's opposition isn't all that the 
State has had to cope with lately. It has a 
major rhubarb on its hands, with the Inter
national Federation of Bobsledders and To
bogganers, which is protesting the elimina
tion of bobsledding from the Squaw Valley 
program. Olympic rules specify that no sin
gle event need be staged unless entries have 
been received from at least 12 nations. Since 
fewer than that number -answered in a poll 
that they would compete in the bobsledding, 
Squaw Valley seized the opportunity to drop 
the event, thereby saving the $750,000 cost 
of building a bobsled run. 

Says Alan Bartholemy, technical director 
of the Squaw Valley games, "The federation 
has demanded we build the bob run, under 
threat of exposing us to the world as Ameri
can cheapskates." The Amateur Athletic 
Union of this country has joined in asking 
that bobsledding be offered. 

The Russians, too, have been unhappy. 
They have roared their indignation over fin
gerprinting requirements made of all for
eigners entering this country. The California 
Olympic Commission has asked Congress to 
waive the McCarran-Walter Immigration Act 
for all Olympic athletes. 

Further concessions are needed for Rus
sian satellite countries not recognized by our 
State Department. Caught in a crossfire 
between the International Olympic Com
mittee, which does not acknowledge polltlcal 
differences, and Senator JoHN BuTLER, of 
Maryland, who has demanded that the satel
lites be barred, Squaw Valley has appealed to 
John Foster Dulles to adml t all na tiona 
which wish to compete in the games. Bar
ring any world upheaval, Dulles has promised 
to comply. 

Mean while, trying to balance a budget 
that is shaking precariously, Squaw Valley 
is still moving ahead with preparations for 
an elaborate Olympics. "We have spent 
$200,000 for expert advice alone," says Bar
tholemy. "We will probably have the finest 
and most novel winter games of all time." 

At this stage, four ski courses have been 
completed in Squaw Valley, and foundations 
laid for new buildings. Land has been graded 
for the ice arena and a hillside cleared for 
the ski jumps. Work has been finished, too, 
on a $155,000 ski chair. As a flood-control 
measure, engineers have also begun the re
routing of Squaw Creek, which runs through 
the heart of the valley's meadowland, where 
much of the proceedings will take place. 

When snow melts this spring, the bulk 
of the construction, delayed a year by Paul-

sen's land fight, ·wm start at an accelerated 
pace. This is the :first winter Olympics ever 
planned from the ground up. In the past, 
Olympic construction has been mostly· super
imposed by the host cities upon existing 
facilities. But almost everything at Squaw 
Valley will be new, including a sprawling 
Olympic village, which will quarter some 
1,200 athletes, trainers, and coaches from 35 
nations. · 

The village will overlook a scenic 10-acre 
artificial lake, for which ground will soon be 
removed. About 500. yards away wm be 
built the ice arena, center of Olympic activi
ties. From there, a walk of no more than 
200 yards will bring one to any event. · It 
won't be necessary to go even that far to see 
what's 't aking place because, from a comfort
able seat in the heated arena, spectators will 
be able to watch the show flashed on a giant 
screen by closed-circuit television. Camera 
towers to be built along the Alpine and 
Nordic ski courses will bring viewers a picture 
of the races in progress. 

For not-so-hardy members of the press, 
who don't relish an invigorating trudge in 
the snow, there also will be closed-circuit 
t.elevl.sion in the lavish press center, adja
cent to the ice arena. This structure, com
plete with restaurant, cocktail lounge, 
snackbars, and locker rooms, will accommo
date 600 working writers. 

Other new facilities will include a speed:
skating rink, 3 hockey rinks, 3 ski jumps, a 
ski chair, several restaurants, cafeterias, 
warming huts, and a network of spectator 
centers, all equipped with closed-circuit TV. 

Squaw Valley has made arrangements with 
the Navy to conduct snow-compaction tests 
this year to determine whether automobiles 
could be parked in the meadowland. If this 
doesn't prove feasible, a unique traffic plan 
has been worked out whereby private cars 
will be barred tram the valley entirely. The 
expected 30,000 people per day w111 be shut
tled instead by 250 buses, leaving every few 
minutes from the nearby communities of 
Tahoe City and Truckee. Bus service will 
be free to those purchasing tickets to the 
Olympic events. 

Alexander Cushing's original theme of re
storing the Olympic ideal in a natural set
ting devoid of embellishments has long since 
been forgotten. With deep-felt pride, Gover
nor Knight recently told the International 
Olympic Committee, "In the State of Cali
fornia, there are many monuments to the 
creative and engineering genius of our citi
zens. • • • We are confident that this same 
technical skill will lead to construction of 
winter-sports facilities in Squaw Valley 
which will greatly exceed the expectations of 
our visitors who will come to this great event 
from all parts of the world." 

Cushi:Q.g isn't in the least crushed that 
most of his poverty-inspired ideas have been 
discarded in favor of more grandiose plans. 
"I truthfully don't see the need for such ex
travagance," he says. "But, as far as I'm 
concerned, my feelings won't be hurt if ·they 
spend $20 million-just as long as all the 
stories on the games are datelined 'Squaw 
Valley.'" 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment offered by the Senator from Cali
fornia [Mr. KNowLAND] for himself and 
his colleague [Mr. KucHEL]. The 
amendment will be stated. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is proposed, 
on page 22, after line 18, to insert: 

CHAPTER IX 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Interservice activities 
Olympic games 

For construction of a sports arena suitable 
tor the 1960 Olympic Winter Games as au
thorized by the act of • Public Law 
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85- , $3,500,000, to remain available until 
expended. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment offered by the senior Senator from 
California [Mr .. KNOWLAND] for himself 
and his colleague, the junior Senator 
from California [Mr. KucHEL]. 

Without objection, the amendment is 
agreed to. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. I object. . 
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, Wlll 

the Chair again put the question to a 
vote? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment of the Senators from California. 

The amendment was agreed to. 
Mr. PROXMffiE. Mr. President, I of

fer the amendment which I send to the 
desk and ask to have stated. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment offered by the Senator from 
Wisconsin will be stated. 

The CHIEF CLERK. On page 4, it is 
proposed to delete lines 12 through 14, 
and insert ~he following: 

Provided, That the same $3,000 limitation 
which was applicable to the original $500 
mlllion authorization shall also apply to the 
additional $250 million authorized herein, so 
that a single producer or participant may 
receive no more than $3,000, whether he op
erates one or more than one farm (except for 
winter wheat). 

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, this 
was language suggested by the Depart
ment of Agriculture, which has always 
opposed any limitation on the size of 
acreage-reserve payments, and, of 
course, it would have the unfortunate 
result of permitting huge payments to 
multiple farms. 

The original $3,000 limitation, adopted 
last summer, . should have prevented 
payments in excess of $3,000 to any one 
producer, regardless of the number of 
farms he operates. This limitation was 
disregarded by the Department of Agri
culture, which talked the Comptroller 
General into agreeing with it. Except 
for winter wheat, it is not unfair to limit 
payments to $3,000 for one producer, 
irrespective of the number of farms he 
operates. 

Such an amendment would make it 
clear that Congress always intended the 
$3,000 limitation to apply irrespective of 
whether the producer, who may be an 
owner, a tenant, or a sharecropper, oper
ated one farm or many farms. Winter 
wheat can be excepted, because the time 
for planting, of course, ended by last fall. 
As to all the other crops, there is still 
plenty of time for planting everywhere, 

·so there would be no hardship or admin
istrative difficulty whatever in limiting 
payments to $3,000 to any one producer 
or participant, irrespective of the num
ber of farms he operates. 

One important reason why the funds 
have run out so soon this year is that 
Secretary Benson has refused to heed the 
limitation of $3,000 on the amount which 
could be paid to any single producer. 

The distinguished senior Senator from 
Georgia [Mr. RussELL], the chairman of 
the Subcommittee on Agricultural Ap
propriations of the Committee on Ap-

propriations, explained this language as 
follows, on June 11, 1957: 

The $3,000 limitation was proposed be
cause we proposed the total amount be re
duced to $500 million. Therefore, we pro
posed the $3,000 limitation in order to as
sure that all the smaller producers would 
be able to participate in the program. 

Mr. Benson claimed that this should 
allow him to pay up to $3,000 for each 
farm that an individual or corporation 
might own. Thus a corporation or in
dividual owning 100 farms could collect 
up to $300,000. If a corporation and an 
individual had a 50-50 relationship, the 
corporation could collect $150,000. 

I now cite some of the largest acreage 
reserve payments made by Secretary 
Benson in 1957: 

Garvey Farms and family interests, 
Colby, Kans., $318,374. Harris Ranches, 
Sahuarita, Ariz., $209,701. Ray Flan
nagan, Red Top, Calif., $138,122. Sutter 
Basin Corp., Ltd., Robbins, Calif., $128,-
442. Westlake Farms, Stratford, Calif., 
$125,942. Robert Pelletier, Bakersfield, 
Calif., $12,378. J. H. Williams, Natchi
toches, La., $120,088. Crews Farm, 
Pecos, Tex., $107,200, and Vista Del 
Llano, Firebaugh. Calif., $103,411. 

Mr. President, I submit it is exactly 
this kind of payments which have dis
credited a worthy farm program. Of 
course the taxpayers do not want to pay 
subsidies of this kind to corporation 
farmers. That is not the purpose of the 
act. I am sure it was not the purpose 
of the vast majority of Senators or Rep
resentatives whi'm the bill was passed. 

Some Senators feel that my amend
ment would work an injustice to some 
farmers because they have already 
started their planting. The Department 
of Agriculture has issued planting times, 
as .they occur across the United States, 
and they are as follows: 

Cotton, March 1 to May 31; com, 
March 1 to June 20; spring wheat, 
March 1 to May 25; rice, April 10 ;;o 
June 20; tobacco, March 20 to June 30. 
It is therefore obvious that prompt ac
tion by Congress indicating that it does 
not want more than $3,000 to be paid to 
any OJ:le producer or participant, regard
less of the number of farms, will work 
neither hardship on farmers nor any ad
ministrative burden on the Department 
of Agriculture. 

I have been referring to the statement 
made by Representative REuss, of Wis
consin, as shown at page 407 of the hear
ings before the Senate Committee on 
Appropriations on the pending measure. 

Mr. President, I have just conferred 
with a Senator for whom I have the 
greatest of admiration, the Senator from 
Georgia [Mr. RussELL]. He undoubtedly 
knows more about this subject than I 
will ever know. He tells me that the 
administrative difficulties will be consid
erable. I agree that there will be serious 
administrative difficulties, b'!.lt I feel that 
the principle involved is so overwhelm
ingly important that, even though it will 
be difficult to administer, it can be ad
ministered, and I therefore hope the 
amendment will prevail. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, although 
I have great sympathy for .the amend
ment, it does change existing law, and 

for that reason I must make a point of 
order that it is not in order on an 
appropriation bill. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. MoR
TON in the chair). The Senator from 
Arizona makes a point of order. Does 
the Senator from Wisconsin wish to 
speak on the point of order? 

Mr. PROXMIRE. It is my under
standing that the amendment merely 
attempts to restore what the House bill 
provided for. There are two modest 
changes involved, but it seems to me 
that they are not changes of substance. 
One change is that winter wheat is ex
cluded because winter-wheat farmers 
have already planted. The other change 
is that the $500 million is included, as 
well as the $250 million. For that rea
son, Mr. President, I submit that the 
amendment, because it is in keeping with 
the House bill, is appropriate, pertinent, 
and proper. 

Mr. RUSSELL. Mr. President, re
gardless of the merit of the Senator's 
amendment-and it does possess con
siderable merit-there is no question 
that the amendment would change exist
ing law. When the 1958 appropriation 
bill for the Department of Agriculture 
was before Congress; one of the most 
substantial issues in conference was the 
language relating to the limitation on 
the amount of payments which could be 
made. The controversy was largely with 
reference to the amount, not the lan
guage of the amendment. The House 
had inserted a limitation of $2,500, as 
I recall, and the Senate increased it to 
·$5,000. In conference the conferees 
agreed on $3,000, and the bill as passed 
contained this language: 

Provided, That no part of this appropria
tion shall be used to formulate and admin
ister an acreage-reserve program which would 
result in total compensation being paid to 
producers in excess of $500 million with re
spect to the 1958 crops, or in total compensa
tion being paid to any one producer in excess 
of $3,000 with l'espect to the 1958 crops. 

That language, of course, would seem 
to have been applied to any one recipi
ent receiving in excess of $3,000. The 
Department of Agriculture submitted 
the language to the Comptroller Gen
eral, and the Comptroller General ruled 
that the language applied to the farm, 
rather than to the individual. There
fore, the amount a farmer might draw 
was as much as $3,000 on each farm he 
owned. If a farmer owned 10 farms, he 
could draw $3,000 on each of the 10 
farms. 

Whether that ruling is correct, is not 
for me to say. It was made by the 
Comptroller General. In the allocation 
of the $500 million program established 
by Congress for fiscal 1958, that ruling 
of the Comptroller General was followed. 
Agreements were entered into with the 
several thousand farmers--who were 
permitted to proceed under the first
come first-served theory-on the basis 
of the Comptroller General's ruling that 
the $3,000 applied to the farm rather 
than to the individual producer. 

Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. PROXMIRE . . Mr. President, may 
I first ask a question of the Senator 
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from Georgia? I shall then be glad to that payments up to $300,000 have been be ruled out on a point of order, I hope 
yield to the Senator from Vermont. made to one interest under the cotton the Senator from Wisconsin then will 

Is it the view of the Senator from support program? renew his effort to restore the House 
Georgia that the House language is also· Mr. PROXMIRE. My understanding language which was eliminated by the 
a legislative change? is that payments have been made which committee. 

Mr; RUSSELL. No; I do not believe are very high. On page 407 of the hear- Mr. PROXMIRE. I thank the Sen-
it is, because the House language rmder- ings, a copy of which is on the desk of ator. 
takes to relate to the $250 million addi- every Senator, payments are listed up Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, will 
tiona! which is made available for the to $209,000. But I have information be- the Senator yield? 
soil-bank program. Under it there fore me that Garvey Farms at Colby, Mr. PROXMIRE. I yield. 
would be two separate systems for the Kans., in 1957 received $318,000, which Mr. ELLENDER. It is my belief that 
administration of the soil-bank prog-ram, I presume was not for cotton. the word "subsidy" is not only a nasty 
one of them relating to the $500 million Mr. LAUSCHE. I asked for a report, word but also an improper one when 
in the regular 1958 appropriation act, and the highest figure I received, which used in connection with soil bank. 
and the other the $250 million in the is shocking, was the figure of $209,000. The soil bank was advocated by the pres
pending bill. Therefore, we would have Now the Senator from Wisconsin has a ent Secretary of Agriculture in order to 
two programs for the same purpose, from figure as high as $318,000. reduce surpluses. If we read the debates 
practically the same appropriation, be- I can explain with greater ease the which took place in the Senate when the 
ing administered under different rules, difference in the rule applicable to dif- matter came before us, it will be seen 
if the House language had been retained ferent farmers than I am able to explain that the idea behind the reserve acreage 
in the bill. a $318,000 subsidy payment to one was to take acres out of cultivation, thus 

There can be no question that if the farmer for the purpose of not growing reducing production so as ·to reduce 
Senate sees fit to do so, it can reject crops, when the people of the Nation feel surpluses. 
the committee amendment and can ap- that the spirit of the law is to help the The money which was paid to a farmer, 
ply the House language to the $250 _ poor farmer lift himself out of financial whether it was $3,000 or $300,000, was for 
million. There can be no question about distress. , not producing. Otherwise, the chances 
the power of the Senate to do that if I do not believe the people of Ohio are that he would have produced more 
it wishes to do so. know of this type of payment. Frankly, price-supported commodities, and there-

Mr. PROXMIRE. If the amendment I think that if they knew, there would be by further aggravated the surplus situa
were offered, would the Senator from an inclination to shout from the house- tion. 
Georgia feel it would be a good amend- tops, "How can you justify having Joe When a payment of $3,000 was made 
ment to support? Smith, working in a 'ditch and earning to a cotton farmer or a wheat farmer, or 

Mr. RUSSELL. If it were presented $8 or $10 a day, contribute to taxes to to any other eligible farmer, it was not 
de novo, I think it might be; but I do pay one farmer $300,000 as a subsidy?" money given to him in the nature of a 
not think the program could be ad- The very statement of the proposition subsidy. It was money paid to stop him 
ministered under two different rules. I is sumcient to cause a revolt in the from planting more of the crops; and 
do not think !t could be explained to minds of the citizens. thereby to lessen the chances of aggra-
Farmer A on one side of the road that Mr. PROXMIRE. The Senator from vating the surplus problem. 
he was operating under a different rule Ohio has put his finger exactly on the We are all very much disappointed-! 
from that applying to ·Farmer B, living point: Wha";; was the intent of know I am-in the so-called acreage
across the - road. I think it is one of Congress? reserve program. It will be recalled that 
those things which would create a di:ffi- Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will the first year this program was tried out 
cult, if not impossible, administrative the Senator yield? on corn, the Government paid almost 
problem. It would change the ruling in Mr. PROXMIRE. I yield. $180 million to corn farmers. More than 
the language of the 1958 regular act, Mr. DOUGLAs: In a memorandum 5 million acres of corn were taken out 
and, indeed, it would change the basic submitted by Representative REuss, of of cultivation. When the 1956 crop was 
law by undertaking to except winter Wisconsin, printed on pages 407 and 408 gathered, we found ourselves paying al
wheat from the operation of the pro- of the hearings, does not Representative most $180 million, but 220 million more 
gram. REuss discuss in great detail the intent of bushels of corn had been produced than 

Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the Congress and show by means of state- in the previous year. The program did 
Senator yield? ments on the floor of the House of Repre- not work. 

Mr. PROXMIRE. I yield. sentatives BREEDING, WHITTEN, REUSS, As the Secretary stated himself when 
Mr. AIKEN. Disregarding any change HARRISON, BoYLE, and HoLIFIELD that it he appeared before our committee, it 

in the law, and disregarding the merits was the intent of the House to restrict mattered not from where the acreage 
of the amendment offered by the Sen- payments to not more than $3,000 to a was taken to reduce the surplus, whether 
ator from Wisconsin [Mr. PROXMIRE] farmer? it be from small farmers or large farm
the Federal Government would, in effect, Mr. PROXMIRE. He does, indeed; ers. The purpose of the soil bank was 
be required to break contracts which and the language on pages 407 and 408 to curtail production so as to reduce 
have already been made with, presum- is crystal clear that the intent of the surpluses; Whether 100 acres of cotton 
ably, several thousand farmers through- House in the debate was to restrict pay- were taken out of cultivation by a man 
out the Nation. It seems to me that ments to $3,000 to an individual, not to who produced on 5,000 acres or on a com
the Senator's amendment could .. well an individual farm. bination of a dozen small farms made 
apply to next year's appropriation for Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator from no difference. The idea was to reduce 
the acreage reserve, if there is to be Dlinois was on the floor when this meas- surpluses. That was the purpose of the 

' one; but I do not see how it could be ure was discussed in the senate. I can act. Whenever the soil bank is referred 
applied now without forcing the Federal certainly say that I thought we had re- to as a subsidy paid to the farmer, that 
Government to break agreements which stricted the payments to not more than is not correct. It is not the right word 
it has already made with the consent $3,000 to a farmer. I was astonished to use. 
and approval of Congress under last when the Secretary of Agriculture tried It is not the right word to use, because 
year's legislation. to raise the figure to $3,000 a farm, so the farme:r would -have made that much 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will as to permit the owner of multiple farms money from the crops he otherwise would 
the Senator yield? to collect $3,000 for each farm. The have planted on the land if he had not 

Mr. PROXMmE. I yield. Secretary was upheld by the Comptroller · participated in the soil bank. 
Mr. LAUSCHE. Has there been a rul- General. Mr. PROXMmE. Mr. President, the 

ing on the Senator's amendment? It seems to me that we should try to Senator from Louisiana has made an ex-
Mr. PROXMIRE. No. As I under- define what everyone thought was the cellent point of substance and of wisdom. 

stand, it is now under discussion. · intent of Congress. I congratulate the However, it seems to me to be sensible 
Mr. LAUSCHE. I wish to ask addi· Senator from Wisconsin for offering this to have the Congress permit this option 

tional questions. Do I correctly tmder- amendment. I hope it will be upheld on . to be available first to the farmer who 
stand from the Senator from Wisconsin a point of order~ If it should, by chance, has a small, family-size farm. Since the 

,, 
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amount of m-oney available always is 
limited, the farmer who has a small 
family-size farm should have the :first 
"crack" at it. It seems to me this is the 
way to accomplish that objective. It will 
accomplish the same thing, as the Sen
ator from Louisiana pointed out. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, if the 
Senator from Wisconsin will yield fur
ther, let me say that under the basic law, 
only $300 million can be provided, as I 
recall, for cotton and corn, as the maxi
mum. It is my understanding that there 
will be sufficient funds-except, I believe, 
for approximately $12 million-to pay all 
the corn farmers who have applied for 
acreage-reduction payments; we shall be 
able to supply them with all the funds 
necessary, if the plan goes through, ex
cept for approximately $12 million. 

So far as cotton is concerned, all the 
money necessary will be available. 

The wheat farmers also will receive all 
the money necessary to carry out the 
program, as we understand it. 

Mr. CARROLL. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Wisconsin yield to me? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
MoRTON in the chair). Does the Senator 
from Wisconsin yield to the Senator 
from Colorado? 

Mr. PROXMIRE. I yield. 
Mr. CARROLL. I should like to make 

a point which I believe is a new one. 
The Garvey Farms, of Colby, Kans., 
operate both in Kansas and in Colorado. 
I wish to quote from a statement by 
Representative BREEDING, of Kansas, 
who is a. very sound farm economist and 
a very fine Member of Congress: 

Mr. BREEDING. I have one constituent who 
has 50 tenants. Does this landowner receive 
only $3,000, or would he receive a portion or 
payment, for each of those 50 tenant-oper
ated farms? 

Mr. WHITTEN. It would be my thought that 
he would be one producer and would get a 
limitation of $3,000. -

That is under the amendment offered 
by the distinguished Senator from Wis
consin. 

As I understand, the purpose of the 
soil-bank program is to withdraw 
acreage from production. But when 
acreage is withdrawn from production 
by a tenant farmer who lives with his 
family on a farm, his income is inter
fered with. 

As the distinguished Senator from 
Wisconsin and the distinguished Sen
ators from Illinois and Ohio have so 
correctly stated, it is unconscionable to 
have $318,000 paid to one corporate 
farmer. 

Is there any way by which we can 
provide protection for a small farmer 
or for a tenant who is a part of a cor
porate farm system? 

Mr. ELLENDER. Under the law 
enacted by the Congress, I fear that the 
figures given by my good friend, the 
Senator from Wisconsin, may be a little 
misleading. 

If a corporation were the producer and 
if it had but one farm, the amount would 
be limited to $3,000. But evidently the 
corporation referred to has farms scat
tered all over Kansas, and probably all 
over Colorado, as well. Under the inter
pretation made by the Comptroller Gen .. 

eral, the limitation is to apply to each 
producer with regard to each farm. I 
cannot conceive that, under the law as 
now written, a corporation would receive 
$300,000 unless it had farms scattered all 
over Kansas and all over Colorado. 

Mr. CARROLL. That is exac,tly the 
situation; the corporation has 50 farms 
or units scattered in Kansas and Colo
rado. Page 407 of the Senate committee 
hearings on the second supplemental ap
propriation bill shows that the corpora
tion received $318,000-plus. 

Mr. ELLENDER. It would have to 
have 100 farms, scattered over the two 
States, in order to receive that large 
payment. 

Mr. CARROLL. I believe that is the 
situation. Let us assume that it has 100 
farms. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Very well. 
Mr. CARROLL. A little later I shall 

come to the point the distinguished 
senior Senator from Georgia [Mr. Rus
SELL] made; I believe his point is a very 
valid one. 

But at this time let me say that the 
sense of the Senate and the sense of 
the House of Representatives was that 
a $3,000 limitation would be applied to 
any one farmer or producer. However, 
the ruling by the Comptroller General 
has opened the gate. 

My question is, How can we protect 
the small farmer who is subject to the 
$3,000 limitation, and how can we pro
tect the tenant farmer who is a part of 
a corporate farm system? Can that be 
done? 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, the 
basic law protects the tenant, in that the 
tenant receives part of the money that 
is collected by the landlord. 

However, I wish to emphasize to my 
good friend, the Senator from Colorado, 
this point, which is set forth in the 
record, and the Committee on Agricul
ture and Forestry held hearings for sev
eral weeks on the proposal: The idea 
was to take acres out of cultivation. It 
was not the purpose to benefit directly 
the farmer who otherwise would produce 
crops on the land. The farmer was to 
receive an indirect benefit; in other 
words, by reducing surpluses, the farmer 
would receive a higher price for the 
crops he later produced.·· 

The amount paid to the farmer
$318,000, or whatever the correct amount 
is--would be the amount of money he 
would have made if he had planted in 
crops the land which he took out of 
cultivation. 

The Secretary of Agriculture was di
rected to give to those who withdrew 
their lands from cultivation an amou:1t 
of money about equal to the profits they 
would have made from the land if they 
had planted it in crops. That was just 
a plan whereby we would reduce the sur
pluses; it was not intended to assist the 
farmer directly. The money was to be 
given to the farmer only in order that he 
would take his allotted acres out of cul
tivation-in the hope that the surpluses 
which dangle over the market and de
press agricultural-commodity prices 
would be withdrawn, and then all the 
farmers would benefit. That was the 
theory back of the whole plan. 

When my good · friend, the Senator 
from Ohio, mentions the word "sub
sidy," I wish to say tha.t I do not be
lieve it is the proper word to use. 

I desire to make another point for the 
benefit of the Senator from Ohio: If the 
allotted acres had been planted in crops, 
the Government would have had to sup
port the crops grown on them. Further
more, the Government would have had 
to put in storage the wheat or the cot
ton or the corn thus produced, and that 
would have cost the Government much 
more money than is now being paid. 

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, the 
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER] 
has made his point very clear, and it is 
an excellent one. He is very largely cor
rect. Obviously, the purpose was tore
duce production. This is an efficient 
way to do so. 

Mr. ELLENDER. I would not say 
"largely"; it was done for that purpose 
only. 

Mr. PROXMIRE. But a corollary 
purpose, and one of great benefit, was to 
have a small farmer who exercised the 
option to stop producing, get a job, per
haps in a factory, or elsewhere. 

At any rate, it seems to me that it 
makes a great deal of sense for the Con
gress to have the right to determine 
whether it wishes to give this option, 
this advantage, this chance, to the small 
farmer, or simply to give it to all farm
ers. In the latter case the large cor
porate farms might receive ·benefits 
amounting to $318,000 a year. 

Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President-
Mr. PROXMIRE. I yield to the Sen

ator from Colorado. 
Mr. ALLOTT. I ·thank the Senator 

from Wisconsin. 
Mr. President, I should like to con

gratulate the Senator from Louisiana 
[Mr. ELLENDER] on his very clear and 
lucid statement on what the soil bank 
is and what it was intended to do. 

I believe it will be well particularly to 
emphasize at this point that, on the basis 
of our present farm laws, the cost of the 
soil bank to the Government is far less 
than the cost would have been if those 
lands had been permitted to be used for 
the cultivation of crops and if the crops 
grown on them had been placed under 
Government loan. 

Let us refer to a specific example. 
In the Great Plains area, where wheat 
is grown, if a farmer had an allotment 
under the acreage reserve-and the acre
age reserve applies only to wheat and 
basic commodities-and he grew 20 bush
els to an acre, it would cost the Govern
ment in excess of $40, or about $40 in 
round figures. Perhaps the Government 
would recoup that amount some day, and 
perhaps it would not, depending on the 
condition of the wheat it sold. 

I should like to call this matter to the 
attention of the Senator from Ohio [Mr. 
LAuscHE], and also of my colleague [Mr. 
CARROLL], 'who is very much interested in 
the question. I happen to know of my 
personal knowledge of the general sit
uation with respect to the Garvey Farms. 
I have supported, on the :floor of the Sen
ate, limitations similar ·to the one the 
Senator from Wisconsin is proposing. 
There is one aspect of the question which 
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I have not heard mentioned. It relates 
to one effect of the law as now written 
which has not been taken into considera
tion, and which everyone should under
stand. In the situation with respect to 
the Garvey Farms, I have just been 
informed by the Senator from Kansas 
[Mr. CARLSON] that they farm out and 
sublet a lot of their acreage. 

At page 407 of the Senate hearings, a 
distinction was. made, and Mr. REuss, 
a Representative from Wisconsin, re
ferring to the Garvey Farms, stated that 
it is a ''firm which owns many farms 
throughout Colorado and Kansas, and 
operates the farms itself.'' 

In instances where farmers have large 
tracts of land-and most of the land in 
our area is subtenanted or subleased 
upon a share-crop basis-the tenant par
ticipates in the soil bank payment. For 
example, it is a very common arrange
ment, with respect to the growing of 
wheat, that the landlord receives 1 part 
of the crop and the tenant gets 4 parts. 
Perhaps the proportion may be 1 and 3. 
I have sometimes seen an agreement 
which fixed the proportion at 1 and 5. 
In such instances, the tenant receives 
the same proportion of the soil bank 
payment. 

In the case of the Garvey Farms, when 
they lease a part of the land the tenants 
also get those payments, provided the ar
rangement is on that basis. If the state
ment of Mr. REuss is literally true, then 
I am not sure they would get it. 

I am as much opposed to large corpora
tions being able to subsidize great 
operations on this basis as is the junior 
Senator from Wisconsin, but I think, in 
considering this matter, it should not be 
forgotten that when land is leased upon 
a share basis, the tenant takes a propor
tion of the soil-bank money, and the 
landlord has to pay the taxes, or, if it is 
irrigated land, has to pay for water, re
pair, and upkeep on the house, with his 
own money. 

I do not know whether my explanation . 
has contributed to the discussion, but the 
point needed to be made, and it is an 
angle which has not heretofore been 
explained. 

Mr. PROXMffiE. I appreciate the re
marks of the Senator from Colorado, and 
I assure him they have contributed to the 
discussion. 

Mr. CARROLL. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. PROXMIRE. I yield to the Sena
tor from Colorado. · 

Mr. CARROLL. Reading from page 
407 of the hearings--

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Wisconsin has the floor. 
A point of order has been raised against 
the amendment. Debate has long since 
departed from the point of order. The 
Chair is prepared to rule on the point of 
order. 

Mr. CARROLL. Mr. President, before 
the Chair rules, the question I have re
lates to the point of order. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Chair has attempted to be coopera
tive--

Mr. CARROLL. The Senator from 
Wisconsin has yielded to, me. I wanted 

to put a question relating to the point of 
order. 

I am referring to page 407 of the 
hearings. 

Representative BREEDING said, in re
spect to the Reuss proposal: 

I would like to make this further remark, 
that 1f we put this limitation on at $3,000, 
it will automatically cut out 40 percent of 
the operators in the summer fallow wheat
producing area of the United States from 
participation in the soil bank. 

That is why I raised the question with 
the distinguished Senator from Louisi
ana as to whether or not tenants or 
farmers who share by contract could 
participate in the $3,000. The distin
guished Senator from Colorado [Mr. 
ALLOTT] has said they may in some cases. 
I did not hear a part of the answer by 
the Senator from Louisiana. I should 
now like to address my question to the 
distinguished Senator from Georgia on 
the point of order which has been made. 
Is it not true that the new $3,000 limita
tion applies to the $250 million which is 
provided in this bill? 

Mr. RUSSELL. Mr. President, as I 
construe the amendment now proposed 
by the Senator from Wisconsin, he un
dertakes to apply the limitation not 
only to the $250 million, but to the $500 
million carried in the regular 1958 Ap
propriation Act. The Senator from Wis
consin, I am sure, would !)ay that was 
not his intention. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER: The 
Chair is prepared to rule on the point of 
order made to the amendment offered 
by the Senator from Wisconsin. . 

It is in two instances clearly legisla
tion on an appropriation bill. In the 
first place, it excepts winter wheat, 
which is a change in the 1958 act, and 
it encompasses the work of a participant 
as well as a producer, which is a provi
sion proposing to construe existing law, 
and is in itself a proposal of legislation. 
For those reasons the Chair sustains the 
point of order. · 

The bill is open to further amend
ment. 

Mr. PROXMffiE. Mr. President, I 
propose an amendment at this time, 
which I ask to have stated. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment proposed by the Senator 
from Wisconsin will be stated. 

The CHIEF CLERK. It is proposed on 
page 4 to strike out lines 12 to 15 and 
substitute therefor the following: 

Provided, That no part of this amount 
shall be used to authorize compensation to 
any one individual or corporate participant 
in excess of $3,000. 

Mr. PROXMmE. Mr. President, this 
amendment restores the House language. 
It has been proposed for the purpose of 
presenting an amendment which is ac
ceptable and proper. I now ask the 
Chair to rule on this amendment. It is 
my understanding the. Senator from 
Georgia has given his opinion that the 
amendment is proper. Is that correct? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Chair will not rule on the amendment 
unless a point of order is made. 

Mr. RUSSELL. Mr. President, I was 
happy to discuss the amendment with 
the able and diligent Senator from Wis-

consin, after he was kind enough to 
mention it to me. I am of the opinion, 
as I told him, that if the Senate rejected 
the committee amendment, the language 
he has proposed by way of amendment 
would automatically be in the bill. I do 
not think it is necessary to submit an 
amendment, because if the Senate re
jects the committee amendment, this 
language will be in the bill. 

Mr. PROXMIRE. That is not exactly 
my understanding. I have discussed the 
question with the Parliamentarian, be
cause it puzzled me. My reason for of
fering the amendment is that the 
amendments of the committee were ac
cepted en bloc, and the only way it would 
be in order to proceed properly would be 
by offering an amendment to restore the 
House language. 

Mr. RUSSELL. The Senator is abso
lutely correct. I was not present in the 
Chamber when the committee amend
ments were agreed to en bloc. This 
would be the proper procedure. 

Mr. PROXMIRE. I thank the Sen
ator. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
committee amendments have been 
agreed to en bloc. The amendment is in 
order. 

Mr. RUSSELL. Mr. President, I think 
there is a great deal of merit in the po
sition taken by the Senator from Wis
consin. I have consistently sought to 
impose limitations on these very pro
grams, from the time of the inception 
of the agricultural conservation pro
gram and the so-called conservation 
program adopted in 1936, after the Su
preme Court declared the original Agri
cultural Adjustment Act unconstitu
tional. 

The proposed amendment would pre· 
scribe two rules. One rule would apply 
to the people who are fortunate enough 
to have been able to get into the soil 
bank prior to the present appropriation. 

They would come within the rule of 
the existing law. Then there would be 
applied another rule to those who would 
come .in hereafter, under the provisions 
of the amendment. 

The distinguished Senator from North 
Dakota [Mr. YouNG] brought out at the 
hearing before the committee the fact. 
that he had talked to his State com
mitteemen about the amendment and 
the proposal, and those committeemen 
were terrified by the prospect of having 
to attempt to administer such a provi
sion. 

All my inclinations and feelings are 
against what I say, because I favor the 
limitation, but I think such a procedure 
would present an almost insuperable ad
ministrative problem, to undertake to 
apply $250 million of the appropriations 
for the soil-bank program under one set 
of rules and to apply $500 million which 
has already been made available under 
another set of rules. For that reason 
I shall vote against the amendment. 

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. PROXMIRE. I yield to the Sen
ator from North Dakota. 

Mr. YOUNG. As the Senator has 
mentioned, I discussed this matter with 
my State committeemen, and they told 
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me that the House provision would make received a check for $209,000 from the an impossible program tor the Secretary 
it impossible to administer. the program Government for not planting cotton of Agriculture to administer. No Sec
in a manner which would be fair to all upon the land. Thereafter, with . his retary of Agriculture can administer a 
the farmers.. California associates, he took over some program which say~ to one group of peo-

My own feeling is that there ought to wild land in Maricopa county, where he pie, for whom $500 million is provided 
be a limit as to the amount to be paid planted 4,500 acres to cotton, as com- in the soil bank, that they can get as 
to any one farmer. I do not see how pared to the 1,500 acres he took out of much as they want in return, including 
we could now change the program in cultivation. That cotton proceeded to $209,000, as was paid to Jack Harris in 
effec.t and still have a workable program. grow to maturity. Arizona, but which says on the other 
We would then have a situation where I happened to be in Phoenix, Ariz., hand to all the other people, "You are a 
one farmer, who had already signed up talking to members of the National Rec- little bit late in comin~ under the wire, 
under the old program, who happened lamation Association, on the day when so we have provided $250 million for you, 
to be a tenant, would receive the bene- Mr. Harris walked down to the Triple A but you can only draw $3,000 each." 
fits of the program, while another tenant office and wrote out a counter check for What kind of sense does that make in 
farmer across the road would be denied $965,595 in penalties. . an agricultural program? That, of 
a contract, although he had made an If we are going to talk about the sub- course, is not the fault of the able Sena
application. I think the adoption of the sidy which a man may receive, and if tor from Wisconsin, because he did not 
Senator's amendment would do more we use that term-which I quite agree have a chance to do anything with re
harm than good to the cause to which with the Senator from Louisiana is thor- gard to the original $500 million. 
the Senator is dedicated, helping the oughly unjustified-we also ought to talk I think it would be extremely unfortu
small farmers. about the penalties. We are talking here nate if the Senate should adopt the 

Mr. PROXMIRE. I understand the about a man who received $209,000 on amendment. We had better try to put a 
viewpoint of the Senator from North Da- the one hand, and who paid out $965,000 little more common sense into these pro
kota. The adoption of the amendment on the other hand. grams, because it could happen that the 
would perhaps result in some discrimina- My personal guess is that Mr. Harris American taxpayer will become dis
tion as between those who took advan- did not make any money on this trans- gusted with this sort of performance 
tage of the program last year and those action. after a while and slap down the whole 
who do so this year. Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the agricultural program. That has hap-

I have a deep feeling about the prin- Senator yield for a question? pened before. 
ciple. We should give to the small-fam- Mr. ANDERSON. I yield. There are Senators in this Chamber 
ily farmer, the real family farmer, the Mr. LONG. How much money did today who well remember that for a long, 
time option. It seems to me that is this person pay out? long time we were troubled with a po
proper procedure. It is not as orderly Mr. ANDERSON. Nine hundred sixty- tato price-support program. There are 
a procedure as it might be possible to · five thousand five hunc1red and ninety- . Members present in the Senate Chamber 
adopt, but more justice can be done if five dollars, plus or minus a dollar or who were burned by that problem day 
the amendment prevails. Henceforth two. I am pretty sure that is the correct after day after day. Nobody would re
the discrimination can be worked out: figure. duce tl;le support price for potatoes for 
Whatever discrimination there is as be- Mr. LONG. Then would it be fair to a long time, and the situation became so. 

. tween the farmer of last year and the say that he paid out a net of $700,000 or bad, with so many potatoes rotting upon 
farmer of this year can be worked out, so more than he took in? so many tracts of land and being used 
and we c~n make Sll:fe that the. only Mr. ANDERSON. No. The Senator for all sorts of purposes, that finally the 
person ent1t1ed to receive payment Is the knows how these programs operate, I am entire program of potato price supports 
family farm~r under the limitation of sure. This was penalty cotton. When was wiped out. We did not dare attempt 
$3,000 for a smgle farm. one plants penalty cotton, one pays half to get price supports for potatoes for 

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, this of the sale price to the Government as years afterward. That program has 
is one amendment which I certainly hope a penalty, and re.eeives 50 percent of the been restored to a slight extend. It has 
will not prevail. price support. been placed on a commonsense basis 

It seems to me that once every year or Mr. Harris received $209,000 for tak- again. 
so we ought to ~ave a "Be Kii?;d to the ing 1,500 acres ou.t of cultivation to re- The foolishness has to be paid for 

, Secrt:ta!y of Agnculture We~k. duce the productiOn of cotton. Then, someday. If we adopt this sort of pro-
. This IS ~bout the most unkmd cut that on the other hand, he .Planted ~,500 new gram, I believe we will only hurt the 

could be directed at the Secretary of Ag- acres of cotton, on which he paid a pen- American farmers 
ri~ulture-to ask him tc:> administer the ·· alty of $965,000,. and as to which sup- Mr. DOUGLAS: Mr. President, will 
sml-~ank l?rogram, . which has already posedly he received $965,000. I do not the Senator yield? 
run mto difficulty, m one way for one know whether he made or lost money on Mr ANDERSON Let me say to the 
group of people and in another way for the transac~ion, but I think ~e probably able Senator from Wisconsin that I feel 
another group of people, and probably lost money m the last analysis. . . . 
in two different ways for the s.ame tenant What an awful agricultural program it ve!~ ~Ick at heart _over ~vmg to nse and 
on adjoining farms. is, when on the one hand a person takes cn~ICize wh~t he I~ trymg to. do. I sub-

Much has been said about the soil 1,500 acres out of cultivation, but on the scribe to his ~~tives.- I Wish w~ had 
bank, which I think might well not have other hand puts 4,500 acres into culti- been !lble to limit this program m the 
been said today. There was a figure vation. first mstance. I can onl~ say to the 
read a while ago of the Harris Ranches Later on we are going to be asked to Senator, as one w~o presided over ~he 
in Arizona receiving $209,000, as if that . pass upon about the same sort of propo- Departm~nt of Agriculture for a while, 
were a staggering sum of money. It is sition, where we would add $250 million that I thmk it would ~,e un~o~tunate to 
a large sum of money, but I think we to take cotton land out of production sa~ to the SecretarY.. Admmister two-

, ought to find out why it was paid and and, on the other hand, put 30 percent thrrds of.you! money m one way, and the 
why Jack Harris did what he did do. more back into production. other. third m another way, and try. to 
Mr~ Harris had about 1,500 acres of . These agricultural programs had bet- e~plam to the farmer what you are do~ng 

cotton quota land Which he COuld have ter begin to make sense. They are in . With one eand that YOU cannot do With 
planted to cotton. enough trouble now with the American the oth_er · . . 

I notice the able senior Senator from . people. I say that it is time to stop all of I do not belleve 1t would make any 
Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN] is present in the · this foolishness. '\yhY do we have to sense. 
Chamber. This incident relates to his fight about the dairy price-support pro- Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will 
State. I apologize to the Senator for .gram? It is becauSe people have made the Senator yield? 
discussing it, and if I misstate any fact . mistakes iri the past. All the farm pro- . Mr. ANDERSON. I yield. 

· I hope he will correct me. grams are in ·trouble, · all across the Mi'. DOUGLAS. The Senator from 
Jack Harris .had about 1,500 acres of Nation. · New Mexico· has made a characteristic 

cotton quota land, land . upon which he While I sympathize with the purpose , plea ,for charity with respect to his sue
could plant cotton, but he decided not to which the able Senator from Wisconsin cessor, the present Secretary of Agri
plant one acre of it to cotton, and he has in mind, his amendment represents culture. 
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Mr. ANDERSON. He is my successor 

once removed. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator is very 

much concerned over the problems which 
now face the Secretary of Agriculture. 
I am deeply touched by this concern on 
his part. I, too, would like to observe a 
"be kind to Benson" week. 

But is not the Secretary of Agricul
ture largely responsible for his own 
troubles? If he had interpreted the law 
of last year as we all thought it was 
drawn, and limited payments to $3,000 
per farmer rather than per farm, he 
would not be in this difficulty. So the 
comments of the Senator from New 
Mexico, although charitable in nature, 
leave me somewhat cold. 

Mr. ANDERSON. I am sorry they 
leave the Senator cold, but unfortunate
ly this is a Government in which men 
operate under laws. The Secretary of 
Agriculture had a law to administer. He 
asked the advice of legal counsel, and 
they told him how it had to be admin
istered, and he administered it in accord
ance with the law. It would be very 
convenient if he could administer it 
according to his feelings. There were 
days in the Department when 1 would 
have liked to deal with certain persons 
who wished to sell commodities to the 
Department by dumping the people as 
well as the commodities into the ocean. 
But we do not operate in that way. We 
must live up to the law. 

I do not think I am defending the Sec
retary of Agriculture when I say that we 
must try to make sense in connection 
with agricultural progr2.ms. If this sort 
of proposal were enacted, the Secretary 
could easily say, whatever happened, 
"The Congress messed up the situation." 

As the able Senator from Minnesota 
[Mr. HUMPHREY] knows. several years 
ago I participated in a program in which 
I spoke rather unkindly of the Secretary 
of Agriculture. I do not believe he has 
administered the agricultural programs 
in a perfect fashion, but I do not propose 
to give him any excuse, if I can avoid it, 
from now on. If we give him one set of 
rules for $500 million and another set of 
rules for $250 million, and mess up the 
program so that no one can administer 
it, we give him an alibi which is ironclad 
and perfect; and I object to doing it. 

Mr. DffiKSEN. Will the Senator 
yield? 

Mr. ANDERSON. I yield. 
Mr. DIRKSEN. The Secretary of 

Agriculture does not expect to be the 
object of a "Be Kind to Benson" week. 
All he asks is for the Congress to be fair. 
I have some doubt as to whether we have 
been fair with him. If my colleague 
from Illinois [Mr. DouGLAs] had looked 
on page 205 of the House hearings, he 
would have discovered that the Comp
troller General of the United States, to 
whom the qeustion of interpretation was 
submitted, was the one who passed upon 
it. 

Mr. ANDERSON. We cannot expect 
the Secretary to do other than what his 
legal adviser tells him to do. Let me 
say to the able Senator from Illinois that 
at the time I was Secretary of Agricul
ture I knew exactly what I wanted to 
do with respect to a certain proposal 
which was made. I talked with the legal 

adviser of the Department, and was ad
vised that that was not a very good thing 
to do. I then did what every other Cabi
net officer has the right to do. I took 
the question up with the chief law officer 
of the United States, namely, the At
torney General. He told me that I was 
100-percent wrong; and that I had better 
do it another way. I followed the advice 
of the lawyers. That is a pretty sound 
practice if one is not himself a lawyer. 
He should seek good legal advice. 

In this particular instance I do not 
believe the Secretary of Agriculture arbi
trarily or capriciously decided how to ad
minister the soil-bank program. I regard 
Joe Campbell as one of the finest Comp
troller Generals the United States has 
had. If I had been Secretary of Agri
culture and he had ruled a certain way, 
I would have been impressed by his 
ruling. 
. I believe the Congress would add to 
its grief, and assume a great deal of 
responsibility which it need not assume, 
if it should adopt the pending amend
ment and mess up the situation. Things 
might reach such a state that the Sec
retary of Agriculture could say, "There 
was no way in the world to administer 
the soil bank. because the Congress 
messed up the situation beyond redemp
tion." 

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. ANDERSON. I yield. 
Mr. LAUSCHE. The word which I 

have received from the Ohio farmer, 
who on the average controls 100 acres, 
is that in the effort to develop a 
rounded-out operation, the aid which is 
now given-whether we call it a grant, 
a subsidy, or a payment-means nothing 
to him, because his acreage is not large 
enough to enable him to take any 
acres out of production. 

As I recall, a year ago the same argu
ment was made, namely, "We are in the 
midst of a period when contracts are 
being made, and we cannot do anything 
about the situation." 

As I previously stated, from the 
standpoint of the Ohioan, I think both 
the farmer and the city man can under
stand the opposition to the payment of 
these huge sums. To me it is a pay
ment which bears some signs of odium
whether we say it is for the purpose of 
reducing acreage, or whether we call it 
by some other name. I venture to say 
that not 5 percent of the people of the 
United States know that we are paying 
as high as $300,000 to a single farmer. 

My query is this: Let us assume that 
the Senator from New Mexico is cor
rect in· his argument, and that the pro
vision in question would be difficult for 
the Secretary to administer. Should we 
not do something now in the way of a 
program or policy which will be in oper
ation next year, to preclude such pay
ments in the future, and to limit the 
amount to a reasonable sum for each 
farm operator? 

Mr. ANDERSON. I think we should. 
However, I believe that recommendation 
should come from the Committee on 
Agriculture and Forestry, and not from 
the Committee on Appropriations. If it 
does not come from the Committee on 
Agriculture and Forestry, I think we can 

look for a complete elimination of the 
soil bank some of these days, because it 
is resulting in all kinds of wild opera
tions which I think are completely un
justified. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. In my judgment, the 
elimination of the program will come 
about if and when the ordinary man, 
with calluses on his hands, the man who 
has trouble paying his taxes, the man 
who is unable to leave his wife at home 
to take care of infant children because 
she must go to work to help sustain the 
family, comes to realize that he is paying 
taxes to provide some man or corpora
tion $300,000 in the farm program. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. ANDERSON. I yield. 
Mr. ELLENDER. As the Senator is 

well aware, the Department of Agricul
ture has already announced that this 
will be the last year for the acreage 
reserve. 

Mr. LAUSCHE. The Senator from 
Louisiana is a member of the committee. 
When must we introduce a bill to stop 
this program, if it is to be stopped? 

Mr. ELLENDER. This minute. The 
basic law must be changed. That is a 
subject for consideration by the legisla
tive committee. As I have just indi
cated, the Department of Agriculture 
has already announced that that part 
of the soil-bank program dealing with 
acreage reserve will be abandoned next 
year. 

Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, I was very 
much interested in the comment of my 
friendly colleague from New Mexico [Mr. 
ANDERSON]. I should like to say that I 
would like nothing better than to join 
him and other Senators in a move to 
eliminate all farm subsidies, but on one 
condition, and that is to eliminate also 
subsidies on other things at the same 
time. I would start with the 27¥2 per
cent depletion allowance which the oil 
producers now enjoy. I would very 
much like to have the Senator from Illi
nois and the Senator from New Mexico 
and the Senator from Louisiana join 
with me, if they would, in trying to re
duce the 27%-percent depletion allow
ance to 15 percent, or to whatever 
amount people engaged in other lines of 
business now enjoy. 

I would also like to join Senators in 
eliminating the unholy subsidies which 
have been' given to the power companies 
of the United States, including the sub
sidy of several billion dollars in the form 
of the rapid tax writeoff. It is all very 
well to say that they must pay that tax 
at some time. What we overlook, how
ever, is that the power companies may 
write off these costs in 5 years, but for 
ratemaking purposes they can continue 
these billions of dollars for from 30 to 50 
years. That is where the profit comes in. 
I would like to join other Senators in 
eliminating the special tax benefits 
which utility companies now enjoy. 

I should like to join them in eliminat
ing the huge subsidies which are now en
joyed by the American merchant marine. 
Heaven only knows how much those sub
sidies amount to in all, but the total is 
tremendous. In fact, a part of that sub
sidy is charged to the farm program costs. 
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I have joined some other Senators in 
undertaking to eliminate the special 
postage rate subsidies which have re
sulted in-causing a part of the Post Office 
deficits, the total amount of which is 
$700 or $800 million, and possibly $1 bil
lion a year. A good share of that subsidy 
goes to magazines and other publications 
which carry on campaigns against farm 
subsidies. If Senators who are so anx
ious to leave the farmer alone in a sub
sidized world join me in sponsoring a 
single bill to eliminate all the other sub
sidies I have mentioned, and others, I 
will be very glad to vote for it. How
ever, so long as the farm population is 
to be left at the mercy of others, then I 
believe a little consideration for the 
farmers by Congress is only fair. 

Mr. RUSSELL. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. AIKEN. I yield. 
Mr. RUSSELL. I am sure the Sena..: 

tor makes his proposal with the utmost 
good faith. I should like to point out, 
however, that a great many artificial 
stimulants have the effect of indirect 
subsidies and contribute to the costs a 
farmer must pay. If we are to have a 
free and unchecked economy, ·we will 
have to repeal the Minimum Wage Act 
and the wage-and-hour law, and any 
other law by which the Government 
lends its assistance to increasing the in
come of any one group of persons. 

Mr. AIKEN. Also tariff laws. 
l\1r. RUSSELL. Yes; also the tariff 

laws. We would then achieve a ·com
pletely free market, and the farmer, · of 
all p-eople, would be at the top in that 
kind of world. 

Mr. AIKEN. The farmer would be at 
the top in that kind of world. However, 
I do not want to leave the farmer unde
fended in a world of subsidies. 

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. President, I appre
ciate the good defense the Senator from 
Vermont is making of the farmer. At 
the present time we are talking about 
billions of dollars for public works pro
grams, to relieve the depressed areas of 
the United States. The fact is that the 
farmer's income has been far below that 
received by other elements of the econ
omy for several years. The little we can 
do to help the farmers is very small 
compared with the billions of dollars we 
a.re now going to spend to help others. 
Of course I am in favor of most of those 
programs also. 

Mr. AIKEN. The Senator is entirely 
correct. We who still have faith in the 
farmers are not prejudiced. We are 

· willing to help other people who are in 
distress. I am sure of that. 

Mr. YOUNG. Whenever the rest of 
the economy is willing to be placed on a 
"go it alone" basis, strictly competitive 
and no subsidy, I would be willing for 
farmers to do the same. In fact, I have 
been thinking of introducing proposed 
legislation along that line. · 

Mr. RUSSELL. I am sure it would 
take the Senator from North Dakota at 
least 2 or 3 weeks to get such a bill 
through Congress and to have it signed 
by the President. [Laughter.] 

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, the Sena
tor from Vermont has perhaps over
looked the group of indirect subsidies 
paid to industries, that enjoy the protec-

tion of ·tariffs. If we were to enumerate 
those industries, it would take us all 
night. They enjoy the protection of 
tariffs which have been·passed by Con
gress. 

Mr. AIKEN. Subsidies began in this 
country more than 300 years ago, and 
no one has been able to stop them, and 
no one will be able to stop them. Sub
sidies are nothing new. They began with 
the Virginia Colonies, and wage and price 
controls started with the Plymouth Col
ony. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
am very sympathetic toward the pur
poses of the amendment offered by the · 
Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. PROXMIREL 
As a matter of fact, it was my feeling 
that his amendment was already, in sub
stance, the law at the present time. It 
was the law until the law was interpreted 
by the legal staff of the Department of 
Agriculture and ruled upon by the Comp
troller General with reference to the 
acreage reserve payments. 

I must say that the arguments of the 
Senator from New Mexico, with refer
ence to the administrative difficulties 
involved, whereby the $500 million pro
gram would be administered under one 
formula and the $250 million program 
under another formula, throw a differ
ent light on the subject. Such adminis
trative difficulties make it very diffi
cult to administer the law, indeed,· well 
nigh impossible to do so. 

I believe the case the Senator from 
Wisconsin makes is a compelling one, 
and is one that will be considered by the 
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry 
when it considers all matters of conser
vation and all matters of commodity 
prices. That is what the committee is 
going to do. As a matter of fact, it is 
the kind of proposal I thought we had 
last year, and which was the law; but 
apparently we did not have it. · 

In every State of the Union there are 
people-! forget what the total number 
is, although I believe it is in excess of 
400,000-who have signed up under the 
acreage-reserve program. Ninety-seven 
percent of them will come under the lim
itation of the $3,000 payments. There 
will be a handful who will receive more. 
They have been approved by the Secre
tary and they have been approved by 
the local county committee. It would 
be literally an abrogation of contract 
on the part of Congress to cancel those 
out. There are others who have applied 
under the same terms, and I do not 
believe there will be a handful who will 
obtain more than the $3,000 limitation 
per farm owner. 

Therefore the actual purpose which 
the Senator from Wisconsin seeks to 
serve is being served by the 'very eco
nomic facts of agriculture throughQut 
the country. 

There are some examples-and they 
are horrible ones-of golf courses hav
ing profited under the conservation re
serve program, or of producers of cotton 
or some· other commodity under acreage 
allotments having received huge pay
ments. 

However, I want the record to be clear 
that those are very few indeed in terms 
of the total amount of acreage which 
has been withdrawn under the acreage 

reserve program. I have been as crit
ical of the acreage reserve program as 
any other Senator, because I feel it lends 
itself to political manipulation and 
abuse, particularly when no limits are 
placed on it, and that it is even dis
gracing the farm program. 

I could not agree more with what I 
have heard here in terms of how we can 
ruin the farm program. As a matter of 
fact, I have been of the opinion that 
some persons would like to see it ruined 
by these excesses. They would like to 
see the farm program administered in 
such a way as to make it look very bad 
in the public eye. 

I wish to join the Senator from Wis· 
consin in his amendment, and I assure 
him that I will vote for it, strictly on 
the basis of the moral conviction that 
what we are attempting to do is right. 
However, I am sure that if it were a 
controlling vote; we would be faced with 
an impossible administrative situation. 
I do not want to give the Secretary of 
Agriculture one excuse-not one-to 
sneak out from under the tent he has 
created for himself and to becloud the 
situation. I want him to administer the 
law as he said it ought to be adminis
tered. 

He wants a clarification of the law. 
There is only one way in which the mat
ter can be handled now, and that is to 
leave it as it is, regrettably, and then 
to have it clarified in the Committee on 
Agriculture and Forestry when the com
mittee considers basic legislation, which 

·we are going to bring before the Sen
ate, and which,· as I understand, will be 
brought before the House. 

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield. 
Mr. ANDERSON. Does not the Sena

tor from Minnesota feel that when Con
gress has spoken, it has spoken in favor 
of the sort of limitations which the Sen
ator from Wisconsin has advocated? 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Absolutely. I was 
one of those who joined with the dis
tinguished Member of the other body, 
Representative REuss, in support of his 
position. I think he was manifestly 
right. But I find the Comptroller Gen
eral has ruled against him. 

I also find that even after the Comp
troller General had ruled against him, 
new contracts were let under the Comp
troller General's ruling. We are in the 
situation where two-thirds or three
fourths of the money has been obligated 
under one set of rules, and we are asking 
that the other one-third or one-fourth 
be obligated under a new set of rules. 

Frankly, I think the Secretary will 
then be able to come before the Congress 
and say, "I tried to operate a good pro
gram, but it was men like you who made 
it impossible." I shall not give him that 
chance. I want him to know that, so 
far as HUBERT HUMPHREY is concerned, 
there must be a clean acreage reserve 
program. I want no excuses as to how 

· it can be operated. I want the Secretary 
to have all the leeway he can have to 
operate the best program we can devise. 
If he messes it up after that, he will 
not have my signature at the bottom, to 
show that I, too, was a conspirator in 
such action or was one of the accom-
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plices to his m:is.managemeiit. - I do ·:not 
want that to happen under any cir.:. 
cumstances. 

I collUilend the purpose of the Sena
tor from Wisconsin, and I join with him 
in its advocacy, but I hope the purpose 
will be realized in the legislative com.;, 
mittee. 

Mr .. PROXMffiE. Mr. President, will 
the senator yield? 

Mr. HUl\4PHREY. I yield. 
Mr. PROXMIRE. Does not the Sen

ator think that the most damaging ac
tion tliat has been taken by the Fed
eral Government has been to enact leg
islation which permits, whether through 
administration or through a defect in the 
bill which was passed by Congress, the 
payment of subsidies to single producers 
in the amount of $200,000, $250,000, or 
$300,000? Is that not what puts the 
farm program in the greatest jeopardy? 
Is it not true that the newspapers and 
magazines throughout the Nation have 
been building up this condition? 

Is it not true that actually millions 
of American citizens, as we find when we 
talk to people throughout America in the 
States we represent, approve subsidie~ 
for the small family farmers, but sub
sidies of $200,000 and $300,000 are re
pugnant to them? 

I recognize the opposition to my 
amendment by an overwhelming num
ber of Senators, having infinitely more 
experience than I have--

Mr. HUMPHREY. Not opposition. 
Mr . . PROXMIRE. The opposition to 

my amendment on technical grounds is 
very strong. It has been pointed out 
that agreement to the amendment would 
tend to discredit the farm program. But 
what would be accomplished would be 
that in the coming year it would not be 
possible for the newspapers of the Nation 
to point out that . individual producers 
are receiving $100,000, $200,000, or $300,-
000 in subsidies. That is what is dam
aging the farm program. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. I suggest to the 
Senator from Wisconsin that when the 
debate has been concluded he have the 
Legislative Counsel prepare an amend
ment to be submitted to the Committee 
on Agriculture and Forestry for consid
eration and inclusion in the general leg
islative farm program for the coming 
year. 

Furthermore, I could not agree more 
with the Senator from Wisconsin. I am 
one of those who wanted a limitation on 
the amount of land that could be put 
in the soil bank. I recommended such 
a proposal on the floor. I offered an 
amendment which, regrettably, was not 
adopted. There are administrative diffi
culties connected with such matters. 

But I think the Senator speaks right 
to the point when he says the public gets 
a view which is damaging to the agricul
tural program when they read about the 
excessive payments of $200,000 to some
one for doing what the Senator from New 
Mexico said-namely, paying a penalty 
for cultivating new acreage out and 
receiving payment from the acreage
reserve fund for land withdrawn from 
cultivation. A person would have to 
have a twisted mind to be able to justify 
that kind of operation. 

I will ]oin witli-the Senator from Wis
consin in offering an amendment to 
limit the acreage-reserve payments. - I 
,think there should · be an amendment 
which will limit the price-support loans 
and to restrict them to the smaller farms, 
for which the program was designed. 
Once we include farms of from 25,000 
to 50,000 acres, which are operated in 
some areas of America, we do not need 
a price-support program. We need a 
program for the family unit, not for the 
corporate farm. 

I commend the Senator from Wis
consin · for his new voice in agricul
tural morality and agricultural integrity, 
which goes deep through his character, 
because he is a man of integrity and 
morality. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment offered by the Senator from Wis
consin [Mr. PROXMIRE]. 

The amendment was rejected. 
Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, by di

rection of the committee, I call up the 
amendment des-ignated 3-4-58-A, which 
was authorized by the committee to be 
offered under a suspension of the rule, 
and ask that it be read for the informa
tion of the Senate. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. · The 
amendment will be stated. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 4, 
line 15, after the the word "herein" it is 
proposed to insert the following: 

Provided further, That notwithstanding 
any other provision of law-

( 1) within 60 days after the effective date 
of this act, any 1958 cotton acreage reserve 
agreement shall be cancelled without pen
alty, at the request of the farmer; 

(2) for any farm which does not partici
pate in the 1958 cotton acreage reserve pro
gram, the cotton acreage allotment shall be 
increased by 30 percent: Provided, That the 
cotton produced from such increased acre
age shall not be eligible for price support 
-and the production from such increase shall 
hot be taken into account in determining 
the level of price support for the 1958 crop; 
and 

(3) the additional acreage planted on the 
basis of such increased allotments shall not 
be taken into account in establishing future 
State, count y a.nd farm acreage allotments 
and such acreage shall be in addition to the 
county, State and national acreage allot
ments. The production from such acreage 
shall be in addition to the national market
ing quota. 

Mr. DffiKSEN. Mr. President, a par
liamentary inquiry. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Illinois will state it. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I did not hear 
whether the amendment was offered 
under a motion to suspend the rule. 

Mr. HAYDEN. I move to suspend the 
rule so that the amendment may be 
considered, because it is subject to a 
point of order. 

Mr. DffiKSEN. Mr. President, a fur
ther parliamentary inquiry, for the pur
pose of clarification. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Illiniois will state. it. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. The distinguished 
chairman of the Committee on Appro
priations has indicated that the lan
guage of the amendment, which was 
considered in the committee, is clearly 

legislative arid, therefore, fs su~ject to 
a point of order. 

Mr. HAYDEN. · For that reason, I 
have, by direction of the committee, filed 
a motion to suspend the rule. 
- Mr. DIRKSEN. That is the pending 
motion, and it requires a two-thirds vote. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. A two
thirds vote of Senators present and vot
ing is required to suspend the rule. The 
Senator from Illinois is correct. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, the 
amendment is offered to provide for an 
increase in cotton acreage this crop year. 

Last fall heavy rains in most of the 
Cotton Belt at the time of harvest caused 
a heavy loss of quality in the cotton 
harvested. 

The supply of good quality cotton be
ginning this summer and for the next 
marketing year is estimated to be at the 
lowest point since the Korean war in 
1951. An adequate supply of quality cot
ton is needed to protect long-run demand 
for cotton for domestic use, and foreign 
markets. There has been a heavy signup 
for cotton acreage to go in the soil bank. 

The amendment before the Senate if 
adopted will: First, permit a farmer to 
withdraw from the soil bank, within 60 
days after enactment; second, then, if 
not in the soil bank, it will permit a 30-
percent increase in original cotton acre
age allotment, with no price support on 
the increased acreage; but with no effect 
on price support · on the original allot
ment; third, it will exclude the increased 
acreage from history in making future 
allotments; and fourth, department of~ 
ficials indicate they have ample sources 
of loan authorization to meet credit 
needs of farmers; with from $90 million 
to $100 million of loan funds available 
through Farmers' Home Administration. 

Mr. President, that is a brief statement 
of the effect of the amendment. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, be
fore presenting this amendment to the 
Appropriations Committee, I gave it 
much thought. At first I thought it out 
of order for me, as chairman of the 
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, 
to present there and to the Senate an 
amendment which should be considered 
first by the committee of which I am 
chairman. But, Mr. President, I consider 
that this amendment is germane to the 
-issue presented to the Senate in the 
pending measure. 

When the 1958 program for the soil 
bank was considered, the Department of 
Agriculture asked for $750 million. The 
Senate provided that amount, and the 
House voted no money at all. In con
ference, an appropriation of $500 million 
was agreed to in order to continue the 
operations of the soil bank. The amount 
provided for by the Congress would have 
eliminated from production approxi
mately 3 million acres of cotton land. 

I felt that even with the elimination 
from production of that large number of 
acres, sufficient merchantable cotton
that is to say, Strict Low Middling and 
better-would have been produced in 
order to satisfy not only domestic needs 
but export needs as well. 

But, Mr. President, all of us are ac
quainted with what happened last Sep
tember, October, and early in Novem
ber, in the cottonfields of the South. It 
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has been my privilege to see many cotton 
crops made, gathered, and harvested. 
But never before in the history of our 
Nation was a cotton crop made, and 
ready for harvest, but then not com
pletely harvested, because of unprece
dented weather conditions. Further
more, the quality of that cotton 
harvested was extremely low as com
pared to past years. 

Mr. President, there is a sufficient 
amount of cotton on hand. We shall 
have on hand approximately 8% million 
or 8% million bales as of August 1. That 
is a substantial carryover, but it is not 
of the quality required by the mills. 
That is a result of the unprecedented 
weather conditions which prevailed at 
cottonpicking time. 

Mr. President, in the past 2 years we 
have spent millions of dollars in an ef
fort to regain our cotton export markets. 
The cotton exports have increased many, 
many fold during the last 3 or 4 years. 
Now we have reached a point where ex
ports of cotton amounted to not quite 7% 
million bales last year. The Department 
of Agriculture has made a noble effort, 
I may say, to recapture the export mar
ket. But if we do not have the right 
kind of cotton to export, we shall lose 
the benefit of the efforts which have been 
made in· the past. 

Mr. President, as of today there will 
be a demand for more than 11 million 
bales of cotton for the coming year, for 
both export and domestic use. 

If the program envisioned by the bill 
is put into effect-that is to say, if the 
amount being appropriated for the acre
age reserve is spent-in order to take 
more acres of cotton out of cultivation, 
I can foresee a shortage of more than 
5 million bales of cotton for the 1959-
60 season. 

Mr. President, even though a sub
stantial amount of cotton now is on 
hand as surplus--as I have said, it will 
amount to between 8% million and 8% 
million bales-only about 1. 7 million 
bales is the type cotton that is best 
suited for use by our mills and for ex
port. In other words, Strict Low Mid
dling and better. Every year a sufficient 
amount of cotton has been produced, not 
only for our domestic use, but also for 
export. 

Mr. President, I took up this matter 
v1ith the Appropriations Committee. It 
does not look very good for us to re
quest, on the one hand-as my distin
guished friend, the Senator from New 
Mexico, has just indicated-funds with 
which to take acreage out of cultivation, 
and on the other hand to request that 
more acres be allowed. I know that does 
not seem to add up. 

But, Mr. President, we are faced with 
a desperate situation. Unless we do 
.something about it, we shal!"lose the ad
vantages and the benefits we should 
receive from the efforts we have made 
during the last several years in connec
tion with our exports of cotton, and we 
shall invite more competition from syn
thetics--all of which we have been :fight
ing for a considerable period of time. 

Mr. President, the amendment is a very 
simple one. I wish to make it plain to the 
senate that, if the amendment will do 
anything, it will save the taxpayers of 

the country money. I shall state why 
that is so. 

First, the Congress provided $300 mil
lion for the soil-bank program. Under 
that program, $174 million was allotted 
to take cotton acres out of cultivation. 
If that program had remained at $500 
millon, the senior Senator from Louisana 
would not be here, today, to ask for 
adoption of this amendment, because he 
believes that we could have gotten along 
if only 3 million acres or so had been 
taken out of cultivation. 

But, Mr. President, by increasing the 
amount from $500 million to $750 million, 
in order to satisfy those farmers who 
have requested permission to have acres 
diverted to the soil bank, in the neigh
borhood of 5 million acres of cotton will 
be taken out of cultivation this year 

If that happens, we shall be short next 
year, by about 2.2 million acres, of hav
ing sufficient acreage to produce cotton 
to take care of our export and domestic 
needs. I am told that at the end of the 
next cotton marketing year we will show 
a deficit of about 5% million bales of 
quality cotton. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield for a question? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. 
Mr. THYE. If the additional allow

ance of cotton acreage were allowed, 
would that lessen the amount of soy
beans which could be planted in the 
cotton-growing areas of the Nation? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I do not know, but 
I imagine it would, in that more land 
would be planted to cotton. 

Mr. THYE. My reason for asking the 
question is that Minnesota, of course, is 
a very important soybean-producing 
State. 

Mr. E:.LENDER. Yes. I was about to 
come to that point, if the Senator will 
permit me. 

Mr. THYE. I have received communi
cations on the question both from proc
essors and producers. My own personal 
study of the question indicates that some 
of the acres which could be planted to 
cotton would be planted to soybeans or 
some other kind of feed crop directly 
competitive with soybeans. 

The other phase of the question is 
that, because of the storms which pre
vailed when cotton normally would have 
been picl{ed last fall, there was a large 
loss of cotton of desired staple; there
fore, there is a shortage of such cotton. 
Unless the increased allotment is pro
vided, textile mills which will need this 
kind of cotton will have to i.mport it. 
That is the conclusion I have reached 
from a study of the question. 

While I recognize that Minnesota is a 
soybean-producing State, and that the 
farmer is looking to protection rather 
than a giving away of any advantage he 
may have in growing a soybean crop in 
the North, as compared to the Deep 
South, it is also true that if there is a 
denial of the requested increase in acre
age planted to cotton, such farmers are 
apt to plant some of their acres to soy
beans, which would become directly 
competitive with soybeans grown in my 
State. 

Am I correct in my statement? 
Mr. ELLENDER. I think the Sena

tor is correct in his assumption. I do 

not think there can be any question 
about it. I wish to make it plain now 
that the purpose of the amendment is 
simply to give to the cotton farmers of 
the Nation an opportunity to provide the 
cotton that is necessary-! say absolutely 
necessary-if we are to maintain our ex
port market, as it has been established 
in the past couple of years, and also to 
keep our own mills operating at full 
speed. 

I realize that the mills of this coun
try can, to some extent, utilize some low 
grade cotton, but this would be unde
sirable at the relative prices of cotton. 
Not long ago, there was much use for 
short staple cotton and for spotted and 
discolored cotton. Bags used to be made 
out of such cotton, in which fertilizer 
was packed and sold. Blue denims were 
also made from short staple and discol
ored cotton. Today that market is al
most gone. There is no more use for 
short staple and spotted cotton. Today 
we have, or shall have, in the warehouses 
of the Commodity Credit Corporation, 
and in the hands of the mills, from 8 Y4 
to 8% million bales of cotton, of which 
only 1. 7 million bales are or will be Strict 
Low Middling and better, which we must 
have in order to keep our markets abroad, 
as well as to keep mills in our own country 
going at full speed. 

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will 
·the Senator yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. 
Mr. ANDERSON. I was curious about 

the answer given to the Senator·. from 
Minnesota as to what the proposal would 
do to the soybean producer. Could any 
worse thing be done to soybean producers 
than to increase cotton acreage by 30 
percent? 

Mr. ELLENDER. Does the Senator 
refer to the effect of cottonseed oil? 

Mr. ANDERSON. Certainly. 
Mr. ELLENDER. I was going to dis4 

cuss that phase of the question. That 
statement has been spread in order to 
promote opposition to the amendment. 
The Senate can vote down the amend
ment if it so chooses. It is perfectly 
within its rights if it does so. But I am 
trying to place before the country and 
the Senate a situation which, in my 
opinion, is serious. 

I. wish to say to my good friend from 
New Mexico, and to the Senate, that if 
the amendment I have presented is 
adopted, it will save quite a few million 
dollars which otherwise would be paid 
to operate the soil bank. In a nutshell, 
what the amendmen,t proposes is to give 

· tl) those who withdraw from the soil 
bank a 30-percent increase in their al
lotted acres, but with no price supports. 
Remember that, Members of the Senate. 
If the amendment is adopted those who 
will be given an opportunity to increase 
their cotton acres will not receive any 
price supports, nor will those acres be 
counted hereafter for purposes of com
puting future acreage allotments. 

Last, but not least, if the proposal shall 
be adopted, of the $287 million which will 
be allotted to pay cotton farmers to take 
their acres out of cotton, probably as 
much as $100 million will not be used. 
That will be the effect of the amendment. 
It will save money for the taxpayers, and 
it will provide cotton we need. 
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As I said, I would not -be here today 

if it were not for the fact that I assume 
the Senate will provide the $250 million 
which will take out of cultivation an 
additional 2 million acres of cotton. 
That is where the trouble arises. 

In my humble judgment I do not be
lieve that the amendment will cause 
more than an additional 2 million or 

. 2% miilion acres of land to be put into 
cotton production, and producers will 
not receive one single solitary cent of 
support prices on that acreage. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield to the Sen
ator from Illinois. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Did I correctly under
stand my good friend from Louisiana to 
say he thought there would be an in
crease in the total cotton acreage of 
approximately 2 or 2% million acres? 

Mr. ELLENDER. That is my estimate. 
I may be wrong. I do not think it will 
be more than that. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. How much more cot
ton does the Senator think will be 
grown? 

Mr. ELLENDER. That is another 
question I cannot answer. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Would it be as much 
as two bales per acre? 

Mr. ELLENDER. The difficulty in
volved is that I do not know where the 
acreage will be applied. I presume that 
a good deal of it will be in Arizona and 
California, which is where the b.)Od cot
ton is now produced. 

· . Mr. DOUGLAS. That is the high yield 
cotton? 

Mr. ElLENDER. It is the high yield 
cotton, and it is cotton which we abso
lutely need. I do not believe that the in
crease in yield there will be sufficient to 
meet the needed number of bales of 
cotton. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I should like to come 
to the point. · 

Mr. ELLENDER. Very well. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. Does the Senator 

from Louisiana think it would be safe 
· to estimate that somewhere between 3 
and 3%. million .bales ·on the one hand 
and 5 million bales of additional cotton 
on the o-ther would be grown becauSe of 
the provisions of his amendment? 

Mr. ELLENDER. It is possible that 
the Senator's estimate is correct. It 
would be from 2 Y2 to 3% million bales, 
I should say. That would_ be my 
estimate._ . . . 

Mr. DOUGLAS. What would be the 
additional quantity of cottonseed which 
would be produced? 
. Mr. ElLENDER. I have a small table 

here with regard to that. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. What is the ratio of 

. cottonseed to cotton? 
Mr. ELLENDER. I anticipated that 

_ question, from my good friend from 
nunois. 

I have . before me, M-r. President, a 
table which I had prepared to indicate 
the amount of soybeans involved. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. No. I asked -about 
cottonseed. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Cottonseed and soy
beans go together-at least I under
stand that will be the Senator's argu
ment. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I am discussing 
cottonseed. 

Mr. ELLENDER. - But I have the floor. 
I want to discuss cottonseed in connec
tion with soybeans, because they are 
things that count. We should discuss 
not only soybeans but also cottonseed. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I am interested in 
finding out how much cottonseed will be 
brought into the market to compete with 
soybean oil and to compete with corn. 

Mr. ELLENDER. I will state it this 
way: In 1957 the total production of 
food fats-that is, of all commodities 
producing food fats, such as soybeans, 
cottonseed oil, and others-accounted 
for 181,000 tank cars. Soybeans ac
counted for 76,000 tank cars, whereas 
cottonseed accounted for only 23,000 of 
these tank cars. All others put together 
accounted for 82,000 tank cars. The 
total was 181,000 tank cars for the year. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous 
consent to have printed in the RECORD at 
this point in my remarks a table show

. ing miscellaneous cottonseed and soy
bean data, which is pertinent to the 
issues I have been discussing. 

There being no objection, the table 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
Miscellaneous data on cottonseed and soy

beans (for beans) 

Year 

Harvested 
acreage 

(in millions) 

Soy
beans 

Cot
ton 

Production 
(in thousands 

of tons) 

Soy- Cotton· 
beans seed 

-------1---------
1926 _________________ _ 
1936 ___ ______________ _ 
1946 _________________ _ 
1949 _________________ _ 
1952 _________________ _ 

1957------------------
1958.------•• ---------

1 Estimated. 

0. 5 
2.1 
9. 9 

10.5 
14.3 
20.7 
(?) 

44.6 
29.8 
17.7 
27.2 
26.9 
13. 6 

1I2. 0 

157 
000 

6,102 
7,026 
8,943 

14, 394 
(?) 

1957 yield per acre 
[In pounds] 

Soy
beans 

7,989 
5, 511 
3, 514 
6,559 
6,190 
4, 527 

. (?) 

Cotton
seed 

Mr. DOUGLAS. May I ask another 
question? 

Mr. ELLENDER. In a moment. 
I should like to say to my good friend 

from Illinois that if 1 million acres of 
cotton are added, by virtue of this 
amendment to the bill, that will increase 
the 1957 total of tank cars, to which I 
have referred, by 1 percent. If 2 mil
lion acres of cotton are planted, which 
in my humble judgment will be the fig
ure, that will result in an increase per
centagewise of 2 percent with relation to 
the 181,000 tank cars to which I have 
referred. That comparison demon
strates the amount of oil which is pro
duced from these various fat-producing 
substances. 

Mr. EASTLAND and Mr. DOUGLAS 
addressed the Chair. 

Mr. ELLENDER. In other words, if 
I may put it in another way, 1 million 
additional acres planted would add 1,900 
tank cars. If 2 million acres were 
planted, it would add 3, 700 tank cars. 
If 3 million acres were planted, it would 
add 5,600 tank cars. 

I want to also indicate to the Senator 
from Illinois, with relation to the in
crease in soybean production in contrast 
to the decrease which has taken place 
in the past 2 years in cottonseed pro
duction, that I have a table which indi
cates that the harvested acreage in soy
beans in 1926 was less than a half 
million acres, whereas the cotton acre
age was 44.6 million acres. In 1936, 10 
years later, the soybean acreage had in
creased to 2.1 million acres, whereas 
cotton acreage had 'decreased to 19 mil
lion acres from the 44-million acre 
high. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. That is because of 
the great superiority of soybeans. Soy
beans have won their place in the mar
ket, on their own merits. 

Mr. ELLENDER. They have taken 
the market away from cottonseed. I do 
not deny that. · 

Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for a question? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I"yield. 

Beans and seed ___________________ _ 

Oil .. . ----.-----------------.••• --
MeaL •• ---------------------------

11,380 
251 

1,081 

Mr. EASTLAND. Does the Senator 
670 from Dlinois not know that if the addi-
112 tiona! acreage is not planted to cotton. 
312 much of that acreage will go into soy

-----------!..----!.--- bean production, and that an acre of 
1 

23 bushels. soybeans will produce twice as much oil 
Total1957 production and twice as much meal as an acre of 

Soybeans--------------------------Cottonseed _______________________ _ 

Other.----------------------------

Total.----------------------

Protein Food fats 
meal (in (in thou· 

thousand sand tank 
tons) cars) 

9,888 
1,950 

655 

cottonseed, which is a byproduct? 
If the distinguished Senator from Dli

nois desires to protect the great Ameri
can soybean fudustry he will be in favor 
of the amendment, because if that land 

12,493 

76 goes mto the production of soybeans it 
: · will increa~e the surplus position of that 

fine commodity. 
181 Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I 

-----------~---'---- thought I had made that very plain in 
Potential oil and meal production from in- answer to a; question asked by the Sen-

crease in 1958 cotton production ator from· Minnesota. If the 30-perceiit .. 
Protein meal 

Per-
Thousand cent of 

tons 1957 
total 

--
1,000,000 acres.. ••• 161 1.3 
2,000,000 acres __ 323 2.6 
a,ooo,ooo acres • .:. 48f 3.8 

on 

Per-
Thousand cent of 

tank 1957 
cars total 

-----
1.9 1 
3. 7 2 
6.6 I 

increased acreage is not put into cotton 
· it will be planted to soybeans. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER._ As my good frie:pd 
from Mississippi has pointed out, much 
more oil and cake can be produced from 

· an acre of soybeans that can be pro
duced from cottonseed if the acre is put 
into cotton. · 
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Mr. DOUGLAS and Mr~ EASTLAND 

addressed the Chair. 
Mr. ELLENDER. I yield to the Sena

t1lr from Dlinois. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. It is my understand

ing that for every bale of cotton there is 
produced from 800 to 900 pounds of .cot
tonseed. I believe that is approximately 
correct. 

If we accept the 800-pound figure as a 
minimum--

Mr. EASTLAND. Six hundred and 
seventy pounds is the correct figure. 

Mr. ELLENDER. That is correct. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. Very well. Let us 

take 7-00 pounds. 
Mr. EASTLAND. · If the Senator will 

pardon me, I can give bim the figures. 
Mr. DOUGLAS, I .should be glad to 

have them. 
Mr. EASTLAND. The average acre 

of soybeans. figured at the national 
average of .23 bushels to the acre, pro
duces 251 pounds of soybean oil. An 
average acre of cottonseed produces 112 
pounds of cottonseed oil, or less than 
half as much. 

As to the meal, the average acre of 
soybeans produces 1,081 pounds of meal, 
while the average acre of cottonseed 
produces 312 pounds of meal. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I am trying to get a 
conversion f1·om bales of cotton into 
poundsA Suppose we accept the state
ment of the .Senator from Mississippi. 
I am sure he is an expert. 

Mr. EASTLAND. These figures are 
correct. 

.Mr. ELLENDER. I was going to pre
sent those figures m-yself. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Suppose we take a 
figure of a little less than 700 pounds per 
bale. If tbe increase in yield is 3 million 
bales, that would represent in excess of 
2 billion pounds. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, wUI 
the Senator yield for a .question? 

Mr. ELLENDER. In a moment. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. There would be 2.1 

billion pounds of cottonseed, including 
the oil, which would be a little more 
than 1 million tons. 

This is the point I should like to 
make: This production will inevitably 
compete with soybean oil and drive down 
the price of soybean oil, and the cotton
seed cake will inevitably compete with 
corn and drive down the price of corn. 

We in the Midw.est--
Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, will 

the Senator from Louisiana yield to me? 
Mr. DOUGLAS. We in the Midwest 

have suffered under the cotton program, 
because the ac11es which have been di
verted from cotton have not, generally 
speaking, been taken out of cultivation, 
but have been planted to soybeans, 
sorghwns, oats, and rye, so that those 
feed grains have depressed the price of 
corn in the Midwest. and we ·have suf
fered very much. We do not want to 
take this burden in addition, which 
would lower the price of soybeans and 
soybean oil, and also the price of corn. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Louisiana yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. 
Mr. EASTLAND. The distinguished 

Senator from Dlinois must realize that 

the acre which is not planted to cotton 
will go into soybeans. 

.Mr. DOUGLAS. - Necessarily? 
Mr. EASTLAND. Yes. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. I should like to pro

pose an amendment requiring cross
compliance, and that acres taken out of 
the production of basic crops should not 
be planted to additional crops, but 
planted to legumes or other soil-building 
crops. 

Mr. EASTLAND. We can propose all 
the amendments to the bill we desire, 
but I think I can say, in the light of 
history, that if this amendment fails, 
the increased acreage in soybeans and 
soybean products will greatly depress the 
market for that great commodity. I can
not see how any Senator who wishes to 
promote the soybean industry can stand 
on this floor and oppose an amendment 
the effect of which' would be to add 
hundreds of thousands of acres to the 
soybean production of our country. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. 
Mr. HUMPHREY. I have the highest 

regard for the viiews of the Senator from 
Mississippi on the very important subject 
of cotton, as well as for the views of the 
chairman of the committee. However, I 
must say most respectfully that when 
the acreage cuts have been made as a 
result of the acreage allotment program, 
acres which were taken out of cotton, in 
the main, did not go into soybeans. 
They went into other feeds. There is 
little reason to believe now that the 
acreage would be converted to soybeans. 

Mr. EASTLAND. There have been 
hundreds of thousands----

Mr. HUMPHREY. I have seen the 
p~oduction maps. To be very blunt 
about it, two States in the 'Cnion produce 
the overwhelming bulk <>f soybeans. 
They are Illinois and Minnesota. There 
is some production in Iowa and Indiana. 
There is a little production in Wisconsin, 
but not very much. In the area I have 
described most of the soybean produc
tion is found. However, in a number of 
States in which the new commercial corn 
areas are located, because of the reduc
tions in acreage land has gone into the 
production of grain ~orghums. I am not 
saying that such acres will not go into 
soybeans. 

Mr. EASTLAND. They have. 
Mr. HUMPHREY. I am saying that 

they have not gone into such production 
to the degree they have gone into other 
commodities. 

Mr. EASTLAND. I can explain that 
to the distinguished Senator. In the 
Midsouth we have planted a large acre
age in small grains. That acreage was 
not planted last year because of exces
sive rainfall. Almost the entire acreage 
will be in soybeans. I should say that in 
the State of Mississippi the s9ybean 
acreage in 1958 will be larger than the 
cotton acreage unless this amendment 
is adopted. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. The other point I 
should like to make is that we cannot 
!have this argument both ways. We can
not say that this amendment would 
draw land out of the soil bank, and 

· thereby save the taxpayers money be-

cause of· soil-bank acres which would be 
placed in production, and which would 
be put into cotton and not into soybeans; 
and, on the other hand, say, "If you do 
not adopt this amendment, soyibean pro
duction will go up.'' 

This is an inducement to draw acres 
out of the soil bank and put them into 
production. 

I think the Senator from Louisiana is 
correct when he says that it could re
sult in a substantial savii.ng in the soil 
bank moneys for acreage reserve; but 
having said that, we must remember 
that the acres planted into cotton were 
acres out of production, on which no 
other crop could be produced. There
fore we cannot have the argument both 
ways. We cannot say that the amend
ment would cut down soil bank costs, 
and, on the other hand, that if we do 
not adopt the amendment there will be 
a flood of soybeans. We must make up 
our minds which argument we wish to 
follow. 

Would it -cut down soil bank costs? 
If so, there would not be any alternate 
crop. If not, it would mean, of course, 
that there could be some acres in soy
beans. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, my 
good friend from Minnesota does not 
seem to understand the .amendment. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. I think I do. 
Mr. ELLENDER. The amendment 

would increase cotton acreage by 30 per
cent. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes. 
Mr. ELLENDER. As the Senator 

from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND] has 
pointed out, if that 30 peroent is not 
planted to cotton, it wiU be planted to 
feed grains and soybeans. 

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. 
Mr. SYMINGTON. I should like to 

reply to the distinguished Senator from 
Minnesota about the soybean situation in 
my State in its relationship to cotton. 
Much of the cotton acreage which went 
out of cotton production went into soy
bean production. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. I think that is true 
in Missouri. 

Mr. SYMINGTON. Also, under the 
law if we do not get more acreage, there 
wm automatically be an increaEe in the 
price of cotton. Such an increase can 
only makie cotton even less competitive 
against synthetics. 

Here we have a situation in which the 
producers desire to lower the price of the 
farm product, because they know that 
otherwise cotton is pricing itself by law, 
out of the market. It is an unusual situ
ation, peculiar to this particular crop. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. I say most respect
fully that this Senator has voted in every 
instance for the benefit of the -cotton 
farmer. I · do not dUierentiate as be· 
tw,een the cotton farmer, the dairy farm
er, the wheat 'farmer, and any other type 
.of farmer. I believe that farmers are 
entitled to a fair income. I know their 
acreag;e allotments have gravely limited 
their ability to survive. 

I am not unmindful of the complexity 
and difficulty of this problem. I want to 
do the right thing. · 
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I must say, with equal candor, that 

producers in the State which I am priv
ileged to represent in part have been :in 
touch with me. The soybean producers 
and the soybean processors have said, 
"Senator, this amendment could raise 
havoc with our people." 

I am seeking information. I have not 
made up my mind to vote against this 
particular amendment. However, I 
would be less than honest if I did not say 
that I believe that the practice of sus
pending the rule is anything but a 
desirable legislative procedure. If we 
fall into the habit of doing so, there is no 
reason why we should not take up each 
commodity, one by one, and consider it 
in the same fashion. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, in 
my opening remarks I expressed the 
view which the Senator from Minnesota 
has just stated. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator is 
correct. 

Mr. ELLENDER. I hesitate to come 
before the Senate, especially as chair
man of the Committee on Agriculture, 
and ask to add agricultural legislation to 
an appropriation bill; but I know of no 
other way to accomplish the purpose in 
time. This is the situation which now 
faces us if we contemplate passing a bill 
through the Senate and the House and 
sending it to the White House: At pres
ent cotton is already being planted all 
over the South. In south Texas the 
farmers are in process of planting 
thousands of acres. 

The same thing holds true in other 
sections of the United States. I again 
wish to emphasize that my only reason 
for proposing the amendment is to pro
vide sufficient cotton so as to maintain 
the necessary supplies for export and 
domestic consumption. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I shall yield in a 
moment. It has been brought about 
only by the fact that the bill provides 
for sufficient funds to take two million 
more acres of cotton land out of culti
vation. That would not be the case un
der the $500 million program adopted 
last year. We could live with from 2% 
million to 3 million acres of cotton land 
being taken out of cultivation, but when 
Senators vote, as they have today, to 
increase the soil bank payments by $250 
million, that means that we will be tak
ing an additional two million acres of 
cotton land out of cultivation, and 
thereby aggravating the situation even 
more. 

As I pointed out a little while ago, we 
will be short for 1959-60, if we have an 
average crop of about five and four
tenths, or five and six-tenths million, 
bales of cotton. We cannot afford to 
face a situation of that kind, especially 
in view of the fact that we have been 
spending millions of dollars trying to re
capture our export market. That is the 
only reason, as was pointed out by my 
good friend from Mississippi, and other 
Senators, for my amendment. A short
age of cotton will simply invite more pro
duction by foreign countries; that is 
what will happen. We will be con
fronted by greater production abroad. 

Synthetics will increase their share of 
the market, also. The situation will be 
particularly aggravated when we find 
ourselves without enough cotton in our 
own country to supply the demands of 
domestic mills. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. At first blush, my 
amendment might look as though it asks 
in one breath, as my good friend from 
New Mexico has said, for more acres, 
and then in the next breath asks for 
more money to take more acres out of 
cultivation. However, let us not forget 
that this added acreage is not to be con
sidered in the same category as existfng 
allotted acres. A farmer who plants the 
30-percent increase will plant at his own 
risk. These acres will not be used in the 
future to get more acres in 1959; nor 
will the producer of cotton grown on the 
increased acres get one penny of price 
support. 

I now yield to the Senator from 
Minnesota. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, the distin
guished Senator from Louisiana, the 
chairman of the Committee on Agricul
ture and Forestry, explained the amend
ment in the Committee on Appropria
tions. It was on that basis that the 
committee agreed to permit the amend
ment proposing the suspension of the 
rule. 

What interested me was that the 
chairman of the Committee on Agricul
ture, one of the senior members of the 
Committee on Appropriations, outlined 
every legislative step it would be neces
sary to take if his proposal were to be 
enacted by following the regular legis
lative procedure. The time factor would 
not permit that course to be followed. 

I am in exactly the same legislative 
predicament in connection with the 
dairy situation, and that is why I am 
going to vote to suspend the rule. To
day is the lOth of March, and at mid
night of March 31, the present dairy sup
ports will expire. The Secretary of 
Agriculture has informed us that he in
tends to drop the supports by 25 cents 
a hundredweight on the 1st of April. 

In order to try to protect my Minne
sota dairy farmers and the other dairy 
farmers of the United States, I was com
pelled to do what I think has always 
been an improper procedure, and that 
is to move to suspend the rule in order 
to legislate on an appropriation bill. 
However, I am bound to do it in order to 
try to save the dairy farmers of the 
Nation from a 25-cent drop in their 
prices, at a time when all of us are en
deavoring to find some method of bol
stering the national economy. 

I can see no common sense or consist
ency in trying to bolster the economy on 
the one hand, and on the other causing 
a drop in farmers' prices. Therefore, I 
am doing the unusual thing this after
noon; I am proposing to suspend the 
rule in order to get a dairy amendment 
acted on. Therefore, I commend the 
Senator. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Let me advise my 
friend from Minnesota that when the 
matter was taken up, both before the 
Committee on Appropriations and again 
before the Committee on Agriculture and 

Forestry, I said I hoped that the only 
amendment that would be offered to the 
pending bill would be my cotton amend
ment, and that if anything else was 
added, to count me out. That is exactly 
what I mean this afternoon. 

Mr. THYE. Does the Senator wish me 
to be counted out in the same manner? 

Mr. ELLENDER. In this way: As the 
Senator knows, he has two bites at the 
apple, as it were, with reference to dairy 
support prices. There is the separate 
joint resolution, which was adopted by 
the Committee on Agriculture and For
estry, affecting dairy prices only. Then 
there is another joint resolution, adop
ted by the Committee on Agriculture and 
Forestry, which would affect the price 
supports of other commodities. 

Mr. THYE. I am in favor of both of 
them. 

Mr. ELLENDER. I have discussed 
the matter with the majority leader, and 
he has promised to do his best to have 
the two joint resolutions to which I have 
referred-Calendar No. 1376, Senate 
Joint Resolution 163, and Calendar No. 
1377, Senate Joint Resolution 162-con
sidered this week. I have taken a fur
ther step, I may say to my good friend 
from Minnesota, in that I have discussed 
the matter with many members of the 
Committee on Agriculture of the House. 
As soon as they receive the two resolu-· 
tions to which I have referred, they will 
be taken up by the House Committee on 
Agriculture, so that there will be ample 
time to enact the necessary legislation, 
if Congress sees fit to do so, to freeze 
prices of dairy products as well as prices 
of other commodities. Such is not the 
case with cotton. Action must be taken 
now, or not at all. It will be too late if 
we do not act today. 

Mr. THYE. I supported both joint 
resolutions as adopted by the committee. 

Mr. ELLENDER. So did I. 
Mr. THYE. I stand in complete sup

port of both of them today, tomorrow. 
and until they are enacted. However, 
the distinguished Senator from Louisi
ana, an authority on legislative matters. 
with many years of experience, knows 
very well that the accomplishment of the 
legislative steps required to be taken by 
April 1 is so fraught with hazards that 
it is almost a certainty that we could 
not possibly succeed, especially if we 
should be faced with a Presidential veto. 
We have been threatened with such a 
veto. Therefore, I have had to do 
exactly what my good friend from 
Louisiana is doing. I have had to serve 
notice that I intend to request a suspen
sion of the rule in order that we can 
take legislative action so as not to be 
foreclosed by the time factor. 

I agree with what the Senator is try
ing to do in connection with the cotton 
acreage proposal, although it may be a 
little hazardous politically for me to say 
that. My colleague has already spoken 
about this point. We have received word 
from both soybean growers and proc
essors in our State. I have been in com
munication with them, and they have 
expressed the fear that the additional 
cotton acreage which is proposed by the 
Senator will bring cotton cake in compe
tition with soybean cake, and cotton oil 
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in competition with soybean oil. I recog- supports at the existing level. If this 
nize that fact. I also recognize that some avenue is closed to me, I fear that the 
of the ac.res might go into cotton which legislative procedure will take so long 
otherwise would go !into ,soybean produc- that a freeze of the dairy supports will 
tion, if we do not adopt the amendment. not become effective, and the farmer will 

Therefor·e, I am faced with the same take a 25-percent drop in the price of 
problem my colleague is faced with, in milk. That he cannot afford. If the 
that if we support the Senator from avenue is open, I shall try to take it. 
Louisiana. we are going tQ be cri.ticized by · Mr. ELLENDER. I reiterate what I 
some producers of soybeans in our State. have just said. If the distinguished Sen
If I say "yes" to the amendment, then I ator from Minnesota had taken this at
can expect to be criticized. If I say titude before the Committee on Appro
"no," then my dairy amendment would priations, of which he is a member, or 
likewise be confronted with irritation on had taken the same attitude before the 
the part of those who want additional Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, 
cotton acreage. So where .am I? I am in I would not be urging the adoption of 
what might be called the old' squeeze, in this amendment this afternoon. 
which I am going to be hurt no matter The Senator will remember that I said 
how the action turns out. to the members of the committee that, 

Mr. ELLENDER. I hope that no poli- if anything else were added, I myself 
tics will be involved in this amendment. would oppose it for •the simple reason, as 

Mr. THYE. I hope so, too; that is why I shall repeat again, that I considered 
I expressed the feeling I have expressed. the amendment, insofar as it deals with 

Mr. ELLENDER. If the Senator from cotton, to be germane to what is sought 
Minnesota had stated to me before the to be done under the bill itself. We are 
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry providing ways and means of further ag
ar had stated to me before the Commit- gravating the cotton-supply situation by 
tee on Appropriations that he intended increasing the soil-bank funds. That is 
to pursue the course he now says he wm why I am here. 
pursue, I never would have insisted on · Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, will 
the amendment, because I stated em- the Senator yield? 
phatically that if any amendment of this Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. 
nature were offered, I would withdraw Mr. EASTLAND. I wish to ask the 
from the battle. The only reason why I Senator from Minnesota a question. 
am trying to have the amendment Mr. THYE. I shall be delighted to try 
agreed to is that I consider the amend- to answer it. 
ment to be germane to what we are now Mr. EASTLAND. If the dairy price 
doing. That is, trying to provide funds supports were frozen at the level of a 
to reduce fu;rther cotton acreage. year ago, such action would not be felt 

I would not be speaking before the at the consumer level, wou1d it? 
Senate today except for the fact that we Mr. THYE. If it were frozen at the 
shall be voting more than $100 million present price-su.pport level? 
additional for the cotton-acreage pro- Mr. EASTLAND. Yes. 
gram, which will take 2 million more Mr. THYE. It would not be felt at the 
acres of cotton out of production. That ·consumer level. If it were unfrozen, the 
is why I am here. If the figure had re- drop would not be felt either. 
mained at $500 million, the Senate Mr. EASTLAND. If the price-support 
would not have heard from the senior level were reduced, it would not be felt at 
Senator from Louisiana. the consumer level? 

But I made it plain to the Committee Mr. THYE. Positively not, because, 
on Agriculture and Forestry and the when the price support was reduced 59 
Committee on Appropriations that I cents a hundredweight in 1954, it re
thought this was a just cause, because of fleeted in the consumer's price for a 
the action we are about to take in in- quart of milk a drop of only four-tenths 
creasing the funds so as to take more · of a cent, and it was 'less than a year 
acres of cotton out of cultivation. until the price went up again. At pres-

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will my · ent the price is up more than 2 cents 
friend yield further? from .where it was when it was dropped. 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. Mr. EASTLAND. Under the prevail-
Mr. THYE. I like the Senator from ing price support, before the reduction 

Louisiana so much that it is regrettable was announced, the dairy industry had 
that I ever have to differ with him. But been recapturing its markets, had it not? 
I can recall when I .endeavored to pro- Mr. THYE. Oh, positively. I have a 
vide for a little corn acreage last year . . chart containing figures which will sub
I was defeated in the .Senate. stantiate that very statement, when I 

Mr. ELLENDER. I led the fight call up my amendment. Therefore, I 
against the Senator. could see no objection to the dairy 

Mr. THYE. That is correct. amendment. I could see an avenue open 
Mr. ELLENDER. I am not finding . which would permit us to freeze the 

fault with the Senator from Minnesota. price-support level. I simply served no-
Mr. THYE. Wben the committee so ti((e. 

overwhelmingly supported the proposed Mr. EASTLAND. I am for the Sena-
legislation to freeze dairy supports at tor's amendment. 
their present level, I thought it was are- Mr. THYE. I thank the Senator fr<Om 
flection of the sentiment of the -commit- Mississippi. 
_tee, and that I would be perfectly justi- Mr. EASTLAND. The sum total of 
fied to take the first open avenue to try the Senator's amendment would be to 
to proceed to secure what .I was seeking. increase the farm income. The result 
This avenue is open, and if I can get a would not be felt at the consumer level. 
two-thirds vo~e, we can freeze the dairy Mr. THYE. Certainly; that is correct. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. I have been trying to 

follow the overtures of the SeiUiitor from 
Minnesota and have tried to make out 
what it was he was proposing to the Sen
ator from Louisiana. I now wish to ask 
the Senator from Louisiana whether my 
impression is correct. 

Is the Senator from Minnesota saying 
that if the Senator from Louisiana, and 
his followers wm support the dairy 
amendment, the Senator from Minnesota 
will support the cotton amendment? 
Are we having bargaining between these 
two groups taking place on the floor of 
the Senate? I should like to have the 
interpretation of the Senator from 
Louisiana. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Unfortunately, that 
may be the case. I discussed this 
amendment with both. At no time did 
my good friend from Minnesota state 
that he was going to move to add his 
amendment to the bill. I believe, in all 
justice, he did support the amendment 
before both the Committee on Agricul
ture and Forestry and the Committee on 
Appropriations. 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield 'briefly? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. 
Mr. KNOWLAND. Because a number 

of Senators have requested the informa- . 
tion, I wonder whether we might have 
the yeas and nays ordered on the mo
tion to suspend the rule, so that Sena-
tors may be on notice. · 

The yeas and nays were ordered, 
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, will 

the Senator from Louisiana yield for-a 
parliamentary inquiry? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield for that pur
pose. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Illinois will state his par
liamentary inquiry. 

Mr. DffiKSEN. As I understand, 
there could be two votes on the amend
ment. The first would come on the 
pending motion to suspend the rule, 
which requires a two-thirds vote. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Illinois is correct. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. The second vote rcould 
come on the amendment itself, if the 
motion to suspend the rule prevailed. · 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Again 
the Senator is correct. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Louisiana yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. 
Mr. THYE. I assure my colleague from 

Louisiana I never thought it would be 
necessary for rne to serve notice con
cerning what I intended to do. I thought 
.it was necessary for me to follow the 
rules and to reflect in the RECORD what 
my intent was. I think I ha¥e done pr-e
cisely what the rule prescribes. I think 
that .is what I have done. I have asked 
no one whether he wiU support me, nor 
have I asked anyone a question. I have 
followed the rules of the Senate accord
ing to my. best interpretation of the ru1es. 
That is how I have endeavored to legis
late at :all times. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I am 
not blaming my good friend the Senator 
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from Minnesota [Mr. THYE]. But he 
remembers that I explained to the Com
mittee on Agriculture and Forestry, as 
well as to the Appropriations Committee, 
that if amendments were o1fered to my 
amendment, I would just "call it a day" 
and would withdraw the amendment. 
Certainly that was notice on my part 
to my good friend the Senator from Min
nesota. I explained to the Appropria
tions Committee that, to my way of 
thinking, my amendment was germane 
and was required because of the fact that 
the Congress was appropriating more 
money in order to get more cotton acres 
out of cultivation. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President-
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GoRE 

in the chair). Does the Senator from 
Louisiana yield? 

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield. 
Mr. THYE. My distinguished friend, 

the Senator from Louisiana, is proposing 
that the rule be suspended, in order to 
make it possible to have the Senate con
sider an amendment relative to cotton 
acreage. I am not endeavoring to amend 

. his amendment. But when the proper 
time comes, I intend to move that the 
rule be suspended, in order that I may 
o1fer my amendment; and I shall ask 
the Senate to consider it on its merits, 
just as the Senator from Louisiana is 
asking that his amendment be considered 
by the Senate on its merits. 

I did not believe I had to state my 
intention or what my inner thoughts 
were. I · have followed the rules to the 
best of my judgment. 

Mr. ELLENDER. But the Senator 
from Minnesota well knows that he 
coUld not have his amendment added to 
the amendment I shall propose if the 
rule is suspended; and that is why he 
would not attempt to do so. 

Mr. THYE. Of course I know that; I 
realize full well the parliamentary situa
tion. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I 
have nothing further to add to what al
ready has been said about the purpose of 
the amendment and the need for its 
adoption. 

I ask unanimous consent to have 
printed at this point in the RECORD a 
succinct explanation of the amendment; 
and also some miscellaneous data on cot
ton and soybeans, to which reference has 
been made during the debate. 

There being no objection, the expla
nation and data were ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 

The provision of the bill to allow cotton 
producers to increase their acreage provided 
they do not participate in the soil bank is 
necessary to alleviate what will otherwise 
be an acute scarcity of high grade cotton. 

At the time Congress appropriated the 
money for the cotton acreage reserve program 
last year, and even later when the Depart
ment of Agriculture made its announcement 
on the regulations for the cotton soil bank, 
the prospects were for a crop of around 
12~ million bales with -a normal distribution 
of qualities. With this prospect it appeared 
there would be enough cotton of all qualities 
to meet the demands for the domestic and 
the export market and to provide a small 
carryover of quality .cotton. 

However, the weather in the Cotton Belt 
during the main harvesting . season after 

. September was extremely adverse. It was 
not realized how greatly the crop had been 
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damaged until the United States Department 
of Agriculture issued its ginning report on 
January 23, 1958. This . indicated the pro
duction of strict low middling and better 
cotton would be 3%, million bales less than 
.had been expected in September. The carry
over of strict low middling and better cotton 
had been cut in half by the large domestic 
consumption and exports of the previous 
year and reduced to a figure of 5.4 million 
bales on August 1, 1957. The supply for the 
current season, according to USDA figures, 
is only 11.4 million bales. 

To show how important these qualities 
are, last season according to USDA figures 
86 percent of the domestic consumption and 
exports of United States cotton was strict 
low middling and better. 

It is, of course, going to be necessary be
cause of the scarcity for the mills to sub
stitute lower qualities. But the extent of 
the substitution is limited. The manufac
turers have to meet rigid specifications for 
their cloth and cannot deviate greatly in the 
quality of the raw material. Even if the 
use of low grades through substitution is 
increased from last year's 14 percent of the 
total disappearance to 30 percent of the total 
this year, the carryover of the high-grade 
cottons, strict low middling and better, on 
August 1, 1958, would be down to about 1% 
million bales. At no time in the last 18 
years has the use of low grades been as great 
as 30 percent of the total except in the 2 
years immediately after the war when the 
United States Government shipped large 
quantities of low grades under the aid pro
gram to war-ravaged foreign countries who 
had nothing else to spin. 

There will be a very tight situation the 
end of this cotton season in the summer 
of 1958, but the real scarcity will come during 
the next season in the late spring and sum
mer of 1959. I wish to emphasize especially 
this point. The crisis is not now. It is 
more than a year away. But the only way 
we can avoid this crisis is by producing more 
cotton this year-in 1958. 

With 5.1 million acres in the soil bank in 
1958, the 1958 -crop, assuming normal yields, 
will probably be only about 10 million bales. 
This would be almost a million bales below 
the current crop. With normal weather 
about 7.3 million bales of the crop would be 
'expected to grade strict low middling and 
better. With a carryover of 1.7 million bales, 
this would give a supply of only 9 million 
bales of cotton of these qualities. 

Assuming adequate supplies of the various 
qualities and reasonable prices, we might 
expect an offtake of 14 .. 5 inillion bales in 
domestic and foreign markets in 1958-59. Of 
this about 11 million bales would normally 
be expected to be strict low middling and 
better. For such an offtake we should have 
about 3.4 million bales of strict low middling 
and better cotton in the carryover for work
ing stocks, according to the definition of 
normal carryover in the law. 

However, we will be 2 million bales short 
of having enough of these high-quality cot
tons to meet the expected demand for the 
1958-59 season with no carryover. · 

A shortage of quality cotton will certainly 
cause an expansion in foreign cotton produc
tion and foreign rayon production. It will 
cause a further use of .rayon and other sub
stitutes in the domestic market. Because of 
the shortage we stand to lose over 2 million 
bales of our markets to foreign cotton, rayon, 
and other substitutes at home and abroad in 
1958-59 season. 

We have spent untold time and effort and 
millions of dollars in building our foreign 
markets. Last year we exported 7.6 million 
bales of cotton and .expect to export more 
than 5¥2 million bales this year. It is un
thinkable that we should allow these foreign 
markets to be lost because of our inability 
to supply the kind of cotton our customers 
want. These markets once lost will be. dim-

cult, if not Impossible, to regain. Over the 
years these losses will amount to millions of 
bales. 

Of course, it is possible that the mills at 
home and abroad may find ways to substitute. 
even more low-grade cotton for high-grade 
cotton than has been estimated, but by no 
stretch of the imagination can we avoid an 
acute scarcity of cotton by the spring and 
summer of 1959, unless additional cotton is 
planted this season.. No one can a-rgue that 
offering our customers substitutes-some
thing of lower quality than they want and 
need to make the quality of goOds the market 
demands-is the way to hold and expand 
markets for cotton. 

By offering producers the opportunity to 
expand their acreage, we believe that many 
who have already applied for the soil bank 
.will cancel their applications and plant cot
ton. To the extent that the soil bank par
ticipation is reduced, the Government will 
save money. 

It is unfortunate in many ways that we 
have cotton acreage in the soil bank to this 
extent. However, in view of the fact that 
the Gover.nment obligated itself to the cotton 
farmers many months ago when there was 
no indication of this shortage, I think the 
Government must recognize these obliga
tions. At the same time, however, the Gov
ernment also has an obligation to recognize 
the change in the situation. It also has an 
obligation to see that Government programs 
do not destroy cotton's markets for the 
future. 

Only through building and expanding 
markets can the cotton problem ultimately be 
solved. In order to build and expand mar
kets, we must have the quality of product the 
customer wants. For the future of the Amer
ican cotton industry I think this legislation 
must be . enacted to provide additional 
acreage. 
, Now, I want to comment on the specific 
provisions of ·this amendment. First, it per
mits withdrawal from the soil bank within 
60 days after enactment. Second, farmers 
who withdraw from the soil bank and farmers 
who did not apply for the soil bank in the 
first instance, would be permitted to increase 
their acreage up to 30 percent of their allot
ment. However, they would have no price 
support on the increased acreage and the 
cotton produced on this increased acreage 
would not affect the support on their original 
allotment. Third, the increased acreage 
would not count in the allotment history for 
future years. 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I 
yield the floor. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I never 
cease to have unalloyed respect for the 
Founding Fathers and the promulgators 
of the rules of the Senate, which have 
been born out of the crucible of expe
rience. Today we see the wisdom of the 
rules. 

There was early established a rule with 
respect to the adding of legislation to 
an appropriation bill. I recall my ex
perience in the House of Representatives, 
when I was the opposite number there 
of the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. EL
LENDER], as chairman of the Committee 
on Agriculture. We used to do a great 
deal of legislating on appropriation bills. 
But I can see now, as I could see then, 
that that was a mistake in technique. 

Mr. President, today it would be a mis
take for the Senate to suspend the rule 
and to write into this bill a legislative 
provision of such far-reaching impor .. 
tance. 

As I contemplate what is before us at 
the present time, I think of the old days 
when, in the House of Representatives, 
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we would, one day vote, by teller vote, 
and then, on the following day, would 
vote, by a record vote, to reverse our pre
vious vote. 

Someone coined the old ditty about the 
King of France: 
The King of France with 20,000 men 
Went up the hill, and then came down again. 

Mr. President, if the amendment had 
a title, the Senator from Louisiana could 
well borrow from Ernest Hemingway 
and could use, as a title for the amend
ment, "Farewell to the Soil Bank," be
cause the amendment is the most amaz
ing contradiction I have ever seen in all 
my experience in the Congress. 

First, Mr. President, let us examine 
the amendment itself; that is always 
somewhat helpful. I believe the amend
ment is one of the most skillful pieces of 
legislative carpentry I have ever seen; 
and I salute whoever drafted its Ian .. 
guage, because I believe it is beautiful, ex
cellent, and untouchable. You will note, 
Mr. President, under clause 4 of rule 
XVI, the amendment could not be 

. amended. 
My distinguished friend, the Senator 

from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER] · and I 
discussed the amendment priva'tely. I 
am not one of the naive and restrained 
persons; I am always ready for a little 
"deal," so to speak. I said to him "All 
right; you want this for cotton. Th~n we 
will propose an amendment to modify 
the allotments on corn." 

The Senator from Louisiana was very 
honest with me; he said, "Oh, no; if you 
do that, I shall withdraw the amend
ment"--:-exactly as he indicated a mo
ment ago to the Senator from Minne
sota [Mr. THYE]. 

I said: "This amendment gives us an 
opportunity to offer an amendment to re
move the escalator clause," the clause by 
means of which, whenever there is a lit
tle drop in the surplus, the Secretary of 
Agriculture is authorized to increase the 
price, and then we are in an awful hole 
again. 
, The Senator from Louisiana replied: 
' I would not go along with that; I would 
have to fight you." I respect the Senator 
from Louisiana for taking that position 
Mr. President. ' 

Mr. ELLENDER. ·Mr. President, will 
the Senator from illinois yield? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield. 
Mr. ELLENDER. The Senator from 

Tilinois remembers that I said to him that 
proposed legislation was pending before 
our committee, and we were going to con-
sider it. · 

Mr. DffiKSEN. Yes; my distin
guished friend was very forthright. 

But I point out, Mr. President, that if 
the step proposed, namely, to suspend 
the rule, is taken, then the Senator from 
Minnesota [Mr. THYE] will move that the 
rule be suspended, in order that he may 
have the Senate vote on an amendment 
calling for a freeze in the price supports 
of dair:r products; and then I might try 
to have the rule suspended, in order to 
try to have the Senate remove the esca
lator clause and everything else that is 
in the administration's farm bill; and 
then we would be a long time wrestling 
with these matters, because then a mo-

tion to suspend the rule would be in 
order. 

Mr. President, as I examine the 
amendment, it provides: 

Within 60 days after the effective date of 
this act-

If it were enacted-
any 1958 cotton acreage reserve agreement 
shall be canceled without penalty. 

Mr. President, there are 301,000 agree
ments; and, under the amendment, any 
of them could be canceled without pen
alty. 

Senators know what would be done· 
by legislative fiat, the Congress would b~ 
breaching contracts with the Govern
ment. That is what the amendment pro
vides. 

The contracts are·in force; they had to 
be approved by the Secretary of Agri
culture, under the soil bank legislation. 

I leave the matter to my distinguished 
friend, the Senator from New Mexico 
[Mr. ANDERSON], who knows so much 
more about the agricultural questions 
than I shall ever know. 

But there is a contract; and, under the 
amendment, by law the Congress would 
say that the farmer could break the con
tract with his Government, without pen
alty. 

Mr. ELLENDER. What is wrong with 
that? The contracts which now are in 
e~ect or would be in effect, give, or would 
g1ve, the producer of cotton a payment 
on the basis of so much money an acre' 
for the total number of acres. That i~ · 
what the amendment refers to. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Oh, yes. 
Mr. ELLENDER. It simply states in 

so many words that if the contract is 
canceled and if the farmer foregoes the 
payments which otherwise would be 
made for his participation in the soil 
bank, he will be permitted to plant 30 
percent more acres. What is wrong 
with that? The language would not 
compel the Government to breach a 
contract. On the contrary, in order for 
a. farmer to escape his soil bank obliga
tiOns, he would have to indicate a desire 
~o withd:aw from his contract by plant
mg the mcreased acres provided under 
my amendment. The option is with the 
farmer not the Government. All this 
language does is to give the farmer a 
choice: He can either adhere to his con
tract and not plant the increased acre
age, or, if he desires to avail himself of 
the increase he cannot keep his soil bank 
contract-! repeat, the option is in the 
farmer, not in the Government. 

Mr. DffiKSEN. But what would we 
do to the confidence of the little pro
ducer in the word of his Government? 

Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Illinois yield for a 
question? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield. 
Mr. EASTLAND. How woUld a con

tract be violated, when the whole thing 
is based on the consent of the person 
involved? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, if this 
is not a contract-

Mr. EASTLAND. Of course, the in
dividual has a contract. 

Mr. DffiKSEN. Yes; it says "agree
ment." 

Mr. EASTLAND. Very well. But 
since this is a matter of his individual 
agreement to waive his rights under a 
contract, how can it be said that he 
would be violating the contract? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. It would be a breach 
by legislative fiat, when Congress would 
say to him that he could cancel the con
tract he had entered into, without pen
alty. 

Mr. EASTLAND. A breach of what? 
Mr. DIRKSEN. A breach of the con

tract. 
Mr. EASTLAND. By giving him the 

right to say he will waive his rights un
der the contract-

Mr. DffiKSEN. He would have filed 
his application. 

Mr. EASTLAND. That is correct. 
Mr. DIRKSEN. And he would not 

have entered into a contract unless it 
went through the whole process and 
then was approved by the Secretary of 
Agriculture. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Yes. But the Sen
a tor from Illinois says the amendment 
would breach the contract . 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Yes; . .that is my un
derstanding of it. I am only a humble. 
lawyer. 

Mr. EASTLAND. The contract would 
be fully in effect unless the farmer were 
to waive his rights under it. In fact, 
when he waived his rights under it and 
took something else, he would ha:ve a 
new contract. The Senator from illi
nois knows that to be so. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. However, the Gov
ernment has an interest in reducing the 
acreage. That is why the Congress com
menced this program. But now . it is 
proposed that we let the contract lapse 
at the request of the farmer and give 
him, as a penalty for the lap~e. 30 per
cent more acreage if he wishes to have 
that done. If that is not what the 
amendment means, I fail to understand 
the English language. 

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Illinois yield to me? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield. 
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I 

can only agree with the Senator from 
Illinois that that is what the language of 
the amendment does mean. That is 
why I think the amendment means that 
one party to the contract could break it 
at his will, and as his reward, could have 
a chance to plan 30 percent more acre-
age. · 

Mr. EASTLAND. But that would not 
be a breach of the contract. The farmer 
wold have a right to waive the con
tract and to ask for something else
just as any businessman has a right to 
do. . 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President I do 
not wish to labor the point furth~r; but 
I have stated the way the amendment 
looks to me. 

Mr. ANDERSON. I only wish to say 
to the Senator from Illinois that when 
one farmer signed a contract, a great 
many other farmers signed contracts on 
the supposition that the contracts would 
be kept in force. Now it is proposed 
that some of them, at their own request 
can cancel their contracts. I say that 
~f it i~ done, every other contract holder 
m existence can terminate his contract 
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and produce cotton on 30 percent more 
acreage, which, in .my section of the 
country, means 2% bales to the acre. At 
40 cents a pound that is $500 or $600 an 
acre. I believe this amendment would 
change the circumstances and that other 
farmers who subscribed to contracts 
would not have a chance to do anything 
about them. · 

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. DffiKSEN. I yield. 
Mr. EASTLAND. ! do not desire to 

labor the point, but the Secretar<J of 
Agriculture has already canceled con
tracts. I should like to place in the 
RECORD a news release of the Department 
of Agriculture, under date of February 
28, 1958, in which it is stated that be
cause of a critical shortage of spinnable 
cotton, the Department is giving farmers 
until the 28th of March to withdraw 
from the soil bank. The Secretary him
self would change the terms of the con
tract. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. The Department is 
merely extending the date. 

Mr. EASTLAND. It is a change in the 
terms. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. That is quite another 
thing from changing a contract by legal 
fiat. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Nobody is cancel
ing anything. The farmer has .a right 
to surrender his riihts and take other 
alternatives. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. How many of those 
contracts have not been approved by the 
Secretary? Because of low prices many 
of them have never gotten to the point 
where they were consummated. That 
was made crystal clear in the hearings. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed in 
the RECORD the news release of the 
United Sta.tes Department of Agricul
ture, under date of February · 28, 1958. 
There being no objection, the news re
lease was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follOWS: 

. CANCELLATION DATE FOR CORN, COTTON, AND 
SPRING WHEA.T ACREAGE REsERVE APPLICA

TIONS EXXEN•ED TO MARCH 28 
The United States Department of Agricul

ture today announced that farmers who have 
made applications for participation in the 
1958 acreage reserve for corn, cotton, and 
spring wheat, may cancel their applications 
anytime through March 2.8. Previously, 
farmers could cancel their appli.eations for 
these crops through the signup deadline, 
which was February 20. 

The deadline for canceling applications for 
rice and tobacco will be March 7, as previ
ously announced. 

The present corn signup would require 
payments in excess of the Soil Bank .Act 
limitation, which restricts corn acreage re
serve payments to $300 million. All offerings 
of corn acreage as reported from State ASC 
offices would require total payments of $313 
million. It is expected that extension of the 
deadline for cancellations will result in are
duction of total requests for participation in 
the program. 

For cotton, the acreage reserve offeriligs 
have been larger than expected earlier. With 
the 1957 cotton crop generally lower in qual
ity than was anticipated, it 1s believed that 
the cotton acreage reserve stgnup is now in 
excess of what would appear to be desirable. 
Today's action will give cotton producers 
more time to withdraw from the program. 

Lack of operating capital is frequently 
given by farmers as the reason for their in
terest in the program. Many cotton farm
ers are eligible for emergency loans, at 3 per
cent interest, for the production of 1958 
crops, available through county offices of the 
Farmers Home Administration. In addition, 
many farmers are eligible for regular FHA 
loans. 

Since -the signup deadline for spring wheat 
was _February 20, the same opportunity to 
cancel applications is extended to spring
wheat producers as is extended to corn and 
cotton growers. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I have seen the re
lease. 

Mr. EASTLAND. The Department, 
for the first time since I have been in 
the Senate, has adopted a tactic of in
viting agriculture to have its way. 

Mr. DffiKSEN. I could not subscribe 
to that sentiment. 

Mr. EASTLAND. I have known of 
telephone calls made to Senators on the 
Republican side of the aisle by officials 
of the Department of Agriculture in 
which statements were made which were 
not in accordance with the facts. They 
pit soybean producers against cotton 
producers, and one commodity against 
another commodity, in an attempt to de
stroy whatever little influence farm 
groups may have in the United States 
Senate. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Of course, I do not 
subscribe to that sentiment .. 

Mr. President, I think I ought to con
tinue a moment on the case before us. 
In the first place, why is this amend
ment before the Senate? It is assumed 
that there is a shortage of quality cot
ton. I do not know whether there is a 
shortage, although I suppose there is 
some shortage. But I ask this question: 
If 30 percent were added to the cotton 
acreage, what assurance would there be 
that, as a result of wet weather, there 
would not be produced much more short 
staple, inferior cotton? There can be 
absolutely no guaranty of that at all. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield. 
Mr. EASTLAND. The Senator has 

mentioned short staple cotton. The 
staple of the cotton has no more to do 
with the question than does the man in 
the moon. 

Mr. DffiKSEN. It is middling cotton 
which was being talked about in com
mittee. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Middling cotton is 
a very high grade, fine, spinnable cot
ton. The cause of the trouble is that 
there was more rain in 1957 than in any 
other year since 1925. The quality of 
cotton was damaged. For that reason, 
there was a shortage, and the Secretary 
of Agriculture has given more time to 
farmers to enable them to withdraw 
from the soil bank, and has offered easy
credit terms to farmers who withdraw 
and place land in cotton. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Let us get the rest 
of the story. 

Mr. EASTLAND. It is the ofti.cial 
statement of the Department that there 
is a critical shortage of cotton. Farmers 
are told, "If you will withdraw, we will 
give you easy credit terms with which 
to grow cotton." 

In a normal year, about 73 percent of 
a crop of cotton is good quali~y cotton. 
It was 50 percent last year. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Here is the rest of 
the story. 

I have in my hand a letter, over the 
signature of the Secretary of Agricul
ture, dated March 6, from which I shall 
read one paragraph.; 

The pressures for additional acreage are 
based on the assumption that there is a 
critical shortage in the supply of high qual
ity cotton. It is true that the 1957 crop of 
cotton was considerably lower in acreage 
than other recent crops and that the aver
a~e quality of the August 1, 1958, carryover 
will be lower in grade than any recent carry
over. However, large quantities of good, 
spinnable cotton are available and can be 
used in the same manner as similar cotton 
has been used in past years. We do not be
lieve the situation 1s as ser1ous as repre
sented by some segments of the cotton in
dustry. For example, Calcot, Ltd., indicates 
a large quantity of high quality cotton avail
able in California which they are having 
difficulty in marketing. So long as the 
premiums and discounts are permitted tore
flect the demand for the particular quali
ties desired, we believe that the supply situa
tion between qualities will tend to correct 
itself. 

Mr. EASTLAND. He was referring to 
the State of Texas. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. He never mentioned 
Texas, so far as I know. 

Mr. EASTLAND. That is the mean
ing of it. Let us be frank, because the 
support price was based on middling 
%-inch cotton, which benefits northern 
Texas. The distinguished Senator 
kno~s it is necessary for a mill to buy its 
requirements for 9 months from now. 
several million dollars in cotton inven
tories have to be expended. In addition, 
for a 15,000-bale cotton mill, the carry
ing charges would be about $100 000 
That is the reason why the mills hav~ 
not bought cotton. 

I should like to make an inquiry of 
the Senator. Why has the Department 
of Agriculture given additional time and 
why is it urging farmers to withdraw 
from the soil bank, and why does it 
promise easy credit if they plant cotton? 
I should like to have an answer to that 
question. Are they giving money away? 
Are they wasting money? 

Mr. DffiKS.EN. No. 
Mr. EASTLAND. Because there is a 

critical shortage of spinnable cotton a 
vote against the amendment is a vote for 
more unemployment in New England 
and in the other textile areas. I have in 
my hand a letter written to cotton mills 
by the largest synthetic manufacturer 
in the country, the American Viscose 
Corp. In the letter it is stated: 

If the shortage of cotton 1s pinching you, 
remember the following factors and let rayon 
serve as a praetieal answer to your cotton 
problem. 

The letter goes on to point out that 
there is a shortage of cotton and recog
nizes the fact that mills will have to buy 
rayon to replace cotton. 

With the Senator, I think we must 
take a national viewpoint. We cannot, 
as the Department of Agriculture has 
done. play one commodity against an
other, but we must do what is best for 
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the country as a whole and what is best p:r,-oduction and make this a relief plan? have been calls going out from the De
for the national economy. That means . I do not know. There is no indication partment stating that this proposal 
an adequate supply of quality cotton, at that there will be an acreage ~eserve. would hurt soybeans, so as to array the 
a reasonable price, for the cotton mills Mr. EASTLAND. Let us be frank. soybean industry against the cotton in-
and for the consumers of the Nation. Mr. DIRKSEN. Yes. I am. dustry, which is a very unfair argument 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, if I . . Mr. EASTLAND. Let us be frank and and not in accord with the facts. 
may take a little of my time, I first desire present all the facts. Mr. DIRKSEN. I wm say to my dis-
to say that this proposal represents an Mr. DIRKSEN. Yes. tinguished friend from Mississippi that 
amazing contradicton. There is money Mr. EASTLAND. The distinguished at no time, either in the committee or 
available to the Department of Agricul- . Senator knows that such additional in the Senate Chamber, have I ever 
ture to take cotton acreage out of tillage, acreage will not constitute farm histo!'y, raised the competitive issue as to cotton 
yet a proposal is made to enable farmers on which acreage allotments will be versus soybeans, cottonseed versus soy-
to withdraw without penalty from their paid. .· beans, or cottonseed oil versus soybean 
agreements and expand the cotton acre- Mr. DIRKSEN. Yes. I know that. oil. I have never mentioned that any-
age by 30 percent, if that is the wish of Mr. EASTLAND. The amendment is where, at any time, and I see no particu-
the cotton producers. There we have an in the interest of the small farmer. A lar point in doing so. 
amazing contradiction. · sound cotton economy is in the interest Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, the 

I have heard no satisfactory explana- of the United States and in the interest Secretary of Agriculture is a very hon-
tion of it. I would not know how to of every farmer in it. orable gentleman. 
defend such action. I would not know Mr. DIRKSEN. The farmer is now Mr. DIRKSEN. Indeed he is. 
how to go home and say to the farmers, getting a pretty fair price for his cotton. Mr. EASTLAND. I am not accusing 
"Certainly I voted funds with which to Mr. EASTLAND. He will still be get- him of anything. -I am saying that such 
take acreage out of production, in the ting it. calls have gone from the Department 

· hope that we could secure stabilty in the Mr. DIRKSEN. What is going to of Agri-culture. I have said that they 
cotton industry, and then at the same happen when the cotton crop is totaled have been reflected in the Senate Cham
time I voted for a proposal to add acres." around the first of August and an esti- ber-and they have been. Mr. President, 

We would have then the astonishing mate is presented of 8.6 million bales of that is a true statement. 
spectacle of one farmer in the soil bank carryover, plus whatever else may come Mr. DIRKSEN. That could be, but I 
and, adjoining him, another farmer who along? · reject the very implication so far as the 
withdrew and expanded his acreage by 30 Mr. EASTLAND. The cotton farmer junior Senator from Illinois is con-
percent. If that is logical-if that is will still get the price. cerned; because at no time, anywhere, 
sensible-then certainly I do not know Mr. DIRKSEN. Yes. anyplace, have I predicated my opposi-
anything about a logical farm program. Mr. EASTLAND. Such acreage is not tion to the proposal upon whatever the 

The next point I make is that this pro- figured as a basis for price supports. competitive factor with respect to soy-
posal is not for the benefit of the small Mr. DIRKSEN. What will be the beans may be. 
producer. The small producer is against impact on the crop in 1959? Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, will 
it. I think one of the finest farmers I Mr. EASTLAND. Such action will the Senator yield? 
ever knew was a great big, rugged, burly prevent thousands of acres from being Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield. " 
fellow from Pelham, Ga., whom we affec- planted in Mexico and in Brazil. It Mr. EASTLAND. The Senator fleeth 
tionately called "Tiny" Wingate. He · will preserve for the cotton farmer the where no man accuseth. The Senator 
had a heart attack, but he gets around one thing which has to be preserved-a has not been accused. 
once in a while. I have talked to "Tiny" market for his product. What is his Mr. DIRKSEN. Oh, no. 
Wingate several times in the past 10 farm worth, if he has no market for Mr. EASTLAND. I will agree that 
days. He said tome, "Senator, I hope · what is produced on his farm? my distinguished friend from Illinois is 
you will not let them do this to us, be- Mr. DIRKSEN. That is certainly· not · above those arguments. · 
cause 93 percent of the small producers what the leaders of the small producers Mr. DIRKSEN. I do not use them be
in a referendum have favored the soil in States like Georgia have been saying. cause I am afraid it might be regarded 
bank." I will read the memorandum for the as venal, and I would rather not cast 

So one observes anamazing division of Senator. myself in that light. 
interest. Perhaps I have blindly and Mr. EASTLAND. I have read the Mr. EASTLAND. I agree with the 
naively followed the wrong course and memorandum. I have also read the distinguished senator. 
thought the soil bank was in the interest memorandum from the Farm Bureau in . Mr. DIRKSEN. I want to see the roo
of the small cotton producer. If that my State. I have read the memoran- tion to suspend the rule defeated strictly 
be the case, I am going to listen to him. dum from the Farm Bureau in Ala- on the merits involved. That is the rea-

"Tiny" Wingate at one time was the bama. I have also read the memoran- son for the argument. 
distinguished president of the Georgia dum from farm leaders in Tennessee Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, will 
Farm Bureau Federation and served in and Arkansas. the Senator yield? 
that capacity for many years. At one Certainly this proposal is in the inter- Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield. 
time he was a vice pres.ident of the est of the small farmer. It is in the Mr. EASTLAND. Why does the Sena-
American Farm Bureau Federation. I interest of everyone. It will not de- tor not vote to -suspend the rule and 
believe he speaks for the small cotton ·crease the · price received by the small permit the senate to consider the · 
producer. He has indicated as un- farmer. · :amendment on its merits, as a national 
equivocally as he can that such small Mr. DIRKSEN. Where were the · emergency measure? 
producers are opposed to the amendment small farmers in the hour of testimony? Mr. DIRKSEN. we have· been con-
of the Senator from Louisiana. In my 'They were not here. sidering the proposal on its merits all 
judgment, it would not be in the interest Mr. EASTLAND. A sound way to de- afternoon. 
of the small producers. feat a farm proposal is to divide and Mr. EASTLAND. We are considering 

·Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, will · conquer-to divide farmers .into groups, a motion to suspend the rule . 
. the Senator yjeld? .to divide commodities into groups. I Mr. DIRKSEN. But the argument 

Mr. DIRKSEN. · I yield. am sorry those are the tactics of the De- has directed itself to the merits of the 
Mr. EASTLAND. Why? partment of Agriculture. · amendment which the Senator favors. 
Mr. DIRKSEN. Why is it not in the Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, with I have· heard virtually no technical dis-

interest of the small producer? . all the affection I have for my dis- cussion of the motion to suspend the 
Mr. EASTLAND. Yes. Why? tinguished friend from Mississippi, I do rule. The distinguished Senator from 
Mr. DIRKSEN. First, I start with the · not believe that is quite a fair state- Louisiana has very completely addressed 

element of ·confidence in his Govern- ment. I cannot believe that a devout, himself to the merits of the amendment 
ment. Secondly, what is likely to hap- Christian, dedicated person such as Ezra he desires to · offer. 
pen to him next year, when there is no Benson would divide agriculture or any- . Mr. EASTLAND. Why could the Sen-
soil bank and perhaps no minimum cot- thing else in this country. ator not agree that we should suspend 
ton acreage, for aught . I know? What Mr. EASTLAND. I am not tagging the rule, and then discuss the amend
will happen when we begin to pile up the the Secretary of Agriculture, but there ment on its merits? 
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Mr. DmKSEN. The Senate operates 

under its rules. 
Mr. EASTLAND. Does the Senator de

sire to shut us off, so that we cannot 
present our case on the merits? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. The Senator from TI
linois could not shut anybody off, be
cause the rules speak for themselves. 

Mr. EASTLAND. That is the meaning 
of it all. 

Mr. DffiKSEN. When there is a legis
lative proposal to an appropriation bill, 
the rules say the only way it can be con
sidered is by a suspension of the rule 
and by a two-thirds vote. I think that 
is an excellent device. Over the years 
it has served the Senate and the country 
very well. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Let me tell my dis
tinguished friend that we are in a na
tional emergency. A vote against the 
motion of the Senator from Louisiana 
[Mr. ELLENDER] will cause thousands of 
people in this country to lose their jobs. 
Why does not the Senator agree to sus
pend the rule and permit the subject to 
be debated on its merits? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. For the very good rea
son that I do not believe people will lose 
their jobs, and that I think we would 
do infinitely more injury to the cotton 
producer and the cotton industry by this 
amendment than could be compensated 
for by any slight benefit. 

Mr. EASTLAND. The rayon industry 
is moving in. In that connection, it is 
very peculiar that the Department of 

· Agriculture says: 
We are going to extend the time to with

draw from the soil bank, and in addition we 
wm give you easy credit if you wlll grow cot
ton, which is in critically short supply. 

Mr. DffiKSEN. All I know is that the 
former president of the Georgia Farm 
Bureau Federation, whom I have cher
ished as a friend for 20 years, said in his 
memorandum: 

Cotton producers voting in the December 
10 referendum were over 93 percent for the 
present program. There is no question that 
the vast majority of the cotton producers 
feel that they have a definite contract with 
their Government for this crop. If the pro
gram is changed through legislation at this 
time, the farmers will lose confidence in 
the Government and feel that there is no 
need to vote in future referendum. 

If this proposal was for the little fel
low, why did he not rush to Washington 
and, through his leaders, in a magnifi
cent gesture show his support. for this 
proposal? 

Mr. EASTLAND. I think that has 
been ·done through the great number of 
farm bureaus which have endorsed this 
amendment. The Senator points to the 
fact that the President of the Farm Bu
reau Federation of one very great State 
opposes it. . 

Mr. DIRKSEN. He is a pretty good 
spokesman, and has been for a long time. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Where are the oth
ers? I should like to have the distin
guished Senator explain how the small 
farmer would be injured. He would be 
helped by this amendment .. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. The Senator can try 
to sell that argument to Mr. Wingate, 
president of the Georgia Farm Bureau 
Federation. I knew him 25 years ago, 
when I was at the other end of the Capi-

tol. He was devoting himself even then 
to the interest of the small cotton 
farmer. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Does the Senator 
take the position that the American 
Farm Bureau is prejudiced against the 
small farmer? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Indeed not. It is for 
the small farmer. 

Mr. EASTLAND. It is for the small 
farmer? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Certainly. It is for 
all farmers. 

Mr. EASTLAND. The American Farm 
Bureau supports this amendment. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. No; it does not. 
Mr. EASTLAND. Yes; it does. 
Mr. DIRKSEN. I ask the Senator to 

show me the letter of John Lind in the 
record, and point out that the Ameri
can Farm Bureau supports this amend
ment. 

Mr. EASTLAND. The representatives 
of the American Farm Bureau Federa
tion testified for it. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. They called me up to
day and said that they had had Frank 
Woolley talking to Members on both sides 
of the aisle, to the effect that they do not 
support this amendment. 

Mr. EASTLAND. They testified for it. 
Mr. DIRKSEN. I do not think they 

did. John Lind appeared before the 
committee and testified, but he testified 
on something quite different from the 
amendment now before us. 

Mr. EASTLAND. What was it? 
Mr. DIRKSEN. It was something 

that was first considered in the House. 
Mr. HOLLAND. - Mr. President, will 

the Senator yield? 
Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield. 
Mr. HOLLAND. I can easily see how 

there could be misunderstanding on this 
subject. Feeling some doubt myself as 
to the position of the American Farm 
Bureau F'ederation, I telephoned that or
ganization and asked if it was support
ing this particular amendment. I was 
assured that it was not. I asked that 
a letter be written to me, which I shall 
later ask to have printed in the RECORD. 

The American Farm Bureau Federa
tion states that it offered testimony in 
support of Senate bill 3228, introduced 
by the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. 
EASTLAND], and other Senators. The 
American Farm Bureau Federation rep
resentatives described what that bill 
meant, and stated what they supported 
in appearing in behalf of the bill. The 
letter states, in part: 

In commenting on s. 3228 before the Sen
ate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, 
we urged that the acreage increase be set 
at 25 percent and the level of support for 
farmers taking the extra allotment be set 
at 70 percent of parity. We did not recom
mend two separate levels of price support 
for the same farmer, as was included in 
other proposals before the committee at that 
time, and which is being proposed currently 
as an amendment to the supplemental agri
culture appropriations b1ll for 1958. 

Mr. EASTLAND. What they did was 
to recommend a 25 percent increase in 
acreage. Why? Because of a critical 
shortage of spinnable cotton. To· get 
that acreage planted, they wanted 70 
percent price support. 

Here we have a proposal for a 30 per
cent increase in acreage and no price 

support. How can the distinguished 
Senator say that the American Farm 
Bureau Federation would oppose this 
program? 

Mr. DffiKSEN. For the very good 
reason that they do oppose it, right now. 
If the program calling for a 70 percent 
support level and a 25 percent increase 
was their baby, why was it not offered 
to the Appropriations Committee? 

Mr. EASTLAND. I am not a mem
ber of the Appropriations Committee. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. It was never con
sidered. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Here is a program 
providing for a 30 percent increase in 
acreage, instead of the 25 percent which 
they advocate. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. What about the price 
support? 

Mr. EASTLAND. There is no price 
support. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. What was the reason 
for that? 

Mr. EASTLAND. The Farm Bureau 
thought that extra price support would 
get more acreage planted. They are 
in agreement that there is a critical 
shortage. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. It is an amazing thing 
that the Secretary of Agriculture, who 
has all the marketing and statistical 
facilities at his command, does not share 
the feeling that there is such a critical 
shortage. He admits that there is a 
shortage. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Has he stated what 
the shortage would be 12 months from 
now? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I do not know. 
Mr. EASTLAND. I think the Depart

ment of Agriculture even admits that 
there will be a critical shortage a year 
from now. The only way to get the 
cotton produced is to plant it now. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Twelve months from 
now more acres can only mean more 
cotton, added to the carryover. What 
would be the impact in 1959? 

Mr. EASTLAND. Added to the carry
over? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. We shall have a 
carryover in excess of eight million 
bales, at gins or warehouses, on farms, 
and in Government accounts. 

Mr. EASTLAND. The distinguished 
Senator wants to be fair, I am sure. 

Mr. DffiKSEN: Certainly. 
Mr. EASTLAND. The distinguished 

Senator must realize that the cotton to 
which he refers is largely unspinnable. 
Some of it is practically worthless. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Cotton which is 
worthless? 

Mr. EASTLAND. Yes. Some of it is 
the dregs of the qrop. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I do not realize any
thing of the kind. 

Mr. EASTLAND. The distinguished 
Senator from Illinois sets himself up 
as being an expert-- · 

Mr. DIRKSEN. No, indeed. 
Mr. EASTLAND. The distinguished 

Senator from Illinois sets himself up as 
an· expert whose judgment is superior 
to that of anyone in any segment of the 
entire industry. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. If we cannot rely up
on the marketing experts in the Depart
ment of Agriculture for information on! 
the subject of cotton, I do not know 
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where to· go to obtain -.complete and un
biased· information. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Then why are they 
asking farmers to withdraw from the 
soil bank, and offering·easy credit terms 
to induce farmers to plant cotton? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Was the memoran
dum limited to cotton? 

Mr. EASTLAND. Yes. The refer
ence to a shortage was limited to cotton. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I ask the Senator to 
take a look at it and see. 

Mr. EASTLAND. I have placed it in 
the RECORD. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Were not other com
modities included? 

Mr. EASTLAND. No. 
Mr. DIRKSEN. That may or may not 

be the release I saw; but in the release 
I saw the same thing applied to other 
commodities. 

I ask my friend this question: More 
acres means more cotton, some of it 
poor cotton, not of good spinnable qual
ity; but we shall have it. What are we 
to do with it? Our export program has 
cost us $742 million in the past 2 years. 

Mr. EASTLAND. What about the 
wheat-export program? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. We are not dealing 
with wheat. 

Mr. EASTLAND. The Senator wants 
to forget about wheat. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. There is no proposal 
to expand t}J.e wheat acreage. 

Mr. EASTLAND. The cost of liqui
dating the · cotton surplus has been very 
great. Why point to cotton when the 
Senator does not point to commodities 
produced in Illinois? 

Mr. DIRKSEN. Let the Senator offer 
an amendment relating to wheat, and we 
shall obtain all the figures. The amend
ment will be treated in exactly the same 
manner. 

Mr. EASTLAND. We are not going 
to play one product against another. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I am glad to hear the 
Senator say that. That is the reason 
why I did not raise the subject of wheat. 

Mr. EASTLAND. But the Senator has 
brought up cotton. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. That is what we are 
dealing with. Under the rule of rele
vancy and germaneness, we cannot even 
add to the amendment a provision cov
ering corn, or anything else, because 
under the rule it would not be germane 
or relevant, and it would be ruled out 
of order. This is a closed chapter. We 
cannot get at it with an amendment. 
All we can do is to suspend the rule on 
every other proposal that comes along, 
if we are to give relief. 

Mr. EASTLAND. Each proposal ought 
to be decided on its merits. 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I am ready to do that. 
Mr. EASTLAND. Then the Senator 

should vote to suspend the rule. 
Mr. DIRKSEN. I am against suspend

ing the rule, definitely so, and I hope the 
motion will be rejected, ana decisively so. 

SEVERAL SENATORS. Vote! Vote! 
Mr. DIRKSEN. We are thinking in 

terms of the impact on the taxpayers. 
What will happen finally to the inferior 
cotton, the so-called nonspinnable cot
ton? Someone will have to pay for it. 
Next year, of course, the bill will come in. 
How much will it be? I do not know. 

If it ·means 6 or 7 cents a pound and 
$30 or $40 or $45. a bale, we might 
get a bill for $150 million. That will be 
the cost before we get through. 

Therefore, I can see no virtue in this 
program. I see no virtue in it for the 
small producer. He has not been asking 
for it. 

I thought the soil bank was designed 
for the small farm producer. It will 
only be a few months-the first of Au
gust will soon be here-when the line will 
be drawn and the issue determined and 
decided. Then we will know. what the 
carryover is, and also about the new crop. 

Why the hurry? It seems to me that 
this is a rather tortuous road to travel. 
It can produce many headaches. 

I do not see how Senators can explain 
the proposal back home by saying that 
with the left hand we have taken millions 
of dollars out of the Treasury to take 
cotton acreage out of cultivation, and 
with the right hand, with the instru
mentality of a legislative amendment to 
an appropriation bill, we have let the 
farmers withdraw from their agreements 
without penalty, and to extend their cot
ton acreage. If that is logical, then my 
conception of logic is woefully impaired. 

I shall not detain the Senate any 
longer. I earnestly hope the motion to 
suspend the rule will be rejected and that 
the amendment will also be rejected, be
cause its adoption will only mean other 
suspensions to write other legislative 
provisions into the bill. Woe betide the 
man who must administer it when we 
get through. Therefore, I earnestly hope 
that the Senate will reject the motion 
to suspend the rule and will also reject 
the amendment. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I wonder if I could inquire of my 
colleagues on both sides of the aisle how 
many anticipate addressing themselves 
to the motion to suspend the rule, in or
der that we may determine whether it 
will be possible to have a vote on the 
motion this evening. 

I have talked with the distinguished 
minority leader, and we hope that we 
will be able to get a vote. However, we 
do not wish to have the Senate stay in 
session very much after 7 o'clock. 

I know that my friend, the distin
guished Senator from New Mexico UM.r. 
ANDERSON l , desires to address himself to 
the subject. I know that my distin
guished friend from Tennessee [Mr. 
KEFAUVER] also wishes to address him
self to the subject. I do not know how 
many more Senators wish to speak on 
the amendment. 

Mr. ALLOTT. I have requested time, 
and I have had my request in for some 
time now. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Does the 
Senator desire to speak before the mo
tion is voted on? 

Mr. ALLOTT. No; immediately after, 
if we can get a vote. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I under
stand that the Senator from New Mexico 
wishes to speak for 5 minutes. How long 
does the Senator from Florida £Mr. 
HoLLAND J desire to speak? 

Mr. HOLLAND. I will accommodate 
myself to the leader's plan. 

Mr. KEFAUVER. I shall take about 5 
minutes. 

·Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Those are 
the only requests so far . . 
. Mr. ROBERTSON. Before the ma
jority leader announces the program, as 
he may know, I have been waiting very 
patiently all day to make another mo
tion to suspend the rule. I do not wish 
to speak on the pending motion, but I 
do wish to speak on the other one. 
I should like to have some general in
dication of what the program is, because 
at least seven Senators have indicated 
their desire to speak on my motion to 
suspend the rule, and ·we will stay here 
as long as necessary, although I do not 
believe we will stay here much after 7 
o'clock. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I shall be 
glad to stay as long as it may be neces
sary to accommodate the Senator, if he 
desires to address the Senate this eve
ning. If he does not wish to do so, the 
Senate will be meeting at 11 o'clock to
morrow morning, and he can make his 
motion then and speak on it, or he can 
proceed to do it at such time as he may 
desire. 

Mr. ROBERTSON. That suits the 
Senator from Virginia. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. The Senator 
from Tennessee, I understand, wishes to 
speak for 3 or 4 minutes. Is that cor·
rect? 

Mr. KEFAUVER. That is correct. 
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. The Senator 

from New Mexico desires to speak for 5 
minutes. 

Mr. ANDERSON. More or less. 
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I ask unanimous 

consent to have my remarks printed in 
t!le RECORD at this point. I Will not 
speak this evening, to save some time. 

There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: · 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR FULBRIGHT 

Developments over the weekend indicating 
that the administration is at last taking steps 
to ease the present economic conditions are 
very encouraging. I am .pleased that the 
administration now faces the reality that 
Government action is needed to relieve the 
distress and suffering caused by the economic 
situation. I fear, however, that the admin
istration has, by its delay in taking positive 
action, accentuated an already bad condi
tion. No one knows how much of a tonic 
effect early Federal action would have had 
on the economy. There is no doubt that it 
would have generated some of the confidence 
which we have been told is the cure for our 
economic woes. It is difficult for a working
man to appreciate the importance of confi
dence when he is unable to find a job and 
his unemployment compensation is running 
out. 

I was particularly pleased to note that the 
President has ordered an acceleration of pub
lic works projects. Although the action is 
tardy, it is welcome to all who are concerned 
with proper development of our natural re
sources. However, this program affects only 
authorized projects now under way. It does 
not change the status of the projects in
cluded in the rivers and harbors authoriza
tion b111 vetoed by the President in 1956. 
This bill included authorization for con
struction of Millwood Reservoir and seven 
upstream projects on the Little River and 
tributaries, in Arkansas and Oklahoma; Lone 
Rock and Gilbert Reservoirs on the Bu1falo 
River in Arkansas; the White River back
water project; and others. If this authoriza
tion bill had been signed into law, it is likely 
that many other sound water development 
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projects would be ready for construction by 
this time. This omnibus :flOOd control blll 
has again passed the Senate and is awaiting 
action by the House of Representatives. I 
sincerely hope when the House acts on it, we 
are not faced with another Presidential veto. 

Last week I inserted in the REcORD a list of 
Corps of Engineer projects in Arkansas with 
a companion table of the amounts which 
could be effectively used on the projects in 
fiscal year 1959 and the corresponding budget 
request. It was apparent from this table 
that the administration is stifling progress 
on Arkansas :flood control projects. The 
same shortsighted attitude is seen in budget 
requests for many State aid programs. For 
example, a decrease of $121 million to $75 
million has been recommended for the Hill
Burton hospital construction program. I 
know that every Senator is familiar with the 
contribution of this fine program to our 
Nation's health and well-being. It is a pro
gram which should receive the highest prior
ity, and yet the administration asks that 
funds for it be cut more than one-third in 
fiscal 1959. If this recommendation is fol
lowed, it will mean a reduction from $2,389,-
135 in 1958, to $1,367,055 in fiscal 1959 for 
the program in Arkansas. An accelerated 
hospital construction program would be an 
important factor in helping depressed areas 
get back to normal. I have been informed 
by the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare that there are over 2,000 hospital 
projects throughout the country which are 
waiting for Federal funds. In Arkansas 

·alone there are now 35 projects which are 
stymied for lack of Federal grants. I hope 
the Congress will give particular attention to 
this vital and humanitarian program in con
sidering an accelerated public works pro
gram. 

The library services and the impacted-areas 
school-aid program will be seriously cur
tailed in fisca,l 195r. if the budget recom
mendations are approved by Congress. The 
Library Services Act, passed by the Congress 
in 1956, authorized appropriations of $7.5 
million per year for a 5-year period. The 
President this year asked for only $3 million 
for the library services program. Congress 
last year wisely increased the funds requested 
from $3 million to $5 million, and I hope 
that similar action will be taken this year to 
make the program more effective. I, for one, 
should like to see the full $7.5 millior which 
was authorized by the Congress, appropriated 
for this activity. In this time of deep con
cern over educational problems, we cannot 
neglect programs to make our citizens better 
informed and educated. Arkansas has taken 
great pride in the expansion of library serv
ices in rural areas within the State, and 
urgently needs the full grant authorized. 
If the President's budget is not increased, it 
will mean that Arkansas will suffer a cut 
from $107,309 in 1958 to $61,520 in 1959, of 
its share under the program. Although this 
program is small in comparison to other 
public-works programs, its long range sig
nificance cannot be overemphasized. 

The progra~ of Federal grants to school 
districts in areas of large Government activ
ity would be slashed to the bone if the ad
ministration had its way. The impacted
areas program is not a gift--it is merely pay
ment to the local school system for costs 
which it incurs due to attendance of large 
numbers of children of Federal employees in 
the area. It is a moral obligation of the Gov
ernment to pay the schools for the added 
burdens caused by Federal activity in the 
community. The administration proposes 
that the program be cut drastically after this 
year. Arkansas schools in fiscal year 1958 are 
expected to receive $1,515,000 in payments, 
but if the administration's proposals are ac
cepted, the payment would drop to $970,000 
in the 1959 fiscal year. I am sure all Sena
tors can appreciate what an extra burden 
this cut would place on an already overtaxed 

educational system. It would undoubtedly 
mean serious reductions in the quality of the 
educational program in many areas. I hope 
the administration's proposed reduction will 
be firmly rejected by the Congress. 

I should like to mention another proposal 
by the Federal Government which will have 
a depressing effect on the economy. The 
administration has requested that the 
strength of the National Guard be reduced 
approximately 10 percent. The cut is more 
severe than appears on the surface. I un
derstand that many entire units will have to 
be cut out in my State if the reduction is 
carried out. It will mean a $38 million loss 
to the States and guard members for sup
port of guard activities. The cut of this 
amount will be acutely felt by the hundreds 
of communities throughout the country 
which support National Guard activities. 
The_ guard has served this Nation well in 
peace and war; and, in this perilous time, we 
cannot afford to curtail this fine defense 
force. I am pleased that the House Armed 
Services Committee is studying the adminis
tration proposal carefully. I hope the pro
posed reduction will be halted by the Con
gress. 

One last item I should like to mention in 
this brief list of areas where Congress can 
overcome the ·unconcern and lackadaisical 
attitude of this administration is the field 
of Federal aia to education. I have, for 
many years, urged passage of a workable 
program of Federal aid to education. Never 
has the need for such a program been so 
imperative as now. We must begin to place 
education in proper perspective, and the 
most significant step which the Congress can 
take in this direction is to enact a Federal 
aid program. It is unfortunate that we do 
not have a school construction program in 
operation now. It would be an ideal me
dium for channeling additional Federal 
money into depressed areas. I have seen the 
latest Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare statistics, which indicate a 
national shortage of over 140,000 classrooms 
in elementary and secondary schools at the 
beginning of the fall term. My State has 
reported a shortage of 1,226 classrooms. At 
the current average cost of $40,000 per class
room, this represents a total cost of 
$49,040,000 needed to satisfy the classroom 
needs of Arkansas alone. We must have 
Federal help to satisfy this urgent need, and 
I urge that the Senate enact a workable Fed
eral aid to education program at once. 

The programs I have mentioned deserve 
careful study by the Congress. By increas
ing emphasis on them, much could be ac
complished in making the economy healthy 
again. The Congress has already indicated 
a real awareness of the need for Federal 
action to bolster the economy. I am hope
ful that the areas I have mentioned will 
receive study along with progra:ms for ac
celerating public works, housing, and other 
projects. I know that increased emphasis 
placed on these additional areas would be 
justified. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I should 
like to inform the Senate that we will 
attempt to vote on the motion this eve
ning, and I ask the secretary of the ma
jority and the secretary of the minority 
to notify absent Senators that we expect 
to try to vote at about 7 o'clock this 
evening. 

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I send to 
the desk two amendments to the pending 
measure which I propose to offer, and I 
ask that they be printed and lie on the 
table. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendments will be received and printed, 
and will lie on the table. 

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, I can 
only speak for my own State, but in 
Tennessee the cotton farmers with whom 
I have talked-and I have talked with a 
great many of them-feel that for the 
good of the cotton industry, generally, it 
is absolutely necessary that they have 
some additional acreage. It is true that 
the Farm Bureau, as I understand, has 
requested 25 percent additional acres, 
with a 70-percent-support price. That 
proposal may not be exactly like the 
pending amendment, but it represents 
the general effort of all .of them to secure 
some additional acreage. 

Mr. President, I do not like a suspen
sion of the rule on this kind of matter. 
However, if the cotton farmers are to 
have any kind of relief, and if anything 
is to be done for the cotton industry, it 
must be done now or it will be too late. 
As the Senator from Louisiana has said, 
cotton is being planted, and plans are 
being made. So it is either now or never. 

Furthermore, I do not feel that the 
amendment violates any agreements 
with reference to the soil bank, because 
the Department of Agriculture itself has 
recognized the fact that we need more 
spinable cotton and has extended the 
time for cotton farmers to withdraw from 
the soil bank. 

The American cotton industry is fac
ing one of the most severe crises in its 
history due to an impending critical 
shortage of quality cottons. Unless acre
age is increased so as to increase the pro
duction of quality cottons, United States 
cotton producers could lose the market 
equivalent of 2 million bales of cotton in 
just a year or two. 

Extremely adverse weather conditions 
last fall resulted in a loss of 3 Y4 million 
bales of quality cottons-the principal 
grades demande.d by our customers at 
home and abroad. 

Mr. President, in the States of Ten
nessee, Arkansas, Missouri, and Missis
sippi, the cotton farmers were able to 
save very little cotton, and almost none 
of the high-quality cotton. 

Due to this loss, the carryover of these 
qualities next August 1 is expected to 
be reduced to about 1% million bales. 
With over 5 million cotton acres in 1958 
soil bank, as is now expected, the crop 
next year will probably be only about 
10 millfon bales. Assuming average 
grade distribution in the 1958 crop, we 
can expect about 7.3 million bales of 
Strict Low Middling and better cottons. 
This, plus a carryover of 1% million 
bales, would give a supply of only 9 
million bales of these qualities for the 
next marketing year. 

Such a supply could not support an 
offtake-domestic consumption and ex
ports-of more than about 12.5 million 
bales. However, if supplies of these 
qualities were adequate, we might expect 
an offtake of around 14.5 million bales. 
Simply because of this quality shortage 
caused by weather, the American cotton 
industry stands to lose markets both at 
home and abroad. For most certainly, 
if the United States cannot provide the 
cotton needed and demanded, our cus
tomers here and abroad will turn to 
substitutes. Our foreign customers will 
turn to foreign-produced cottons or syn
thetics, while our domestic customers 
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will be forced to turn to manmade fibers. 
In recognition of the short supply situ
-ation, the American Viscose Corp. has 
sent a letter to the leading cotton-spin
ning mills, from which I should like 
to quote a few lines. The letter says: 

Today there is industrywide concern over 
the top-quality cotton supply. Stocks are 
not adequate to meet known manufacturing 
requirements. 

Does this mean a forced shortage of qual
ity fabric this year? Fortunately not. High 
quality rayon, not subject to nature's whim, 
is steadily available. In blends with cotton, 
rayon will yield attractive, high quality, 
functional, economic fabrics. 

If the shortage of quality cotton is pinch
ing you, remember the following factors and 
let rayon-cotton blends serve as the practical 
answer to your problem. 

It goes on to offer the American Vis
cose Corporation's technical advice in 
switching from the spinning of cotton to 
rayon. 
. Mr. President, the cotton farmer faces 
a desperate struggle for markets. If we 
do not provide the means, through addi
tional acreage in 1958, for the farmer to 
increase his production, all the efforts 
and money expended by the industry 
and the Government to build, develop, 
and maintain markets for United States 
cotton may very well go for naught. 

I hope the Senate will at least, in this 
time of emergency, suspend the rule and 
provide an opportunity to discuss and 
debate the amendment in more detail on 
its merits. 

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield? 

Mr. KEFAUVER. I yield. 
Mr. YARBOROUGH. The Senator 

from Tennessee has made a very suc
cinct statement on the question. With 

- reference to the facts he has given us, is 
the Senator from Tennessee aware that 
in 1957, 17,500,000 acres were planted to 
cotton; that considering the land al
ready placed in the soil bank, only 14 
million acres are calculated to be planted 
to cotton this year; that 2 million or 
2,500,000 additional acres will be taken 
out of the soil bank; and that under ex
isting laws, there will be planted fewer 
acres of cotton this year than at any 
time in 80 years? 

Mr. KEFAUVER. The Senator from 
Texas is entirely correct. Even if we 
add the 2 million or 2,500,000 acres that 
might be taken out of the soil bank to 
the acres which will be planted, there 
will still be this year considerably less 
acreage than there was in previous years. 

Mr. YARBOROUGH. The people in 
the small cotton-growing areas and 
those who live in the small towns where 
the stores are boarded up and the gins 
are closed and the banks are going broke 
are hard hit. The straight-out cotton 
belt looks like a tree that has died. 

Mr. KEFAUVER. The extension of 
the soil bank in west Tennessee has dried 
up our towns. The stores are closing. 
It is the worst thing possible for our 
economy. The additional credit will re
vive our towns and will give employment 
to hundreds of thousands of persons. 
.There will be no support price. I think 
the amendment will save- the Govern
ment money in the long. 

Mr. YARBOROUGH. The county seat 
of Houston County, in my State, is 

Crockett, named for the distinguished 
Tennesseean. It had a population of 
35,000 in 1946. The population today is 
down to 17,000. The towns in the Cot
ton Belt are drying up because of the 
reduced acreage. They are appealing for 
more acreage so as to keep cotton going 
in that State. 

Mr. KEFAUVER. The same is true of 
the county in Tennessee from which 
Davey Crockett came. 

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I 
have received from W. B. McAlester, 
president of the New Mexico Farm and 
Livestock Bureau, and my longtime 
friend, a telegram urging me to support 
the motion made by the Senator from 
Louisiana. I should be happy to do so 
under ordinary circumstances. I think I 
owe Mr. McAlester and the Senator from 
Louisiana an explanation of why I am 
not doing so. 

We are confronted with a situation in 
which the administration has been 
forced, on the basis of the supply sit
uation, to determine that cotton is in 
surplus. Having determined that cotton 
is in surplus, the Department has es
tablished an acreage-reserve program. 
Then the Department of Agriculture 
began to make allocations of the funds 
to the individual farmers. 

The Department left to each State the 
determination of the method to be fol
lowed, whether it should be on a first
come, first-served basis, or whether the 
Department should make the distribu
tion on some other basis. 

But it had more demand that the 
acreage should come out of the soil bank 
than the money .would permit them to 
do. 

Mind you, Mr. President, there was 
$180 million in the first pot for this 
purpose. But already we have built the 
soil bank up to $250 million; $90 mil
lion was allotted for cotton. 

So we see the Department, with one 
hand, taking acres out of cultivation; 
and with the other hand putting them 
back. At the same time that the Gov
ernment is spending $180 million to re
duce production, there is additional 
pressure to expand the acreage of cotton 
in order to provide an adequate supply 
of desirable qualities. That is what the 
right hand will be doing. 

What will the left hand be doing? It 
will take the opposite position. It will 
then be said that having taken 5 million 
acres out of cultivation from the soil 
bank, we will proceed to put 5 million 
acres back by another device-5 million 
acres in the western section · of the 
country, where the production is above 
the national average, where 2% bales to 
the acre is not unusual and where even 
3 and 4 bales to the acre have been 
achieved. 
_ It is proposed to take out of produc

tion 5 million acres of one kind of land 
and put in 5 million acres of the most 
productive kind of land. Why? Is it to 
take cotton land out of production be
cause there is a surplus? 

We have to spend $270 million, but we 
also have to open up land because there 
is a shortage. This is the first time I 
know of when we are being asked to 
suck and blow at the same time. 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. ANDERSON. I yield. 
Mr. HOLLAND. I note, in the opera

tions under Public Law 480, that 2 mil
lion bales of cotton were exported in the 
two marketing years of 1956-57 and 
1957-58 under title I, which is the title 
relating to trading in soft currency. In 
the same two years, under title ill, the 
barter title, 1,350,000 bales were ex
ported, making a total of 3,350,000 bales 
used in that important program, which 
is based upon the idea that we have a 
tremendous surplus of cotton. 

I wonder if the distinguished Senator 
from New Mexico has tried to determine 
how much the program would be affected 
.by the passage of a bill declaring that not 
only do we not have a surplus, but that 
we must create a great deal more pro
duction. 

Mr. ANDERSON. I think the Sen
ator from Florida has put his finger on 
the most important part of the discus
sion. There are two laws which appar
ently have been overlooked. One is Pub
lic Law 480. The Secretary of Agricul
ture cannot export cotton under Public 
Law 480 if the United States is in a sit
uation of shortage. He may do so only 
when there is a surplus. 

If Congress says that there is no sur
plus, that there is a shortage, I think 
the Secretary of Agriculture would be 
well advised if he stopped operating un
der Public Law 480, so far as cotton is 
concerned. 

In addition, there is section 22 of the 
Code, which Secretaries of Agriculture 
have used to impose quotas for the im
portation of cotton. 

At the present time, Brazil and Mexico 
have an abundance of every type of cot
ton which is in shortage in the United 
States. Unless there is danger of a sur
plus of cotton destroying the price-sup
port program, quotas cannot be imposed. 
Therefore, if suddenly it becomes neces
sary to declare that a shortage of cotton 
exists, there is no basis on which the Sec
retary of Agriculture can put sectton 22 
into effect. 

If it is desired to destroy the cotton 
farmers of the United States, this is the 
best way to do it. 

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield? 

Mr. ANDERSON. I yield. 
Mr. SYMINGTON. I should like the 

RECORD to be clear about the nature of 
the surplus. There is a large supply 
of low quality cotton. There is a short
age of cotton of strict low middling or 
better. The shortage has been accen
tuated by floods in Missouri, Tennessee, 
·Arkansas, Mississippi, and other States 
along the Mississippi Valley. 

The fact that there is a surplus of low 
quality cotton should not preclude more 
acreage in order to produce good quality 
cotton. That is the intent and purpose 
of the proposed legislation. 

Mr. ANDERSON. That may be. I 
only say there are 8,500,000 bales of cot
ton. It is not all spotlessly white; it is 
not the finest cotton in the world. But 
there is a demand for it. It can be 
milled and handled. There is no reason 
why our export program should con-
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tinue to cost the tremendous sums which 
would be imposed upon it. · 

The Senator from IDinois pointed out 
that the export programs for surplus 
goods have cost $740 million- in the last 
3 years. How long do we suppose the 
taxpayers are going to like that? 

There was a time many years ago 
when it was possible to point to a profit 
of a couple of hundred million dollars 
in the cotton market. At that time we 
made money in exporting fine, short 
pieces of cotton, a half inch in length. 
We were told that it was so poor that 
it could not be milled anywhere in the 
United States. Yet it was found that 
cotton mills in China, Japan, and Aus
tria could use that kind of cotton. We 
have 8,500,000 bales which can be sent 
to those areas, and still take care of our 
domestic needs. 

I did not intend to speak for a long 
time, and I shall not. A good program 
is operating under Public Law 480. 
Why put it in jeopardy by saying that 
cotton is in surplus and also is in short
age. We do not deal only with short 
cotton. We deal with the whole picture. 
Cotton is not in shortage. 

We also have a good program under 
section 22, which imposes quotas. Why 
jeopardize that section? 

Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. ANDERSON. I yield. 
Mr. CARLSON. I appreciate the com

ments which the Senator from New Mex
ico is m.:1king. This problem has heen of 
some concern to ·me, because I have a 
very definite interest in agriculture. I do 
not think one commodity can be selected 
and dealt with individually. I think the 
picture must be considered as a whole; 
and tbere are problems which concern 
all commodities. Therefore, I shall not 
vote to suspend the rule. I think there 
would be trouble if we started to do that. 

Mr. ANDERSON. I agree with the 
~enator. I was about to say that if we 
want to suspend the rule with respect to 
cotton, which I do not raise, then I should 
like to see the rules suspended with re
spect to wheat, which I do raise. If the 
rule is suspended with respect to cotton 
and wheat, then I want to know about 
corn and tobacco. Why not go the whole 
route? Why not take the matter away 
from the Committee on Appropriations? 

Mr. President, I think that to do what 
is proposed is bad practice and that we 
will regret it if we do it in this particular 
instance. 

Mr. HILL. Mr. President, I shall be 
happy to join my colleagues in support
ing increased cotton acreage provided 

· we include adequate safeguards to pro
tect the income of cotton farmers not 
only in 1958 but also in the subsequent 
years. 

I believe that the Hayden amendment 
in its present form, would result in a re~ 
duction of priee supports to a level be
low the cost of production in 1959 and 
future years. 

In the event the motion to suspend the 
rule is approved, I shall submit an 
amendment, on behalf of myself and my 
colleague [Mr. SPARKMAN], to incorpo·
rate in the Hayden amendment adequate 

safeguards to protect the income of cot- In summary, Farm Bureau's resolutions 
ton farmers. with respect to price support and production 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I adjustment on cotton for 1958 read as fol-
t 1 lows~ s rong Y support the position taken by .. Recognizing the seriousness of the cotton-

my distinguished friend, the Senator supply situation due to the adverse weather 
from New Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON] and of the past growing season and the danger of 
my distinguished friend, the Senator a repetition of the 195o-51 price cycle, we 
from Alabama I:.Mr. HILL], in opposing request the Amerlcan Farm Bureau Federa
the waiving of the rule on the basis of tion board of directors to work out details 
this particular motion of a program for ( 1) an increase in acreage 

Mr. President, the time limitation in 1958 sufficient to assure adequate supplies 
h" h h and (2) a long-range program to return to a 

w IC we ave voluntarily placed upon competitive one-price system for cotton." 
ourselves, at the request of the majority Pursuant to these specific guidelines and 
leader, precludes my making an ex- ot~er general guidelines, laid down by the 
tended statement. But I wish to call at- votmg delegates, the board of directors rec
tention to just three facts. ommended. for cotton for 1958 that each 

First, by means of a very consider- individual farmer be given a choice of 
able majority, the Senate voted for the (a) an increased acreage allotment of 25 per
law now on the statute books. A very percent and a price support of 70 percent of 
considerable majority of the Members parity or (b) an acreage allotment and price support e:lfective in 1958 under present. law. 
of the Senate also voted to confirm the Farmers accepting the increased acreage and 
nomination of the Secretary of Agri- lower price supports for 1958 would not be 
culture who administers that law. Un- eligible to participate in the cotton acreage
der that law the Congress has vested in res:rve program for 1958. As a part of this 
the Secretary of Agriculture the discre- actiOn, the board also ·said, "We oppose leg
tion to act, and the Congress gave him islation to reinstate price support for dairy 

products at 1957levels." 
a mandate to act in such a way as best In commenting on s. 3228 before the sen
to serve the interests of agriculture and ate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, 
at the same time to assure the produc- we urged that the acreage increase be set at 
tion of what he regarded as adequate 2.5 percent and the level of support for farm
supplies. ers taking the extra allotment be set at 70 

The Secretary of Agriculture has percent of parity. We did not recommend 
acted. But now the Senate is being two separate levels of price support for the 

k d "th t "fi h . same farmer as was included in other pro-
as e -WI ou any spec1 c earmgs at posals before the committee at that time and 
all on the proposed amendment, either which is being proposed currently as an 
before the legislative committee or else- amendment to the supplemental agriculture 
where-simply to decide that the law the appropriations bill for fiscal 1958. we most 
Congress enacted will not be followed, certainly beUeve that our proposal for in
and that the Congress will not approve creased cotton acreage in 1958 is preferable. 
or confirm the decisions made by the Sincerely yours, 
Secretary of Agriculture whose nomina- FRANK K. WooLLEY, 
tion was confirmed by the Senate and Legislative Counsel. 

who in that position administers that · Mr. HOLLAND. Third, Mr. President, 
law. Mr. President, I do not care to put all of us know that the production of 
myself in that position. cotton in some areas is greatly more 

Second, I should like to comment con- profitable than in others. I inquired 
cerning the question that arose as to the about the amount of "penalty" cotton 
position of the American Farm Bureau produced last year. I found that 35,000 
Federation in this matter. acres of "penalty" cotton were pro-

! have already stated, in the course of duced-mostly in the West. Such cotton 
a colloquy, that I called the American . was produced when some farmers 
Farm Bureau Federation and found that thought it was sufficiently profitable to 
although it is in favor of added acreage, produce cotton, even if they had to pay to 
it dos not favor added acreage in con- the Government half of the amount ob
nection with a proposal of this kind. The tained from producing it. They believed 
Federation has written to me a letter they could still "come out" in that event. 
confirming this position, over ·the sig- I do not know whether they "came out" 
nature of Frank K. Woolley, legislative or not. but certainly from that history 
counsel, under date of March 6, 1958. I of last year, we have assurance that 
have already quoted certain parts of the with the appearance of a fine market 
letter, but I ask unanimous consent to this year, many more acres of that kind 
have the entire letter printed at this · will be planted. 
point in the RECORD. · Mr. President, why transfer the pro-

There being no objection, the letter duction, in the peremptory way it would 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, be transferred under the amendment 
as follows: by allowing 30 percent additional acre~ 

AMERicAN FARM BUREAu FEDERATioN, age to be planted in the areas where the 
Was-hington, D. c., March 6, 1958. growers have not availed themselves to 

Hon. SPESSARD L. HOLLAND, any COnsiderable degree at aJl Of the 
United states senate, acreage-reserve program. 

Washington, D. C. Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, WI11 
DEAR SENATOR HOLLAND: This is in reply to the Senator from Florida yield? 

your inquiry concerning the Farm Bureau's Mr. HOLLAND. I yield. 
posi.tion on an increase in cotton acreage for Mr. EASTLAND. The Senator from 
1958. 

Enclosed herewith is a copy of Farm Bu- Florida does not desire. does he, to leave 
reau's testiinony. dated February 1'7. 1958. on · the impression that the Farm Bureau is 
S. 3228, a bill to encourage the production of not in favor of increased acreage this 
additional high-quality cotton in 1958 and to year? 
help avoid further losses of markets and Mr. HOLLAND. Certainly I do not. 

· thereby protect ,farm income. The Farm Bureau, in its letter, makes it 
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very clear that it favors increased acre
age. But it favors it on the basis of a 25-
percent increase and a 70 percent price 
support on all the production of anyone 
who claims that increase-which is a very 
different thing, as the Federation said 
in its letter, from having two kinds of 
programs operate in the case of a pro
ducer who, under the provisions of this 
amendment, would claim the right to in
crease his acreage by 30 percent. 

Mr. President, in closing I wish to say 
that not only will the future and the 
prosperity of the cotton farmer be great
ly jeopardized if the amendment is 
agreed to, but in my judgment we could 
do nothing more deliberately calculated, 
and more certain of its accomplishment, 
to tear down the confidence of the Na- . 
tion in the agricultural program. 

If Senators wish to destroy that pro
gram, they create an extremely good ve
hicle, in my humble opinion, with which 
to do it, by voting to suspend the rule 
and to have this amendment agreed to. 

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent to have some re
marks I would have made at this time 
printed at this point in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR SYMINGTON 

Two years ago the United States embarked 
on an extensive program to regain its export 
position in the world cotton market. The 
program has been an outstanding success. 

EKports in the 1956-57 cotton marketing 
year reached 7.6 million bales-3¥2 times 
the exports of the previous year. Exports 
for the 1957-58 season, while less than in 
1956-57, are expected to be 5¥2 to 6 million 
bales. This short-term response is dramatic 
proof of the effectiveness of a realistic export 
sales program. 

While the immediate reaction. to the pro
gram was exceedingly beneficial, the long
range responses are of even more importance. 
The export sales program has stopped the 
foreign expansion of cotton production. For
eign production has failed to increase since 
1955-56. This contrasts with an expansion 
which averaged nearly 1.5 million bales an
nually in the postwar period prior to the in
auguration of our export program. 

Not only was expansion of. foreign cotton 
production stopped by the program, but the 
expansion of foreign synthetic fiber produc
tion was also slowed down. Production of 
rayon outside the United ·States had been in
creasing at a rate equivalent to 900,000 cot
ton bales a year since World War II and 
reached a level equivalent to 10.9 million cot
ton bales in 1956. The expansion in 1957 
was almost stopped, amounting to only 
200,000 bales, in spite of a large expansion 
1n capacity which . had been started prior to 
the reduction of United States cotton ex
port prices. In addition, no new rayon plants 
have been started in the last 2 years in the 
Free World since the United States cotton 
sales program went into effect. 

The United States has a wonderful oppor
tunity to continue to expand Its export 
market for cotton in the years ahead. The 
market for cotton and rayon outside the 
United States, for which we compete, has 
been undergoing a phenomenal growth since 
the end of World~ War II. Actually, it has 
averaged an increase of more than 2 million 
bales a year for the past 12 years and now 
is at a level equivalent to 40 million bales 
annually. If the effectiveneE"s of our export 
program is maintained and if we have the 
qualities of cotton our foreign customers 

want in adequate quantity, we have every 
reason to expect an export ·market for United 
States cotton of 7 to 8 m1llion bales in the 
next few years-and a market that wm con
tinue a healthy growth on indefinitely into 
the future, as population and living stand
ards continue to rise in the rest of the world. 

However, we may throw this whole oppor
tunity for export expansion away by failure 
to have adequate supplies of cotton. The 
current shortage of quality cotton has al
ready pushed prices of better grades up con
siderably. The Liverpool price for Strict 
Middling lltl.G-inch cotton has gone up 
over 3 cents a pound since the beginning 
of this season. This is the kind of cotton 
Mexico and Central America grow and the 
higher prices will stimulate production in 
those areas. Mexico is reported to be plant
ing a record acreage of cotton in 1958 and 
likely will produce a half million bales more 
than last year. Once the Mexicans produce 
this cotton they will have to sell it and this 
will mean a reduction of one-half million 

·bales in United States exports in 1958-59. 
Other countries, stimulated by higher prices, 
are also expanding acreage. This is a situa
tion which will cause a loss of around a 
million bales 1n United States exports unless 
we increase production this year to put a 
damper on expansion plans abroad. 

Not only will the United States lose mar-
. kets to foreign cotton producers, but to 
rayon staple fiber also. :Unused capacity to 
produce staple fiber outside the United 
States is equivalent to 1.9 million cotton 
bales. The owners of this capacity are more 
than anxious to produce with this idle 
equipment and are exerting every effort to 
induce cotton mills to switch their spindles 
to rayon staple. The mills, faced with re
duced supplies and high prices of quality 
cotton, are blending rayon in cotton yarn in 
ever larger quantities. Again, only a larger 
United States cotton crop in 1958 can pre
vent a severe loss in foreign markets. 

Once the foreign producer of cotton or 
rayon expands his production, it is almost 
impossible to get him to cut it back. It took 
a tremendous amount of money during the 
past few years to just stop the expansion. 
To throw down the drain these expenditures 
and our marvelous opportunities for export 
markets in the future would mean the end 
of a healthy cotton economy in the United 
States. 

Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, the 
1957 cotton crop was a failure in many 
areas, due to extremely bad weather. 
Cotton that was grown was ·generally of 
poor quality. This situation some 
groups said, had brought about ~ short
age of quality cotton, both for domestic 
use and for export. This condition 
coupled with the harm caused by th~ 
soil-bank acreage reserve program to 
businesses wholly or partially dependent 
upon cotton production, persuaded me to 
support increased acreage, provided the 
growers were adequately protected. 

The amendment before us does not 
provide such protection to the great 
mass of cottongrowers. It would de
press cotton prices for many growers to 
a level below their production costs on 
the additional acreage, and would serve 
to impose a lower price on the 1959 and 
subsequent crops for all cottongrowers 
regardless of whether they participated 
in a last-minute acreage increase. 

Furthermore, I confess that I am trou
bled by the public's attitude toward our 
voting tens of millions of dollars, on the 
one hand, to take cotton acres out of 
cultivation, and voting, on the other 

hand, to put millions of additional acres 
under cultivation. We have a moral 
commitment to fulfill our contract with 
farmers who were encouraged to parti
cipate in the soil-bank program, and 
who thus made plans to do so. There 
is, I believe, little disagreement on this 
point. There is wide disagreement on the 
increased acreage proposal. Somehow, 
we must find a sound and workable long
range farm program. We cannot do so 
excep~ as we have the understanding and 
confidence of the general public. 

For these reasons, Mr. President, I 
shall vote against the motion to sus
pend the rule. If the motion carries, 
then the Senator from Aalabama [Mr. 
HILL] and I will propose the adoption of 
measures which would give protection to 
the growers. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I suggest the absence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
HuMPHREY in the chair). The clerk will 
call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to call 
the roll. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent ·~h1.t the 
order for the call of the roll be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

The question is on agreeing to the mo
tion of the Senator from Arizona [Mr. 
HAYDEN] to suspend the rule. 

On this question, the yeas and nays 
have been ordered; and the clerk will call 
the roll. 

The legislative clerk called the roll. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. I announce that 

the Senator from Idaho [Mr. CHURCH], 
the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. 
KENNEDY,], the Senator from Montana 
[Mr. MuRRAY], the Senator from Wyo
ming [Mr. O'MAHONEY], the Senator 
from Rhode Island [Mr. r ASTOREJ, and 
the Senator from Florida [Mr. 
SMATHERS] are absent on official business. 

I further announce that, i.f present 
and voting, the Senator from Massa
chusetts [Mr. KENNEDY] would vote 
"nay" and the Senator from Rhode Is
land [Mr. PASTORE] would vot~ "yea." 

Mr. DIRKSEN. I announce that the 
Senator from Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART], 
the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HRus
KA], and the Senator from Nevada [Mr. 
MALONE] are absent on official business. 

The Senators from New York [Mr. 
IvEs and Mr. JAVITsJ are necessarily ab
sent. 

If present and voting, the Senator 
from Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART] would vote 
"riay." · 

The Senator from Vermont [Mr. 
FLANDERS] is detained on official busi
ness. 

The yeas and nays resulted-yeas 36, 
nays 48, as follows: 

Aiken 
Chavez 
Eastland 
Ellender 
Ervin 
Fulbright 
Goldwater 
Gore 
Green 
Hayden 
Hennings 
Jackson 

YEAS-36 
Jenner 
Johnson, Tex. 
Kefauver 
Kerr 
Knowland 
Kuchel 
Langer 
Long 
Magnuson 
Mansfield 
McClellan 
Monroney 

Morse 
Mundt 
Russell 
Schoeppel 
Scott 
Smith, Maine 
Smith, N.J. 
Stennis 
Symington 
Thye 
Yarborough 
Young 
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All ott 
Anderson 
Barrett 
Beall 
Bennett 
Bible 
Bricker 
Bridges 
Bush 
Butler 
Byrd 
Carlson 
Carroll 
Case, N.J. 
case, S. Dak. 
Clark 

Capehart 
Church 
Flanders 
Hruska 

NAYS--48 
Cooper 
Cotton 
Curtis 
Dirksen 
Douglas 
Dworshak 
Frear 
Hickenlooper 
Hill 
Hoblitzell 
Holland 
Humphrey 
Johnston, S. C. 
Lausche 
Martin, Iowa 
Martin,Pa. 

McNamara 
Morton 
Neuberger 
Payne 
Potter 
Proxmire 
Purtell 
Revercomb 
Robertson 
Sa.ltonstall 
Sparkman 
Talmadge 
Thurmond 
Watkins 
Wiley 
Williams 

NOT VOTING-12 
Ives 
Javits 
Kennedy 
Malone 

Murray 
O'Mahoney 
Pastore 
Smathers 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Fewer 
than two-thirds of the Members of the 
Senate having voted in the affirmative, 
the motion is rejected. 

The bill is open to further 
amendment. 

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
Mr. ALLOTT obtained the floor. 
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi

dent. will the Senator yield to me? 
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, I will 

yield to the Senator from Texas with 
the understanding that I do not lose my 
right to the floor. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I should like to announce that we 
do not expect to have any more yea and 
nay votes this evening. I have assured 
certain Senators who plan to make 
statements -today the Senate will re
main in session in order that the make 
such statements. We will do all in our 
power to avoid yea and nay votes. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Colorado yield to me so 
that I may propound a q_uestion to the 
majority leader? 

Mr. ALLOT!'. _Mr. President, I shall 
be happy to yield to the Senator with the 
understanding that I do not lose my 
right to the floor. 

Mr. THYE. My question, is could we 
have the yeas and nays ordered on my 
amendment, and then go over until to
morrow, to- act on the amendment to
morrow? By following that procedure 
the Senate would be on notice there 
would be another yea-and nay vote on my 
amendment tomorrow. 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. The Sena
tor from Virginia [Mr. ROBERTSON] is in 
a somewhat similar situation. The Sen
ate will be in session at 11 a. m. tomor
row. I have no doubt that we can take 
action on those matters. Unless the 
Senator insists tonight, I have told sev
eral Senators, including the Senator 
from Virginia earlier in the eolloqey, 
that after 11 o'clock tomorrow they 
could be recognized, and I told the Sena
tor from Virginia that he could be recog
nized to make his motion to suspend the 
rule. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I withdraw 
the suggestion. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Colorado has the floor. 

REGISTRATION. REPORTING, AND 
DISCLOSURE OF EMPLOYEE WEL
FARE AND PENSION BENEFIT 
PLANS 
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President. I intro

duce for appropriate reference a bill to 
provide registration, reporting, and dis
closure of employee welfare and pension 
benefit plans. I have prepared the bill 
for the purpose of clearing up some very 
obvious discrepancies in proposed legis
lation now pending before the Senate. I 
should like to devote a few moments to 
this subject. 

For some reason or other in the con
sideration of these plans and such pro
posed legislation by the committee, very 
little. if any, consideration has been given 
to any form of legislation except an 
overall registration, reporting, and dis
closure of all pension plans in the United 
States. This procedure totally ignores 
the fact that there are many di1Ierent 
kinds of plans. The committee has found 
that the majority of the abuses which 
have crept in exist in certain plans 
classified according to their type. 

I have long advocated legislation which 
would exempt from such legislation such 
funds and plans as are called level-of
benefits plans. 

Last spring the committee. on labor 
relations law of the American Bar Asso
ciation met and did not approve the plan 
suggested by me. The house of delegates 
of the American Bar Association also did 
not approve the plan. 

This year the section of corporation, 
banking and business law of the Amer
ican Bar Association, which inherited the 
consideration of such legislation from 
the section of labor relations law, gave 
this matter very extended and careful 
consideration, and reported favorably 
with regard to the proposal made by me 
that plans based upon a level-of-benefits 
be exempted from any legislation which 
is enacted. 

The matter will be discussed at great 
length later, and I do not wish to go into 
it further tonight. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that two items from the Daily Labor 
Report dated February 27, 1958, report
ing the action of the Section of the Amer
ican Bar Association and reporting the 
action of the house of delegates confirm
ing the section on corporation, banking 
and business law, as well as the resolution 
and report of such section, be printed in 
the REcoRD at this point in my remarks. 

There being no objection, the excerpts 
were ordered to be printed in the REc
oRD. as follows: 

LAWYERS GivE VIEWS ON DisCLOSURE' LAW 

The house of delegates of the American 
Bar Association, which last summer deferred 
action on recommended disclosure legisla
tion for welfare and other funds, now says 
Congress should · act but should exclude 
level-of-benefit plans and all funds already 
subject to Federal disclosure from the new 
law. The second group includes funded pen
sion and profit-sharing plans qualified for 
tax credit under the Internal Revenue Code. 

The proposal to exclude level-of-benefit 
funds appears to be based largely on the 
fact that mismanagement o! these would re
sult in no loss of benefits to employee-bene
ficiaries, but merely would cost the employer 

more. Under such plans, the beneficiary !s 
assured of specific benefits regardless of the 
amount in the fund. ABA's feeling also 
apparently is that abuses have been turned 
up only in certain other types of funds, 
notably those health-and.-welfare funds of 
the cents-per-hour 'type set up under , the 
Taft Act. 

Other elements of the kind of law ABA 
supports are the usual ones-preventing of
ficers. or employees of funds or of the par
ties thereto from lining their pockets, out
lawing payment or receipt of commissions 
by insurers, and prohibiting con:fiict-of-in
terest transactions by trustees, administra
tors, officers, or employees of funds. 

The resolution approved at the lawyer's 
midwinter meeting in Atlanta was submitted 
by the section on corporation, banking, and 
business law, which inherited consideration 
of such legislation from the section on labor
relations law. The labor-law section last 
summer proposed a somewhat different reso
lution. 

RECOMMENDATION OF' AMERICAN BAR AssociA
TION FOR PENSION-HEALTH-WELFARE FuND 
DisCLOSURE LEGISLATION 

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 

Report of th.e section of corporation, bank-
ing, ana business Law -

Nothing herein contained shall be con
strued as the action of the American Bar As
sociation unless the s&llle shall have been 
:first approved by the house of delegates or 
the board of governors. 

Recommendation: The section of corpora
tion, banking and business law is opposed 
to the adoption of the proposed resolution of 
the section of labor relations law as set forth 
in its July 1957 report (No. 73), and recom
mends the, proposed resolution be amended 
in its entirety to read as follows: :s 

"Resolved.-
"1. That Congress enact legislation provid

ing for the compulsory annual filing with an 
appropriate agency of the Federal Gover-n
ment of complete financial statements of all 
unilateral and bilateral employee pension 
and health and welfare funds where the pay
ments into the fund are determined by a 
formula which is primarily related to factors 
other than the benefits to be provided, as 
where amounts paid into the fund are speci
fied to bear a direct relation to the amount 
of employees• compensation, the number of 
hours worked or the units of production, 
except for funds which form part of pension 
or profit-sharing plans meeting the require
ments of section 401 of the Internal Revenue 
Code and which are exempt from taxation 
under section 501 of such Code. 

••2. That such legislation provide that any 
officer or employee of any party establish
ing such funds be prohibited from profiting 
1n any manner, whether directly or Indi
rectly, through the creation, administration, 
or investment of such funds, with appro
priate penalties for violation thereof. 

"3. That such legislation prohibit the pay
ment by or on behalf of any insurer of com
missions or emoluments to any omcer or em
ployee of any party to such fund, and the 
receipt by any such otHcer or employee of 
any such commissions or emoluments. That 
such legislation also provide for the prohibi
tion of any conflict of interest transaction by 
any trustee or administrator of such fund, 
or by any officer _or employee of a party to 
such fund, be it further · 

"Resolved, That the foregoing resolution be 
presented to the House of Delegates of the 

:s The bylaws of the section authorize the 
council "To .act for the section as to all mat
ters whatsoever which come before the sec
tion during Intervals between the annual 
meetings of the section." 
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American Bar Association for immediate 
adoption." . . . 

Report: The proposed resolution of the 
section of labor relations law also was re
ferred to the section of inr.urance, negligence 
and compensation law, and this report has 
been prepared after consultation with mem
bers of that section. It is understood that 
that section is submitting a similar recom
mendation. 

The section of corporation, banking, and 
business law believes that legislation in th!s 
field should be restricted as carefully as pos
sible to those areas where abuses have been 
found to exist, and should be limited insofar 
as possible to requirements reasonably de
signed to result in the elimination of those 
abuses. In particular, it is felt that the 
association should not urge the . Congress to 
adopt unnecessary requirements which may 
lead to burdensome and costly procedures on 
the part of the managers of pension and 
health and welfare funds, the Government, 
and banks and insurance companies, and 
which in turn might well increase the costs 
of those programs, reduce the benefits avail
able and otherwise interfere with their 
growth, all without any particular public 
benefit. 

It is understood that abuses in the form 
of diversion of funds, through excessive costs 
and improper charges and otherwise, have 
been found to exist only in the case of certain 

· types of funds, particularly those set up 
under the provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act 
and which are sometimes referred to as cents
per-hour funds. Statutes intended to pre
vent or · minimize these abuses have been 
enacted recently in certain States including 
the State of New York, and numerous bills 
on the subject have been introduced in the 
Congress. 

The resolution proposed by the section of 
labor relations law would put the association 
in the position of recommending to the Con
gress that it enact blanket legislation impos
ing compulsory filing requirements on all 
pension plans and health and welfare funds. 
The amendments to~ that resolution offered 
by this section in conjunction with the •SeC
tfon of insurance, negligence and compensa
tion law are designed to exclude from the 
field of recommended Federal legislation (a) 

. funds established under level-of-benefit 
plans and (b) all funds of whatever kind 
that are already subject to adequate dis
closure requirements under Federal law. 

In addition, it is only in plans where there 
is a fund subject to mismanagement or diver
sion that there is any possibility of abuse. 
For this reason, we recommend that the 
phrase "pension plans, health and welfare 
funds" in the resolution proposed by the 
section of labor relations law be changed to 
read "pension and health and welfare funds." 

Under the so-called level-of-bene~ts type 
of fund, the employee beneficiaries are as
sured of definite benefits determined by a 
formula unrelated to the amount available 
in the fund, so that any mismanagement · 
or uneconomical management of the fund 
would merely increase the cost to the em
ployer and would not in any way reduce 
the benefits to, or increase the cost to, the 
employee beneficiaries. Under these circum
stances there would appear to be no incentive 

. for abuse and we understand that no such · 
abuses have been found to exist in connec
·tion with the administration of funds of this 
type. . 

In many o! the level-of-benefit funds the 
benefits are provided by means of contracts 
with insurance ·companies, and this type of 
fund is more fully discussed in the report 
of the section of insurance, negligence and 
compensation law. 

In addition to the level-of-benefits type 
. of fund, there are other funds where, even 
though the amount of benefit depends upon 
the amount in the fund at the time, the 
opportunity to divert moneys from the fund 

to the detriment of the employee benefici
aries does not appear to exist, because ex
penses and charges are not paid from the 
fund but by the employer. These include 
particularly profit-sharing funds where the 
contributions to the fund are segregated in 
accounts for the beneficiaries and bank
trusteed money-purchase pension funds. 

Most of these funds, and indeed most 
funded pension and profit-sharing plans, are 
required to be qualified under section 401 
(a) of the Internal Revenue Code if the 
employer is to be' entitled to deduct his con
tributions for Federal income-tax purposes 
and the income of . the fund is to be exempt 
from Federal income tax. This requirement 
applies only to pension and profit-sharing 
funds and does not include health and wel
fare funds. Most of the funds where abuses 
have been found to exist are health and 
welfare funds of the cents-per-hour type. 

In order to qualify a plan under section 
401 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code there 
must be flied with the Bureau of Internal 
Revenue, among other things, copies of the 
plan and trust agre~ment, information con
cerning the 25 highest paid employees, the 
compensation and contribution in respect of 
all employees, a schedule of excluded and 
covered employees, a balance sheet, a state
ment of receipts and disbursements of the 
fund, the actuarial assumptions employed, 
and a summary of the data and computa
tions used in determining the deductions 
claimed. The same supplemental informa
tion must be filed each year, including a 
statement of receipts and disbursements and 
a balance sheet showing details concerning 
assets in the funds with particular emphasis 
on any of the stock or securities of the em
ployer. Other information required to be 
flled annually includes answers to a series 
of questions which cover any and all dealings 
between the trustee and the employer. 

In addition to the information required to 
be filed, each qualified fund is subjected to 
a number of other requirements including: 

( 1) Section 503 of the Internal Revenue 
Code sets forth a list of prohibited transac
tions which, if entered into, will disqualify 
the· fund for tax purposes. These include 
loans to the employer from the fund without 
adequate security or at insufficient interest . 
and a variety of other arrangements which 
might benefit the employer to the detriment 
of the fund. 

(2) Regulations require the submission of 
data in connection with the purchase of any 
securities of the company with a full state
ment of the reasons for the investment. 

(3) In order to continue its qualification, 
the contribution to the plan must at all 
times be sufficient to maintain a fund which 
is equal at least to the amount of the esti
mated current costs plus interest on the un
funded past-service cost. 

( 4) The Treasury Department must be 
notified before any distribution can be made 
in connection with the termination of a 
plan. 

If any of these requirements. are not com
plied with, the employer loses his right to 
deduct tor Federal income tax purposes the 
amount of his payments to the fund. Thus, 
as to qualified funds, the Federal law already 
not only requires adequate disclosure in the 

.form of the compulsory filing of detailed 
information concerning .the administration 
of the fund, but also provides substantial 

. incentives to discourage practices which 
might divert moneys from the fund to the 
detriment ·of the. employee-beneficiaries. 
Also, as ln the case of the level-of-benefit 
funds, the abuses, which it is sought to cor
rect by new Federal legislation, have not 
been found to exist in qualified funds. 
. Extension of additional compulsory filing 

requirements to qualified funds would 
merely impose an additional burdensome and 
expensive requirement on these funds with 

no corresponding benefit to the public or to 
the employee-beneficiaries. 

Tll;e section of corporation, banking, and 
business law accordingly recommends that if 
the Congress is to enact any legislation re
quiring the · compulsory annual filing of 
financial statements by employee pension 
and health and welfare funds such legisla
tion applies only to those funds which do not 
provide a level of benefits and then only if 
the funds are not qualified under section 401 
(a) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

The section estimates that the expendi
tures required for the recommended action 
will be negligible. 

Respectfully submitted. 
HERBERT F. STURDY, 

Chairman. 
FEBRUARY 17, 1858. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, the bill will be received 
and appropriately referred. 

The bill <S. 3443) to provide registra
tion, reporting and disclosure of em
ployee welfare and pension benefit plans, 
introduced by Mr. ALLOTT; was received, 
read twice by its title, and referred to 
the Committee on Labor and Public 
Welfare. 

HEARINGS ON LEGISLATION TO 
INCREASE PAY OF POSTAL SUPER
VISORS 
Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, I 

ask unanimous consent to have printed in 
the body of the RECORD a copy of a press 
release by me today. 

Due to the questions raised during the 
debate on this matter when the postal
pay legislation passed the Senate re
cently, I want to invite the attention of 
Senators to the hearings to be held on 
Thursday of this week on S. 3400. 

This bill was introduced after the de
bate I re"fer to, by · the junior Senator 
·from Louisiana [Mr. 'LoNG], 'along with 
with the junior Senator from Pennsyl
vania [Mr. CLARK], the junior Senator 
from Texas [Mr. YARBOROUGH], and the 
junior Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. 
PROXMIRE]. 

There being no objection, the press 
release was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

Senator RICHARD L. NEUBERGER, Democrat, 
of Oregon, chairman of the Subcommittee on 
Federal Employees Compensation of the Sen
ate Committee on Post Office and Civil Serv
ice, announced today that hearings would 
be held on Thursday, March 13, 1958, at 9:30 
a. m., in room 135 of the Senate Office Build
ing, on S. 3400, a bill to further increase the 
compensation of post-office supervisors and 
postmasters. 

Senator NEUBERGER stated: · 
"I am hopeful the hearings can be con

cluded on Thursday and the committe.e can 
take action on this legislation without any 

· further delay. 
"We expect to hear testimony from officials 

of the Post Office Department and the Bureau 
of the Budget, as well as employee associa
tion leaders.'' 

EMPLOYMENT AND 
UNEMPLOYMENT 

Mr. ALLO'IT. Mr. President, much 
of the President's seven-point anti
recession program can be implemented 

·withoUt additional legislation. In these 
instances where · Congressional action is 
required. however, I earnestly hope that 
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the Democrat leadership will move more 
promptly than in the past. 

As the President pointed out, several 
of his earlier recommendations for new 
legislation which would greatly help to 
stimulate the economy are still pending 
before the Congress. These include: 

First. Authority for additional insur .. 
ance of FHA mortgages of $3 billion per 
year for the next 5 fiscal years. 

second. Adjustment of those statu .. 
tory interest rates which sti:tle private 
investment. 

Third. Special assistance to areas of 
high and persistent unemployment. 

Fourth. Tax relief for small business. 
Fifth. Removal of the statutory limit 

on the life of the Small Business Admin .. 
istration and provision of new authority 
for loans to .:;mall business. 

Sixth. A $2 billion increase in the 
lending authority of the Export-Import 
Bank. 
· Seventh. A $2 billion program to mod
ernize post office buildings and equip
ment. 

The President's proposal to extend 
unemployment compensation benefits to 
jobless workers over a longer period of 
time deserves prompt action. Extension 
of the present period of eligibility will 
provide urgently needed security for 
unemployed workers and their families. 
It will also give the job seekers more 
time and greater freedom of choice in 
finding suitable employment. 

·An increasing number of wage earners 
have exhausted benefits provided under 
the laws of the various States. 

The President has clearly recognized 
the need for extending unemployment 
compensation benefits to tide workers 
over until the anticipated upturn in em
ployment and business activity material
izes. 

Mr. President, today much is being 
said and numerous suggestions are being 
made about what should be done in the 
present economic situation of this c~un
try. To say that nothing is wrong and 
that all is wonderful of course would be 
a statement which showed no thinking 
behind it at all, but statements forecast
ing doom and gloom in my opinion are 
just as bad and just as erroneous. 

The report that unemployment in 
February exceeded 5 million is of course 
bad news. So long as substantial num
bers of Americans want to work and can
not find jobs there is cause for deep 
concern. 

Mr. President, when we talk about un
employment to the man who is unem
ployed it matters not whether the unem
ployment total is 1, or 10, or 1 mil
lion, or 10 million. The same effect is 
observed by him. 

But we should not let the calamity 
howlers and prophets of gloom and doom 
get away with their dismal distortions 
and forecasts. · The American economy 
is basically sound, and although there 
have been some declines in recent 
months it is still operating at a high 
level. · 

There is good reason to believe that 
the downward movement has about 
stopped and the economy will move 
ahead again in a short time. Further-

. more, the Eisenhower administration is 

taking action to institute governmental 
measures to promote increased growth 
of the economy. 

While not forgetting tpe 5 million 
unemployed we should note the other 
factors in the economic situation. 

Employment is still very high. Around 
62 million Americans are employed and 
the present rate of employment is close 
to the high for any February. 

The declines in employment from 
previous highs have been largely in 
manufacturing, mining, transportation 
and construction. In manufacturing the 
declines have been primarily in the dur
able-goods field making capital equip
ment, automobiles, aircraft, etc., indus
tries which enjoyed the greatest boom in 
the past few years. 

On the other hand employment in 
finance, services, trade, and State and 
local governments has increased over 
1957. There has been little decline in 
the soft or nondurable-goods manufac
turing industries. 

Bear in mind also that during Febru
ary the Nation suffered some of the most 
severe winter weather in history. Heavy 
snow and extreme cold weather immo
bilized many areas for days and below 
freezing weather greatly damaged fruit 
and vegetable crops in Florida and other 
southern areas. Such severe conditions 
greatly handicapped the construction 
and many other industries. 

What is more significant than the ab
solute number of unemployed is the per
centage of the labor force unemployed. 
Our February unemployment consti
tuted around 7% percent of the labor 
force and about 6% percent when ad
justed for seasonal variations. This rate 
is lower than in several months during 
1949 and early 1950. And it is, of course, 
way below the 25 percent unemployed 
in 1933, 19 percent in 1938, and 14.6 per
cent in 1940 after 8 years of New Deal 
recovery. 

As a matter of fact, only 8 years ago-
in February 1950-unemployment stood 
at 4,828,000 and constituted 7.8 percent 
of the labor force, and even 6.4 percent 
when seasonally adjusted. 

That was the time when Harry Tru
man said that a certain amount of unem
ployment-say from three to five mil
lion-was supportable. He also said that 
jobseeking should go on at all times, for 
it is healthy for the economic body. He 
made those statements on February 15, 
1950, in an interview with Arthur Krock. 

Bear in mind that in early 1950 the 
civilian labor force was only 61.6 million 
and employment was under 57 million. 
Today our labor force is over 67 million, 
and employment is around 62 million. If 
up to 5 million unemployed was sup· 
portable for Harry Truman in 1950 with 
a much smaller labor force, then to be 
consistent he should not be yelling reces
sion today with 5 million unemployed and 
more people employed than he had in his 
total labor force. But consistency has 
never been one of Mr. Truman's virtues. 

During this February our labor force 
increased about 400,000 over January, 
mainly because of women and young 
people entering the labor market. 

It should. also be emphasized that over~ 
3,300,000 persons who are unemployed 

are drawing unemployment compensa
tion from the various States. Such pay
ments are at substantially higher rates 
and in many cases for longer periods 
than have prevailed in previous years. 
All of us would like to see such rates and 
periods increased, but they now do pro
vide income for the majority of the fam
ilies of the persons out of work. Presi· 
dent Eisenhower has proposd that we 
extend the duration of the benefits for 
the unemployed workers. As he has said: 

This would enable eligible unemployed in
dividuals to receive weekly benefits for a 
longer period than is now permitted under 
State laws and thus enable them to continue 
to seek jobs with a greater measure of 
security. 

I am not trying in any sense to paint a 
"Pollyanna" picture. Neither do I pro
pose to join the doom and gloom proph
ets. It seems to me that in considering 
the entire picture and deciding what ac
tion the Congress should take, we should 
take into account the fact that there are 
some favorable factors besides those of 
which I have spoken. I understand that 
this week we shall hear many suggestions 
about what action Congress should take. 

First among all the favorable factors in 
the Nation's economic picture is that per· 
sonal income is holding up. Personal in
come in January 1958 stood at an annual 
rate of $343.6 billions, about 1 percent be
low the alltime high of $347.3 billion in 
August 1957. 

Retail sales in January 1958 were only 
four-tenths of 1 percent below the all
time high of July 1957 and were higher, 
after seasonal adjustment, than in No
vember or December 1957. 

Housing expenditure has been increas
ing every month since June 1957. In 
January 1958 new housing starts were at 
an annual rate of 1,030,000, 9.5 percent 
higher than in January 1957. 

I may add that word which I have 
received from those who are engaged in 
the mortgage and finance market in my 
own State ihdicates that they are an
ticipating that by the middle of June 
there will be a demand for money in the 
housing market which they may not be 
able entirely to meet. 

With regard to Government expendi
ture, State and local expenditure, which 
was $3 billion higher in 1957 than 1956, 
will probably be another $3 billion higher 
in 19.58. The National Government is 
substantially increasing expenditures for 
defense. During the first half of 1958, 
defense procurement contracts will run 
four to five billion dollars higher than in 

·the same period of 1957. However, total 
Federal expenditure in 1958 may not be 
higher than in 1957. We must admit 
that that is wishful hoping at this time. 

New machine tool orders, in January 
1958, totaled $19,350,000, up 4 percent 
from December, but still 69 percent be
low January 1957. 

New construction put in place in :first 
2 months of 1958 amounted to $6.3 bil
lion, a record for this 2-month period. 
Private construction is up 2 percent, and 
public construction up 4 percent over the 
same months of 1957. The Commerce 
Department expects construction in 1958 
to be 5 percent above 1957. 

Among the major factors in the slump 
·are a decrease in inventories and a sharp 
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decline in expenditures by ·business f-or 
new plant and equipment. In the first 
quarter of 1958, inventory spending at an 
annual rate will be about $5 billion be~ 
low the third quarter of 1957, and ex
penditures for new plants and equipment 
will be $2 7'4 billion below. 

Increased spending for defense pro
curement by the National -Government 
and by State and local governments for 
construction will offset the effects of 
these declines to some degree. Further~ 
the fact that retail sales are holding up 
should stem or reverse the decline in 
inventories. 

Mr. President, in conclusion of these 
few remarks, I wish to say that I do not 
believe anyone, including our President, 
is blind to the fact that there has been a 
shift in the in:flationary boom and the 
apparent in:flation which we were having 
as of August of last year. 

I am sure that the President, his ad
ministration, and the Congress, will take 
immediate steps to stop any runaway 
development of anything which would 
tend to cause a major depression. We 
must remember in this respect also that 
an extended period of in:flation, with a 
situation such as was developing during 
the past 2 years, could lead to a bubble 
and a burst which could be even worse 
and probably would be worse than a 
temporary economic recession or depres
sion-whichever we wish to call it. At 
any rate, it seems to me that this is the 
time for all of us to look at this matter 
coolly, without being swayed by the 
extremists on either side, and to attempt 
to meet the situation and to have ready 
such items as will quickly stimulate the 
national economy in the event it becomes 
necessary to do that over and above the 
suggestions I have made. 

THREE THOUSAND DOLLAR LIMI
TATION TO THE SOIL BANK ACRE
AGE RESERVE 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, 

earlier in the day ·we discussed the 
amendment of the distinguished junior 
Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. PRoxMIRE] 
requiring a $3,000 limitation on the soil 
bank acreage reserve payments to the 
proprietor or owner of a farm. It was 
the judgment of the Senate, because of 
administrative difficulties which would 
ensue from such an amendment, that 
the amendment should not be adopted. 
That judgment should not be construed 
in any way as underwriting the present 
practice of large payments. I attempted 
to make that perfectly clear in my 
remarks. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that a sheet headed "Facts on the 
$3,000 Limitation to the Soil Bank Acre
age Reserve" be printed at this point in 
the RECORD; also · a letter addressed to 
me under date of March 5, 1958, from 
Representative HENRY S. REUSS, of Wis
consin. 

There being no objection, the state
ment and letter were ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 
FACI'S ON THE $3,000 LIMITATION TO THE SOIL 

BANK ACREAGE RESERVE 
1. The Senate Appropriations Committee 

is now hearing the second supplemental ap-

propriations bill, 1958. The House by a vote 
of 137-17 on February 25, amended the $250 
million additional soil bank acreage re
serve appropriation by adding the following 
language: "Provided, That no part of this 
amount shall be used to authorize compen
sation to any one individual or corporate 
participant in excess of $3,000." 

This is a sound amendment, since it pre
vents the Secretary of Agriculture from pay
ing huge sums (such as the $309,000 paid 
Garvey Farms, which owns numbers of farms 
in Kansas and Colorado, for not growing 
wheat). 

·2. A similar $3,000-per-producer limitation 
was put into the Agricultural Appropriation 
Act of 1958 last August. Unfortunately, the 
Secretary of Agriculture practically nullified 
the amendment by construing it to permit 
him to pay $3,000 to any producer for each 
farm: thus. a corporate producer which owns 
100 farms could receive $300,000. On of the 
reasons for the present bankruptcy of the 
$500 million soil bank appropriation, neces
sitating the additional $250 million appro
priation, is Secretary Benson's using the 
fund to pay these large farming organiza
tions. 

3. It is important that the Senate Appro
priations Committee, and the Senate on the 
floor and in conference committee, not only 
retain the language of the House amend
ment but prevent any legislative history 
which might give Secretary Benson a chance 
to continue to evade the $3,000-per-producer 
limitation. It should be made clear that the 
$3,000-per-producer limitation applies irre
spective of the number of farms the producer 
or participant operates, and that in the in• 
terests of orderly administration and partic
ipation, it should be applied to the original 
$500 million as well as to the additional $250 
million. Unfortunately, in the consideration 
of the $3,000-per-producer limitation in the 
Agricultural Appropriation Act last summer, 
Senator Mundt made a few statements on 
the floor which Secretary Benson later seized 
upon as permitting large payments. See 
CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, volume 103, part 10, 
pages 13283-13284. Effort should be made to 
prevent this happening again. 

4. The entire history is set out in the CoN
GRESSIONAL RECORD f9r February 25, 1958, 
pages 2750-2778; particularly at 2752, 2758, 
2762-2763,2774-2778. 

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Washington, D. C., March 5,1958. 
The Honorable HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, 

United States Senate, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY: On February 27 
I wrote you concerning the $3,000 limitation 
on soil-bank acreage reserve payments 
passed by the House in the second supple
mental appropriations bill, 1958. Now my 
worst fears have been realized, for in the 
bill (H. R. 10881, Calendar No. 1367) re
ported out by the Senate Committee on Ap
propriations on March 4, 1958, the House 
language on page 4, lines 9-11 has been struck 
out, and the following language inserted: 
"'Provided, That the same $3,000 limitation 
which was applicable to the original $500 
million authorization shall also apply to the 
additional $250 million authorized herein." 

This was language suggested by the De
partment of Agriculture, which has always 
opposed any limitation on the size of acre
age-reserve payments, and of course would 
have the unfortunate result of permitting 
huge payments to multiple farms. My 
statement to the Senate Committee on Ap
propriations (see hearings before the Sen
ate Committee on Appropriations on H. R. 
10881, pp. 406-408) sets forth that the origi
nal $3,000 limitation passed last summe~ 
should have prevented payments in excess of 
$3,000 to ' any one producer regardless of the 

number of farms he operated; that this lim
itation was disregarded by the Department 
of Agriculture. who talked the Comptroller 
G(;meral into agreeing with it; and that, ex
cept for winter wheat, it is neither unfair 
nor' administratively difficult to limit pay
ments to $3,000 for one producer, irrespec
tive of the number of farms he operates. 

In order to do the job, it would be desir
able that H. R. 10881, as reported by the 
Senate Committee on Appropriations, be 
amended by adding certain additional words, 
so that the entire provision reads: "Pro
vided, That the same $3,000 limitation which 
was applicable to th.e origi~al $500 million 
authorization shall also- apply to the addi
tional $250 million authorized herein, so 
that a single producer or participant may re
ceive no more than $3,000, whether he oper
ates one or more than one farm (except -for 
winter wheat)." 

Such an amendment would make it clear 
that Congress always intended the $3,000 
limitation to apply irreapective of whether 
the producer, who may be _an owner, a tenant, 
or a sharecropper, operated one farm or many 
farms. Winter wheat can be excepted, be
cause the time for planting of course went 
by last fall. As to all the other crops, there 
is still plenty of time for planting everywhere, 
so there would be no hardship or adminis
trative difficulty whatever in limiting pay
ments to $3,000 to any one producer or par
ticipant, irrespective of the number of farms 
he operated. 

Sincerely, 
HENRYS. REUSS, 
Member of Congress. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
wish to co-mmend the Senator from Wis
consin [Mr. PROXMIRE] for his efforts. 
As was indicated, legislative measures 
will be introduced, and I hope will be 
acted on favorably by the Committee on 
Agriculture and Forestry, to accomplish 
the purpose which the Senator from 
Wisconsin has in mind, and the purpose 
which I thought had been accomplished 
last year in the Appropriations Act as 
passed by Congress in August 1957. It is 
regrettable that the Secretary of Agri
culture and his legal counsel have inter
preted that act so as to permit payments 
on each farm unit. 

MEDICAL FOREIGN AID 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 

ask unanimous consent to have printed 
in the body of the RECORD an article en
titled "Medical Foreign Aid-Analysis of 
Why New Medico Program in Under
developed Areas Deserves Aid," written 
by Dr. Howard A. Rusk and published in 
the New York Times; as well as the text 
of the address delivered by the Honor
able Angier Biddle Duke, at a meeting: 
of the American College of Surgeons on 
March 5, 1958. Mr. Duke is the presi
dent of the International Rescue Com
mittee. In his address Mr. Duke out
lined the International Rescue Commit
tee's newest program, Medico. This is 
an exciting program for medical inter
~ational cooperation, a full-fledged divi· 
sion of the International Rescue Com
mittee. I wish to commend the Commit
tee for the outstanding work it is doing 
not only in meeting the refugee problem 
of resettling these unfortunate people, 
but also for its people-to-people program 
of medical assistance. It is a program 
I have ~dvocated and have always 
wholeheartedly supported. 
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In his speech, Mr. Duke stresses some

thing which I have been emphasizing 
frequently in recent weeks and months
the importance of voluntary constructive 
human endeavor in conditioning the 
international atmosphere for peace and 
progress. 

Mr. Duke is eternally right when he 
says: 

Medicine has a role in human destiny far 
above the give-and-take of national rivalries; 
medicine rises above the fears of colonialism 
or of domination by selfish foreign interest. 
Medicine affords American doctors such as 
yourselves a unique opportunity for service 
to all mankind. A surgical attack on misery 
and suffering, the maintenance of inter
national health, are among the best methods 
of promoting international cooperation and 
understanding. The hand of the healer can 
help make a reality that vigorous, peaceful, 
happy, healthy, productive world t<;> which 
we aspire. America, its people, its system, its 
ideas, its work must polarize the hopes of 
men everywhere. What better way to iden
tify their dreams with ours than through 
medical international cooperation? 

There being no objection, the article 
and speech were ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows: 
[From the New York Times of March 10, 

1958] 
MEDICAL FOREIGN AID-ANALYSIS OF WHY NEW 

MEDICO PROGRAM IN UNDERDEVELOPED AREAS 
DESERVES AID 

(By Howard A. Rusk, M. D.) 
While the future of our American foreign

aid program is being debated in the Con
gress, a group of American citizens has an
nounced a new significant effort to imple..: 
ment its objectives on a voluntary basis. 

This new effort, sponsored by the Interna
tional Rescue Committee, is known ·as Medico 
or Medical International Cooperation. 

Its objective is t.o send teams of physicians 
and medically trained assistants into the un
derdeveloped areas of the world, where they 
will build, equip, and staff medical cllnics 
and small hospitals. 

Medico is a real people-to-people concept 
carried out at the grassroots through a phy
sician-to-patient program. It is based on 
not just the concept of making friends, but 
on the more fundamental desire of America 
to share our knowledge and skills with the 
needy sick. 

Working in remote village areas recom
mended by the host government, Medico
supported teams will train local personnel. 
After 18 to 24 months, they will withdraw, 
leaving behind an of their equipment and 
self-sufficient local staffs. 

DR. DOOLEY SET EXAMPLE 

Medico's program is based on recognition 
of the impact and contribution that highly 
dedicated and skilled physicians can make 
individually on a people-to-people basis. It 
is the outgrowth of the experience of the 
International Rescue Committee with one 
such dedicated physician-Dr. Thomas A. 
Dooley. 

In July 1954, while in the Navy, Dr. Dooley 
was assigned to a refugee camp in Vietnam. 
His mission was to give medical aid to the 
nearly a million refugees who poured into 
free South Vietnam from Communist North 
Vietnam, following the partition of that na
tion. Dr. Dooley has told that dramatic story 
in his book Deliver Us From Evil. 

Dr. Dooley emerged from that experience 
in 1956, dedicated to the belief that medicine 
was one of the great bonds of unity among 
the peoples of the world. He resolved to de
vote his life to this concept. He turned for 
help to the International Rescue Committee; 
This nonsectarian agency, of which Mr. An
gier Biddle Duke is president, has been doing 

outstanding work for 25 years in aiding ref
ugees fleeing from totalitarian tyranny. Al
though it had never before sponsored such 
a project, the International Rescue Commit
tee was impressed by both Dr. Dooley him
self and his proposal. 

Under its auspices, Dr. Dooley returned to 
Laos in the fall of 1956, to establish two 
jungle hospitals, one of which was only 5 
miles from the frontier of Communist China. 

During the next 15 months, Dr. Dooley and 
his two young volunteer helpers from the 
University of Notre Dame gave medical aid to 
more than 30,000 Laotians. They carried on 
no propaganda activities. Their message was 
inherent in healing the sick, easing pain, and 
preventing disease, teaching elementary pub
lic health and sanitation, and being under
standing friends. 

Regardless of what these 30,000 people and 
their families had heard about Americans 
before, they know now what Americans are 
like. They learned from their friends, Tom 
Dooley, now only 31 years old, and his two 
even younger helpers. 

In July, Dr. Dooley will return to Laos 
under the sponsorship of Medico to establish 
a new field hospital. 

The second of the programs being imme
diately supported by Medico is that of Dr. 
Gordon s_ Seagrave, the famed Burma sur
geon. Dr. Seagrave had started work in his 
hospital in Namhkam, 6 miles from the Com
munist China frontier, 5 years before Tom 
Dooley was born. During his more than a 
third of a century as a doctor-diplomat in 
Burma, he has never lost this dedication and 
belief that medicine's contribution to human 
destiny rises above the fear of colonialism 
and foreign domination. 

ONE MILLION DOLLARS IS SOUGHT 

The location of other Medico-supported 
projects will be based on the current study 
tour of 27 African and Asian nations by its 
secretary-general, Dr. Peter Comanduras: 
Dr. Comanduras gave up his extensive pri
vate practice in Washington, where he was 
head of the Department of Gastrointestinal 
Medicine at George Washington University 
Hospital, to assume his present responsi
bilities. 

Although announced just 1 month ago, 
Medico has already received contributions 
and pledges, principally from the American 
pharmaceutical industry, of more than half 
of the drugs and medical equipment initially 
needed. The value of these contributions 
exceeds $500,000. It now seeks contribu
tions of $1 million from the American pub
lic and American industry. 

Although Medico is patterned after the 
work of Dr. Dooley and Dr. Seagrave, it de
rives its inspiration from the philosophy of 
Dr. Albert Schweitzer and his world-famous 
hospital at Lambarene, French Equatorial 
Africa. 

Dr. Schweitzer has a longstanding policy 
that he does not endorse or sponsor proj
ects regardless of their merit. However, 
when Dr. Comanduras and Mr. Leo Cherne, 
chairman of the International Rescue Com
mittee, presented the program of Medico to 
him at Lambarene last month, he said, 
with characteristic simplicity and sincerity, 
"I endorse Medico with all my heart." 

It is to be hoped that millions of Ameri
cans also endorse and support Medico with 
all of their hearts. Here is a program with 
lofty aims and practical purposes, based on 
the ancient proverb, "It is better to light a 
single candle than to curse the darkness." 

REMARKS OF THE HONORABLE ANGIER BIDDLE 
DUKE AT THE MEETING OF THE AMERICAN 

CoLLEGE OF SURGEONS AT THE WALDORF• 

ASTORIA ON MARCH 5, 1958 
We meet tonight in the shadow of one of 

the gravest issues of our times. The future 
of our foreign-aid program is in doubt and 
even in jeopardy. Please consider these re-

marks of mine this evening as one more plea 
for helping others, in the purest sense first 
of all, and in order to help ourselves as well. 
And I say that last bit not apologetically or 
defensively because I have the conviction 
that, in this case, the self-interest of the 
helper and the helped most surely coincide. 

It is -appropriate that such a plea be ad
dressed to this gathering. No body of men 
and women can be more aware of the im
plications of helping others. No group in 
the world knows better than you the effect 
upon others of the hand of the healer. And 
so I speak to you as kindred spirits sharing 
a common concern for people who need help 
around the world. 

In no other manner can the impact of the 
American personality be made more real to 
the peoples of foreign lands than through 
the person of the American doctor binding 
up their wounds. 

Let me give you a specific on the value of 
impact. Dr. Peter Comanduras, a Wash
ington surgeon, has just written me from 
Afghanistan. He retells at first hand a 
story about rival concepts of foreign aid 
operating in that crucial area which shares 
a common frontier with the Soviet Union. 
America has directly tackled the basic prob
lem of the country by building a dam and 
hydroelectric plant nearly one hundred 
miles from Kabul, the capital. It is a fine 
idea and no progress is possible out there 
without such a project. It is, however, diffi
cult of access over wild roads from the city 
and its work is neither visible nor readily 
understood by the undereducated popula
tion. But Dr. Comanduras writes me of the 
pride and enthusiasm the Afghans have j.n 
what the Russians have done for them. 
Soviet engineers have paved the main street 
of Kabul from one end of the city to the 
other. The fact that the asphalt is hardly 
essential for traffic largely of the oxcart 
variety is not very important. The Afghans 
are delighted and look for more Russian 
aid. 

The moral is that we must supplement 
our long-range programs with projects of 
similar impact, the kind that make an im
mediate impression. 

I refer, of course, to the terrible need for 
medical programs, administered by Ameri
can physicians and surgeons. Out in these 
vital zones on the frontiers of the Free 
World, American doctors, by their every act 
of compassion, are living, breathing, and 
demonstrable proof of the kind of people 
we are. In that sense doctors are diplomats, 
representatives abroad of our country, our 
culture. 

Last April I went out to Southeast Asia 
to look over the work of one of these doctor
diplomats. Our International Rescue Com
mittee was sponsoring the medical opera
tion of Dr. Thomas A. Dooley in the remote 
kingdom of Laos. There, a few miles from 
the border of Communist China, Tom 
Dooley and his medical corpsmen were 
bringing the impact of our American 
personality to people who had not yet made 
up their minds whose side they were on. 

The tribesmen in this political twilight 
zone had probably never seen an American 
before and had heard little of our country 
except from whatever Communist propa
ganda may have seeped in from across the 
border. 

Tom Dooley is a very young man and he 
had with him two assistants even younger 
from the University of Notre Dame. Al
though they all had very affirmative views 
on the nature of society, they carried on no 
propaganda activities. Their message was 
inherent in healing the sick, easing pain and 
preventing disease, through teaching ele
mentary public health and sanitation, and 
through being a friend. They lived right 
in the poor village among the people they 
served. They were cheerful, happy, and 
backbreakingly hard working. I can tell you 

. 
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that those are Americans who are deeply 
loved. 

Now I don't know just what is going to 
happen out there in Laos. It 1s an uncom-_ 
mitted nation. It has recently taken Com
munist influenced Pathet Laos into the_gov
ernment. Two of its western provinces were 
R::!d-held for years. The Laotians are in a 
most delicate position; and yet there is a 
chance for them to move closer to friend
ship with us. If that day comes, a portion 
of the credit must be due to the unselfish, 
devoted, humanitarian work of Dr. Tom 
Dooley. 

One anecdote about some of Tom's tech
n iques: He is a stickler for professional 
ethics, even of the local variety. His col
leagues were the local witch doctors and 
he scrupulously observed the proprieties of 
the profession. Whenever possible, he would 
bring them in for consultation on patients' 
problems and it usually worked out very 
well. He told me of the case of an internal 
jaw infection which was cured by one of 
the wonder drugs. The local magician was 
in very good humor about the cure, however, 
because she had applied cow-dung and herbs 
directly to the patient's chin, which was 
obviously more effective to the jawbone 
than Tom's ridiculous method of inserting a 
needle in the buttocks. So everybody's face 
was saved and when the patient brought in 
two chickens as payment, our Dr. Dooley 
turned one over to the witch doctor. Fee 
splitting, I believe you call it. 

One other curiosity: An outbreak of what 
we call the Asian flu had been going the 
rounds while I was out there. Although the 
local population_ had only the vaguest idea of 
geography and knew nothing about atomic 
physics, a new expression became current; 
to them the Asian flu was "La grippe atomi
que." You see, medicine had been put to 
a different use by the Commur~ist propa
gandists. 

During his 15 months in Laos, Dr. Dooley 
treated over 30,000 men, women, and chil
dren. He and his assistants left behind an 
image of Americans that was at once h ighly 
favorable and unforgettable. No matter what 
these patients and their families had heard 
about Americans before, they knew from 
personal experience what Americans are 
really like. 

When Dooley returned from a year and a 
half among his new friends half a world 
away, he came back with an idea-an idea 
for Medical International Cooperation, to be 
known as Medico. He sold me on it and he 
sold my colleagues in the IRC. We even 
had to change our charter to encompass 
the concept, but today it is a program in 
being. Medico is now a full-fledged division 
of the International Rescue Committee. We 
have based our concept of medical interna
tional cooperation on some basic premises. 
We feel that out of misery and disease come 
chaos and revolution. The vigorous, peace
ful, and productive world we strive to build 
depends on the health and the vitality of its 
men and women. 

An organization such as ours cannot at
tack all the Uls of mankind-but we can 
and will attack suffering in those particular 
areas which are most critical. We do so 
in a spirit of humanizing our approach to a 
more effective foreign policy. A British 
statesman, Anthony Nutting, former British 
Secretary of State for Foreign Afi'alrs, on No
vember 11, 1957, had this to say in an article 
in the New York Herald Tribune: 

"True, Khrushchev, like Hitler, has dreams 
of empire, but whereas Hitler had to use 
military force, Khrushchev in his day and age 
can achieve his dreams only if he avoids 
force and uses trade and propaganda. If we 
are going to frustrate these intentions, we 
must change om tactics. We must think 
less about defending New York against Rus
sian rockets and more about attacking Asia 
with Western power stations." 

To that concept I would like to add, "with 
power stations and with a person-to-person 
program of applied medicine." Or, as Sen
ator HUBERT HUMPHREY has said, "What we 
Americans need to do is to be ourselves, just 
to do what comes naturally; to be the gener
ous, humanitarian, and compassionate people 
that have endeared us in the past to our 
neighbors and has become the hallmark of 
our tradition and heritage." 

The Medico program proposes just that. 
It is modeled after our experience with 
Operation Brotherhood, in Vietnam. You 
may remember the great work of the Fili
pino medical teams among the refugees 
from Communist North Vietnam. We 
helped sponsor and finance their work, in 
cooperation with the United States Junior 
Chamber of Commerce. 

In connection with this, the doughty 
Chief of State of Free Vietnam, President 
Ngo Dinh Diem, stated in a message to the 
International Rescue Committee last year: 

"We could not have succeeded as we did 
without American material aid. But 
equally important for our survival was your 
moral aid, a kind that usually does not come 
from governments but from peopl~ directly. 
How sincerely Americans were interested in 
our welfare is perhaps best illustrated by 
the splendid work of your internationally 
famous relief organizations • • •. The for
eign doctors who went into the villages to 
help our people were direct messengers of 
international friendship. • • • Let me re
cord my gratitude to people who gave us the 
moral aid for which material aid can never 
be a substitute." 
· Medico today has several projects actually 
under way. On January first we assumed 
sponsorship of the work of the famed 
Burma surgeon, Dr. Gordon Seagrave. His 
hospital at Namkham, only 1 mile from Red 
China, is now supported by the Medico divi
sion of IRC. Special assistance is being 
arranged for the Lambarene Hospital in 
French Equatorial Africa of our honorary 
patron, Dr. Albert Schweitzer. Our secre
tary-general, Dr. Peter Comanduras, is at 
present on a mission in Asia, surveying 
medical needs in the most sensitive areas. 
Furthermore it is essential for Dr. Coman
duras to know where we are wanted as well 
as needed. Medico w111 never impose a pro
gram; it wlll operate only where it has been 
specifically invited. 

Our secretary-general gave up his prac
tice in Washington, where he was the head 
of the gastro-intestinal department of 
George Washington University and Associ
ate Professor of Clinical Medicine at the 
University Medical School. When he re
turns to New York in a month or so we will 
activate other Medico programs, and Dr. 
pooley will return to again head up our 
mission in Laos. 

This is how we plan to operate: As many 
new Medico teams will be organized and 
sent out as can be financed from the dollar 
support we receive from the general public 
of all of this country. We have been formally 
invited to a number of Asian countries, and 
our experience leads us to believe that the 
host governments will be willing to furnish 
a great deal of assistance and equipment, as 
well as personnel. We shall work through 
the host governments' ministries of health; 
and where they request it, we shall stock and 
supply small clinics. Then our mission stat! 
wm train indigenous personnel to a level 
that they can easily reach. Medico will oper
ate with teams of volunteers, a physician or 
surgeon and his assistants. we plan to keep 
them in the field !or 18 months to 2 years, 
certainly a minimum of a year. 
· When a doctor practices in the Far East 
he has an opportunity to study diseases 
which he has known here only in textbooks
yaws, smallpox, beri-beri, leprosy. At a time 
when America needs more physicians and 
surgeons, one might hope that a program like 

this, with its dramatic challenge to the medi
cal profession, might even stimulate young 
Jp.en to enter the field of medicine. 

Medico will also arrange for American 
specialists to visit the clinics and hospitals 
of the host countries, so that others may ben
efit from our knowledge, and also that we 
may forge closer ties on an international, 
professionallevel. · 

Medico has been set up as a nonsectarian, 
voluntary organization supported by the con
tributions of the American people. Public 
response to it promises to be overwhelming 
both here in the United States and overseas. 
Two weeks after the news of its formation, 
we had already heard from the most remote 
hill districts of India, from Cambodia, and 
from Ethiopia. Foreign ambassadors and of
ficials of our Foreign Service have indica ted 
that they welcome its establishment. · Drug 
companies have contributed enough supplies 
to equip six medical teams immediately. 
Dozens of persons have volunteered-stu
dents of medicine, doctors, dentists, physi
cians, surgeons, of wide experience and high 
reputation. 

I ask you tonight for your interest and 
moral support; you American doctors have 
always extended your helping hands enthu
siastically and effectively. I believe there are 
some 1,500 American doctors working over
seas today, including visiting specialists and 
teachers. Men and women are working in 
governmental and intergovernmental pro
grams, others as medical missionaries and as 
dedicated individuals. We hope to swell their 
number. 

Medicine has a role in human destiny far 
above the give-and-take of national rivalries; 
medicine rises above the fears of colonialism 
or of domination by selfish foreign interest~ 
Medicine affords American doctors such as 
yourselves a unique opportunity for service 
to all mankind. A surgical attack on misery 
and suffering, the maintenance of interna
tional health, are among the best methods
of promoting internatiomil cooperation and 
understanding. The hand of the healer can 
help make a reality that vigorous, peaceful; 
happy, healthy, productive world to whic:tl 
we aspire. America, its people, its system, its 
ideas, its work must polarize the hopes o{ 
men everywhere. What better way to identify 
their dreams with ours than through medical 
international cooperation? 

THE UNITED NATIONS AND AMER
ICAN FOREIGN POLICY 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, last 
Friday, March 7, 1958, I had the pleasure 
of addressing the Central Wisconsin 
Teachers Association at Wausau, Wis. 
My remarks largely dealt with the 
United Nations and American foreign 
policy. 

I took the occasion to suggest that in 
the face of the current dilemma on re
suming disarmament negotiations, the 
United States should probably explore 
the use of the United Nations Security 
Council as the logical place for the re
sumption of talks. Consequently, Mr. 
President, I was particularly interested 
to read in the following morning's news
papers that the Soviet Union has report
edly indicated that it would attend a 
United Nations Security Council meeting 
to discuss. the resumption of disarma
ment talks. 

I ask unanimous consent that an INS 
dispatch which appeared in the Wash
ington Post on March 8, 1958, entitled 
~·soviet Seen Set To Attend Arms Parley" 
be printed in the RECORD at this point 
1n my remarks. 
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I also ask unanimous consent, Mr. 

President, that the text of a news release 
of my Wisconsin talk, issued March 7, 
1958, be printed at this point in the 
RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
and press release were ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 
SOVIET SEEN SET TO ATTEND ARMS' PARLEY 

(By Pierre J. Huss) 
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y., March 7.-Russia 

reportedly signified today it would attend 
a U. N. Secur~ty Council meeting to discuss 
resumption of arms talks. 

It was reported the Soviet delegation has 
responded to United States Ambassador 
James J. Wadsworth's bid for a Security 
Council meeting on disarmament by request
ing assurances the session will be strictly 
procedural. 

In a private talk with Soviet Envoy Arkady 
A. Sobolev last Monday, Wadsworth proposed 
that the 11-nation Council pass a resolution 
making it clear that future arms negotia
tions are to be held under U. N. auspices. 

The Council session is expected to be held 
during the first week in April. 

U. N. SECURITY COUNCIL URGED AS FORUM FOR 
NEW DISARMAMENT EFFORTS 

Senator HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, Democrat, 
of Minnesota, today urged the United States 
to turn to the United Nations Security 
Council as th"e "logical forum" for resuming 
disarmament efforts. 

"The United Nations Security Council is 
the logical channel for our next effort to 
resume talks with the Soviet Union on dis
armament and other outsta~ding issues,'' 
Senator HuMPHREY declared in an address 
before the Central Wisconsin Teachers Asso
:ciation at Wausau, Wis. 

"For many years the Security Council has 
been crippled by indiscriminate use of the 
veto, but it is, nevertheless, the body which 
has, under the United Nations Charter, been 
formally charged with primary responsibility 
for the maintenance of international peace 
and security. I think that in the current 
crisis of international peace and security we 
should resort to the Security Council and 
utilize its machinery to the greatest possible 
extent. If obstructionism or the veto should 
.block effective Council action, then-but 
only then-we should carry our negotiations 
to other channels. 

"In preparing for negotiations with the 
Soviet Union on disarmament and other 
issues of the 'cold war,' the United States 
is consulting on policy with the membe! 
.countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Or
ganization. The issues involved, however, 
are much broader than NATO-they affect 
the interests of the entire world. The 'cold 
war' is not a private squabble between Mos
cow and the NATO powers, · but a state of 
tension that affects the lives and fate of 
people on every continEint of the globe. In 
·Asia, Africa, and Latin America nations are 
watching with deep concern the progress of 
the exchange between the major Atlantic 
powers and the Kremlin, because they know 
that their own future depends on the out
come. 

"Yet, despite the interest and concern o:f 
the governments and peoples of nations all 
around the globe, we have been treating 
most of them as mere bystanders. . It would 
be to our interest to associate these coun
tries more closely with the policies and the 
decisions that in the last analysis profoundly 
affect all of them. 

"The place for disarmament negotiation~;~ 
is the United Nations," Senator HUMPHREY 
declared. The United Nations, as t~e in.
.strumentality of formal political e:ooperation 
established by practically all the nations of 
'the world, is the proper channel through 
which policy C<?O~dination should be 
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achieved. The ~neral Assembly, with some 
80 members, is too cumbersome an agency 
for this purpose. But the Security Council; 
containing as it does countries from nearly 
every major region· of the world officially 
chosen by the entire membership of the 
General Assembly, could offer a means of 
broad representative negotiation and consul
tation. 

"But wherever we negotiate, we should 
consult with all those members of the Secu
'rity Council that desire to do so. We can
not consult with every country in the 
world-this would be an endless and futile 
process. But we can get together vo;:ith those 
-countries which have been chosen by all the 
members of the General Assembly-the 
'town meeting of the world,' as their o~cial 
.representatives, so to spealt:, on pea~e and 
security matters. We would thus show our 
regard for the views and interests of nations 
throughout the world and not just those 
'Who have chosen to ally themselves milita
Tily with us in the North Atlantic region. 
Our · own policies would be immensely 
strengthened by recognizing the broad inter
ests of nations everywhere in the great issues 
of peace and war, and we would derive much 
profit from this demonstration of our respect 
for world opinion." 

Reviewing the United Nations role today, 
Senator HUMPHREY went on to say that 
"there is a need for a general, ever-open 
forum in which to discuss the problems of 
the world, to supplement the normal, sepa
'rate, compartmental contracts of traditional 
diplomacy. It is of tremendous value to 
the diplomat and to the policy maker in 
the field of foreign affairs to have this sup
plementary, complementary mechanism. As 
has been often said, if the United Nations 
did not exist we would have to create it. 
But fortunately the United Nations does 
·not only exist, but it works. Time and 
again, our country and our allies have been 
able to use it to advantage as one of the 
essential tools of modern diplomacy. 

"Admittedly, the United Nations has its 
limitations, and we must remain alert to 
correct them,'' the Senator stated. "However, 
I am convinced that despite its shortcom
ings, the U. N. provides the best interna
tional forum yet devised in which nations in 
time of crisis can air their grievances and 
achieve solutions to international disputes 
through discussions, debate, and compro
mise." 

Further excerpts from Senator HuMPHREY's 
remarks ·follow: 
. "It was my privilege to serve as a member 
of the United States delegation to the 
General Assembly of the United Nations dur
ing the 11th General Assembly which ad
·journed in March 1957. During this period 
world peace hung in the balance--the result 
of the crises in Egypt and Hungary. These 
twin crises dominated the 11th General As
sembly, and we have not yet heard the last 
of them. 

"The contrast between the crises in the 
Middle East and Hungary is striking. In 
the Middle East, the United Nations achieved 
a cessation of hostilities because the parties 
involved were Willing to comply with the 
recommendations of the United Nations. In 
·Hungary, the United Nations was frustrated 
.because the Soviet Union arrogantly flouted 
its will. 

"The Middle East crisis led to one of those 
momentous steps which may in the future 
come to be seen as a turning point in history. 
I refer, of course, to the establishment of 
. the United Nations Emergency Force which 
.is continuing to do an outstanding job m 
keeping the peace in that troubled area. 
·It is a tribute to UNEF that we have not 
_tor a long time read anything in our news
.pape~s about the trouble in the Sharm-el
Sheik or Gaza areas. -

"I regret, however, that more progress 
has not been made toward establishing a 

force of similar character as a permanent 
arm of the United Nations. It will be re
called that such action was recommended 
in a resolution which was agreeed to by 
the Senate in August' of last year. I was 
glad to join Senator· SPARKMAN in sponsoring 
this forward-looking resolution and -1 hope 
that in the coming year concrete steps will 
be taken to implement it. 
· "Egypt and Hungary, however, are only 

two examples of the value of the United Na
tions to the Free World. There are other 
examples which are less spectacular, but 
which nonetheless are vital. Through the 
United Nations progress was made in the 
field of the peaceful uses of atomic energy; 
constructive gains were made toward self
government and independence in the de
pendent ~nd trust territories of the world; 
technical-assistance programs provide under
developed countries with a pool of skilled 
and professional personnel. During 1957, 
the United Nations for the first time de
voted itself, although briefly, to the problem 
·of outer space. It is significant that in the 
disarmament resolution of November 14, 
1957, the General Assembly called for agree:. 
menton an inspection system to insure that 
the sending of objects through outer space 
would be exclusively for peaceful and scien,. 
tific purposes. 

"We must, of course, prepare the way for 
negotiations by improving the international 
climate. Private United States citizens can 
.play a major role in this area. We cannot·, 
.for instance, overstress the importance for 
schoolteachers to be well informed in U. N. 
operations so that they can better inform 
and teach the future citizens whose lives will 
be so affected by the developments of the 
present~ Tear.:hers should lead in our people
to-people exchange program. 

"Individual and group voluntary efforts 
to help meet today's total challenge from 
the Kremlin should be encouraged on every 
front." 

FARM POLICY 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, each 
year for the past 20 years the National 
Farm Institute at Des Moines, Iowa, has 
been distinguished for its excellent pro
grams. The program this year was 
again outstanding and I have been told 
that the addresses of Professors John 
Kenneth Galbraith of Harvard Uni
_versity, and Theodore W. Schultz of the 
University of Chicago were the high
lights of this year's Institute. I have 
had the privilege of reading these ad
dresses and have found them unusually 
stimulating and helpful. 

Professor Galbraith, in an address en
titled "Farm Policy: The Problem and 
the Choices," makes it abundantly clear 
that "agriculture is peculiarly incapable 
of dealing with problems of expanding 
-output and comparatively inelastic de
mand." 

He points out that the steel industry 
is now producing at 60 percent of ca
. pacity because it cannot sell a larger out
put at a satisfactory price. If farmers 
had the same market power they too 
could deal with their problems effec
tively . 

·If we do not want an agriculture of 
large corporation farms, Galbraith says, 
-we must have a farm policy in which the 
_ordinary family enterprise can survive. 
·we must provide a floor under prices or 
.under income. Production payments, 
,either generally or specially financed, 
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would be far more satisfactory in Gal
braith's view than our recent farm price 
support programs. 

What is at stake today is the tradi
tional organization of agriculture. We 
are in the process of deciding between 
continuing modest family farms or an 
agriculture of large-scale units. 

Professor Galbraith's article has al
ready been inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL 

RECORD. 
Professor Schultz outlined a ''Policy 

to Cope with Agricultural Abundance." 
He makes the point that what is bad 
economics is also bad politics. He has 
much to say that is critical of the opera
tion of past farm programs. He says: 

It is high time we faced up to the fact 
that our total supply of feed concentrates 
has gone through the roof. • • • , 

The support price on corn has degenerated 
into a club • • • what is required is a for
ward price on hogs. It should be put at 
about $13 and announced as a floor price for 
2 years ahead. When the average monthly 
market price received by producers for hogs 
falls below $13, the ditrerence between that 
average market price and the $13 should be 
covered by an income (production) payment 
(made direct to the producers). 

Mr. President, I am sure that the 
Members of the Senate will find Profes
sor Schultz's address helpful in evaluat
ing current proposals for changes in the 
farm program. 

I ask unanimous consent that the text 
of the address be printed at this pgint in 
the RECORD. . 

There being no objection, the address 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 

as follows: 
POLICY To COPE WrrH AGRICULTURAL 

ABUNDANCE 

(By Theodore W. Schultz, chairman, depart
ment of economics, University of Chicago) 
Everything that King Midas touched turned 

into gold; everything that Uncle Sam has 
touched in agriculture has turned into feed. 
It has buried farmers under a mountain of 
well over 200 million tons of feed, and there 
is no one in sight to rescue them. What 
wouldn't the originators of the two sputniks 
give for our touch. 

There are now so many proposals to get 
agriculture out of its trouble that it be
comes a challenge to come up with anything 
new. Responding to that challenge, I have 
three very original ideas. 

1. Let us embark on a strong program to 
change each farm product at least in soiD:e 
detail once a year. The goal should be to 
produce, for example, a new-model hog every 
spring, and then put on a Dinah Shore TV 
show to tell consumers about the new wrin
kles in the snout and the added twist in the 
tail, and do it in color and in black and 
white, with plenty of singing guest stars. 
The big broadcasting companies wm ap
plaud. 

2. Our secular and ecclesiastical authori
tfes should issue an edict requiring every 
person to eat double rations every Monday. 
Or, rather than passing st1ll more laws to 
get farmers to produce less, pass at least one 
law requiring every family to consume more 
than it did during the base year against 
which it will be judged. A consumption 
allotment of only 10 percent more would 
increase farm prices fully 20 percent. Surely 
not a bad start. 

3. My last fling at origina~ity should ap
peal especially to our chairman. But may 
I ask that all Democrats and not-too-loyal 
Republicans refrain from applause. Inas
much as the Russians have been very sue• 
cessful in producing less than they want, 

and we have been equally successful in pro• 
ducing more than we want, let us exchange, 
not surpluses for sputniks, but our top agri
cultural officials for their top farm bosses. 
Surely both countries would be better off. 
Who knows, they might even throw in that 
old farm boss, Khrushchev. 

At the time I agreed to do this talk, I 
asked with trepidation, "How should the 
problems of agriculture be divided between 
the two of us this evening?" I was told, 
"Each should do what comes naturally, one 
taking up the economics, the other the 
politics of agriculture." My misgivings rose 
abruptly. You know and I know that there 
is no glamour in economics. How many of 
you have ever read The Wealth of Nations 
from cover to cover? Henry Wallace once 
said, appearing before the American Eco
nomic Association, "Economics is a study of 
the dry, dead bones of a society with all the 
flesh removed and all of the blood and life 
drained out." Who would want to be stuck 
with that dismal prospect on a night like 
this? It's hard enough to do it in the class
room where attendance is required. So, I 
forswear that role this evening. 

The image I have is that politics and eco
nomics are joined, as implied in the old 
phrase "political economy." One can see 
this in modern fiscal and monetary policies 
that we use to attain economic stability and 
growth; in taxation to obtain revenue and 
to bring about greater equality in the way 
income and wealth are distributed; in for
eign economic policy and in the area under 
consideration here, 1. e., in agricultural 
policy. In each of these, politics and eco
nomics are joined not as a matter of mere 
convenience, but as partners in a marriage. 
The initiative is with politics. Let politics 
take unto himself a good partner and the 
prospects are good, but let it be a bad part
ner and there will be, in Harry Truman's 
idiom, "hell to pay." It is my thesis that 
good economics is good for politics and bad 
economics is bad for politics-for better or 
for worse. 

BAD ECONOMICS IS BAD FOR POLITICS 

Economics is not a mere handmaiden of 
politics, to be used and misused to satisfy 
the whims of politicians. Let me cite some 
examples, going back no further than the 
late twenties. 

First, it was thought to be smart politics 
in the twenties to raise tariffs and promise 
to make them effective for agriculture. 

The brutual fact that farm prices really 
collapsed soon after World War I is now al
most a part of forgotten history. The value 
of farm land fell and kept on falUng. Fore
closures became a plague and one wave of 
bank failures followed another. Well do I 
remember, for twice as a college student and 
then once again as an instructor at Ames, 
I had all of my small, precious nest egg of 
liquidity wiped out by this scourge. To 
deal politically with that collapse in farm 
prices, more and better tariffs were enacted. 
First it was the Fordney-McCumber Act of 
1922, and then in 1930 came the lamentable 
Smoot-Hawley tariffs. Was there ever a 
greater piece of economic folly? It soon 
turned sour, however, and became bad 
politics. 

It will be to the everlasting credit of econo· 
mists that they had the courage to protest 
en masse. But it took a Cordell Hull to undo 
the Smoot-Hawley fiasco. I vividly recall 
how he, from this very platform, stated boldly 
the purposes and importance of the 
reciprocal-trade agreements he was launch
ing. Unfortunately, these trade agreements 
are once more in jeopardy, but we cannot 
afford to give up the high ground won under 
Hull's great leadership. Many farm people 
and their leaders support my former col· 
league, the distinguished Senator :from Illi· 
nois [PAm DouGLAs], who has risen to rally 
the forces that fought for Cordell Hull. 

Second, I need only remind you that there 
was once ·upon a time a flourishing Federal 
agency called the NRA, an awful piece of 
economics, so bad that it soon became too 
great a political liability for even the strong 
New Deal to maintain. 

Third, let me now be so bold as to comment 
on parity for agriculture. On welfare 
grounds, it has much merit as a policy goal. 
The difficulties all start when the idea of 
parity is converted in to a set of specific prices 
and when laws are passed establishing a 
parity price formula tied to dead hand of 
history. The legal formula served notice, 
then and there, that we had embarked on a 
policy built on bad economics. Most econo:. 
mists, including some who looked with much 
favor on the many fine efforts of the New 
Deal to help agriculture, clearly saw the 
faulty foundation of parity prices. 

It may not be amiss to recall that in the 
middle thirties, through the agricultural ex
tension service of this good State, those of us 
who were then economists at Ames took it 
upon ourselves to point out to farmers the 
nature of the bad economics inherent in the 
legal parity price formula. These educa
tional efforts on our part were not received 
with any outburst of enthusiasm by the then 
leaders of your major farm organiaztion, to 
put it mildly. Ironically, the positions of 
two of the major farm organizations were at 
that time precisely the reverse of what their 
positions are today with regard to parity 
prices. One might, of course, gloat and say, 
"consistency, thou art a jewel." But I would 
much rather like to believe that our meetings, 
and talks, and the things we wrote contrib
uted to the excellent economic grasp that has 
been typical of the farm people who had to 
live with us during those exciting years. 

As long as legislation specified a fairly low 
percentage of parity as the support price, no 
major disturbances occurred in the flow of 
farm products into markets, and no excessive 
stocks were accumulated. Such was the case 
during the early New Deal years, although at 
one time it looked bad in cotton. In any 
case, the war years cleared the decks of stocks, 
but it also induced Congress to raise the 
percent of parity repeatedly, and these higher 
mandatory parity prices became unworkable 
in the postwar years after Korea. 

Professor C. M. Hardin's studies show that 
simply voting for high support prices does 
not necessarily assure Congressmen that 
they will get the votes of farm people in 
these parts of the Corn Belt. Parity prices, 
tied to the horse and buggy days of 191Q-14, 
have at long last caught up with us; they 
have in fact become bad politics. 

We might have developed, and could have 
had by now, a workable system of forward 
prices growing out o:( our support prices, 
but instead we have been on the verge of 
destroying the whole of it by our insistence 
on having price supports dictated by a wholly 
unworkable price formula. It is high time 
that we rescued our support prices; agri
culture needs them; they can be made to 
work. 

Fourth, as I read the record of the last 
2 decades, it has been neither good eco
nomics nor good politics to impose effective 
production controls on farmers. Tobacco 
may be in part an exception. This interpre
tation of the record seems to hold for that 
old stand-by-acreage allotments with or 
without cross-compliance-and, also, for the 
soil bank. 
- As far back as 1942, Professor 0. H. Brown
lee and I made a study of the effects of the 
AAA on total feed production, and we found 
that it had not reduced the total output of 
feed. (See Research Bulletin 298, Iowa 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa, 
April, 1942.) 

I do not want to imply that these produc
tion controls have been altogether neutral. 
The Corn Belt would be much better off now 
had they been neutral. · At every turn, so it 
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seems, they have added to the supply of 
feed. We all know that they have been 
shifting acreage and production around: 
less corn acreage but more of other feeds; 
less land in wheat but much more in grain 
sorghum, oats, and barley; and less cotton 
and again more feed. It is high time we 
faced up to the fact that our total supply 
of feed concentrates has gone through the 
roof, rising from 167 million tons in 1952 
to 218 million tons last fall-up 30 percent 
in 5 years. 

Even in the case of tobacco, the economic 
effects on tobacco farmers of the ever smaller 
acreage allotments are likely, sooner or later, 
to become intolerable. 

Acreage allotments and the soil bank have 
been acceptable to farmers as a formula 
for distributing some Government payments 
but not as controls to reduce farm produc
tion. Whenever these controls have ben 
pressed to a point where they might have 
curtailed total production, they have become 
1:nacceptable politically. 

Fifth, without elaborating on the reasons 
why, let me simply say that our recent large 
scale disposal programs of farm products 
abroad, will prove to be both bad economics 
and bad politics, although in this case the 
political shortcomings are slow in coming to 
a head, because those who are burdened by 
the maladjustments t;hat Public Law 480 and 
the other disposal programs bring about 
abroad are not represented in Congress. Our 
foreign policy position, however, is being 
weakened, and these programs are, there
fore, all too high a price to pay in view 
of our national insecurity at this time. 

GOOD ECONOMICS IS GOOD FOR POLITICS 

Is there anything left that is not bad? 
Am I not guilty of labeling any and all eco
nomic endeavors by Government simply as 
"bad economics," and of picking out those 
that fail to prove my thesis? I shall prove 
that this is not my position. I am fully 
aware that free enterprise and economic 
freedom also become doctrines, and in the 
hands of some have become fully as inflexi
ble and unworkable as the now very obsolete 
parity price formula. Let me present my 
case as follows: 

I want, first, to go beyond agriculture and 
consider policy for the overall stability of the 
United States economy. Since the war, it 
has become both good economics and good 
politics to maintain full employment and 
prosperity without inflation. That this is 
true politically is clear enough: no more in
flation than that of late 1956 and early 1957 
was a political liabiilty, and the amount of 
unemployment that has come upon us since 
then is no political asset. But what is good 
economics in achieving this policy objective? 
I dismiss out of hand the arguments of those 
who tell us that monetary controls are nec
essarily bad because they restrict somewhat 
the economic freedom of banks. But there 
are some disagreements among economists 
on how much can and should be done 
through monetary, or fiscal, or direct wage 
controls. It is, I fear, all too easy to espouse 
either a particular monetary-fiscal doctrine, 
or some kind of wage-price spiral doctrine. 

I for one have been unable to convince 
myself that the rises in wages that have 
occurred since the war have been the villains 
of the piece. Wages undoubtedly have over
shot the mark at times in some places; but 
it could hardly be otherwise in a period of 
rapidly rising factor prices attributable to 
new techniques and new knowledge that 
have been expanding output. It may be 
that I am wearing a set of monetary-fiscal 
blinders, but as I see it, these controls can 
and should play a dominant role. 

:When these controls are applied too hard 
and long they will bring on a depression. 
In my judgment, Arthur F. Burns was essen

. tially right in his assessment at the time he 
resigned from the President's Economic 
Council that the Federal Reserve had gone 

too far in checking the rise in the money 
supply. I find much economic wisdom in 
his lectures at Fordham University given 
during October 1957. (See his Prosperity. 
Without Inflation, Fordham University Press, 
1957, especially chapter 3, "The New En
vironment of Monetary Policy," and chapter 
4, "Public Policies for Coping With Infla
tion.") 

TUrning now to agriculture, there is a 
long list of public programs that have stood 
both the economic and political test. 

The farm home and the family farm have 
been strengthened measurably by good old 
FRD (older by far than FDR) , by roads, 
electricity, and telephone fac111ties for farm 
people. The business side of family farms 
is better because of what Government has 
done to develop our farm credit institutions, 
market information, and some of its soil
conservation programs. In principle, I am 
sure that support prices are also good when 
we have once learned to use them as forward 
prices, and that CCC stocks can and should 
be u sed to counteract vicissitudes in pro
duction and not to underwrite a set of obso
lete parity prices. Income payments, I am 
still convinced, also, can play a positive role 
for the purposes and, as a second line of 
defense, as I originally envisioned them in 
1944. 
POLICY TO COPE WITH AGRICULTURAL ABUNDANCE 

Paradoxically, we seem to be determined 
as a people to make farm products and the 
services of scientists, engineers, and teachers 
cheap. There can be no doubt that this is 
the effect, on the one hand, of the vast array 
of new, useful knowledge being made avail
able to agriculture, by the Agricultural Ex
periment Stations and Agricultural Exten
sion Services; and, on the other hand, of the 
vast public efforts to recruit and subsidize 
students to become teachers, engineers, and 
scientists. We are, thus, in the same boat: 
ever more public funds are to be spent to 
keep your products and my services cheap. 

Robert Buck saw this clearly as it applies 
to farming in the excellent paper that he 
presented at this Institute last year. 

For consumers this is of course fine; more
over, these expenditures for agricultural re
search and extension have served and will 
continue to serve the public interest. So will 
public funds to pay outstanding students to 
study hard for many long years, as is neces
sary if they are to be competent intellectuals. 
But when we decide to serve the public in
terest in these ways, we must face up that 
we are making it exceedingly rough for many 
farmers who have committed themselves to 
farming, and also for many teachers, engi
neers, and scientists who have made the in
vestment in· their education largely on their 
own. 

In agriculture, the price of land has not 
been depressed by this revolution in new 
knowledge useful in agricultural production. 
The returns on other forms of capital being 
used in farming is also not below par. It is 
the returns for human effort committed to 
farming that is carrying the brunt of the 
load. 

Let me, in closing, consider, I fear all too 
briefly, what can be done to improve this 
situation in farming. I shall restrict myself 
in the main to the Corn Belt, although for 
the most part what I propose is also appli
cable to other parts of agriculture. 

1. We must reestablish a general eco
nomics inte111gence branch in the USDA. 
It should be called a Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics in deference to the fine work and 
record of the old BAE. It should give 
economic policies for agriculture the highest 
priority in its work. 

We are in great need of studies to deter
mine how important is the level and the 
stability of price in winning and in holding 
additional markets at home and abroad. M. 
K. Horne's recent study, The Outlook for 
Cotton Markets, a report to the National 

Cotton Council, is such a study and it has 
much merit. I know of none such in recent 
years by the Department of Agriculture. 
The rural development program has now 
been under way for several years and yet all 
one gets out of the Department about the 
lessons to be learned from this important 
program is an occasional, insipid, public re
lations pamphlet. The belief that there 
may be some new ways of gaining some con
trol over parts of the agricultural supply, 
ideas that I associate with Prof. Willard Coch
rane, should be explored. I am very pleased 
that Cochran will be a visiting professor 
with us at the University of Chicago next 
year. The United States Department of Agr~
culture should have been making studies of 
the possibilities of alternative income pay
ment programs to break the feed grain log
jam. The estimates of the Department 
showing that it might require $10 billion 
of payments to support all of the 26 major 
farm commodities at 90 percent of parity is 
pointless, even as a polltical weapon to dis
credit any and all income payment pro
grams. 

2. On positive actions: How are you going 
to remove the large, menacing supply of 
feed grains dangling over your heads? In 
principle, meaningful choices are: ( 1) feed 
it and (2) get wheat and cotton land out of 
feed production. 

Let me comment first on the production 
of feed. Clearly, our present farm programs 
are not capable of reducing the production 
of feeds. In the Middle West, at best, they 
have shifted feed production around; in 
wheat they have increased production sub
stantially; and, in cotton and rice they have 
also added to the feed supply. The upshot 
has been that acreage allotments and the 
soil bank have made the feed supply situa
tion worse than it otherwise would have 
been. Cotton acreage should be increased 
this year by as much as 25 percent; wheat 
in the spring wheat area should be freed of 
all acreage restriction this spring and then 
all wheat should be freed before planting 
time next fall. Corn acreage allotments were 
already meaningless last year and they 
should be discontinued. 

Let me now turn to the policy for re
moving the large feed supply-by feeding it 
promptly and with dispatch. Hogs have 
been and still are the principal shock ab
sorber of big Changes in feed supplies. I 
shall restrict my comments, therefore, to 
two prices, namely that of feed and that of 
hogs. 

The support price for corn has degenerated 
into a club to get farmers to engage in un
economic production controls. What is 
needed is a support price on feed grains that 
is available to all farmers who produce corn, 
oats, barley, or grain sorghum. On this 
point, there is much merit in the new pro
posal of the Farm Bureau using recent 
market prices and the feeding values of 
these grains to establish, say, for the cur
rent season support prices of $1.22 for corn, 
$0.62 for oats, $0.99 for barley, and $2.18 
(hundredweight) for grain sorghum. But 
what about hogs into which most of the ex
cess feed will necessarily go? What is re
quired is a forward price on hogs. It should 
be put at about $13 and announced as the 
fioor price for 2 years on ahead. When the 
average monthly market price received by 
producers for hogs falls below $13, the differ
ence between that average market price and 
the $13 should be covered by an income 
payment. (This is not the occasion to elabo
rate ~m administrative details, costs, or on 
changing this forward price for hogs for sub
sequent periods in order to reach a workable 
equilibrium between supply and demand.) 

It would be good economics, and I venture 
also good politics, to discontinue acreage 
allotments, to make support prices available 
to all farmers producing corn, oats, barley, 
and grain sorghum linked to the market 
prices of the past several years and to 
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establish a forward price for hogs with in-
come payments. . 

3. For the longer run, the fundamental 
issue facing farmers is not the large amount 
of farm products being produced or even the 
very large stocks that have accumulated. 
The issue is the low earnings for the work 
that farm people do. But it would be a 
serious error to infer from this that the 
earnings on most of the physical assets used 
in farming are, therefore, also too low. On 
most land, machinery, and fertilizer they are 
not below par. But what is basically out 
of line, and it must be seen clearly, are the 
low earnings that many people are getting 
for the time and effort they devote to farm
ing. The economic remedy is to make this 
time and effort of farm poeple more valu
able. Moreover, the sooner we see that this 
is the hea.rt of the problem and come to grips 
with it, the sooner we will begin to get 
favorable results. 

We could stop the flow of new knowledge 
into farming and thus try to slow up the 
technical revolution in agricultural produc
tion. I do not believe that doing so would 
be consistent with the public interest. But 
a number of things can be done, and should 
be done to take the burden of these advances 
in new knowledge off the back of the people 
who prefer to earn their living at farming. 
I would again urge upon you a program 
along the lines of my proposal for homesteads 

· in reverse. If Government payments are to 
be made, and they are likely to stay large 
for some years, they should be distributed
not on the basis of acreage allotments, or 
through price supporting crop loans set far 
in excess of normal market prices, or for 
putting land into some hypothetical bank
but on the basis of the time and effort that 
farm people devote to farming and as an 
inducement to increase the rate of occupa
tional migration. (A payment of no more 
than 10 cents for every hour that farm fam
ily workers devote to farming would require 
about $1.2 billion.) 

Our fable tells us that King Midas had his 
troubles. We have our farm trouble, to use 
the title of our chairman's excellent book. 
It would be pleasant for a change to have 
just a little of the kind that King Midas had. 
It could be had by combining a measure of 
good economics and politics to redirect our 
farm policy. 

received from the automobile manufac
turers, that they will pass on any de
crease in the tax .to the ultimate buyer. 
I have been expecting formal confirma
tion of that informal assurance most of 
the day. It has not as yet arrived. I 
reserve the right, therefore, if we do not 
receive a written assurance, to withdraw 
that section of my amendment. 

In other words, it is inserted only 
under the assumption that the informal 
assurances will be made good; if they 
are not made good, then there will be 
no tax-reduction provision for these 
automobile items in this amendment 
when I call it up. 

What I am doing is submitting, as an 
amendment to the life-insurance-tax 
bill, the tax-cut bill which I proposed 
on February 10, and which I think is 
absolutely necessary if we are to prevent 
a further decline in the economy. 

The reason why I am offering the 
amendment to the life-insurance-tax bill 
can be stated quite simply. I had in
formed the chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, the distinguished Senator 
from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], that I in
tended to offer my bill, S. 3263, as an 
amendment to the so-called technical
amendments bill, H. R. 8381, upon which 
the Committee on Finance has held 
hearings. 

It now appears, however, that the 
Committee on Finance will not consider 
the bill in executive session until next 
week, and it is not certain when the com
mittee will report it to the :floor of the 
Senate, for it is a very long and com
plex bill. Therefore, a very long delay 
may ensue before the present amend
ment can be offered to the technical
amendments bill, and we would lose much 
precious time if we were to wait for it. 

In the meantime, we have the problem 
of severe unemployment. I may say, in 
this connection, that on February 10, 
and earlier, I predicted that the employ
ment figures for the month of January 
would be 4,500,000. Later the official 

L figures were announced, and they fixed 
AMENDMENT OF THE IFE INSUR- the total unemployment for January at 

ANCE TAX BILL 4,494,000. I was only one-tenth of 1 
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I am percent off. I submit that that was not 

submitting an amendment to H. R. 10021, a prediction of gloom and doom, but that 
the life insurance tax bill, and ask that I hit the probable figure right on the 
it be printed. head. It was a prediction of accuracy. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Last week I predicted, on the basis of 
amendment will be received and printed the unemployment insurance figures, 
and will lie on the table. that when the official figures for the 

Mr. DOUGLAS. The amendment month of February were issued, the first 
which I have submitted to the life-insur- part of this week, they would show not 
ance-tax bill, H. R. 10021, is, in sub- less than 5 million and in all probability 
stance, my bill, S. 3263, which calls for a 5,200,000 unemployed. After I made this 
reduction in personal income taxes and prediction, and on the next day, the 
the repeal or reduction of numerous ex- leaks began to come from the Depart
else taxes. In addition, the amendment ment of Commerce. It was stated the 
includes a provision for refunds of the , unemployment figure for the middle of 
excise taxes paid by manufacturers for February would be above 5 million. 
floor stocks now in the hands of dealers. It will be very interesting to see what 
I also tentatively include in the amend- the figure is tomorrow, when the an
menta provision halving the tax on au- nouncement comes; but in all probability 
tomobiles and automobile parts, and the my estimate will be almost precisely on 
corresponding fioor stocks of automobiles the head. 
and automobile parts; namely, reducing I submit, therefore, that my predic
the tax on automobiles from 10 to 5 per- tions have not been predictions of gloom 
cent and on automobile parts from 8 to and doom, but have been predictions of 
4 percent. reality. That is the way I shall try to 

This reduction on automobiles and continue. 
automobile parts is done under the in- I may say 1n this connection that I 
formal assurance, which I h·ave indirectly think we do not have to wait until the 

monthly unemployment :figure is an
nounced by the Census. I think we can 
make a reasonable estimate of the total 
figure of unemployment for each week 
based on the weekly figure of those who 
are covered by unemployment insurance, 
who are claimants for unemployment 
insurance. In doing so, we should take 
into account not only the claims for un
employment insurance under the ordi
nary State unemployment compensation 
laws, but also the claims for unemploy
ment compensation under the Federal 
Railway Unemployment Compensation 
Act. 

The figures will show that there have 
been about 137,000 of those unemployed 
railway employees, claiming benefits, in 
recent weeks, and they should be added 
to the total. 

For the last 2 months there has 
been an approximate consistency be
tween the total number of claimants 
under unemployment compensation and 
the total number of unemployed, as re
vealed later by the figures from the 
Bureau of the Census. In brief, the 
claimants for unemployment compensa
tion have formed approximately 63 per
cent of the total unemployed. If we 
take, therefore, the number of claimants 
from the weekly unemployment compen
sation figures, issued by the Department 
of Labor, and then multiply by 100 and 
divide by 63, we will get a fairly good 
approximation of what the total unem
ployment figures are. 

I think as time goes on the percentage 
which the claimants for unemployment 
benefits form of the total unemployed 
will slightly diminish, due to the fact 
that there will be a larger number of · 
persons who will have exhausted their 
claims for benefits. But as the weekly 
unemployment compensation figures 
come out, I shall make an estimate each 
week, based upon those figures, of what 
the total unemployment amounts to, and 
we shall not wait until the monthly fig
ures are issued by the Department of 
Commerce. 

I expect shortly to make an estimate 
for the week of February 22, and then 
possibly toward the end of the week an 
estimate for March 1. 

Conditions will have to improve very 
markedly in the next 5 days before we 
get the upturn which the President pre
dicted would mark the beginning of the 
end of unemployment in March. 

If we add the ·part-time workers to 
the 5 million or 5.2 million full-time em
ployees, who tomorrow in all probability, 
will be announced as unemployed in the 
middle of February, they would form the 
equivalent of at least another 1,250,000 
full-time unemployed. 

There is an increasing tendency in re
cent years for employers to put employees 
on the part time rather than to lay them 
off completely, because in so doing the 
employers reduce the assessments which 
they have to pay under the State un
employment compensation laws. These 
assessments are graduated according to 
the unemployment benefits paid to their 
own workmen. The benefits generally 
do not start until the employees' earn
ings have fallen below one-half of his 
normal earnings. An employer, who, let 
us say, has to reduce his -hours-by-one- · 
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third, ins~ead of working two men full 
time and laying off one man, will tend to 
work all three two-thirds time. In that 
way, no one will receive any benefits, and 
the employer will ha.ve no benefits 
charged against his account. Therefore, 
his contribution to the unempioyment 
compensation fund. will be less. · A large 
part of the unemployment at present is 
taking the form of such part-time un
employment. 

As I think I have mentioned on pre
vious occasions, for some years I have 
had indexes computed of what the full
time unemployment would be of such 
part-time workers. For January, this 
amounted to an additional 1,200,000. It 
is most conservative to assume that for 
February this would be at least 1,250,000. 

If we add this figure to the completely 
unemployed, we have a total of more 
than 6 Y4 million, or very close to 6% 
million. That is the best figure of the 
total unemployment. 

In order to _get the percentage of un
employment, it is necessary to divide this 
figure by the total number who are sus
ceptible to unemployment. The common 
practice, up to now, has been to take the 
total civilian working force, about 67 
million, as the denominator; but this 
:figure. includes 10 million persons who 
are self-employed, or who are the wives 
or children of self -employed persons and 
are working in the family establish
ment--farmers, for instance; and inde
pendent shopkeepers, whose wives help 
them to keep store. It includes also the 
elder sons or daughters who help around 
the store. There are 10 million persons 
within that category. They are not sus
-ceptible to unemployment in a recession 
or a depression. They own their jobs; 
they do not lose their jobs. The reces
sion or depression hits them in the form 
of reduced income. 

Therefore, they should not be included 
in the denominator. The denominator 
should instead cover only those who are 
already employed as wage or salary 
workers, and the unemployed who are 
seeking wage and salaried work. When 
that :figure is used, the total denominator 
would be 57 million, not 67 million. 

Six and one-fourth million or six and 
one-half million will be 11 or 11% per
cent of this number. 

In other words, the situation is far 
more serious than the publicity men 
downtown would have us believe. The 
time to act on a matter of such serious

.ness is now-. · I think it very likely that 
about April 15 the administration may 
.propose a tax-cut bill. I think the March 
:figure of · unemployment is going to be so 
unfavorable that the administration will 
then propose a tax cut. 

But that may be too late, particularly 
when such a bill will have to take the 
course of being introduced, first, in the 
House of Representatives, having hear
ings before .the House Committee on 
Ways and Il1eans, then the reporting of 
the bill, the passage of the bill through 

·the House~ and then its passage to the 
.Senate, then the holding of hearings be
fore the Senate Committee on Finance, 
the reporting the bill by the Committee 
. on Finance, and action by the Senate. 
·There will be some question as to the type 
of tax cut we should have and the de-

bate will take time. ·There will then be -ment to-that specific tax-reduction bill. 
the problem of reconciling the differences We could speed up our action on these 
in conference and the approval of the matters, because the House already has 
conference report by both Houses. pas~ed the insurance _company tax-re-
. In the meantime, the recession may du~tion bill and the Senate Finance 

well be gathering · headway; in fact, -I ·Committee has reported it out. If · we 
think it has been gathering headway . adopt my amendment to it a solution can 
since the middle of February. -In other be worked out in conference, and in that 
words, the figures which will probably be way the House and the senate can pass 
published tomorrow will almost be an- judgment upon the matter. - Thus, in my 
tedated before they appear because all judgment, we would save 3 or 4 months; 
the signs I can read indicate a decrease and that might represent the difference 
in employment and an increase in unem- between arresting the recession and pre
ployment in the 3 weeks which have venting it from becoming a depression, 
passed since the middle of February. or allowing the avalanche to pour down 

The situation is so serious that we upon us. · 
cannot afford to wait all this time. In connection with such serious 

As many of us have tried to point out, dangers as these, it is always better to 
an economic decline can be like an ava- do something which may turn out to be 
lanche: It starts on a small scale, but it -too much, rather than to do too little 
gathers momentum as it moves down the and to have it done too late. 
mountain, and ultimately there may be Mr. President, I may say that, in gen
a terrific movement of snow, rock, water, eral, _what I propose to do by means of 
or what not. In other words, once the this measure is to make a cut of approxi
cumulative forces of breakdown com- mately $3 billion in the income taxes. 
mence within an economy, they are very Originally, I proposed a cut of about 
hard to arrest. The time to stop these $1,400,000,000 in the excise taxes. But 
impetuous and cumulative forces is in with the changes I have made, the :figure 
the early stages. A pound of prevention will be considerably larger and . will 
is worth a ton of cure. amount to about $2.2 billion or a total of 

Mr. ,President, I know it is somewhat around $5.2 billion. 
presumptuous for one to make personal So far as the income-tax cut is con
references; but I hope I may be forgiven cerned, it would be given in the form of 
if I say that a month ago, on the lOth 
of February, I proposed this tax cut. taxing the first $1,000 of taxable income 
At that time it was "laughed out of at a rate of 15 percent, instead of the 

present rate of 20 percent, or a reduc
court", so to speak, by the administra- tion of 5 percent. That would mean that 
tion and by many others who said it each income taxpayer would pay $50 less 
was fantastic and foolish. But the 
longer we postpone this step the more a year than he now pays. That reduc-
serious the situation becomes, .and the tion would operate immediately. T:Q.e 
less our chances of success. So I be- withholding tax would be decreased by 
lieve that we must -act quickly. that amount--or by approximately one 

dollar a week. If the Senate now had before it a gen-
eral-tax-cut bill which had been passed Then at the end of the year the tax
by the House of Representatives, such an payer would receive a refund for the in
amendment would be a matter of course. come-tax amounts withheld from the 
However, the senate has received from first of the calendar Y~ar until the time 
the House of Representatives a small of the e~actment of this.measure. That 
tax-cut bill, · in the form of the insur- / y.rould ~~Imulate productiOn also, because 
ance bill. It would cut the taxes of in- m additiOn to a larger weekly pay check 
surance companies by approximately the ~respect . of a tax refund wo~ld · be 
$124 million, as compared with what the c~~tan:~, and people would spe~d m an
companies would pay if the bill were not tlCipati?n of the cash refu~d which would 
enacted. This bill has been reported out be commg ~o them. The mcome-tax cut 
by the Finance Committee and is now be- would _expire on . January 1, 1959, and 
fore this body. I understand that it is unless It were revived, we would go back 
to be called up for passage this week. tc;> the present rate. We ho~e the reces
. For the moment I shall not argue the swn would be over '?Y that time. 
merits of that insurance tax-reduction So far as the exCise-tax cuts are con
bill. I simply say it- is a tax-cut bill. cerned, I am proposi~g a complete r~
We can justify it on the ground that the moval of all the excise taxes on radio 
Treasury has been very lax and very re- and television _sets,. phonographs, rec
miss in not presenting another method ords, and musiCal m~trument:s; clocks 
of taxing the insurance companies, and ~n~ watches; ~echamca;l refn~~rators, 
therefore it may well have encouraged qUlck~freeze umts, _and ai_r conditioners; 
the insurance companies to believe that ~lectrlC, gas, a:nd 011 applla;nces; electric 
the previous stopgap method, which we light bulbs, tmlet preparatl~:m~; luggage, 
have used in the last 2 years, would be han_d bags, wallets; admi_sswn taxes; 
continued for this year. Many have busm~ss and. store machn:es; photo
carried out their financial plaD& on the graphic . eqUlpz:nent; playmg ~ards; 
basis of this assumption, which, as I ma~ches, sportmg good_s, . exclusive of 
have said, has been encouraged by the fishing rods (because this 1s earmarked 
Treasury. I think that is the chief ar- for conservation purposes); pistols and 
gument for the insurance tax bill. But revolvers; leases of safe deposit boxes; 
for the time being I shall not go into the fountain and ballpoint pens; and a 
merits of that bill. I simply say it is small miscellaneous group. 
a tax reduction bill for a particular Let me say that in the case of ad-
group of taxpayers. mission taxes, the so-called cabaret tax 

Therefore, it is highly appropriate that or amusement · tax would be included. 
we add a general tax-reduction amend- It would be completely removed. 
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All those reductions would amount to 
approximately $755 mil11on. 

The complete removal of taxes on the 
17 categories I have just listed would 
apply to existing floor stocks, as well 
as to items manufactured and sold by 
manufacturers in the future. The proc:.. 
ess there would be for the Government 
to rebate to the manufacturers the taxes 
on items of the goods in the dealers 
hands, and then for the manufacturers 
to rebate to the distributors the amounts 
the latter had paid in the form of in
creased prices. So we have assurance 
that this measure would result in re
ducing the prices to consumers, both on 
future production and on past produc
tion during this year. 

We estimate that the decrease in taxes 
on the floor stocks on consumers dur
ables would be approximately $50 mil
lion, although that is our best estimate. 

We also propose that the existing ex
cise taxes on the following items be cut 
in half: Telephone, telegraph, radio, and 
cable services, leased wires, and so forth; 
local telephone service; transportation 
of persons; and transportation of prop
erty. 

That would amount to an additional 
reduction of taxes in the amount of 
approximately $676 million, making a 
total cut of approximately-including 
the reduction in the case of floor stocks
$1,500,000,000. 

There remains the automobile amend
ment to which I have referred. If the 
automobile companies come through 
with their pledge to pass on this reduc
tion to the consumers-as I expect they 
will, tomorrow-then that will amount 
to a reduction, on an annual basis, of 
close to $560 million on automobiles and 
automobile parts. 

We similarly propose a refund in the 
case of the floor stocks of automobiles 
and automobile parts. That should be 
done so there would be no advantage in 
buYers holding off from the purchases 
of automobiles after the tax cut was 
passed, and so there could be a purchase 
of the e:xi3ting stocks, and not merely 
of future production. 

I believe that a rough estimate of the 
tax cut in the case of floor stocks of 
automobiles would be approximately 
$100 million. If we include parts, it 
would possibly be $120 million. There 
is a margin of error in the case of the 
proposed tax reduction on automobile 
floor stocks; but I believe that perhaps 
an over-all figure for the tax cut for both 
automobiles and parts in stock would be 
probably not far from $120 million. 

Therefore, in all, the cut on both per
sonal incomes and excises would amount 
to approximately $5,200 million-pos
sibly a little more; possibly a little less. 

The great advantage of this proposal 
is that it would take effect immediately. 
The consumers and purchasers would 
immediately have more money in their 
pockets; less would be withheld from 
current wages. The prices of the goods 
on which the excise taxes are paid would 
be reduced. Thus, the consumers would 
be able to l:iuy more with the same 
amount of money. The result should 
be a great stimulus to purchasing and 
hence to employment. 

So the amount for the average family 
would net, in reduced taxes, to well over 
$100 a year. That is a very real addi
tion to total income. 

I know this issue of a tax cut will be 
debated, but I thought it was important 
to lay the matter before the Senate, to 
have it printed in the REcoRD, so that 
Members of the Senate tomorrow can 
read the proposal. Its great advantage 
is the speed with which it will operate. 
At the same time we should liberalize 
unemployment compensation benefits in 
amount and in extent as proposed by 
Senators KENNEDY and McNAMARA. And 
I am also for some public works con
struction on schools, hospitals, slum 
clearance and urban renewal, housing 
for low-income groups, and highways. 

Mr. President, I ask that the text of 
the amendments be printed, so that 
they may be available to Senators, and 
that a brief tabular statement of what 
the reductions amount to may be printed 
at the conclusion of my remarks. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendments will be received, printed, 
and lie on the table; and, without objec
tion, the amendments and statement 
will be printed in the RECORD. 

The amendments are as follows: 
On page 1, after line 2, insert the following: 

. "SEcTioN 1. Short title, etc. 
"(a) Short title: This act may be cited as 

the "Tax Reduction Act of 1958." 
"(b) Amendment of 1954 code: Except as 

otherwise expressly provided, wherever in 
this act an amendment or repeal is expressed 
in terms of an amendment to or a repeal of 
a section or other provision, the reference 
shall be considered to be made to a provision 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. 
"TITLE I-REDUCTION OF INCOME TAX ON INDI

VIDUALS FOR TAXABLE YEAR 1958 

"SEC. 101. Reduction of rate applicable to 
first $1,000 of taxable income for 
taxable year 1958. 

"(a} Rates of tax on individuals other than 
heads of households: So much of section 1 
(a) (relating to rates of tax on individuals) 
as precedes the table therein is amended to 
read as follows: 

"'(a) Rates of tax on individuals.-
" '(1) Taxable year 1958: A tax is hereby 

imposed for each taxable year beginning after 
December 31, 1957, and before January 1, 
1959, on the taxable income of every indi
vidual other than a head of a household to 
whom subsection (b) applies. The amount 
ot the tax shall be determined in accordance 
with the following table: 
"'If the taxable in- The tax is: 

come is: 
Not over $1,000 __ _ 

Over $1,000 but 
not over $2,000. 

Over $2,000 but 
not over $4,000. 

Over $4,000 but 
not over $6,000. 

Over $6,000 but 
not over $8,000. 

Over $8,000 but 
not over $10,000. 

Over $10,000 but 
not over $12,000. 

Over $12,000 but 
not over $14,000. 

Over $14,000 but 
not oyer $16,000. 

15 percent of the tax
able income. 

$150, plus 20 percent 
of excess over $1,000. 

$350, plus 22 percent 
of excess over $2,000. 

$790, plus 26 percent 
of excess over $4,000. 

$1,310, plus 30 percent 
of excess over $6,000. 

$1,910, plus 34 percent 
of excess over $8,000. 

$2,590, plus 38 per
cent of excess over 
$10,000. 

$3,350, plus 43 per
cent of excess over 
$12,000. 

$4,210, plus 47 per
cent of excess over 
$14,000. 

•• 'If the taxabie in
comets· 

Over $16,000 but 
not over $18,000. 

Over $18,000 but 
not over $20,000. 

Over · $20,000 but 
not over $22,000. 

Over $22,000 but 
not over $26,000. 

Over $26,000 but 
not over $32,000. 

Over $32,000 but 
not over $38,000. 

Over $38,000 but 
not over $44,000. 

Over $44,000 but 
not over $50,000. 

Over $50,000 but 
not over $60,000. 

Over $60,000 but 
not over $70,000. 

Over $70,000 but 
not over $80,000. 

Over $80,000 but 
not over $90,000. 

Over $90,000 but 
not over $100,-
000. 

Over $100,000 but 
not over $150,-
000. 

Over $150,000 but 
not over $200,-
000. 

Over $200,000 ____ _ 

The tax is: 

$5,150, plus 50 per
cent of excess over 
$16,000. 

$6,150, plus 53 per
cent of excess over 
$18,000. 

$7,210, plus 56 per
cent of excess over 
$20,000. 

$8,330, plus 59 per
cent of excess over 
$22,000. 

$10,690, plus 62 per
cent of excess over 
$26,000. 

$14,410, plus 65 per
cent of excess over 
$32,000. 

$18,310, plus 69 per
cent of excess over 
$38,000. 

$22,450, plus 72 per
cent of excess over 
$44,000. 

$26,770, plus 75 per
cent of excess over 
$50,000. 

$34,270, plus 78 per
cent of excess over 
$60,000. 

$42,070, plus 81 per
cent of excess over 
$70,000. 

$50,170, plus 84 per
cent of excess over 
$80,000. 

$58,570, plus 87 per
·~nt of excess over 
$90,000. 

$67;270, plus 89 per
cent of excess over 
$100,000. 

$111,770, plus 90 per
cent of excess over 
$150,000. 

$156,770, plus 91 per
cent of excess over 
$200,000. 

"'(2) Other taxable years: A tax is hereby 
imposed for each taxable year, other than a 
taxable year beginning after December 31, 
19.57, and before January 1. 1959, on the tax
able income of every individual other than a 
head of a household to whom subsection (b) 
applies. The amount of the tax shall be de
termined in accordance With the following 
table:'. 

" (b) Rates of tax on heads of households: 
So much of section 1 (b) (1) (relating to 
rates of tax on heads of households) as pre
cedes the table therein is amended to read 
as follows: 

•• '(1) Rates of tax.-
" '(A) Taxable year 1958: A tax ls hereby 

imposed for each taxable year beginning 
after December 31, 1957, and before January 
1, 1959, on the taxable -income of every in
dividual who is the head of a household. 
The amount of the tax shall be determined 
in accordance with the following table: 
" 'If the taxable in- The ta.x 1s: 

come is: 
Not over $1,000 ___ _ 

Over $1,000 but 
not over $2,000. 

Over $2,000 but 
not over $4,000. 

Over $4,000 but 
not over $6,000. 

Over $6,000 but 
not over $8,000. 

Over $8,000 but 
not over $10,000. 

Over $10,000 but 
not over $12,000. 

15 percent of the tax
able income. 

$150, plus 17~ percent 
of excess over $1,000. 

$325, plus 21 percent 
of excess over $2,000. 

$745, plus 24 percent 
of excess-over $4,000. 

$1,225, plus 26 percent 
of excess over $6,000. 

$1,745, plus 30 percent 
of excess over $8,000. 

$2,345, plus 32 percent 
of excess over $10,-
000. 
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" 'If the taxable in- The tax is: 

come is: 
Over $12,000 but 

not over $14,000. 
$2,985, plus 36 percent 

of excess over $12,.:. 
000. 

Over $14,000 but $3,705, plus 39 percent 
not over $16,000. of excess over $14,-

000. 
Over $16,000 but $4,485, plus 42 percent 

not over $18,000. of excess over $16,-
000. 

Over $18,000 but $5,325, plus 43 percent 
not over $20,000. of excess over $18,-

000. 
Over $20,000 but $6,185, plus 47 percent 

not over $22,000. of excess over $20,-
000. 

Over $22,000 but $7,125, plus 49 percent 
not over $24,000. of excess over $22,-

000. 
Over $24,000 but $8,105, plus 52 I>ercent 

not over .;l28,000. of excess over $24,-
000. 

Over $28,000 but $10,185, plus 54 per-
not over $32,000. cent of excess over 

$28,000. 
Over $32,000 but $12,345, plus 58 per-

not over $38,000. cent of excess over 
$32,000. 

Over $38,000 but $15,825, plus 62 per-
not over $44,000. cent of excess over 

$38,000. 
Over $44,000 but $19,545, plus 66 per-

not over $50,000. cent of excess over 
$44,000. 

Over $50,000 but $23,505, plus 68 per-
not over $60,000. cent of excess over 

$50,000. 
Over $60,000 but $30,305, plus 71 per-

not over $70,00_0~ cent of excess over 
$60,000. 

Over $70,000 but $37,405, plus 74 per-
not over $80,000. cent of excess over 

$70,000. 
Over $80,000 but $44,805, plus 76 per-

not over $90,000. cent of excess over 
$80,000. 

Over $90,000 but $52,405, plus 80 per-
not over $100,- cent of excess over 
000. $90,000. 

Over $100,000 but $60,405, plus 83 per-
not over $150,- cent of excess over 
000. $100,000. 

Over $150,000 but $101,905, plus 87 per-
not over $200,- cent of excess over 
000. $150,000. 

Over $200,000 but $145,405, plus 90 per-
not over $300,- cent of excess over 
000. $200,000. 

Over $300,000 ______ $235,405, plus 91 per-
cent of excess over 
$300,000. 

"'(B) other taxable years.-A tax is here
by imposed for each taxable year, other than 
a taxable year beginning after December 31, 
1957, and before January 1, 1959, on the tax
able income of every individual who is the 
head of a household. The amount of the tax 
shall be determined in accordance with the 
following table:'. 

"SEc. 102. Optional tax. 
" (a) Table prescribed by the Secretary.

Section 3 (relating to optional tax if adjusted 
gross income is less than $5,000) is amended 
by striking out "who has elected for such 
year to pay the tax imposed by this section, 
the tax shown in the following table:" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "who has elected for 
such year to pay the tax imposed by this 
section-

" ' ( 1) In the case of a taxable year be
ginning after December 31, 1957, and before 
January 1, 1959, the tax shown in a table 
which shall be prescribed by the Secretary or 
his delegate. The table prescribed under this 
paragraph shall correspond in form to the 
table in paragraph (2) and shall provide for 
amounts of tax in the various adjusted gross
income brackets approximately equal to the 
amounts which would be determined under 

section 1 1f the taxable income were com
puted by taking the standard deduction. . 

"'(2) In the case of any taxable year other 
than a taxable year beginning after Decem
ber 31, 1957, and before January 1, 1959, the 
tax shown in the following table:'. 

" (b) Technical amendments: Section 4 (a) 
(relating to rules for optional tax) is amend
ed by inserting after 'the table in section 3' 
the following: 'and the table prescribed un
der section 3.' 
"SEC. 103. Withholding of tax at source. 

"(a) Percentage method of withholding: 
Section 3402 (a) (relating to withholding of 
income tax at source) is amended to read as 
follows: 

"'(a) Requirement of withholding: Every 
employer making payment of wages shall 
deduct and with,hold upon such wages (ex
cept as provided in subsection (j) )-

" '(1) With respect to wages paid on or 
after the first day of the first month which 
begins more than 10 days after the date of 
the enactment of the Tax Reduction Act of 
1958 and before January 1, 1959, a tax equal 
to 16 percent of the amount by which the 
wages exceed the number of withholding ex
emptions claimed, multiplied by the amount 
of one such exemption as shown in subsec
tion (b) (1), and 

"'(2) With respect to wages paid before 
the first day of the first month which begins 
more than 10 days after the date of the 
enactment of the Tax Reduction Act of 1958, 
or on or after January 1, 1959, a tax equal to 
18 percent of the amount by which the wages 
exceed the number of withholding exemp
tions claimed, multiplied by the amount of 
one such exemption as shown in subsection 
(b) (1) .' 

"(b) Wage bracket withholding: So much 
of paragraph (1) of section 3402 (c) (relat.:. 
ing to wage bracket withholding) as pre
cedes the first table in such paragraph is 
amended to read as follows: 

" ' ( 1) (A) At the election of the employer 
with respect to any employee, the employer 
shall deduct and withhold upon the wages 
paid to such employee on or after the first 
day of the first month which begins more 
than 10 days after the date of the enactment 
of the Tax Reduction Act of 1958 and before 
January 1, 1959, a tax determined in accord
ance with the tables prescribed by the Secre
tary or his delegate, which shall be in lieu 
of the tax required to be deducted and with
held under subsection (a). The tables pre
scribed under this subparagraph shall cor
respond in form to the wage bracket with
holding tables in subparagraph (B) and shall 
provide for amounts of tax in the various 
wage brackets approximately equal to the 
amounts which would be determined if the 
deductions were made under subsection (a). 

"'(B) At the election of the employer with 
respect to any employee, the employer shall 
deduct and withhold upon the wages paid to 
such employee (other than wages paid dur
ing the period to which subparagraph (A) 
applies) a tax determined in accordance with 
the following tables, which shall be in lieu 
of the tax required to be deducted and with
held under subsection (a) : •. 
"SEc. 104. Technical amendment. 

"(a) Retirement income credit: Section 37 
(a) (relating to credit for retirement in
come) is amended by striking out 'an amount 
equal to the amount received by such indi
vidual as retirement income (as defined in 
subsection (c) and as limited by subsection 
(d) ) , multiplied by the rate provided in sec
tion 1 for the first $2,000 of taxable income' 
and inserting in lieu thereof 'an amount 
equal to 20 percent of the retirement income 
(as defined in subsection (c) and as limited 
by subsection (d)) received by such indi
vidual.' 

"(b) E1fective date: The amendments made 
by subsection (a) and by seetion 102 (b) 
shall apply only to taxable years beginning 

a!ter December 31, 1957, and before January 
1, 1959. 

TITLE U-REPEAL AND REDUCTION OJ' CERTAIN 
EXCISE TAXES 

"SEc. 201. Retailers excise taxes. 
"(a) Tax on toilet preparations and lug

gage, handbags, etc.: The following pro
visions are repealed: 

( 1) subchapter C of chapter 31 (tax on 
toilet preparations); and 

"(2) subchapter D of chapter 31 (tax on 
luggage, handbags, etc.). 

"'(b) Watches and clocks: Section 4003 
(relating to exemptions from tax on jewelry 
and related items) is amended by adding at 
the end thereof the following new subsec
tion: 

"'(c) Certain watches and clocks: The tax 
imposed by section 4001 shall not apply to 
any watch or clock if the price for which 
such watch or clock is sold is less than 
$100.' 

"(c) Technical amendment: The table of 
subchapters for chapter 31 is amended by 
striking out 
"'Subchapter C. Toilet preparations. 
" 'Subchapter D. Luggage, handbags, etc.' 
"SEc. 202. Manufacturers excise taxes. 

"(a) Repeal: The following provisions are 
repealed: 

"(1) subchapter B of chapter 32 (tax on 
refrigeration equipment, electric, gas, and 
oil appliances, and electric light bulbs); 

"(2) subchapter C of chapter 32 (tax on 
radio and television sets, phonographs, rec
ords, and musical instruments) ; 

"(3) part II of subchapter D of chapter 32 
(tax on photographic equipment); and 

"(4) subchapter E of chapter 32 (tax on 
business machines, pens, mechanical pencils, 
mechanical lighters, and matches). 

"(b) ~assenger automobiles: Section 4061 
(a) (2) (relating to tax on automobile 
chassis and bodies) is amended by striking 
out 'Articles taxable at 10 percent except 
that on and after July 1, 1958, the rate shall 
be 7 percent' and inserting in lieu thereof 
'Articles taxable at 5 percent.' 

" (c) Parts and accessories for automo
biles: Section 4061 (b) (relating to tax on 
automobile parts and accessories) is 
amended by striking out '8 percent of the 
price for which so sold, except that on and 
after July 1, 1958, the rate shall . be 5 percent• 
and inserting in lieu thereof '4 percent of the 
price for which so sold.' 

" (d) Sporting goods : Section 4161 ( rela t
ing to tax on sporting goods) is amended to 
read as follows: 
"'SEC. 4161. Imposition of tax. 

" 'There is hereby imposed upon the sale by 
the manufacturer, producer, or importer of 
fishing rods, creels, reels, and artificial lures, 
baits, and files (including in each case parts 
or accessories of such articles sold on or in 
connection therewith, or with the sale 
thereof) a tax equivalent to 10 percent of 
the price for which so sold! 

"(e) Firearms: Section 4181 (relating to 
tax on firearms) is amended to read as 
follows: 
" 'SEC. 4181. Imposition of tax. 

"'There is hereby imposed upon the sale 
by the manufacturer, producer, or importer 
of the following articles a tax equivalent to 
11 percent of the price for which so sold: 

" 'Firearms (other than pistols and re-
volvers). 

" 'Shells and cartridges. • 
"(f) Technical admendments.-
, ( 1) The table of subchapters for chapter 

32 is amended by striking out 

" 'SUBCHAPrER B. Household type equipment. 
etc. 

.. 'SUBCHAPTER C. Entertainment equipment.• 
and by striking out · 

,. 'SuBcHAPTER E. Other items.' 

-
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"(2) The table of :parts for subchapter D 

of chapter 32 is amended by striking out 
.. 'Part U. Photographic equipment.' 
''SEc. 203. Facilities and services. 

•• (a) Repeal: The following provisions are 
repealed: 
· " ( 1) part I of subchapter A of chapter 33 
(tax on admissions) ; and 

.. (2) subchapter D of chapter 33 (tax on 
safe deposit boxes). 

.. (b) Reduction of tax on communica
tions: Section 4251 (relating to tax on com
munications) is amended-

"(1) by striking out '10' each place it ap
pears therein and inserting in lieu thereof 
'5'; and 

.. (2) by striking out '8' and inserting in 
lieu thereof '4'. 

"(c) Reduction of tax on transportation: 
"(1) Persons: Section 4261 (relating to 

tax on transportation of persons) is amended 
by striking out '10 percent' each place it 
appears in sub-sections (a), (b), and (c) 
and inserting in lieu thereof '5 percent'. 

.. ( 2) Property other than coal~ Section 
4271 (a) (relating to tax on transportation 
of property othe.r than coal) is amended by 
striking out '3 percent' and inserting in lieu 
thereof '1 ¥:! percent'. 

"(3) Coal: Section 4271 (b) (relating to 
tax on transportation of coal) is amended 
by striking out '4 cents' and inserting in lieu 
thereof '2 cents'. 

"(d) Technical amendments: 
" ( 1) The table of subchapters for chapter 

33 is amended by striking out 

" 'SUBCHAPTER D. Safe deposit boxes.' 
"(2) The table of parts for subchapter A 

of chapter 33 is amended by striking out 
" 'Part I. Admissions.' 
"SEc. 204. other excise taxes. 

.. (a) Repeal; The following provisions are 
repealed: 

.. (1) subchapter A of chapter 36 (tax on 
playing cards) ; and 

"(2) subchapter C of chapter 36 (occupa
tional tax on bowling alleys, billiard and 
pool tables). 

.. (b) Technical amendments: The table 
of subchapters for chapter 36 is amended 
by striking out 
" 'Subchapter A. Playing cards.' 
and by striking out 

.. 'Subchapter c. Occupational tax on bowl
ing alleys, billiard and 
pool tables.' 

"SEc. 205. Floor stocks refunds. 
" (a) Passenger automobiles and parts and 

accessories: Section 6412 (a) (1) (relating 
to floor stocks refunds on passenger auto
mobiles) is amended: 

.. (1) by inserting 'or 4061 (b)• after 'sec
tion 4061 (a) (2) '; 

"(2) by striking out 'July 1, 1958' each 
·place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof 
'the tax reduction date'; 

"(3) by striking out 'November 10, 1958' 
each place it appears and inserting in lieu 
thereof 'the tenth day of the fourth month 
which begins after the tax reduction date•; 
and 

"(4) by striking out 'October 1, 1958' and 
Inserting in lieu thereof 'the first day of the 
third month which begins after the tax re
duction date! 

"(b) Allowance of refunds on other tax 
paid articles: Section 6412 (a) (relating to 
:floor stock refunds) is amended by renum
bering paragraph ( 3) as ( 4) , and by insert
ing after paragraph (2). the following new 
paragraph: 

"'(3) Miscellaneous articles subject to 
manufacturers excise tax: Where before the 
tax reduction date any article subject to the 
·tax imposed by 8ection 4111, 4121, 4131, 
4141, 4151, 4161 (other than fishing rods, 
creels, reels, and artificial lures, baits, and 

flies), 4171, 4181 (other than ftrearms (other 
than pistols and revolvers), shells, and car
tridges), 4191, 4201, 4211, or 4451 has been 
sold by the manufacturer, producer, or im· 
porter and on the ta.x reduction date is held 
by a dealer and has not been used and 1s 
intended for sale, there shall be credited or 
refunded (without interest) to the manu
facturer, producer, or importer an amount 
equal to the tax paid by him on his sale 
of the article, if-

" '(A) claim for such credit or refund is 
flied with the Secretary or his delegate on or 
before the tenth day of the fourth month 
which begins after the tax reduction date, 
based upon a request submitted- to the 
manufacturer, producer, or importer before 
the first day of the third month which 
begins after the tax reduction date by the 
dealer who held the article in respect of 
which the credit or refund is claimed, and 

"'(B) on or before the tenth day of the 
fourth month which begins after the tax 
reduction date, reimbursement has been 
made to such dealer by such manufacturer, 
producer, or importer for the tax reduction 
on such article or written consent has been 
obtained from such dealer to the allowance 
of such credit or refund.' 

"(c) Definition: Paragraph (4) of section 
6412 (a) (relating to definitions), as renum
bered by subsection (b), is amended by add· 
ing at the end thereof the following new 
subparagraph: 

"'(C) The term "tax reduction date" 
means the first day of the first month which 
begins more than 10 days after the date of 
the enactment of the Tax Reduction Ac,t of 
1958.' 

"(d) Technical amendment: Section 6412 
(c) (relating to applicability of other laws) 
is amended by striking out 'and 4081' and 
inserting in lieu thereof '4081, 4111, 4121, 
4131, 4141, 4151, 4161, 4171, 4181, 4191, 4201, 
4211, and 4451.' 
"SEC. 206. Effective dates. 

"The repeals and amendments made by 
- sections 201, 202, and 204 (a) (1) shall apply 

to articles sold on or after the first day of 
the first month which begins more than 10 
days after the da,.te of the enactment of this 
act. The repeal made by section 203 (a) ( 1) 
shall apply to amounts paid on or after such 
·first day for admissions on or after such 
first day, except that with respect to the tax 
imposed by section 4231 (6) (relating to tax 
on cabarets), such repeal shall apply only 
with respect to periods after 10 antemeridian 
on such first day. The repeals made by sec
tions 203 (a) (2) and 204 (a) (2) shall 
apply to amounts paid on or after such first 
day. The amendments made by section 203 
(b) shall apply to amounts paid on or after 

.such first day for communication services 
or facilities rendered on or after such first 
.day. The amendments made by section 203 
(c) shall apply to amounts paid on or after 
such first day for, or in connection with, 
transportation which begins on or after such 
first day. · 
"TITLE m-1957 TAX ON INCOME OF LIFE 

INSURANCE COMPANIES" 
On page 1, line 3, strike out "SECTION 1" 

and insert "SEc. 301." ' 
On page 2, line 1, strike out "SEC. 2" and 

insert "SEC. 302.'' 
Amend the title so as to read: "An act to 

amend the Internal Revenue Code or 1954 
so as to reduce the rate applicable to the 
:first $1,000 of taxable income of individuals 
for the taxable year 1958, to repeal or re
duce certain excise taxes, and for -other 
purposes." 

STATEMENT OF PROVISIONS IN DOUGLAS 
AMENDMENT 

Provision 
Billion 

Revenue loss, estimate---------------- $3 

Split the :flr.st tax bracket of $2,000, now 
taxed at 20 percent, into 2 parts under which 
the first $1,000 of taxable income would be 
taxed at a 15-percen~ rate and the second 
$1,000 at the present 20-percent rate. The 
effect would be to reduce the tax on the first 
$2,000 of taxable income from $400 to $350. 

In addition, the blll would repeal or lower 
certain of the existing excises. The provi
sions and the estimated revenue losses under 
existing legislation for fiscal year 1958 would 
be as follows: 

Estimated fiscal year 1958 revenue Zosses 
[Source: The budget for fiscal year 1959, 

pp. 885-886] 
Repeal excises on: 

1. Radio and television .sets, pho
nographs, records, and musi-
cal instruments ____________ _ 

2. Clocks and watches __________ _ 
3. Mechanical refrigerators, quick

freeze units, and air condi-
tioners---------------------

4. Electric, gas, and oil appliances_ 
5. Electric light bulbs __________ _ 
6. Toilet preparations __________ _ 
7. Luggage, handbags, wallets ___ _ 
8. Admission taxes _____________ _ 
9. Business and store machines __ _ 

10. Photographic equipment _____ _ 
11. Playing cards ________________ _ 

12. ~atches----------------------
13. Sporting goods, exclusive of 

fishing rods (estimate)------
14. Pistols and revolvers _________ _ 
15. Leases of safe-deposit boxes ___ _ 
16. Fountain and ballpoint pens __ 
17. Other ----~------------------.:. 

Total-----------------------

Reduce present excises by 50 percent 
· on: 

1. Telephone, telegraph, radio, and 
cable services, leased wires. 
etc-------------------------

2. Local telephone service _______ _ 
3. Transportation of persons ____ _ 
4. Transportation of propertY---.-

Total revenue loss estimated 

MiZZion 

$179.0 
10.0 

44.0 
75.0 
28.0 

102.0 
60.0 

100.0 
93.0 
22.0 
6.9 
6.0 

10. 0 
2.0 
6.0 

10.0 
1.0 

754.9 

142.5 
187.5 
107. 5 
238.0 

675.5 

for excise reductions _____ 1, 430.4 

- Total revenue losses including excise re
ductions and splitting first bracket provi
sion, $4.4 billion. 

The tax.-cut amendment would also pro
vide for a refund of the manufacturer's ex
else taxes already paid by the dealers to the 
manufacturers for floor · stocks or the goods 
they now have on hand or in inventory. As 
the excises to be repealed include approxi
mately $500 million 'in manUfacturer's ex
cises, and as floor stocks amount to approx
imately 10 percent, this provision would 
provide an immediate refund of approxi
mately $50 million from the manUfacturers 
to the dealers. · 

In addition, if formal assurances are re
ceived, my amendment would reduce the 
manufacturer's excise tax on automobiles 
from 10 to 5 percent and the excises on auto 
parts from 8 to 4 percent. This reduction 
would amount to an additional $560 million 
on a yearly basis. Further, as floor stocks of 
cars and parts now amount to approximately 
20 percent of the estimated yearly produc
tion, the refund from manufacturers to deal
ers for floor stocks would amount to approxi
mately another $120 milllon. 

When these amounts are added to the $1.4 
billion in excise reductions it is seen that the 
.total reduction for excises and floor stocks 
which I have proposed would amount to 
$2.16 or approximately $2.2 billion. 
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The computation is as follows: Million 

1. Manufacturer's excise tax repeal 
on consumers' durables and 
repeal of certain miscellaneous 
and retail excises____________ $754.1 

2. Reduction of 50 percent in 
communication and transpor-
tation excises---------------- 675. 5 

3. Floor stock refunds on repeal of 
consumer durable excises_____ 50. 0 

4. Reduction of 50 percent in 
manufacturer's excises on pas-
senger automobiles and auto 
parts------------------------ 560.0 

5. Floor stock refunds on auto-
mobiles and auto parts_______ 120. 0 

Total excise floor stock cuts __ 2, 160.4 
Total personal reductions _____ 3, 000.0 

Cfrand total----------------- 5,160.4 

EMERGENCY FEDERAL EXTENSION 
OF UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSA
TION 
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr. Presi

dent, I am introducing today, on behalf 
of myself and Senators AIKEN, CooPER, 
IVES, JAVITS, KUCHEL, PAYNE, and PuR
TELL, a bill providing emergency Federal 
extension, throughout 1958, of unem
ployment compensation for all those who 
have used up, or shortly will use up, their 
current benefits under existing State 
laws during this calendar year. 

I ask unanimous consent that the bill 
be received and appropriately referred, 
and that the provisions of the bill be 
printed in the RECORD at this point. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
DouGLAS in the chair) . The bill will be 
received and appropriately referred; 
and, without objection, the bill will be 
printed in· the RECORD. 

The bill <S. 3446) to provide for the 
extension of the duration of unemploy
ment compensation payable under State 
laws and for Federal payments to fi
nance such extended unemployment 
compensation, introduced by Mr. CASE 
of New Jersey <for himself, Mr. AIKEN, 
Mr. COOPER, Mr. IVES, Mr. JAVITS, Mr. 
KUCHEL, Mr. PAYNE, and Mr. PURTELL), 
was received, read twice by its title, re
ferred to the Committee on Finance, and 
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as 
follows: · 

Be it enacted, etc., That this act may be 
cited as the Emergency Unemployment Bene
fits Act of 1958. 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 2. When used in this title--
(a) The term "compensation" means cash 

benefits payable to individuals with respect 
to their unemployment (including any por
tion thereof payable with respect to depend
ents). 

(b) The term "benefit year" means the 
benefit year prescribed in the applicable 
State unemployment compensation law; ex
cept that, if such State law does not pre
scribe any benefit year, such term means any 
period of 52 consecutive weeks specified in an 
applicable agreement made under this title 
or, if there is no such applicable agreement, 
then any period of 52 consecutive weeks pre
scribed by the Secretary. 

(c) The term "State" includes the District 
of Columbia, Alaska, and Hawaii. 

(d) The term "United States," when 
used in a geographical sense, means the 
several States, Alaska, Hawaii, and the Dis
trict of Columbia. 

(e) The term "Secretary" means the Sec
retary of Labor. 

EXTENSION OF THE DURATION OF BENEFITS 

SEc. 3. (a) The Secretary is authorized on 
behalf of the United States to enter into an 
agreement with any State, or with the agency 
administering the unemployment compensa
tion law of such State, under which such 
State agency (1) will make, as agent of the 
United States, payments of compensation to 
supplement the duration of compensation 
payable under the law of such State, on the 
basis provided in subsection (b) of this sec
tion, and (2) will otherwise cooperate with 
the Secretary and with other State agencies 
in making payments of compensation under 
this subchapter. 

(b) Any such agreement shall provide that 
such State agency (1) will make, as agent 
of the United States, payments of compensa
tion to supplement the duration of com
pensation payable under the law of such 
State to individuals whose unemployment oc
curs between the effective date of this act and 
December 31, 1958, and who have, on or 
after January 1, 1958, exhausted their un
employment benefit rights under State law. 

(c) Any agreement made under this sec-
tion shall provide- _ 

1. for paying compensation with respect to 
unemployment will be payable under such 
unemployment occurring in the calendar 
year 1958 in cases where compensation is not 
payable under the State law because of the 
exhaustion of benefit rights under such law 
for a benefit year; 

2. that compensation with respect to such 
unemployment will be payable under such 
agreement at the same rates, on the same 
terms, and subject to the same conditions as 
the compensation which would be payable 
under the State law with respect to such 
unemployment except for the exhaustion of 
such benefit rights. 

NO REDUCTION OF BENEFITS 

SEC. 4. No agreement under this title for 
p ayment of compensation by a State agency 
shall be valid if compensation payable to any 
individual under the law of such State is less 
than it would have been under such law as it 
existed on January 1, 1958. 

ADMINISTRATION 

SEC. 5. {a) Determinations of entitlement 
to payments of compensation by a State un
employment compensation agency under an 
agreement under this title shall be subject 
to review in the same manner and to the 
same extent as determinations under the 
State unemployment compensation law, and 
only in such manner and to such extent. 

(b) For the purpose of payments made to 
a State under title III of the Social Security 
Act, as amended, administration by the un
employment compensation agency of such 
Stat e pursuant to an agreement under this 
title shall be deemed to be a part of the 
administration of the State unemployment 
compensation law. 

(c) The State unemployment compensa
tion agency of each State shall furnish to 
the Social Security Board, for the use of the 
Secretary, such information as the Secretary 
may find necessary in carrying out the pro
visions of this title, and such information 
shall be deemed reports required by the So
cial Security Board for the purposes of sec
tion 303 (a) (6) of the Social Security Act, 
as amended. 

PAYMENTS TO STATES 

SEC. 6. (a) Each State shall be entitled to 
be paid by the United States an amount 
equal to the total of all payments of com
pensation made under and in accordance 
With an agreement under this title. 

(b) In making payments pursuant to sub
section (a) of this section, there shall be paid 
to the State, either in advance or by way of 
reimbursement, as may be determined by the 
Secretary, such sum as the Secretary esti-

mates the State will be entitled to receive 
under this title for each calendar quarter; 
reduced or increased, as the case may be, by 
any sum by which the Secretary finds that 
his estimates for any prior calendar quarter 
were greater or less than the amounts which 
should have been paid to the State. The 
amount of such payments may be deter
mined by such statistical, sampling, or other 
method as may be agreed upon by the Secre
tary and the State agency. 

(c) The Secretary shall from time to time 
certify to the Secretary of the Treasury for 
payment to each State the sums payable to 
such State under this section. The Secre
tary of the Treasury, prior to audit or settle
ment by the General Accounting Office, shall 
make payment, at the time or times fixed by 
the Secretary, in accordance with such cer
tification, from . the funds appropriated to 
carry out the purposes of this act. 

(d) All money paid to a State under this 
sect ion shall be used solely for the purposes 
for which it is paid; and any money so paid 
which is not used for such purposes shall 
be returned to the Treasury upon termina
tion of the agreement or on December 31, 
1958, whichever first occurs. 

(e) An agreement under this title may re
quire any officer or employee of the State 
certifying payments or disbursing funds pur
suant to the agreement, or otherwise par
ticipating in its performance, to give a 
surety .bond to the United States in such 
amount as the Secretary may deem neces
sary, and may provide for the payment of 
the cost of such bond from appropriations 
for carrying out the purposes of this act. 

(f) No person designated by the Secretary, 
or designated pursuant to an agreement un
der this title, as a certifying officer shall, in 
the absence of gross negligence or intent to 
defraud the United States, be liable with 
respect to the payment of any compensation 
certified by him under this title. 

(g) No disbursing officer shall, in the ab
sence of gross negligence or intent to defraud 
the Vnited States, be liable with respect to 
any payment by him under this title if it was 
based upon a voucher signed by a certifying 
officer designated as provided in subsection 
(f). 

PENALTIES 

SEc. 7. (a) Whoever, for the purpose of 
causing an increase in any compensation 
authorized to be paid under this title or un
der an agreement thereunder, or for the pur
pose of causing any compensation to be paid 
under this title or under an agreement 
thereunder where none is authorized to be so 
paid, shall make or cause to be made any 
false statement or representation as to any 
wages paid or received, or whoever makes or 
causes to be made any false statement of a 
material fact in any claim for any compensa
tion authorized to be paid under this title 
or under an agreement thereunder, or who
ever makes or causes to be made any false 
statement, representation, affidavit, or doc
ument in connection with such claim, shall, 
upon conviction thereof, be fined not more 
than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than 
1 year, or both. 

(b) Whoever shall obtain or receive any 
money, check, or compensation under this 
title or an agreement thereunder, without 
being entitled thereto and with intent to 
defraud the United States, shall, upon con
viction thereof, be fined not more than 
$1,000 or imprisoned for not more than 1 
year, or both. 

Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr. Presi .. 
dent, I am aware that legislation in this 
field is highly technical in nature. For 
that reason, and because of the haste 
with which my bill had to be drafted, 
it may well be that it is not altogether 
artistic, or even that it may be inade
quate to its purpose. But its purpose is 
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clear, Mr. President, and I am confident 
that my colleagues and their staffs, who 
are expert in the field, will be able to 
correct any shortcomings and right any 
errors. It was, I felt, essential to intro· 
duce the bill immediately, so that the 
committee and the Congress might have 
before it a measure to which immediate 
consideration might be given. 

It is clear that the Nation is faced with 
an economic situation which requires 
emergency action by both the President 
of the United States and the Congress. 
This action should be rapid and on a 
scale large enoug·h to accomplish its pur
pose. Seven of my colleagues and I have 
recommended four immediate steps. 
These are: 

First. Emergency Federal extension of 
unemployment compensation for all 
those who have used up or shortly will 
use up their current benefits. 

Second. Large scale channeling of 
Federal purchases and spending into 
labor distressed areas. 

Third. Legislation to stimulate and 
facilitate home construction. 

Fourth. Legislation to step up high
way construction, both in the interstate 
and in the primary, secondary, and ur
ban systems. 

The highest priority should be given 
to the unemployment compensation ex
tension, and I hope that the appropriate 
committee of Congress will give urgent 
attention to the bill which I am intro
ducing today. 

The most recent figures available on 
the number of persons drawing unem
ployment compensation show that for 
the week ending February 22, there were 
3,478,600 workers in that category. I am 
sure that more recent figures would show 
an even larger number of unemployment 
compensation. The durati.on of benefits 
paid varies from State to State. In some 
States these payments are made for as 
little as 16 weeks, and in others for as 
many as 30 weeks. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed in the REcORD at 
this point a State-by-State listing of the 
maximum weekly unemployment bene
fits and the maximum number of weeks 
for which they may be paid under exist
ing legislation. 

There being no objection, the list was 
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as 
follows: 

State 

Alabama ___ ------_---_----------
Alaska ___ --------------_--------
Arizona __ -----------------------Arkansas __________________ -----_ 
California_------- ____ ----------_ 
Colorado .. _---------------------Connecticut_ _______ --_---_---- __ 
Delaware. ___ .------------------District of Columbia ___________ _ 
Florida _________________________ _ 

Georgia __ -----------------------
Hawaii ____ ------_-- __ ----_------
Idaho __________ - __ ---_- ---------lllinois ____ ------- ______________ _ 

Indiana __ -----------------------
Iowa ____ ------------------------
Kansas .. _______ -----------------
Kentucky-----------------------
Louisiana ________ --------------_ 
Maine ___ -----------------------Mary land. ________________ -___ --

Maximum 
weekly Maximum 

unemploy- numberof 
ment weeks 

benefits 

$28.00 
45.00 
30.00 
26.00 
40.00 
35.00 
40.00 
35.00 
30.00 
30. 00 
30. 00 
35. 00 
40.00 
30.00 
33.00 
30.00 
34. 00 
32.00 
25.00 
33.00 
35.00 

20 
26 
26 
18 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
16 
22 
20 
26 
26 
20 
24 
20 
26 
20 
26 
26 

Maximum 

State 
weekly Maximum 

unemploy- number of 
ment weeks 

Massachusetts __ ---------------_ 
Michigan ___ ----- __ ------------ -
Minnesota ______ ----------------

~~~~~¥~!~~~=================== Montana. ______________________ _ 
Nebraska ___ --------------------
Nevada. _______ -----------------
New Hampshire_--------------
New Jersey--------------------
New Mexico.------------------
New York __ --------------------North Carolina ________________ _ 
North Dakota _____ ____________ _ 
Ohio __________ ------------------
0 klahoma ___________________ ----
Oregon _______________ -----------
Pennsylvania __ ---------_-------
Rhode Island ___ ----------------South Carolina _________________ _ 
South Dakota __________________ _ 
'rennessee __________________ -----
'rexas ___________ ----------------
Utah _____ ------ ________________ _ 
Vermont_ _____ ------------------
Virginia ______________ -------- __ _ 
Washington ___ -------_----------

~T:~o~~~~~~::================= Wyoming ______________________ _ 

benefits 

$35. 00 
30.00 
38.00 
30.00 
33.00 
32.00 
32.00 
37.50 
32.00 
35.00 
30.00 
36.00 
32.00 
26.00 
33.00 
28.00 
40.00 
35.00 
30.00 
26.00 
28.00 
30.00 
28.00 
37.00 
28.00 
28.00 
35.00 
30.00 
38.00 
41.00 

26 
26 
26 
20 
26 
22 
20 
20 
26 
26 
24 
26 
26 
20 
26 
26 
26 
30 
26 
22 
20 
22 
24 
26 
26 
18 
26 
24 
26)1 
26 

Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr. Presi
dent, in January the number of workers 
who exhausted unemployment benefits 
was 147,000, and I am told the figure for 
the shorter month of February will be 
about 140,000. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed in the RECORD at this 
point a State-by-State listing of the 
number of workers who exhausted their 
unemployment compensation benefits 
during the month of January 1958. 
These are the latest figures available 
from the Department of Labor. 

There being no objection, the list was 
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as 
follows: 

State 

Alabama ___ ---------------------------------
Alaska ___ _______ -_-----_- ____ ----------_-----
Arizona __ _ -----------------------------------
Arkansas ____ --------------------------------California. ________ -_________________________ _ 

Colorado __ _ ---------------------------------
Connecticut ____ -------------- __ -------------
Delaware _______ - _---- ----- ___ ----------- ___ _ 
District of Columbia . . -----------------------
Florida. __ --------------------------- _- _- ----Georgia _____________________________________ _ 
Hawaii __ --------- __ ------------- ___________ _ 
Idaho. __________________________ -------------Illinois __ ___________________________________ _ _ 
Indiana. ____ . _______ -_-_-_-------------------
Iowa ____ -------------------------------------
Kansas ___ -----------------------------------

~~~~~~i_-_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Maine---------------------------------------
Maryland ___ --------------------------------
Massachusetts ___ --_-_-_---------------------Michigan ___________________________________ _ 
Minnesota. _____ - __ ---_--_-------------------

~:~~~~r~:~ ~ = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = == = Montana. _____ --------------------- __ ------_ N ebrskaa ____________ - __ -- ____________ --- __ -_ 
Nevada ___________ -------- _______ -___ -------_ 
New Hampshire ______________ ------------ ---
New Jersey_--------------------------------
New MexicO---------------------------------
New York ____ -------------------------------
North Carolina------------~-----------------
North Dakota_------------------------------Ohio ____________________ -- ________ ----------_ 
Oklahoma ___ --------------------------------
Oregon ___ -----------------------------------Pennsylvania _______________________________ _ 

Rhode Island--------------------------------
South Carolina __ ----------------------------
South Dakota ___ ----------------------------
Tennessee ___ --------------------------------
Texas ______ --- ____ ------------------.-.------

Number 

3,382 
248 
490 

1,535 
8,895 

557 
3,102 

488 
713 

2,537 
3, 723 

191 
698 

6,883 
7,213 
1,366 
1,181 
2, 795 
1,473 
1,271 
1, 707 
5,589 
9,102 
2,063 
1, 740 
2,860 

989 
686 
367 
349 

9, 546 
375 

10,228 
3,853 

353 
4,683 
1, 627 
3,266 
9,156 
2,410 
2,067 

292 
4, 783 
5, 079 

. 
State 

Utah ___ -------------------------------------

~T:'~~~~---~===::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Washington __ -------------------------------

~~;Jo~~~~~--~~==::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Wyoming ___________________________________ _ 

Puerto Rico_--------------------------------

Number 

329 
289 

2, 260 
5,196 
1, 317 
5,646 

209 
55 

Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr. Presi
dent, further, the Department of Labor 
in a study made in early 1957 found that 
the usual period of unemployment for 
at least half the people who have ex
hausted their unemployment compensa
tion benefits was an additional2 months. 
Then, unemployment was, of course, sub
stantially less than it is now. I would 
guess that workers who now exhaust 
their benefits may be forced to remain 
on the unemployment rolls for much 
longer than the 2-month period. 

We should remember, too, that past 
experience with unemployment has 
shown that before employers start be
ginning to rehire, they tend to restore 
their reduced working forces to a full
time basis. Thus, low seniority workers 
may remain jobless long after their un
employment compensation runs out. 

Unemployment is more than the loss 
of a .. job. It represents a crucial need 
for some cash with which to feed and 
clothe the family and keep a roof over 
their heads. I feel, therefore, that Con
gress must move swiftly to provide the 
funds necessary to permit the States to 
continue payments of unemployment 
benefits under their existing standards 
for as long as is needed during the year 
1958. This should be done at once, pend
ing final decision on the permanent un
employment compensation legislation 
which has been placed before the Con
gress. 

Inaction on this matter will cause real 
suffering in the families, and the only 
alternative is public welfare. The psy
chological impact which this will have 
on the individual breadwinner and on 
the communities in which he lives is tre
mendous. A man on unemployment 
compensation is an unemployed worker. 
A man on relief is a defeated man, whose 
prospect for reemployment has faded. 

I urge swift consideration of this leg
islation in the belief that quick action 
will help restore purchasing power in 
surplus labor areas and will keep them 
from being further depressed under a 
heavy load of public-welfare costs. 
Penicillin applied on the first day of sick
ness is much more effective than even 
a double dose a month or two later. It 
is important to treat this situation as a 
recession so that we may avoid the pos
sibility of a depression. I urge unem
ployment compensation rather than 
public welfare. 

This measure alone is only a part of 
the broad program of action necessary 
to defeat recession. In developing such 
a program we should also concentrate on 
the areas of surplus labor. A general up
lifting of the economy, a general accel· 
eration of public works and of military 
construction is useful, but even more so 
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is a funneling of Government contracts 
directly to the surplus labor areas. 
- In this connection we have proposed 
c;levelopment of a set-aside program so 
that a substantial proportion, perhaps as 
much as 50 percent, of military supply 
contracts be pinpointed for labor-dis
tressed areas. One of the suggestions 
which has been made is that we should 
divide some of the Federal contracts L'lto 
two parts, perhaps one-half for the low
est bidder, wherever he may be located, 
and the remainder for firms located in 
surplus-labor areas. This proposal would 
require that the surplus-labor firms bid 
on the original contract and then be 
given an opportunity to match the low 
bid for the first half of the contract. 
Thus, the Government would get the 
work accomplished at no additional cost 
to the taxpayer, but, on the other hand, 
the firms in surplus-labor areas would 
have a very definite assist from the Fed
eral Government in obtaining contracts 
and work for their many unemployed 
workers. 

A set-aside program would follow the 
pattern of recession as it exists over the 
country. ·Presently, in certain areas real 
suffering exists. In others, business is _ 
good and employment remains high. 
The resources of the Federal Govern
ment should be employed where they are 
most needed and where they will do the 
most good. 

Congress should-act immediately to in
sure that activity in the building of 
homes is increased. We advocate legis
-lation to provide an expanded oppor
tunity for American families to buy 
homes and to provide incentives to labor 
and industry to build them. 

Congress ·should immediately insure 
that the highway program is stepped up. 
We emphasize that this should apply 
not only to the Interstate Highway Sys
tem, but also to the construction of pri• 
mary, second~ry, and urban highways 
throughout America. 

Of course, in addition to these specific 
measures, we support the acceleration of 
all public works and reclamation proj
·ects which are feasible and necessary. 
The same applies to hospital construc
tion, college dormitories, and sip1ilar 
programs. 

It would be shocking for Congress to 
fail to act promptly and favorably on the 
school-construction program. We can
not ignore the needs of our children and 
the future _ of our country. 

we emphasize again the need for im
mediate action on a scale big enough 
to do the job. Such action is required 
to prevent individual hardship to mil
lions of Americans. It is needed to re
store vigor to our economy, upon which 
our national strength depends. And un
less the Government acts promptly and 
effectively to end recessions, it cannot 
succeed in its long-range effort to con
trol inflation. Control of inflation can
not succeed without public support, and 

-that support will be forthcoming only 
if the public has confidence that its 
Government is interested -not only in 
maintaining stability of the price level, 
but also, and equally, in preventing busi-

ness depressions and the individual suf
fering which they entail. 

The Presid~nt recognizes the problem, 
and he has made several specific'recom
mendations this weekend, in addition to 
those he has previously made. We 
heartily concur in his objectives, and add 
our own suggestions for specific and im
mediate action. Alleviating conditions 
caused by the recession is the joint re
sponsibility of the executive and legis
lative branches. We must shoulder our 
portion of the responsibility. 

ADDITIONAL BILL INTRODUCED 
Mr. CASE of New Jersey <for himself, 

Mr. AIKEN, Mr. COOPER, Mr. IVES, Mr. 
JAVITS, Mr. KucHEL, Mr. PAYNE, and Mr .. 
PuRTELL) , by unanimous consent, intro
duced a bill <S. 3446) to provide for the 
extension of the duration of unemploy
ment compensation payable under State 
laws and for Federal payments to finance 
such extended unemployment compen
sation, which was read twice by its title, 
and referred to the Committee on 
Finance. 

ENROLLED BILL PRESENTED 
The Secretary of the Senate reported 

that on today, March 10, 1958, he pre
sented to the President of the United 
States the enrolled bill <S. 1086) grant
ing· the consent of Congress to a Bear 
River compact, and for related purposes. 

ADJOURNMENT TO 11 O'CLOCK A. M. 
TOMORROW 

Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr. Presi
dent, ·pursuant to the order previously 
entered, I now move that the Senate 
stand adjourned until 11 o'clock a. m. 
_tomorrow. 

The motion was agreed to; and <at 
8 o'clock and 17 minutes p. m.) the Sen
ate adjourned, the adjournment being, 
'under the order previously entered, until 
Tuesday, March 11, 1958, at 11 o'clock 
a.m. 

NOMINATIONS 
Executive nominations received by the 

Senate March 10, 1958: 
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

JohnS. Cross, of Arkansas, to be a member 
of the Federal Communications Commission 
for the unexpired term of 7 years from July 
1, 1955. 

COLLECTORS OF CUSTOMS 

The following-named persons to the posi
tions indicated: 

John G. Kissane, of Vermont, to be ·collec
tor of customs for customs collection dis

-trict No. 2 with headquarters at St. Albans, 
Vt. (Reappointment.) 

Anne A. Mitchell, of Connecticut, to be col
lector of customs for customs collection 
district No. 6, with headquarters at Bridge
port, conn. (Reappointment.) 

Harold R. Becker, of New York, to be 
colleC'tor of customs for customs collection 

· district No. 9, with headquarters at Buffalo, 
N. Y. (Reappointment.) 

- Josiah -A. Maultsby:, Sr., of North Caro
lina, to be collector of customs for cus
toms collection district No. 15, with head
quarters at Wilmington, N. c. (Reappoint
ment.) 

Jessie Dixon Sayler, of Georgia, to be col
lector · of customs for customs collection 
district No. 17, with headquarters at Savan
nah, Ga. (Reappointment.) 

James L. Latimer, of Texas, to be collec
tor of customs for customs collection dis
trict No. 21, with headquarters at Port 
Arthur, Tex. {Reappointment.) 

Douglas Butler, of Texas, to be collector 
of customs for customs collection district 
No. 24, with headquarters at El Paso, Tex. 
(Reappointment.) · 

Frank w. Hull, of Washington, to be col
lector of customs for customs collection 
district No. 30, with headquarters at Seattle, 
Wash. (Reappointment.) 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA REDEVELOPMENT LAND 

AGENCY 

The following nomination made by the 
Commissioners of the District of Columbia, 
pursuant to the provision of section 4 (a) 
of Public Law 592, Seventy-ninth Congress, 
approved August 2, 1948: 

Richard R. Atkinson for reappointment as 
a member of the District of Columbia Re
development Land Agency for a term of five 
years, effective on and after March 4, 1958. 

CONFffiMATIONS 
Executive nominations confirmed by 

the Senate March 10, 1958: 
UNITED NATIONS 

Homer M. Byington, Jr., of Connecticut, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipoten
tiary to the Federation of Malaya, to serve 
concurrently and without additional com
pensation as the representative of the United 
States of America to the 14th session of the 
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far 
East of the Economic and Social Council of 
the U;nited Nations. · 

DIPL~MA:t"IC AND FOREIGN SERVICE 

Raymond A. Hare, of West Virginia, to be 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipoten
tiary of the United States of America to the 
United Arab Republic. 

UNITED STATES ADVISORY COMMISSION ON 
EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE 

The following-named persons to be mem
bers of the United States Advisory Commis
sion on Educational Exchange for the term 
indicated and until their successors have 
been appointed and qualified: 

Anna L. Rose Hawkes, of Vermont, to be 
a member, for a term of 3 years, expiring 
January 27, 1961. 

Arthur Hollis Edens, of North Carolina, to 
be a member, for a term of 3 years, expiring 
January 27, 1961. 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Dr. Paul Darwin Foote, Of the District of 
Columbia, to be an Assistant Secretary of 
Defense. 

IN THE ARMY 

The following-named officer to be placed 
on the retired list in the grade indicated 
under the provisions. of title 10, United 
States Code, section 3962: 

To be lieutenant general 
. Lt. Gen. James Maurice Gavin, 017G76, 

Army of the United States (major general, 
U. S. Army). 

REGULAR Am FORCE 

The following-named officers for appoint
ment in the Regular Air Force to the grades 
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1ndicated, under the provisions of sections 
8306 and 8307, title 10, of the United States 
Code: 

To be major generals 
Maj. Gen. Archie J. Old, Jr., 605A. 
Maj. Gen. Edward H. Underhill, 421A • . 
Maj. Gen. Daniel F. Callahan, 579A. 
Maj. Gen. John P. McConnell, 611A. 
Maj. Gen. Hunter Harris, Jr., 624A. 
Maj. Gen. William 0. Senter, 648A. 
Maj. Gen. William T. Hefley, 358A. 
Maj. Gen. George E. Price, 475A. 
Maj. Gen. Donald N. Yates, 584A. 
Maj. Gen. Frank A. Bogart, 585A. 
Maj. Gen. Ernest Moore, 586A. 
Maj. Gen. Jacob E. Smart, 592A. 
Maj. Gen. Joe W. Kelly, 612A. 
Maj. Gen Robert H. Terrill, 628A. 
Maj. Gen. Gabriel P. Disosway, 654A. 

To be brigadier generals 
Brig. Gen. Donald P. Graul, 455A. 
Maj. Gen. Donald J. Keirn, 462A. 
Maj. Gen. Troup Miller, Jr., 559A. 
Maj. Gen. Alfred F. Kalberer, 607A. 
Maj. Gen. Romulus W. Puryear, 637A. 
Maj. Gen. Thomas S. Moorman, Jr., 644A. 
Maj. Gen. Charles W. Schott, 949A. 
Maj. Gen. Benjamin J. Webster, 974A. 
Maj. Gen. William T. Thurman, 1034A. 
Maj. Gen. John B. Cary, 1055A. 
Maj. Gen. William M. Canterbury, 1071A. 
Maj. Gen. Leighton I. Davis, 1111A. 
Maj. Gen. James H. Walsh, 1120A. 
Maj. Gen. Thomas C. Musgrave, Jr., 1129A. 
Maj. Gen. William T. Hudnell, 1171A. 
Brig. Gen. Moody R. Tidwell, Jr., 1553A. 
Maj. Gen. Howell M. Estes, Jr., 1211A. 
Maj. Gen. Richard H. Carmichael, 1214A. 
Maj. Gen. Joseph J. Nazzaro, 1241A. 
Maj. Gen. John D. Stevenson, 1320A. 
Maj. Gen. Bruce K. Holloway, 1336A. 
Maj. Gen. Maurice A. Preston, 1337A. 
Maj. Gen. John D. Ryan, 1418A. 
Maj. Gen. William H. Blanchard, 1445A. 
Maj. Gen. Henry R . Spicer, 1487A. 
Maj. Gen. JohnS. Hardy, 1502A. 
Maj. Gen. T. Alan Bennett, 1513A. 
Maj. Gen. James Ferguson, 1530A. 
Maj. Gen. David Wade, 1582A. 
Maj. Gen. Thomas P. Gerrity, 1613A. 

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
The following-named officers for tempo

-rary appointment in the United States Air 
Force under the provisions of chapter 839, 
title 10, of the United States Code: 

To be major generals 
Brig. Gen. Clyde H. Mitchell, A0263935, 

Air Force Reserve. 
· Brig. Gen. Wilford F. Hall, 19026A, Regular 
Air Force, Medical. 

Brig. Gen. William L. Kennedy, 517A, Reg
tar Air Force. 

Brig. Gen. James H. Wallace, 442A (colonel, 
Regular Air Force) , United States Air Force. 

Brig. Gen. Daniel C. Doubleday, 471A colo
nel, Regular Air Force), United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Charles B. Dougher, 600A (colo
nel, Regular Air Force), United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Stanley T. Wray, 608A (colo
nel, Regular Air Force), United States .Mr 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. John R. Sutherland, 617A (colo
nel, Regular Air Force), United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Albert T.Wilson,Jr., 1086A (colo
nel, Regular Air Force), United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Dol! E. Muehleisen, 1144A (colo
. nel, Regular Air Force), United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Charles M. McCorkle, 1224A (colo
nel, Regular Air Force), United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Don. 0 . . Darrow, 1270A (colo
nel, Regular Air Force)', United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Victor R. Haugen, 1292A (colo
nel, Regular Air Force), United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Sam W. Agee, 1S46A (colonel, 
Regular Air Force), United States Air Force. 

Brig. Gen. Edwin B. Broadhurst, 1350A 
(colonel, Regular Air Force), United States 
Air Force. 

Brig. Gen. Charles B. Westover, 1351A (colo
nel, Regular Air Force), United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Don R. Ostrander, 1343A (colo
nel, Regular Air Force), United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Ben I. Funk, 1500A (colonel, 
Regular Air Force), United States Air Force. 

Brig. Gen. Harold E. Watson, 1520A (colo
nel, Regular Air Force), United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Marvin C. Demler, 1550A (colo
nel, Regular Air Force), United States Air 
Force. 

Brig. Gen. Henry Viccellio, 1728A (colonel, 
Regular Air Force), United States Air Force. 

Brig. Gen. James V. Edmundson, 1863A 
(colonel, Regular Air Force), United States 
Air Force. 

To be brigadier generals 
Col. Charles A. Piddock, 625A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. Robert J. Goewey, 910A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. Joseph F. Delaney, 998A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. Lee W. Fulton, 1107A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. L. Render Braswell, 19065A, Regular Air 

Force, Medical. 
Col. Gordon H. Austin, 1207A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. William S. Steele, 1229A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. John H. Jeffus, 1289A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. Ivan W. McElroy, 1338A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. Ernest H. Beverly, 1590A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. Robert B. M1ller, 1646A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. John A. McDavid, 1652A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. Robert E. Greer, 1672A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. Perry M. Hoisington 2d, 1694A., Regu

lar Air Force. 
Col. Melvin F. McNickle, 1891A, Regular Air 

Force. 
Col. William R. Large, Jr., 1919A, Regular 

Air Force. 
The officers named herein for appointment 

as Reserve commissioned officers in the 
United States Air Force under the provisions 
of section 8351, title 10, United States Code, 
and the Reserve Officer Personnel Act of 
1954: 

To be major generals 
Brig. Gen. Clarence A. Shoop, A0341066, 

California Air National Guard. 
Col. Emanuel Schifani, A0663100, New 

Mexico Air National Guard. 
To be brigadier generals 

Brig. Gen. Edsel 0. Clark, A01699452, Ohio 
Air National Guard. 

Col. John M. Campbell, A0355733, Ne
braska Air National Guard. 

Col. Alma G. Winn, A0264476, Utah Air 
National Guard. 

Col. Frank A. Bailey, A0429343, Arkansas 
Air National Guard. 

Col. Holt Atherton, A0430076, Texas Air 
National Guard. 

Col. John P. Gifford, A0949201, Tennessee 
Air National Guard. 

Col. Charles H. DuBois, Jr., A0429378, Mis· 
souri Air National Guard. 

Col. George R. Doster, Jr., A0815665, Ala
bama Air National Guard. 

Col. John H. Gibson, A0298256, Tennessee . 
Air National Guard. 

Col. Charles W. Sweeney, A0430633, Massa
chusetts Air National Guard. 

Col. Ph111p E. Tu.key, Jr., A0393591, Maine 
Air National Guard. 

Col. Bernard M. Davey, A0801258, Georgia 
Air National Guard. 

Col. James C. Grizzard, A0426152, Georgia 
Air National Guard. 
APPOINTMENTS AND PROMOTIONS IN THE NAVY 

AND MARINE CORPS 
The nominations of Mack E. Allison, Jr., and 

1,507 other officers for appointment or pro
motion in the Navy and Marine Corps, which 
were confirmed today, were received by the 
Senate on February 27, 1958, and appear in 
.full in the Senate proceedings of the CoN· 
GRESSIONAL RECORD that date, under the cap
tion "Nominations" beginning with the name 
of Mack E. Allison, Jr., which is shown on 
page 3033, and ending with the name of Rob
ert J. Maguire, which appears on page 3036. 

WITHDRAWAL 

Executive nomination withdrawn from 
the Senate March 10, 1958. 

POSTMASTER 
MISSISSIPPI 

Dan. c. McNeill to be postmaster at 
McNeill, in the State of Mississippi. 

•• . ... •• 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

MoNDAY, MARCH 10, 1958 
The House met at 12 o'clock noon. 
The Chaplain, Rev. Bernard Braskamp, 

D. D., offered the following prayer: 
John 10: 10. I am come that they 

might have life, and that they might have 
it more abundantly. 

0 Thou who art the supreme source 
and inspiration of our life, show us 
how we may have a larger part in build
ing a nobler civilization. 

Give us a clear vision of the place and 
function of government and politics in 
achieving for humanity the blessings of 
the more abundant life. 

Grant that we may seek to do Thy 
will more perfectly, for in the doing of 
Thy will is our peace. 

Help us to hasten the dawning of that 
glorious day of prediction when all shall 
know Thee from the least to the great
est. 

Hear us in Christ's name. Amen. 
The .Journal of the proceedings of 

Thursday, March 6, 1958, was read and 
approved. 

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
A message in writing from the Presi

dent of the United States was commu
nicated to the House by Mr. Ratchford, 
one of his secretaries. 

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE 

A message from the Senate by Mr. 
McGown, one of its clerks, announced 
.that the Senate had passed without 
·amendment bills and concurrent resolu
tions of the House of the following titles: 
• H. R. 6182-An act to provide for the con
.veyance of certain real property of the United 
States to the former owners thereof; 
. H. R. 6623. An act to provide for the con
.veyance of certain real property of the United 
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States in Massachusetts to the Woods Hole 
Yacht Club; 

H. R. 6710. An act relating to Canal Zone 
money orders which remain unpaid; 

H. R. 6744. An act to amend Public· Law 
472, '81st Congress, as amended, relative. to 
the attenda11,ce of professional personnel of 
the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics in graduate schools; · ' 

H. R. 7912. An act to authorize, in case of 
the death of a member of the uniformed 
services, certain transportation expenses for 
his dependents; 

H. R. 8139. An act for the relief of Mrs. 
-Catherine Pochon Dike; 

H. Con. Res. 242. Concurrent resolution 
providing for the remains of the unknown 
American of the Second World War and of 
the unknown American of the Korean con
flict to lie in state in the rotunda of the 
United States Capitol before burial in the 
Memorial Amphitheater of the National 
Cemetery at Arlington, Va.; and 

H. Con. Res. 246. Concurrent resolution 
authorizing the printing of additional copies 
of the compendium of pape1;s collected for 
the Subcommittee on Foreign Trade Policy of 
the Committee on Ways and Means. 

The message also announced that the 
Senate had passed, with an amendment 
in which the concurrence of the House is 
requested, a joint resolution of the House 
of the following title: 

H. J . Res. 509. Joint resolution authorizing 
the President to invite the States of the 
Union and foreign countries to participate in 
the Second Annual United States World 
Trade Fair to be held in New York City, N.Y., 
from May 7 to 17, 1958. 

The message also announced that the 
Senate had passed bills and concurrent 
resolutions of the following titles, in 
which the concurrence of the House is 
requested: 

S. 803. An act for the relief of Claudio Guil
len; 

S. 1380. An act to authorize the imposition 
of civil penalties for violation of the security 
provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 
1938, and for other purposes; 

S. 1438. An act to amend section 544 of title 
28, United States Code, relating to the bonds 
of United States marshals; 

S. 1749. An act to amend section 610 (a) of 
the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended, 
to provide for the imposition of civil penalties 
in certain additional cases, and for other pur-

· poses; 
S. 1875. An act for the relief of Christos 

Athanase Bellairs; 
S. 2099. An act for the relief of Irene B. 

Moss; 
S. 2239. An act for the relief of Wadiha 

Salimoe Hamade; 
S. 2493. An act for the relief of Maria G. 

Aslanis; 
S. 2499. An act for the relief of Ilona Agnes 

Ronay; 
S. 2538. An act for the relief of Florica Bog-

~~ -
S. 2613. An act for the relief of Cedomilj 

Mihailo Ristic; 
S. 2621. An act for the relief of Olive V. 

Rabiniaux; 
S. 2650. An act for the relief of Tokiyo 

Nakajima and her child, Megumi (Kathy) 
Nakajima; · 

S. 2657. An act for the relief of Jesus Ro
meo Sotelo-Lopez; 

S .. 2691. An act for the relief of Hiroko 
Oza ki; 

s . 2712. An act for the relief of Milosav 
Mares; · 

s. 2718. Ali act for the relief of . Haseep 
Milhem Esper; · 

s. 2733. An act for the refief of Natalia 
Kutowyj; 

S. 2818. An act for the relief of Ester Tra
bout; 

S. 2819. An act for the relief of Mrs. Her
mine Melamed; 

S. 2833. An act to provide for the convey
ance of the interest of the United States in 
anti to certain fissionable materials in a tract 
of land in the county of Alamance, State of 
North Carolina; 

S. 2849. An act for the relief of Moo Wah 
Jung; 

S. 2919. An act to amend the .Civil Aero
nautics Act of 1938 in order to authorize free 
or reduced rate transportation for retired 
employees of air carriers; 

S. 3124. An act for the relief of Tommy II
ton Chatterton (Tommy Kim); 

s. 3262. An act to authorize certain activi
ties by the Armed Forces in support of the 
VIII Olympic. Winter Games, and for other 
purposes; 

S. Con. Res. 64. Concurrent resolution ac
cepting the statue of Maria Sanford, pre
sented by the State of Minnesota, to be placed 

·in Statuary Hall; 
S. Con. Res. 65. Concurrent resolution to 

place temporarily in the rotunda of the Capi
tol a statue of Maria Sanford, and to hold 
ceremonies on such occasion; and 

S . Con. Res. 67. Concurrent resolution fa
voring the EUspension of deportation in the 
cases of certain aliens. 

The message also announced that the 
Senate agrees to the amendments cf the 
House to a bill of the Senate of the fol
lowing title: 

S. 1086. An act granting the consent and 
approval of Congress to a Bear River com-
pact, and for related purposes. ~ 

LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
Mr. DAVIS of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, 

I ask unanimous consent that the gen
tleman from Georgia [Mr. FLYNT] may 
be granted leave of absence for today 
and tomorrow on account of official 
business. 

The SPEAKER. Without objection, 
it is so ordered. 

There was no objection. 

INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC IN 
WEAPONS 

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent to address the House 
for 1 minute. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Iowa? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, recently 

the Associated Press carried a dispatch 
stating that a Flying Fortress, loaded 
with arms, and allegedly en route from 
Tel Aviv, Israel, to Venezuela, was 
forced down by engine trouble at Bone, 
Algeria. 

The dispatch further stated that the 
pilot; an unidentified American, claimed 
the Flying Fortress and its cargo of arms 
was a gift of the Israel Government to 
the Venezuelan Government. 

Mr. Speaker, it ought to be of vital in
terest to eyery Member of Congress to 
know the full details of this transaction 
and I have requested the Secretary of 
State to provide them. 

I am ·particularly interested to know 
by what authority a B-17 bomber, with
out any license number or national iden
tification, can be u·sed ·in the interna
tional traffic of weapons. 

SUMMIT MEETING 
Mr. NEAL. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani

mous consent to address the House for 1 
minute and to revise and extend my 
remarks. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from West 
Virginia? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. NEAL. Mr. Speaker, I am deeply 

concerned over the increasingly favor
able trends advocating a summit meet
ing with the Kremlin dictators. In the 
light of our historic relations with the 
Russians since we were induced to recog
nize the Red regime, it seems foolhardly 
to believe any greater dependence upon 
their good faith can be expected from 
such a meeting at this time, when 
through her advances in scientific and 
political accomplishments she has suc
ceeded in convincing some of our former 
allies and most neutral nations that 
American world leadership is faltering. 

Regardless of their feigned willingness 
to meet us on equal ground, I doubt if 
we can expect more adherence to any 
agreements they may be willing to make 
than they have consistently · demon
strated throughout the past. To ac
quiesce to their demands will serve only 
to surrender our national pride and af
ford them a long-awaited opportunity 
to propagandize the world. 

America need not fear that Russian 
dictators, faced with internal distress 
among their enslaved millions, can con
tinue to deceive the free nations of the 
world from their ultimate purpose to 
dominate. Let us not then, by appear
ing to have been animated by fear, agree 
to a summit meeting which they so earn
estly seek and which they so greatly need 
for the purpose of restoring what ap
pears to be a growing loss of confidence 
in their government leadership by the 
unfortunate and enslaved people of the 
Russian nation. 

I believe a summit meeting with Russia 
at this time will only hasten the time 
when Communist China, still holding 
450 American servicemen unaccounted 
for; will be greatly encouraged in her 
claim to recognition by the United Na
tions and the nations of the civilized 
world. 

NATIONAL INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 
SYSTEM 

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Speaker, I 
ask unanimous consent to address the 
House for 1 minute. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Mich
igan? 

There was no objection. 
Mr: BROOMFIELD. Mr. Speaker; in 

a few days, President Eisenhower will 
ask Congress to amend the Federal In
terstate Highway Act in order to accel
erate construction of our National Inter
state Highway System. This proposal, if 
approved, would release an additional 
$2.2 billion for new highway construc
tion. 

This proposal, Mr. Speaker, is but one 
of many the President has or wili. make 
to relieve unemployment -and to bolster 
our economy. It is unquestionably one 
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of the most vital to our defense and to 
our economy and I cannot speak ~oo 
strongly in urgiing that it receive the 
full support of the House. 

Also, Mr. Speaker, it is just as im· 
perative that the respective States take 
advantage of the Federal funds available 
to them for new highway: eonstrnction. 
Some States are marking time in com
mitting Federal :h.mds and letting C()n
tracts fol' this vital new highway con
struction program. I am especially 
chagrined because one of these States 
is my own home State, Michigan. 

Om State highway commissioner 
bas not seen fit to take advantage of 
Federal highway money as it. comes avail
able. Since one of the main purposes 
of 'these pYoposed additional funds for 
new highways is: to bring about fun em
ployment~ ilt would be well for all of us 
to urge om: State highway departments 
to take full advantage of the millions of 
dolla1i"S available ro each oi them as an 
added impetus. in creating new jobs. 

DUTIES OF THE EXECUTIVE 
BRANCH 

Mr. MEADER. Mr. Speaker, li ask 
unanimous consent to address the House 
for 1 minute. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman fyom Mich
igan? 

Thae was no objection. 
Mrw MEADER. Mr. Speaker, laSt 

Thursday the Attorney General of the 
United States appeared beimre a Con
gressional committee and testified as to 
his understanding of. the right oi the 
Executive to withlrold information from 
the Cong:ressw He asserted in that state
ment a so-called EXecutive privilege 
which, in e1:Iect,. would plaee in the ex
ecutive branch of the Government a d.is:
cretion to determine what, information 
Congress may o.btain from the executive 
branch of Government Wlder its investi
gative authority. 

Mr. Speaker._ this is a very important 
constitutional problem. I nave taken 
this occasion, the fu'st opportunity sim~e 
ihe statement was made, to ask for 
time to answer the statement o:f. the At
torney General. I think it is a matter 
that all Members of the Congress should 
be concerned with, and that is why I 
have taken this one minute to advise 
the Members of the House that I intend 
to discuss this question this afternoon. 

ADM1N1STRATION MEASURES TO 
HELP EMPLOYMENT 

Mr. NIMTZ. Mr. Speaker, I asK 
unanimous consent to address the House 
for 1 minute and to revise and extend 
my remarks. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from In
diana? 

There was no obJection. 
Mr. NIMTZ. Mr. Speaker, on Satur

day. President Eisenhower urged leaders 
of his party in both the Hous.e and the 
Senate to give immediate consideration 
to his proposals for ending the present 
employment slump. 

In addition to extended benefits. for 
the Wlemployed, the proposals. included 

a recommendation for acceleration of 
many long-term Federal projects that 
would :release an additional $8.5 bfllion 
for purchases and jobs. 

The speedY adoption of his program 
can. if given the bipartisan support it 
deserves, bring immediate relief to those 
jobless whose unemployment benefits 
have ceased; produce thousands of Jobs 
in construction and industrial fields, and 
guarantee the American people a oon
tinuation of the greatest era of pros
perity the Nation ever has known. 

To supplement this program, I believe 
that the executive departments should 
take immediate action to channel more 
Federal purchases and Federal spending 
into distressed labor areas. l am par
ticularly concerned about the South 
Bend-Mishawaka area in my District 
which has a large surplus of skilled labor 
which could be effectively used in. the de
fense effort. I have been urging officials 
of the. Defense Department for weeks to 
make Mler use of idle labor and plant 
facili.ties in S<>uth Bend and I believe 
that, aS' an antiireeession measure-, a 
substantial proportion of mtutary sup
ply contracts should be set aside for 
such areas. 

PROPOSED TAX RELIEF MEASURES 

Mr. McCULLOCH. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent to addresS' the House 
for 1 minute and to revise and extend 
my remarks~ 

The .SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Ohio? 

There was no obj.ection. 
Mr. McCULLOCH. Mr. Speaker, in 

granting first priority on defense con
tracts to small-business firms in labor
su:rplus areas, President Eisenhower has 
gone as far as he can administratively 
to assist small business. The next step 
is up to the Congress. 

If the DemocratS' in Congress· are 
really interested in helping small busi
ness through this temporary downturn 
in onr economy, they should give im
mediate consideration tel the President's 
proposals of. last year which would pro
vide badly needed tax. relief to small 
firms. 

Specifically, the Ways and Means 
~mmittee should promptly :report for 
House action administration proposals 
which would-

E'ixsi. Provide small eorpo:rratioms with 
10 or less stockholders the option o:f being 
taxed as partnerships.. 

Secon-d. Extend the accelerated-depre
ciation formula of the 19M internal
revenue law to purchasers of used prop
erty as wen as new~ 

Third. Give taxpayers the option of 
paying estate taxes O-Ver a 10-year period 
in cases whe.re the estate consists largely 
of investments in closely held firms:.. 

Fourth. Liberalize the tax treatment of 
capital losses sllffered by investors in 
small-business firms. 

PRESIDENTs PROPOSAL TO REDUCE 
UNEMPLOYMENT 

Mr. RHODES of Arizona. Mr. Speaker, 
I ask unanimo~ consent- to address tbe 

House for 1 minute and to revise and 
extend my remarks. 

-The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Ari
zona? 

There was no objection. 
Mr ~RHODES of Arizona. Mr. Speaker, 

there are many who would reinstitute the 
dole ecti>nomy o:f the early New Deal era 
in the belief that It may reduce unem
plo,ment. I can upon these Members to 
consider, instead, the proposals made by 
President Eisenhower to minority leaders 
in the House and in the Senate on 
Saturday. 

The recommendations, Ui earrioo out, 
would accelerate long-term :pJrograms 
for which funds already have been aP
propriated and award Government con
tracts in areas of greatest unemploy
ment, tnus eliminating all possibility of 
the many evils and fi'ustrations which 
resulted from W1? A's and PW A's~ 

They would produce, illstead. full em
ployment, bett.el': housing, and public 
works, a full network of highways and 
immediate aid to the jobless. 

I believe it is the patriotic duty of 
every Member of this body. Mr. Speaker, 
to give hiS' full and enthusiastic support 
to the Presiden~'s proposals. 

THE UNEMPLOYMENT SITUATION 
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr. 

Speaker, I ask unanimous consent. to 
address the House for 1 minute and to 
:revise and extend my remarks. · 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentlewoman from 
Massaehusetts? · 

There was no objection. 
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr. 

Speaker, I submit that many things are 
not befng done that could be done to help 
business today. I have excellent reasons 
to believe that they are paying no atten
tion in asking for and awarding bids. in 
oonsideJi'ing distressed areas:. U that 
were done you would find a gyea.t: deal 
less unemployment in distressed areas. 
It iS' :inexcusal>le at this time of great 
emergency not to do something about 
this matter. rt requires no IegiS'lation. 

THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ACT, 
S. 1451 AND H. R. 7026 

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent to addlress t:be House 
fo:r· I minute and to revise and extend 
my remarks. 

The SPE'AKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman f:rom New 
York? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker,. I am 

happ.y to note thai my e.ommel)t.s about 
the Financial Institutions Act, S. 1451 
and H. R. 7026, are arousing some inter
est. 

I have referred to the bill as a big 
bankers bill' f0l' the moneyed interests 
and have indicated that no one repre
senting depositors, stockholders or the 
general public participated in the draft
ing of the bill. Those who sought to 
present, the case against the bill, at least 
before the House Banking and Currency 
Committee, were giv~n short shrift. The 
statement now has been made that the 
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general public and the sm;tll-business 
man was represented in the drafting of 
this bill by the committees of the United 
States Chamber of Commerce. 

I doubt whether any Member of this 
House will believe that the United States 
Chamber of Commerce ever represented 
general public and the small-business 
man or anyone except the big fellows. 
Furthermore, it is my information that 
the committees appointed by the United 
States Chamber of Commerce to help 
draft this bill all represented bank 
management. 

Is it any wonder then tt.at we find in 
this bill an effort to destroy every safe
guard that has been written into · the 
banking laws of the Nation during the 
last 30 years? 

The bill seeks to destroy the right of 
minority stockholders to be represented 
on the directorate of banks. It permits 
bank management to indulge in self
dealing. It permits impairment of capi
tal and surplus. Capital and surplus are 
intended to serve as a partial protection 
to depositors and stockholders. The bill 
permits management to acquire bank 
stock at less than true or fair value. It 
creates a means by which management 
can put itself in a position preferred 
over that of common stockholders. It 
permits the kind of borrowings between 
banks that bankrupted so many of them 
in the 1920's and 1930's. 

The bill destroys the safeguards 
against bad loans to favored borrowers, 
while it does nothing to prevent · the 
Hodge's scandals such as happened in 
Dlinois and have since been repeated in 
New York, Florida, and elsewhere. This 
bill will make it easier for these things 
to recur, make it harder to. detect them, 
and make it almost impossible to prose
cute the wrongdoers. 

TARIFF COMMISSION DECISIONS 
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanimous ·consent to address the House 
for 1 mi:i:mte and to .revise and extend 
my remarks. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from West 
Virginia? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. Speaker, I have 

asked for this time to remind my col
leagues that President Eisenhower has 
once more seen fit to flaunt his authority 
under the Reciprocal Trade Agreements 
Act to act contrary to the wishes of Con
gress by setting aside the recent decision 
of the Tariff Commission in the stainless 
steel flatware case. He totally disre
gards the unanimous decision of the 
Commission asking that import duties 
be adjusted upward. 

The President has taken it upon him
self to ignore the Commission because 
he says they are working out a private 
arrangement with Japan under which 
they will voluntarily· cut down their ex
ports to this country of this type of ware. 

His decision in the wool case is a mid
dle-of-the-road decision that is not going 
to do anything for anybody. So I think 
more than ever it is time we in Congress 
took action to see to it that the Congress 
has the final say in setting asided deci
sions by the Tariff Commission. 

TAX RELIEF FOR · SMALL BUSINESS 
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 

Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to 
address the House for 1 minute and to 
revise and extend my remarks. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Wis
consin? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 

Speaker, last July, President Eisenhower 
called on Congress to enact a four-point 
program of tax relief for small business. 
The President's request was again em
bodied in his state of the Union mes
sage to Congress last January and I have 
introduced a bill which is now pending 
before the House Ways and Means Com
mittee, to carry out the President's rec
ommendations. So far, however, the 
committee has failed to act on this badly 
needed legislation. 

In his message last Saturday to Repub
lican leaders of both Houses, the Presi
dent again directed the attention of 
Congress to the need for tax relief for 
small firms. 

I submit that the small-business con
cerns of this country now feeling the 
pinch of the current economic adjust
ment would gain more from positive 
action by Congress on the legislation now 
before it than from the blasts of oratory 
recently expended here. 

LEND-LEASE OPERATIONS-MES-
SAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF 
THE UNITED STATES <H. DOC. NO. 
199) 
The SPEAKER laid before the House 

the following message from the Presi
dent of the United States, which was 
read and, together with the accompany
ing papers, referred to the Committee 
on Foreign Affairs and ordered to be 
printed: 

To the Congress of the United States: 
I am sending you herewith the 38th 

report to Congress on lend-lease opera
tions for the calendar year 1956. 

During this period, collections and 
credits amounting to approximately $36 
million were realized on lend-lease ac
counts. In addition, 88,777,495.85 fine 
troy ounces of lend-lease silver were re
turned to the United States. 

Last year I reported that notable prog
ress had been made toward reaching 
agreement with Poland for settlement 
of its lend-lease account. The settle
ment agreement was signed with Poland 
on June 28, 1956. 

Also, a settlement arrangement was 
concluded with Ecuador for certain post
war debts relevant to lend lease. 

More details on these and other lend
lease activities are contained in the 
report. 

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER. 
THE WHITE HOUSE, March 10, 1958, 

JURISDICTION OVER LANDS USED 
FOR FEDERAL PURPOSES 

Mr. FALLON . . Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Committee 
on Public Works be discharged from fur
ther consideration of the bill (8. 1538) 

to provide for the adjustment of the leg
islative jurisdiction exercised by the 
United States over land in the several 
States used for Federal purposes, and for 
other purposes, and that the bill be re
referred to the Committee on Govern
ment Operations. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Mary
land? 

There was no objection. 

RIVER AND HARBOR AND FLOOD 
CONTROL ACT OF 1957 

Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Speaker. 
I call up House Resolution 490 and ask 
for its present consideration. 

The Clerk read as follows: 
Resolved, That upon the adoption of this 

resolution it shall be in order to move that 
the House resolve itself into the Committee 
of the Whole House on: the State of the 
Union for the consideration of the bill 
(S. 497) authorizing the construction, re
pair, and preservation of certain public 
works on rivers and harbors for navigation, 
flood control, and for other purposes, and 
all points of order against said blll are here
by waived. After general debate, which shall 
be confined to the bill, and shall continue 
not to exceed 2 hours, to be equally divided 
and controlled by the chairman and ranking 
minority member of the Committee on Pub
lic Works, the bill shall be read for amend
ment under the 5-minute rule. It shall be 
in order to consider without the interven
tion of any point of order the substitute 
amendment recommended by the Committee 
on Public Works now in the bill and such 
substitute for the purpose of amendment 
shall be considered under the 5-minute rule 
as an original bill. At the . conclusion of 
such consideration the Committee shall rise 
and report the bill to the House with such 
amendments as may have been adopted, and 
any member may demand a separate vote in 
the HOUEie on any of the amendments · 
adopted in the Committee of the Whole to 
the bill or committee substitute. The pre
vious question shall be considered as ordered 
on the bill and amendments thereto to final 
passage without intervening motion except 
one motion to recommit, with or without 
instructions. 

Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Speaker. 
I yield 30 minutes of my time to the gen
tleman from Illinois [Mr. ALLEN] ·and 
at this time I yield myself such time as 
I may require. 

Mr. Speaker, this is a rivers and har
bors and flood control bill . reported by 
the Committee on Public Works and 
carries authorizations in those categories 
of rivers and harbors and flood control 
that have been considered by the com
mittee since 1954. There has been no 
public works bill since 1954. 

There are numerous projects in the 
bill. There are a few in there that have 
not been approved on the one hand by 
the Bureau of the Budget or on the 
other hand by the Army Engineers. 
There will be some controversial items 
in the bill and some amendments will be 
offered because this bill was · reported 
last August and since that time in the 
ordinary .course of the work of the com
mittee other items have been approved 
by the committee and by the Army En
gineers and the Bureau of the Budget. 
Some 18 of them will be offered, I be
lieve, as amendments to this bill. 
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Mr. Speaker, the rule provides- for 2 

hours. of general debate,. the time to· be 
equally divided on both sides.. 

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Speaker,. will the 
gentleman yield?-

Mr. SMITH of Virginia. I yield to 
the gentleman from Massachusetts. 

Mr. MARTIN. l understand the bill 
will not be read today fo:r amendment, 
that we will finish up general debate 
only? 

Mr. SMITH .of Virginia. I am not in
formed on that subjeet. 

The SPEAKER. That is correct. 
Mr. SMITH oi Virginia. I am now 

advised there will be nothing but gen
eral debate of 2 hours on the bill today. 

The total authorization can·ied in the 
bill is $1,456,637,800. This is approxi
mately $86 million less than the authori
zation contained in the bni as passed by 
the Senate. 

The billis divided into two parts. Title 
I contains the authorizations f€>r rivers 
.and harbors projects. including 47 navi
gation projects, 11 beach er.o&on projects 
and a project for the eradication of 
water hyacinth in the waters of eight 
southern coastal States. The authoriza
tion for these projects amounts to $163,-
923,800. The committee added eight 
navigation projects and th:ree beach era.
sion projects. wbi:cb were not in the Sen
ate bill, and modified three navigation 
projects and one beach eroskm project 
contained in the Senate b:iU. These ad
ditions and modifications made a total 
increase in the authorization in. title I 
of $43,679,000 over the amount author
izedin the Senate bill.. 

Title n of the bill contains. authoriza
tions for '11 flood-control projects, with 
a total authorization of $1,042,714,000. 
The House committee added 6 projects 
not included in the Senate bill and 
modified, or dele~ the authoriza.,tion 
for 1& projects. contained in tbe Senate 
bill The total authorization for :flood
control projects is reduced in the bin as 
reported by the committee by $124,-
204,000. 

The bill authorizes 29 surveys to be 
made by the Co.rps of Engineers. There 
is also a proviso in the blll which gives 
the Corps of Engineers authority to in
elude storage for water supply i!n Federal 
navigation, :flood-control or multiple
purpose projects. . 

During the hearings before the Rules 
Committee on this bm it was brought 
om that there are 18 projects in the bill 
which are not recommended by the Chief 
of Engineers, the Secretary of the Anny 
and/or the, Bureau of the Budget. The 
total involved is a little more than $3()3 
million. Twelve projects are not. ap
proved by the Secretary of the Army 
and,ror the Chief of Engineers. In the 
case of nine of these projects amend
ment to the language would bring the 
project· authorization in line with the 
recommendations: of the Secretary of the 
Army or the Chief of Engineers. Th:ree 
projects were not :found! economically 
justified by the Chief of Engtneers. 

Mr. Speaker., I ha.ve no furtber re
quests for time~ 

Mr.. ALLEN of :minois. Mr. Speaker, 
1 yield myself such time as 1 may con
sume. 

Mr. S}!)eaker, during the mOnth of Au
gust 1956 the Congress passed an omni
bus rivers. and harbors and :fi~od-c.ontl-01 
,bill. You will recall thai i' wa& vetood 
by the President. 

The White House memorandum of dis
approval expressed regret that this ac
tion was necessary because, quoting the 
President: 

I believe that. the periodic: enactment of 
river and harbor a .nd flood-control legisla.
tion is an important step in the formulation 
of' a. sound Federal program far the wise 
development or the Nation's water resources. 

The President i'UFther stated in bis 
memorandum of disa}!)p.roval: 

Whne t:he majority of the :ProJects whfeh 
thi& blll would aut.Zwrtze have been given 
adequate study and :re~tew within the ex
eeutive 'braneh and by the atf'ected States, 
there are still a large number which have. not 
been reviewed in accordance with the orderly 
procedures set forth in the applicable laws. 
Therefore, tt is not possible at this time for 
me to determtne whether their l'mthoriza:tion 
would be in the public interest. Still others 
have, after review, been found IWt. to be 
in the public interest. 

By this the President felt that it was 
his duty to veto the bill because many 
of the projects had not been recom
mended by the United States Engineers, 
the Secretary of the Army, or the Bu
reau of the Budget. I have been in
formed that in the 1956 omnibus bill 
there were ineluded several projects by 
the other body without having any com
mittee hearings. 

The bill presently before us contains 
130 river and harbor and :flood-control 
projects, having an estimated cost of 
$1,456,000,000. Title I, the rivers and 
:haroors section, provides for 50 projects 
and title U, the flood-control section, 
provides for 80 projects. 

Of these 130 projects, 112 havt the 
complete approval of an executive agen
cies as required by law and the unan
imous approval of the House Commit
tee on Public works. There are 18 proj-

· ects in the bill that do not haye adequate 
approval as required by raw. 

I am particularly interested that the 
Congress pass an omnibus rivers and 
harbor and :flood control bill wherein all 
projects are. in accordance with the law 
and will receive the approval of the 
President. My reason f.or being inter
ested is. that included in the bill is a 
small project in my District which is 
recommended by the Secretary of the 
Army, the United States Engineers and 
the Director of the Budget. 

The question before us) and I believe 
the question is extremely important, is 
whether or not the Congress should send 
to the President a clean bill limited to the 
projects recommended and approved, as 
requi.red by law. r believe we should. 
WhY should 112' approved projects be 
placed in jeopardy by the inclusion o,f· 18 
unapproved projects? 

Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Speaker, 
I move the previous question on the 
resolution. 

The previous question was ordered. 
The resolution was agreed to. 
Mr. FALLON. Mr. Speaker, I move 

that the House :resolve itself into the 
Committee of the Wbole House on the 
State of the Union fo:r the c:bnsideraiion 

of the bill (8. 497J authorizing the con
struction, :repair; and! preservation of 
certain publie works on rivers and har• 
bars for navigation, :ftood control, and 
for otber purposes 

'l'he motion was agreed to. . 
Accordingly, tbe Holl.se resolved itself 

into the Committee of the Whole House 
on the State of ihe Union for the con
sideration of the bill, S. 49f1, with Mr. 
SMITH of Virginia in tbe chair. 

The Clerk read the ti:tle O:f the bill.. 
By unanimous consent, the :fin;t read

ing of the bill was dispensed with. 
Mr. FALLON. Mr-., Chailrman, li yield 

sueh time as he may requilre to the gen
tleman from Tennessee [Mr. DAVIS}. 

Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. M:r. Chair
man, the bill under consideration pro
vides authorizations of projects in the 
United States, AlaskaM Hawaii, and Puer
to Rico. 

There are 59 projects in title I. of which 
48 are fall' navigation and 11 are for beach 
a-osion~ The total monetary authoJriza
tion in title I is $163,,9-2~,800, of wll:ich 
$157,714,800. is tor navigati€>n and $6,209,-
00(} is for beach erosion. 

In title 11, dealing with :flood eontFol, 
there are 'H projeets with a total mone
tary authcrization of $1,292,'U4,000. 
This makes a grand total for the bill of 
130 projects with a monetary authoriza
tion of $1.456,637,800. 

May I say to tbe House that this bill 
might very well have been $2,500,000~000 
instead of $1,.450,000~003. Much mol'e 
money could be used than has been au
thorized and appropriated to improve the 
national resources which have contrib
uted to making our co.untzy the most 
Jl(>Werful Nation iD history. Among the 
most imJ>OILtant of these re5()urce.s are 
our :rivers and our land. Improvements 
such as those contained in ibis bill will 
restore millions of acres ·of land to useful 
purpose which would otherwise be inun
dated, will protect the lives, homes, and 
farms of many th9usands of people. will 
improve' navigation in many of ~he great 
harbors and provide better navigation 
of many of our rivers. All of the proj
ects in the pending bill will add to the 
wealth of the United States and are in
tended to protect the lives and property 
of the people of our country. Harbors 
must be kept open. Impediments to 
navigation must be removed.. Bars must 
be eliminated Channels must. be deep
ened. Navigation m'USt. be promoted. 
They are seli-lii:quidating. River and 
barbo:r improvements are among the 
most satisfactory publi£ works. Water
borne commerce has contributed to the 
growth of Chicago, New Orleans, LQs 
Angeles, San Francisco, Baltimore,. New 
York, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Houston, 
and many more of our Nation's ports. 

This is. a. bill wbieh provides for the 
continuance of desirable public works in 
the :national eoonomy and: in the :na
tional security in normal times. At the 
same time it provides f.o:r stepping up not 
make-relief but proiects. that have been 
thoroughly investigated, in practically 
every State of the Union. 

Maio:r GeneJ"al ltschlla.- ihe Army's 
Chief of Engjneenr, told a Congressional 
comiiiittee just: a :few weeks ago that we 
would be very negligent if we did not 
build up ow: maiionall eeonomy so as to 
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be in a better -position to support a 
greater military effort in advance of the 
possible initiation of war. He said it 
follows that now, more· than ever before, 
as part of our national improvement pro
gram, we should develop our water re
sources. and protect our industries, 
farms. and homes from :flood damage 
and destruction. General Itschner 
warned that the new era of military pre
paredness encompasses a new natural 
resource development age which is an 
integral part of what must be our broad 
program to meet the severe demands of 
national preservation. 

A backlog of authorized river and. har
bor and :flood-control projects constitutes 
an important reservoir of works which 
can be put under constructi.on on short 
notice to provide additional employment 
in the event that the present trend of 
increased unemployment continues·. 

Many projects in the pending bill are 
urgent. For example, a number of major 
river basin authorizations have been re
duced by appropriations to a point where 
additional monetary authorization is 
needed to carry on the comprehensive 
plan for :flood control, navigation, and 
other purposes, as originally approved 
by the Congress. There are a number 
of other general legislative provisions 
and modifications previous project au
thorizations which are of utmost im
portance. 

There is not sufficient time for me to 
discuss all of the urgent and important 
projects in this bill, but I do want to point 
out, Mr. Chairman, that the dams in the 
Connecticut River Basin authorized by 
the bill would have been valuable dur
ing the 1955 hurricanes; and that proj
ects on the west coast, such as the Hidden 
and Buchanan Reservoirs, and others in 
the basins of the Sacramento and san 
Joaquin River would have been tremend
ously valuable during the 1955 Christ.mas 
:floods. The projects for reservoirs, 
levees, and other :flood-control improve
ments in the Southwest would have done 
much to mitigate the damage from the 
May and June :floods of 195'7. And so on. 

S. 497 is substantially the same bill as 
that approved by the 84th Congress, H. R. 
12080, which was vetoed by the President. 
The principal reason for the veto was the 
fact that reports of the Corps of Engi
neers on some projects in H. R. 12080 had 
not been reviewed and cleared by the 
States and Federal agencies. 

As the situation now stands with re
spect to S. 497, many of these reports 
have been submitted to Congress, there
by removing the original objections, in
sofar as the favorable reports are con
cerned. In addition, action by the 
Senate· and the House Committees on 
Public Works has resulted in the removal 
of other projects or portions of projects 
objected to in the 1956 bill. As a result, 
the objections to the original bill have 
been reduced considerably. For the 
benefit of the House I shall make a com
parison of the bill, as reported, with the 
1956 bill which was vetoed and with the 
bill as it passed the Senate and as it has 
been amended by the committee. H. R. 
12080, the 1956 vetoed bill, contained a 
total authorization of $1,619,000,000 of 
which projects totaling $607 million or 
37.& percent carried objections by the 
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Bureau of the 'Budget. s. ·491, as it 
passed the Senate, contained a total au
thorization of $1,542,000,000._ of which 
projects. totaling $192 million or 12:.4 per
cent carried objections by the budget. 
s. 497. as amended by the House com
mittee. contains a total authorization of 
$1,457,000,000, of which projects: totaling 
$52 million or 3.6 percent carry objec
tions by the budget. New authoriza
tions in the bill exceed recommendations 
of the Corps of Engineers by only 0.6 
percent~ Imagine, within 3.6 percent of 
meeting the obJections of the Bureau of 
the Budget. 

The authorizations ·o:f the bill exceed 
the recommendations of the Corps of 
Engineers by only 0.6 of 1 percent. Now 
follow this. If there was any justifica
tion for the veto in which almost two
thirds of the project amount had been 
approved by the executive department, 
which the committee is not willing to 
concede, there can be no justification for 
disapproval of a reported bill which is 
96.4 percent. in accord with the view of 
the Bureau of the Budget and 99.4 per
cent. in accord with the views of the 
Corps, of Engineerse 

The· committee in making the reduc
tions indicated has done so realizing the 
importance and even the urgency of 
some of the projects and wishing to leave 
no possible ground for disapproval of the 
bill to achieve this objective, the com
mittee has gone as far as it feels it can 
go without a complete abrogation of· its 
functions and duties to meet the desires 
of the executive branch. 

The committee feels with the deepest 
conviction that it has reported a bill 
which is so close to the wishes of the 
President that, no fair appraisal could 
result in disapproval. The bill, S. 497, 
was reported :from the Committee en 
Public Works by a vote of 22 to 12 with 
the full membership present and voting. 
I repeat that the new authorizations of 
the bill exceed the Budget Bureau recom
mendations by only 3.6 percent and the 
Corps of Engineers' recommendations. by 
only 0.6 of 1 percent. All of them were 
considered fully justifiable by a majority 
of the committee. The bill has been 
attacked by some Members on the other 
side of the aisle, and I say this with great 
respect, on the basis that no project 
should be authorized that does not have 
Budget Bureau approval. I ask the 
House to accept the committee bill and 
overwhelmingly defeat this new attempt 
at domination of the Congress and its 
committees by the Bureau of the BUdget. 

Executive Order 8248 of September 8, 
1939, establishing the divisions of the 
executive office of the President and de
fining their functions sets forth the 
Budget Bureau's functions, and one of 
them directs the Bureau to assist the 
President by clearing and coordinating 
the departmental advice on proposed leg
islation and by making recommendations 
as to Presidential action on legislative 
matters. 

Please note the words "advice and 
recommendations:• There is nothing in 
the act creating the Bureau of the Budg
et or in the Executive order cited which 
authorizes the Budget Bureau to tell tbe 
Congress what to do. Its :function in 
this respect is purely advisory. I recog-

nize that the Bureau of the BUdget will 
take the position that it is merely ad
visory· to the President and that if, as a 
result, of its advice, the President ehooses 
to disapprove a. particular project, the 
disapproval is the disapprov1U of the 
President and not the disapproval of the 
Budget Bureau. The facts' of life, how
ever, are obvious. The multiplicity of 
projects and the tremendous amount of 
engineering and economic detail would 
make it impossible for the President to 
go into these projects. In fact, in my 
opinion, it is obviously impossible for the 
few staff members in the Bureau of the 
Budget to go into this detail, which for 
any one project represents the combined 
efforts of literally hundreds of engineers 
in the Corps of Engineers over a period 
of years going back since its establish
ment by George Washington himself. In 
any event, since the President has com
plete control over the budget estimates 
on the construction of civil works 
projects, if his decision on authorization 
of these projects, which again I repeat 
are really those of the Bureau of the 
Budget, must be obeyed complete!y and 
without deviation by the Congress, then 
the legislative branch of. the Government 
might just as well withdraw from the 
field of civil works immediately. I go a 
step further and say that if this Con
gress cannot write 3.6 percent in a big 
public works bill, when an of us axe 
elected by our several constituencies over 
the country, I ten you we ought to be 
ashamed of ourselves. 

Mr. FALLON. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. DAVIS of· Tennessee. I yield. 
Mr. FALLON. I take it then from 

what the gentleman is saying. the only 
justification we have for being here is 
with reference to 3.6 percent of these 
projects. 

Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. Exactly, 
and I think if we cannot justify our 
own decisions after long, thorough, and 
careful hearings before the committee 
over a period of 2 years. I think we ought 
to just give up and quit. 

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Chairman, 
will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. I yield. 
Mr. BROOMFIELD. You mentioned 

it was orily 3.6 percent. The figures you 
are taking are the difference between 
the Bureau of the Budget and the com
mittee figures, are they? 

Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. I will sup
ply that detail later, but please accept 
those as correct figures. Should we find 
it necessary tomorrow. under the 5-min
ute rule, to go further into that, I will 
be glad to develop it. 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman. I 
yield myself such time as I may re
quire. 

Mr. Chairman, we ali listened intently 
to the capable gentleman from Tennes
see EMr. DAVIS] who is chairman of the 
subcommittee that had charge of these 
particular hearings. I noted that my 
distinguished friend simply took the 
Budget commission over a whipping post, 
but I also notice how he evaded any ref
erence to the Army Engineers. I am 
wondering ii the distinguished gentle
man from Tennessee will accept an 
amendment striking out the projects that 
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are not recommended by the Army En- project mod.iftcations and 14 river basin au
gineers. Section 202 of the Rivers and thorizations involving improvements for 
Harbors and Flood Control Act of 1954 navigation, shore protection, flood control, 

and related purposes. I regret that this 
declares it to be the policy of Congress, action is necessary, because I believe that the 
and I quote from the law: periodic enactment of river and harbor and 

No project or any modification not au- flood-control legislation is an important step 
thorized, of a project for flood control or in the formulation of a sound Federal pro
rivers and harbors, shall be authorized by gram for the wise development of the Na
the Congress unless a report for such project tion's water resources. 
or modification has been previously sub- This bill does not appropriate funds. It 
mitted by the Chief of Engineers, United only authorizes certain projects or project 
States Army, in conformity with existing modifications so that the next Congress can 
law. consider them for appropriation. So my 

action on the bill need cause no delay in 
I regard this as being a wise policy, starting the many worthwhile projects in 

and I believe that it is very unfortunate the bill. 
. that this traditional state:r;nent was not While the majority of the projects which 
followed in S. 497-but the law is fol- this bill .would authorize have been given 
lowed in substitute bill of Congressman adequate study and review within the ex
RussELL MACK, H. R. 11121, which I hope ecutive branch and by the affected States, 

You will all support, which I believe the there are still a large number which have 
not been reviewed in accordance with the 

President will sign. orderly procedures set forth in the applicable 
We have approximately 130 projects in laws. Therefore, it is not possible at this 

this legislation. There are only 18 that time for me to determine whether their au
have not been recommended, not only by thorization would be in the public interest. 
the Bureau of the Budget but by the Existing law requires that before a report 
Army Engineers. of the Chief of Engineers recommending au-

Mr. NICHOLSON. Mr. Chairman, will thorization of a project is submitted to the 
the gentleman yield? Congress the affected States be afforded an 

opportunity to comment on the proposal. 
Mr. McGREGOR. I yield to the gen- In addition, procedures for review consistent 

tleman from Massachusetts. with other statutory requirements have been 
Mr. NICHOLSON. I would like to call established under Executive Order 9384. 

the gentleman's attention to the fact These procedures provide for review of proj
that the Board of Army Engineers and ect reports within the executive branch be

.everybody connected with it has given the fore they are submitted to the Congress. 
For 32 of the projects which the bill would 

0. K. to New Bedford and Fair Haven · authorize, involving financial commitments 
Harbor that I represent, and they have of over $530 million, all of these require
gone all out for this proposition and have ments have not been met. Without such re
given it study for at least 3 years. Due · view the Congress must necessarily have 
to red tape this project could not go acted on the basis of incomplete information. 
in the last bill anywhere. So, if the .· Some of these projects have not even been 
gentleman from Tennessee does not want studied and reported on by the Chief of 
to say that all of these problems have Engineers, and in a few cases field studies 

have not yet been completed. 
been recom.mended, here are two that section 202 of the River and Harbor and 
have been, and it was SO testified before Flood Control .Act of 1954 declares it to be 
the Committee on Public Works. the policy of Congress that: 

Mr. McGREGOR. I appreciate the "No project or any modification not au-
contribution of the gentleman from thorized, of a project for flood control or 
Massachusetts. We have no objections rivers and harbors, shall be authorized by 
to projects that have been accepted in the Congress unless a report for su,ch project 
accordance with existing law-Flood or modification has been previously submit-

ted by the Chief of Engineers, United States 
Control Act of 1944-but we do object Army, in conformity with existing law." 
to these projects being in the bill and I regard this as being a wise policy, and I 
thus jeopardizing the other legitimate believe that it is very unfortunate that this 
projects which' have passed all tests and traditional statement was not followed in 
requirements and are meritorious and H. R. 12080. 
needed. In various messages to the Congress, I 

There are only five proJ'ects that a.re have clearly stated my view that our vital 
water resources can best be conserved and 

really going to jeopardize the whole pro- utilized in the public interest if the Federal 
gram of 130 projects. A great many of Government cooperates with State and local 
you have projects in this legislation that governments and with private interests in 
have been recommended by the . Army the development of those resources, and does 
Engineers and the Bureau of the Budget. not undertake such development as though 
They meet the formula and law that it were a matter of exclusive Federal interest. 
h d In order to carry out such a policy, properly 

ave governe .projects in years gone by. and effectively, it is necessary that the views 
At this point in my remarks I would of affected states be given adequate consid

like to incorporate a message of disap- eration in formulating proposals for water
proval of the White House on April 10, resources projects. This has not been ac-
1956. In this the President vetoed a bill complished for a number of projects in
similar to the one we have now before - eluded in this b111. 
us because there were a certain number In addition, other projects in this bill 

. of projects that had not received the would be authorized on a basis which would 
recommendation of the Army Engineers result in a lesser degree of local participa-

tion than was agreed to by the local interests 
or the Bureau of the Budget and were and recommended by the executive branch. I 
not in accordance with the law the same believe that authorization of water-resources 
as these projects that are now in ques- projects on such terms would represent a 
tion and are jeopardizing this legislation. serious backward step in the desirable de-

The President's veto message follows: velopment of the Nation's water resources, 
and would result in the loss of the best test 

MEMORANDUM OF DISAPPROVAL yet devised for insuring that a project is 
I have withheld my approval of H. R. sound-the willingness of local people to 

12080, which would authorize appropriations invest their own money in a joint enterprise 
totaling about $1.6 billion for 99 projects or with the Federal Government. 

In the weeks before the Congress convenes, 
a careful, orderly review will be undertaken 

. of those projects and other provisions of the· 
bill which have not been fully studied or 
reviewed at th:e present time. This should 
enable the Congress to base its action on a 
full knowledge of all the facts involved. I 
believe that the people of the United States 
are entitled to expect that these procedures 
will be followed before new water-resources 
projects, involving large future financial 
commitments, are authorized in law. 

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER, 
THE WHITE HOUSE, August 10, 1956. 

We find that a small group in the Con
gress have projects that are not recom
mended by Army -Engineers, in accord
ance with the law, and they have put 
them in this bill, thinking that we will 
0. K. them in order to authorize the 
meritorious projects. In my humble 
opinion, this is being done in order to 
put the President on the spot and make 
him veto the bill, as he did similar legis
lation last year. We on the minority 
side offered to hold hearings on those 
particular projects and take them out 
of this bill so that it would not jeopardize 
the good projects. You are entitled to 
have the good projects taken care of. 

But they voted us down, and they have 
the same type of projects in this bill that 
they had in the bill last year, which the 
President vetoed, and he set forth the 
reasons why he vetoed the bill; yet the 
majority side of the Public Works Com
mittee are attempting to get unworthy 
projects accepted, even in the face and 
possibility of another veto . . 

May I say further that if we on this 
side of the Capitol are going to ·scratch 
each other's backs and put projects in 
this legislation that have never been 
recognized by either the Army Engineers 
or the Bureau of the Budget we are sim
ply inviting the legislators on the other 
side of the Capitol to do the very same 
thi.ng. If that is to' be the procedure 
what is the use of having a Committee 
on .Public Works? What is the use of 
having the Corps of Army Engineers? 
What is the use of having the Bureau of 
the Budget-what is the use of having 
certain rules to go by-this would mean 
any project regardless of merit, would 
be authorized. 

Mr. NICHOLSON. Mr. Chairman, 
will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. McGREGOR. I yield to the gen
tleman from Massachusetts. 

Mr. NICHOLSON. I dislike to keep 
interrupting the gentleman, but here is 
what the President of the United States 
said in a letter dated October 17, 1955, 
to Governor Roberts of Rhode Island: 

I appreciate your letters and the resolu
t ions of the New England Governors' Con
ference . At the outset I would like to re
affirm the determination of the entire ad
ministration to assist States and people in 
the Northeast in developing adequate pro
tection against future floods and hurricanes . 

Mr. McGREGOR. I thank the 
gentleman. 

Mr. MACK of Washington. Mr. 
Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. McGREGOR. I yield. _ 
Mr. MACK of Washington. I wish to 

say to the gentleman from Massachu
setts in the matter of these hurricane 
projects that there are three, one in 
Florida, and two in New England. 
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These were considered by the committee 
and agreed to. An amendment will be 

· offered incorporating them in this bill. 
Mr. McGREGOR. The total cost of 

the 132 projects in the bill is approxi· 
mately $1,400 million. The cost of the 
projects wanted by these few Members 
of Congress but which have not been 
approved by the Corps of Army Engi
neers or by the Bureau of the Budget, 
amounts to $139,175,000. 

The question before this body today is 
whether you are going to jeopardize 
$1,400,000,000 of public works projects by 
the selfishness, if you please, of about five 
Members of Congress who want to get 
in $139,175,000 worth of projects that 
have not been acted on or 0. K.'d by any· 
body. That is the proposition you are 
going to pass on this afternoon. 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to include 
at this point of' the RECORD a letter I 
wrote to each Member of Congress on 
March 8, setting forth the number of 
projects that have been 0. K.'d and that 
we have accepted and that I feel certain 
the President will accept. 

or the Corps of EngineerS'. In the sub· 
stitute which the gentleman will offer 
and which I enthusiastically support, 
will all of those, projects be excluded, 
or has the committee agreed to accept 
some of the $300 million? 

Mr. McGREGOR. The committee will 
accept some because we are in accord 
with the general purpose of the projects 
and, since the first passing of the bill from 
the Committee on Public Works, the pro.}· 
ects have been recommended in accord· 
ance with the law. We question the 
amount of local participation, and we 
are changing the local participation in 
order to adhere to a formula that has 
been in effect for some time. 

Mr. KEATING. In other words, this 
$300 million group, which was not ap
proved involves only five projects. 

Mr. McGREGOR. It involves 18 
projects. 

Mr. KEATING. Five projects amount
ing to $139 million. The rest of it is 
taken up by the bill providing for a 
greater amount of Federal participation 
than has been approved by the Engineers 

ONLY woa.THY PRoJECTs SHouLD BE APPROVED or the Bureau of the Budget? 
IN THE OMNIBus Bn.L Mr. KEATING. A lesser amount of 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,. 

Washington, D . C., M_arch 8, 1958. 
DEAlt COLLEAGUE~ The Congress in August 

1956 passed an omnibus rivers· and harbors 
flood-control bill. That b111 wa:s vetoed by 
the President. The vet:o message said that 
many of the proj,ects in the bUl had not been 
properly reported and p:roperly :reviewed by 
the Chief of Engineel's. Secretary of the Army, 
the Budget. Bureau, and the various execu
tive agencies as customarily has been re
quired. Also, the President said there were 
many projects in the vetoed bill where the 
cost sharing, local and Federal, was not in 
accordance with precedent. 

On Monday, a new rivers and har"tx>rs 
flood-control bill to replace the vetoed one 
will be before the House of Representatives. 

This new bili, as reported by the commit
tee, contains 130 river and harbor and flood
contra] projects, having an estimated cost of 
$1,456,000,000. 

Of these 130 projec~ 112 have the com
plete approval of all executive agencies. and 
the unanimous approval of the House Com
mittee on Public Works. 

'l'here are, however, 18 projects in the bill 
that do not have adequate approval. . 

The omnibus bill should be limited to 
projects recommended by the Secretal'y of 
the Army, the Chief of Engineers, and the 
Bureau of the Budget, and the minority will 
offer H. R. Ill21 as a substitute for the com
mittee· bill. (Copies available from docu
ment room.) 

If the substitute bill. H. R. 11121, the clean 
bill, is not agreed to, an. worthy projects will 
be placed in jeopardy by the unworthy 
projects. 

Your support in an steps necessary to au
thorize only worthy projects will be appre
ciated. Please arrange to be present 
throughout consideration of the bill Monday 
and Tuesday. 

J. HARRY McGaEGOR, 
Member of Congress, Ranking Mi

nority Member;. Committee. on 
Public Works. 

local and a greater amount of Federal? 
Mr. McGREGOR. Yes, that is cor

rect. In other words, the substitute that 
will be offered by the gentleman from 
Washington [Mr. MAcKJ-we hope to 
o:tfer it as a substitute-is a clean bill 
that contains only projects that have 
been approved by the Army Engineers 
and the Bureau of the Budget and I feel 
certain it would be signed by the Presi- . 
dent of the United States. 

Mr. Chairman, may I reiterate. if we 
pass the bill that is before us, carrying 
these great numbers of projects that 
have not been in accordance with the 
rules · and regulations and the law.. if 
you please, then I feel certain that the 
President wm veto it and you will have 
no public works bill at all. 

Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
myself such time as I may consume. 

Mr. Chairman, I shall make a brief 
introductory statement on title I of S. 
497. Title I deals with the authoriza· 
tions for projects in the rivers and har· 
bors category. 

The improvement of the Nation's rivers 
and harbors for navigation dates back 
133' years. As it now stands, the program 
includes about 2,300 navigation projects 
with an estimated cost of' $4.3 billion. 
Appropriations· to . date have totaled 
about one-half of that amount, leaving 
the remaining half to complete the pro
gram. 

The benefits from the program have 
been tremendous. On the coastal har· 
bors, on the Great Lakes, and on the in
land waterways of the Nation, more than 

· 1 billion tons move each year. This 
figure was reached for the first time in 
history in 1955. In order to keep pace 
with the healthy growth of this essential 

.Mr. KEATING. Mr. Chairman, will element in the Nation's economy,. the 
the gentleman yield? country has wisely· provided for a live 

Mr. McGREGoR. I yield to the gen- program--one which has, and must con-
tleman from New York. tinue, to meet the challenge of changing 

Mr. KEATING. As I remember read- times. 
ing the report, when it came out, there At the coastal harbors, our facilities 
was about $300' million which was not . for moving waterborne commerce have 
approved by the Bureau of the Budget been improved over the years, from the 

relatively shallow depths necessary to 
serve sailing craft to the greater depths 
required with the advent of. steamship
ping, and finally, to the deep drafts 
needed for the :present-day mammoths 
of the ocean-the super tankers and the 
super ore carriers. As a result, depths 
of 3!> :feet generally prevail at major 
harbors on the Atlantic and gulf coasts, 
ranging up to 45 feet at New York Har
bor. Depths of from 30 to 40, feet are 
generally available along the west coast. 
The total commerce at coastal harbors 
has now reached a record high of about 
450 million tons, not including local 
tram c. 

Of the 106 cities in the United States 
with populations greater than 100,000 
people per city,, 63 of them are on har
bors and. navigable channels improved 
by the Federal Government. The popu
lation of these 63 cities is. more· than 35 
million people, almost 20 percent of the 
total population of the country. 

So much for the coastal harbor net
work. 

On the Great Lakes we find that here 
we have the world's largest and busiest 
inland waterway. These 'bemendous 
bodies of water have a total surface area 
of 95,000 square miles. Eight states 
border on the lakes and nine more are 
directly tributary to them. With the 
connecting channels and the great har
bors, the lakes provide a low-cost artery 
of transportation that permits the move
ment oi bulk materials and products of 
every description in huge quantities, to 
advantageously located manufacturing 
areas. The deepening of the connecting 
channels. to 27 feet has already been 
authorized by the Congress. Studies of 
a similar deepening of the harbors are 
now under way, in accordance with the 
express intent of Congress. When the 
St. Lawrence Seaway is finished, we will 
have a waterway serving the great 
heartland of the Nation that will sur
pass the wildest dreams of the early set
tlers. There are many projects for im
provement of the harbors of the Great 
Lakes in this bill, S. 497. Of these the 
three major ones are at Detroit, Cleve
land, and Toledo. 

On the Great Lakes we find that here 
we have the world's largest and busiest 
inland waterway. The Great Lakes sys
tem can be. easily called the lifeline of 
America. Eighty-five percent of all the 
steel made in the Nation is produced 
from ore transported down the lakes, 
through the locks and improved channels 
a.t the lowest transportation cost in all 
the worlcL 

I want to mention finally the third ele
ment in the navigation program. the im· 
provement of the inland and intracoastal 
waterways. In importance, this ranks 
with the other two. The inland water
way system has proved its worth in peace 
and war as a vital link in the Nation's 
transportation structure. The total 
length of this system can be visualized 
by thinking of it as a single channel 
stretching all the way around the world, 
and lacking a few miles of forming a 
continuous bank at the Equator. It is 
the most extensive inland waterway sys
tem. in the worl<L Traffic on this system 
has grown tremendously over the years 
and has now reached a record high of 
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approximately 100 billion ton-miles. The 
inland waterway system has been of 
great help in sparking the Nation's econ
omy, and is one of the most important 
tools we now need in fighting 'the growing 
recession and the mounting unemploy
ment. Industry recognizes the economic 
advantage of low-cost water transporta
tion and, taken together with the avail-

. ability of adequate water supplies for 
industrial processing, these factors are 
the prime reason why industry has, and 

• is, moving to the river banks. For exam
ple, investments in new industrial de
velopment along the Ohio River since 
World War II are approaching the $10 
billion mark. The resultant increase in 
Ohio River traffic since the end of the 
war has been outstanding-it now 
amounts to approximately 75 million 
tons. Many improvements of this kind 
will be authorized if S. 497 is enacted. 

So, to this impressive public works 
structure and improvement of our rivers 
and harbors and navigable streams and 
the inland and coastal systems we come 
up now with this additional authoriza
tion. Again I repeat that the items in 
dispute or controversy make up a narrow 
band of but 0.6 percent of the projects 
in S. 497 which are not recommended in 
whole or in part by the Corps of Engi
neers and only 3.6 percent objected to 
in whole or in part by the Bureau of the 
Budget. 

So, Mr. Chairman, I strongly urge 
favorable approval of S. 497 which has 
been given most thorough and con
scientious consideration over a period of 
many, many weeks during the past 2 
years. The question is going to be 
whether we in the Congress are going to 
pass upon these projects over which there 
is some question due to the peculiarities 
of their local situations and circum
stances or whether the Bureau of the 
Budget shall be the determining factor. 

Mr. Chairman, in closing I want to 
plead with all the earnestness I possess 
for passage of the pending bill-and for 
passage in its present form with com
mittee amendments-and not with the 
crippling modifications that will be at
tempted by those who do not agree that 
the committee should have the backbone 
and stamina to fight for its right to 
exercise its judgment, but who believe, 
on the contrary, that the word of the 
Bureau of the Budget is the highest law 
and that the Congress must go along 
with this agency of the executive branch 
all the way-not 50 percent--not 75 per
cent-not even 96 percent--but right 
down to the last period and semicolon-
tOO percent. . 

Mr. JONES of Alabama. Mr. Chair
man, I ask unanimous consent to extend 
my remarks at this point in the RECORD. 

The CHAIRMAN. ·Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Ala
bama? 

There was no objection.· 
Mr. JONES of Alabama. Mr. Chair

man, it is the historic policy of the United 
States to develop and maintain its.water
ways in order to promote the general 
economic welfare of the Nation and its 
military strength and defenses. This 
policy was forged on the anvil of impera
tive need in the early days of the Re• 
public; when our great inland rivers rep-

sented the lifelines of agriculture and 
commerce in the developing interior of 
the country. Stated in· another way, it 
is the American doctrine that the pro
vision of waterways suitable 'for naviga
tion is a sovereign function and respon
sibility of the Federal Government. In 
discharging this function, the Federal 
Government acts not as a proprietor but 
as a sovereign, for one of the most an
cient of all sovereign responsibilities is 
the provision of free common highways, 
accessible to all without restraint, tolls 
or charge. It was on March 14, 1818, 
that this House first formally determined 
that the Congress has power to appro
priate funds for waterways and other 
internal improvements when it adopted 

·a committee report stating: 
Resolved, That Congress has power under 

the Constitution to appropriate money for 
the construction of post roads, military and 

. other roads and of canals, and for the im
provement of water courses. 

Our greatest statesmen have consist
ently espoused the cause of waterway 

· improvement for navigation purposes as 
a Federal responsibility. George Wash
ington said he could not "but be struck 
with the immense diffusion and impor
tance <of) the vast inland navigation of 
these United States." And he added: 
"Would to God we may have the wisdom 
to improve them." Jefferson compared 
cur waterways with the free public 
schools as "our channels of communica
tion between the States-identifying 
their interest and cementing the Union." 
Madison believed that "no objects with
in the circle of political economy so 
richly repay the expense bestowed upon 
them" as roads and waterways. John 
Quincy Adams considered waterway im
provements "as treasures laid up in 
heaven from the contributions of the 
present age for the benefit of posterity." 

Andrew· Jackson said: 
Every member of the Union in peace and 

war will be benefited by the improvement 
of inland navigation and the construction of 
highways in the several States. 

Lincoln, after referring for purposes 
of comparison, to the general public 
benefits derived from the United States 
Navy, said: 

The next most general object I can think 
of would be improvements on the Missis
sippi River and its tributaries. 

Beginning with the appropriation of 
funds in 1824 for clearing snags and 
bars on the Ohio, this guiding principle 
reiterated by our elder statesmen has 
been consistently applied by successive 
Congresses. 

In the early days, our rivers and har
bors were used principally in their nat
ural state, aided by removal of obstruc
tions, limited dredging, the establish
ment of light stations and beacons. The 
Federal expenditures involved for these 
improvements were, of course, modest-
averaging about $350,000 per year from 
1824 to 1865. It is a familiar fact of 
our economic history that during the 
great age of railroad building in the last 
half of the 19th century the policy of 
Government, National, State, and local, 
shifted to an all-out effort through enor
mous land grants ·and other forms of 
public assistance to encourage railroad 

construction. The inland waterways, 
where commerce almost disappeared un
der the impact of unrestrained railroad 
competition, fell into neglect, and river 
communities stagnated and decayed. 
From 1866 to 1900 the bulk of the aver
age annual e·xpenditures of about $15 
million for rivers and harbors was con
centrated on seacoast and Great Lakes 
harbors and channels. 

After an exhaustive review of the con
dition of the Nation's inland waterways, 
the famous National Waterway Commis
sion reported to the Congress in 1912: 

Water transportation is in such a decadent 
condition on most of our rivers that there 
are few boat lines operating on regular 
schedules at published rates. 

Notwithstanding the black outlook for 
inland water commerce in the closing 
years of the last century, there were a few 
devoted men who never lost their confi
dence in the ultimate superiority of low
cost water transportation for bulk com
modities over all other forms of trans
port. They were joined by a new group 
of farm, labor, and business leaders who 
had awakened to the potentialities of 
water highways which would reduce the 
costs of moving the output of farms and 
factories to distant markets. Men of 
vision throughout the country, under 
such leaders as the immortal William 
Jennings Bryan, recognized the impera
tive need for waterway improvement as a 
means for stimulating the economic de
velopment of the Midwest and South, 
which had long been mere tributaries of 
the industrial and financial centers on 
the eastern seaboard. By the 1S90's a 
rising tide of public opinion expressing 
the irrepressible demands of farmers, 
workers, and small-business men, com
pelled the Nation's attention to the ur
gent task of rehabilitation of internal 
navigation. 

The public mind was articulated by 
President Theodore Roosevelt in 1907 at 
Memphis, Tenn., when he said: 

[The Missisf?ippi Valley] being literally 
the heart of the United States, all that con
cerns its welfare must concern likewise the 
whole country. Therefore, the Mississippi 
River and its tributaries ought by all means 
to be utilized to their utmost possibility. 
Facility of cheap transportation is an essen
tial in our modern civilization and we cannot 
afford any longer to neglect the great high
ways which nature has provided for us. 
These natural highways, the waterways, can 
never be monopolized by any corporation. 
They belong to an the people, and it is the 
power of no one to take them away. • • • 
Year by year transportation problems become 
more acute and the time has come when the 
rivers really fit to serve as arteries of trade 
should be provided with channels deep 
enough and wide enough to make the invest.
ment·of the necessary money profitable to the 
public. The National Government should 
undertake this work. 

The key to the achievement of these 
great aims of public policy lay in the es
tablishment of minimum stable depths 
for year-round navigation. -

Although some canalization work was 
authorized and begun before the turn of 
the century. the great public effort· com
menced for ·an practical purposes 
shortly. before the start of. the First 
World War. The war demonstrated the 
vital importance of · adequate ·inland 
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waterway transport as a part of the Na
tional Defense Establishment and post
war increases in overland transport 
costs intensified the public demand for 
efficient low-cost inland water trans
portation. 

The period between the two World 
Wars ~ saw major advances in channel 
improvement projects on the Ohio, the 
upper Mississippi, the Warrior-Tombig
bee, the Dlinois Waterway, the Tennes
see, the Intercoastal Canal, various At
lantic coastal rivers, and the Sacra
mento and Columbia Rivers on the Pa
ci:fic coast. All work was suspended 
during World War II. But it was during 
those critical years that the true value 
of inland navigation facilities was dem
onstrated beyond a shadow of a doubt. 

As President Truman's Water Re
sources Policy Commission said in its 
1950 report: 

The service rendered by inland waterway 
transportation during World War II dem
onstrated conclusively that it is of vital im
portance to national defense. Its perform
ance in contributing to th~ winning of the 
war more than justified the confidence of 
Congress in the Corps of Engineers water
way improvement program prosecuted for 
and sponsored by the people, and more than 
repaid the Federal - Government for all the 
expenditures of public funds for that pro
gram. 

At the close of World War II the Na
tion had just over 27,000 miles of im
proved inland waterways, exclusive of 
the Great Lakes and seacoast harbors, 
representing a total public expenditure 
since 1824 of $1,789,991,000. The great 
objective of connecting the Great Lakes 
to the Gulf of Mexico had been accom
plished. Stable navigation depths of 9 
feet had been established on the Ohio 
and the Mississippi and various smaller 
streams. In the aggregate, at the close 
of World War II the Nation had 9,700 
miles of waterways with an assured min
imum depth of 9 feet, 5,800 miles be
tween 6 and 9 feet, and 11,800 miles 
under 6 feet. 

Even on the basis of what by present 
standards must be considered relatively 
low trafilc volumes, the aggregate re
turns to the public in the form of trans
portation cost savings on our 15 largest 
and most active waterways had aggre
gated over $2 billion in the 20 years end
ed June 30, 1948. 

Beginning in 1946, the task of ex .. 
tending our improved waterways was 
slowly resumed and by 1955, we had 
28,996 miles of improved waterways, of 
which those of 9 feet or greater depth 
had been increased to 15,021 miles, an 
addition of more than 5,000 miles, to. the 
1945 mileage of minimum 9-foot chan
nels. It is estimated that the construc
tion costs of these navigation improve
ments over the 11 years from 1945 
through 1955 a'teraged approximately 
$100 million annually. 

Concurrently, the inland waterway 
industry entered a phase of remarkable 

. technological improvement and expan
sion. These developments have included 
the twin and triple screw diesel engines 
to replace the old steam-driven, stern 
wheelers, the use of radar, supersonic 
depth recorders, and ship-to-shore radio 
telephones, and a number of devices and 

arrangements for reducing water resist .. 
ance--all combining to increase cargo
carrying capacity, speeds and dependa
bility of service and to permit opera
tions under all weather conditions. To· 
day, powerful diesel towboats in inte .. 
grated tows bearing cargoes of 2,000 tons 
of coal, the equivalent of 200 railroad 
cars or 200,000 barrels of oil-as much 
as a supertanker-are a common sight 
on the inland waterways. To an increas· 
ing degree also, the river fleet is being 
utilized for the transportation not only 
of the conventional items of bulk 
freight, such as coal, sand and gravel, 
but for chemicals, petroleum products, 
finished steel, automobiles and other 
high-value commodities. This modern, 
efficient inland fleet, expanding in re
lation to rising demand, carried traffic 
of more than 97 billion ton miles on the 
inland waterways-exclusive of the 
Great Lakes and coastal harbors-in 
1955, and the volume is estimated to have 
passed the 100 billion ton-mile mark in 
1956. The 1955 volume represented 7 .. 7 
percent of all the ton miles of traffic 
carried by all modes of transportation in 
the United States, an increase of more 
than 150 percent over 1945 in the propor
tion of total traffic. This inland fleet, 
with some 4,300 towing vessels of more 
than 2 million aggregate horsepower and 
nearly 15,000 barges of more than 16 
million tons capacity, because of its 
flexibility, the economy in critical ma
terials and manpower required for its 
expansion, its enormous carrying capac
ity, and its relative immunity from en
emy action, is a national defense asset of 
the first importance. And because of 
the relatively low costs of equipment of 
equivalent carrying capacity as com
pared with railroads and pipelines, and 
the ease of entry into the business, the 
inland towing industry is predominantly 
made up of many hundreds of small 
businessmen in active competition and 
thereby constantly spurred to improve 
its efficiency and reduce costs. It thus 
represents an important competitive in· 
fluence in the transportation industry 
which, apart from the motor transport 
field, is generally characterized by enor
mous aggregations of capital organized 
as legalized quasi-monopolies. 

In the postwar period, therefore, as 
costs of overland transport were rising, 
American industry found in the inland 
waterway fleet a highly developed 
mechanism for efficient low-cost mass 
transportation. Under the further stim
ulus of vastly increased needs for abund
ant supplies of fresh water for processing, 
industry has literally flocked to the 
shores of our improved inland waterways. 
Chemical and metallurgical plants, 
thermal electric plants, automobile and 
steel fabricating plants, and countless 
others are eagerly seeking river sites. On 
the Gulf intracoastal waterway, the Mis
sissippi, the , Warrior-Tombigbee, the 
Ohio, and its great tributaries-the Ten .. 
nessee, the Cumberland, the Mononga .. 
bela, and the Kanawha, and many 
others-we are witnessing one of the 
greatest industrial booms of modern his
tory. 

These great manufacturing concerns 
are generating tremendously increased 

tonnages of river trafilc. Farm market
ing organizations and other grain ship
pers seeking reduced transport costs and 
higher realizations to the farmer are 
making increased use of cheap, efilcient 
inland waterway transportation. Grain 
shipments on the inland rivers increased 
more than 300 percent between 1946 and 
1951. 

All these factors have combined to in
crease inland waterway traffic more than 
220 percent in the 11 years from 1945 
through 1955. 

Already in 1956, inland waterway traf
fic passed 100 billion ton-miles, the figure 
predicted in 1950 by the President's Com
mission on Water Resources Policy as the 
level for 1975. Viewing the situation on 
the basis of the lower traffic volumes of 
1954 and finding a total Federal ex· 
penditure for construction and mainte .. 
nance since 1824 of $3.4 billion appli .. 
cable to navigation improvements, the 
Senate Public Works Committee, in its 
Report No. 108 of March 25, 1957, to ac
company S. 497, found that the system of 
inland and intercoastal waterways was 
returning in transportation cost savings 
to the public about $3 for every Federal 
dollar expended. 

On the basis of Army engineers' cal
culations of transportation cost savings 
of 6 mills per ton-mile from low-cost 
water transportation, the single year 
1956-when inland waterway trafilc ex
ceeded 100 billion ton-miles-reflected 
public benefits of $600 million. This, by 
any standards, is a handsome return on 
the Federal investment. 

But these calculations of benefits from 
waterway improvements take no account 
of the vastly increased employment, the 
regional rehabilitation, the improved 
standards of life, the renewed self-re· 
spect, the sense of optimism, confidence, 
and content that today measure the 
human returns upon the Federal pro· 
gram of waterway development. For it 
is precisely those regions of the country, 
the valleys of our great inland rivers
where the people had suffered most from 
the years of accumulated poverty, stag
nation and neglect-that are today 
the scene of an economic renaissance 
founded in large measure upon econom· 
ical and efficient water transportation. 
The sweep and scope of these benefits 
are quickly apparent from the fact that 
more than two-thirds of our population 
lives in counties at least half of whose 
area is within 50 miles of navigable 
water. The prophecy of Andrew Jack· 
son has b~en confirmed by history: 

Every member of the Union in peace and 
war will be benefited by the improvement 
of inland navigation. 

But in order to continue this great 
flow of benefits and to maintain the 
growth of prosperity based upon low· 
cost water transport, we must proceed 
with all possible dispatch to modernize 
and extend our system of improved 
waterways as an integral part of compre
hensive plans for water resource de· 
velopment. 

Already, many of our navigation fa
cilities completed in the twenties and 
thirties or even earlier, are outmoded 
and inadequate for the needs of mod· 
ern traffic. Indeed, some of the older 
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structures on the Warrior-Tombigbee, 
the Ohio and the Monongahela are in 
imminent danger of collapse. The short, 
narrow locks built 25 or 30 years ago 
are as unsuited to modern 1,000-foot 
diesel-driven . tows as the highway sys
tem of the twenties would be for modern 
high-speed vehicular traffic. Failure to 
push these modernization programs to 
early completion will deprive the public 
of the benefits of the improvements and 
bring to a halt the economic development 
based upon low:..cost water transporta
tion. Already, existing facilities are ap
proaching the saturation point through 
long stretches of the inland waterway 
system. The margin for the expanded 
traffic requirements that would surely 
confront us in the event of war or na
tional emergency is grossly deficient. By 
construction of modern locking facilities 
and high-lift dams the capacity of such 
vital waterways as the Ohio and the 
Warrior-Tombigbee can be quadrupled 
and transport costs sharply reduced. 

It is imperative also that the full po
tential benefits of our God-given re
sources be made available by means of 
suitable connecting channels such as the 
Cross Florida Barge Canal and the great 
Calumet Sag Channel iinprovement be
tween the Illinois Waterway and Lake 
Michigan, and the improvement of the 
New York State Barge Canal between 
the Hudson River and the Great Lakes
St. Lawrence Seaway. 

Again in our Federal democracy, it is 
fundamental that water resources de
velopment take place in accordance 
with comprehensive programs based 
upon need and appropriate standards of 
national interest and general applica
bility. Wherever suitable opportunities 
exist, they must · be exploited. For dis
crimination cannot be tolerated, nor can 
one region be developed at the expense 
of others where similar needs and re-

, sources are present. Thus the Gulf In
tracoastal Waterway should be extended 
to the Mexican border. The Missouri 
Channel improvement should be ex
tended to its practical limits. The At
lantic Intercoastal Waterway should be 
extended and improved. And all other 
navigable streams, when the expenditure 
can be justified on the basis of standards 
approved by the Congress, must be im
proved and developed. In the evaluation 
of such projects, their relationship to 
broad programs of water resource de
velopment must, of course, be taken into 
account. Rarely does a water resource 
project stand in isolation. Its true value 
is measured by its place as an element, 
supporting and supported by other 
elements in a broad pattern. Flood con
trol, low-flow regulation, navigation, 
water supply, recreational benefits, wild
life conservation-all these are closely 
interrelated. Each contributes to the 
others and enhances the value of the 
whole. Application of narrow mathe
matical rules to these great issues in
volving the development of our most im-
portant national resource will defeat our 
objectives and retard our economic 
growth. · 

In this time of unprecedented popu
lation pressures ·and economic expansion 
which demand the fullest utilization of . . -

our resources, we must act boldly and 
imaginatively. We can no longer a1ford 
the luxury of narrow conservatism and 
timidity. 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from 
Washington [Mr. MAcK]. 

Mr. MACK of Washington. Mr. 
Chairman, no man feels a higher regard 
for the integrity, the ability and the 
fairness of those on the majority side 
of this committee than I do. The Com
mittee on Public Works is one of the 
great committees of the House of Rep
resentatives. It has authorized every 
building project in this country except
ing, of course, the one to extend the 
front of the Capitol Building, and for the 
construction of the new House Office 
Building, 

In 1954, under the leadership of the 
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. McGREGOR], 
a bill was passed that expanded the 
highway program from $550 million a 
year in Federal contributions to $850 
millions, the biggest advance in high
way construction, which ilad ever been 
made up to that time. In 1956, under 
the able leadership of the distinguished 
gentleman from Maryland [Mr. FALLON], 
there was developed the expanded high
way legislation, which, in my opinion, is 
the greatest legislation enacted by this 
Congress in the past 25 years. When 
the Fallon bill highway program is com
pleted by about 1970 it will provide for 
4-lane divided highways from the Cana
dian border in northern Maine to the 
Mexican border south of San Diego, 
there will be no crossroads and no stop
lights. East and west and north and 
south across the country there will be 
similar interstate highways to save the 
lives of people and provide more con
venient and faster transportation. 

In addition to these responsibilities 
the Committee on Public Works has had· 
the great responsibility of preserving and 
utilizing two of America's greatest natu
ral resources, its soil and its water; par
ticularly the water. This committee 
has made great strides in increasing the 
utilization of the Nation's water supply. 

In considering projects of such vast 
magnitude, it is natural that different 
men should have different opinions upon 
the same subject. In the consideration 
of this bill certain members of the com
mittee, 13 of us, in fact, have objections 
to certain provisions in the bill which 
now is confronting the House of Repre
sentatives. 

We, of the minority who seek amend
ments to this bill do not want or propose 
to destroy the bill. We propose to take 
out of the bill certain provisions which 
we on the minority side believe may re
sult in a Presidential veto of this bill. 

Patrick Henry once said that "I have 
but one lamp by which my feet are 
guided, and that is the lamp of experi
ence. I know no way to judge the future 
but by the past." 

we, the Members of the minority, feel 
that what has happened in the past, the 
veto of the President in 1956, may hap
pen again in another veto by the Presi
dent of this bill unless we delete from 
it some or all of the projects to which 
the administrative branch of the Gov
ernment raised objections in 1956. 

. It has been said that the committee 
bill, which is presented here today in
cludes 130 projects valued at $1,456,000,-
000 or $1.5 billion in round figures. That 
i.s an understatement. The Army Engi
neers testified before the House Com
mittee on Public Works that nearly all 
of these projects are based upon costs 
which prevailed on January 1, 1956. The 
Engineers said costs of construction in 
recent years has been increasing at the 
rate of about 5 percent a year. In short, 
the real cost of the projects in this bill 
are 10 percent higher than the figures 
on the bill. In other words, $145 million 
should be added to the estimated cost of 
these projects. In addition to that $145 
million in increased costs there should 
be the cost of the 19 new and additional 
projects which are not in the committee 
bill now, but will be added to it tomor
row by an amendment. The cost of these 
19 projects is an additional $87 million. 
Also in the committee bill three reser
voirs authorized for power, as part of 
valley projects, but not for specific 
sums of money. 

The 13 minority Members who signed 
the advice report on this bill, are endeav
oring to take out of the bill the projects 
to which there are objections by the ad
ministrative branch of the Government, 
objections by the Budget, by the Army 
Engineers, by the Secretary of the Army, 
and some, too, by the Interior Depart
ment. We want to take these projects 
out of the bill so the President will find 
the bill less objectionable and will be 
more likely to sign instead of vetoing it. 

What the minority wants is a bill that 
will meet the President's approval, not 
his objection. We want the 18 objec
tionable projects removed from the bill 
to the end that we will get a bill that will 
be signed, so that the 112 projects that 
are acceptable to everyone will · be sure 
to be approved, not vetoed, by the Presi
dent. In other words, we of the minor
ity by amendments are ·trying to save 
the 112 projects which are acceptable 
to the administration. We want to save 
the good projects by taking out of the 
bill some, or all, of the 18 projects to 
which the President has objections. 
Many of these are identical projects to 
those in the bill vetoed in 1956. 

Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Chairman, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. MACK of washington. I yield to 
the ge:qtleman from Florida. 

Mr. CRAMER. Further to clarify the 
good faith on the part of the minority 
and to make certain that a good bill is 
passed in the interests of these public 
works projects, is it not true with respect 
to the 18 projects which we are asking 
be clarified that only 5 of those 18 will 
actually be removed from the bill itself, 
and as to 13 of the 18 we are only asking 
that amendments be included to make 
the projects consistent with the recom
mendations of the Bureau of the Budget, 
the Army Engineers, and as to the water 
projects also the Department of the In.:. 
terior and the Federal Power Commis
sion? 

Mr. MACK of Washington. That is 
true. There' are only 4 or 5 projects the 
minority . substitute would strike out. 
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The other projects would modify but not 
take out of the bill. 

Mr. CRAMER. On those five projects 
which we are asking be stricken, we are 
asking that they be temporarily delayed 
consistent with the Army Engineers' 
recommendation on the basis that those 
five projects do not have a cost-benefit 
ratio favorable to making the projects 
feasible. 

Mr. MACK of Washington. These 
projects were not approved in most cases 
by the Chief of Army Engineers, by the 
Secretary of the Army, or by the Budget 
Bureau. If we send those projects back 
to the President, he may veto the bill 
again and thus kill the acceptable 
projects in this bill. 

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Chairman, 
will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. MACK of Washington. I yield 
to the gentleman from Oklahoma. 

Mr. EDMONDSON. If it is supported 
by the majority in this debate that only 
six-tenths of 1 percent of the value of 
this bill represents projects that do not 
have the approval of the Chief of En
gineers of the United States Army, 
would the gentleman still believe it 
likely that the President would veto this 
bill because of a difference over six
tenths of 1 percent of the value of the 
bill? 

Mr. MACK of Washington. The mi
nority does not agree· that only 6 per
cent of the money involved in this 
legislation is in dispute. There is con
siderably more than that. There are 
all these projects that relate to local 
interests, what the local people should 
pay as compared to the Federal contri
bution. Also, there are authorized by 
the committee bill three dams for power 
construction as party of overall river 
valley developments but which are not 
listed in monetary value, more than $150 
miilion in the carrying out of those dam 
projects is involved. 

Mr. EDMONDSON. I can see that 
there is a difference of opinion as to 
the amount actually involved on which · 
there has not been a full approval of 
the Bureau of the Budget and the En
gineers, but I ask the gentleman the 
question, If the majority establishes 
that this consists of only six-tenths of 
1 percent, does the gentleman believe a 
veto likely? 

Mr. MACK of Washington. We on 
the minority have gone carefully over 
these projects. We insist many times 6 
percent is involved in the dispute be
tween what the majority says is in the 
bill and what the minority says is in the 
bill. 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, will 
the gentleman yield? 
· Mr. MACK of Washington. I yield 

to the gentleman from Ohio. 
Mr. McGREGOR. I might say in re

ply to the gentleman from Oklahoma 
about the six-tenths of 1 percent that 
there is a concrete example that certain 
individuals in this Congress want to 
jeopardize the $1,400,000,000 of projects 
by this six-tenths of 1 percent, where 
they will not agree to the rules and the 
formula that has been established here 
a· long time. I say it is unfair for any
one to jeopardize that big program be
cause you have a few individuals that 

want to get their projects in and break 
the rules and break the law, if you 
please. 

Mr. FALLON. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? . 

Mr. MACK of Washington. I yield to 
the gentleman from Maryland. 

Mr. FALLON. Did I correctly under
stand the gentleman to say that more 
than 6 percent of the total money is in 
dispute? Is it more than 6 percent? 

Mr. MACK of Washington. More 
than 6 percent of the money is in dis
pute. I do not think the gentleman has 
taken into consideration the land en
hancement projects. He certainly is not 
taking into consideration the three dams 
where power would be installed as valley 
propositions and that are not listed in the 
bill. 

Mr. FALLON. The gentleman used 
the figure of $1,450,000,000 as a total. 

Mr. MACK of Washington. Yes. 
Mr. FALLON. The figure the gentle

man used, or the figures that are in the 
committee report, had to be less than 4 
percent in dollars. 

Mr. MACK of Washington. The gen
tleman is not taking into consideration 
any one of the three power dams in 
which power is proposed. 

Mr. FALLON. The difference in opin
ion as to the enhancement of value 
might be a whole lot more than this, and 
we could run it up to 20 percent. It is 
according to what you have estimated the 
value to be. 

Mr. MACK of Washington. We think 
there is a greater difference. 
· Under the amending stage tomorrow, 

I will offer an amendment to the commit
tee bill. 

This amendment will accept the 112 
projects in the committee bill which are 
acceptable in almost all cases to admin
istrative agencies and to all, or nearly all, 
members of the House Public Works 
Committee. 

In addition, my substitute will carry 
the 19 projects which the Public Works 
Committee approved last week and on 
which approval came too late for their 
inclusion in the regular bill. 

My substitute will propose to delete 
4 projects from the committee bill and 
modify 14 others in accordance with rec
ommendations of various administrative 
agencies, the opposing agencies in most 
cases being the United States Army En
gineers, the Budget Bureau, and the 
Secretary of the Army. 

· A number of the projects which my 
substitute will endeavor to modify are 
flood-control projects involving land 
enhancement. 

We of the minority will insist on local 
interests paying the amount for land en
hancement which was determined as fair 
and just by the Army Engineers when the 
Engineers recommended the projects. 

President Eisenhower made it quite 
clear in his veto message of the 1956 bill 
that one reason for his veto was that 
many projects in the vetoed bill did not 
properly assess to local interests the full 
amount of the costs of these projects 
which Government agencies believed fair 
and equitable and which were charged 
by the committee to figures below what 

Governors of involved States previously 
had agreed to. 

As one of his reasons for his veto of the 
1956 bill the President's veto message 
said: 

In addition, other projects in this bill 
would be authorized on a basis which would 
result in a lesser degree of local participation 
than was agreed to by the local interests and 
recommended by the executive branch. I be
lleve that authorization of water-resources 
projects on such terms would represent a. 
serious backward step in the desirable devel
opment of the Nation's water resources, and 
would result in the loss of the best test yet 
devised for insuring that a project is sound
the willingness of local people to invest their 
own money in a joint enterprise with the 
Federal Government. 

Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
such time as he may desire to the gen
tleman from Mississippi [Mr. SMITH]. 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. Mr. 
Chairman, slightly more than two
thirds of the monetary authorization for 
this bill is for flood-control projects. I 
am very proud of the fact that the bill 
gives so much attention to this work that 
is a basic responsibility of the Federai 
Government and is essential to the pro
tection of the lives and property of the 
people ·of our country. 

The last bill was passed in 1954. IIi 
monetary terms alone since that time; 
including the projected expenditures 
for the fiscal year 1959, approximately 
$2% billion will have been appropri
ated for this work. Our bill, with pro
posed committee amendments, will add 
authorizations of approximately $1 ,500,-
000. In other words, the backlog of au
thorized projects since the last omnibus 
bill has been reduced by $2,500,000, and 
we propose to add $1,500,000 to the 
backlog. 

Very few of the projects in the bill are 
likely to remain part of the backlog for 
any great length of time. Most of them 
are vital and urgently needed in the 
areas concerned, and I think it likely 
that the Congress will see fit to begin to 
make appropriations for them at an 
early date. 

We all realize that this vast program 
cannot remain static. We have to au
thorize new programs, current and prop
erly evaluated, to meet present and fu
ture needs. If there is any major stepup 
in flood-control work · in the next year 
or so, I think it is obvious that we will 
have to follow this omnibus bill with 
another one during the ·a6th Congress. 

Our water respurces make perhaps the 
greatest single contribution of any re
source to the progress of our great econ
omy. As an example, in the period since 
the last omnibus bill there have been 
major flood disasters in New England, 
California, and in the Southwestern
States, in addition to highly destructive, 
more individualized, floods in all sections 
of the country. This bill contains items 
absolutely essential for the protection of 
these areas from additional floods in the 
future. 

Three basin flood-control projects are 
already short of authorized funds, the. 
Los Angeles County project in Cali
fornia, the Success and Terminus Rivers 
project in California, and the central and 
southern Florida flood-control project. 
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Unless this bill is enacted into law, funds 
appropriated for these projects last year 
cannot be used. In addition, other rna· 
jor projects are approaching the limit 
of authorization. 

The last over.all bill that we passed in 
relation to :flood-control projects was in 
1954. The bill contained, in any way 
that you estimate, these items that are 
objected to, approximately three times 
as many items as were opposed by the 
Bureau of the Budget as compared to the 
current bill. It was signed by the same 
President who sits in the White House 
today. At the time the bill was up for 
consideration, the gentleman from 
Washington thoroughly endorsed the bill 
and all of the projects involved in it. In 
1948, we passed the rivers and harbors 
bill in which one-fourth of the projects 
contained therein were objected to by 
the Bureau of the Budget. The gentle· 
man from Washington was a member 
of the committee then. He said, "I com· 
mend every project that has gone into 
this bill." I do not expect anybody to try 
to assume that consistency must be fol· 
lowed completely, but I do object when 
this principle of consistency is adopted in 
1954 when in 1948, none of the projects 
involved the Columbia Valley or the Co
lumbia Basin. 

Mr. MACK of Washington. Mr. Chair
man, will the gentleman yield? 
. Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. I yield. 

Mr. MACK of Washington. The gen
tleman is talking about the previous bill. 
He is talking about projects objected to 
by the Bureau of the Budget. Most of 
the projects that we are objecting to in 
this bill are projects which are disap
proved not only by the Bureau of the 
Budget and the Army Engineers and by 
the Chief of the Army Engineers but also 
by the Secretary of the Army. 
· Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. I would 
like to point out that that is another 
part of the inconsistency of the argu
ment here. Everyone of the objections 
involved here by the Army Engineers is 
the result not of some action by the En
gineers because they believe there is 
some error in the concept of the proj
ect or that it is not feasible from an en
gineering standpoint, but their objec
tions rather come about as the result of 
their having to carry out a directive by 
the Bureau of the Budget known as cir· 
cular A-47. They are directed to carry 
that out, and as a result we see these ob
jections by the Engineers which apply to 
only six projects in the bill. Therefore, 
as I say, these objections come about as 
a result of the action of the Bureau of 
the Budget. 

Mr. Chairman, I will not elaborate on 
this question because the only issue in
volved in this bill is whether or not the 
House of Representatives and the Con
gress of the United States is going to let 
the Bureau of the Budget write the leg
islation for you. That is the sole issue 
in question here. 

Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. Mr. Chair
man, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. I yield. 
· Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. I would 
like to point out pr-obably one other is· 
sue and that is the question of whether 
or not these reclamation States west of 

the 98th meridian are adequately pro· 
tected. 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. The Ian· 
guage involved in regard to the recla· 
mation problem has nothing to do with 
the projects that we are arguing about 
with the Bureau of the Budget, and in 
relation to the problem of the reclama
tion States I think we can arrive at 
some satisfactory solution concerning 
that language, if the reclamation peo
ple who represent the reclamation States 
indicate any interest whatsoever to do 
so. 

Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. Our great 
danger, as the committee report indi
cates in explanation of 205, is that it 
gives to the Army Engineers a plan on 
a river. Out our way most of the rivers 
come from the Rocky Mountains, as the 
gentleman knows. Most of those States 
have an appropriation system, contra
distinguished from the riparian rights, 
that is exercised in other parts of the 
United States. We have heretofore in 
the Flood Control Act provided that they 
:>hould comply with the State law. All 
we are interested in is compliance with 
our State laws. 

I appreciate the gentleman yielding to · 
me, and I will not take any more of 
.his time. 

Mr. DIXON. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. I yield. 
Mr. DIXON. The gentleman inti

mated that possibly the committee 
might be willing to consider some 
amendment that would protect the 
States water rights, as the gentleman 
from Colorado [Mr. RoGERS] just men
tioned. Is that correct? 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. That is 
correct. I would like to point out in 
that matter, however, that the commit
tee took no action to disregard States 
water rights. The language that was 
changed in the bill had purely to do 
with Interior Department operations. It 
was stricken out, not because of any 
change in the concept of the law, but we 
felt the committee should not change 
the law in regard to Interior Depart
ment projects. It was entirely a mis
understanding-this idea that we at
tempted to change anything in the West. 
We hope we can make it clear by work
ing out some better language when we 
come to that section. 

Mr. DIXON. I thank the gentleman. 
Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. The crux 

of the matter, as the gentleman on the 
minority side said, is the question con· 
cerning whether we in the Congress 
should come up and say that we have 
a right to make the laws. The idea of 
those who oppose this is to say that we 
do not have the right to make the laws; 
that we can only write what the Bureau 
of the Budget says we can write. As I 
said, that is the issue that is involved. 
It is an issue that goes far beyond this 
matter of water projects. It is a ques
tion of whether or not we are going to 
have a referendum title government. If 
we have got to the point where we can 
say only "yes" or "no" to what the Presi
dent or the Bureau of the Budget send 
down, we should shut up our service and 
have plebiscites like they have in Egypt 
arid Syria. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. I yield. 
Mr. GEORGE. Does the gentleman 

not think we ought to take technical ad
vice from the Army Engineers? 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. We should 
take technical advance from the Board of 
Army Engineers. There is not one proj
ect in which the Engineers have indi
cated any technical objection. If there 
is any, I would like to see it. 

Mr. GEORGE. Do you not have a 
project in this bill that has not been 
0. K.'d by the Army Engineers? 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. Oh, I say 
there are six. 

Mr. GEORGE. And one is yours? 
Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. In all cases 

the reason for their objection is because 
they have been following the directive 
of the Bureau of the Budget. 

Mr. GEORGE. One of them is yours 
that has not been 0. K.'d by the Army 
Engineers? 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. Of course. 
There is no secrecy about it. There are 
many _projects involved in this situation 
where 2 years ago, when the President 
vetoed it they were wild projects. They 
were utterly objected to by the Bureau 
of the Budget. But since then the Bu
reau of the Budget has acted upon them. 
Not one line in the authorization has 
been changed. It is simply that the Bu
reau of the Budget has finally gotten 
around to acting on them. The mem
bers of our committee who have acted 
in such fashion that they feel that no 
project is entitled to their vote unless 
they receive instructions from the Bu .. 
reau of the Budget to vote for it, they 
have found that those projects that they 
voted against originally are all right 
now, simply because a letter came from 
the Bureau of the Budget. 

I hope the Congress does not adopt the 
idea that we must be put in the position 
where we can only pass on these "yes" 
or "no" to something sent to us by the 
Bureau of the Budget 

If any Member has a question in re
gard to any specific project on :flood 
control in the bill, technical details and 
so forth, I will be glad to explain it to 
the best of my ability in regard to the 
situation involved; but I defy any Mem
ber who objects to any of these items to 
indicate any technical fault with any 
of the projects that have been disa_p
proved by the Engineers or the Bureau 
of the Budget. 

I wish to make it clear also that even 
by that statement I do not accept this 
deification of the Corps of Engineers; I 
do not accept the deification of any other 
bureau of the Government in regard to 
matters like this, and I do not believe 
Congress does either. I believe the Con
gress accepts the responsibility to act on 
its own. 

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Chairman, 
will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. I yield. 
Mr. EDMONDSON. On the question 

of projects that are not approved, is it 
not an accurate statement to say that 
practicallY every one of these projects 
under minority attack is one that has 
been studied and reported on by the 
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Corps of Army Engineers and that the 
committee has simply differed with the 
Engineers or with the Bureau of the 
Budget on tl:le proposition of how much 
local reimbursement should be given to 
the Government for factors such as land 
enhancement. 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. The gen
tleman is correct; in fact, the question 
involved in these projects is. as has been 
stated on this floor and as was stated in 
the committee by those who offered the 
propositions. that we in the Congress 
have no right to raise any objection to 
anything that the Bureau of the . Budget 
does not approve. I do not think the 
Congress will follow that. I think the 
House will want to act for itself on these 
propositions. 

Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, will 
the gentleman yield 1 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. I yield. 
Mr. WRIGHT. Does the gentleman 

believe, in view of the fact of this pres
ent economic downturn and with the 
President of the United States trying to 
find ways in which to accelerate public 
works that there is any likelihood that 
he will veto the bill just because we have 
used our own judgment on six-tenths of 1 
percent of the total amount of the bill? 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. It is incon
ceivable to me that the President would 
veto the bill. The only circumstance 
under which I could conceive of his 
vetoing it would be under the mistaken 
assumption that he had to give support 
to these members of.his party who have 
opposed the bill. 

Mr. MACK of Washington. Mr. 
Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. I yield to 
the gentleman from Washington. 

Mr. MACK of Washington. The gen
tleman from Mississippi has said time, 
and time, and time again during the 
testimony that the only bureau that is 
opposing a great many of these projects 
is the Bureau of the Budget. I ask the 
gentleman from Mississippi if it is not a 
fact that in the case of nearly all these 
projects the reports of the Corps of 
Army Engineers state that they are op
posed to the projects, that the report 
of the Secretary of the Army says he is 
opposed to the projects, and the report 
of the Bureau of the Budget says they 
are opposed to the projects? 

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. The gen
tleman is absolutely incorrect. I want to 
be polite in my qualification of his 
statement. 

There are 18 projects in the bill, as 
I understand, which are objected to 
by the minority group. Only one-third 
of these projects were objected to by the 
Corps of Engineers, or 6 out of 18, and, 
as I have said before, the basis of the 
objection by the Corps of Engineers 
is not the cost of these projects but 
that the Engineers had to object in 
following out this Circular E-47 of the 
Bureau of the Budget. That circular 
has no basis in law; it is an admin
istration operation by people in the Bu
reau of the Budget who are not re
sponsible to the Congress in their writ
ing of it, and which in my mind has no 
validity and should not be put into 
effect. I t!Iink that we can take action 

on this bill and reject the proposition 
presented by t_he minority group over 
here making it clear that we shall not 
accept this dictation from the Bureau 
of the Budget, from the administrative 
branch of the Government, from the 
President or whatever you want to term 
it. . 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
yield 8 minutes to the gentleman from 
Ohio [Mr. SCHERER]. . 

Mr. SCHERER. Mr. Chairman, I rise 
at this time to discuss one individual 
project and I want to direct my remarks 
chiefly to the majority members of the 
committee. I discuss this individual 
project at. the present time because it is 
one of the projects to which the minor
ity objected but which it now agrees 
should be a part of this bill provided 
there is adopted an amendment which I 
shall offer when the bill is read for 
amendment. 

We objected to the inclusion of the 
Kaskaskia River project, known as the 
Shelbyville Dam, because there was not 
information available at the time as to 
the share of the cost that was to be 
borne by the local communities. That 
information has now been made avail
able; therefore, the minority of the com
mittee will agree to the insertion of this 
project. That will only leave 17 in dis
pute if, as I say, we adopt my proposed 
amendment. 

Mr. Chairman, I should like to explain 
the amendment in the hope that the ma
jority during the recess this evening will 
consider the amendment and then per
haps we can agree on it tomorrow. Let 
me explain it briefly. 

The Shelbyville Dam and Resorvoir is 
the project in dispute, located on the 
Kaskaskia River in . Illinois. Twenty 
years ago the Carlyle Dam and Reservoir 
was authorized by the Congress. The 
Carlyle Dam and Reservoir is part and 
parcel of this same project. It is about 
100 miles south of the proposed Shel
byville Dam. The Carlyle project has 
not as yet been built. It is merely a pro
posal. At the time the Carlyle project 
was authorized the formula we now use 
and the policy we now follow with ref
erence to local contributions for bene
fits received by local communities were 
not in vogue. If we adopt and put into 
this bill the ShelbyVille Dam, the local 
communities that benefit from this proj
ect will pay a certain share of the cost as 
related to the benefits they receive. Be
cause the present policy was not in effect 
20 years ago, the local communities 
which receive benefits from the Carlyle 
Dam project are not going to be required 
to pay the cost for the benefits they re
ceive. 

Since this is all one project now and will 
be built possibly at the same time, the 
amendment I shall offer provides that 
the local communities which benefit 
from the construction of the Carlyle 
project and reservoir shall pay in the 
same proportion and under the same 
formula and policy that their neighbors 
up the-river are going to have to pay. 

The position taken by the minority in 
respect to this individual project indi
cates that the minority is attempting at 
least to pass upon these projects on the 

basis of merit. It is not, as the majority 
has charged, a rubber stamp for Bureau 
of the Budget and the Army Engineers. 

The minority is attempting to evaluate 
each project on the basis of information 
and testimony offered by the Army en
gineers and other witnesses. We want 
to eliminate the projects that cannot be 
justified under the standards that have 
been set up. We merely want to elimi
nate the pork in this bill. 

Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
such time as he may desire to the gen
tleman from Dlinois [Mr. KLUCZYNSKI]. 

Mr. KLUCZ"YNSKI. Mr. Chairman, 
for 133 years the United States has fol
lowed the philosophy that the develop .. 
ment of the Nation's harbors and naviga-

-ble waterways is vital to the interests 
of the Nation as a whole. For 40 years 
the Federal Government has been en
gaged in :flood control: First in 1917 on 
the Sacramento River in California; next 
in 1928 which saw the beginning of the 
vast project for the alluvial valley of 
the Mississippi River; and finally in 1936 
which saw the passage of the first na
tional flood-control act. Some 2,200 
projects costing in excess of $3.4 billion 
have been authorized by the Congress 
and completed by the Corps of Engineers. 
An approximately equivalent amount is 
invested in projects under construction. 
The projects now in operation have not 
only yielded important benefits from 
their primary purposes of navigation and 
flood control, but have also produced sig
nificant associated benefits from hydro
electric power, municipal and industrial 
water supply, recreational development, 
pollution abatement, fish and wildlife 
conservation, and other related tangible 
benefits. 'I·he program has equally im
portant intangible effects in the develop
ment of the Nation's economy and in the 
protection of the Nation's assets. These 
last cannot be evaluated in monetary 
terms but they include, for navigation, 
the unmeasurable value of creating ar
teries of commerce connecting the great 
ports and the inland cities and, for flood 
control, the protection of lives against 
one of the most violently destructive 
forces of nature. 

Included in this bill are projects for the 
improvement of all three navigation 
categories: the coastal ports, the Great 
Lakes, and the inland waterways. 
Coastal harbor improvements include 
projects for Boston, New York, Balti
more, and ports on the Atlantic sea
board; a number of projects at harboi·s 
along the gulf coast; and projects on 
the west coast as far north as Alaska. 
With respect to the Great Lakes, proj
ects are included at ports such as Cleve
land and Toledo and at other localities 
bordering this great inland sea. Finally, 
there are projects for improvements and 
various points on the inland waterway 
system of the Mississippi and Ohio 
Rivers and their tributaries. All these 
projects will fit into the framework of 
the greatest navigation program ever de
veloped by one country. The committee 
feels that they are essential to this pro
gram. 

With respect to flood control, 343 proj
ects having a total cost of $933 million 
have been completed since the national 
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program began in 1936, 96 projects hav
ing a total estimated cost of $3.2 billion 
are under construction, and the re
mainder of the active program consist
ing of 327 projects estimated to cost $2.2 
billion has not been started. The com
mittee has learned that a recent analy
sis of the effe·cts of the flood-control 
program indicates that Federal projects 
completed or in partial operation now 
prevent flood damages estimated to av
erage about one-half billion dollars an
nually. 

The committee wishes to point out 
that the flood-control program has been 
in operation for a relatively short period 
of time in comparison to the navigation 
program and has not progressed so far 
toward its goal. In most areas even a 
minimum amount of adequate protec
tion from floods is not available, and in 
many areas lives and property are highly 
vulnerable to severe flood damage, such 
as occurred in the last 2 years in the 
Northeast, on the west coast, and in the 
Southwest, as described in the general 
statement at the beginning of this re
port. The goal of reasonably adequate 
flood control may be reached only 
through orderly prosecution of existing 
flood-control plans expanded from time 
to time, as in this bill, on the basis of 
up-to-date engineering and economic 
studies which take into account more re
cent flood experiences and the expanded 
economic development that has taken, or 
is taking, place in the flood plains. The 
projects in this bill are important in the 

. achievement of this goal. 
In closing, I wish to emphasize its 

:firm belief that the projects in this bill 
should be authorized at this time. They 
have already been delayed 1 year and 
their· need becomes more vital with the 
passage of time. In addition to individual 
projects and river basins, there are vari
ous other matters of a general legislative 
nature in this bill which are necessary to 
the general civil-works program. These 
items -of legislation are important and 
their authorization should no longer be 
delayed. 

As a member of the Public Works 
Committee I take pride in its part in the 
accomplishment of the nationwide flood
control and navigation program. In the 
development and control of water re
sources, the committee has made valu
able contributions, the Congress in the 
authorization of the projects and plans, 
the Corps of Engineers in the engineer
ing and economic investigations and in 
the actual construction of the works and, 
most of all, the people of the United 
States in their foresightedness in recog
nizing the need for the program and in 
their unflagging zeal in cooperating to
ward its fulfillment. 

I urge passage of S. 497, as reported, 
as a major step toward the comprehen
sive development and control of the Na
tion's. water resources. 

Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Chairman, I 
yield such time as he may desire to the 
gentleman from Alaska [Mr. BARTLETT]. 

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. Chairman, the 
bill before the committee contains nine 
projects vital to the economic develop
ment of Alaska. An authorization of 
$1,394,000 for improvements at Douglas 

and Juneau harbors has ·been recom- according to the Department of the 
mended. Specifically the authorization Army's Chief of Engineers, "depends on 
would provide for dredging small boat water transportation for 90 percent ·of 
basins at Douglas and Juneau, with pro- its foods and supplies." The bill calls 
tective jetties, plus a breakwater at for an adequate small-boat basin at Bel
Juneau. Among the benefits expected dovia, fish-processing center on the west 
from this combined project are reduced coast of the Kenai Peninsula, at a cost 
damages to fishing craft and other small of $514,200. Authorization for the basin 
boats, increased fish catch and improved at Homer Spit of $498,000 would permit 
recreational :"acilities. a longer fishing season and substantially 

Through the recommended improve- reduce present costs. At Ninilchik, 
ments at Dillingham which include an where supplies are generally unloaded on 
excavated basin, dredging, a timber the beach under existing conditions, a 
sheet-piling sill, and improved entrance proposed basin accommodating 32 boats 
to the bal)in, facilitated entrance and would require $176,600, authorization for 
exit would be promoted and boat dam- which is included in the overall $5,
age would. be reduced. In addition, the 199,200 authorization for Cook Inlet in 
efficiency of operations in this fishing the bill. 
community would be increased and the Finally, the bill contains an author
handling of cargo could b.,. performed ization of $60,000 for flood control to 
more expeditiously. The authorization protect the town of Talkeetna. Rip
proposed for the improvements at Dil- rapping the river would obviate the ne
lingham is $372,000. cessity of moving buildings in the town 

S. 497 contains an authorization of to higher ground and would prevent 
$19,000 for improvement of the Naknek property damage and loss of rental in
River channel through removal of come. 
boulders in the reach of the channel. There is clear need for the projects 

A very important provision for flood proposed because they affect the econ
control at Fairbanks is included. Exten- omy of the Territory, they reduce the 
sive local cooperation is envisioned, and · costs of fishing operations, the reeurrent 
the Federal · contribution authorized in problem of boat damage, the . unusual 
the bill would be $9,727,000. The plan is transportation expenses in the areas con
to proviCie for the diversion of the waters cerned, and the harassment of commu
of the Chena River, along whose banks nities by flood. I urge the approval of 
the city of Fairbanks lies. This would these Alasl_{a projects. 
be accomplished by the erection of an Mr. MACK of Illinois. Mr. Chairman, 
earth-fill dam, control works, a 200-foot I ask unanimous consent to extend my 
bottom-width diversion channel some remarks at this point in the RECORD . 
5 miles in length, and a levee. The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to 

Another group of projects authorized the request of the gentleman from Illi
in the bill reported by the committee re- . no is? 
lates to the development of the Cook There was no objection. 
Inlet area, the fastest growing area in SHELBYVILLE, ILL., RESERVOIR 

Alaska. The overall authorization Mr. MACK of Illinois. Mr. Chairman, 
amounts to $5,199,200 for four projects. the bill reported by the House Public 
The largest project recommended is for Works Committee authorizes a flood 
improvements at Anchorage Harbor. control project for the Kaskaskia River 
The figure for necessary improvements in Illinois. This project is authorized 
would amount to $4,010,000, as recom- substantially as recommended by the 
mended by the Army Engineers. In ad- Chief of Engineers in his report of April 
dition, the townspeople of Anchorage, 19, 1957. The Engineers' plan calls for 
All-America City for 1957, have gone to construction of a large reservoir on the 
the polls and voted favorably for a bond Kaskaskia River at Shelbyville, Ill. 
issue which will be used in part for the The Engineers have recommended this 
development of the wharves in the har- project as necessary for flood control in 
bor. In addition, the people of Anchor- the Kaskaskia Basin. Construction of a 
age have spent approximately $60,000 for dam and lake at Carlyle, Ill., down
professional surveys. stream from Shelbyville, was authorized 

These actions by the community testify by Congress in 1938. President Eisen
to the importance of water transporta- bower has asked Congress for an appro
tion to Anchorage. At the present time, priation to start work on the Carlyle 
high transportation costs plague the en- project during the 1959 fiscal year. 
tire Cook Inlet area of which Anchorage The Shelbyville project also has the 
is a part. Of course, the national inter- approval of the Budget Bureau. If I un
est would be promoted by improvements derstood the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. 
which would make the harbor service- ScHERER] correctly, the minority mem
able at least 8 months out of the year; bers of the Public Works Committee 
in particular I point out that the major have withdrawn the objection they had a 
portion of the cargo handled for Anchor- year ago to the Shelbyville project. The 
age is military cargo. only controversy is over the Bureau's 

The fishing communities of Seldovia, recommendation concerning the extent 
Homer, and Ninilchik require small boat of local contribution to be required in 
basins in order to reduce boat losses, the construction of the Carlyle project. 
damages, and operation costs. Improved The Shelbyville project carries provi
navigation facilities are needed to pro- sions for local cooperation in line with 
mote development of the fishing indus- the present policies of the Budget 
try. Furthermore, Seldovia and Homer Bureau. 
are food-producing areas, and Homer is Shelbyville is in the 21st Congressional 
a potential agriculture locality of con- District which I represent. · Carlyle lies 
siderable importance in a region which, outside that District. Thus, my con-
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~tituents are not directly affected. by the tribute to .flood. damage. That is a new 
dispute over local cooperation in the concept that we are trying to introduce 
Carlyle project. However, I support the into the bill, and it is a sound and con
committee's view that the local cooperS:· structive forward step. It is in recogni· 
tion requirement for the Carlyle project tion of the great flood in New England 
should not be changed. I feel that logic which occurred very recently and of the 
is on the side of the committe.e majority. terrible flood conditions which occurred 
Since the Carlyle project was authorized along the gulf coast of Texas. And, in 
20 years ago, there is no more reason an endeavor to do something construe
to apply the current policy retroactively tive for the first time in this Congress to 
in this case than there would be to meet the condition of flood damage fi
change the local cooperation require- nally we provide as a third new major 
ment for every project in the United step that there shall be a new policy in 
States that does not meet the Budget regard to water storage, and that is in 
Bureau's present policy. I hope that the section 205. Section 205 is a major for
substitute offered by the committee ward step in the development and the 
minority will be voted down. use of the water resources, and when 

I am pleased that the Budget Bureau we go into the full House I am going to 
has given its approval to the Shelbyville ask permission at this point to insert 
project. This project is greatly needed material in regard to section 205 and its 
by the people in this section of Illinois. import upon the water policy of the 
There is considerable unemployment in . United States. 
the . Shelbyville area. During recent JUsTIFicATioN FOR INCLUDING sECTION 2os <B> 
yearS this Section Of IllinOis Was a de- AUTHORIZING STORAGE FOR LOW FLOW REGULA• 
pressed area while much of the Nation 
enjoyed unprecedented prosperity. 

President Eisenhower said at his news 
conference on February 26 that "of 
course, there will be new starts" on pub
lic works projects in the coming fiscal 
year. I hope the Shelbyville reservoir 
will be one of these new starts. You 
could not find a better place to start lick
ing the recession that grips the country. 

Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Chairman, I 
yield .5 minutes to the gentleman from 
Oklahoma [Mr. EDMONDSON]. 

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Chairman, I 
think this· is one of the most important 
bills which this House will have before it 
in this session. It is aimed directly at 
meeting one of the growing needs of the 
United States and its people. 

Since 1900 the need of the American 
people for water, in good and usable 
form, has increased three times over. 
We require today 346 billion gallonS of 
water each year for our different uses of 
water. For irrigation we require 46 per
cent of the total; for industrial uses an
other 46 percent, and for consumptive 
uses 8 percent more, and that makes up 
the 246 billion gallons of water use of 
the United States. But, water experts 
have told our committee that during the 
next 17 years, by 1975, the need of our 
Nation for water will redouble once 
again. 

Now, this bill is an attempt to meet 
the need of our country for additional 
water in the future, and I do not think, 
from the standpoint of building a strong 
and expanding economy, that we will 
have a more important bill before us in 
this session. 

There are several major steps which 
we put forward in regard to the control 
of water and the use of water. In the 
first place, we provide a number of new 
authorizations for projects to go forward 
in different parts of our country to meet 
the problem of floods, to meet the prob
lem of water storage, to meet the prob
lem of our Nation for additional reliable 
supplies of water for irrigation, indus
trial, and consumptive use. 

In the second place, we have also pro
vided that some of these projects which 
we set up are going to provide :flood pro
tection in areas where hurricanes con-

TION 
Section 205 (b) authorizes storage to be 

included in reservoir projects without re
imbursement to increase low flows down
stream to the extent warranted by wide·
spread, general, and nonexclusive bene
fits. 

This is an extremely important addi
tion to water resource legislation, look
ing forward many years into the future 
as we visualize how our rivers and 
streams should be to take care of our 
expanding social and economic needs. 
The patterns that are now emerging
tremendous population growth, increas
ing necessity for millions of our citizens 
to find attractive outdoor areas for rec
reation use such as could be provided 
by many of our rivers and streams, ex
panding economic developments of all 
types and varieties in the valleys, and de
cline in fish and wildlife resources-make 
it imperative that we look ahead and 
provide now for our future needs. 

The low flow regulation to be provided 
by reservoir storage is not intended to be 
used, and will not be used, as a substitute 
for needed sewage treatment works re:.. 
quired by State authority or contem
plated in comprehensive pollution con
trol plans prepared under the Federal 
Water Pollution Control Act. This point 
was made clear by Mr. Mark Hollis of 
the Public Health Service in his testi
mony last year before the Senate Public 
Works Subcommittee, and General Per
son of the Army Engineers stated that 
this was fully in accord with his views. 

The important point is that even with 
full treatment of the sewage and indus
trial wastes there will still be a very large 
problem. The rivers must still carry the 
products away, even after full treatment 
of the wastes. There is no other means 
of removal, and it is increasing all the 
time and will increase vastly in the 
future as the population and industries 
grow. The treatment works simply do 
not and cannot do a complete job; aug
mentation of low flows will be needed to 
di:ffuse and dilute the products of the 
disposal plants. 

This is not a problem during high river 
flows; it becomes a problem during low 
flows, in the summer after the spring 
rises have flushed the rivers of the prod-

· ·~-"\ 

ucts of man. Then, concentrations begin 
to increase as the flows d~cline; the sum· 
mer temperature vitalizes remaining bio .. 
logical processes, odors increase, the pub
lic is offended, the recreational value 
of an outing along the river is lost, and 
esthetic and scenic values no longer exist. 
Low flow regulation is needed to increase 
the flows during the hot summer months, 
to dilute the wastes, to reduce the odors, 
to make recreational use pleasurable at 
the time it is most needed, to restore 
esthetic and scenic values, and to increase 
fish and wildlife resources. 

The augmentation of low flows will 
provide widespread, general, and nonex
clusive benefits to a large segment of our 
population for these and other purposes, 
and will greatly enhance the character of 
our streams for later generations. It will 
be analogous to :flood control in that 
where a :flood-control reservoir contrib
utes widespread downstream benefits 
then the cost of construction is a Federal 
cost, but where, on the other hand, con
struction is for the primary benefit of a 
particular community which requires 
rights to the storage, then obviously that 
community will pay the cost. 

The larger prolonged summer flows 
resulting from flow regulation will dis
sipate the temperature effects of indus
trial plants using the water from the 
river for cooling purposes, which in it
self will be a very large benefit. This has 
been demonstrated conclusively in the 
Pittsburgh area, where even very small 
decreases in river temperature made pos
sible by upstream reservoirs result in 
large savings in costs to industry. 

The many important beneficial effects 
of low flow regulation are very real and 
substantial, and will be of ever-increas·
ing value to our social and economic wel
fare as our civilization grows. We must 
provide the means of accomplishing these 
many beneficial purposes to the end that 
we may ·pass on ever-increasing values 
and opportunities to succeeding genera
tions. The time has arrived when meas
ures to increase low flows in our rivers 
are of equal or greater importance than 
the reduction of flood flows. 

In addition, Mr. Chairman, section 
205 (c) contains the authorization for 
water storage in reservoirs already con
structed, as well as those yet to be con
structed, where practical storage agree.
ments can be effected with water-hungry 
communities-subject, of course, to 
equitable reimbursement of the United 
States. This authorization is an abso
lute must if we are to meet today's 
water needs. 

Now, the onJy significant objection that 
is made by · some minority members on 
the committee in regard to this bill is the 
fact that there are some items on which 
we do not have the combined approval of 
the Chief of Engineers and the Bureau of 
the Budget. And, when we come on down 
to a consideration of those items to which 
they object, they cannot deny the fact 
that some of those items have been ap- _ 
proved in part, at least, by the Bureau of 
the Budget and by the Corps of Engi
neers. But, we have parted company 
with the Bureau of the Budget and the 
Corps of Engineers in regard to certain 
specific parts of those projects. 
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Let me give you an illustration. of where 
we have differed with the .Bureau of the 
Budget and the Corps of Engineers on 
a project, and that is the Millwood proj
ect, or the Millwood system, which I am 
sure is one of the five or six which the mi
nority will seek to strike from this bill. 
The Millwood project has already been 
authorized in part by the United States 
Congress with the approval of the Army 
Engineers and the Bureau of the Budget 
in a previous administration. The other 
body undertook to amend in a certain 
respect the Millwood project by the addi· 
tion of certain reservoirs to it. 

They had the testimony of the States 
. of Arkansas and Oklahoma that those 
States would not agree to the construc
tion of the Millwood Reservoir as it had 
been authorized in law unless those 
changes were made and those additional 
reservoirs made possible. They consid
ered those things. They considered also 
the fact, when the Bureau of the Budget 
and the Engineers came before them 
that, as they said, "We will go for six of 
those additional reservoirs if you will 
provide for certain things, such as local 
contributions for land enhancement." 

The other .body looked at what had 
happened with the previously author-

-ized part of the system. They saw that 
the Millwood Reservoir, the biggest dam 
in the system, did not provide reim
burse for land enhancement downstream 
although it gave more significant flood 
protection downstream and most of the 
86,000 acres benefited by this . system's 
flood protection were downstream from 
Millwood. But no land enhancement 
was provided for, no local contributions 
by the beneficiaries below Millwood. So 

· the committee said, both in the House 
and in the other body, "We do not 
think we should put land enhancement 
into effect for the upstream dams of the 
Millwood system when the major bene
ficiaries of this system under previous 
authorization are not required to pay 

·for land enhancement." And so we dif
fered from the Budget Bureau and some 
minority members on this. Now they 
say that this project should be taken out 
because it is not approved by the Bureau 
of the Budget and the Army EnginE;!ers. 
We say to you that this is a necessary 
and desirable project in the opinion of 
a majority of this committee and that 
this project, along with the other de
sirable ones in the bill, should be ap
proved by this House. 
· Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. Mr. Chair
man, I yield such time as he may require 
to the gentleman from California [Mr. 
ENGLE]. 

Mr. ENGLE. Mr. Chairman, I ask 
unanimous consent to extend · my re
marks at this point in the RECORD. 

The CHAffiMAN. ·Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Cali
fornia? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. ENGLE. Mr. Chairman, I would 

like to first congratulate the Public Works 
Committee for bringing this bill out at 
this time when emphasis is being placed 
on the need for a public-works program 
to stimulate our national economy, · In 
considering the type of publjc-works pro
gram which will best serve . the Nation, 
it is my opinion that the emphasis should 

·be placed on those projects which con• 
trol and develop our water resources-
projects such as those includ~d .in this 
bill, which strengthen and stabilize our 
national economy. 

I am particularly glad that the com
mittee has included in this bill two items 
which · are covered by legislation that I 
have introduced. In order to give all 
Members a better understanding of these 
two items and perhaps answer some 
questions that may arise, I would like , 
to discuss them very briefly. The first 
is the provision in section 204 of the 
bill, authorizing a monetary contribution 
tor the flood-control accomplishments of 
the multiple-purpose Oroville Dam and 
Reservoir proposed to be constructed on 
the Feather River by the State of Cali
fornia. The procedure involved here, 
whereby the Federal Government con
tributes to the cost of a non-Federal 
project for the flood-control benefits 

·therefrom, is not new. Such participa
tion by the Federal Government was au
thorized for the Markham Ferry project 
in Oklahoma, which was constructed by 
an agency of that State, for the Cherry 
Valley project in California, constructed 

. by the city of San Francisco, and others. 
The amount of the contribution will be 
determined by the Secretary of the Army 
in cooperation with the State of Cali
fornia and under the language of the bill 
must be approved by the President. The 
State of California will be required to 
enter into an agreement with the Fed
eral Government providing for the oper-

. ation of the Oroville Dam and Reservoir 
in such a manner as to accomplish the 
flood-control benefits upon which the 
monetary contribution is predicated. 
Operation of the dam for flood control 
must be in accordance with rules pre
. scribed by the Secretary of the Army the 
same as Federal flood-control projects. 

I first introduced the legislation, which 
now is section 204 of this bill, in Janu
ary 1956, following the disastrous floods 
in California. I believe that there is 
general agreement among all State 
water and flood control agencies that 
this is the most constructive single thing 
that the Federal Government can do to 
prevent a repetition of the heavy toll of 
life and property damage which occutred 
in the December 1955 floods. During 
those floods, I visited the Feather River 
area with several members of the Public 
Works Committee to make a visual in
spection of the flood damage. It is 
hardly necessary for ·me to go into de
tail on that subject as I am sure those 
members recall the damage and devasta
tion which we saw. The important thing 
is that if this dam had been constructed 
and in operation at that time, the heavy 
toll of life and property along the 
Feather River in the vicinity of Marys
ville and Yuma City would not have oc
curred. I want to emphasize that the 
construction of this dam and reservoir 
will prevent future repetitions of this 
great tragedy and that the Federal par
~icip_ation proyid~d . in this bill will as
sure the completion of construction at 
the earliest possible time. 
· Federal . participa..tion in the Oroville 
project not only has the endorsement of 
the state of California but has the ap
proval of the Department of the Army 

and the Bureau of the Budget. In my 
opinion, Mr. Chairman, there is no more 
economical method of providing the nec
essary flood control than that which is 
here proposed, either by separate, single
purpose flood-control dams or levees 
or by any other means. This proposal 
for a monetary contribution actually 

· minimizes the cost to the Federal Gov
ernment for the flood protection and 
gives such protection sooner than would 
otherwise be possible. 

The next item I want to refer to very 
briefly is the provision authorizing the 
construction of bank protection and inci
dental channel improvements along the 
Sacramento River between Chico Land
ing and Red Bluff, Calif. This work has 
been recommended by the Corps of En
gineers and has the full approval of 
everyone concerned. The completion of 
this program would resolve a very trou
blesome problem that has existed along 
this stretch of the Sacramento River for 
many years. Along the Sacramento 
River in this area, there are extensive, 
rich agricultural lands. However, much 
of the land is underdeveloped because of 
the threat of erosion. There is frequent 
erosion both summer and winter due to 
floods and due to water releases from 
Shasta Dam. 

There is a definite view on the part of 
many of the landowners affected that 
the major part -of this damage is caused 
by the water releases from Shasta Dam. 
Regard_less of whether this is the major 
cause, the fact remains that it is there
sponsibility of the Federal Government 
to correct this situation. The channel 
maintenance and bank protection works 
herein authorized would provide a satis- · 
factory solution, and I am very happy 
that the committee has approved this 
much-needed work . 

I would just like to mention a few 
other items that ·we in California are 

. grateful to the committee for including, 
Among these are the authorizations for 
additional funds to continue the compre
hensive plans for the Sacramento, San 
Joaquin, Los Angeles, and Santa Ana 
River Basins previously authorized. We 
are also grateful for the authorizations 
to construct the Terminus and Success 
Reservoirs on the Kaweah and Tule Riv
ers. The water situation in California is 
becoming more and more critical because 
of the ever-expanding population and 
the increased needs for municipal and 
industrial water supplies. I believe that 
the solution of California's water prob
lems will require the best efforts of both 
Federal and State agencies, and this in
cludes the works being constructed by 
the Corps of Engineers. 

Again let me congratulate the commit
tee and express appreciation to the com
mittee in behalf of the people of Cali
fornia for including these items . . 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from 
California, a member of the committee 
[Mr. SCUDDER]. 

Mr. SCUDDER. Mr. Chairman, we 
have before us for discussion today s. 
497 which was reported by the Public 
Works Committee during the latter part 
of the 1957 session. The committee has 
worked long hours and studied the proj
ects which you have before you today. 
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During 1955 and 1956, we worked on an
other bill that would have authorized 
many worthy projects throughout the 
entire country. It is the opinion of many 
of us that in the consideration of these 
projects that the committee was too lib
eral in the conclusions they reached as 
to .local participation of many of the 
projects contained in the bill and they 
were not in conformity with the direc
tive of 1952 issued by President Truman 
and referred to as A-47 whereby Federal 
projects where land enhancement was 
provided that local interests should pay 
at least 50 percent of the cost of the 
improvement. 

In his veto of H. R. 12080 on August 
10, 1956, President Eisenhower pointed 
out that section '202 of the Rivers and 
Harbors and Flood Control Act of 1954 
declares it to be the policy of Congress 
that: 

No project or any modification not au
thorized, of a project for flood control or 
rivers and harbors, shall be authorized by 
the Congress unless a report for such project 
or modification has been previously sub
mitted by the Chief of Engineers, United 
States Army, in conformity with existing 
law. 

The President went on further to 
state: 

I regard this as being a wise policy, and 
I believe that it is very unfortunate that this 
traditional statement was not followed in 
H. R. 12080. . 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr: SCUDDER. ·I yield to the gentle
ma.n from Ohio. 

Mr. McGREGOR. Is it correct to say 
that the quotation the gentleman refers 
to is section 202 of the Rivers and Har
bors and Flood-Control Act of 1954, and 
it is a law? 

Mr. SCUDDER. That is right. I be
lieve the President was within his rights 
in vetoing the bill. We worked long and 
hard in an effort to bring out a bill that 
did meet pretty generally the feeling of 
our committee, which made this expan
sive investiga.tion. On 112 of the ~roj
ects we all agree. Eighteen projects are 
in dispute. There are two projects in 
this bill to which I should like to call 
your attention. 
. Mr. FALLON. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. SCUDDER. I yield to the gentle
man from Maryland. 

Mr. FALLON. Can the-gentleman tell 
us how many of the 18 projects are 
House projects and how many of them 
were put in by the other body? 

Mr. SCUDDER. I could not break 
that down, but I do feel tha.t we could 
have taken action on them. If they are 
Senate projects, there is the possibility 
that a conference might be able to work 
out some of these problems. 

Mr. FALLON. The gentleman, of 
course, realizes that many of the proj
ects that were put in the bill last year 
were projects that were not authorized 
·or recommended by the Army Engineers 
or the Bureau of the Budget? 

Mr. SCUDDER. That is right. 
Mr. FALLON. We will find ourselves 

in a. very confused position when we go 
·to conference and the Senate insists on 

those projects. It means there will 
either be no bill for the President to veto 
or he will be in the same position he was 
2 years ago. 

Mr. SCUDDER. I am very hopeful 
that we can make some amendments to 
some of these projects that might make 
the bill a little more palatable for the 
President when it is brought before him 
for signature. At least he will know 
tha.t some of the committee tried to 
comply with his wishes. 

The hyacinth project that has been 
developed in this program is something 
entirely new, and I believe we should 
have a better understanding of financial 
responsibility in this program. 

Mr. FALLON. I do not think there is 
anything new about the water hyacinth 
program. We also have a program for 
the wa.ter chestnut, and it is almost the 
same kind of program. 

Mr. SCUDDER. We are expanding 
the program and getting into a field 
where I feel we are laying ourselves 
open for a great expenditure of Federal 
money in areas where the responsibility 
is largely that of the local community. I 
believe a 50-50 basis for arriving at the 
cost of the project is fair. I think this 
is something to which we should give 
more attention. 

I would like to proceed with my 
statement. 

During the hearings on S. 497, many 
of us on the committee endeavored to 
bring all the projects contained in this 
bill in line with previous policy in order 
that we might have a bill that would 
meet the requirements laid down by the 
.Executive. We were quite successful in 
developing this legislation inasmuch as 
that of the 130 projects contained in this 
bill only 18 of them are contrary to the 
policy requirements and I believe that 
with the slight modifications which we 
will offer to these various .projects and 
if accepted by the Congress, they will 
eliminate the possibility of a Presidential 
veto and give a go-ahead signal to the 
many highly important and desirable 
projects. 

One of the projects to which I shall 
offer an amendment appears on page 61, 
line 10 of S. 497 under title I, Rivers 
and Harbors. It is the La Quinta Chan
nel in the Port Aransas-Corpus Christi 
Waterway. The purpose of .my amend
ment is to delete from the bill the pro
vision reimbursing local interests in the 
amount of $954,000 for the deepening of 
the channel for a distance of about 6 
miles to the. turning basin at La Quinta. 
This channel is used almost exclusively 
·by one company of ore carriers for the 
transportation of raw materials and 
other products to the company's plant 
at La Quinta. 

The original report of the Corps of 
Engineers recommended the deepening 
of this channel to 32 feet and the re
port was accepted by the committee and 
the project was authorized for the deep
ening of the channel to 32 feet. Sub
sequently, the company involved in 
imports, obtained larger ore carrying 
vessels which required a channel depth 
of 36 feet. Without authorization from 
the Federal Government, local interests 
went ahead on their own with the ad .. 

ditional deepening and paying for the 
·additional costs. 

The proposal in this bill is an unusual 
one and without precedent and if fol
lowed, could be a very dangerous prece
dent. It provides for the authoriza
tion of a 36-foot depth that has already 
been completed and provides for the 
reimbursement to the community by the 
Federal Government of the money it has 
expended in the deepening of this chan
nel to 36 feet. 

The provision in the bill requesting 
reimbursement does not carry the ap
proval of the Secretary of the Army or 
the Bureau of the Budget. It can es
tablish a precedent whereby any com
munity could request the Congress to 
reimburse them for work on a Federal 
project where such work was expanded 
beyond the Federal authorization. 

Again, I desire to quote the President 
in his veto message of August 10, 1956, 
when he said: 

No project or any modification not author
Ized, of a project for flood control or rivers 
and harbors, shall be authorized by the Con
gress unless a report for such project or 
modification has been previously submitted 
by the Chief of Engineers, United States 
Army, in conformity with existing law. 

Mr. Chairman, I desire to point out to 
the Committee another amendment 
which I shall propose to s. 497 which 
appears on page 68, lines 4 to 6, inclusive. 

I propose to delete ''75 percent, pres
ently estimated at $1,012,500, shall be 
·borne by the United States and 25 per
cent, presently estimated at $337,500, by 
local interests" and substitute the fol
lowing: ''50 percent, presently estimated 
at $675,000, shall be borne by the United 
States, and 50 percent, presently esti
mated at $675,000, by local interests,'' 
and in line 14 substitute "50" for "25." 

The purpose of this amendment is to 
reduce the amount of Federal participa
tion in a program for the elimination 
and control of the water hyacinth plant 
on certain navigable waters. 

Again, this project does not comply 
with the Executive Order No. 9384 nor 
the provisions set out in directive A-47. 

The communities where this plant has 
run rampant originally imported it for 
the purpose of beautifying their water
ways. After the first planting, the plant 
multiplied in such quantity that it was 
uncontrollable. Without a doubt, it is a 
distinct hazard to shipping and its in
fectious nature has created similar 
problems in other States where its seeds 
have spread. 

There is no questiqn but that action 
should be taken to eliminate this hazard. 

However, the proposal in the bill pro
vides for 75 percent of Federal participa
tion against 25 percent local participa
tion. 

Again, such authorizing action by 
Congress would not be consistent with 
prior policies and would establish a 
precedent that might apply to any nox
ious weed growing in any body of water 
used for navigation or even for pleasure 
boating. The Committee has already 
had programs proposed to it for the 
eradication of waterchestnuts and other 
plants. Where Federal use of such 
waterways is apparent, assistance should 
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well be extended. However, local inter
ests also have a responsibility to them
selves and their participation should be 
on an equal basis with the Federal Gov
ernment. 

President Eisenhower spelled this out 
very clearly in his veto message of the 
omnibus bill in 19li6, and I quote: 

I believe that authorization of water re· 
sources projects on such terms would repre· 
sent a serious backward step in the desir· 
able development of the Nation's water re· 
sources, and would result in the loss of the 
best test yet devised for insuring that a 
project is sound-the willingness of local 
people to invest their own money in a joint 
enterprise with the Federal Government. 

Mr. Chairman, I am a firm believer in 
investing as much of the taxpayers' dol
lars as is possible in the development of 
the internal conditions of our country. 
This authorization bill, is, I feel, ex
tremely important to the welfare of our 
people and particuiarly ~o the people 
who are located in the areas that will be 
affected through these projects. I hope 
that this Committee will give serious 
consideration to the report of the mi
nority and amend this bill so that it will 
receive Presidential approval. 

Many of the improvements that will 
be made possible through the passage of 
this bill will have a stimulating effect on 
the general economy of our country. Let 
us work together in the develoument of a 
bill that will serve the best interests of 
the great majority of our country. 

Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. Mr. Chair
man, I yield such time as he may desire 
to the gentleman from ,Mississippi [Mr. 
ABERNETHY]. 

Mr. ABERNETHY. Mr. Chairman, 
this is a very important bill. I shall sup
port it and will vote against amendments 
to delete any project. All of them are 
worthy and needed. They are needed 
irom the standpoint of developing the 
areas to be served and from the further 
standpoint of providing employment 
during these days of recession. 

It amazes me, Mr. Chairman, that 
some Members of the House have planned 
an attack on any segment of the bill. 
It amazes me that they are willing to 
surrender the prerogatives of the Con
gress to the Bureau of the ·Budget. The 
Bureau may be a fine agency and it may 
serve a fine purpose. On the other hand, 
it is not for the Bureau to say what the 
Congress can and cannot do. The in
tegrity of the Congress should not be 
subordinated to that of one of its own 
creatures, of which the Bureau of the 
Budget happens to be one. 

It also amazes me that Members of 
this body will make such an attack on 
projects carried in the bill, all sorely 
needed, and then turn right around and 
support an all-encompassing foreign aid 
bill filled with giveaway gravy-train mil
lions for the construction of similar 
projects in foreign lands all over the 
world. We build highways, power proj
ects, flood-control dams, and innumer
able other projects in foreign lands with 
foreign-aid dollars; yet, when our own 
people are beset with :floods and disaster 
we quibble over technicalities or the 
question of whether or not the project 
has the approval of the Bureau· of the 
Dudget. 

I am for this bill, every part of it, the 
opposition of the· Bureau of the Budg
et to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Furthermore, I shall not be disturbed 
with the veiled threat of a Presidential 
veto. The Congress should work its will 
no matter what the will of the President 
might be. 

The bill authorizes the construction of 
many projects needed for the develop
ment of the water resources of our coun
try and for :Hood-control protection, par
ticularly in the Tombigbee Valley. 

The history of :floods in the Tombigbee 
Valley is long. The :floods have been vio
lent. They have been very damaging. 
The losses have run into millions upon 
millions of dollars. It seems to me, Mr. 
Speaker, that this particular section has 
long been the forgotten area in the sub
mission of :Hood-control legislation. 

The Tombigbee River and its tribu
taries serve as a water outlet for about 
20 counties in northeast Mississippi and 
northwest Alabama. The main stem is 
served by 22 tributaries. The area is 
almost completely agricultural. The 
largest city is Columbus, Miss., with a 
population of approximately 20,000. The 
total population according to the last 
census is 594,000, of which 127,000 is ur
ban; 319,000, farm rural; and 146,000 
nonfarm rural. 

Seventy-three percent of the area is in 
active agricultural production and has 
been for a century or more. Income 
from agriculture is approximately $75 
million per year. Asswning that the av
erage family consists of four, the average 
annual agricultural income is only about 
$936 per year. One of the principal rea
sons for the low income per family is the 
annual damage which occurs to crops as 
a result of :flood waters along the tribu
taries and the main stem of the Tombig
bee River. 

Cotton is the principal crop. The av
erage cotton allotment is only about 8 
acres to the farm or 8 acres to the family. 
Because of controlled production, acre
-age has been cut and cut until the aver
age family allotment is now below a sub
sistence level. The farmers have not 
only been compelled to bear damaging 
annual :floods but they have likewise been 
compelled to bear ":floods" of acreage 
cuts. 

The other principal crops are cattle, 
grain, and milk. 

The average annual rainfall in the 
area is between 50 and 60 inches per 
year, sometimes even higher. Rainfall is 
often very heavy in the spring-planting 
time-and through the month of July. 
As a result of these rains, heavy :floods 
are frequently visited upon the area at 
the very time when the crops are in the 
young development stage. Time after 
time I have driven through sections of 
the Tombigbee Valley and seen acre after 
acre of cotton, corn, and other crops in
undated and completely washed away. 
it is not an extraordinary thing for the 
farmers to have to plant and replant 
their crops as often as three times a year. 
For the' last quarter of a century they 
have been compelled to endure these 
damaging :floods. The necessity for the 
projects as recommended in the pending 
bill is obvious; · 

In support of this project, I w.ould like 
to quote from the letter from the Secre
tary of the· Army, House Document 167 
84th Congress, 1st session, as follows: ' 

General floods in the basin occur on an 
il.verage of once in about 10 years and are 
usually caused by widespread winter rainfall. 
Intense local rainfall produces flooding on 
the tributaries several times a year. Floods 
may occur at any time over any part of the 
basin, but are more frequent in winter and 
spring. At Columbus, flood stage on the 
Tombigbee River has been equaled or ex
ceeded 87 times in 60 years of record, an aver
age of 1.5 per year. Twenty-five of the floods 
were in the cropping season and 5 were major 
floods. Flooding occurs on the principal 
tributaries on the average of 2 to a times a 
year and on minor tributaries on an aver
age of 5 to 14 times a year. 

On page 20 of the report in section 49 
the Secretary had the following to say; 

Flood-producing storms usually last from 
2 to 4 days, and may center >aver any portion 
of the basin. With normal runoff condi
tions, about 5 to 6 inches of intense and gen
eral rainfall are usually required to produce 
an extensive flood. However, on many of 
the minor tributaries 1 to 3 inches of intense 
rainfall, which may occur several times a 
year, are sufficient to produce local floods 
Winter and spring floods often cover a larg~ 
portion of the basin and produce most of the 
major inundations, while summer storms are 
usually very intense over much smaller areas 
producing serious local floods. ' 

The Secretary's letter contains numer
ous references to violent storms which 
are very common in the area and par
ticularly to the storm of February 1948; 
to that of January 1949; and to the 
storm of March 1951, where the center 
of the heaviest rainfall was in the im
mediate community where I reside. A 
total of 15.07 inches was recorded, all 
of which fell within the period of a very 
short time. It completely inundated 
very nearly all crops in this section 
drowned many cattle, destroyed high~ 
ways, barns, homes, and other fixtures. 

The storm which occurred in the 
spring of 1955 was one of the most seri
ous ever experienced. Actually it was 
this particular storm which brought 
about numerous :flash :floods that re
sulted in this project receiving approval 
by the Bureau of the Budget. 

. In the aforesaid document, the Secre
tary of the Army also reported as 
follows: 

During the 43-year period of record, 
1909-52, flood stage has been equaled or ex
ceeded 109 times, or an average of 2.5 times 
a year. The majority of these floods 
occurred 1n the winter and early spring 
causing only slight damage. However, 37 
floods occurred in the cropping season be
tween April and November with the averaooe 
frequency being less than once a ye;r. 
Thus, farmers in certain parts of the flood 
plain can expect to lose at least part of their 
crops every year due to flood conditions. 

Continuing, the Secretary reported 
further: · 

The upper tributaries of the ·Tomblgbee 
River, the East and West Forks, are fre
quently flooded. During the period of rec
ord at Fulton, Miss., on the East Fork, 1929 
through 1952, flood stage o! 12 feet has been 
equaled or exceeded. 194 times in the 24 
years, an average of 8.1 times a year. Floods 
during the cropping season, Aprll through 
November, have occurred 84 times, an aver
age of 3.5 times a year. 
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And from section 71: 
The Tombigbee River 1s joined by three 

major tributaries, the Buttahatchie and 
Tibbee Rivers and Luxapalila Creek, near 
Columbus. Studies indicate that damaging 
floods of relatively short duration occur 4 
to 7 times a year with about 2 floods occur
ring during each growing ·and harvesting 
season. 

interests undertook to bring about the 
savings by making available the funds 
to complete the entire project. 

On August 24, 1956, General Services 
Administration urged local interests to 
proceed with this project in order to 
obviate the necessity of hauling 1,750,000 
tons of ore by truck 14 miles from the 

so, the necessity for a major flood main turning basin at the Corpus Christi 
control project is most impressively set Port to its stockpile site on La Quinta 
forth by the Secretary of the Army in Channel. This program is now in prog
recommending approval of the tributary ress, and is saving the Federal Govern
projects as outlined in House Document ment more than $5 million, or about 
No. 167. double the cost of the entire project. 

Flood control has long been recog- The entire project eventually cost $2,-
nized as a Federal responsibility. It has 979,200, which amount was to have been 
been authorized by statute and accepted borne equally by local interests and by 
generally by the people of our country, the United States, or $1,489,600 by each. 
I am glad that the time has at long last Local interests, however-by advancing 
come when the people of the Tombigbee funds in order to effectuate substantial 
Valley are about to, and I hope will, savings to both the Federal Government 
receive the merited benefits under the and local interests-had actually con
policy of our Government to control tributed $2,443,000, or $953,400 more than 
damaging floods. the amount of their fair and equal con .. 

I sincerely hope that this bill will be tribution. It is this sum which should 
approved in the manner and form as rightfully be. reimbursed by the Federal 
submitted by the Committee on Public Government. 
Works. The Chief of Engineers, in his formal 

Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. Mr. Chair- report to the Secretary of the Army dated 
man, I yield such time as he may de- March 6, 1957, stated that the procedure 
sire to the gentleman from Texas [Mr. proposed and prosecuted by local inter
YouNG]. ests was "a sound businesslike under-

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Chairman this taking," adding that "the usually high 
project-extending from the main 'chan- benefit-ratio of approximately 12 to 1 
nel of the waterway a distance of 5% substantiates this conclusion." 
miles to a turning basin near La Quin- Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. Mr. Chair
to-was authorized in 1954 to a depth of man, I yield 6 minutes to the gentleman 
32 feet and width of 150 feet, at an. esti- from Texas [Mr. WRIGHT]. 
mated cost of $1,800,000. The authoriza- Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, this is 
tion provided that the Federal Govern- a day of unusual significance in the 
ment and local interests would each as- House of Representatives. It is not every 
sume half the construction cost. year that we can enact an omnibus 

The need for this channel was so ur- authorization bill for improvement and 
gent, however, that local interests im- development of our Nation's water re
mediately constructed it with local sources. Nor is it often that we have 
funds-to a width of 125 feet instead the opportunity to consider something of 
of the 150 feet provided in the author- such far-reaching importance to our 
ization-at a cost in excess of $1,350,- Nation. 
000. Local interests thus spent not only The last Omnibus Authorization Act 
the $900,000 to which they were com- involving flood control, navigation and 
mitted under the authorization, but also allied works became law in 1954. For 
more than $400,000 of the Federal Gov- the past 4 years we have had no new law 
ernment's share of $900,000. 

Since commerce using this branch of general authorizations. The need for 
channel became considerably greater such an updating has become increas
than anticipated, and since many costly ingly critical. Work on several river 
groundings resulted from the inade- basins has had to be halted at a time 
quate 125-foot width, local interests then when much of this work is most desper
beseeched the Federal Government to ately needed because the formerly au
appropriate its remaining $500,000 to thorized expenditure ceilings have been 
complete the project to its authorized reached. 
width of 150 feet. This sum was appro- In addition to this, new needs have 
priated in 1956. been forcefully thrust upon us in many 

Before this appropriation of $500,000 areas of the country, due both to our 
could ~e expended, however, the Corps Nation's spectacular economic growth 
of Engmeers, responsive to a resolution and to the unusual severity of both 
of the Senate Public Works Committee 
was completing a survey which disclosed droughts and floods occurring over the 
the need of a further increase in dimen- past 4 years. 
SiOnS. THE BILL 

It became evident to both Federal The bill itself is the product of ex-
agencies and local interests that con- . tremely long labors and much careful 
siderable money could be saved if the consideration on the part of your Public 
dredging of the new proposed dimensions Works Committee. I know of no other 
c~uld be acco~plished simultaneously legislation likely to come before this ses
With the dredgmg provided for by the sion of the Congress in which the in
$500,000 appropriation. Though the dividual expenditures authorized have 
new. dimensions had not yet been au- been more thoroughly scrutinized or 
t~onzed, the need for the deeper and more carefully studied than the item
Wider channel was so urgen,t that local by-item projects contained in this bill. 

During the past 4 years, each indi
vidual item has been subjected to the 
microscope of searching inquiry and dis
cussion by the House Committee on 
Public Works and its subcommittees. 
On each of the items we have heard the 
recommendations of the Corps of Engi
neers and the Bureau of the Budget, 
and often of the individual Members 
of Congress most familiar with the areas 
affected and their needs. 

In all, your committee has devoted 
1101h hours of its formal sessions during 
the past 3 years to the examination and 
consideration of the matters contained 
in this bill. When we take into account 
the number of members in attendance at 
each of these committee hearings we 
realize t.hat this bill is the produ~t of 
2,200 man-hours of productive thought 
and labor. 

In other words, if an individual mem
ber were to undertake to devote himself 
exc~usively to the study of this bill, dedi
catmg 40 hours a week to this single 
task, it would take that member 385 
days, or 1 year and 3 weeks on a full
t~me basis, to give this bill the equivalent 
time and effort that it has received at 
the hands of the Public Works Commit
tee of the House and its formal sessions 

And this does not take into considera~ 
tion the countless hours of research 
spent by members of the committee staff 
and by individual. members of the com
mittee outside the session. Nor does it 
touch upon the vast amount of pains
taking .labor .on the part of the Corps 
of Engmeers m the preparation of some 
130 detailed reports, the average one of 
which required the efforts of five mEm 
to assist the committee in its delibera~ 
tions. 

I mention this in order for you to know 
that nothing contained in this authoriz
i..~g legislation has been lightly con
sidered. 

THE TOTAL PROJECTS 

There is a grand total of 130 dif
ferent construction projects embodied in 
this legislation. They are located 
throu?:hout the United States, Alaska, 
Hawan, and Puerto Rico. Seventy-one 
of these involve flood control and allied 
purposes; 48 are to facilitate navigation, 
and 11 are concerned with hurricane 
protection and beach erosion. 

In addition to these, the committee 
has considered some 19 projects during 
the current year which it has voted to 
recommend for inclusion and which will 
be offered by committee amendment. 

The total financial authorizations con
tail_led in the bill come to $1,456,637,800. 
It Is anticipated that these works will 
extend over a period of years. The 
Corps of Engineers has officially recom
mended all but six-tenths of 1 percent of 
the total expenditures authorized. And 
a full 96.4 percent· of all costs involved 
have the hard-to-please Budget Bureau's 
stamp of approval. 

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION 

As we contemplate the consequences 
of the economic downturn, with more 
than 5 million men and women pres
ently unemployed, there is hardly a more 
timely or fitting step that we could 
take to vitalize the economy of the United 
States than to pass this bill. Under 
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these circumstances, I find it very dif~ 
ficult to conceive of a Presidential veto 
of this legislation. 

Much has been said about an accel~ 
lerated public works program to arrest 
the present decline and promote eco .. 
nomic recovery. Here is a bill which au~ 
thorizes the soundest possible method of 
accelerating public works. For the proj
ects herein contemplated will pay for 
themselves. They create wealth and en~ 
rich the Nation's future economic life. 

Water-resource developments, alone 
among all of our public-works activities; 
are judged by stern criteria in which 
they are expected not only to pay for 
themselves, but to return dividends on 
the investment. This is exactly what 
they are. They are not expenses. They 
are investments. Whoever heard of ap~ 
plying a benefits-to-costs ratio in the au
thorization of any other Government 
construction-of a highway, a post office; 
or any other public building? But we 
do this in the case of water develop
ments. 

Only 10 days ago, the Joint Economic 
Committee of the Congress filed its an
nual report on the Nation's economy. 
That committee made six major recom
mendations. Recommendation No. 2 
contained the following language: 

Outlays for the development of the Na
tion's water resources • • • command a 
high priority. These programs have great 
merit in the pr.esent circumstances, both for 
the immediate employment opportunities 
they create and because of their contribu
tions to long-run economic development. 

That is just the point. While the 
water-development projects contained in 
this bill will create jobs and stimulate 
useful construction activity during their 
completion, this is not their only or even 
primary purpose. They are not make
work projects. Their principal virtue lies 
in the fact that flood control, naviga..; 
tion, and harbor improvements promote 
the growth ()f industry and stimulate the 
fiow of commerce which in turn will en
rich th.e free American economy and cre
ate ever more job opportunities for 
American men and women for years and 
years to come. 

THE SOVIET CHALLENGE 

Let us look at the challenge ahead· of 
us. Much of the world wavers between 
two ways of life-ours and Russia's. ~he 
competition between our opposing eco
nomic philosophies will not be settled 
overnight. While we race to meet the 
Communist challenge in the field of mis
siles and military might, we must meet 
the Soviet threat on the economic front 
as well. · 

This titanic competition may be de
termined, over the long span, by adem
onstration of which country and which 
social · and economic system can best 
withstand the strain of heavy and con
tinuous cold war. This is not to be looked 
upon as a hundred-yard dash, but as a 
marathon. 

This is what Maj. Gen. E. C. Itschner, 
Chief of Engineers for the United States 
Army, had in mind when he pointed out 
recently that meeting Russia's challenge 
and supporting our growing population 
1n the years that lie immediately ahead 
will result in ·.an . unprecedented . demand 

upon our ·-resources, particularly our 
water resources. 

The demands for water-resource develop
ment and flood control that we may expect 
in the near future are formidable--

Said General Itschner-
and our present state of development is 
wholly inadequate to meet them. 

Russia's river-basin projects, this emi
nent authority stressed, are big, bold, 
and imaginative. Comprehensive de
yelopment of the Volga River, about the 
size of our Mississippi, already has pro
vided the Soviet Union with a 3,000-mile 
integrated main-stem waterway serving 
European Russia from the Arctic Ocean 
to the Mediterranean and from the foot
hills of the Urals to the Baltic. 

They have been moving with amazing 
speed in the development of Russian 
waterways. While the use of river 
transportation is a relatively new fac
tor in their economy, our Chief of Engi
neers states that Soviet efforts have 
already built up commercial navigation 
to about two-thirds of the 110 billion 
ton-miles of commerce carried on the 
inland waterways of the United States) 
exclusive of the Great Lakes, in 1955. 

We cannot expect to win the eventual 
victory in this cold war competition by 
stalling the development of our Nation's 
resources or retarding the expansion of 
our own national economy. And to 
.adopt a penurious, gimlet-eyed attitude 
toward our program of water resource 
development would be to do just that. 

THE CRITICS ANSWERED 

Notwithstanding these facts, there has 
persisted in certain quarters a disposi
tion to skimp in the matter of water de
velopments. It would be difficult to 
imagine a more shortsighted attitude, or 
a more costly one in the long run. I am 
happy to observe the diminution in the 
ranks of those who have not yet awak
ened to the vast scope and importance of 
this water problem. 

Yet there still remeins an uneasy rem~ 
nant of people who have a sort of vague 
impression that maybe this might be a 
good place to save money by cutting 
down on our water development pro
gram. A favorite epithet among such 
misguided critics is the completely in
appropriate and entirely inaccurate 
slogan of "pork barrel" which is even 
yet occasiona1ly applied to this program. 

I have never understood exactly what 
they meant, or thought they meant, by 
the use of this term. Nobody who has 
ever seen the human wreckage of brokeri 
dreams and shattered hopes which lie in 
the wake of a flood can call flood control 
"pork barrel." Nobody who has seen the 
booming industry and thriving com
merce and economic strength created by 
navigation can call navigation "pork 
parrel." 

What, then, do they mean? Does any
one actually feel that this type of legis
'ation has been used by the Congress as 
a means of bestowing partisan reward to 
certain politically favored Members by 
authorizing projects in their particular 
districts? On occasion I have heard this 
rather sinister suspicion hinted by the 
cynical and the uninformed. But I can 
prove in one very simple. illustration that 

this is not so. In this bill presently be· 
fore you; a· Democratic majority has 
presented legislation which authorizes 
projects in 67 Republican districts as 
compared with 55 Democratic districts. 

I realize the point has been raised 
that a few of these projects have not 
been formally approved by the Bureau 
of the Budget. That Bureau has taken 
exception to 3.6 percerit of the total au
thorizations in this bill. The Army 
Engineers significantly enough have 
agreed to all except six-tenths of 1 per
cent of the amount of money in this bill. 
That makes it as pure as Ivory. soap.-
99.4 percent pure. I do not know how 
you can get much better than that. 

This is the issue we are going to be 
called upon to decide tomorrow. Let us 
face it frankly. Are . we going to suffer 
usurpation of our legislative preroga
tives by an appointed bureau? Shall 
we meekly surrender the responsibility 
of making our own decision to some 
nameless cleric with a slide rule who has 
never seen the sites of the projects, who 
has never had the opportunity to under
stand. anything of the human aspects 
involved, but who sits behind closed 
doors in an air-conditioned office in the 
Bureau of the Budget and deals exclu.;. 
sively with .impersonal statistics? Are 
we to say that the people's elected Rep .. 
resentatives in the Congress of the 
United States are incapable of exercis.;. 
ing any judgment? Or shall we assert 
our responsibility for making our own 
decisions which is vested in the Con.:. 
gress by the Constitution of the United 
States? That is the issue that you and 
I are going to decide tomorrow. 
· To say that the Congress should not 
have the right to enact a program 
unless we have the permission of this 
appointed Bureau, is to suggest a radical 
departure from the fundamental theory 
.of constitutional government. For if 
the approval or disapproval of the Budg
et Bureau were to be a final criteria, 
·as some would make it, then there would 
be no need for a Congress. There 
would be no need for a public works 
-committee except to act as a perfunc .. 
tory rubberstamp meekly ratifying de.;. 
cision5 already made by this appointed 
Bureau and doing only what they told 
us we could do. If this great legislative 
committee were ever to be so reduced, 
and if that were to be its only function~ 
then I, for one, would not desire to serve 
on it. 

We have the suggestion here that yout 
Committee on Public Works did not know 
what it was doing and that we should not 
have the · right to exercise our own dis
cretion as a committee of the Congress 
.and as the Congress of the United States 
on a meager 3.6 percent of the total 
money in this bill, but that· we should 
bow our knees to the sacrosanct Bureau 
of the Budget and say, "All right, you 
write the law. You tell us what we can 
pass. You pass the dictum down to us 
and we will meekly and supinely accept 
tho~e decisions you tell us to make.'' 
Shall we say we dare not trust our own 
judgment and the judgment of our legis
lative committee on even 3.6 percent of 
our financial decisions ·without the writ
ten permission of an appointive bureau? 
Or shall w.e say. to the Bureau of the 
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Budget and other appointive agencies
that we expect them to stay within the. 
bounds set out by Congress, and that the_ 
Congress will enact the laws? 

CONCLUSION 

I submit that this entire bill should be 
adopted, ex-actly as presented by your 
Public Works Committee, without the 
deletion of a single project. The Govern
ment spends no money more wisely than 
the amount it sets aside for the develop
ment of the water resources of our 
Nation. 

This bill has been carefully considered. 
It is timely. It is necessary. It is geared 
to the task ahead of us. It will return 
rich dividends to the Nation. It deserves 
to be enacted. 
· Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
yield 8 minutes to the gentleman · from 
Florida, a member of our committee [Mr. 
CRAMER]. . 
- Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Chairman, about 
the best service I could render at this 
stage would be to attempt to clarify 
what this debate is all about. First, let 
me answer the gentleman from Texas 
[Mr. WRIGHT] with regard to substitut
ing our judgment for that of the Bureau 
of the Budget. Fitst, I do not agree with 
this method of setting basic public-works 
policy by a hit-or-miss deviation from 
basic standards as they apply to certain 
projects and not to others. Second, 
the fact of the matter is-and the com
inittee should realize it-is that the Bu
reau of the Budget is exercising its dis
cretion as a result of an. instruction from 
this House, resulting from the Jones 
committee, 82d Congress, House Docu
ment No. 23, which was set up for the 
purpose of determining how allocations 
of costs of Federal water resources de
velopment projects should be made. 
.This was done in 1951. In January 1952 
this A-47 instruction came out from the 
Bureau of the Budget as the result of a 
request on the part of the Public Works 
Committee in this House, setting out cer
tain standards and criteria whereby this· 
Congress, the Public Works Committee, 
the Army Engineers, the Department of 
the Interior, and other departments in
volved could judge all of these projects 
on the same fair and equitable basis. 
Consistent with that and as a result of 
this regulation that was issued, inci
dentally under a Democrat Congress 
and signed by Harry Truman, and a res
olution by the Public Works Committee, 
the Jones report, ground rules were es
tablished whereby those projects would 
be judged. Those ground rules in Cir
cular No. A-47 read as follows: 

8. Benefits to be included in evaluation: 
The evaluation report prepared in accord-. 
ance with paragraph 7 shall include an esti
mate of the primary benefits of the program 
or project. Unless the report sets forth clear 
justification for considering other factors, 
:r;nain reliance on the review of project re
ports Will be placed on the following cate
gories of primary benefits: 

(a) Reduction of flood damage, including 
damage from water and sediment, to land 
and other public and private property; and. 
prevention of loss of life. 

(b) Increases in the expected net income 
obtained directly from changed use of the 
property made possible by any form of flood 
control. 
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(c) Increase!! in expected net income from.·· 
lands on which watershed. treatment meas
ures are to be installed. as part of the pro
gram or project. 
. (d) Increase in expected net farm income· 
from additional production or reduced cost 
of production of farm products as a result of 
reclamation o! land. 
. (e) In the case of navigation projects other 
than harbor improvements, the transporta
tion savings resulting from: 

( 1) The differential between expected 
costs of movement by nonwater transport 
and expected costs of movement by water 
transport for those commodities which will 
be carried by land transport if the project is 
not built, but which will move by water if 
the project is built. 

(2) For traffic which will not move with
out the waterway improvement, but which 
will move by water if the project is built, the 
differential between the cost of transporta
tion by waterway and the highest cost at 
which it would be feasible for the traffic to. 
move. 

(3) Where the project improves an already 
navigable waterway, the differential between 
expected costs with and without the project 
of moving on the waterway traffic expected 
to move on the waterway even if the project 
is not bull t. 

(f) Direct benefits of shore ·protection. 
(g) Direct benefits from harbor improve

ments, including those for small-boat traffic. 
(h) Value of electric energy to be pro

duced. This is equal to the lower of two 
figures: 

( 1) The cost of equivalent energy from 
the cheapest alternative source of energy
private, Federal, or other-that is available, 
or could be expected to develop in the ab
sence of the project, to meet the same power 
needs. Taxes and interest charges for this 
alternative source should be computed on a 
basis comparable with the project. 

NoTE.-Where the project plan includes 
the cost of constructing and operating the 
necessary facilities to transmit and distrib
ute the project power to load centers, the 
costs of the alternative source with which 
the project is compared should also include 
transmission and distribution costs to the 
same load centers. Where the project plan 
does not include transmission costs, the total 
costs incurred by the alternative source in 
providing power at load centers should, for 
purposes of determining power benefits, be 
reduced by the transmission costs incurred 
in bringing the project power to the same 
load centers. 
· (2) Value of power to users (considered 
as the highest price they would pay and ap
plicable especially where the cost of alterna
tive power would be prohibitive for particu
lar users). 

(i) Value of municipal, industrial, and 
(iomestic water supply to be furnished, 
measured by the cost of obtaining equiva
lent supply from the cheapest alternative. 
source that would most likely be used in the 
absence of the project, including the cost of 
development of the same source of water by 
the water users themselves as one of the 
alternatives. Taxes and interest charges for 
the alternative source should be computed· 
on a basis comparable with the project. 

(J) Increases in the value of re.creation. 
and fish and wildlife resources expected as 
a result of the project. Although such bene
fits are usually not subject to measurement 
in monetary terms, complete information, in· 
terms of the amount and type of expected 
use of recreation and fish and wildlife de
velopments is required as a basis for com
parison of the incremental costs and benefits 
of such developments referred to in para-. 
graphs llc and 19b. 

(k) Savings in the cost of water treatment 
or gains in the value of streams for indus-· 
trial, municipal, and domestic water supply; 
and other uses, through the abatem.ent of 
water pollution; and reduction in the coot· 

of · poliutlon ·abatement ·by ·streamflow aug
mentation. Such benefits should ~ cal
culated as the residual benefit possible after 
allowing for all direct measures to control 
pollution at the source that would normally 
be required or · considered necessary by the 
public health authorities concerned. 

The evaluation prepared in accordance 
with paragraph 7 shall also inc1ude an esti
mate of any secondary benefits which the 
program or project will provide. The evalua
tion shall include a separate showing of total 
primary and total secondary benefits. Until 
standards and procedures for measuring sec-· 
ondary benefits are approved by the Bureau 
of the Budget, the evaluation shall be based 
mainly upon primary benefits. 

The evaluation shall also include an ap
praisal of the general benefits which will 
accrue through such effects as safeguarding 
life .and public health, stabilizing national 
and regional food and raw materials produc
tion, ahd contributing directly to the im
provement of technically underdeveloped 
areas within the Nation's boundaries. 

9. Costs to be included in evaluation. The 
evaluation prepared in accordance with· 
paragraph 7 shall include an estimate of the 
total construction costs and the total opera
t ion and maintenance costs of the program 
or project, whether such costs are incurred. 
by the Federal Government, State, and local 
governments, or private interests. 

Such an evaluation shall also include a 
statement of economic costs expected to be 
induced by the program or project, such as 
the costs of: 

(a) Displacement of people. 
(b) Decreased value of lands, minerals. 

water, quantity, or quality, and other water 
or related land resources, where not reflected 
in market values. 

(c) Rectifying adverse effects upon sani
tation, transportation, highway construction 
or maintenance, or other activities reason
ably fores~en as being affected by the pro~ 
gram or project. 

{d) Business losses, such as disruption of 
trade or diversion of waterborne traffic from 
existing ports or channels. 

(e) Losses in State or local tax revenues. 
adjusted for changes in costs of State and 
local government services caused by the 
existence of program or project facilities. 
. (f) Unprevented and uncompensated 
losses of or damages to fish and wildlife 
resources; recreation resources; and scenic, 
archeological, or historical values. 

(g) Abandonment of economically useful 
structures, such as locks and bridges. 

Such an evaluation shall also include an 
appraisal of other detriments to the gen
eral welfare, whether or not they can be 
measured in monetary terms, and the groups 
which will suffer any substantial injury 
should be identified so far as feasible. 

10. Comparison of benefits and economic 
costs: Benefits to be obtained and economic 
costs to be incurred. throughout the assumed 
economic life of a program or project, as 
limited by paragraph 14 of this circular, 
where expressed in monetary terms, shall be 
converted to a common time basis to facili
tate the comparison called for in paragraph 
7a (2). Where benefits and economic costs 
are compared on an annual basis, interest on 
the construction costs should be included. 
in the. computation of average annual 
equivalents for total economic costs. Where 
the present net worth method of comparing 
benefits and economic costs is to be used. 
future benefits and economic costs should 
be discounted to present values. Using an 
interest rate to cumulate benefits and eco
nomic costs is necessitated where the net 
gain or loss at any given time during the 
operation of the program or project is to 
be computed. Determination of the appli
cable interest or discount rate shall be made 
in accordance with paragraph 15, except for 
the interest rate on project costs to be fl.· 
nanced by non-Federal sources. 
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The ground rules having been estab· 
lished, the majority of the committee 
consider that although we established 
those rules now we do not want to live by 
them. Why? Because it eliminates 
some of the projects they would like to 
have in the bill. 

We as minority members of the Public 
Works Committee do not think that they 
should change the elements that go into 
those standards. Let me indicate what 
some of those elements are. Some of 
those elements which have been accepted 
by the Bureau of the Budget as a result 
of this resolution are used in determin
ing whether a project is feasible. How 
do they do that? The benefit cost ratio. 
must be 1 to 1. The benefits must equal · 
the cost on an annual basis. Now, on 
the majority side they are saying, "Yes, 
but we do not like the formula they used 
in making up the benefit-cost ratio, even . 
though Congress instructed them tO 
make .it." . 

Some of the elements that were 
changed that we minority members do 
not like are decreases in amounts of the 
local contributions. ·Further, we do not 
think that in power projects taxes fore
gone should be included in computations 
under this formula. Als6, the question 
of whether or not the incremental meth
od should be used in determining the 
local contributions, which the majority 
·wants · to do contrary to established 
practice and which was discussed in ef..; 
feet by the gentleman from Oklahoma 
[Mr. EDMONDSON]. Also the question of 
whether, despite incomplete Army re
ports, projects should be approved. 
Those things are fundamental. 

To give an example of the seriousness 
of these fundamentals as applied to 
specific projects, I refer to two projects 
containing three reservoirs: Sherwood 
Reservoir, in Oklahoma, and the Gilbert 
and Lone Rock Reservoirs, in Arkansas. 

None of these projects are economical
ly feasible according to the Army Engi
neers-still they are included in the bill. 

In all of these projects, the majority 
says we should abandon the principle of 
taxes foregone in determining the cost
benefit ratio, a criteria laid down by the 
Bureau of the Budget, the Interior De
partment, and the Federal Power Com
mission after careful and lengthy con
sideration. Even the majority report 
admits that taxes forgone should be 
considered, otherwise the formula is not 
properly weighted, and I quote from that 
report: 

This project involves one of the most im
portant issues before the committee. It is 
the matter of the so-called taxes forgone. 
The committee has considered carefully the 
argument on both sides of · this question and 
wishes to bring to attention the following 
points: 

Projects involving hydroelectric power de
velopment were, in the past, evaluated on 
the basis of the cost of generating an equiv
alent amount of power, both with respect 
to capacity and energy, by a steam plant. 
It is generally conceded that the value of 
power, like water, is equivalent to what the 
consumer is willing to pay. Since this fig
ure is somewhat indeterminate, the device 
was used of measuring the value on the ba
sis of the cost of alternative thermal power. 
In computing this value, the cost of the 
equivalent thermal power was calculated o·n 
the same basis as Federal hydropower, that 

is, without taxes and with the same interest 
rate. This method of measuring the value 
of power led inevitably to the point that 
power values were not measured correctly 
unless the element of taxes, interest rates, 
and all other factors were included in the 
computation. As a result, the major Fed
eral agencies concerned with this matter
the Federal Power Commission, the Depart
ment of the Interior, and the Corps of Engi
neers-reached an agreement that taxes for
gone would be included as a part of the 
value of power on the benefit side of the 
ledger or subtracted from the cost side. 

To determine the benefit of power in 
setting out the benefit of the project 
for power purposes the Engineers must 
determine the value of the new power 
based on the cost of alternative available 
power-and in determining the alterna
tive available power, since feasibility as 
well as value of the project is to pro
vide salable, cheaper power as well as 
adequate power, the question is whether 
the taxes that are paid for alternative 
power and not paid by the Federal Gov
ernment should be included in determin
ing the benefit of the Federal power as 
compared to the cost of alternative 
power. 
. The majority wants to delete consider
ation of taxes forgone in determining 
the benefits of Federal power projects in 
determining the benefits of the project 
on the annual basis in order to result in 
a more favorable cost-benefit ratio. 
Thus, projects that would otherwise be 
economically not feasible obtain a 1-1 
ratio or better-1.1 to 1 in these specific 
instances of these reservoirs-and a 
pr_esently bad project becomes a good 
one. 
.. A discussion of this one aspect of the 
problem involved in these three reser
voirs alone I believe indicate why it is 
unwise to deviate from set standards in 
the manner attempted iq "this bill-py . 
applying different criteria to each proj
ect instead of establishing uniform 
standards and adhering to them. If any 
change in the criteria is justified then 
it should be made as a change in basic 
policy and so included in the bill rather 
than applying the change to some proj
ects and not others. The result will be 
chaos in the departments in the future. 

Also, land enhancement and increased 
land usage and value will be eliminated 
in these three projects, contrary to the 
Engineers' reports, if the majority posi
tion is permitted to stand. It is elim
inated entirely in these projects, but in· 
eluded in others even in this bill. This 
does not lead to equitable or uniform 
treatment. 

The second fundamental question in
volved in the Sherwood project dealing 
with local contributions is clearly shown 
by the Engineers summarization of this 
project as submitted to our Committee 
on Public Works. The majority in its 
bill decided to change the formula set 
out for determining the local contribu
tions, and thus requiring the Feder-al 
Government to increase its contribu· 
tion, and the local interests to decrease 
theirs by some $15,027,000. This was 
decided upon despite the fact that in 
multiple-purpose projects the separable 
costs-remaining . benefits method is used 
rather than . the incremental ~osts 

method invariably. The Army Engineers' 
summarization follows: 
INCREMENTAL METHOD OF COST ALLOCATION 

As APPLIED TO MILLWOOD RESERVOIR AND 
ALTERNATIVE RESERVOIRS, RED RIVER BASIN, 
OKLAHOMA AND ARKANSAS 

Provisions contained in S. 497 for authori
zation of the alternative reservoirs to Mill
wood Reservoir would provide for allocating 
costs to hydroelectric-power and water-supply 
purposes by the incremental method. By the 
use of this method the costs allocated to 
power and water supply · would be limited 
to the incremental cost of adding power and 
water supply as purposes to the project, with 
all of the joint costs of the reservoir all~cated 
to flood control, resulting in a minimum al
location to hydroelectric power. This con
trasts with the separable costs-remaining 
benefits method of cost allocation recom
mended by the Chief of Engineers for these 
projects which would provide for an equi
table sharing of the joint costs of the project 
among all purposes served. 

Comparison of the actual cost allocations 
under the two methods is somewhat com
plicated by the fact that S. 497 would author
ize the Sherwbod Reservoir and, presumable, ' 
power featutes at Broken Bow Reservoir in 
addition to the reservoirs recommended by 
the Chief of Engineers. This adds $56,245;ooo 
to the cost of the project. Allocations under 
the two methods are as follows: 

Millwood Reservoir--alternative reservoirs as 
recommended by Chief of Engineers 

Federal costs (fiood control) ___ $44, 973, 000 
Non-Federal costs (water sup-

ply and land enhancement) __ 58, 062, 000 

Total cost of work rec-
()mme~ded by Chief of 
Engineers ----------:--- 103, 0351 000 

(This exceeds the cost of- the presently 
authorized Millwood Reservoir by $53,235,000, . 
which is the cost figure inS. :497.) 

MillwooJL Reservoir--alternative reservoirs 
· plus ~hf}rtt?ood, as called for by s. 497 . 
Federal costs: . . 

Flood controL ______________ $60, 000, 000 
Power (reimbursable from 

power revenues)---------- ·sa, 245, ooo 

Subtotal ________________ 116,245,000 

Non-Federal costs (water sup
ply)------------------------ 43,035,000 

Total cost of work which 
would be authorized by s. 497 _________________ 159,280,000 

The net result thus is to increase the non
reimbursable Federal costs by $15,027,000 and 
to decrease the share borne by locai inter
ests by the same amount. Presumably, the 
power could be sold at rates to reimburse 
the Federal Government's investment in this 
purpose, although this has not always been 
the case. 

For a detailed comparison of the various 
methods of cost allocation see House Public 
Works Committee Print No. 23, 82d Con
gress, 2d session, The Allocation of Costs of 
F'ederal Water Resources Development Proj
ects, put out by the Jones Subcommittee 
To SttJ.dy Civil Works. More recently this 
subject was discussed in 1956 during hearings 
of the 84th Congress before the Senate Pub
lic Works Committee on Power Rates
Southwestern Power Administration. (See 
p. 756 of Senate hearings which contains 
comparison of power allocations of a. number 
of projects, computed by various methods.) 

The results of applying different for· 
mulas to situations for which they were 
not intended can readily be seen in the 
example of the Sherwood Reservoir 
above. · 
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To indicate the ·problem involved in 

allocation of costs -of multiple-purpose ~ 
water resource development projects 
and how important it is that the proper 
formula be applied, as well as that there 
must be some uniformity of its applica
tion, as well as .to indicate further how 
complicated this subject is and how fool- 
hardy it is to write new regulations for 
the agencies by changing the criteria es- . 
tablished by deviating markedly from it 
in this bill as suggested by the majority 
in its report, I submit the following 
statement on the purposes of having ap
plicable formulas and the results of ap
plying-or misapplying them: 
.ALLOCATION OF COSTS OF MULTIPLE-PuRPOSE 

WATER RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

PENDING LEGISLATION 

Section 203 of the pending Flood Control 
Act provides for the authorization of the 
construction of certain reservoirs in the Red
Ouachita River Basin, Tex., Okla., Ark., and 
La., subject to a limitation that "the basis 
for determining the cost allocated to hydro
electric power and water-supply purposes 
shall be the incremental method of alloca
tion whereby the cost allocated to power and 
water supply should be limited to the cost 
of adding power and water as purposes in the 
project, and - all flood-control and 'land
enhancement benefits shall be nonreimburs
able!' 

PWOSE OF THIS STATEMENT 

This statement is intended to set forth 
background rna t erial on the question of allo
cation of costs of multiple-purpose water-re
source development projects with particular 
reference to the probal>le consequences of 
the adoption of a procedure such as that 
proposed in the quoted language. 

- BACKGROUND 

The problem of allocation of costs of Fed
eral water-resources development projects 
first received major attention in connection 
with the Tennessee Valley Authority opera
tions. The enabling act required that the 
board of directors submit to the Congress 
by January 1, 1937, a report allocating the 
costs of multiple-purpose structures built 
among the several purposes authorized in 
the act. The allocations were to become 
final upon determination by the board and 
approval by the President of the United 
States. TVA's study led to the conclusion 
that the costs should be allocated solely to 
direct uses of water and so the costs were 
allocated .to flood control, navigation, and 
hydroelectric-power development. (H. Doc. 
No. 709, 75th Cong., 3d sess.) No amounts 
were allocated to national defense or to man
ufacture of chemicals. It was considered 
that the costs properly chargeable to these 
latter two functions would be adequately met 
if those two functions were charged for the 
electric energy consumed by them. 

The method used in allocating the costs 
was named the "alternative justifiable ex
penditure" method. . 

At the request of the Senate Committee on 
Public Works, the Federal Power Commission 
in 1948 reviewed and approved the TV A cost 
allocations. 

Subsequent to the enactment of the Flood 
Control Act of 1936 and the Reclamation Act 
of 1939, it became increasingly apparent to 
the Federal agencies concerned that the cost 
allocation .problem was an important one. 
This is particularly true when some of the 
purposes of a structure are nonreimbursable 
and costs of other purposes are to be reim
bursed by the users or beneficiaries. 

Starting in April 1946 representatives of 
the Army Corps of Engineers, the Depart
ment of the Interior, the Federal Power 
Commission, and the · Department of Agri
culture undertook a joint study on the ques
tion of economic analysis of river-basin 

projects. ·rn.· May 1950 that ·group (by that
time including a -representative of the De- · 
partment of Commerce) published its report 
and recommendations which included a sec
tion devoted to the allocation of costs of 
multiple-purpose water resource develop-· 
ment projects. This group recommended 
the adoption of a procedure designated as 
separable-costs-remaining-benefits method, 
This method is essentially a refinement of 
the one developed by TV A. 

In December 1952 the Bureau of the 
Budget issued a directive (Budget Circular 
A-47) to the agencies of the executive 
branch of Government in which it was 
stated that the costs of facilities or features 
of a program or project used jointly by more 
than one purpose of water-resource develop
ment should be allocated among the pur
poses served in such a way that each purpose 
would share equitably in the savings result
ing from combining the purposes in the mul
tiple-purpose development. 

This directive was issued less than a 
month following the public release of a re
port by a subcommittee of the House Com
mittee on Public Works entitled "Allocation 
of Costs of Federal Water Resource Develop
ment Projects" (House Committee Print 23, 
82d Cong., 2d sess.). This report, a basic 
document on the subject, includes this para
graph: 

"The conclusions of the subcommittee 
may be simply stated. All costs directly in
curred for specific purposes should be 
charged to those purposes. The joint costs 
should then be so allocated that each pur
pose will share equitably in the savings and 
economies resulting from the multiple-pur
pose approach." 

On March 12, 1954, an agreement was 
entered into among the Department of the 
Interior, the Department of the Army, and 
the Federal Power Commission ln which it 
was stated that three methods of cost allo
cation were acceptable. That considered 
preferable for general application was the 
one designated "separable costs-remaining 
benefits." The second method considered 
acceptable was that designated "alternative 
justifiable expenditure," and the third was 
called "use of facilities." The three agencie~;~ 
agreed on the basic principle w~ich stated: 

"Costs of a multiple-purpose project shall 
be allocated among the purposes served in 
such a manner that each purpose will share 
equitably in the savings resulting from com
bining the purposes in a multiple-purpose 
development." 

While both reports considered the subject, 
nothing basically new was added to litera
ture on the problem in either the report of 
the second Hoover Commission Task Force 
on Water Resources and Power (1955) or the 
1956 Report of the Presidential Advisory 
Committee on Water Resources Policy. The 
most recent Congressional statement on the 
overall issue appears to be that set forth in 
connection with a comment of three Sen
ators published in a report entitled, "Con
servation and Development of Water Re
sources" (Committee Print No.5, 85th Cong., 
1st sess.) of the Senate Committees on In
terior and Insular Affairs and Public Works 
1n connection with Senate Resolution 148. 
This statement presents no new material but 
refers to most of the documents and reports 
already cited in this memorandum. 

CURRENT PROBLEM 

It does not appear to be necessary or de
sirable to discuss all of the methods con
sidered in the literature. The following 
paragraphs compare the incremental method 
proposed in the cited amendment with the 
separable-costs-remaining-benefits method, 
considered most acceptable by the operating 
agencies of the executive branch, and with 
the basic principle, already quoted, recom
mended by the Bureau of the Budget, the 
executive agencies concerned, and by the 
House Subcommittee To Study Civil Works. 

• The separable-costs-rema.thing-benefits 
method attempts to divide the savings re-: 
sul ting from the mwtiple purpose approach 
in water resource development equitably 
among the various purposes. Costs that are . 
clearly separable because of their identifica
tion as serving exclusively one particular _ 
purpose are allocated as costs chargeable 
against that purpose. Joint costs, or costs of 
common features of the project, are allo
cated among the purposes proportionately 
to remaining benefits-those estimated as 
creditable to the various purposes over and 
above the benefits already balan~d by the 
separable costs. This method meets the gen-. 
eralized requirement recommended by the 
House Subcommittee To Study Civil Works 
and the subsequent positions adopted by the 
executive agencies. 

The incremental method of allocation as
sumes that a structure is built for one or 
more basic purposes and that one or more 
other purposes are added somewhat in the 
nature of afterthoughts to the original pur-_ 
poses. Under this consideration the basic 
costs, including joint costs, are allocated to 
the basic purposes, and the separable costs 
added because of the so-called subordinate, 
secondary, additional, or incremental pur
poses are the only costs allocated to those 
purposes. 

As a general rule a minimum cost wlll b~ 
allocated to any one purpose if only the 
direct costs allocable to that purpose were 
considered. The highest costs will be allo
cated to a specific purpose if that purpose is 
considered basic, and all other purposes in
cremental. If the purpose in question is 
considered incremental to some other basic 
purpose, then the costs allocable to that 
purpose, while probably somewhat greater 
than the direct costs, will be less than those 
that would be allocated under any other 
method. 

If it is desired to minimize costs to be 
reimbursed by local beneficiaries, then some 
nonreimbursable function or functions can 
be considered basic and the reimbursable 
functions supplemental so that the costs al-:' 
located to the reimbursable functions are 
either only -the direct costs or the incre
mental costs. This procedure will not spread 
the savings (and costs) equitably among the 
various functions. It will tend to overload 
the nonreimbursable functions and, in effect, 
subsidize the reimbursable features. 

There are instances in which the legisla
tive history indicates that an incremental 
allocation for some purpose or another is in 
order. The Denison Reservoir on the Red 
Riv.er in Texas, authorized by the Flood Con
trol Act of 1938 was, by the Flood Control 
Act of 1940, specifically declared to be for the 
purpose of improving navigation, regulating 
the flow of the Red River, controlling floods 
and for other beneficial uses. Costs allo
cated to power, and still later to water sup
ply, were based on an incremental type 
computation. 

Lavon Reservoir in the Trinity River Basin 
was built for flood control, but prior to its 
completion legislation authorized its use for 
storage of municipal water. Costs allocated 
to this latter purpose were computed on the 
incremental basis. 

On the other hand mo~t projects, Includ
ing most of those in the Southwest area, 
have had costs allocated under separable
costs-remaining-benefits method because 
the. original authorization of the proje,cts 
contemplated that hydroelectric power would 
be generated as an incident to the develop
ment. 

The Senate report (No. 168, 85th Congress) 
on the bill S. 497, from which the quotation 
at the head of this memorandum was taken, 
makes no comment on the reason the lan
guage wa~ proposed to apply to the specific 
projects intended to provide flood control, 
hydroelectric power, and water supply. It . 
does not seem out of order, therefore, to as• 
sume that the intent of the language antici
pates the obvious result, that is, that the 
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costs allocated to the reimbursable features
water supply and hydroelectric power devel· 
opment--would approach a minimum and 
that other costs equitably allocable to those 
features would be borne by the nonreim• 
bursable features financed from the general 
fund of the Treasury. 

In the House report (No. 1122, 85th 
Cong.) on the pending legislation, in the 
minority views, the consequences are point· 
edly stated: 

"The incremental method called for in this 
provision would result in favored treatment 
for local beneficiaries of the power and water 
supply features of the project at the expense 
of the general taxpayers. Extension of this 
method of allocation to other projects would 
greatly reduce Federal revenues from the 
sale of electric power generated at other 
projects." · 

But I say to you, as far as our objec· 
tions relate to the projects involved in 
this bill, there are only 18 projects to 
which they apply. The value . of those 
projects as stated today is not six-tenths 
of 1 percent. The value of those proj
ects, authorizationwise, either in addi
tional money or in putting the new 
project in the bill, is $303 million, as 
you will find in the minority report. 
$303 million is not six-tenths of 1 per
cent. It is 20 percent of the total bill. 
That is the amount the President will 
have to consider in deciding whether 
or not he is going to be consistent and 
veto this bill, because the same basis 
for veto applies at the present time to 
this 20 percent of these projects, as ap
plied to the bill passed in the 84th Con
gress. There is no doubt in my mind 
about that. There is not any question-

. about it as a reading of the veto message 
in the minority report will show. There 
is far more than six-tenths of 1 percent. 
There is actually 20 percent in contra· 
versy in the bill. 

I will insert in the RECORD figures to 
substantiate that position. 

From the committee minority report, 
the projects objected to by the minority, 
on the basis of adverse recommendations 
of the Bureau of the Budget and the 
Corps of Engineers, are listed as: 

Estimated project 
costs 

Title !-Rivers and Harbors-: 
La Quinta Channel, Tex______ $954,000 
Water-hyacinth controL_____ 5_, 062, 500 

Title II-Flood Control: 
Mohawk River at Rome, N.Y.. 240, 000 
Hendry County, Fla _________ · 3, 172, 000 
Tombigbee River Basin, Ala, 

and Miss-----------------· 19, 199, 000 
White River Backwater, Ark__ 2, 380, 000 
Boeuf, Tensas, and. Bayou, 

Macon, Ark--------------- 1, 212, 000 
Greenville Harbor, Miss______ 2, 530,000 
Red-Ouachita River Basin, Ark. 

and Okla., Millwood and al-
ternatives ---------------- 109, 480, 000 

White River Basin, Gilbert 
and Lone Rock Reservoirs, 
Ark----------------------- 57,000,000 

Pecos River at Carlsbad, N. Mex ______________ ._________ 2, 066, 000 
Rio Grande at Socorro, N. Mex_ 3, 152,000 
Saylorvllle Reservoir, Iowa___ 44,500,000 
Kaskaskia River, Ill_________ 23, 000, 000 
Saline River and tributaries, 

IlL----------------------- 5, 970, 000 
Oahe Dam, S. Dak., damages__ 42, 000 
Buchanan Reservoir, Calif___ 10, 900, 000 
Hidden Reservoir, Calif------- 12,500 000 

Grand total--------------303,359,500 

The total amount in the bill is $1,457 
million plus $88 million added by the 
committee last week or a total of $1,545 
million, and $303 million is thus 20 per
cent of the total. 

Incidentally, on the question of the 18 
projects being objected to, only four proj
ects are being eliminated in flood con
trol and one in rivers and harbors by the 
minority substitute. The flood control 
projects that have been found not eco
nomically justified at present are Bu
chanan and Hidden Reservoirs in Cali
fornia, Gilbert and Lone Rock Reser
voirs on White River in Arkansas <one 
project) and Sherwood Reservoir in Ok
lahoma. The rivers and harbors proj
ect objected to because it is not econom
ically feasible is Greenville Harbor, 
Miss. The balance of the projects, 
13, that are objected to are objected to 
only in part and the substitute bill will 
bring these projects in line with the ob
jections of the departments. 

Moneywise, the minority substitute re
moves only $25.9 million in money au
thorization within the above five projects 
because the balance of $123 million is 
contained in the bill as not money au
thorizations but project authorizations 
without increases proportionately in the 
money authorizations and therefore this 
is a hidden cost in the future that must 
be recognized as such. 

Moneywise, beyond these five projects, 
with regards to the 13 projects in the 
balarice of the bill, the minority substi
tute deletes some $80 million in Federal 
contributions and requires these con
tributions to be borne locally consistent 
with established rules · and procedures. 

Thus, moneywise there is a deletion by 
the minority bill of only $80 million plus 
$25.9 million or a total of only $105.9 
million. Authorizationwise an addi
tional $123 million of the unsound proj
ects are being completely removed. 

The minority has worked diligently in 
trying to bring out a bill that we feel the 
President will sign. That is all there is 
to this question. We want a bill which 
the President will sign. We are just as 
concerned with the President's recom
mendation of Saturday for carrying out 
these projects as a hedge against a pos
sible temporary slump, that these public 
works projects should go forward. 

If you take the other position of six
tenths of 1 percent as suggested by the 
majority we are asked to jeopardize this 
bill for six-tenths of 1 percent of the 
total value of the bill. This makes little 
sense. I am trying to point out though 
that Congress is being asked by the ma
jority to vote on certain basic funda
mental concepts underlying our public 
works program by approving the major
ity bill and the minority is taking the 
position that this is not the manner, on 
the floor, to hammer out fundamental 
policy by applying changes to individual 
projects. These fundamental changes 
should be considered as was the Jones 
report, after hearings and due delibera
tions of all the effects of these changes of 
policy and the need for them. 

What we are arguing about, even if 
you accept the majority position, is six
tenths of 1 percent of the total of the bill. 
We are jeopardizing $1,457,000,000 worth 
of projects by technical arguments about 

the application of the rules by the Bu
reau of the Budget and other Govern
ment agencies which Congress itself said 
should be applied at the direction of the 
Bureau of the Budget. The Jones com
mittee report itself makes this finding in 
its report, Report No. 23. Their finding 
No. 3 deals with the Bureau of the Budg
et, the Bureau that is being made the 
whipping boy here today. Finding No. 
3 states "that the Bureau of the Budget, 
in the Executive Office of the President, 
shall be designated as the executive 
agency to approve these tentative and 
final allocations." This sets up the 
ground rules. Now in the middle of the 
game the majority wants to change the 
ground rules on 18 of these projects, and 
put them in the bill despite the fact they 
do not conform to the ground rules. 

These are fundamental questions we 
are deciding on. It is not, for example, 
by any means only a matter of new proj
ects for which new money authorization 
is involved, but it is a matter as well of 
continuing old projects that need addi
tional appropriations to permit work to 
go ahead on them. On flood control, as 
an example, in the Central and Southern 
Flood Control District there will be $40 
million more needed in Florida because 
appropriations have used up all avail
able authorized money. And there are 
many small projects around the country 
as well as major projects of this nature. 
To delay further these projects that 
have already been handicapped through 
lack of funds will be to defeat in part 
the objective of the great public-works 
program at this time when we are faced 
with the possibility of a degree of a re
cession. 

Therefore, if we do not pass this bill, 
if we do not accept the substitute that 
is being proposed that involves 18 proj· 
ects, a total of 20 percent of the amount 
involved, I say to you that we are run
ning the risk of the President's vetoing 
the bill; and I say it to you seriously be
cause I believe the President will be con
sistent in his position. 

We have heard a lot about the Bu
reau of the Budget being the whipping 
boy on this bill. In cases like the Gil
bert and Lone Rock Reservoir projects 
and the Sherwood Reservoir project and 
other projects that involve power and 
water supply other departments are in
volved than the Bureau of the Budget 
and have concurred in the unfavorable 
findings in many instances. There is 
the Corps of Army Engineers, also the 
Department of the Interior, also the 
Federal Power Commission and the Sec
retary of the Army. Therefore all the 
blame is not to be saddled on the Bu
reau of the Budget. And to condemn 
the Budget Bureau, after giving them 
this job to do, for doing it, is to try to 
avoid the fundamentals involved in an 
effort to get the House to vote for proj
ects that are objectionable and subject 
to the President's veto, thus jeopardiz
ing the entire bill. 

I am for adequate and needed public 
works projects and have worked in com
mittee for such projects. I believe in 
our great Public Works Committee and 
the purposes it is supposed to serve. 
But, I do not favor judging one project 
by one standard and the same type 
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project in another area by another The Ohio River is much larger and 
standard. To repeat the pertinent por- more impressive than many people be
tion of the President's veto message: . lieve. Gallipolis is a large thriving town 

In various messages to the congress, I located down in southeastern Ohio. It 
liave clearly stated my view that our vital is the oldest city along the southeastern 
water. resources can best be conserved and border of the State and is the city and 
utilized in the public interest if the Federal is the place on which the first large 
Government cooperates with State and local group of French settlers coming in that 
governments and with private interests in section decided to locate. The river 
the development of those resources, and does continues on its southwesterly course 
not undertake such development as though t to 
it were· a matter of of exclusive Federal in- for about 80 miles until i comes my 
terest. In order to carry out such a policy, home city of Ironton, Ohio, and from 
properly and effectively, it 1s necessary that there continues on its way and serves 
the views of affected States be given adequate the people in. Portsmouth, Cincinnati, 
consideration in formulating proposals for Louisville, and on and on it fiows until 
water-resources projects. This has not been it empties in the Mississippi. 
accomplished for a number of projects in- When the French chose this site for 
eluded in this bill. their location, they appreciated that it 

In addition, other projects in this bill was a beautiful location and they nat
would be authorized on a basis which would 
result in a lesser degree of local participa- urally hoped that they could control 
tion than was agreed to by the local inter- the river, or at least, could so manage 
ests and recommended by the executive as to keep themselves outside of the 
branch. I believe that authorization of reach of the river. While Gallipolis was 
water resources projects on such terms prospering on the Ohio side, the settlers 
would represent a serious backward step in were fast filling up the Kentucky and 
the desirable development of the Nation's West Virginia side of the beautiful Ohio. 
water resources, and would result in the loss The builders of Gallipolis left a beautiful 

. of the best test yet devised for insuring that space which they have always used as a 
a project is sound-the willingness of local 
people to invest their own money in a joint park. This space comprises probably 
enterprise with the Federal Government. 20 acres or more. The shores of the 

river at this point and for some distance 
Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I further up on the river were rather high 

yield such time as he may desire to the _ and invited settlers to live there. In the 
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. JENKINs]. middle of the river at that place is a 

Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Chairman, I large island. Across the river is what 
thank our distinguished colleague, the is now part of West Virginia and reach
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. McGREGOR] ing on further down they reach the 
for giving to me the privilege of extend- upper stretches of Kentucky. Coming 
ing my remarks at this point in the to the point, as I have already stated, 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. I wanted this the Ohio River ran along for a number 
space because it fits in so nicely into of miles in a southwesterly direction. 
what has been a long struggle and what It then turned in a westerly direction. 
I hope is the last day of the long struggle. At fiood times the water would encroach 

People who have never lived along upon this territory. A few years ago a 
any of our large lakes or . river~ have heavy fiood came along and swept out 
dimculty in appreciating how dangerous two or three houses that had been located 
it is sometimes to be living alon_g some close in to the north side of the river. 
of our big rivers. We who live along This was followed later by a number of 
the Ohio River think it is magnificent fioods which have been very threatening 
and wouid not want to give up the bless- to real estate in that immediate section 
ings it brings to us through its big supply and even further down. The wharf was 
of fresh water which we and most of the located further down and was also in 
large cities use as our drinking water. that same threatened location. 

· But there is another side of this mat- The citizens of Gallipolis appealed to 
ter that is . very interesting and that is me and · of course their appeal was 

. the way the people must make the river listened to because I was very familiar 
· stay within its bounds so that it can with the dangers that were coming to 

yield to the . people its utmost capacity that city from the encroachment of the 
for all of the advantages that come from river. I, and those working with me, 
a constant supply of good water. I have took the matter up with the United 
lived along the majestic Ohio River States Army Engineers which have a 
nearly all my life. I have cooperated post there at Huntington, West Virginia, 
with many. groups in our efforts to get down the river about 40 Jlliles from 
the natural advantages that come from Gallipolis. 
this great river. I have been very active The c~operation ~etween all of us was 
in securing fiood walls for the protection very satisfactory with the result that we 

. of our cities and the great water supply . suc~e.eded in gett~ng from th~ 'Qni~ed 
for the use of the many large plants that States Army Engmeers a ruling Witn 

t 'thin the sight of the great reference to. the safety or th~ dang~r 
o~ra e WI . . connected with .the fiow of the nver as It 
~hio. So ~ctn:e have I been .m many came past the upriver p01tion of the ci~y 

· different directiOns. that the nver men ' of Gallipolis~ The United States Army 
call me Old Man ~Iver. . · Engineers had realized that this was a 

The matter I WISh to ~1scuss today, dangerous place and that something 
however, has been a senous one for should be done about it. We co·operated 
many years a~d I hope that after we together and did get · some improvement 
have passed this legislation we are now in the river and of the city, but this im-

. considering it will relieve at least one provement was not permanently satis
very serious situation. Let me give you factory and the big succeeding floods 
the det;:tils of this situation to which I became .more threatening. We again 
refer. rallied our forces and we got the United 

States Army Engineers and Washington 
authorities to make a most complete sur
vey of these requested improvements. 

· As a result, about 3 years ago the United 
States Army Engineers made a survey 
arid they indicated that accordfng to 
their estimate it would require about 
$66,000 to make the improvements that 
would be necessary to protect the upper 
end of Gallipolis against the fiow of the 

· fioods. With the United States Army 
Engineers I kept pressing this matter 
along for several years. It was no trouble 
for us to take our action from the stand
point of being deserving, but the United 
States of America is a big country and 
has expansive territory and of course we 
could not expect to get everything our 
way just for the asking. We have kept 
it up, however, and I am glad now that 
we not only have the approval of the 
United States Army Engineers, but we 
have the approval of the Committee on 
Public Works of the House of Represent
atives. We have previously gotten a 
favorable report from the Senate but we 
were required to take other steps iri order 
to secure what we had been trying to 
reach for years. 

So, today, we have taken up on the 
fioor of the House the bill designated 
as Senate bill 497: But it is in effect 
made up as a bill that has been pr~
pared to use in the House of Repre
sentatives in an effort to carry out the 
original program, some of which had 
been originated in the House. There
fore, we are in a position now where 

· the Senate would be satisfied and the 
Members of the House of Representa
tives should be satisfied and the United 

· States Army Engineers are abunJantly 
satisfied and I am sure I, as a repre
sentative of the people of Gallipolis, am 
thoroughly satisfied. Therefore, Mr. 
Chairman, and Members of the House, 
I hope we pass this legislation which 
is now before us and which will be in 
line with the sentiments of all of the 
people in the Ohio Valley who know 
the facts in this case and which will also 
meet the approval of that great organ
ization in our Government known as 
the United States Army Engineers and 
also will meet with the approval of the 
House committee before which the bill 
has been considered and I am sure that 
if the bill is passed and the $66,000 asked 
in the bill may be allowed to be used 
for the protection of Gallipolis that we 
will feel that we have finally won a vic
tory after a long fight. 

To those who have assisted me so 
loyally I want to give them the credit 
for the work and I hope that we can 
all see this beautiful work carried on to 
a granA and beautiful conclusion . 

I appreciate most profoundly the help 
I have received from the United States 
Army Engineers and from the members 
of the House Committee on Rivers and 
Harbors and also the help I have re
ceived from the citizens of Gallipolis and 
Gallia County and many others inter
ested. in this project. Again, I say I hope 
that we are successful in getting the 
Government to do this job because there 
is no question about the merits of the 
case and if this job is not done there is 
no question but thousands and thou
sands of dollars of damages will come 
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to Gallip-olis and that neighborhood as 
t1me rolls along. The next big flood 
may take away five or six small houses 
which are the homes of fine law-abid
ing Americans. 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
yield 8 minutes to -the gentleman from 
California [Mr. BALDWIN], a member of 
the committee. 

Mr. BALDWIN. Mr. Chairman, I 
would like to direct my remarks to sec
tion 205 of. the bill under discussion. 

Section 205 deals primarily with water 
laws. There has been a good deal of dis
cussion about this particular section, and 
we are coming close to the time when 
the House will vote upon this measure. 
I placed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 
for Thursday of last week, at page 
3658, an amendment which if the par
liamentary situation allows, I intend to 
offer tomorrow. This same wording is 
contained in the Mack bill which will be 
offered tomorrow. 

As I understand, the Mack bill will 
probably be voted upon first. If the 
Mack bill is adopted then, of course, I 
will not have the opportunity to offer 
this as a separate amendment for it will 
already have been adopted. If the Mack 
bill is not adopted and we are left with 
the committee bill then, as I say, if the 
parliamentary situation permits, it is my 
intention to offer this as an amendment 
to section 205. 

The history of this is as follows: The 
wording which I would propose to offer 
as a substitute· is the exact wording that 
was adopted by the other body 2 years 
ago in the 84th Congress in the omnibus 
rivers and harbors and flood-control 
bill of that year-H. R. 12080. The word
ing of my proposed amendment will be 
exactly the same as the wording which 
WaS adopted by the other body at that 
tune. · 

The bill at that time went to confer
ence. It was revised to some extent, 
then later was vetoed; therefore the 
measure never became law. 
Ther~ have been two primary crit

icisms directed to section 205 in recent 
Q.ays. _One criticism has come from sonie 
of the Western States particularly with 
reference to the portion which deals with 
low flow. The objection is directed to it 
on the ground that section 205 (b) au
thorizes the Corps of Engineers with
out reimbursement to increase the low 
tlows downstream to the extent war
ranted at that time or anticipated to be 
warranted at that time or anticipated 
to be warranted during the economic life 
of the project by widespread, general and 
nonexclusive benefits from said increases 
in low flow. 

That provision has been objected to on 
the ground that it is too general, it does 
not lay down any ground rules and it may 
involve considerable additional cost to 
the United States because there would 
be no reimbursement for it and it might 
jeopardize the rights of people in the 
Western States who depend on water 
from some of these reservoirs for irriga
tion purposes. The amendment which I 
shall propose to submit would eliminate 
section <b) dealing with low :flow. So 
that would no longer be in the bill. 

Section (c) is the other one to which 
some objection has been raised. section 

<cY authorizes the Corps of Engineers to 
i_mpound water beyond the needs for 
flood control for municipal or industrial 
water or water for other beneficial com
munity use. It states that the Corps of 
Engineers will provide for such water for 
present or anticipated future demand. 
It does not define when that anticipated 
future demand may occur, whether, 10, 
20, 30, or 40 years in the future. Again, 
objection has been directed to that par
ticular provision because it is too general, 
it does not lay down specific enough 
ground rules. 

The amendment which I would offer, 
if opportunity permits, would define the 
situations under which the Corps of 
Engineers may make provision for water 
for domestic use. There will have to be 
a contract entered into with State or 
local interests by the time the project is 
completed. It will also provide that pay
ment will be made in one of two specific 
ways, either pay as you go by the local 
interests as that portion of the project 
is constructed, or repayment in 50 years 
at a rate to be computed by the Treasury. 
A maximum of 30 percent of the total 
cost of the project will be available for 
allocation to domestic water supply. 

The purpose of the amendment will be 
to endeavor to clarify and to make more 
specific a situation that is confused in 
section 205 as it now exists. 

A question has been raised a moment 
ago by the gentleman from Colorado [Mr. 
RoGERS] as to a worry or danger as to 
State laws and the Federal law under 
section 205 and the effect of it. 

The original section 205 of S. 497 as 
passed by the other body this year had a 
provison in it which referred to reclama
tion. I would like to refer to it for a 
moment. Section 205 as passed by the 
other body was stricken by the House 
committee. 

There was section 205 (a) adopted by 
the other body in which there is the 
following sentence: 

Storage may likewise be included for the 
same purpose and· under the same conditions 
in any reservoir constructed by the Secretary 
of the Interior for irrigation, hydroelectric 
power, municipal and industrial water sup
ply, and allied purposes, under the Federal 
reclamation laws (act of June 17, 1902 (32 
Stat. 388) ) and acts amendatory thereof and 
supplementary thereto: Provided, That such 
storage be constructed and used 1n compli
ance with applicable State laws and inter
state compacts. 

The committee struck this particular 
sentence out because the Public Works 
Committee of this body does not have 
jurisdiction over :reclamation projects 
constructed by the Secretary of the In
terior. There was no intention whatso
ever . on the part of the committee by 
striking out that sentence to negate any 
existing or current laws as to compliance 
with State laws . . It was in the sentence 
dealing with construction to be made 
by the Secretary of the Interior. On 
that point we felt we did not have juris-
diction. · 

Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. Mr. 
Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. BALDWIN. I yield to the gentle
man from Colorado. 

Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. I would 
like to point out that in the original 

Flood Control Act of 1944 there is a pro
vision dealing with the Secretary of the 
Interior. I direct the gentleman's at
tention to section 1 and to section 8 of 
that act. I am fearful that the gen
tleman's proposed amendment to the 
Mack bill is not sumcient. 

Mr. BALDWIN. No; the wording of 
my amendment is in the Mack bill. If 
the Mack bill is adopted, it will auto
matically be adopted as the wording of 
my amendment is worded. If the Mack 
bill is not adopted and we are consider
ing the bill offered by the committee, 
it is my intention, if the parliamentary 
situation allows it, to offer my amend
ment as an amendment replacing section 
2(}5 in the committee bill. 

Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. Do you 
recognize that under the original Mack 
bill, especially . on page 48, section 205 
(F), the protection only applies where 
the city or State makes the application 
to utilize the water supply, that then 
they are compelled to comply with the 
State water law? As I analyze it, only 
in those cases where application is made 
are they compelled to comply with the 
State water law. Is your amendment di
rected to that part of the bill, that only 
on the application made by the State 
or city that they then comply with the 
State water law, or does it go further? 
Could you tell me whether it is limited 
to that application? 

Mr. BALDWIN. My amendment at 
present is worded exactly as the Mack 
bill. I will elaborate upon it when we 
get into the amendment under the 
5-minute rule. 

Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. Mr. Chair
man, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman 
from Colorado [Mr. ASPINALL]. 

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman, I sirt
cerely regret that it is necessary for me 
to rise today in opposition to section 205 
of the bill as it is presented to us by the 
great Committee on Public Works. I op
pose section 205 because of the conflicts 
and confusion which I am certain will 
result especially in the reclamation West 
from enactment of this part of the bill. 
I must say that I find myself in opposi
tion only after what at this time appears 
to be failure to reach agreement with 
representatives of the Committee on 
Public Works on language which woUld 
minimize the conflicts and confusion. If 
section 205 is eliminated from the bill, or 
if language agreeable to both sides of the 
controversy can be found, then I shall 
be glad to give my unqualified support to 
the passage of s. 497. 

I do not object to the basic objective of 
this section, which as I understand the 
purpose of the legislation, is to provide 
flexibility in planning and permit opti
mum development of our water resources. 
However. such broad policy changes as 
are here involved must be given careful 
and detailed consideration by all those 
affected. It seems to me that it is not 
appropriate to incorporate in this omni
bus project bill g·eneral language which 
involves such $Weeping ~ha~ges in policy 
as does this section. I would like to see 
the matters involved in section 205 con
sidered in separate legislation with con
sideration given to making the policies 
applicable to all executive agencies in or-
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der to minimize conflicts and confusion 
and to establish consistant and uniform 
policies in the development of our water 
resources. If my information is correct, 
we do not have the views of the executive 
agencies on the provisions incorporated 
in this section. I think it is important 
that we do have such views and that we 
give to them consideration before we take 
final action regardless of whether such 
departmental recommendations are fol
lowed or not. 

Enactment of this section would widen 
the already obvious gap between the laws 
and policies presently applicable to the 
Corps of Engineers and those applicable 
to the Bureau of Reclamation. With
out question, such proposal moves in the 
direction away from what many of us 
had hoped to accomplish, and, that is, to 

. put all executive a.gencies under the simi
lar policies and requirements with re
spect to multiple-purpose water resource 
development projects. 

Basically, the authority provided in 
this section would do two things: First, 
it would permit the ·Corps of Engineers, 
in its planning and construction of proj
ects, to include storage on a nonreim
bursable 'basis to increase low flows 
downstream to the extent warranted by 
existing or anticipated future benefits. 
My first objection to this provision is that 
low flow .augmentation in itself is not a 
benefit. Low flow augmentation could 
serve several beneficial purposes. It 
might benefit municipal and industrial 
water users as well as irrigation water 
users who might be able to acquire wa
ter as a result of leases from storage. up-

. stream. It also mi!iht benefit fishlife. · lt 
might also very well result in pollutjon 
abatement and control. At the present 
time and under existing law, these prob
lems and purposes are handled in dif
ferent ways, especially with respect to re
imbursement. Most certainly, such 
proposal would result in confusion, par
ticularly in those areas where other ex
ecutive agencies have authority to han
dle these problems differently. 

My second objection to this provision 
is that it imposes no limitation on the 
size and scope of the projects which may 
be constructed, except perhaps physical 
limitations based on stream flows and _ 
storage sites. I am sure that I don't have _ 
to be a prophet to say that sometime in 
the future there will be a need for de
velopment of every drop of water in all 
our river basins. On the other hand, 
to proceed with such development at this 

. time without adequate justification is 

. just not economically sound. 
The second thing which the authori

ty in this section does it to permit storage 
to be included for present or anticipated 
future needs for municipal or industrial 
water-including water for other benefi
cial community use. As I understand the 
language, it would call for equitable re
imbursement as determined by the Sec
retary of the Army at such time as con· 
tracts were entered into to make use of 
the storage. This could be 20, 30, or even 
50 years from the time when the storage 
reservoir was completed. In the mean
time, the Federal Government would be 
required to carry the cost for the stor
·age with the interest which accumulates. 

In other words, for the first time there is 
established by the language of section 205 
the policy whereby the Federal Govern
ment would subsidize a municipal wa
ter supply. 

With respect to the term "water and 
other beneficial community use," it is my 
understanding from the committee that 
this is intended to cover agricultural 
uses. This being the case, I point out 
two very serious objections to it. First 
of all, it places two executive agencies 
under completely different policies. Un
der this language, the Corps of Engi
neers would be authorized to include 
storage without any assurance of reim
bursement, while the Bureau of Recla
mation must have repayment contracts 
before construction can be undertaken. 

• Second, this language seems to conflict 
with section 8 of the 1944 Flood Control 
Act, which makes reclamation laws ap
.plicable to irrigation operations of Corps 
of Engineers projects. 

Perhaps the most important aspect re· 
lating to this section is the absence of 
language requiring compliance with 
State laws relating to the appropria
tion and use of water. In my opinion, 
this omission would be an infringement 
upon the State water rights in the 17 
western reclamation States, where for 
a half century the Federal Government 
has recognized the States' jurisdiction 
over the storage and distribution of wa
ters within their borders. The commit
tee's report has omitted reference to 
State laws on the basis that "the com
mittee believes that the construction of 
Federal projects for flood control, navi
gation, hydroelectric power development, 
and other related water uses has been 
successfully carried on -for many years 
without any question of interference 
with State laws or interstate compaCts." 
First, I would like to point out that this 
section gives to the corps general au
thority which it has not previously had 
to store water for consumptive benefi
cial uses. It is this storage over which 
the States in reclamation West claim 
full jurisdiction. In the second place, 
I believe that it is inaccurate to con
tend that the Corps' past operations 
have been made without any question of 
interference with State laws or inter
state compacts. It is my information 
that the Corps is in trouble right now 
in several areas in this respect. What 
is going to happen when the Corps first 
proposes to increase low flows down
stream for which some local agency has 
established water right under the -State 
laws? Litigation, of course, will be the 

. result. So far as the western reclama
tion States- are concerned, I am abso
lutely certain that if the Corps of En
gineers is ·permitted to store and release 
water without regard for State water 
law and interstate compacts, only 
trouble and confusion can and must re
sult. The amendment which I pro
pose to offer reads as follows: 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO S. 497, AS REPORTED 

BY THE HoUSE PuBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE 

Pages 102 and 103, strike out all of pro
posed section 205 and insert in lieu thereof 
the following: 

"SEc. 205. (a) It ls hereby declared to be 
the policy of the Congress to recognize the 
primary responsib11ities of the States and 

local interests in developing water supplies 
for domestic, municipal, industrial, and other 
purposes and that the Federal Government 
should participate and cooperate with States 
and local interests in developing such water 
supplies in connection with the construe .. 
tion, maintenance, and operation of Federal 
navigation, :flood control, or reclamation 
projects. 

"(b) In prosecuting plans and projects 
for navigation, :flood control, irrigation, rec
lamation, or allied purposes heretofore or 
hereafter authorized, storage may be includ
ed in any reservoir project constructed or 
to be constructed by the Corps of Engineers 
or the Bureau of Reclamation without reim· 
bursement to increase low :flows downstream 
to the extent warranted at that time, or an
ticipated to be warranted at that time, or 
anticipated to be warranted ·during the eco· 
nomic life of the project, by widespread, 
general, and nonexclusive benefits from such 
increases in low :flow. 

" (c) In carrying out the policy set forth 
in this section, it is hereby provided that 
storage may also be included in any reser
voir project surveyed, planned, constructed, 
or to be planned, surveyed, and/or con· 
structed by the Corps of Engineers to im· 
pound water for present or anticipated fu
ture demand or need for municipal or in
dustrial water, or water for other beneficial 
community use, and the r-easonable value 
thereof may be taken into account in esti
mating the economic value of the . entire 
project: Provided, That when contract for 
the use of such impounded waters is made 
it shall be on the basis that will provide 
equitable reimbursement to the United 
States as determined by the Secretary of 
the Army or the Secretary of '!;he Interior, 
as appropriate, in a period not to exceed 
50 years: Provided, That the provisions of 
this_ subsection insofar as they relate to the 
Bureau of Reclamation and the Secretary of 
the In'terior shall be alternative to and not 
a substitute for the provisions of the Recla
mation Projects Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1187) 
relating to the same subject. 

" (d) The provisions of this section shall 
not be construed to modify , the provisions 
of section 1 and section 8 of the Flood C<m· 
trol Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 890). 

" (e) The Secretary of the Army and the 
Secretary of the Interior ·shall: in the interest 
of comity between the United States and 
any State in which storage for beneficial 
consumptive use is provided pursuant to sub
sections (b) and (c) of this section and 
which lies wholly or partially west of the 
98th meridian, impound water therein and 
release it therefrom (i) without interfering 
with any prior valid, subsisting vested right 
to the use of water, (ii) in accordance with 
the applicable laws of the State in which 
the storage is located relating to the appro
priation of water for beneficial consumptive 
use, and (iii) in conformity with the appli
cable provisions of any interstate judicial 
decree or judgment or of any interstate com
pact to which the consent of Congress has 
been given. The term 'applicable laws of 
the State,' as used herein, does not include 
laws which discriminate against the United 
States as an appropriator of water or, if the 
place of use is· outside the State, against an 
appropriation for such outside use." 

In closing, let me say again that ii 
the objective of making the best use of 
our water resources is handled in sepa
rate legislation, I believe we can agree 
on policies that are sound and consist
ent in their application to ttll executive 
agencies. Since agreement on language 
to be included in this section does not 
seem possible at this time, I hope that 
the section will be deleted from the bill 
and, if necessary, I shall sponsor an 
amendment to that end. 
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Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from 
Michigan [Mr. BROOMFIELD]. 

. Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Chairman, 
all of us are aware, I am certain, of the 
need for a return to full employment in 

.our Nation . . All of us, I am equally cer
tain, will do all in our power to accom
plish this purpose to insure that our 
Nation's economic future rests on the 
bedrock of firm fiscal poiicies. 

Among the measures proposed by both 
. the legislative and executive branches of 
. our Government has been an increase in 
, new public works construction. Many 
measures are being sought to increase 
the amount of this new construction as a 
necessary push to our economy and the 
creation of new jobs. 

There is no doubt of the need for many 
of these public works projects, whether 
we are in a position of full employment 

· or not. Nor is there much question as 
to the responsibility of the Federal Gov
ernment in most of these projects. 

But there is a question of the Federal 
Government going too far and too fast, 
bringing about a new condition which I 
am certain none of us wants again. 
That is the spector of inflation, which 
hangs over our heads like an avenging 

· spirit if we overreach ourselves. 
There has been some criticism of the 

Bureau of the Budget in its efforts to 
· . insure that Federal dollars are used in a 

wise and just manner in the matter of 
new construction. There have been 
charges that this Government agency is 
usurping the powers of Congress and 
that it is taking over some of the legis
lative duties · of our Nation. 

If the Bureau of the Budget has be
come strong, it is because Congress has 
become weak in showing the responsible 
leadership and the initiative to cope with 

·· the problems facing our Nation in the 
past, present, and future. 

Let us take the matter of public 
works, since that is the topic of discus
sion for today. We hear cries for a step
up in the Federal program and a blan
ket authorization of new projects, 
whether they are justified or not. 

But do we hear any cries to Congress 
to make funds available for pr.ojects 
which already .have been authorized in 
years past? Do we hear any clarion 
calls to duty from my distinguished col
leagues on the other side of the aisle to 

. get about the b:u,siness of authorizing 
money for what we have already ap
proved? So far, I have not heard them. 

An example is S. 497, a matter which 
is before us for consideration today. 
This measure, which-as it now stands-
certainly is not in the best interests of 
our Nation as a whole, has been delayed 
for many months before it was per-

. mitted to come to the floor of the House 

. of Representatives. 
The record of delay by Congress in 

the past is no better. Some $8 billion 
in Federal projects have been author
ized by Congress for which funds have 

' not yet been appropriated for their con
struction by Congress. 

Imagine, $8 billion, and they are try
ing to ram through this pork barrel bill 
which contains about 20 percent ·objec
tionable projects out of a total of $1.4 
billion. 

Of these projects, some $4.5 billion are 
considered "active" by the Corps of En
gineers, another _$1.4 billion are on the 
"deferred" list, while more than another 
billion dollars are labeled "inactive." 

Of the projects now in the construc
tion stage; some $8.7 billion has been au
thorized. But it will take $4.5 billion to 
complete these projects. So if the Ap
propriations Committee wants to prime 
the pump in the United States, all they 
have to do is appropriate $4.5 billion 
and you will have a great many projects 
under construction. 

From the available projects in which 
the Federal Government now has a re
sponsibility, it is quite evident that there 
is plenty of work to do and plenty of 
money to be spent. It is imperative that 
any questionable projects be deleted 
from our public-works program. There 
are enough worthwhile projects already 
authorized by Congress to keep our work 
force busy for years, if it had the money. 

Approval of all the projects in the 
world is not going to do our Nation's 
economy any good unless there are funds 
to help build these projects. 

We already have seen some of the pe
culiar workings of the majority in the 
House Committee on Public Works on 

· other measures. For instance, the lease
. purchase agreement was permitted to 
lapse last year after bipartisan passage 
by the Senate of this vital measure to 
insure a Federal building construction 
program. 

Instead, the majority me:qtbers of this 
committee wanted a return to the spoils 
system of direct appropriation which 

. would further increase our national debt 
and deprive many of our communities of 

. the local tax base they need to carry 'On 
their own governments. 

The fact remains that S. 497 will not 
put a single man to work if it is passed by 

· Congress and approved by the President. 
There still must be money appropriated 
to carry on construction of these proj
ects. 

It is in the interest of our Nation's 
taxpayers and the already heavy drain 
upon their pocketbooks that we insure 
that no unworthy projects are included 
in the rivers and harbors omnibus bill. 
We must take every precaution to insure 
that the Federal Government is paying 
its share, and only its share, for the con- · 
struction of needed facilities. 

Therefore, I propose that my distin
guished colleagues in the House approve 
a clean public-works bill, one in which 
there is no question as to the desirability 
of the projects themselves or in the cost 
to the Federal Government for their con
struction when money is made available 

·in the future. 
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the 

gentleman from Michigan has expired. 
. Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
·ask unanimous consent that the gentle
. man from Michigan [Mr. GRIFFIN] may 
extend his remarks at this point in the 
RECORD. 

The CHAffiMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Ohio? 

TP.ere was no objection. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. Chairman, I rise 

to commend my distinguished colleague, 
the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. 

BROOMFIELD] for · his diligent work and 
. his coW"ageous stand on this bill. 

Mr. BROOMFIELD has focused attention 
upon the fact that there are now about 
$8 billion worth of Federal projects here
tofore authorized for which Congress has 
not yet appropriated funds. In light 
thereof, there can be no excuse what
ever for throwing reason and principle 
aside to push through this "pork barrel" 
legislation. 

This is an authorization bill-not an 
appropriation bill. It cannot be justi
fied under a cloak or pretext that it will 
prime the pump of our economy. 

The Ho'!lse owes a great measure of 
appreciation to our colleague, the gen
tleman from ·Michigan [Mr. BR'OOMFIELD] 
who has contributed so much to a better 
understanding of this important bill. 

Unless this body deletes from the bill 
those 18 "pork barrel" projects, to which 
the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. 
BROOMFIELD] and the other minority 
Members object, I iritend to cast my 
vote against the bill. 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
ask unanimous consent that the gentle
woman from Ohio [Mrs. BoLTON] may 
extend her remarks at this point in the 
RECORD. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 

- ~~? . 
There was no objection. 
Mrs. BOLTON. Mr. Chairman, the 

omnibus river and harbor bill, S. 497, is 
of deep interest to Clevelanders as it 
contains the authority-on page 63 of 
the bill and page 10 of the report-tore
place three bridges that are now a hin
drance to navigation at the port of 
Cleveland. 

The first of the bridges, Erie Railroad 
Bridge No. 19, · is located on the main 
stem of the Cuyahoga River. Its re
placement is essential if the larger ore 
boats are to move to the docks of theRe
public Steel Corp. and Jones & Laugh
lin Steel Corp. The other two bridges, 
Baltimore & Ohio' Bridge No. 32 and 
Willow Avenue Highway Bridge No. 33, 
are located on the Old River branch of 
the Cuyahoga River. These bridges 
prevent the larger ore boats from mov
ing to the Erie ore dock. 

Replacement of all three of these 
bridges is essential in the interest of 
national defense. The port of Cleve
land cannot function entirely . efficiently 
until all of these structures have been 
replaced. When that is done Cleveland 
will be able to take full advantage of the 
inner harbor-development program that 
has been going on for the last 20 years. 
The railroads, city of Cleveland, and in
dustries have all done their part on this 
project over the years . 

I am happy to speak in support of this 
section of the bill. 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
ask unanimous consent that the gentle
man from Ohio [Mr. DENNISON] may 
extend his remarks at this point in the 
RECORD. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
. to the request of the gentleman from 
Ohio? 

There was no obJection. 
Mr. D~ISON. Mr Chairman, I 

rise today in support of the authorized 
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projects in H. R. 11121. In that connec· 
tion I particularly desire to discuss with 
the Members of the House the project 
known as the West Branch Reservoir of 
the Mahoning River, Ohio. This proj· 
ect has been designed by the Corps of 
Engineers for the purposes of flood con
trol in the Mahoning River in the winter 
and spring and low flow augmentation 
during the summer and fall. 

It is proposed that the West Branch 
Reservoir, of which I speak, will be con
structed in an area to the west and south 
of Warren, Ohio, and to the east and 
south of Ravenna, Ohio, both of which 
are in my district. The entire project 
will lie within the 11th Congressional 
District of Ohio which I have the honor 
to represent. 

West Branch Reservoir will make a 
contribution to flood control in the en
tire area. I can remember year after 
year seeing Perkins Flats along the Ma
honing River in Warren, particularly in 
the springtime, covered with water. 
Those flats are where our children in the 
city of Warren play baseball, where we 
school and train our Little Leaguers. It 
is the place in the city of Warren the 
people are proud to call a park, when it 
is not under water. This condition which 
often still continues is but one isolated 
example of the· effect of seasonal rains 
and high water along the Mahoning 
River. With the construction of West 
Branch Reservoir to catch and store this 
surplus water, floods in such areas will 
be a thing of . the past. 

I need not remind the Members that 
northeastern Ohio contains within its 
bounds a tremendously dynamic indus
trial capacity and, although it is known, 
in the Mahoning Valley at least, prin
cipally as a basic steel producing area, 
I dare say that there is greater indus
trial activity in diversified fields such 
as electric lamps, steel fabricating, elec· 

. tric motors and cables and many other. 
All the industries in the valley require 

water for their operations and the only 
source of water is the Mahoning River 
itself. It is upon this river that the 
livelihood of thousands of working men 
and women depend. It is upon this river 
that the hopes and aspirations of many 
more thousands of working men and 
women in the future depend. For such 
job opportunities to be fully realized by 

·our people, it is, of course, a condition 
precedent that the factories themselves 
shall operate and operate successfully. 
They cannot do this without water. 

The West Branch Reservoir will give 
. a new incentiYe to industry to locate in 

the area and particularly a new hope 
to the people of Portage County where 
the dam will be constructed to seek more 
rewarding employment. The Corps of 
Engineers assures me that the water of 
the West Branch Reservoir will be avail
able for use by new industry which may 
desire to locate within the drainage area 
of the reservoir, a total of 80.5 square 
miles. Furthermore, the city of Ravenna 
may use the water from such reservoir 
if it so desires provided a suitable filtra· 
tion plant is located within the drainage 
area of the reservoir. This project then 
will mean much to the citizens of Trum
bull and Portage Counties. 

Some time ago and before I took office, 
a diversion on the Mahoning River was 
planned and authorized and is now in the 
process of construction. Its purpose is 
to increase the available water supply to 
the city of Youngstown, Ohio. Its effect 
-will be to divert usable water from the 
city of Warren, Ohio. An agreement 
entered into by the Corps of Engineers 
provides that up to 34 million gallons of 
water a day may be diverted to meet the 
needs of Youngstown. This means that 
34 million gallons which now flow in the 
·Mahoning River . through the city of 
Warren may ultimately be drawn off and 
bypass · Warren completely. 

You can readily see the effect on War
ren of this tremendous volume of water 
being taken away which the Corps of 
Engineers says is indispensable to the 
maintenance of stream conditions at 
Warren. 

In order to compensate for the po
·tentialloss of water in the Warren area, 
it is necessary that the ·west Branch 
Reservoir be constructed without delay. 
Even with the West Branch Reservoir 
which will provide an estimated maxi
mum of 27 million gallons per day, there 
will still be a net loss to the area which 

·I am honored to serve, of 7 million gal
·lons per day. West Branch will not solve 
the problems of the area, but it will at 
least put Warren back somewhere near 
the place it started. 

I am convinced from my study of the 
information given me by the Corps of 

·Engineers and my own personal knowl
edge of the area and from hearings 
which have been held on this matter, 
that the West Branch project is ex
tremely vital for the welfare and health 
of the citizens of perhaps the most dy
namic area in the country today. 

For these reasons I urge the House to 
approve this project without delay so 
that adequate flood control will be pro· 
vided in the wet seasons of the year to 
those along the Mahoning River, so that 
industrial development and employment 
in Trumbull County will increase, and 
so that residents of Portage County will 
enjoy the privilege of increased indus~ 
trial activity and greater job opportu
nities for all. 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
ask unanimous consent that the gentle
man from Minnesota [Mr. O'HARA] may 
extend his remarks at this point in the 

. RECORD. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 

to the request of the gentleman from 
-Ohio? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. O'HARA of Minnesota. Mr. Chair

man, S. 497 contains many worthy proj· 
ects and I do wish to comment on three 
which affect my Congressional District. 

One which offers tremendous future 
benefits to Minnesota would authorize 
certain improvements on the Minnesota 
River. It provides for improvement of 
the channel on that river which would 
not only improve navigation, but afford 
a tremendous development for industrial 
purposes along the Minnesota River from 
the mouth of that river upstream to mile 
14.2, and with the channel further ex· 
tended five-tenths of a mile upstream to 
mile 14.7. 

A further project would provide flood 
protection on the Minnesota River at 
Mankato and North Mankato, Minn., 
where in 1951 the town of North 
Mankato was flooded and practically all 
of the population of 5,000 persons had to 
be removed to other locations. In addi· 
tion other homes and business places 
and industrial locations were flooded in 
Mankato and LeHillier. In all, the flood· 
ing caused the evacuation of about 6,000 
persons when emergency protective 
measures proved to be ineffective. The 
United States district engineer reported 
that a repeat of the 1951 flood would 
cause damages estimated at over $2,· 
600,000, based on 1953 price levels. 

A third worthy project, which will be 
included in a Committee amendment, is 
that of a flood-control project at South 
St. Paul, Minn., which is located on 

_the Mississippi River and which was sub· 
jected to flood conditions in both 1951 
and 1952. These floods were particularly 
damaging to the South St. Paul stock· 
yards and the packingplants located 
there, as well as having a very severe ef. 
feet upon several large trunk sewers and 
the sewage disposal plant in the flooded 
area. 

The United States Army Engineers 
made a formal report, recommending the 
_construction of levees between miles 
834.5 and 832.6 at South St. Paul, to· 
gether with improving interior drainage 
facilities for the protection of the indus· 
trial area of the city, exclusive of the 
South St. Paul sewage disposal plant. 

In each of these projects the Board 
of Engineers finds that the projects are 
economically justified and recommends 
their construction, subject to certain re· 
quirements of local cooperation. The 
construction of each of these projects is 
urgently needed and I sincerely hope 
that passage of this legislation will au· 
thorize this highly needed construction. 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from 
Utah [Mr. DIXON]. 

Mr. DIXON. Mr. Chairman, like the 
gentleman from Colorado [Mr. AsPI
NALL], for whom I have a great regard, I 
rise in opposition to section 205, which 
puts a cloud on State water rights. On 
page 56 of the commmittee report it is 
stated: 

The committee has also removed the pro· 
viso concerning compliance with State laws 
and interstate compacts since this is not con
sidered to be necessary for projects con· 
structed by the Corps of Engineers. 

Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. Mr. Chair· 
man, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. DIXON. I yield. 
Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. Directing 

the gentleman's attention to the so· 
called Mack substitute, that in effect pro
vides that before our water laws can be 
complied with there must be an applica· 
tion made by the State or county. Does 
not the gentleman think it is proper that 
in both the substitute and this bill we 
clarify the language so that the reclama· 
tion States laws shall be complied with? 

Mr. DIXON. The gentleman is ex
actly right, and I support the amend
ment which my colleague [Mr. AsPINALL] 
will submit, also the one to be offered by 
the gentleman from California [Mr. 
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BALDWIN]. Either one of them will help 
correct our situation. 

The 17 Western States in the reclama
tion area are up in arms with the bill 
because it casts the cloud upon our water 
1·ights. We have enough things at this 
time to upset people without going out of 
our road to find them. So I plead with 
my colleagues here in the House to look 
with favor upon one or the other of these 
amendments, which will protect the 
States water rights. The water in many 
of our reclamation States is as valuable 
as the land. Conversely, the land is of 
no use without the water. When you 
cast a cloud upon the water rights it cre
ates more tension and apprehension. 

For these reasons, I hope we can get 
one or the other of these amendments to 
prQtect State water rights. 

A crucial problem facing Federal-land 
States is the preservation of State water 
rights against Federal ·invasion. If the 
Federal Government does not abide by 
State water laws, the water righ~s which 
have been long established under these 
laws will be threatened and their validity 
will be thrown into confusion. It would 
take decades of litigation in the courts 
to clarify the validity of existing water 
rights if the Federal Government is left 
free to encroach on them. 

There are 13 provisions of law enacted 
over a span of decades from 1866 to 1955 
which affirm and reaffirm . the position 
taken by Congress that the Federal Gov
ernment must observe and follow State 
water laws in the West. 

For example, the Desert Land Act of 
1877 severed water rights from Federal 
ownership of all public land so as to 
render the water subject to appropria.:: 
tion under State law. This position was 
accepted by the United States . Supreme 
Court which in a sweeping statement iii 
the case of California Oregon Power Co. 
v. Beaver Portland Cement Co. (295 
U.S., at 162-163), as follows: 

What we hold is that following the act of 
1877, if hot before, all nonnavigable waters 
then a part of the public domain became 
publici juris, subject to the plenary control 
of the designated States. · 

However, in a recent decision of the 
Supreme Court, doubt was injected into 
the generally accepted principles of 
water rights in the reclamation States. 
The case was Federal Power Commission 
v. Oregon (docket 367) decided June 6, 
1955. The applicant in the case did not 
acquire water rights for power genera
tion under the laws of Oregon, not
withstanding the provisions of section 
9 (b) and 27 of the Federal Water Power 
Act of 1920, as amended. The Supreme 
Court upheld the granting of the license 
to build the dam and produce power and 
declared that the Desert Land Act of 
1877 does not apply to the use of waters 
on lands reserved by the United States. 

This would work a revolutionary 
change, and Justice Douglas filed a dis
senting opinion in the case. He pointed 
out that the Court had departed from 
the ruling it previously made in Nebraska 
r..gainst Wyoming. He also _ cited other 
cases supporting his position. Justice 

Douglas then pointed out the importance 
of the decision: 

The rule adopted by the Court profoundly 
affects the economy of many States, 10 of 
whom are here in protest. In the West the 
United States owns a vast amount of land, 
in some States over 50 percent of all the land. 
If by mere Executive action the Federal lands 
may be reserved and all the water rights ap
purtenant to them returned to the United 
States, vast dislocations in the econo
mies of the Western States may follow. • • • 
Federal officials have long sought that au
thority (to reserve the water rights as well 
as withdraw the land). It has been con
sistently denied them. We should deny it 
again. Certainly the United States could 
not appropriate the water rights in defiance 
of Oregon law, if it built the dam. It should 
have no greater authority when it makes a 
grant to a private power group. 

Congress should attack the revolu
tionary rejection of established State 
water rights implicit in the Pelton Dam 
case. We should adopt either the Bald
win or the Aspinall amendment to re
quire that the Federal Government obey 
State water laws in the development of 
the projects in this public works authori
zation bill. 

In my State where the Federal Gov
ernment owns 72 percent of the land, 
the people want this amendment passed. 
The following is a telegram I received 
from Frank Shelly, director of the Utah 
State Farm Bureau: 

Strongly urge your vigorous support of 
action to restore requirement for compliance 
with State water law to S. 497. House Pub
lic Works Committee struck Senate approved 
proviso. Effect of deletion would be that 
Army Engineers could disregard State water 
law and rights thereunder. Extremely im
portant that rights under .state law be pro
tected. 

I would. also like to quote a resolution 
passed by the National Farm Bureau, 
which was recommended by most of the 
Western States especi~lly after votes had 
been taken in their State conventions, 
following votes taken in their county 
meetings: 

Water rights established by State law and 
State laws relating to the use of water should 
be respected by Federal agencies. We sup
port the enactment of legislation to provide 
for this. 

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
yield 3 minutes to ·the gentleman from 
Indiana [Mr. WILSON]. 

Mr. WILSON of Indiana. Mr. Chair
man, as I rise in support of the worthy 
projects in this bill, I am reminded of the 
fact that 18 years ago, when I first be
came a Member of this body, I was as
signed to the Committee on Flood Con
trol. The chairman was Will Whitting
ton, of Mississippi, perhaps the best-in
formed man on rivers and flood-control 
matters of any civilian in the United 
States. He was indeed a fine chairman 
as many of you will recall. 

After the Reorganization Act, the 
Committees on Flood Control, Rivers and 
Harbors, and Roads were combined into 
the single Public Works Committee. It 
was my privilege and pleasure to serve 
as chairman of the Subcommittee on 
Flood Control during the 80th Congress. 
As I recall, the distinguished gentleman 
of the majority party on the present 

Public Works Committee, Mr. DAVIS of 
Tennessee, served with me on that sub
committee. I am sure he will remem
ber the rigid standards which guided our 
subcommittee on the selection of projects 
in the rivers and harbors omnibus bill. 

We had about $4 billion of authorized 
flood-control projects awaiting appro
priations at that time. I understand we 
have more than that now. Knowing, as 
we did, that there were enough authori
zations to take care of future appropria
tions for 10 years or more, we required 
each new project approveq by the sub
committee to have a ratio of benefit to 
cost of 2 to 1 or better. Furthermore, 
these projects were to have cleared all 
interested Government agencies such as 
the Corps of Engineers, Agriculture, In
terior, and Commerce Departments, and 
the Bureau of the Budget. 

Under such a procedure there were no 
contro·versial proposals in the bill.· It 
passed this House in about 45 minutes, if 
my memory serves me correctly. . 

This present Congress has many new 
Members who represent changing eco
nomic conditions, shifts in· population, 
and so forth. There are new and de.:. 
sirable projects in the bill before us at 
this time. Should they be alJ.thorized? 
I certainly . believe they should be, and 
that we should group them into a clean 
omnibus bill and send them on to the 
President. I emphasize the necessity of 
having none but clean projects-projects 
which have cleared the interested Fed
eral agencies, recommended by the Corps 
of Engineers and which have a high ratio 
of benefit to cost: 

Members who have offered uncleared 
projects for this bilfhave had a full year 
in- which · to get them cleared with the 
Corps of Engineers and the necessary 

· Federal agencies. It is regrettable that 
this has not been done. 

My own project, construction of a dam 
and creation of a reservoir in an impor
tant area in southern Indiana, was one 
of those which had not been given a 
cl~an bill · of health when the other 
Chamber passed the omnibus bill last 
year. In the interim, however, I have 
been able to contact all the interested 
agencies and received their approval. 
Therefore, this project, which is known 
in Indiana as the Monroe Reservoir 
project, is included in this bill with all 
necessary approval. 

I am hopeful that other projects are 
similarly approved before the bill goes 
on to the White House. I suggest, there
fore, adoption of the minority substitute 
which I understand is to be offered: 

M.r. McGREGOR. Mr. Chairman, I 
ask unanimous consent that the gentle
man from Colorado [Mr. CHENOWETH] 
may extend his remarks at this point. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Ohio? · 

There was no objection. 
Mr. CHENOWETH. Mr. Chairman, I 

am happy to see this bill on the floor to
day. I am anxious to see an omnibus 
river and harbor and flood-control bill 
passed at this session. I was very disap
pointed when the bill passed in the 84th 
Congress was vetoed, and I h~pe that we 
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.can agree on-a bill which will have the 
approval of the President. 

There is only one project in this bill 
for the State of Colorado, and that is the 
Trinidad Dam on the Purgatoire River, 
located near Trinidad. The city of Trin
.idad suffered h~avy damages from a dev
astating flood in May 1955. I might 
.state that there have been recurrent 
floods on this river which have caused 
great damage in the city of Trinidad, and 
to the farms located below Trinidad on 
the river. It is important that this dam 
be constructed at the earliest possible 
date in order to prevent future damages 
to the property in this area. 
. This project was included in the previ
ous bill and there is no controversy over 
the s·ame·. ·There is a great deal of in
.terest in this -dam; which has been rec
ommended for construction by the Chief 
of Engineers as contained in House Doc
ument No. 325 -of the 84th Congress. 
There is an urgent need for this project 
in order to protect life and property in 
the city of Trinidad. This is a multiple
purpose project, and t:P,e farmers in the 
Trinidad area will purchase water for 
irrigation. No new land will be brought 
under cultivation, but there will be sup
plemental water for the land now being 
cultivated. 

Mr. Chairman, I have received anum
ber of communications from Colorado 
protesting against section 205 of this bill. 
There seems to be great concern over 
the languitge used in this section. There 
is a feeling that this section will jeopar
dize the water laws of the State of 
Colorado, an·d other western States. 

It is my understanding that it is not 
the intention of the committee to attack 
our State water laws, and I hope that 
this language can be revised so that 
there ·will be no doubt concerning the 
meaning of the same. It is essential 
that each State be permitted to regulate 
the water within its boundaries, without 
interference from the Federal Govern
ment. 

I will be happy to support an amend
ment which will remove all doubt con
cerning the interpretation of this sec
tion. I feel that language can be used 
which will clear up the confusion which 
now exists concerning the intent of this 
section. 

Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. Mr. Chair
man, I ask unanimous consent that the 
gentleman from Missouri [Mr. MouLDER] 
may extend his remarks at this point. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentl~man from 
Tennessee? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. MOULDER. Mr. Chairman, today 

we are considering legislation which has 
for its purpose the development of our 
natural resources for the benefit of the 
peop~e~ S. 497 is a good bill, providing 
for the future improvement of our econ
omy and also employment opportunities 
for our own country and our own citi
zens instead of contributing billions of 
the American taxpayers' dollars to the 
economies of 60 foreign countries in 
every port of the world, at a cost of $4 
billion annually. 

I shall support and vote for S. 497. 
. Mr. Speaker, I include as a part of 

my remarks the following letter from 

.Julius Helm, of the Missottti State Rtiral 
Electrification Association: 

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo., March 8, 1958. 
.Bon. MoRGAN M. MOULDER, 

House Office Building, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR MoRGAN: This is to give you the 
thinking of the REA co-op officials in 
Missouri on Senate bill 497, which is the · 
omnibus public-works bill authorizing riv
ers and harbors, navigation, and flood-con
trol projects. 

In a meeting last Wednesday, March 5, 
with approximately 100 co-op officials 
representing every rural electric cooperative 
in the State, Senate blll 497 was thoroughly 
discussed and it was the unanimous opinion 
of those present that the bill should be 
passed by the Hou~e for the following rea
sons: ( 1) these projects will be beneficial 
to the general public in controlling floods 
and conserving ~ natural resources, and (2) 
construction of these projects would be of 
general economic aid to the present receding 
national economy. Furthermore, ·we feel 
that some of the projects will contain power 
that is going to be badly needed in the very 
near future. Therefore, unless there are rea
sons unknown to us which make the proj
ects undesirable, we would sincerely appre
ciate your support of Senate bill 497 when 
it comes up on the floor of the House for 

. passage. 
With kindest personal regards. 

Sincerely yours, 
JULIUS HELM, 

General Manager, Missouri State 
Rural Electrification Association. 

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I ask 
unanimous consent to extend my re
marks at this point. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Pennsylvania? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I note that 

the week-end papers are filled with 
stories of a new and added proposal by 
the President concerning flood-control 
expenditures. In conjunction with this 
today we are presented with a new bill 
with $1% billion of the projects, both 
river and harbor and flood controls. I 
note that in the main most of the proj
ects are restricted to those recommended 
by the Secretary of the Army, the Chief 
of Engineers, and the Bureau of the 
Budget. 

Faced with an emergency need of 
quick and early activity in the matter of 
public works, I would recommend that 
this project be coupled with a new de
parture in a selection of projects. 

I would recommend that moneys be 
paid directly to the States through the 
various flood control, river and harbors 
departments for any projects that they 
now have and will have within a limited 
time which will be beneficial to the 
State's problems. 
. I have in mind, for instance, an im
mediate project requirement in West
moreland County, the District I repre
sent, calling for a 3-mile cleanup in a 
stream which vitally and seriously af
fects the community of Scottdale and 
surrounding areas. 

I have in mind the great need in the 
city of Philadelphia for harbor repairs 
which are all ready for immediate con
struction and contract. 

I have in mind the city of Pittsburgh 
with its great need in its river facilities 

with projects that are -now or c·an be 
made ready in a very short time. 
- I have in mind the city of Erie with 
.its lake-ports plans which are of great 
importance in the future planning for 
·the great St. Lawrence Seaway. 

I am thinking of the deepening of the 
·channels of the Delaware, the Schuylkill, 
and hundreds of other' streams in my own 
State of Pennsylvania which, I am sure, 
can be duplicated in every State in the 
Union. 

The States, in many instances, will 
have projects prepared, engineered, and 
ready to go. On projects that a State 
prepares, most have complete approval 
by the Federal agencies affected thereby 
so that there can be no argument that 
the projects will be harmful to the flood
control and river-and-harbors problems. 

I am sure that in the face of the im
mediate need for public works, this plan 
would expedite the contracting, con
struction, and repairs which, in turn, 
would give an immediate lift to the econ
omy of the Nation. It would not then 
be a waste .or a boondoggle, because these 
·projects have been prepared by the vari
ous States on the basis of need. The 
money can be made available directly to 
the various States of the Union and they, 
with proper clearance from the Federal 
agencies, can start to work almost imme
diately giving relief both to the affected 
areas as well as to the unemployed 
workers. 

I ask that the committee and the Con
gress give every consideration -to this 
proposal. 

In view of committee rules and the 
fact that S. 497 is on the calendar for ac
tion this week, I shall introduce a new 
bill to carry out the purpose outlined 
herein. 

Mr. THOMPSON of Texas. Mr. Chair
man, I ask unanimous consent to extend 
my remarks at this point. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Texas? 

There was no objection. 
· Mr. THOMPSON of Texas. Mr. 
Chairman, I find myself in a rather un
usual position. I have two projects in 
the original Public Works bill passed 
some 2 years ago and vetoed by the 
President. There is no question about 
their merit, and none has been raised at 
any stage of their progress. I want to 
see them passed, and under no circum
stances would I contribute to a move 
which would prejudice their successful 
conclusion. 

As I have listened to the debate on 
the measure today, I have been some
what puzzled to know just what projects 
are to be eliminated if the Republican 
substitute bill prevails. Some who have 
spoken have indicated that a measure 
which has the approval of the Chief of 
Engineers will be included in a commit
tee amendment which is acceptable to 
both sides of the aisle. If this is the 
case, I will have an additional project 
included-one which is very important 
to my District and particularly to Gal
veston County and the industrial city of 
Texas City. It provides for an $8 mil
lion seawall-and-dike project, some of 
which is to replace an inadequate struc
ture on which the city has depended for 
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many years. This measure has the 
complete approval of the Corps of Engi
neers. It was recommended to the 
committee by the Corps in last week's 
special meeting. This recommendation 
came in spite of the fact that the Bu
reau of the Budget gave it somewhat 
less than a wholehearted recommenda
tion. The Bureau said "there would be 
no objection to submission of the pro
posed report-by the Engineers-to the 
Congress at this time." It went on to 
say that they would recommend "that 
the project not be authorized until there 
has been an opportunity to review fur
ther the implications of the new pro
gram of hurricane flood protection pro
posed by the Chief of Engineers. In 
view of the predominantly local char
acter of the benefits anticipated from 
these projects. it is considered especially 
important that further study be given 
to the degree of non-Federal participa• 
tion in the cost of such projects." 

Thus, the Bureau gives a qualified ap
proval. The project meets every require
ment of the law which this Congress 
passed and of every policy it has estab
lished. The Bureau, in effect, tells us 
that maybe there will someday be a dif
ferent law and that therefore it should 
not be approved until it has been re
viewed further, and so forth. If this 
review is to be by the Congress, and I be
lieve that it is and should be, then the ac
tion of the committee last week has met 
the requirements of the Bureau of the 
Budget, and the project should be ap
proved. I can hardly believe that any
thing else was in the minds of the Bu
reau, particularly in the light of an 
article in yesterday's Washington Post 
reflecting that the President recom
mended a 3-year, $2.8 billion speedup in 
existing public works and housing pro
grams to recharge the slumping economy. 
It is my understanding that the Presi
dent has in mind flood-control projects 
of the exact nature of this Texas City 
project, of which I now speak. Ap
parently, therefore, the requirements of 
this Congress, and certainly of the Public 
Works Committee, have all been met; and 
it should be accepted by all here present. 
Should it be included in the final bill, 
there is nothing about it which should 
be objectionable to the President, since 
it has not been objected to by the Bureau 
for any reason of law whatsoever. As a 
matter of fact, I cannot find in the Bu
reau's letter of transmittal any objection 
whatsoever. Certainly, the Chief of 
Engineers has given his wholehearted 
recommendation. I hope the committee 
and the House will likewise approve it. 

Mr. "ELLIOTT. Mr . . Chairman, I ask 
unanimous consent to extend my re
marks at this point. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Alabama? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. ELLIOTT.. Mr. Chairman, I want 

to take this opportunity to do two 
things: 

First, I want to express myself as be
ing squarely in support of the bill now 
being debated in the Committee of the 
Whole House on the State of the Union. 
I refer to S. 497. 

Secondly, I want to take this oppor
tunity to congratulate this committee 
upon the fine bill it has brought to us. 
It contains, as I understand it, a total of 
130 projects. 

Now, it is my understanding that the 
committee is in agreement as to most 
of these projects. I am told that of the 
130 projects that the committee is in 
complete agreement on 112 of them. As 
I understand it, there is some disagree
ment about 18 of the projects. 

Mr. Chairman, this country needs a 
bill authorizing the construction, repair, 
and preservation of public works on our 
rivers and in our harbors for navigation, 
flood control, and for other purposes. 

The country has waited too long, al
ready, I think, for such a bill. 

The committee is aware of the fact 
that the President vetoed the public
works authorization bill which we 
passed in 1946. 

Along with you, I have heard the 
rumblings that the President might veto 
S. 497. I have no way of knowing what 
his attitude about this bill is, or might 
be after we pass it. It is his responsi
bility to approve it, or veto it as he sees 
it. I believe he will sign the bill, even 
though he might, and even though mem
bers of his party might 'disagree on the 
merits of some of the projects. 

Here today we have heard the old 
arguments that this is pork-barrel leg
islation, that there is already several 
billion dollars worth of projects author
ized that have not yet been built. 

I say to you, Mr. Chairman, that this 
is good legislation. A project cannot be 
built until it is authorized. Once au
thorized, the Congress can again exer
cise its judgment as to· whether it will 
build a particular project in the appro
priations process. It is certain that no 
project can be built until it is first au
thorized. 

If the economy of this country contin
ues to slide, as it has done for the past 6 
months, then it may become necessary 
for the Government to go into the build
ing of public works projects on a wide 
scale in order to fight unemployment and 
its ravages. 

Mr. Chairman, I am for this bill. 
Mr. Chairman, most of the members 

of the legislative committee know of my 
interest in the Tombigbee River and 
tributaries project in Mississippi and 
Alabama. 

This project has long been before the 
Congress. 

It was approved by the Congress in 
1956 for a lesser amount of local con
tribution by almost one-third than that 
contained in the bill before us. 

I am glad that the committee has 
again recognized the value of this proj
ect. I have long thought it to be a 
worthwhile project. 

The project is situated in an area that 
cannot pay the amount of local con
tributions recommended by the Corps of 
Engineers. 

Tomorrow in the amending phase of 
the debate on this measure, I trust that 
the House will retain this project, and 
all of the other projects embodied in this 
bill. I feel that the House committee 
has done a most excellent job in writing 
the bill. 

The authorization of the projects con
tained in this bill by the Congress will 
make America richer. These projects 
will make America stronger. They 
should be authorized. 

Mr. SEIDEN. Mr. Chairman, I ask 
unanimous consent to extend my re
marks at this point. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Alabama? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. SELDEN. Mr. Chairman, I urge 

the Members of the House to retain in 
the omnibus rivers-and-harbors bill 
now under consideration the sum of 
$19,199,000 which has been recom
mended for the Tombigbee River Valley 
flood-control project. 

The first attempt to gain Congres
sional approval of a flood-control proj
ect for the Tombigbee River Valley area 
was made in 1939, but it was not until 
1956 that Congress passed legislation 
authorizing the project. However, the 
legislation containing the authorization 
was vetoed by the President on August 
10, 1956. 

The Board of Engineers for Rivers 
and Harbors has recommended im
provement of the Tombigbee River and 
its tributaries by means of channel 
clearing and rectification on 22 tribu
tary streams, generally in accordance 
with the plans of the district engineer. 
The district engineer's plan involves 
about 466 miles of streams and provides 
principally for clearing all growth ex
cept trees larger than 10 inches in di
ameter from within 20 feet of the top 
of the banks; clearing the channels of 
snags, debris, and drift jams; and ex
cavating channel cutoffs and enlarge
ments. 

Two of the tributaries of the 
Tombigbee River-the Noxubee River 
and the Sipsey River-are partially lo• 
cated in the Sixth Congressional Dis
trict of Alabama, which I have the privi
lege to represent. The Sipsey River flows 
through Tuscaloosa and Greene Coun
ties in my District,. The Noxubee River 
flows southeasterly 135 miles through 
Noxubee County, Miss., and Sumter 
County, Ala., also in the Sixth District, 
to join the Tombigbee River just above 
Gainesville in Sumter County. 

For nearly 25 years, this area has been 
hit by heavy rainfall several times each 
year, with the annual precipitation es
timated at approximately 55 inches. In 
addition, ruinous floods occur about 
once every 10 years . . The floods and 
high water conditions have become pro
gressively worse, due chiefly to the very 
poor drainage system in the basin. The 
resulting damage to agriculture, which 
is the main livelihood of the people who 
live in the area, is most severe. Crops 
on inundated land are either destroyed 
or the yields are greatly reduced. 

Although the greater part of the flood 
losses occur in the rural areas, urban 
sections in the region inundated by ma
jor floods also suffer considerable dam
age and inconvenience. 

The Corps of Engineers has stated 
that the flood-control improvements rec
ommended in its report are both war
ranted and econom_ically justified. 
Therefore, I respectfully urge the Mem-
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bers of the House to support this ·im .. 
portant flood-control project. 

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. Chairman, . I 
ask unanimous consent to extend my 
remarks at this point. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection . 
to the request of the gentleman from 
South Dakota? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. Chairman, I 

rise in supoort of the billS. 497. I have 
always believed that public funds in
vested in the improved usage of our water 
resources represent a sound investment 
of the tax dollar. 

This is especially true today with the 
Nation's demands for water accelerating 
at an almost unbelievable rate. Aside 
from the normal peacetime benefits of 
proper water control and us_age, t:t;e r~
markable strides of the Soviet Umon m 
development of river projects oft'ers a new 
challenge to us in this field. 

Sometimes, however, worthwhile river 
development projects cause temporary 
hardships to local citizens that· ought to 
be eased as much as possible by Federal 
assistance. Such a case involves the St. 
Joseph Indian School at Chamberlain, 
S.Dak. 

In this instance, construction of the 
Fort Randall Dam and Reservoir, has 
contributed to a sewage disposal problem 
for the Indian school at Chamberlain. 
This is a privately operated church 
school Which provides care and educa
tional instruction for nearly 300 Indian 
children at no cost to the Government. 
The school operates on a meager. budget 
which is provided by voluntary contribu
tions. It would be difficult to fully evalu
ate the tremendous contribution that 
such an institution makes to the edu
cational,. economic, social, and moral life 
of the Indian youth of the area. 

Prior to the construction of the Fort 
Randall Reservoir at Chamberlain, the 
St. Joseph school had for years disposed 
of its sewage in the Missouri River chan
nel. Today, . however, this practice is 
regarded as a health hazard to the city of 
Chamberlain because the sewage is going 
into the new reservoir from which the 
city now draws its water supply. 

Local engineers estimate that it would 
cost approximately $42,000 for the In
dian school to attach its sewer system 
to the existing municipal system of the 
nearby city of Chamberlain. This is not 
a large sum of money, but it represents 
an almost impossible burden for the 
school to add to its already strained 
budget. It is entirely possible that this 
additional load would force the school to 
close, thus throwing the burden of main
tenance and education for nearly 300 
Indian children on the Federal and State 
agencies. 

The Army Engineers have argued that 
the Federal Government cannot be held 
legally responsible for the sewage prob
·Jems of the school since these facilities 
·were inadequate even before construc-
tion of the Missouri River Reservoir. 
The fact remains, however, that there 
was no public objection to the sewage
disposal practice of the Indian school 
prior to the time when Missouri River 
const-ruction forced ,the· scho.ol to revamp 

its disposal system and begin emptying 
into the newly created reservoir. _ 

Mr. Chairman, we have supported 
many programs that are far more costly 
and of no greater merit than this modest 
request for assistance to a benevolent in
stitution that has been faced with a 
serious problem since the Congress au
thorized the building of the Fort Randall 
Dam. I strongly urge my colleagues on 
the Republican side who are objecting to 
the support for this $42,000 authoriza
tion recommended by the Democratic 
majority of the House Public Works 
Committee to reconsider their objections 
and give us their support for this worth
while project. I do not see how we can 
in good conscience turn our backs on this 
request. 

In a recent letter to me from Father 
George Pinger, of the St. Joseph Indian 
School, this dedicated educational direc
tor said: 

After all, over the years, St. Joseph's has 
poured many thousands of dollars into caring 
for the Indian children of this area at the 
same saving for our Government. We are 
now launching upon a building program 
that will almost double our present facilities 
for caring for Indian children. We do not 
ask help of our Government in carrying on 
this work. It has been supported by private 
charities until now, and our friends will con
tinue to support us. Are we asking too much 
of our Government to simply repair the dam
age which the Government project has 
caused to St. Joseph's? 

Mr. Chairman, I most strongly urge the 
House to sustain this recommended proj
ect for the St. Joseph Indian School. 

Mr. CHRISTOPHER. Mr. Chairman, 
I ask unanimous consent to extend my 
remarks at this point. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Missouri? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. CHRISTOPHER. Mr. Chairman, 

a recent article by NEA Washington Cor
respondent Peter Edson in which he 
quotes Senator ELLENDER and General 
Itschner contains some very disturbing 
information. 

This article, which I am including 
herewith, brings out very graphically the 
fact that the near future is liable to find 
us trailing Russia in the production of 
hydroelectric power as well as sputniks 
and ICBM missiles. 

Mr. Edson's statement that the Rus
sian project on the Yenesey River will, 

· when completed, produce 6 million kilo
watts which he says is 75 million kilo
watts in excess of all the dams built by 
the United States Army Corps of Engi
neers in its entire history. 

Is it not high time that we began the 
utilization of all of our great water
power potential while we still have time. 

The article follows: · 
SEE U. S. S. R. SURPASSING UNITED STATES 

IN HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
(By Peter Edson) 

WASHINGTON.-8oviet Russia's hydroelec .. 
tric power production now approaches · and 
will soon surpass that of the United State~. 

Individual powerplants in Russia and Si
beria are far bigger than the largest installa· 
tions in America. 

Grand Coulee Dam on the Columbia, larg
est United States installation, has a capacity 
of 1.9 million kilowatts. 

The new United States-Canadian Niagara. 
powerplant .. on the St. Lawrence will have 'a. 
total capacity of 2.2 million kilowatts. 

But the U. S. S. R. has 10 plants ranging 
from 2 to 6 million kilowatts. One is almost 
complete, three more are under construction, 
six more are in advanced planning stage. · 

The 6 million kilowatts of the Yenesey 
River plant will be larger than the 5.25 mil
lion kilowatts capacity of all powerplants 
at all dams built by the United States Army 
Corps of Engineers in its history; 

Five Siberian plants will have a combined 
capacity 50 percent greater than all United 
States dams built by the Army, Bureau of 
Reclamation, and Tennessee River Valley 
Authority put together. 

This amazing picture of Russian power 
development comes from no less an au
thority than Maj. Gen. Emerson C. Itschner, 
Chief of United States Army Corps of En
gineers. It is based on Russian reports put 
together by Army intelligence. It is fully 
supported by Senator ALLEN J. ELLENDER, 
Democrat of Louisiana, who visite(l Russia. 
last year and was allowed to make movies of 
many installations. 

Testimony by Senator ELLENDER and Gen
eral Itschner before the Senate Interior and 
Public Works Committees have given Wash
ington a rude awakening on what was going 
on in Communist Boss Khrushchev's de
clared war to pass the United States in 
peaceful production. 

Only two new United States multiple-pur
pose water resources projects have been au
thorized during the Eisenhower. administra
tion. One is the Bureau of Reclamation's 
Colorado River development. The other is 
the St. Lawrence Seaway being built with 
Canada. 

General Itschner gives Russian engineers 
full credit for having developed construc
tion te<:hniques equal to America's. 

Since building materials are scarce, par .. 
ticularly concrete, the Russians go in for 
earth and rock-filled dams. 

Most Russian rivers flow through fiat 
country, so they .have few canyons or high 
dams. But they have four notable dams 
from 7 to 12 miles long. Fort Peck, longest 
in the United States, is 4 miles. Only one 
Russian dam failure has been reported: 

Total Russian hydroele<:tric power ca
pacity is put at 25.9 million kilowatts, but 
this does not include 44 powerplants whose 
size is unknown. Total United States hy- · 
droelectric capacity is 27.6 million kilowatt~. 

. This is about 16 percent of all United States 
electric power. Russian coal is of such in
ferior quality that more emphasis is put on 
hydroele<:tric power development than in 
this country. 

The Russians are building a . national 
transmission grid. Some of its lines carry 
400 kilovolts 500 to 600 miles. These are far 
heavier loads over greater distances than any 
United States lines. 

Russia is dispersing its powerplants, qe
veloping whole new e<:onomic areas, says 
General Itschner. This breaks up big in
dustrial concentrations like those in the 
United States Northeast and so reduces and 
scatters strategic bombing targets. 

Nearly all Russian water-resource develop .. 
menta are multipurpose, for power, irriga
tion, and navigation. They are financed by 
bond issues, says General Itschner. One 
such issue sold in 1952 was for the equivalent 
of $7 billion. . · 

Russia's inland waterways rival America's, 
though their traffic is less. Two Russian 
canals linking the Baltic and White Seas. 
The Caspian and Black Seas, permit inland 
construction and passage of submarines and 
destroyers to the ocean. Planned waterway 
development will link all these seas. 

Russian irrigation proje<:ts are also roughly 
-comparable to -America's, though some Rus
sian projects are larger. The biggest United 
States project irrigates a milllon acres. Th_e 
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Russians have five projects servicing from 
3.5 to 8.5 million acres. · 

Flood control i:s no particular problem to 
the Russians as spring floods_ have been 
regular and high for many years and people 
have not settled on bottom lands. Few 
levees have been built along river banks, 
though dikes are erected in cities. 

Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. Mr. Chair
man, I yield the balance of the time re
maining to the gentleman from Alabama 
[Mr. JONES]. 

Mr. JONES of Alabama. Mr. Cha~
man, I ask unanimous consent to reVlse 
and extend my remarks. 
- The CHAffiMAN. Is there obje~tion 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Alabama? 
~ere was no objection. 
Mr. JONES of Alabama. Mr. Cha~r

man, this is the most important bill, 
probably that the Congress has eon
aidered in several years relating to 
water resources· development. During 
130 years-from 1824 through 1953-
the Federal Government bas invested 
about $14 Y3 billion on water-resources 
projects. Federal expenditures have 
improved an_d made available so~e 237 
improved harbors and 28,000 miles of 
navigable streams on the inland water
ways, and we have plact::d water on 7 
million acres of land, which have been 
put under irrigation. We have pro
vided in excess of 20 million kilowatts 
capa~ity through hydroelectric plants 
producing some 18 percent of the li?tal 
generated eleettic energy in the l!n1t~d 
states. Water resources are growmg 1n 
importance in every section of tbe United 
states. The committee was most care
ful · to give geographical distribution so 
that there would be uniform progress in 
the development of this most important 
natural resource. · 

I want to point out that section 205 
(b), which has been discus$ed by several 
members of the committee, will he a most 
valuable adjunct, a valuable new ad
venture of Federal responsibility in the 

. development of water resources as a 
policy of the Federal ~overnment. . . 

This is an extremely 1mportant addi
tion to water resource legislation, look
ing forward many years into the future 
as we visualize bow our rivers and 
streams should be to take care of our 
expanding social and economic needs. 
The patterns that are now emerging
tremendous population growth, increas
ing necessity for millions of our citizens 
to find attractive outdoor areas fur rec
reation use sueh ·as could be provided by 
many of our rivers and streams, expand
ing economic developments of all types 
and varieties in the valleys,, and decline 
in :fish and wildlife resources-make it 
imperative that we look ahead and pro• 
vide now for our future needs. 

The gentleman from Oklahoma fMr. 
EDMONDSON] touched on a very vital and 
important need of water resource devel
.opment . and what those ~eeds would be 
for the futuve. Geological Surveys esti
mate that we are now withdrawing from 
subterranean water sources, from our 
,streams and rivers, about 180 billion gal
lons of water daily. That is a tremen
dous amount of water that is required 
for our daily use: The divisions of water 
use are about 17 billion gallons _daily used 

in our cities and towns; 83 billion gal .. 
Ions used for industry; and about 80 bil
lion for irrigation. More than a trillion 
gallons of water are used every day in 
the generation of hydroelectric power. 
What will be our water requirements in . 
the future? They are reflected in some 
rather stupendous .figures. It is esti
mated that the per capita use of water, 
which is now approximately 140 gallons 
daily, will increase annually about 5 per
cent. The industrial need in our coun
try will increase by 1975 to 130 billion 
gallons of water. Domestic consumption 
by 1975 will be raised by 7 billion gallons 
a day. In 1975 the total increase in 
water., based on present consumption, 
will be increased by 145 percent. In 
other words, we will need in 1975 reser
voir capacities that would serve 145 cities 
of the size of New York City, or it would 
require 11 Colorado Rivers to supply the 
great need of water in this country. 
When we anticipate the great need of 
water it only seems wise and prudent 
that we would make careful plans, and 
see that reservoir .capacities are extended 
to hold the necessary water that all of us 
will demand later. Today we are see
ing competition develop in certain areas 
of our country for the use of water. We 
have a tremendous drop in water in the 
plateaus of Texas. We have seen the 
depletion of water in the Western States 
where additional projects are needed in 
order to develop water resources. We 
have .seen the erosion of our beaches and 
the great flood damages that have been 
caused in the eastern part of the United 
States. We see industrial competition 
in all sections of the United States for 
water and we see new industries being 
set up all the time, each requiring tre;.. 
mendous quantities of water. The en!"" 
largement of the capacity of our reser
voirs will in large measure reduce the 
great competitive forces now engaged in 
trying to control the use of that water. 

I now yield to the gentlemen from 
Colorado [Mr. ROGERS]. 

Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. I ap
preciate the gentleman's yielding, and 1 
appreciate also the kind attention he 
has given to us in the reclamation West 
to try to interpret section 205 of the 
billS. 497. 

First of all 1 would like to ask the 
gentleman a question in connection with 
this bill. 

Page 80, section 202 provides that the 
provisions of section 1 of the act of De
cember 22, 1944-Public Law No. 534, 
78th Congress, 2d session-shall govern 
with respect to projects authorized in 
this act. - . . 

Do I understand that language means 
that all these flood control acts will be 
cont~olled by Public Law 534 as set 
forth? Is tha.t the gentleman's under
standing? 

Mr. JONES of Alabama. It is not 
only my understanding, but also let me 
make· a statement in clarification of the 
intention, and the language in the re
port of the committee, that neither the 
substitute nor the committee bfll amends 
the flood--control provisions of the 1944 
act that relate to section 205, and it will 
not disturb the appropriation of water 
in any reclamation State or area. 

I want to make that as positive and 
clear a.S i can. 

Let me. proceed a little further because 
I want to make another statement in 
·connection with this bill that is very 
important. Complaints ·are made in 
connection with some of these projects 
simply because they have an amount of 
local contribution which is less than that 
recommended by the Bureau of the Budg
et. The Bureau of the Budget follows 
a rigid formula in computing land en
hancement benefits and in some cases 
the committee has seen fit in its judg
ment to reduce this amount of contribu
tion simply becauses local interests can
not pay these large cash amounts, and 
these areas. mostly farming and rural 
sections, would be denied the relief of 
1lood control which the Government has 
provided throughout the country. Every 
one of these projects was carefully 
studied by the committee and, where the 
Bureau of the Budget requirements were 
deviated from, there was in the judg
ment of the committee good and suf
:ficient reason for this deviation. The 
projects I am talking . about are majo_r 
drainage projects which come within 
the scope of the drainage provision of 
the Flood Control Act of 1944. I want 
tO point out that this act never con
templated that a fine technical · dis
tinction be made between getting water 
oft the land through drainage and get
ting water off the land through other 
types of flood-control improvements. 

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the 
gentleman from Alabama has expired, 
all time for general debate bas expired. 

Pursuant to the rule the Clerk will now 
read the substitute committee ·amend
ment as an (,)],"iginal bill for the purpose 
of amendment. 

The Clerk read as follows: 
TITLE I-RIVERS AND HARBORS 

SEC. 101. That the following works of im
.Provement of rivers and harbors and c;>ther 
waterways for navigation, flood control, and 
other purposes are her~by adopted and au
thorized to be prosecuted under the direction 
of the Secretary of the Anny . and supervision 
o! the Chlet of Engineers, in accordance 
wlth the plans and subject to the conditions 
recommended by the Chief of Engineers in 
the respective reports hereinafter desig
nated; Provided, That the provisions of sec
tion 1 ofthe River and Harbor Act approved 
March 2, 1945 (Public Law No. 14, 79th 
Cong .• 1st sess.), shall govern with respect to 
projects authorized In this title; and the 
procedures therein set forth With respect to 
plans, proposals, or reports :for works of im
provement for navigation or .flood control 
and for irrigation and purposes incidental 
thereto, shall apply as lf herein set forth in 
full: 

Navigation 

Salem Harbor, Mass.: House Document No. 
31. 85th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$1,100,000; 

Boston Harbor, Mass.~ House DoClltnent 
.No. 349, '84th Oongress, at an estimated cost 
of $720,000; 

East Boat Basin, Cape Cod Canal. Mass.: 
House Document No. 168, 85th Congress. at 
an estimated cost of $360,000; 

Bridgeport Harbor. Conn.; House Docu
ment No. 136, 55th Congress, at an estimated 
cost or $2,soo,ooo; 

New York Harbor, N.Y.': Senate Document 
No. 45, '84th Congress, at an estimated eost 
o! $1;678.000; 
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Baltimore Harbor and Channels, Md.: 

House Document No. 86, 85th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $28,161,000; 

Herring Creek, Md.: House Document No. 
159, 84th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$110,000; 

Betterton Harbor, Md.: House Document 
No. 333, 84th Congress, at an estimated cost 
of $78,000; 

Delaware River Anchorages: House Docu
ment No. 185, 85th Congress, at an estimated 
cost of $24,447,000; 

Morehead City Harbor, N. C.: Senate Doc
ument No. 54, 84th Congress, at an estimated 
cost of $1,197,000; 

Escambia River, Fla.: House Document No. 
75, 85th Congress, -at an estimated cost of 
$61,000; 
· Gulfport- Harbor, Miss.: Senate Document 

No. 123, 84th Congress, maintenance; 
Barataria Bay, La.: House Document No. 

82, 85th Congress, at an estimated cost 
of $1,647,000; 

Pass Cavallo to Port Lavaca, Tex.: House 
Document No. 131, 84th Congress, at an esti
mated cost of $413,000; 

Matagorda ship channel, Port Lavaca, 
Tex.: House Document No. 388, 84th Con
gress, at an estimated cost of $9,944,000; 

Port Aransas-Corpus Christi Waterway, 
Tex.: La Quinta Channel: senate Document 
No. 33, 85th Congress, at an estimated cost 
of $954,000; 

Freeport Harbor, Tex.: House Document 
No. 433, 84th Congress, at an estimated cost 
of $317,000; ' 

Mississippi River between Missouri River 
and Minneapolis, Minn., damage to levee and 
drainage districts: House Document No. 135, 
84th Congress, at an estimated cost of $2,-
476,000; ' 

Mississippi River at Alton, Ill., commercial 
harbor: House Document No. 136, 84th Con
gress, at an estimated cost of $246,000. 

Mississippi River .at Alton, Ill., small-boat 
harbor: House Document No. 136, 84th Con
gress, at an estimated cost of $62,000: Pro
vided, That Federal participation in the pro-

. vision of the general navigation facilities 
shall not exceed 50 percent of the cost there
of; 
- Mississippi River at Clinton, Iowa, Beaver 

Slough: House Document No. 345, 84th Con
gress, at an estimated cost of $241,000; 

Mississippi River at Clinton, Iowa, report 
on damages: House Document No. 412, 84th 
Congress, at an estimated cost of $147,000;. 

Mississippi River between St. Louis, Mo., 
and Lock and Dam No. 26: Senate Document 
No. 7, 85th Congress, at an estimated cost 
of $5,802,000; 

Mississippi River between the Missouri 
River and Minneapolis, Minn.: Modification 
of the existing project in the Mississippi 
River at St. Anthony Falls, Minneapolis, 
Minn., House Document No. 33, 85th Con
gress; 

Minnesota River, Minn.: Senate Docu
ment No. 144, 84th Congress, at an esti
mated cost of $2,539,000: Provided, That the 
channel may be extended five-tenths of a 
mile upstream to mile 14.7 at an estimated 
additional cost of $5,000; 

Ohio River at Gallipolis, Ohio: House Doc
. ument No. 423, 84th Congress, at an esti
mated cost of $66,000; 

Licking River, Ky.: House Document No. 
434, 84th Congress, maintenance; 

Saxon Harbor, Wis.: House Document No. 
169, 85th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$393,500; 

Two Rivers Harbor, Wis.: House Document 
No. 362, 84th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$66,000; 

Port Washington Harbor, Wis.: House 
Document No. 446, 83d Congress, at an esti
mated Federal cost of $1,760,000: Provided, 
That local interests shall continue 43Ya 
percent of the total cost of the project; 

St. Joseph Harbor, Mich.: Senate Docu
ment No. 95, 84th Congress, maintenance; 

Old Channel of·Rouge River, Mich.: House 
Document No. 135, 85th Congress, at an 
estimated cost of $101,500; 

Cleveland Harbor, Ohio: House Docu
ment No. 107, 85th Congress, at an estimated 
cost of $14,927,000; 

Toledo Harbor, Ohio: House Document No. 
436, 84th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$859,000; 

Irondequoit Bay, N. Y.: House Document 
No. 332, 84th Congress, at an estimated cost 
of $1,865,000: Provided, That Federal partici
pation in the provision of the general naviga
tion facilities shall not exceed 50 percent of 
the cost thereof; 

Yaquina Bay and Harbor, Oreg.: Senate 
Document No. 8, 85th Congress, at an esti
mated cost of $19,800,000; 

Siuslaw River, Oreg.: House Document No. 
204, 85th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$1,693,100; 

Port Townsend Harbor, Wash.: House 
Document No. 418, 84th-Congress, at an esti
mated cost of $387,000; 

Bellingham Harbor, Wash.: Senate Docu
ment No. 46, 85th Congress, at an estimated 
cost of $83,700; 

Douglas and Juneau Harbors, Alaska: 
House Document No. 286, 84th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $1 ,394,000; 

Dillingham Harbor, Alaska: House Docu
ment No. 390, 84th Congress, at an estimated 
cost of $372,000; 

Naknek River, Alaska, House Document 
No. 390, 84th Congress, at an estimated cost 
of $19,000; 

Cook Inlet, navigation improvements, 
Alaska: House Document No. 34, 85th Con
gress, at an estimated cost of $5,199,200; . 

S ::m Juan Harbor, P. R.: House Document 
No. 38, 85th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$6,476,000; 

Beach erosion 
:State of Connecticut, area 9, East River to 

New Haven Har-bor: House Document No. 395, 
84th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$12,000; 

Connecticut shoreline, areas 8 and 11, 
Saugatuck River -to Byram River: House Doc
ument No. 174, 85th Congress, at an esti
mated cost of $229,000; 

Fire Island Inlet, Long Island, N. Y.: 
House Document No. 411, 84th Congress, at an 
estimated cost of $2,724,000; 

Asbury Park to Manasquan, N. J., ln ac
cordance with the plan and subject to the 
conditions for that portion of the shore of 
New· Jersey as recommended by the Chief of 
Engineers in his report on the shore of New 
Jersey from Sandy Hook to Barnegat Inlet, 
House Document No. 361, 84th Congress, as 
modified by the report of the Beach Erosion 
Board dated May 6, 1957, at an estimated cost 
of $1,823,000; 

Delaware Coast from Kitts Hummock to 
Fenwick Island, Del.: House Document No. 
216, 85th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$28,000; 

Manitowoc County, Wis.: House Document 
No. 348, 84th Congress, · at an estimated cost 
of $50,000; . 

Fair Haven Beach State Park, N.Y.: House 
·Document No. 134, 84th Congress, at an esti
mated cost of $114,000; 

Hamlin Beach State Park, N. Y.: House 
Document No. 138, 84th Congress, an an esti
mated cost of $404,000; 

Santa Cruz County, Calif.: House Docu
ment No. 179, 85th Congress, at an estimated 
cost of $516,000; 

San Diego County, Calif.: House Document 
No. 399, 84th Congress, at an estimated cost 
Of $289,000; 

Waimea Beach and Hanapepe Bay, Island 
of Kauai, Territory of Hawaii: House Docu
ment No. 432, 84th Congress, at an estimated 
cost of $20,000. 

SEc. 102. That the Secretary of the Army 
is hereby authorized to reimburse local in
terests for such work done by them, on the 
beach erosion projects authorized in section 

101, subsequent to the inltlatlon of the co
operative studies which form the basis for the 
projects: Provided, That the work which may 
have been done on these projects is ap
proved by the Chief of Engineers as being in 
accordance with the projects hereby adopted: 
Provided further, That such reimbursement 
shall be subject to appropriations applicable 
thereto or funds available therefor and shall 
not take precedence over other pending proj
ects of higher priority for improvements. 

SEc. 103. That pending fulfillment of the 
conditions of local cooperation for the Gulf 
Intracoastal Waterway, Algiers Canal, as 
authorized by the River and Harbor Act of 
March 2, 1945, appropriations heretofore or 
hereafter made for maintenance of rivers and 
harbors may be used for operation and main
tenance of the railroad bridge over Algiers 
Canal for the period from September 1, 1956, 
to December 31, 1958. 

SEc. 104. That there is hereby authorized 
a comprehensive project to provide for con
trol and progressive eradication of the water 
hyacinth, alligator weed, and other obnox
ious aquatic plant growths from the nav
igable waters, tributary streams, connecting 
channels, and other allied waters in the 
States of North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Lou
isiana, and Texas, in the combined interest 
of navigation, flood control, drainage, ag
riculture, fish and wildlife conservation, 
public health, and related purposes, includ
ing continued research for development of 
the most effective and economic control 
measures, at an estimated additional cost 
for the expanded program over that now 
underway of $1,350,000 annually for 5 years, _ 
of which 75 percent, presently estimated at 
$1,012,500, shall be borne by the United 
States and 25 percent, presently estimated at 
$337,500, by local interests, to be adminis
tered by the Chief of Engineers, under the 
directipn· of the Secretary of the Army in 
cooperation with other Federal and State 
agencies in accordance with the report of 
the Chief of Engineers, published as House 
Document No. 37, 85th Congress: Provided, 
That local interests agree to hold and save 
the United States free from claims that niay 
occt1-r from such operations and participate 
to the extent of 25 percent of the cost of the 
additional program: Provided further, That 
Federal funds appropriated for this project 
shall be allocated by the Chief of Engineers 
on a priority basis, based upon the urgency 
and need of each area, and the availability 
of local funds. 

SEc. 105. That for preliminary examina
tions and surveys authorized in previous 
river and harbor and flood control acts, the 
Secretary of the Army is hereby directed to 
cause investigations and reports for naviga
tion and allied purposes to be prepared un
der the supervision of the Chief of Engineers 
in the form of survey reports, and that pre
liminary examination reports shall no longer 
be required to be prepared. 

SEc. 106. That the improvement of Apa.
lachicola Bay, Fla., authorized by the River 
and Harbor Act of 1954 in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Chief of Engi
neers in House Document No. 156, 82d Con
gress;- and the improvement of Apalachicola 
Bay, Fla., channel across St. George Island, 
authorized by the River and Harbor Act of 
1954, in accordance with the recommenda
tions of the Chief of Engineers in House 
Document No. 557. 82d Congress, are hereby 
modified to provide that the Secretary of the 
Army shall reimburse local interests for such 
work as they may have done upon the proj
ects insofar as this work shall be approved 
by the Chief of Engineers and found to have 
been done in accordance with the projects 
adopted by the act of 1954: Provided, That 
reimbursement shall be based upon the re
duction, in the amount of material which 
will have to be removed to provide project 
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dimensions e.t .such time as Federal dredg
ing of the channels ls undertaken: Provided 
further, That such reimbursement shall be 
subject to appropriations applicable thereto 
and shall not take precedence over author
ized Federal improvements of higher prior• 
ity. 

SEC. 107. That the improvement of Pas
cagoula Harbor. Dog River Cutoff. Miss., 
authorized by the River and Harbor Act ·of 
1950, in accordance with the recommenda
tions of the Chief of Engineers in House 
Document No. 188, 81st Congress, ls hereby 
modified to provide that the Secretary of the 
Army shall reimburse local interests for such 
work as they may have done on this project, 
within the limits of the Federal portion of the 
project, over and above any .items r.equired 
as a part of the local cooperation for the 
project, insofar as the same shall be approved 
by the Chief of Engineers and found to have 
been done in accordance with project modifi
cation adopted in said act: Provided, That 
such payment shall not exceed the sum of 
$44,000: Provided further, T~t such reim
bursement shall be subject to appropriations 
therefor and shall not have precedence over 
authorized Federal improvements of higher 
priority: And provided further_, That no re
imbursement to local interests shall be made 
until they have met all the requirements of 
local cooperation in the recommendations of 
the Chief of Engineers in House Document 
No. 188, 81st Congress. 

SEC. 108. That the Federal project struc
tures, appurtenances, and real property of the 
Upper Fox River, Wis., .shall be disposed of in 
accordance with the provisions of this sec
tion: Provided,, That all or any part of 
the right, title, and interest of the United 
States to any portion of the said property 
may, regardless of any other provision of law, 
be conveyed, upon such terms and conditions 
as may be advisable: Provided further. That, 
if the State of Wisconsin offers to take over 
said property und~r the terms and conditions 
hereinafter prescribed, the Secretary of the 
Army is hereby authorized to convey by quit
claim deed to said State, without monetary 
consideration, all such right, title, and inter
est of the United States in said property, 
and the United States shall thereafter have 
no further obligations with respect to the 
property so conveyed. In consideration of 
the State accepting such conveyance and as
suming responsibility for said property, there 
is hereby authorized to be expended from ap
propriations hereafter made for clvi1 func
tions administered by the Department of the 
Army toward the work of placing the project 
facilities ln a condition suitable for public 
purposes, not to exceed $300,000. The Chief 
of Engineers is authorized to enter into agree
ments with the duly authorized representa
tives of the States with respect to the details 
of the work to be performed and transfer of 
the property. If the State. fails to present a 
satisfactory offer within 2 years after the 
date of enactment of this act, said property 
may be disposed of pursuant to the provisions 
of existing law and upon such terms and con
ditions as may be determined. to be in the 
public interest: And provided further, 'That 
after acceptance of said property by the State 
of Wisconsin, the Federal laws, other than the 
Federal Power Act, governing the protection 
and preservation of navigable waters shall 
not apply to the reach of the Upper Fox River, 

_Wis., above its juncture with the mouth of 
the Wolf River. 

SEc. 109. The project for the Illinois Water
way and Grand Calumet River, IlL and Ind. 
(Calumet-Sag navigation project), author
ized by the River and Harbor Act of .July 24, 
1946, is hereby modified in accordance with 
the recommendat-ions in House Document 
No. 45, 85th Congress, Insofar as they apply 
to existing highway bridges in part I, Sag 
Junction to Lake Calumet, at an estimated 
additional cost of $9,884,000. 

SEC. 110. (a) The Secretary of the Army 
hereby is authorized to acquire on behalf 

.of the United State.s the fee-simple title in · 

.and to the lands In the lake (known as 
Sinnissippl Lake) eceated by the Government 
dam constructed across Rock River between 
Sterling and Rock Falls, Dl., and over which 
the United States now holds flowage rights 
or easement, and in and to all other lands 
upon which the United States has rights or 
easements used for the purpose of and ap
purt.enant to the operation of the Federal 
project known as the Illinois and Mississippi 
Canal (which lake, canal, feeder, and appur
tenances thereto are referred to collectively 
in this section as the canal) in the State of 
Illinois; said fee-simple title to be acquired 
subject to the continuing right of access to 
Sinnissippi .Lake by the riparian owners 
whose land adjoins and abuts said lake. 
Such acquisition may be accomplished by 
purchase, acceptance of donation, exchange, 
exercise of the power of eminent domain, or 
otherwise. 

{b) The Secretary of the Army further is 
authorized, out of appropriations hereafter 
made for civil functions administered by the 
Department of the Army, to cause the canal 
to be repaired and modified for the purpose 
of placing the same in proper condition for 
public recreational use other than through
navigation, including (but not limited to) 
the repair or reconstruction of the afore
said Government dam across Rock River; the 
repair or reconstruction of .retaining walls, 
embankments, and fixed portions of the lock 
and dam structures, on both the feeder and 
the main portions of the canal; the removal 
of presently existing lock gates and the con
struction of fixed dams in lieu thereof; the 
repair of culverts, drainage ditches, fences, 
and other structures and improvements, ex
cept bridges and roads, which the United 
States has maintained or has been obligated 
to maintain; the replacement of aqueducts 
with inverted siphons or flumes; such other 
repair, renovation, or reconstruction work 
as the Chief of Engineers may deem neces
sary or advisable to prepare the canal for 
public recreational use other than through
navigation; and the sale or other disposition 
of equipment, buildings, and other struc
tures which are designated by the State of 
Illinois as not suitable or needed for such 
use. The work of repair and modification 
shall be performed by the Co:rps of Engi
neers, and upon completion thereof the Chief 
of Engineers shall certify such completion to 
the Secretary of the Army. The work of 
repair and modification authorized in this• 
subsection, as well as the land acquisition 
authorized in the preceding subsection, shall 
not be commenced prior to the approval by 
the Chief of Engineers and the responsible 
State representative of the agreement au
thorized in subsection (e) which shall in
clude assurance from the State of Illinois 
that it will accept the conveyance of all 
right, title, and interest of the United States 
in and to the canal. Upon such conveyance, 
the United States shall have no further obli
gation with respect to the canal. 

(c) Upon the request or the State of Illi
nois and of any corporation owning a rail
road which crosses a bridge over the canal, 
the Secretary of the Army is authorized to 
convey to said corporation, at any time be
fore the conveyance of the canal to the State 
of lllinois as provided in subsection (d) of 
this section, all right, title, and interest of 
the United States in and to such bridge, and 
the Qelivery of any such brldge conveyance 
shall operate as a complete release and dis
charge of the United States from all further 
obligation with respect to such bridge. If 
the request also provides for the replace
ment of such bridge with a land fill, the 
Secretary of the Army further is authorized 
to permit the said corporation to make such 
replacement, but shall require adequate pro
vision tor cUlverts and Other structures 
allowing passage of the waters of the eanal 
and necessary drainage, and 'for right-of-way 
for necessary and appropriate road crossings. 

(d)- The Secretary of · the Army further 
is authorized and directed, upon execution 
of the foregoing provisions of this section, 
to convey and transfer to the State o.f Illi· 
nois, by quitclaim deed and such other in
struments as the Secretary may deem ap
propriate, without further consideration, 
the property of the canal; and to execute 
such other documents and to perform such 
other aets as ·shall be necessary and appro
priate to complete the transfer to the said 
State of all right, title, and interest of the 
United States in and to the canal. Upon 
and .after the delivery of such deed, the 
State of Illinois is authorized, at all times, 
to use such quantity of water drawn from 
Rock River at Sinnissippi Lake, as is adequate 
and appropriate to operate the canal for 
public recreational use other than through
navigation. 

(e) In the '€Xecution Qf the provisions of 
this section, the Chief of Engineers is au
thorized to enter into agreements with the 
duly authorized representatives of the State 
of Illinois with .respect to the details of re
pair and modification of the canal and the 
transfer thereof to the State. 

(f) There is hereby authorized to be ap
propriated the sum of $2 million to carry 
out the provisions of this section. 

SEC. 111. Whenever, during the construc
tion or reconstruction of any navigation, 
flood control, or related water development 
project under the direction of the Secre:. 
tary of the Army, the Chief of Engineers 
determines that any structure or facility 
owned by au agency of the Government and 
utilized in the performance of a governmen
tal function should be protected, altered, 
reconstructed, relocated, or replaced to meet 
the requirements of navigation or flood con
trol, or both; or to preserve the safety or 
integrity of such facility when its safety or 
usefulness is determined .by the Chief of 
Engineers to be adversely affected or threat
ened by the project, the Chief of Engineers 
may, if he deems such action to be in the 
public interest, enter into a contract pro
viding for the payment from appropriations 
made for the construction or maintenance 
of such project, of the reasonable actual cost 
of such remedial work, or for the payment 
of a lump sum representing the estimated 
reasonable cost: Provided, That this section 
shall not be · construed as modifying any 
existing or future requirement of local co
operation, or as indicating a policy that local 
interests shall not hereafter be required to 
assume costs of modifying such facilities. 
The provisions of t41s section may be ap
plied to projects hereafter authorized and 
to those heretofore authorized but not com
pleted as of the date of this act, and not
withstanding the navigation servitude 
vested in the United States, they may be 
applied to such structures or facilities oc
cupying the beds of navigable waters of the 
United States. 

SEc. 112. The Secretary of the Army is 
hereby authorized and directed to cause sur
veys to be made at the following named lo
calities and subject to all applicable pro
visions of section 110 of the River and Har
bor Act of 1950: 

Stave Island Harbor at South Goldsboro, 
Maine. 

Short Sands ·Section of York Beach, York 
County, Maine. 

Tashmoo Pond, Martha's Vineyard, Mass. 
Sachem's Head Harbor at GuUford, Conn. 
Poquonock River at Groton, Conn. 
Hammonds Cove, entrance to Locust Point 

Harbor, Long Island Sound, N.Y. 
Indian River Bay to Assawoman Canal 

known as White's Creek, and up White's 
Creek, Del. 

Indian River Bay via Pepper's Creek to 
Dagsboro, Del. 

Chesapeake Bay and tributaries, Maryland, 
Delaware, and Virginia, with a View to ellm_i• 
nation of the water chestnut {Trapa Natans). 

T 
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Area from Cuckold Creek through Neale 

Creek ·and Neale Sound to the Wicomico 
River, Charles County, Md., to determine the 
feasibility of providing a safe and continuous 
inland channel for the navigation of small 
boats. '· 

Currioman Bay, Va. 
Tabbs Creek, Lancaster County, Va. 
Wrights Creek, N.C. 
Savannah River, with a view to providing 

9-foot navigation to Augusta, Ga. 
Little Gasparilla Pass, Charlotte County, 

Fla. 
Frenchman Creek, Fla. 
Streams and harbor facilities and needs 

therefor at and in the vicinity of Bayport, 
Fla., in the interest of present and prospec
tive commerce and other purposes, with the 
view of improving the harbor facilities of 
Bayport as a port for commerce and for re
fuge on the Gulf of Mexico. 

Channel from Lynn Haven Bayou, Fla., 
into North Bay, Fla. 

Small-boat channel from the port of Pan
acea, Fla., in Apalachee Bay, Fla. 

Dredge channel, vicinity of Sunshine Sky
way, Tampa Bay, Fla. 

Tampa Bay, Fla., with a view to deter
ming the feasibility of a fresh water lake at 
that location. 

Apalachicola River Chipola Cutoff, Fla., 
via Wewahitchka, with a view to providing a 
channel 9 feet deep and 100 feet wide. 

Apalachicola River, Fla., in the vicinity of 
Bristol and in the vicinity of Blountstown. 

Streams at and in the vicinity of Gulfport, 
Fla. 

Missouri River, with a view to extending 
9-foot navigation from Sioux City, Iowa, to 
Gavins Point Dam, South Dakota-Nebraska. 

Channel from Port Inland, Mich., to deep 
water in Lake Michigan.· 

Connecting channel between Namakan 
Lake and Ash River, Minn. 

Camp Pendleton Harbor and Oceanside, 
Calif., with a view to determining the extent 
of Federal aid which should be granted 
toward recommended beach erosion control 
measures at Oceanside, Calif., in equity with
out regard to limitations of Federal law ap
plicable to beach erosion control. 

Anaheim Bay, Calif., with a view to deter
mining the extent of Federal aid which 
should be granted in equity without regard 
to limitations of Federal law applicable to 
beach erosion control. 

SEc. 113. Title I may be cited as the "River 
and Harbor Act of 1957." 

TrrLE II-FLOOD CONTROL 

SEc. 201. That section 3 of the act ap
proved June 22, 1936 (Public Law No. 738, 
74th Cong.), as amended by section 2 of 
the act approved June 28, 1938 (Public Law 

· No. 761, 75th Cong.), shall apply to an 
· works authorized in this title except that 

for any channel improvement or channel rec
tification project, provisions (a), (b), and 
(c) of section 3 of said act of June 22, 1936, 
shall apply thereto, and except as otherwise 
provided by law: Provided, That the authori
zation for any flood-control project herein 
adopted requiring local cooperation shall ex
pire 5 years from the date on which local in
terests are notified in writing by the Depart
ment of the Army of the requirements of 
local cooperation, unless said interest shall 
within said time furnish assurances satisfac
tory to the Secretary of the Army that the 
required cooperation will be furnished. 

SEc. 202. The provisions of section 1 of the 
act of December 22, 1944 (Public Law No. 
534, 78th Cong., 2d sess.), shall govern 
with respect to projects authorized in this 
act, and the procedures therein set forth 
with respect to plans, proposals, or reports 

· for works of improvement for navigation or 
flood <:ontrol and for irrigation and purposes 
incidental thereto shall apply as if herein set 
forth in full. 

SEc. 203. The following works of Improve
. ment for the benefit of ·n:avigatlon ana the 
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control of destructive floodwaters and other 
purposes are hereby adopted and authorized 
to be prosecuted under the direction of the 
Secretary of the Army and the supervision 
of the Chief of Engineers in accordance with 
the plans in the respective reports herein
afte:r designated and subject to the condi
tions set forth therein: Provided, That the 
necessary plans, specifications, and prelimi
nary work may be prosecuted on any project 
authorized in this title with funds from 
appropriations heretofore or hereafter made 
for :ftood control so as to be ready for rapid 
inauguration of a construction program: 
Provided further, That the projects author
ized herein shall be initiated as expeditiously 
and prosecuted as vigorously as may be con
sistent with budgetary requirements: And 
provided further, That penstocks and other 
similar facilities adapted to possible future 
use in the development of hydroelectric 
power shall be installed in any dam author
ized in this act for construction by the De
partment of the Army when approved by 
the Secretary of the Army on the recom
mendation of the Chief of Engineers and the 
Federal Power Commission. 

Connecticut River Basin 
In addition to previous authorizations, 

there is hereby authorized to be appropriated 
the sum of $24 million for the prosecution 
of the comprehensive plan for the Connec
ticut River Basin, approved in the act of 
June 28, 1938, as amended and -supplemented 
by subsequent act of Congress and such 
comprehensive plan is hereby modified to 
include the construction of the Littleville 
Reservoir on the Middle Branch of Westfield 
River, Mass., substantially in accordance 
with the recommendations of the Chief of 
Engineers in Senate Document No. 17, 85th 
Congress, at an estimated cost of $5,090,000. 

The project for the Mad River Dam and 
Reservoir on the Mad River above Winsted, 
Conn., is hereby authorized substantially in 
accordance with the recommendations of the 
Chief of Engineers in House Document No. 
137, 85th Congress, at an . estimated cost of 
$5,430,000. 

Housatonic River Basin 
The project for the flood-control dam and 

reservoir on Hall Meadow Brook in Torring
ton and Goshen, Conn., is hereby authorized 
substantially in accordance with the recom
mendations of the Chief of Engineers in 
House Document No. 81, 85th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $1,960,000. 

The project for the flood-control dam and 
reservoir on the East Branch of the Nauga
tuck River in Torrington, Conn., is hereby 
authorized substantially in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Chief of Engi
neers in House Document No. 81, 85th Con
gress, at an estimated cost of $1,780,000. 

Hudson River Basin 
The project for :ftood protection on the 

Mohawk River, N. Y., is hereby authorized 
substantially in accordance with the recom
mendations of the Chief of Engineers in 
House Document No. 172, 85th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $2,069,000. 

Pantego and CuckZers Creek, N. c. 
The project for :ftood protection on Pantego 

and Cucklers Creek, N. C., is hereby author
ized substantially in accordance with recom
mendations of the Chief of Engineers in 
House Document No. 398, 84th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $413,000. 

Savannah River Basin 
In addition to previous authorizations, 

there is hereby authorized the completion of 
Hartwell Reservoir, approved in the Flood 
Control Acts of December 22, ·1944, ·and May 
17, 1950, in accordance with the report of 
the Chief of Engineers contained in House 
Document No. 657, 78th Congress, at an esti
mated cost of ·$44,300,000. 

Cen-tral and 'southern Florida 
In addition to previous authorizations, 

there is hereby authorized to be appro
priated the sum of $40 million for the prose
cution of the comprehensive plan for :ftood 
control and other purposes in central and 
southern Florida approved in the act of June 
30, 1948, and subsequent acts of Congress, 
and such comprehensive plan is hereby 
modified to include the following items: 

The project tor canals, levees, water con
trol structures on the west side of the Ever
glades agricultural and conservation areas in 
Hendry County, Fla., substantially in ac
cordance with the recommendations of the 
Chief of Engineers contained in Senate Docu
ment No. 48, 85th Congress, at an estimated 
cost of $3,172,000: Provided, That cost shar
ing for the works herein authorized shall be 
on the same basis as that prescribed for 
works authorized in the Flood Control Act of 
1954. 

Mobile River Basin 
(Tombigbee, Warrior, and Alabama-Coosa) 

The project for :ftood control and related 
· purposes on the Tombigbee River and tribu
taries, Mississippi and Alabama, is hereby au
thorized substantially in accordance with rec
ommendations of the Chief of Engineers in 
his report published as House Document No. 
167, 84th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$19,199,000: Provided, That in lieu of the 
cash contribution contained in item (f) of 
the recommendations of the Chief of Engi
neers, local interest contribute in cash or 
equivalent work, the sum of $1,585,000 in 
addition to other items of local cooperation. 

The project for :ftood protection on the 
Alabama River at Montgomery, Ala., is here
by authorized substantially in accordance 
with the recommendations of the Chief of 
Engineers in House Document No. 83, 85th 
Congress, at an estimated cost of $1,300,000. 

Lower Mississippi River 
The project for fiood control and improve

ment of the lower Mississippi .River adopted 
by the act approved May 15, 1928, as amended 
by subsequent acts, is hereby modified and 
expanded to include the following items and 
the authorization for said project is increased 
accordingly: 

(a) Modification of the White River Back
water project, Arkansas, substantially in ac
cordance with the recommendation of the 
Chief of Engineers in Senate Document No. 
26, 85th Congress, at an estimated cost, over 
that now authorized, of $2,380,000 for con
struction and $57,000 annually for mainte
nance: Provided, That the Secretary of the 
Interior shall grant to the White River Drain
age District of Phillips and Desha Counties, 
Ark., such permits, rights-of-way, and ease
ments over lands of the United States in the 
White River Migratory Refuge, as the Chief 
of Engineers may determine to be required 
for the construction, operation, and mainte
nance of this project. 

(b) Modification and extension of plan of 
improvement in the Boeuf and Tensas Rivers 
and Bayou Macon Basin, Ark., substantially 
in accordance with the recommendations of 
the Chief of Engineers in House Document 
No. 108, 85th Congress, at ,an estimated cost 
of $1,212,000. 

(c) In addition to the preVious authoriza
tion, the 'SUm of $28,200,000 for prosecution 
of the plan of improvement for the control 
of Old and Atchafalaya Rivers and a naviga
tion lock approved in the act of September 
3,_1954. 

(d) In addition to previous authorizations, 
the sum of $35,674,000 for prosecution of the 
plan of improvement in the St. Francis River 
Basin approved in the act of May 17, 1950. 

(e) The project for :flood protection on 
. Wolf River and tributaries, Tennessee, sub
stantially .. in accordance with the recom
mendations of the Chief of Engineers in 
House Document No. 76, 85th Congress, at an 
estimated cost of $1,932,000. 
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(f) The project for Greenvme Harbor, 

Miss., substantially in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Mississippi River 
Commission, dated April 12, 1957, at an esti
mated cost of $2,530,000: Provided, That the 
amount to be contributed by local interests 
shall not be in excess of 12 percent of the 
cost of construction, the amount of 12 per
cent being presently estimated at $358,000. 

The project for :flood protection and related 
purposes on Bayou Chevreuil, La., is hereby 
authorized substantially in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Chief of Engi
neers in House Document No. 347, 84th Con
gress, at an estimated cost of $547,000: Pro
vided, That work already performed by local 
interests on this project, in accordance with 
the recommended plan as determined by the 
Chief of Engineers, may be credited to the 
cash contribution required of local interests. 

Red-Ouachita River Basin 
The general plan for :flood control on Red 

River, Tex., Okla., Ark., and La., below Deni
son Dam, Texas and Oklahoma, as authorized 
by the Flood Control Act of 1946, is modified 
and expanded, at an estimated cost in addi
tion tO that now authorized of $53,235,000, 
substantially in accordance with the recom
mendations of the Chief of Engineers in 
House Document No. 170, 85th Congre.ss, on 
Millwood Reservoir and alternate reservoirs, 
Little River, Okla. and Ark., except as follows: 

( 1) The Sherwood Reservoir on Mountain 
Fork River is authorized in addition to six 
other reservoirs upstream from the Mill wood 
Reservoir, recommended by the Chief of 
Engineers. 

(2) In the case of such reservoirs, the 
basis for determining the cost allocated to 
hydroelectric power and water supply pur
poses shall be the incremental method of 
allocation whereby the cost allocated to 
power and water supply should be limited 
to the cost of adding power and water as 
purposes in the project, and all flood-control 
and land-enhancement benefits shall· be non
reimbursable. 

Arkansas River Basin 
The project for the Trinidad Dam on 

Purgatoire River, Colo., is hereby authorized 
substantially in accordance wit):l the recom
mendations of the Cbief of Engineers in 
House Document No. 325, 84th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $16,628,000. 

The first section of the act entitled "An 
act to provide for the construction of Mark
ham Ferry project on the Grand River in 
Oklahoma. by the Granp. River Dam Author
ity, an instrumentality of the State of 
Oklahoma," approved July 6, 1954 (68 Stat. 
450), is amended by inserting after "as rec
ommended by the Chief of Engineers," the 
following: "or such additional flood storage 
or pool elevations, or both, as may be ap
proved by the Chief of Engineers." 

White River Basin 
In addition to previous authorizations, 

·. there is hereby authorized the sum of 
$57 million for the prosecution of the com
prehensive plan for the White. River Basin, 
approved in the act of June 28, 1938, as 

. amended, and . supplemented . by subsequent 
acts of Congress; and· such comprehensive 
plan is hereby modified to provide for the 

· generation of power in conjunction with 
fiood control at the Lone Rock Reservoir 
and the addition of Gilbert Reservoir for 
fiood control, power generation, and other 
purposes as recommended by the district 
engineer in House Document No. 499, 83d 
Congress. · 

Pecos River Basin 
The project for flood protection on the 

Pecos River at Carlsbad, N. Mex., is hereby 
authorized substantially in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Chief of Engi
neers 1n House Document No. 224, 85th Con• 
gress, at an estimated Federal cost of 
$2,066,000. 

Rio Grande Basin 
The project for :flood protection on the Rio 

Grande at Socorro, N. Mex., is hereby au
thorized substantially in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Chief of Engineers 
in Senate Document No. 58, 85th Congress, at 
an estimated Federal cost of $3,152,000. 

Upper Mississippi River Basin 
In addition to previous authorizations, 

there is hereby authorized to be appropriated 
the sum of $21 million for the prosecution of 
the comprehensive plan for the Upper Mis
sissippi River Basin, approved in the act of 
June 28, 1938, as amended and supplemented 
by subsequent acts of Congress. 

The project for :flood protection on the 
Rock and Green Rivers, Ill., is hereby au
thorized substantially ln. accordance with 
the recommendations of the Chief of Engi
neers in House Document No. 173, 85th Con
gress, at an estimated cost of $6,996,000. 

The project for :flood protection on Eau 
Galle River at Spring Valley, Wis., is hereby 
authorized substantially in accordance with 
recommendations of the Chief of Engineers 
in Senate Document No. 52, 84th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $6,690,000. 

The project for flood protection on the 
Mississippi River at Winona, Minn., is here
by authorized substantially in accordance 
with the recommendations of the Chief of 
Engineers in House Document No. 324, 84th 
Congress, at an estimated cost of $1,620,000. 

The project for flood protection on the 
Minnesota River at Manka to and North 
Mankato, Minn., is hereby authorized sub
stantially as recommended by the Chief of 
Engineers in House Document No. 437, 84th 
Congress, at an estimated cost of $1,870,000. 

The project for the Saylorville Reservoir on 
the Des Moines River, Iowa, is hereby au
thorized substantially in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Chief of Engineers 
in Senate Document No.9, 85th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $44,500,000. 

The project for the Kaskaskia River, Ill., 
is hereby authorized substantially, as recom
mended by the Chief of Engineers in his re
port dated April 19, 1957, at an estimated 
cost of $23 million. 

The project for flood protection on the 
Root River at Rushford, Minn., is hereby 
authorized substantially as recommended by 
the Chief of Engineers, in House Document 
No. 431, 84th Congress, at an estimated cost 
of $796,000. 

Great Lakes Basin 
The project for flood protection on the Bad 

River at Mellen and Odanah, Wis., is hereby 
authorized substantially in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Chief of Engi
neers ih House Document No. 165, 84th Con
gress, at an estimated cost of $917,000. 

The project for :flood protection on the 
Kalamazoo River at Kalamazoo, Mich., is 
hereby authorized substantially in accord
ance with the recommendations of the Chief 
of Engineers in Senate Document No. 53, 
84th Congress, at an estimated cost of $5,-
358,000. 

'l'he project for :flood protection on the 
Grand River, Mich., is hereby authorized 
substantially in accordance with the recom
mendations of the Chief of Engineers in 
Senate Document No. 132, 84th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $16,085,000. 

The project for flood protection on the 
Saginaw River, Mich., is hereby authorized 
substantially in accordance with the recom
mendations of the Chief of Engineers in 
House Document No. 346, 84th Congress, at 
an estimate cost of $16,085,000. 

The project for :flood protection on Owasco 
Outlet, tributary of Oswego River, at 
Auburn, N. Y., is hereby authorized sub
stantially in accordance with the recom
mendations of the Chief of Engineers in 
Senate Document No. 133, 84th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $305,000. 

Missouri River Basin 
In addition to previous authorizations, 

there is hereby authorized to be appropriated 
the sum of $200 million for the prosecution 
of the comprehensive plan for the Missouri 
River Basin, approved in the act of June 28, 
1938, as amended and supplemented by sub
sequent acts of Congress. 

The Secretary of the Army, acting through 
the Corps of Engineers, is authorized and di
rected to undertake the construction and to 
provide suitable sewer facilities, conforming 
to applicable standards of the South Dakota. 
Department of Health, to replace certain 
existing water or sewer facilities of the St. 
Joseph's Indian School, Chamberlain, S.Dak., 
by facilities to provide for treatment of sew
age or connection to the city system not ex
ceeding $42,000 in cost: Provided, That the 
Secretary of the Army is authorized to pro
vide the sums necessary to carry out the pro
visions of this section out of any sums ap
propriated for the construction of the Oahe 
and Fort Randall Dam and Reservoir projects, 
Missouri River. 

The project for flood protection on the 
Cannonball River, at Mott, N.Dak., is hereby 
authorized substantially in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Chief of Engi
neers in House Document No. 35, 85th Con
gress, at an estimated cost of $434,000. 

The project for flood protection on the 
Floyd River, Iowa, is hereby authorized sub
stantially as recommended by the Chief of 
Engineers in House Document No. 417, 84th 
Congress, at an estimated cost of $3,060,000. 

The project for flood protection on the 
Black Vermillion River at Frankfort, Kans., 
is hereby authorized substantially as recom
mended by the Chief of Engineers in House 
Document No. 409, 84th Congress, at an esti
mated cost of $850,000. 

The project for :flood protection in the Ger
ing and Mitchell Valleys, Nebr., is hereby au
thorized substantially as recommended by 
the Chief of Engineers in Senate Document 
No. 139, 84th Congress, at an estimated cost 
of $1,214,000. 

The project for flood control on Salt Creek 
and tributaries, Nebr., is hereby authorized 
substantially as recommended by the Chief 
of Engineers in House Document No. 396, 
84th Congress, at an estimated cost of $13,-
314,000. 

The project for flood protection on Shell 
Creek, Nebr., is hereby authorized substan
tially in accordance with the recommenda
tions of the Chief of Engineers in House 
Document No. 187, 85th Congress, at an esti
mated cost of $2,025,000. 

Red River of the North Basin 
The project for flood protection on Ruffy 

Brook and Lost River, Minn., is hereby au
thorized in accordance with the recommenda
tions of the Chief of Engineers in Senate 
Document No. 141, 84th Congress, at an esti
mated cost of $632,000. 

Ohio River Basin 
The project for the Saline River and tribu

taries, Ill., is hereby authorized substantially 
in accordance with the recon:u:J;lendations of 

-the Chief of Engineers in his report publish-
- ed as House Document No. 316, 84th Con-
gress, at an estimated cost of $5,970,000: Pro
vided, That in lieu of the cash contribution 
recommended by the Chief of Engineers, local 
interests contribute in cash, the sum of 
$233,000, in addition to other items of local 
cooperation. 

The project for the Upper Wabash River 
and tributaries, Ind., is hereby authorized 
substantially in accordance with the recom
mendations of the Chief of Engineers in 
House Document No. 435, 84th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $45,500,000. 

The project for :flood protection on Brush 
Creek, at Princeton, W. Va., is hereby au
thorized substantially in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Chief of Engl-
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neers in Senate Document No. 122, 84th 
Congress, at an estimated cost of $917,000. 

The project for flood protection on Meadow 
River at East Rainelle, W.Va., is hereby au
thorized substantially in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Chief of Engi
neers in Senate Document No. 137, 84th 
Congress, at an estimated cost of $708,000. 

The project for flood protection on Lake 
Chautauqua and Chadakoin River at James
town, N.Y., is hereby authorized substantial
ly in accordance with the recommendations 
of the Chief of Engineers in Senate Docu
ment No. 103, 84th Congress, at an estimated 
cost of $4,796,000. 

The project for flood protection on the 
West Branch of the Mahoning River, Ohio, is 
hereby authorized substantially in accord
ance with the recommendations of the Chief 
of Engineers in House Document No. 191, 
85th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$12,585,000. 

The project for flood protection on Sandy 
Lick Creek at Brookville, Pa., is hereby au
thorized substantially in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Chief of Engineers 
in House Document No. 166, 85th Congress, 
at an estimated cost of $1,188,000. 

The general comprehensive plan for flood 
control and other purposes in the Ohio River 
Basin is modified to provide for a reservoir at 
the Monroe Reservoir site, mile 25 .6, on Salt 
Creek, White River Basin, Ind., in accord
ance with the recommendations of the Chief 
of Engineers in House Document No. 192, 
85th Congress, at an estimated cost of 
$4,359,000. 

Sacramento River Basin 
In addition to previous authorizations, 

there is hereby authorized to be appropriated 
the sum of $17,000,000 for the prosecution of 
the comprehensive plan appr-aved in the act 
of December 22, 1944, as amended and sup
plemented by subsequent acts of Congress. 

The project for flood protection on the 
Sacramento River from Chico Landing to 
Red Bluff, Calif., is hereby authorized 
substantially in accordance with the recom
mendations of the Chief of Engineers in 
House Document No. 272, 84th Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $1,560,000. 

Eel River Basin 
The project for flood protection on the Eel 

River in the Sandy Prairie Region, Calif., 
is hereby authorized substantially in accord
ance with the recommendations of the Chief 
of Engineers, in House Document No. 80, 85th 
Congress, at an estimated cost of $707,000. 

Weber River Basin, Utah 
The project for flood protection on the 

Weber River and tributaries, Utah, is hereby 
authorized substantially in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Chief of Engi
neers in House Document No. 158, 84th Con
gress, at an estimated cost of $520,000. 

San Joaquin River Basin 
In addition to previous authorizations, 

there is hereby authorized to be appropriated 
the sum of $13 million for the prosecution of 
the comprehensive plan approved in the act 
of December 22, 1944, as amended and sup
plemented by subsequent acts of Congress. 

The project for the Buchanan Reservoir on 
the Chowchilla River, Calif., is hereby au
thorized substantially in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Chief of Engineers 
in House Document No. 367, 81st Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $10,900,000: Provided, 
That, prior to starting construction, assur
ances of repayment arrangements for the 
cost allocated to irrigation be obtained by· 
the Secretary of the Interior. 

The project for the Hidden Reservoir on 
the Fresno River, Calif., is hereby authorized 
substantially in accordance with the recom
mendations of the Chie:f of Engineers in 
House Document No. 367, 8lst Congress, at 
an estimated cost of $12,500,000: Provided, 

That prior to starting construction assur
ances of repayment arrangements for the 
cost allocated to irrigation be obtained by 
the Secretary of the Interior. 

Kaweah and Tule River Basins 
In addition to previous authorizations, the 

completion of the comprehensive plan ap
proved in the act of December 22, 1944, as 
amended and supplemented by subsequent 
acts of Congress, is hereby authorized at an 
estimated cost of $28 m1111on. 

Los Angeles River Basin 
In addition to previous authorizations, 

there is hereby authorized to be appropriated 
the sum of $44 million, for the prosecution 
of the comprehensive plan approved in the 
act of June 28, 1938, as amended and supple
mented by subsequent acts of Congress. 

Santa Ana River Basin 
In addition to previous authorizations, 

there is hereby authorized to be appropriated 
the sum of $8 m1111on, for the prosecution of 
the comprehensive plan approved in the act 
of June 28, 1938, as amended and supple
mented by subsequent acts of Congress. 

Columbia River Basin 
In addition to previous authorizations, 

there is hereby authorized to be appropriated 
the sum o:f $112 million for the prosecution 
of the projects and plans for the Columbia 
River Basin, including the Willamette River 
Basin, authorized by the Flood Control Act 
of June 28, 1938, and subsequent Acts of 
Congress, including the Flood Control Acts 
of May 17, 1950, and September 3, 1954. 

In carrying out the review of House Docu-
-ment No. 531, 81st Congress, 2d session, and 
other reports on the Columbia River and its 
tributaries, pursuant to the resolution of 
the Committee on Public Works of the 
United States Senate dated July 28, 1955, the 
Chief of Engineers shall be guided by flood 
control goals not less than those contained 
in said House Document No. 531. 

Sammamish River Basin 
The project for flood protection and related 

purposes on the Sammamish River, Wash., is 
hereby authorized substantially as recom
mended by the Chief of Engineers in House 
Document No. 157, 84th Congress, at an esti
mated cost of $825,000. 

Territory of Alaska 
The project for flood protection on Chena 

River at Fairbanks, Alaska, is hereby author
ized substantially in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Chief of Engineers 
in House Document No. 137, 84th Congress, 
at an estimated cost of $9,727,000. 

The project for flood protection at Cook 
Inlet, Alaska (Talkeetna), is hereby author
ized substantially in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Chief of Engineers 
in House Document No. 34, 85th Congress, 
at an estimated cost of $60,000. 

SEc. 204. That, in recognition of the flood
control accomplishments of the multiple
purpose Oroville Dam and Reservoir. proposed 
to be constructed on the Feather River by the 
State of California, there is hereby authorized 
to be appropriated a monetary contribution 
toward the construction cost of such dam 
and reservoir and the amount of such con
tribution shall be determined by the Secre
tary of the Army in cooperation with the 
State of California, subject tO a finding by 
the Secretary of the Army, approved by the 
President, of economic justification for allo
cation of the amount of flood control, such 
funds to be administered by the Secretary 
of the Army: Provided, That prior to making 
the monetary contribution or any part there
of, the Department of the Army and the State 
of California shall have entered into an agree
ment providing for operation of the Oroville 
Dam in such manner as will produce the 
fiood-control benefits upon which the mone
tary contribution is predicated, and such 

operation of the dam-for flood control shall 
be in accordance with rules prescribed by 
the Secretary of the Army pursuant to the 
provisions of section 7 of the Flood Control 
Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 890): Provided fur
ther, That the funds appropriated under this 
authorization shall be administered by the 
Secretary of the Army in a manner which 
shall assure that the annual Federal con
tribution during the project construction 
period does not exceed the percentage of the 
annual expenditure for the Oroville Dam and 
Reservoir which the total flood-control con
tribution bears to the total cost of the dam 
and reservoir: And provided further, That 
unless construction of the Oroville Dam and 
Reservoir is undertaken within 4 years from 
the date of enactment of this act, the au
thority for the monetary contribution con
tained herein shall expire. 

SEc. 205 (a) It is hereby declared to be 
the policy of the Congress to recognize the 
primary responsibilities of the States and 
local interests in developing water supplies 
for domestic, municipal, industrial, and other 
purposes and that the Federal Government 
should participate and cooperate with States 
and local interests in developing such water 
supplies in connection with the construc
tion, maintenance and operation of Federal 
navigation, flood-control or multipurpose 
projects. 

(b) In prosecuting plans and projects for 
navigation, flood control, and allied purposes 
heretofore or hereafter authorized, storage 
may be included in any reservoir project con
structed or to be constructed by the Corps 
of Engineers without reimbursement to in
crease low flows downstream to the extent 
warranted at that time, or anticipated to be 
warranted at that time, or anticipated to be 
warranted during the economic life of the 
project, by widespread, general, and nonex
clusive benefits from such increases in low 
flow. 

(c) In carrying out the policy set forth in 
this section, it is hereby provided that stor
age may also be included in any reservoir 
project surveyed, planned, constructed or 
to be planned, surveyed and/or constructed 
by the Corps of Engineers to impound water 
for present or anticipated future demand 
or need for municipal or industrial water, or 
water for other beneficial community use, 
and the reasonable value thereof may be 
taken into account in estimating the eco
nomic value of the entire project: Provided, 
That when contract for the use of such im
pounded waters is made it shall be on the 
basis that will provide equitable reimburse
ment to the United States as determined by 
the Secretary of the Army. 

(d) The provisions of this section shall not 
be construed to modify the provisions of 
section 1 of the Flood Control Act of 1944 
(58 Stat. 890). 

SEc. 206. (a) In order to provide adjust
ments in the lands or interests in land here
tofore acquired for the Grapevine, Garza
Little Elm, Benbrook, Belton, and Whitney 
Reservoir projects in Texas to conform such 
acquisition to a lesser estate in lands now 
being acquired to complete the real-estate 
requirements of the projects the Secretary 
of the Army (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Secretary") is authorized to reconvey any 
such land · heretofore acquired to the former 
owners thereof whenever he shall determine 
that such land is not required for public 
purposes, including public recreational use, 
and he shall have received an application 
for reconveyance as hereinafter provided, 
subject to the following limitations: 

(1) No reconveyance shall be made if 
within 30 days after the last date that notice 
of the proposed reconveyance has been pub
lished by the Secretary in a local newspaper, 
an objection in writing is received by the 
former owner and the Secretary from a pres
ent record owner of land abutting a portion 

' 
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of the reservoir made available for recon
veyance, unless within 90 days after receipt 
by the former owner and the Secretary of 
such notice of objection, the present record 
owner of land and the former owner in
volved indicate to the Secretary that agree
ment has been reached concerning the re-
conveyance. . 

(2) If no agreement is reached between 
the present record owner of land and the 
former owner within 90 days after notice of 
objection has been filed with the former 
owner and the Secretary, the land made 
available for reconveyance in accordance 
with this section shall be reported to the 
Administrator of General Services for dis
posal in accordance ' with the Federal Prop
erty and Administrative Services Act of 1949, 
as amended (63 Stat. 377). 

(3) No lands heretofore conveyed to the 
United States Government by the city of 
Dallas in connection with the Garza-Little 
Elm Reservoir project shall be subject to in
vestment of title to private owners, but shall 
remain subject to the terms and conditions 
of the instrument or instruments of con-· 
veyance which transferred the title to the 
United States Government. 

(b) Any such reconveyance of any such 
land or interests shall be made only after 
the Secretary (1) has ·given notice, in such 
manner (including publication) as regula
tions prescribe to the former owner of such 
land or interests and (2) has received an 
application for the reconveyance of such 
land or interests from such former owner in 
such form as he shall by regulation pre
scribe. Such application shall be made 
within a. period of 90 days following the date 
of issuance of such notice, but on good cause 
the Secretary may waive this requirement. 

(c) Any reconveyance of land therein 
made under this section shall be subject to 
such exceptions, restrictions, and reserva
tions (including a reservation to the United 
States of flowage rights) as the Secretary 
may determine are in the public interest, 

,. except that no mineral rights may be re
served in said lands unless the Secretary 
finds that such reservation is needed for t:ne 
efficient operation of ·the reservoir projects 
designated in this section. 

(d) Any land reconveyed under this sec
tion shall be sold for an amount determined 
by the Secretary to be equal to the price 
for which the land was acquired by the 
United States, adjusted to reflect (1) any 
increase in the value thereof resulting from 

· improvements made thereon by the United 
States (the Government shall receive no 
payment as a result of any enhancement of 
values resulting from the construction of 
the reservoir projects specified in subsection 
(a) of this section), or (2) any decrease in 
the value thereof resulting from (A) any 
reservation, exemption, restrictions, and 
condition to which the reconveyance Is made 
subject, and (B) any damage to the land 
caused by the United States. In addition, 
the cost of any surveys or boun~ary mark
ings necessary as an incident of such re.;. 
conveyance shall be borne by the grantee. 

(e) The requirements of this .section shall 
not be applicable with respect to the dis
position of any land, or interest therein de
scribed · in subsection (a) if the Secretary 
shall · certify that notice has been given to · 

. the former owner of such land or interest 
as provided in subsection (b) and that no 
qualified applicant has made timely ap
plication for the reconveyance of such land 
or interest. 

(f) As used in this section the term "for
mer owner" means the person from whom 
any land, or interests therein, was acquired 
by the United · States, or if such person is 
deceased, his spouse, or if such s'pouse is 
deceased, his children, or the heirs at law; 
and the term "present record owner of land" 
shall mean the person or persons in whose 
name such land shall, on the date of ap-

proval of this act, be recorded on the deed 
records of the respective county in which 
such land is located. 

(g) The Secretary of the Army may dele
gate any authority conferted upon him by 
this section to any officer or employee of ·the 
Department of the Army. Any such officer 
or employee shall exercise the authority so 
delegated under rules and regulations ap
proved by the Secretary. 

(h) Any proceeds from reconveyances 
made under this act shall be covered into 
the Treasury of the United States as mis~el-
laneous receipts. ' · 

(i) This section shall terminate 3 years 
after the date of its enactment. 

SEc. 207. The·Secretary of the Army is here
by authorized and directed to cause sur
veys for flood control and allied purposes, 
including channel and major drainage im
provements, and floods aggravated by or due 
to wind or tidal effects, to be made under 
the direction of the Chief of Engineers, in 
drainage areas of the United States and its 
Territorial possessions, which include the 
following named localities: Provided, That 
after the regular or formal reports made on 
any survey or submitted to Congress, no 
supplemental or additional report or esti
mate shail be made unless authorized by 
law except that the Secretary of the Army 
may cause a review of any examination or 
survey to be made and a report thereon sub
mitted to Congress if such review is required 
by the national defense or by changed physi
cal or economic conditions: Provided further, 
That the Government shall not be deemed 
to have entered upon any project for the 
improvement of any waterway or harbor 
mentioned in this title until the project for 
the proposed work shall have been adopted 
by law: · 

Streams, river basins, and areas in New . 
York and New Jersey for flood control, major 
drainage, navigation, channel improvement, 
and land reclamation, as follows: Hacken
sack River, Passaic River, Raritan River, Ar
thur Kill, and Kill Van Kull, including the 
portions of these river basins in Bergen, 

· Hudson, Essex, Middlesex, Passaic, Union, 
and Monmouth counties, N.J. 

Deep Creek, St. Marys County, Md. 
Mills Creek, Fla. 
Streams in Seminole County, Fla., drain

ing into the St. Johns River. 
Streams in Brevard County, Fla., draining 

Indian River and adjacent coastal areas in
cluding Merritt Island, and the area of Turn
bull Hammock in Volusia County. 

Lake Pontchartrain, La., in the interest of 
protecting Salt Bayou Road. 

San Felipi Creek, Tex., at and in the vi
cinity of Del Rio, Tex. 

El Paso, El Paso County, Tex. 
Rio Grande and tributaries, at and in the 

vicinity of Fort Hancock, Hudspeth County, 
Tex. 

Missouri River Basin, S. Dak., with ref
erence to utilization of floodwaters stored in 
authorized reservoirs for purposes of mu
nicipal and industrial l,lSe and maintenance 
of natural lake levels. 

Stump Creek, tributary of North Fork of 
Mahoning Creek, at Sykesville, Pa. 

Little River and Cayuga Creek, at and in 
the vicinity of Cayuga Island, Niagara 
County, N.Y . 

Bird, -Caney, and Verdigris Rivers, Okla. 
andKans. · 

Watersheds of the Illinois River, at and in 
the vicinity of Chicago, Ill., the Chicago 

· River, Ill., the Calumet River, Ill., and 
Ind., and their tributaries·, and any areas in 
northeast Illinois and northwest Indiana 
which drain directly into Lake Michigan with 

' respect to :flood control and major drainage 
problems. 

All streams flowing into Lake St. Clair 
and Detroit River in Oakland, Macomb, and 
Wayne Counties, Mich. 

Sacramen_to River Basin, Calif., with ref
erence to cost allocation studies for Oro
ville Dam. 

Pescadero Creek, Calif. 
Soquel Creek, Calif. 
San Gregorio Creek and tributaries, Cali

fornia. 
Redwood Creek, San Mateo, Calif. 
Streams at and in the vicinity of San 

Mateo, Calif. 
Streams at and in the vicinity of South San 

Francisco, Calif. 
·streams at and in the vicinity of Burlin

game, Calif. 
Kellogg and Marsh Creeks, Contra Costa. 

County, Calif. 
Eastkoot Creek, Stimson Beach area, Ma

rin County, Calif. 
Rodeo Creek, tributary of San Pablo Bay, 

Contra Costa County, Calif. 
Pinole Creek, tributary of San Pablo Bay, 

Contra Costa County, Calif. 
Rogue River, Oreg., in the interest of flood 

control, navigation, hydroelectric power, ir
rigation, and allied purposes. 

Kihei District, Island of Maul, T. H. 
SEc. 208. In addition to previous authori

zations, there is hereby authorized to be 
appropriated the sum of $200 million for the 
prosecution of the comprehensive plan 
adopted by section 9 (a) of the act approved 
December 22, 1944 (Public Law 534, 78th 
Cong.), as amended and supplemented by 
subsequent act of Congress, for continuing 
the works in the Missouri River Basin to be 
undertaken under said plans by the Secre
tary of the Interior. 

SEc. 209. That for preliminary examina
tions and surveys authorized in previous 
river and harbor and flood control acts, the 
Secretary of the Army is hereby directed to 
cause investigations and reports for flood
control -and allied purposes, to ·be prep·ared 
under the supervision of the Chief of Engi
neers in the form of survey reports, and that 
preliminary examination reports shail no 
longer be required to be prepared. 

SEc. 210. Title. II inay be cited as the 
"Flood Control Act of 1957." · 

: \ ) ; 

Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee (interrupt
ing the reading) . Mr. Chairman, I ask 
unanimous consent that the reading of 
the substitute be dispensed with, that it 
be printed in the RECORD and be open to 
amendment at any point. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 
to the request of the gentleman from 
Tennessee? 

· There was no objection. 
Mr. DAVIS of Tennessee. Mr. Chair

man, I move that the Committee do-now 
rise. 

The motion was agreed to. 
Accordingly the Committee rose, and 

the Speaker having resumed the chair, 
Mr. SMITH of Virginia, Chairman of the 
Committee of the Whole House on the 
State of the Union, reported that that 
Committee, having had under considera-

. tion the bill <S. 497) authorizing the 
construction, repair, and preservation of 

· certain public works on rivers and har
bors for ·navigation, flood control, and 
for other purposes, had come to no res
olution thereon. 

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 
BENEFITS 

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that the gentleman 

·from Rhode Island [Mr. FOGARTY] may 
· extend his remarks at this point in the 
RECORD. 
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The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 

the request of the gentleman from Mas
sachusetts? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. FOGARTY. Mr. Speaker, I was 

pleased to read the announcement made 
over the past weekend to the effect that 
the President intends to recommend an 
extension of the duration of unemploy
ment compensation benefits. Of all the 
recommendations suggested I believe 
that the proposal to liberalize unem
ployment compensation benefits is the 
most urgent. Such action would have 
an immediate effect on the Nation's 
economy as against the long-term na
ture of other proposals. However, I am 
convinced that unemployment benefits 
should be increased in amount as well 
as in duration. 

The present unemployment situation 
has come upon the country at a time 
when the State unemployment insurance 
laws are not providing adequate unem
ployment benefits to meet the situation. 

Unemployment is increasing in sever
ity. Total unemployment in January 
was about 4.5 million and may have 
reached 5 million or more. The latest 
reports on unemployment insurance 
claims shows that unemployment is still 
growing. In the week ended February 
22, new claims for unemployment bene
fits increased by 33,900 to 459,200-more 
than double the number in the corre
sponding week a year ago. Insured un
employment under the State and Fed
eral civilian worker unemployment com
pensation systems-that is, persons who 
·had been unemployed at least a week
for the week-ended February 15 totaled 
3,130,200 or 1.4 million more than a year 
earlier. The rate of insured unemploy
ment averaged 7.5 percent-the highest 
rate on record. 
. In January, one-third of the Nation's 
major industrial areas were officially 
classified as areas of substantial labor 
surplus, _that is, they had more than 6 
percent unemployment. This included 
the city of Providence in Rhode Island. 
Smaller communities in my State are 
equally hard hit. 

The average weekly benefit being paid 
in the United States is under $30, al
though average wages are over $80. 
Average benefits therefore represent only 
a little over a third of average wages, 
.although it has been recognized from the 
beginning of the program that workers 
should receive at least half their regular 
earnings. The main reason these bene
fits are not higher is that the States have 
not raised their maximum weekly bene
fits as much as wages have increased, 
especially since the war. The average 
duration of benefits for the country as a 
whole is only a little over 20 weeks. In 
some States it is even less-15 weeks in 
Rhode Island. This is not only because 
the maximum number of weeks is limited 
to 26 weeks or even less, but alSo most 
of the State ·Iaws have other restrictions 
that cut down duration. These restric
tions particularly result in inadequate 
benefits in periods of high unemploy
ment. As a result, the number of work
ers exhausting their unemployment ben
efit rights is increasing rapidly. In Jan-

uary, the number exhausting benefits was 
about 147,000, about 75 percent above 
November 1957. If this rate continues 
through 1958, more than 2 million work
ers will exhaust their benefit rights and 
will have to fall back on charity. 

The long-range solution to these in
adequate benefits is the enactment of 
adequate legislation in the States. But 
with unemployment as high as it is to
day, we cannot wait for State action. 
Only 17 State legislatures are meeting 
this year, and some will soon adjourn. 
And there is also a question as to whether 
the Federal Government should not step 
in and help the states when unemploy
ment becomes as serious as it is today. 
In my State of Rhode Island, we have 
been charging employers maximum un
employment tax rates for years and have 
provided as adequate benefits as we can 
afford. However, these amount to only 
$30 as a maximum weekly benefit and 26 
weeks maximum duration, with many 
getting less than these amounts. 

The situation calls for emergency Fed
eral action. I am therefore today intro
ducing a bill which will supplement State 
unemployment insurance benefits up to 
50 percent of a worker's former aver
age weekly wages up to a maximum 
equal to two-thirds of the average wages 
of all covered workers in the State. 
This will bring weekly benefits up to the 
levels that the President has recommend
ed for several years, and will assure that 
the great majority get at least half 
their former weekly wages. The bill also 
provides for supplementing the duration 
of State benefits up to 40 weeks if a 
worker remains unemployed that long. 
While the President has recommended 
26 weeks duration of benefits -to the 
States as the normal period, the addi
tional 14 weeks that would be provided 
under my bill is amply justified, since as 
unemployment increases in amount it 
also increases in duration. 

The bill would place this program in 
effect 30 days after enactment and would 
continue it until July 1, 1959. I am pro
viding that the program go into effect 
at the earliest possible moment because 
it is already needed and should be de
layed only long enough to get the pro
gram in motion. The terminal date of 
July 1, 1959, is necessarily arbitrary. If 
reemployment and recovery develops 
sooner than that date, workers who are 
reemployed will automatically, of course, 
stop receiving these supplementary ben
efits. The States in the meantime will 
have time to improve their laws so that 
they can take over entirely when this 
supplementary program ends. 

The increases in unemployment bene
fits that would result from this bill 
would not only be of immeasurable 
help to the unemployed, but also would 
be a very effective method of bolstering 
the economy. Every additional dollar 
that would be paid out in these supple
mentary benefits would be immediately 
spent for groceries, rent, fuel, needed 
clothing and would keep up the level 
of retail trade and in general put a 
brake on the downward spiral of the 
economy. 

MANUFACTURERS EXCISE TAXES 
ON AUTOMOBILES 

Mr. RABAUT. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent to address the House 
for 1 minute and to revise and extend 
my remarks. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Mich
igan? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. RABAUT. Mr. Speaker, today I 

have introduced a bill to provide that 
during the 1-year period beginning as of 
March 1, 1958, the manufacturers excise 
taxes on passenger automobiles and on 
parts and accessories shall be suspended 
and the tax on trucks and buses shall 
be reduced to 5 percent. I would like to 
give a brief explanation of the provi
sions of my bill, as follows: 

SECTION 1 

In general: The effect of section 1 of the 
bill is to suspend for the 1-year period begin
ning March 1, 1958, all the manufacturers 
excise taxes imposed by section 4061 of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 on motor 
vehicles and parts and accessories, except to 
the extent that the taxes on trucks, buses, 
and truck and bus trailers and semitrailers 
are attributable to the highway trust fund. 

Trucks, buses, etc.: Under existing section 
4061 (a) (1) of the code, a tax of 10 percent 
of the sales price is imposed on the sale of 
trucks, buses, and truck and bus trailers and 
semitrailers. An amount equivalent to one
half of this tax goes into the highway trust 
fund. The bill reduces the tax from 10 per
cent to 5 percent, the maximum reduction 
that can be made without affecting the 
amount payable irito the highway trust fund. 
On March 1, 1959, the tax rate will, under 
the bill, go back to 10 percent. · 

Passenger automobiles, etc.: Under exist
ing section 4061 (a) (2) of the code, auto
mobiles (other than trucks and buses), and 
trailers and semitrailers suitable for use in 
connection with passenger automobiles, are 
taxable at 10 percent of the sales price until 
July 1, 1958, and at 7 percent on and after 
July 1, 1958. No part of this tax is allocable 
to the highway trust fund. Under the bill, 
no tax will be imposed for the 1-year period 
beginning on March 1, 1958, and on March 
1, 1959, the tax will be reimposed at the 7-
percent rate. 

Parts and accessories: Under existing sec
tion 4061 (b) of the code, parts and acces
sories (except tires and tubes and automobile 
radio and television sets) are taxable at 8 
percent of the sales price until July 1, 1958, 
and at 6 percent on and after July 1, 1958. 
No part 'of this tax is allocable to the high
way trust fund. Under the bill, no tax will 
be imposed for the 1..;year period beginning 
on March 1, 1958, and on March 1, 1959, the 
tax wm be reimposed at the 6-percent rate. 
The bill does not affect the tax on tires and 
tubes or on automobile radio and television 
sets. 

SECTION 2 
Existing law provides that when the manu

facturers excise taxes on automobiles, trucks, 
buses, and trailers and semitrailers is re
duced that floor stocks refunds are to be 
made for stocks in the hands of dealers on 
the date the rate is reduced. The refund is 
made to the manufacturer, but only if the 
manufacturer reimburses the dealer !or the 
tax reduction or obtains the dealer's written 
consent. 

Subsection (a) of section 2 of the bill 
makes technical amendments so that these 
provisions will apply to the suspension and 
reduction made by the bill effective as of 
.March 1, 1958. 
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Subsection (b) of the blll applies to auto

mobiles, trucks, buses, and trailers and semi
trailers held by dealers on March 1, 1958, but 
·sold by them on or before the date of the 
·enactment of the bill. In such a case, the 
floor stocks refund will apply only if the ulti
mate purchaser is reimbursed for the tax re:. 
duction or gives his written consent to the 
refund. 

The fioor stock refund provisions do not 
apply to parts and accessories. 

SECTION 3 

Section 3 Is a technical amendment to the 
Highway Revenue Act of 1956 to insure that 
the highway trust fund will cor:.tinue to re
ceive the amount contemplated by that act. 

Under existing law 50 percent of the 10 
percent tax is allocable to the trust fund. 
Under the bill 100 percent of a 5 percent tax 
is allocable to the trust fund. Adjustments 
(patterned on existing provisions of law re
lating to the trust fund) are made by the 
bill to take ca.re of the fact tba:!i during the 
1-year period covered by the bill the Treasury 
will receive taxes incurred before March 1, 
1958, at the 10-percent rate, and will receive 
taxes on and after March 1, 1959, incurred 
during the reduced period at the 5-percent 
rate. 

FLOOR STOCKS TAXES 

In general, when the manufacturers excise 
taxes on trucks, buses, automobiles, and 
trailers and semitrailers has been increased 
a floor stocks tax has been imposed on these 
articles in the hands of dealers on the date 
the increase takes effect. 

The bill does not provide for any floor 
stocks taxes at the termination of the 1-
year period covered by the bill on the theory 
that the absence of such taxes will encourage 
greater production and sales anticipating the 
deadline period. 

A NEW FOREIGN-TRADE BILL 
Mr. DORN of South Carolina. Mr. 

Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to 
address the House for 1 minute and to 
revise and extend my remarks. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from South 
Carolina? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. DORN of South Carolina. Mr. 

Speaker, I have today introduced a com
prehensive new foreign-trade bill which 
will, i~ my judgment, firmly restore and 
stabilize America's foreign trade in the 
classic concept originally conceived by 
the late Cordell Hull; real trade reci
procity between nations for truly mutual 
advantages. 

My bill represents the thoughtful and 
composite conclusions of a considerable 
number of industries affected by foreign 
trade, after a careful study lasting more 
than a year. Trade experts conducting 
this study were directed, explicitly, to 
consider the United States national wel
fare; not piecemeal benefits for single 
industries. Provisions of this legislation 
were drafted in this concept. 

The bill I have proposed~ I am well 
aware, constitutes an entire replacement 
of the existing foreigh-trade machinery. 
This is critically necessary. The exist
ing United States foreign-trade machin
ery and the policies which govern its 
administration today threaten disaster 
to American industry and death to thou
sands of American jobs. 

Under this bill, the misnamed recip
rocal trade program now in operation 
would be replaced by a syst~m and poli
cies offering liberal-and attractive-

tenns to our world trade neighbors and 
partners. At the same time this legis~ 
lation provides intelligent moderate pro
tection for industry and jobs at home 
and insures better ·conditions and terms 
of trade to the great segment of industry 
and agriculture which relies on exports. 

Under the bill introduced today United 
States foreign-trade policy, instead of 
giving a heavy downward push to the 
current economic slump, as it does under 
policies and commitments now in effect, 
would help us pull out of this and any 
future recession. 

As you have seen from its text, my bill 
would expand, retitle, and strengthen the 
present United States Tariff Commis
sion in its rnle as an agency of the Con
gress. In its new status the Commis
sion would be designated the United 
States Foreign Trade Board. 

The new bill would pla~e final control 
over United States trade policy where it 
traditionally and constitutionally be
longs, in the United States Congress. It 
would delegate administrative functions 
to a legislative agency and leave to the 
executive department the function of 
negotiating with foreign countries under 
standards which strengthen the hands 
of the President. 

As a necessary element of Congression
al control over United States trade pol
icy, the new bill would provide 3-year 
bilateral trade compacts. 

Other provisions of the new bill 
strengthen United States rights to mod
ify trade concessions whenever a foreign 
country unfairly circumvents or evades 
agreement terms either as to imports 
into the United States or exports to such 
foreign country, and give added strength 
and meaning to national defense 
sections of existing law. 

It is my firm conviction that the legis
lation introduced today provides an in
telligent, fair-to-all, foreign-trade pol
icy, and the machinery to carry it out. 
Moreover, it seems to me this measure 
offers a supportable basis for two groups 
of legislators who have up to now been 
compelled to solve an unappy dilemma. 

First. Those Members of Congress who 
dislike the unfair and unsatisfactory for·
eign-trade machinery contained in the 
new expiring Trade Agreements Act, but 
who have voted for its extension rather 
than have no machinery at all. 

Second. Those who oppose so vigorous
ly the policy and machinery embodied in 
the Trade Agreements Act that each time 
it came up for action they simply voted 
against extension. 

Finally, it is my conviction that this 
legislation-representing the first major 
proposal for trade-agreement policy and 
machinery modification since 1934-
constitutes the only type of proposal 
which, in the light of practical considera
tions today, has any real prospect of 
enactment into law. I sincerely hope 
that it will be adopted. 

FEDERAL AID NO PANACEA FOR OUR 
EDUCATIONAL SHORTCOMINGS 
The SPEAKER. Under previous or

der of the House, the gentleman from 
lllinois [Mr. MASON] is recognized for 
40minutes. 

· Mr. MASON. Mr. Speaker, may I say 
at the beginning that I will not yield 
until I am through, because I have asked 
for twice as much time as· I expect to use 
so that any questions may come after 
I finish my statement. 

Mr. Speaker, if President Eisenhower 
is an authority in any one field that field 
would be the military field because he has 
had more than 35 years of experience in 
that field and had climbed to the top. 
If Congressman MAsoN could be called 
an authority in any field it would have to 
be in the educational field because he, 
too, spent 35 of the best years of his life 
in that field and had a fair degree of 
success. Because of that background I 
want to speak on the subject "Federal 
Aid No Panacea for our Educational 
Shortcomings," and I want to · say that 
I expect to handle that subject without 
gloves. 

Mr. Speaker, for well over 30 years 
bureaucratic do-gooders in Washington 
have been trying to convince the Con
gress, and the people back home, that 
our public schools are in dire need of 
Federal aid; that they face problems the 
local school districts and the various 
States cannot solve without financial aid 
from Washington; that unless Federal 
aid for education is provided by Con
gress, our local school districts and State 
school systems will be unable to meet the 
educational needs our children require 
in this day and age. 

The first argument the bureaucratic 
New Dealers used was: 

It is the duty of the Federal 'Government 
to provide an equal educational opportunity 
for every child in America. Federal aid· for 
education must be given to the States and 
local school districts so that the children in 
the poorer school districts and in the poorer 
States may receive equal educational oppor
tunities to the more fortunate children in 
the wealthier schooi districts lind the weal
thier States. 

They said nothing about where under 
our Federal Constitution the responsi
bility for providing a proper and ade• 
quate educational . system rests. They 
said nothing about the need to equalize 
educational opportunities of children as 
between our public school systems and 
our parochial school system. They said 
nothing about the strings that inevitably 
must be attached to Federal aid for edu
cation when given. 

After unsuccessful efforts spread over 
a 20-year period, that argument was fi
nally given up. 

A second attempt to put across a sys
tem of Federal aid for education was 
made on the plea that our schools were 
overcrowded; that we needed more class
rooms and more teachers; therefore, we 
should provide Federal aid for school 
building programs, because many local 
school districts and many States could 
not afford 'to build the ·needed class
rooms. 

Again nothing was said about the 
double taxation this would force upon 
the local school districts and States that 
had met their own classroom needs. 
Under this Federal plan they would be 
required to help build classrooms for 
those school districts that had neglected 
to provide the needed classrooms, al
though in many instances were better 
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able to do so than the school districts 
that had taken care of their own class
room needs. Nor was it said that this 
plan could turn out to be a new method 
of getting the nose of the Federal
control camel under the educational 
tent. 

This second effort of the bureaucratic 
New Dealers and the modern Republi
cans to sell their school program to a 
stubborn Congress and an independent
minded people in the hinterland also 
failed and had to be discarded. 

Then came the Russian sputniks and 
such exciting shibboleths as: the great 
advances our Soviet enemies have made 
in the field of science and mathematics; 
the dire lack of American scientists; 
control of the outer space; and the woe
ful lack of teachers of science in our pub
lic schools. . 

Here then was a great crisis that must 
be met by the Federal Government, a 
need that only Federal billions can 
supply, a demand that only the Federal 
Government can meet-a real made-to
order argument for Federal aid to 
education. 

So today the Eisenhower administra
tion proposes a temporary 4-year Federal 
aid program that will cost more than 
$1 billion. 

Mr. Speaker, the foregoipg are the 
arguments and proposals of our New 
Dealers and modern Republicans. What 
are the real facts? Our people are en
titled to know the facts that bear upon 
the Federal-aid-for-education contro
versy. Here are some of them: 

First. There is no such thing as free 
Federal aid. 

Uncle Sam has no money of his own 
to give away. He must first take away 
from the citizem of the States in taxa
tion the dollars he so generously pro
poses to give back to the States. Uncle 
Sam has not one thin dime of his own 
to give away. Therefore, there is no 
such thing as free Federal aid. 

Second. There is absolutely no need 
for Federal aid for education. 

An authority on the subject of Federal 
aid for education, Roger A. Freeman, the 
former research director for the Inter
governmental Relations Commission, 
had this to say: 

Education for many years has been the 
largest item of public expenditure In the 
United States next to national defense. The 
cost of education accounts for about one
third of all State and local expenditures and 
is about twice as great as the next largest 
public function-highways. 

~e report of the Intergovernmental 
Commission stated: 

We have been unable to find a State that 
cannot afford to make more money available 
to its schools or that is economically unable 
to support an adequate school system. 

Third. Federal aid for schools is fol
lowed by Federal control of schools as 
night follows day. 

It is stupid not to realize that in the 
power to approve and give is embedded 
the power to direct and control. Federal 
aid carries with it the power of control 
that inevitably resides in the holder of 
the purse strings. 

For example: In 1916 Congress passed 
the Smith-Hughes Act providing Federal 

aid for local vocational educational sys
tems. Prior to passage, its proponents 
insisted vigorously and incessantly that 
it would involve no Federal control. 
However, Federal regulations in connec
tion with the administration of the 
Smith-Hughes Act have been expanded 
over the years until they now fill a book 
of 108 pages, the title of which is "Ad
ministration of Vocational Education," 
published by the United States Govern
ment Printing omce. One sentence on 
page 4 of the book is all that is necessary 
to use. I quote: 

Each State is required to submit a plan 
which must ·meet with the approval of the 
Federal Office of Education. 

There it is in a nutshell. No approval 
of the plan, no money. What is that but 
Federal control? 

Again, in 1956, the United States Com
missioner of Education said: 

If Federal aid is to bring about better 
schools, it seems apparent that there must 
be some Federal control. 

There you have it from "the horse's 
mouth." Federal aid and Federal con
trol are twins; they go together. 

Fourth. The controversial subject of 
States rights is involved in Federal aid to 
education. 

In his well-known book, Let's Face It, · 
Dean Manion says: 

In the Communist Manifesto Karl Marx 
made controL of public education one of the 
ten commandments of communism. Crypto
Communist, fellow travelers, and leftwing 
progressives in the field of education have 
kept their sights fixed upon this objective 
since. Twenty-five years ago a group of 
so-called liberal American educators, ap
pointed by the American Historical Society 
and financed with more than a quarter of 
a million dollars from the Carnegie and 
other foundations, went into a long learned 
huddle and finally came out with a 15-vol
ume report. In their findings they declared 
that our form of government was a failure 
and should give way to a collectivized so
ciety, wherein the individual should be made 
to surrender his liberty in the interest of 
group welfare. They determined that only 
the schools of the country could bring about 
this revolutionary change in our American 
system, and that it was the duty of every 
educator to see that the schools did so. 

Fifth. There are two knotty problems 
in connection with the distribution of 
Federal aid for education that have not 
as yet been solved: 

Problem No. 1: Segregation in the 
schools of the South. 

Will Federal aid with its consequent 
control accentuate this problem or di
n1inish it? If today a President, without 
any authority in either the Constitution 
or in the law, sends troops into Little 
Rock to enforce a judicial decision
where there is no Federal aid involved
how much more likely would such action 
occur if Federal aid were involved? 

When an administration sends troops 
to enforce a decision of the present su
preme Court-a decision based entirely 
upon opinions of sociologists and psy
chologists, and not upon legal prece
dents or constitutional provisions; a de
cision that ignored former opinions of 
the Supreme Court based upon legal 
precedents and constitutional provi
sions-is it not time to be somewhat sus-

p' ~ious of any aid to education that such 
an administration offers? 

And, if the foregoing is not enough 
to convince my southern brethren that 
there is danger in Federal aid for schools, 
I advise them to obtain a copy of the bill 
introduced in the other body by Sena
tors DOUGLAS and DIRKSEN of Illinois on 
February 9, 1958. Those two Senators 
were joined by 11 other Senators in 
sponsoring a bill to provide special Fed
eral aid to education-$40 million to fi .. 
nance integrated schools in States that 
would be denied State support for inte
grated schools by State law; $12.5 mil
lion to promote community understand
ing of the need for school integration: 
and to bestow upon the Attorney General 
broad civil-rights powers which Congress 
specifically removed from the civil 
rights bill of 1957. Is it not about time 
to stop, look, and listen? 

Problem No. ·2: Federal aid for paro• 
chial schools. 

If Federal aid to education is to be 
provided in order to insure equal educa
tional opportunities for every child in 
America, then should it not be provided 
for the children who attend parochial 
schools? And if so provided, what be
comes of the principle of separation of 
church and state? 

These are two basic problems that 
must be faced when considering Fed
eral aid for education. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, what are the actual 
facts concerning our overcrowded school
rooms and the need for Federal aid for 
school construction? 

The United States Office of Education 
is the source of the following data: 

In 1936 all the high schools and grade 
schools of the United States were manned 
by 870,963 teachers·, and they had a total 
combined enrollment of 26,417,986 
pupils. That made an average teaching 
load of 31 pupils per teacher. 

In 1956-20 years later-the high 
schools and grade schools in the Nation 
were manned by 1,196,980 teachers, and 
they had a total combined enrollment of 
31,527,695 pupils. That makes an aver
age teaching load of 26 pupils per 
teacher. 

Thus we have fewer pupils per teacher 
today in our high schools and grade 
schools than we had 20 years ago. 
Where then are the overcrowded school
rooms? 

Of course, in many communities, be· 
cause of the impact of Government-re
quired war industries and the consequent 
influx of pupils into the schools of those 
communities, we do have some over
crowded schoolrooms. However, Con
gress took care of these impacted school 
districts by passing Public Laws 874 and 
815 to provide Federal aid for these im
pacted school districts. These special 
aid provisions take care of both con
struction costs and operating costs of 
such schools. We have already paid 
out well over $1 billion to such impacted 
school districts. 

The American Legion in testifying last 
year before the House Committee on 
Education and Labor against Federal aid 
for school construction said: 

In 1900 Americans spent $14 per puptl; In 
1950 the figure was $224 per pupil; in 1956 
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local school districts spent $S80 per pupil to 
provide public education for their children. 

While the number of pupils in the public 
schools increased about 3.7 percent in the 
past year, the number o:f schoolteachers in
creased 6.9 percent. 

Does this sound as if the local school 
districts are neglecting their respon
sibilities? Does this indicate a need for 
Federal aid? 

Mr. Speaker, many New Dealers and 
Modern Republicans believe that bil
lions of dollars taken from our tax
payers' pockets have the magic power 
to solve all present-day problems. In 
substance they say, "If there is some
thing wrong with our educational sys
tem, just spend another billion or two 
and the problem will be solved, regard
less of whether the system is basically 
sound or not." 

We have been spending like drunken 
sailors on the less-important parts of 
our educational system. Untold millions 
upon magnificent football stadiums, un
told more millions to build educational 
palaces; princely salaries to football 
coaches and beggarly salaries to teachers 
of mathematics, science, and English; 
scholarships for students strong on 
brawn but weak on brain. Is this the 
way to develop scientists or scholars? 
Can we by spending a few billions more 
correct mistakes and solve problems? 
Should there not be some soul search
ing to determine what is fundamentally 
wrong with our educational system? 

OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS ARE TOO SOFT 

Mr. Speaker, a recent report from the 
United States Office of Education com
paring our public schools with the Rus
sian public schools informs us we are 
far behind in science and mathematics. 
From another source we learn that the 
high schools of our European allies pro
vide more courses and superior courses 
in science and mathematics than 
American high schools provide. 

We realize that Russia's emphasis 
upon science and mathematics is pri
marily due to her war aims. This fact, 
however, cannot be given as the reason 
the democratic nations of Europe aiso 
provide superior courses in science and 
mathematics to the courses provided in 
our high schools. In addition, school 
standards are high in Western Europe, 
workloads are heavy, and discipline is 
rigidly enforced-in direct ·contrast, may 
I say, to American schools. 

The most shocking thing, however, 
concerning science and mathematics in 
our high schools is the fact that during 
the past 50 years of our so-called pro
gressive education the percentage of 
American high-school students taking 
science and mathematics courses has 
dropped from 28 percent of the total 
enrollment to 10 percent of the total 
enrollment-due largely to the flabby, 
soft, educational philosophy of the past 
30 years. We have too many elective 
courses and not enough required basic 
courses in our high schools today. We 
have made it altogether too easy for a 
high-school student to elect himself out 
of an education. Too many American 
schools have become cradles of comfort 
where our children are gently rocked and 
lulled to sleep. 

Educational leaders blame our pres
ent-day lag in science and mathematics 
upon lack of funds, and call for increased 
educational subsidies. They ignore the 
fact that today we are spending 20 times 
as much per pupil in our high schools and 
grade schools as we did 50 years ago, 
much of which goes for fads and fan
cies. 

Our so-called progressive education, 
with its soft pedagogy and soft discipline, 
is certainly in need of a reappraisal. To 
adopt the rule "We must let the pupil do 
what comes naturally" is neither good 
discipline nor good training. Doing only 
the easy tasks never produced an Ein
stein, an Edison, nor a Henry Ford. 

Faced with these stern realities in 
connection with our present-day educa
tional methods, we should abandon the 
soothing-sirup treatment given our stu
dents today, and make a right-about
face in both methods and curriculum 
content of our elementary and second
ary schools. 

Mr. Speaker, in the good old days-
30 or 40 years ago-our American 
schools used to teach and stress the 
"Three R's." We also insisted upon 
strict discipline. We were old-fashioned 
enough to believe that discipline was an 
important part, an essential part, a val
uable part of school training. Character 
formation and proper habits of study 
and behavior were important objectives 
of education. 

In those days our pupils were taught 
to "stand upon their own feet," to "hoe 
their own row"; . "to paddle their own 
canoe"; to be independent, not depend
ent: to compete with each other men
tally as well as physically. We were old
fashioned enough to believe that this 
world is a competitive world, where 
adults are required to compete with each 
other for a place in the sun; and that 
if "education is a preparation for living," 
as the books said, then it was important 
for the teacher to develop in her pupils 
initiative, independence, ambition, self
reliance, a spirit of rugged individualism, 
to prepare them for the battle of life. 
These certainly were the traits that 
made America great. 

Of course, that was before the so-called 
progressive methods in teaching were 
invented by Prof. John Dewey of Colum
bia; before soft d~scipline and soft 
pedagogy became the order of the day; 
before progressive teachers adopted the 
rule, "You must let the child do what 
comes naturally": before adolescent, im
mature high-school students were al
lowed to select their own school subjects: 
yes, before juvenile delinquency became 
a national problem. 

Summarizing, Mr. Speaker, I make the 
following statements, and challenge 
anyone to refute them: 

First. There is not one word in the 
United States ConstitUtion that delegates 
power to the President or to the Federal 
Government to subsidize, to aid, or to 
meddle in any way with the public 
schools of the Nation. On the contrary, 
the tenth amendment to the Constitu
tion forbids it in these words: 

The powers not delegated to the United 
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by 
it to the States, are reserved to the States 
respectively, or to the people. 

Second. Every State in the Union is 
far better off financially than the Federal 
Government. The Federal debt of $274 
billion is much greater than the public 
debt of all our States, all our local gov
ernments, and all other world govern
ments put together. 

Third. Federal aid for education is not 
a temporary program to meet an im
mediate emergency, as stated by its pro
ponents. This is the old stock-in-trade 
excuse for starting every new Federal 
program. It was used to start the Mar
shall program, which was to end after 4 
years and after an expenditure of $17 
billion. The Marshall pian-as we all 
know-is still with us under a different 
name and has already cost our taxpayers 
between fifty and sixty billion dollars. 

In the face of the foregoing, Mr. 
Speaker, I say that any Member of this 
House who believes in segregated schools, 
any Member who believes in and supports 
parochial schools, yes, any Member who 
believes in the Constitution and States 
rights, who votes for any new kind of 
Federal aid for education will certainly 
live to rue the day. 

Mr. DORN of South Carolina. Mr. 
Speaker, will the distinguished gentle
man from Illinois yield? 

Mr. MASON. I gladly yield to the gen
tleman. 

Mr. DORN of South Carolina. Mr. 
Speaker, I would like to compliment my 
distinguished and able colleague, the 
gentleman from Illinois on the very 
timely and eloquent address. I would 
like to call the attention of the House to 
the fact that the gentleman from Illi
nois [Mr. MASON] is eminently qualified 
to speak on this subject since he has 
spent a greater portion of his lifetime, 
35 years, in the field of education. 

Mr. MASON. I thank the gentleman. 
Mr. LANDRUM. Mr. Speaker, will 

the gentleman yield? 
Mr. MASON. I yield. 
Mr. LANDRUM. I have not been priv

ileged to hear all that the gentleman has 
said today, but what I did hear I agreed 
with completely. However, I would 
make one or two observations which I 
believe the gentleman would agree with. 
That is that although we may rue the 
day when support for education pro
grams came from the Government, we 
should nevertheless recognize that un
less we do something here on the Fed
erallevel to relinquish to the States some 
of the taxing powers that the Federal 
Government has usurped, the States are 
being left in a position, and localities as 
well, where there is no other source to 
which they may look than the Federal 
Gov·ernment. Is that not correct? 

Mr. MASON. I agree with that, be
cause Uncle Sam now claims 75 cents 
out of every dollar of taxation, which 
leaves only 25 cents to the State and 
local governments on which to operate. 

Mr. LANDRUM. I was interested in 
the comment the gentleman made about 
those of us who believed in supporting 
segregated schools and those of us who 
believe in supporting States rights. I 
wondered if he had had an opportunity 
to read the three papers prepared and 
delivered by Judge Hand to the Harvard 
Law School. 
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Mr. MASON. I have read them, and . To implement;, their program, -specif
I agree with Judge Hand's interpreta- lcally in Peoria, the union has filed 
tion of what the Constitution and the candidates for Democrat precinct com
law is. mitteemen in 92 of the 210 precincts, 

Mr. LANDRUM. Particularly I would and has designs on 80 precincts where no 
like to direct the gentleman's attention candidates filed before the deadline last 
to the comment and observation of Judge January 20. 
Hand to the effect that if we are going to Mr. Speakerr I should like to make it 
have a third legislative body, let us have very clear, at the outset, that I was once 
one in which all of us can participate as a union member myself, and have a host 
to representation in that body. · of friends, not only among the rank and 

Mr. MASON. I agree with that. Of file, but including some of those guid
course, Judge Hand meant that our Su- ing the destinies of other local unions 
preme Court was usurping legislative comprising the Peoria Trade and Labor 
functions, and legislating rather than Assembly. I have attended a. number 
interpreting. of their meetings and have had individ-

Mr. LANDRUM. As a matter of fact, uals and numerous groups of laboring 
Judge Hand stated, in very emphatic people come into my office and discuss 
terms, that the Supreme Court in over- their mutual problems. We have al
ruling a longstanding decision com- ways gotten along well together even 
pletely left the field of interpreting our though having our differences of opinion. 
statutes and jurisprudence and entered I have no quanel, whatsoever, with 
the field of legislative activity; did he those individual members who have filed 
not? as candidates for Democrat precinct 

Mr. MASON. He did. committeemen and who, at the same 
Mr. LANDRUM. I thank the gentle- time, happen to be members of Local No. 

man. 974. They have every right as citizens 
Mr. BYRNE of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, to do so, and if it is. their intention 

will the gentleman yield? to promote the cause of better govern-
Mr. MASON. I yield. ment, then I commend them for taking 
Mr. BYRNE of Illinois. I was partie- . such an active part. We have a. number 

ularly interested in that phase of your of union members serving as precinct 
capable analysis that had to do with the committeemen in our Republican Party, 
double-taxation feature of this proposed as a matter of fact, and it is always a 
Federal aid for schools. I have the great source of pride for me to associate 
privilege of representing the Third Dis- myself with these people. I consider my
trict of Illinois. In that district are self a friend of labor's rank and file. 

_ many parochial and private schools: The thing l, personally, resent, and 
the Morgan Day Military Academy, I am confident that I am joined by many, 
Lutheran high schools, many Catholic many discerning Democrats, is the fact 
institutions, as well as other types of pri- that the master plan for this operation 
vate schools. Is it not true that if the comes from as far away as Detroit and 
type of legislation that is proposed be- is under the direct leadership of Mr. 
came the law of 'the land, we would not Walter Reuther. What right has he to 
only have double taxation for the people come into Peoria and tell our good Dem
who elect to send their children to pri- ocrat friends what is best for them in 
vate and parochial schools. but we would their own hometown? 
have a. triple form of taxation? In January, after Caterpillar had re-

Mr. MASON. I agree entirely, and it duced its working force by some 6,000 
would be an impossible burden. - men and expressed a desire to propose 

INVASION OF PEORIA 
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under 

previous order of the House, the gentle
man from Illinois [Mr. MICHEL] is recog
nized for 20 minutes. 

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, I have 
asked for this time to call the attention 
of the House to an article appearing in 
the March 10 issue of Newsweek, entitled 
"Invasion of Peoria." This article is a 
special report written by the chief of 
Newsweek's Chicago bureau, Mr. Harry 
Homewood, and tells how the United 
Auto Workers is moving into Illinois 
politics at the precinct leveL 

The report states that the UAW local 
No. 974, boasting a membership of 19,000 
strong at the sprawling Caterpillar -plant 
in my district, is "in the midst of a de
termined effort to capture the Demo
cratic machinery in Peoria for the 
union.'' The report goes on to say that 
if' its forces win out-and the test will 
come in the April primary-there can be 
little doubt that UA W headquarters in 
Detroit would consider Peoria as a. pat
tern for action in many another indus-

. trial area. 

a further cut by way of a 4-day work
week for the balance of their employees, 
Mr. Reuther's representatives came to 
town and held a mass meeting at the 
Bradley University fieldhouse trying 
to get support among the rank and file 
for his plan to retain the 5-day work
week for those with the most -seniority 
and a complete layoff for those with 
the least seniority. Mr. Speaker, the 
rank and file in the union stood up in 
righteous indignation and rejected Mr. 
Reuther•s proposal; and now, I am happy 
to say that come March 31, all those 
who were put on a 4-day week will be 
coming back to work again for a full 
5-day week. 

I could not contend that labor is pos
sessed of any lesser right to assert itself 
as a political force than any other group. 
Indeed, labor, like all other groups that 
make up our citizenry, has a responsi
bility to seek good government. How
ever, it must be asked, should labor in 

· Peoria, Ill, where peace between union 
and management has been the pattern, 
have imposed on it the strife and discord 
that has attended Mr. Reuther's grasp 
for personal power in Michigan? Others 
here are more familiar than I could be 

with the misuse of power that has char
acterized bis constant attempts. to com
pletely dominate the Democrat Party in 
his own State. and full credit should be 
given to those persons~ both Democrat 
and Republican, who, at the risk of their 
own personal safety, have attempted to 
stand in his path. 

What motivates this man, who, each 
day over the past decade, has further 
extended his tentacles until now we see 
specific: evidence that he has alliances 
with top governmental officials? Is it for 
the ultimate good of labor? Is the un
rest, suifering. loss of wages, personal 
violence and economic destruction that 
he has achieved, consistent with a belief 
that what he seeks is a strong, wholesome 
laboring force? As I indicated earlier, I 
was once a member of a local labor union. 
It seems to me that neither party today 
can or should claim that it is the sole 
protector of labor, or, conversely, that 
labor will protect its longevity. For my
self, I know that I have, within that area 
where my efforts are and should be felt, 
been on labor's side, just as I have be.en 
on the side of all deserving segments of 
our population. 

It is uniquely possible in the United 
States to make a statement such as this. 
Nowhere else does there exist the con
dition we enjoy under which labor and 
management--although in some areas 
competitive-are both so completely mo
tivated by a single goal: A strong econ
omy and -a powerful Nation. 

I acknowledge that I have little per
sonal strength to aid those persons of 
the State of Michigan, or the Detroit 
area, in the solution of their local prob
lems. I have not, in an attempt to grasp 
personal power to which I am not en
titled, attempted to artificially grasp 
power beyond my logical area of influ
ence. 

Let this be noted, however-! chal
lenge Mr. Reuther to cite one instance 
where I have been motivated by any de
sire, other than that desire to make labor 
strong in my own District-strength 
which can only be achieved through high 
employment, good working conditions, 
acceptable wages, and. peace between la
bor and management. 

I have and shall battle to preserve 
labor as a strong faction in my District. 
I have and shall battle to prevent its 
strength being corrupted by the infiltra
tion of agents from hundreds of miles 
away whose interests are personal in 
character and could lead to, but one re
sult--the gradual. weakening, corrupting, 
and destroying of the very good friends 
with whom I have spent my entire life
time. 

There have always existed differences 
between segments of our population, and 
it is historically true that out of resolv
ing these differences through peaceful 
debate. arbitration and compromise, that 
strength has been reaUzed. It is my re
sponsibility as a Member of this body 
to contribute at all times to the peace
ful resolving of disputes and the creation 
of strength that is so indispensable to 
our Nation today. As a friend of labor, 
I will not sit idly by and observe Mr. 
Reuther or any other individual from 
either labor or management take over 
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one of our local political parties for their 
own selfish interests or personal ag
grandizement. Experience has shown 
that it would result in considerable 
strife and suffering for my many friends. 

Therefore, let me pledge this: In those 
areas where the goal of the UAW and 
Mr. Reuther is peace, improvement of 
the life of individuals doing a day's work 
for a day's pay, and harmony between 
labor and management, they shall have 
my full support and cooperation. In 
those areas where the apparent goal of 
Mr. Reuther is the achievement of per
sonal power, violence, injury to individ
uals and property, he will never have 
my support, and I shall be an unrelent
ing opponent in victory or defeat. 

Mr. Speaker, I suspect if Mr. Reuther 
persists in his efforts to dictate to the 
people of my honie community, that be
tween now and election day, in addition 
to what already has been done, we shall 
see the vast financial resources of the 
UAW pouring into the campaign. This 
will indeed be a challenge, but I welcome 
the opportunity to let the home folks de
cide for themselves just who can do the 
best job here in Washington for all of 
them, and I modestly but confidently 
submit that it will be BoB MICHEL over 
Walter Reuther. 

Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, 
will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. MICHEL. I yield to the gentle
man from Illinois. 

Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. As one who 
has been here for some time may I say 
to the gentleman that if I were him I 
would not worry too much about the CIO 
or the Americans for Democratic Action 
or any Ieftwing organizations. They 
moved into Rockford, Ill., several years 
ago to take over the Democratic organi
zation in Rockford. There are many 
sincere and honest Democrats there. 
They think they are running the show 
but they have no more to do with it than 
I have running the French Foreign 
Legion. I reiterate, if I were the gentle
man I would not worry too much about 
it. 

Mr. MICHEL. I respect the gentle
man's position and sincerely appreciate 
the good counsel and advice he has al
ways given me heretofore. I cannot help 
but be gravely concerned for the people 
in my District who may not recognize 
fully what Mr. Reuther seeks to do in 
my home town by this attempt to take 
over the Democrat Party organization 
locally, lock, stock, and barrel. 

Mr. TEWES. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. MICHEL. I yield to the gentle-
man from Wisconsin. . · 

Mr. TEWES. Impartial analysts and 
historians have said frequently that the 
two principal requisities for successful 
service in Congress were, first, leadership 
ability and second, integrity of thought. 
On both of these scores the gentleman 
from Illinois has proved himself to his 
people back home. 

Those of us who are new in the Con
gress early last year chose the gentleman 
as the chairman of our gr(up. We have 
found in our subsequent associations 
with him that his abilities as a leader 
have been valuable not only to his people 

but to those of us who have been privi
leged to work with the gentleman. 

On the second point, the Members of 
Congress benefit from hearings, floor 
debate, and correspondence which comes 
from our people. These aids give us a 
special insight into the problems of the 
United States. Based upon th:.s infor
mation we reach our decisions on what 
is best for the people of our district and 
our country. 

And, I want to say that in my opin
ion-although as the gentleman knows 
we have differed on occasion-he has al
ways marshaled the facts and has voted 
on those issues as his own intellectual 
integrity dictated. The people in my 
neighboring State of Illinois have reason 
to be proud of the services rendered by 
their Congressman. He is a credit not 
only to them but to the entire Nation. 

Mr. MICHEL. i than!{ the gentleman 
from Wisconsin. As he indicated, we do 
have our differences of opinion, but there 
is always deep mutual respect for one 
another's integrity and honesty. 

·Mr. MASON. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. MICHEL. I yield to the gentle
man from Illinois. 

Mr. MASON. I want to re-echo what 
the gentleman has just stated. My 

. name is Noah. Noah prophesied the 
flood, and I prophesy that BoB MICHEL 
will be sent bacl{ here by an overwhelm
ing majority, a larger majority than he 
had the last time, because he stands for 
statesmanlike things, and that was a 
statesmanlike speech that he just made. 

Mr. MICHEL. Coming from the very 
distinguish·ed gentleman from my neigh
boring district, I am completely over
whelmed. 

Mr. GRIFFIN: Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

. Mr. MICHEL. I yield to the gentle
man from Michigan, who obviously has 
knowledge of the pattern that has gone 
on before in his own State and which 
I have discussed today. 

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. Speaker, I rise to 
associate myself with the remarks of the 
gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. TEWES], 
in commending the gentleman from Illi
nois [Mr. MICHEL], for his searching an
alysis and statement concerning the re
ported invasion by UA W leaders from 
Detroit into the politics of Peoria. While 
it is true that Mr. Reuther, and other 
UA W leaders whose primary concern 
seems to be politics, have a stranglehold 
on the Democratic Party organization in 
Michigan, let me assure the gentleman; 
as one who represents a district which 
includes a large industrial area, that 
even in Michigan they do not control the 
votes· of the individual rank-and-file 
union members. I believe the gentleman 
from Illinois has performed a valuable 
service in bringing this matter to the at
tention of the House. 

Mr. MICHEL. I thank the gentleman 
from Michigan. And, I want to empha
size again that were it not for the over
all master plan being directed from De
troit, I would have no concern. I simply 
cannot stomach the idea of Walter Reu
ther taking it upon himself to chart the 
course of one of our local political parties 
and know I speak for many discerning 

Democrats who do not care to be so 
stigmatized. 

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent 
to insert at this point in the RECORD, the 
article referred to in Newsweek entitled 
"Invasion of Peoria," and a timely edi
torial appearing in Saturday's Detroit 
News entitled "Caesar's Meat." 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there 
objection to the request of the gentleman 
from Illinois? 

There was no objection. 
· The articles are as follows: 
[From Newsweek magazine of March 10, 

1958] 
INVASION OF PEORIA 

(One reason why the Republicans on the 
Senate Labor Rackets Committee want to 
investigate Walter Reuther is that his UAW 
seeks political as well as economic power. 
Already the UAW is politically entrenched in 
Michigan. In this special report, Harry 
Homewood, chief of Newsweek's Chicago 
bureau, tells how the union is now moving 
into Illinois politics.) 

Peoria, Ill., once vaudeville's symbol for 
"the sticks," today is a booming industrial 
city, the second largest in the State (popula
tion: 112,000). It also is a major outpost of 
the realm of labor governed by Walter Reu
ther's United Auto Workers-CIO whose capi
tal is Detroit. At Peoria's huge Caterpillar 
Tractor Co. plant, sprawling beside the Illi
nois River, the UAW's local 974 boasts a 
membership 19,000 strong. 

It has long galled the local's leaders-and 
presumably the Detroit leadership as well
that Peoria through the years should have 
remained an impregnable Republican strong
hold. Increasingly, they have become con
vinced that the Republicans can never be dis
lodged by the present Democratic organiza
tion, which they view as somnolent, com
placent, and resigned to defeat. 
Th~s week, local 974 was in the midst of a 

determined effort to capture the Democratic 
machinery in Peoria for the union. If its 
forces won out--and the test would come in 
April's Democratic primary-there could be 
little doubt that UAW headquarters in De
troit would consider Peoria as a pattern for 
action in many another industrial area 
where j;he Democrats are weak. 

NATIONAL PROGRAM 

Charles K. (Kenny) Johnston, UAW sub
regional director in Peoria, puts it like this: 
"Although I am the one who implemented 
this move in this particular area, it is really 
a national program out of Detroit. • • • 
We are started on a course that will allow 
us to deliver Illinois in 1960 to the candidate 
we think best for labor." 

The tactics by which the UAW is seeking 
to attain its immediate ends are based where 
the professional politicians base theirs: The 
precinct level. Marvin (Red) Hyde, the 
short, stocky chairman of publicity and edu
cation for the Caterpillar local, describes 
them like this: "There's 210 precincts in 
Peoria County and each one elects a Demo
cratic committeeman. Nobody but the·party 
hacks used to file. People weren't interested. 
Well, we changed that. We told the workers 
in the union to get out and run. So right 
now our guys are running for precinct com
mitteeman in 92 of the 210 districts. And 
we have a situation where there is no candi· 
date at all in another 80 precincts." 

POLITICAL POTENTIALITIES 

If the union forces do carry a majority of 
the precincts-and even their opponents 
give them a good chance-they will control 
selection of the county chairman. This ls 
one of the two most powerful positionr. in 
the Illinois 18th Congressional District 
(which embraces 5 other counties ln addi
tion to Peoria). The other is that of State 
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central committeemen of the district. and 
for that position Red Hyde himself is. run
ning. 

To what extent Peoria. would set a. na
tional example ·remained a question for the 
time being. But it was certain that in 
Peo?ia itself the UAW was digging in for a 
major attempt to control one of lllinois' 
biggest party oyganizations. As Red Hyde 
summed it up: "If it's necessary, we'll have 
a new Democratic Party.'' 

(From the Detroit News of March 8, 1958] 
CAESAR'S MEAT 

The performance of Emil Mazey as a wit
ness before the McClellan Senate commit
tee is one more entry in the case history 
of the UAW and its curious and growing 
God-complex. 

If not from the throne itself, Mr. Mazey's 
votce was from on high, from whence he 
pronounced moral j.udgments on the clergy 
of two great faiths, on the legal fraternity, 
and medical profession o! Sheboygan Coun
ty, on a member of the Senate committee 
and on a Sheboygan court which had dared 
to jail a UAW goon. 

The daily press, long. a target of Solidarity 
House and its anathema. mill, :finds. itself 
for the moment in excellent company. 

The offense, in which all these are joined, 
appears to be only that they do not believe 
that the law according to the UAW tran
scends the law of the land. 

The God-complex is not new in American 
experience, or for that matter in the annals 
of organized labor. The American spirit 
puts up with fools. But not with Caesar. 
What we are witnessing in the McClellan 
hearing room may very well be the begin
ning of the end. 

Mr. LAIRD. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. MICHEL. Glad to yield to the 
gentleman from Wisconsin. 

Mr. LAIRD. I want to commend my 
friend and colleague. from lllinois on the 
very fine and forthright statement which 
he has made here this afternoon on the 
floor of the House. I feel that. it. cer
tainly is well that this issue be met early 
and that· the people in lllinois and in 
oth.er sectionS of the United States may 
be well aware of the type of political ac
tivity which Mr. Reuther is carrying on 
throughout the country. I think that we 
all must be aware of the type of activity 
that he contemplates in the next elec
tion, and I commend the gentleman for 
bringing it to the fioor of the House this 
afternoon. 

Mr. MICHEL. I tharuc my good friend 
and most able colleague from Wisconsin. 

Mr. TEWES. Mr. Speaker,. I ask 
unanimous consent that the gentleman 
f.rom Delaware [Mr. HAsKELL] may ex
tend his remarks at this point in the 
RECORD. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Wis
c<msin? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. HASKELL. Mr. Speaker, I would 

like to take just a few moments to com
mend our colleague from the 18th Con
gressional District -of Dlinois, Mr. Mr
CHEL, for the outstanding job he is per
forming in this Congress and for the 
manner in which he so ably represents 
his constituents. The gentleman from 
Illinois became a Member of this body 
with a wealth of experience in govern
mental matters that. combined with his 
earlier life in the district which he rep-

resents, makes it possible for him not 
only to be closely aware of his constitu
ents' needs and desires,. but to take 
prompt and appropriate action on them. 

The residents of the 18th District of 
Illinois are indeed fortunate to have 
as their Representative a man of the 
gentleman's ability, courage, and deter
mination. 

I consider it a great honor to be able 
to pay this brief tribute to our colleague 
today. I feel certain that in doing so I 
am joined by the vast majority of other 
Members of this body. 

A REALISTIC P:AUL BUNYAN PLAN 
FOR EDUCATION 

The SPEAKER pro tempore CMr. ED
MONDSON) . Under previous order of the 
House, the gentlewoman from Minnesota 
[Mrs. KNUTSON] is recognized for 60 
minutes. 

Mrs. KNUTSON. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent to revise and extend 
my remarks at this point in the REcORD. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request. of the gentlewoman from 
Minnesota? 

There was no objection. 
Mrs. KNUTSON. Mr. Speaker, I am 

for sound econ-omy in government. I 
believe that the American people should 
get good returns from their expenditures 
through government at all leveis-:Fed
eral, State, and local. I abhor waste of 
the people's money, of our natural re
sources, or of the lives of Americans. 

But waste can occur in many different 
ways. There could be, for example, waste 
of the people's money by maladministra
tion in Government. There could also 
be waste of the very lives of many of our 
people by failure of the Government to 
spend money. 

If our Federal Government had not 
spent billions of dollars during World 
War n. the lives of millions of our peo
ple would have been sacrificed for lack 
of training and equipment. 

If President Franklin D. Roosevelt had 
not foreseen the necessity for Federal 
expenditure of billions of dollars to bring 
this Nation out of the great depression 
of the 1930's. hundreds of thousands, 
perhaps millions of Americans would 
have died from hunger, lack of heat for 
their homes, suicide, disease, and the 
many other causes of death which would 
have been rampant throughout our land. 

Now our Nation is in the midst of an· 
other great crisis--an educational crisis. 
This crisis threatens the very survival of 
our American way of life, for we are in 
the deadly grip of a life or death compe
tition forced upon us by international 
communism. 'Ihe basis of this compe
tition is education and the alternative to 
our losing this competition is war-a war 
of worldwide devastation and death. 

Most of you have heard of a character 
well known throughout my home State 
of Minnesota--the gigantic hero of the 
lumberjacks~ Paul Bunyan. Now Paul 
Bunyan might be considered by some 
people to have been only a mytbieal 
character, but today I am proposing a 
realistic Paul Bunyan plan for the 
preservation and advancement of our 
American. way of life. I am proposing 
that the Federal Government invest $100 

billion in American education-in Amer
ica's future. I am proposing this invest
ment be made at the· rate of $10 billion 
a year for the next 10 years. 

If this seems a large investment, let us 
ask ourselves: How important to us is 
the preservation of our way of life dur
ing our lifetime; and what is it worth 
to assure. that way of life for our chil
dren? When we consider the certain 
gains from such an investment and the 
potential loss from failure to make such 
an investme11t, the amount seems a mere 
pittance. 

Our gross national product at present 
amounts to about $430 billion. Writing 
in the Educational Record for January 
1958, Robert D. Calkins, president of the 
Brookings Institution, has pointed out 
that-

If during the next decade there are no 
more serious interruptions than those of the 
last 10 years. we may expect a growth [in 
gross national product! of about 3Yz percent 
at least, perhaps more. At 1957 prices, an 
annual growth of 3 Yz percent would yield 
in 1967 a gross national product of about 
$000 billion. · 

At present the Federal Government is 
spending for Federal aid to all levels of 
education in the States only about $1.5 
billion a year, which is only about one
third of 1 percent of the value of the 
gross national product. The $10 billion 
additional which I am proposing that the 
Federal Government spend represents 
less than 2.5 percent of the present value 
of the gross national product, and only 
about 1. 7 percent of the value of the 
gross national product which is expected 
in 1967 provided this Nation does not in 
the meantime suffer a serious interrup
tion. I believe that unless at least this 
$10 billion a year is spent by the Federal 
Government for the advancement of 
education this Nation will indeed suffer 
a serious interruption. It might even 
lose the character of its existence as a 
free nation. 

ONE HUNDRED BILLION DOLLARS 

These $100 billion wisely invested 1n 
the revitalization of American education 
can help America to win the cold war and 
prevent a holocaustal hot war of H
bombs and ICBM1s. 

These $100 billion thoughtfully spent 
can help the Free World to secure for 
itself a meaningful, productive peace. 

These $100 billion thoughtfully spent 
can go a long way toward insuring for 
our grandchildren and their grandchll
dren a way of life founded on the Ameri
can tradition. 

This investment of $100 billion repre
sents. the expenditure of only a fraction 
of what our country will gain in gross 
national income in the long run. These 
$100 billion represent an investment in 
this country's future productivity. The 
multi-billion-dollar Federal highway aid 
program, which will probably cost the 
Federal Government well over the $40 
billion currently est.ima ted, is also such 
an investment-but no one can tell me 
that the education of our children is not 
more important than our roads. 

One .hundred years ago the London 
Economist editorialized: 

Education, being an artificial want, can
not be, and never has been, left to grow up 
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spontaneously. Man is the better for it, but 
be must possess it in a certain. degree before 
be can feel the want of it. It is the duty of 
{governm·ent] to procure for it a recognized 
position among the wants of a community. 

ThP.se $100 billion thoughtfully spent 
can procure for education "a recognized 
position among the wants" of our com
munity such as the present demands. 

These $100 billion thoughtfully spent 
can help the Free World to produce the 
necessary hardware of peace and, _ in 
time, can help to make extinct the hard
ware of war. 

THE 120 DAYS WHICH SAVED AMERICA 

The 120 days of suspense between the 
launching of the first earth satellite and 
the launching of the American Explorer 
may very well be known in history as 
the 120 days which saved America. If
and what a dangerous "if" it is-we fail 
to follow through with the determination 
we have now gathered within us, if we 
fail to heed the warnings, . and to meet 
the challenges, the world of 100 years 
from now may very well look upon these 
120 days of recent memory and mark 
them as the. beginning of the end of the 
American way of life. 

As a parent, as a former schoolteacher, 
as well as a Member of Congress, I want 
to · talk with you today about several 
matters which relate to the most serious 
business which has ever confronted this 
great legislative body. This business is 
the education of our young people-the 
boys and girls who tomorrow, as men and 
women, must shoulder the tremendous 
responsibilities of our increasingly com-
plex world. _ · 

THE STRAIGHTEDGE OF CONFIDENCE 

The night before he died in ·1945, 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt wrote · a 
speech which the scythe of · death pre
vented him from delivering. In this 
speech, Mr. Roosevelt wrote: 

We seek peace-enduring peace. Today, 
science has brought all the different quarters 
of the globe so close together that it is im
possible to isolate them one from another. 

Today, as we move against the terrible 
scourge of war-as we go forward toward the 
greatest contribution that any generation of 
human beings can make in this world-the 
contribution of lasting peace, I ask you to 
keep up your faith. I measure the sound, 
solid achievement that can be made at this 
time by the straightedge of your own con
fidence and your resolve. 

The only limit to our realization of tomor
row will be our doubts of today. Let us 
move forward with strong and active faith. 

Today, as we must dig deeply into our 
consciences, as we must think difficult 
thoughts to make difficult decisions, the 
echo of FDR's ringing words appropri
ately challenges us to move forward 
with strong and active faith. 

We must be confident and deter
mined-arid what's m0re important, we 
must not look back. We must keep mov
ing in the direction of a better way of 
life for · us all. 

A PAUL BUNYAN FOR 1958 

A hundred years ago this year, the 
Minnesota Territory became a State. 
Back then in 1848, we spoke of th~ United 
States in the plural: we said, "The United 
States are." Now we say, "The United 
States is." . I believe Minnesota had 
much to do with making this great coun-

try of ours a truly united one. The spirit 
of Minnesota echoes the spirit of Paul 
Bunyan. What a man he was-a strong 

_ man, full of vision and energy and hope 
and boldness and movement. 

Indeed, Paul Bunyan and his blue ox, 
Babe, symbolize well the strength of 
America. No task is too great, no hurdle 
too high, no dare too idealistic for our 
people. At this time we need a bold edu:. 
cational plan to prepare our boys and 
girls for the strange new world into 
which they have been born. 

A few weeks ago I testified before the 
Elliot Subcommittee on Special Educa
tion. I said then and I wish to repeat 
now: 

There is no earthly reason why we 
Americans should go balfcocked in 20 
directions hoping to get ourselves out of our 
educational dilemma by wishful thinking 
and halfway measures. 

Let's get over our inferiority complex and 
get to work. And if it's for education, let's 
spend the necessary money. Let's start 
"running scared." 

There are no two ways about it. Unless 
we do enough for education in terms of 
energy, initiative, imagination and dollars, 
we will have done nothing except further 
muddy the already muddy American educa
tional waters. 

We need Paul Bunyan thinking. We 
need Paul Bunyan action. I assure you, 
Mr. Speaker, that education will yield 
for us Paul Bunyan results. 

.THE RULE OF THE FARM FIELDS 

My people in Minnesota, many of 
them, are farmers. They know the rule 
of the farm fields. You plant a good 
seed if you want good fruit. You work 
hard during planting time if you want to 
reap a good harvest. You try to improve 
your farming methods. You work. You 
help yourself and then you pray to God 
to give you a helping hand. You do not 
just wish a farm crop and count on luck. 

Minnesotans know that a bucket of 
water will not quench the thirst of a 
growing acre of flax. Minnesotans 
know that a 15-minute-a-day gesture of 
work will not produce a crop. 

Not only Minnesotans but the whole 
American people know that a 10-percent 
solution to our educational crisis is no 
solution at all. 

TIMIDITY, INDECISION, CONTRADICTION, AND 
FOOLHARDINESS 

The President of the United States 
said about a year ago that education 
was "more important than our Nike bat
teries, more necessary than our radar 
warning nets, and more powerful even 
than the energy of the atom." 

Then last month, the President's ad
visers talked him into proposing a pro
gram which betrayed an administration 
of timidity, indecision, contradiction, 
and foolhardiness. The President's $1 
billion program for education, even ·if 
supplemented by wishful thinking and 
sweet platitudes, is not enough. 

One Midwestern superintendent of 
schools, Walter E. Stebbins, reacted to 
President Eisenhower's half-hearted 
educational program this way. I quote 
from his thoughtful remarks which were 
recently inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD: 

Now, I cannot · believe the President of 
these United States would intentionally do 

anything to hurt these little children, or 
their teachers, or the communities in which 
they live, but I . can believe that some 
tempter did take him up to the pinnacle, and 
there this tempter pointed out in one di
rection only, and said, "Mr. President, these 
are the things that will make America safe." 
And looking in that direction, he could see 
stretching out. to reach the purple moun
tain's majesties, great massive highways, 
broad and long, and colossal overpasses, and 
a thousand beautiful bridges, and airport 
terminals and runways for our alabaster 
cities, and he could see great factories built 
with Federal assistance under the writeoff 
plan. "Choose these," said the tempter, 
''these are the things for which we must 
spend more billions; then America will be 
safe." 

Without ever turning to. look in the 
other direction they went down, and in so 
doing, this good man turned his back on 
America's children, her greatest asset and 
her most urgent need. This is the way it 
must have happened. 

And who is the tempter, you well may ask. 
Who it is has been pretty well established. 
It is not a secret at all. Collectively, it is a 
force of national scope, and ft can be charac
terized by self-interest, shortsightedness, 
and selfishness. ~ In your town and mine all 
across this broad land, it speaks a confused 
and garbled language. It gives awards to 
teachers and tells them of their great worth, 
then fights the appropriation designed to 
give them a decent salary. It is for better 
school buildings, yet spends great sums to 
prove no more school .buildings are needed. 
Some of its segments will work for more 
billions for highways and airports, and at 
the same time, promote a program of econ
omy that will rob the school children of 
America. 

As a former teacher, I know just how 
Mr. Stebbins feels. Some Members of 
Congress think that the only reason they 
are in Congress is to . demonstrate their 
expertness at logrolling. Today, Amer
ica is over the barrel almost, education
wise. I might say that that barrel is the 
pork barrel. 

There is a saying that if you can't 
beat them, join them. All right, then. 
Let me tell you that there is no pork that 
will reach . all of the American people 
more effectively than education. The 
little people all over this great country 
of ours-from California to South Caro
lina, from Louisiana to Minnesota-are 
tired of seeing all the pork go to big 
business and to H-bombs. The little 
people are saying: 

Give us education for ourselves and our 
children, and we will work ourselves to the 
bone to build America and a world that 
knows the dignity of the human soul. With 
education, we can help ourselves and God 
will help us. 

Apparently, the Madison Avenue ad
vertising geniuses have convinced Gen
eral Eisenhower that the war of the 
schoolhouse with the Soviet Union can 
be won by advertising and propaganda. 
The complacency which will be engen
dered by the administration's baby-crash 
program makes it no more than a pro
gram for a crash. 

I am not in favor of such _a program. 
·Neither am I for a program for a 
splash-a Madison A venue publicity 
stunt calling for quantities of money, 
irresponsibly spent in order to excuse 
ourselves ·from the constant public 
thoughtfulness that the education of our 
children deserves. As I have said, edu-
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cation is serious business, very serious 
business. To paraphrase what a famous 
general once said about war and gen
erals, let me say that education is too 
important to be left solely to the educa
tors. 

As the President of the United States 
said-and it sounds like an understate .. 
ment in light of recent history
education is more powerful than the 
energy of the atom. 

THE SAY-SO OF THE MOON 

It has become quite fashionable to say 
that we need this and we need that be
cause of sputnik. And we have been 
offered a variety of token-educational 
proposals to appease that queer little 
metal god in the sputniksphere. I 
think that it is high time that we quit 
playing footsy with political expediency 
and lazy-man solutions. Let's listen for 
a moment to the real and more important 
messages of the sputnik.- Dr. Franklin 
D. Murphy, chancellor of the University 
of Kansas, has pointed out that: 

The message which this little ball carries to 
Americans, if they would but stop and listen, 
is that in the last half of the 20th cen• 
tury • • • nothing is as important as the 
trained and educated mind. This sphere 
tells us not of the desirability but the urgent 
necessity of the highest quality and expand
ed dimensions of the educational effort. It 
states more dramatically than ever before 
that the future of the 20th century lies in 
the hands of those who have placed educa
tion and its Siamese twin-research-in the 
position of first priority. 

Presidential scientific adviser James 
Killian has expressed the sputnik's mes
sage in-the following terms : 

What sputnik has shown is not that leader
ship has passed from the United States to 
the U. S. S. R., but that we expect in 
the future more instances of Russian chal
lenges to our scientific leadership. 

We should not copy our competition. • • • 
Our aim should be • • • to do those things 
which represent our genius and which will 
best meet our needs. • • • We should not 
allow the pressure for scientists and engi
neers to obscure the need for first-rate talent 
in other fields. 

The great Swedish-American poet of 
the people, Carl Sandburg, once wrote a 
poem which concluded: 

~ The new moon is a law. 
The little say-so of the moon must be lis

tened to. 

The say-so of the sputnik, "the new 
moon," translated into its significance 
for the American people, was simply 
this: "Wake up, America. Get the cob
webs out of your eyes. Do a little soul
searching and thinking. And then, 
proudly and ·energetically, climb to the 
altitude of the American tradition to 
make American education the best in 
the world." 

H-BOMB OR E-BOMB 

The cold war has properly been iden
tified by discerning people as the war of 
the schoolhouse. The sinister H-bomb 
with its terrible destructive power and its 
terrifying fallout is a deadly toy for 
grown men to be playing with. The de
struction and tears and time-splitting 
screams of an H-bomb war are terrible 
to contemplate. 

Only by recognizing the basis .of the 
cold war of the schoolhouse and taking 

necessary steps to win this cold war can 
we hope to a vert a helpless drift into the 
hot war of the H-bomb. We must bend 
our efforts to the development of edu
cation, theE-bomb. 

Listen to what a writer in the Edu
cational Record for January 1958 said 
in an article entitled "The E-Bomb: A 
Proper Instrument of Civilization in the 
Nuclear Age": 

The E-bomb's fallout affects every phase 
of our way of life. It is the key to success
ful democracy, a productive economy, and 
an efficient technological defense posture. 
• • • The Russians are using the E-bomb. 
The challenge is unmistakable. We must, of 
course, keep up with the Jonesvitches. 

We cannot escape the E-bomb issue. Our 
civilization can just as surely freeze to death 
in the cold war of the classrooms as it could 
blow itself to a nasty kingdom come in a hot 
atomic war. • • • 

Upon the solution of our educational prob
lems depends the future of America. 

The E-bomb should be viewed as an 
instrument of peace. Only through its 
development and use can we hope to 
win and maintain a real and enduring 
peace. With all the energy of our fore
fathers and foremothers, we must work 
to that end. 

In his aforementioned article, Brook
ings' President Calkins has graphically 
capsuled the proper direction of our 
thinking: 

It is certain that if we are struck with 
modern weapons in a massive war, it will be 
unlike anything that has gone before. • • • 
After a few hours or days the scattered sur
vivors will crawl out of the rubble and con
cern themselves with elementary survival. 
The preservation of education and free insti
tution will for a long time seem a remote, 
academic issue. Our only hope is to provide 
in advance an -effective deterrent against 
such a holocaust. -

Dr. Calkins warns that the public must 
understand "the great and growing im
portance of education and research to 
our national strength and security, to 
the further development of our way of 
life, and to our role of leadership in the 
world." 

A THREE-POINT PLAN 

First, let us make the education of our 
young folks a bipartisan effort. 
· Then, let us look at the educational 
crisis in America which has · threatened 
the Free ·world's defense posture and 
program for peace. 

Lastly, let us have the intestinal for
titude to develop and carry out the nec
essary program to boost American edu
cation. 

Recently, I wrote a letter to my constit
uents about the educational crisis. I 
wrote them: 

We're behind hi everything-classrooms, 
advanced laboratory equipment, teachers, 
scholarships-everything. You name it, 
we're behind in it. 

I am asking you to remember that our 
children deserve more than parity in 
educational opportunity. There are bil
lions of children, not even around yet, 
depending upon our honesty_ and cour
age. 

THE EDUCATIONAL STATE OF THE UNION 

However, before we make a further 
general indictment of our educational 
situation in the United States, ''let's look 

at the record," as one statesman used to 
say whenever someone declared a fact 
without documentation. Let us make the 
necessary comparisons, scratching below 
the surface here and there, weighing and 
measuring-let us see for ourselves what 
is the educational state of the Union. 

On November 13, 1957, President 
Eisenhower broadcast to the American 
people the following facts about Soviet 
education: 

Remember that when a Russian graduates 
from high school, he has had 5 years of phys
ics, 4 years of chemistry, 1 year of astronomy, 
5 years of biology, 10 years of mathematics 
through trigonometry, and 5 years of a for
eign language. 

Prof. Arthur Bestor of the University 
of Illinois, in a recent interview pub
lished in the U.S. News & World Report, 
asked an interesting series of questions. 
How many of the American boys and 
girls who graduated from high school 
last spring completed 5 years of physics? 
How many completed 4 years of chemis
try? How many took 1 year of astron
omy? How many, -5 years of biology? 
Ten years of mathematics through trigo
nometry? Five years of a foreign lan
guage? How many American boys and 
girls who graduated from high school 
last spring completed all of these things? 

Professor Bestor commented on these 
questions: · 

Citizens have a right to the answers.• • • 
I suspect that the answers will be "None" 

_in a vast number of American communi
ties. • • • 

Only the ablest Russian students complete 
the program that President Eisenhower de
scribed. But these do complete ·it. Our 
ablest students don't even get a chance to 
engage in a course of study as thorough and 
intensive as the Russian one. • • • Actu
ally, we don't offer our brightest young peo
ple the kind of educational opportunity they 
would have if they were born in other coun
tries. 

In December 1957, Marion B. Folsom, 
Secretary of Health, Education, and 
Welfare, wrote: · 

Studies indicate that only one out of three 
high-school graduates [in the United States) 
has had a year of chemistry, only one out of 
four has taken a year of physics and one out 
of three has had more than one year of 
algebra. 

Dr. A. Whitney Griswold, president of 
Yale University, a few weeks ago re
ceived an application for admission to 
Yale from a young man from a large 
western city. The application was 
turned down by Dr. Griswold because 
the young man simply was not prepared 
for higher education. According to the 
young man's transcript for his junior 
and senior years in high school he had 
obtained credit for the following courses: 

In junior year: English III, American 
history, typing, speech, chorus, and 
physical education. 

In senior year: English IV, journalism, 
speech, · personality problems, marriage 
and family, and chorus. 

I would be equally shocked, of course, 
if this young man had offered a high 
school transcript as follows: 

In junior year: Nothing but science. 
In senior year: More science and noth- . 

ing else. 
It is significant, I believe, that the 

young man who was turned down by 
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Yale University took journalism, speech; 
and chorus but apparently few courses 
which would give him anything to wiite, 
talk, or sing about. No wonder in this 
time of the administration's brinkman
ship and golflinksmanship, we have such 
a deficiency in thinkmanship. 

A COMMENT ON UNITED STATES-U.S.S.R. 
COMPARISON 

At this point I think that it would be 
appropriate to say a further word or two 
about United States-U.S. S. R. compari
sons with respect to education. 

Since the ascent of Sputnik I, we have 
all been tempted to show how this coun
try is lagging dangerously behind the 
Soviet Union. . 

True, the Russians showed us up. 
True, the Russians have made fantastic 
advances of late. True, the Russians 
pose for us a grim threat. We must, 
however, carefully evaluate the H.ussian 
challenge. . 

Dr. Alexander Korol, of the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology, recently 
published the results of his 2-year study 
of Soviet education for science and tech
nology. Dr. Korol said very appropri
ately: 

(The] nature· of the Soviet challenge is 
not expressed in numbers, nor even in qual
ity, but in the degree to which national edu
cation and training efforts and performance 
are consonant with national goals. The es
sence of the challenge for the United States, 
therefore, is not to permit the scale, chara<:.
ter, flexibility, vigor, and quality of American 
education to lag behind its expanding goals 
and responsibilities. 

Article 121 of the Soviet Constitution, 
which proclaims the Soviet citizen's 
right of education, is secured by a 1956 
amendment which provides for-

Universal 7-year education, by the wide ... 
spread development of secondary education, 
by the fact that education of all types
whether secondary or higher education-is 
free; by a system of State scholarships for 
college and university students who dis
tinguish themselves-

And soon. 
The fact that, in 1955, the Soviet Union 

produced 126,000 science field college 
graduates to our 59,000 becomes signifi
cant when you realize that educational 
opportunity is constitutionally certified 
in the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union 
graduate engineer crop was 59,000 to our 
22,600 in 1955. In 1955, the Soviet Un
ion had 1,900,000 teachers at all levels; 
the United States, only 1,360,000. 

We in the United States need not and 
should not play a numbers game with 
our Soviet rivals. But let us not pre
tend that all is well. All is not well. As 
I wrote my constituents in January: 

For the first time since our World War I 
rise to world power, another nation has out
distanced us in p otential. Practically every 
noted authority maintains that not only are 
we behind Russia but also that we will re
main behind Russia until 1962. If we do 
nothing now, we will remain behind Russia 
until the hereafter. 

CAUSE AND EFFECT 

Let us not fool ourselves into think
ing that the fault of American educa
tion lies solely with our educational phi
losophy. We have-a shortage of teach
ers which, of and by itself, multiplies all 
other manpower shortages in the United 
States. We have a shortage of classroom 

space which is growing worse each year. 
We are underpaying our teachers and 
our scholars. We are denying an educa
tion to. thousands of young Americans 
by pricing them out of the classroom. 
We are still treating education as if it 
were a luxury. I do not believe that I 
must array facts and figures to show 
that education is not a luxury but a 
necessity without which our democracy 
will eventually shrivel and die. 

FEDERAL AID TO EDUCATION--PROPERTY TAX 
CANNOT SUPPORT MODERN EDUCATION 

One of the reasons why I believe in 
Federal aid to education is this. The 
property tax base for support of local 
school systems is as out-of-date as the 
dodo bird. It is inequitable and inade
quate in these days of expensive educa
tional plant and facilities: Net farm in
come has dropped from $16.1 billion in 
1951 to $11.5 billion in 1957. During this 
time, farm real estate values have re.::. 
mained high, advancing even, in some 
areas. It is becoming increasingly evi
dent that financing of education must 
be done through the taxing of income 
rather than property-if such costs are 
to be fairly and equitably distributed. 

Even if all property taxes were de
voted to this purpose, particularly now 
in the farm depression, they could not 
possibly provide the extensive laboratory 
equipment, the highly technical text
books, and other advanced facilities to 
meet today's needs. 

Furthermore, it is industry as a whole 
which benefits most from the training of 
scientists, engineers, math teachers, and 
other persons trained in highly technical 
skills. Industry, logically, therefore, 
should bear the brunt of these increased 
costs of modern education. This can only 
be done on the broad, countrywide scale 
of Federal taxation, based on income, and 
Federal aid. Industry's contribution to 
local colleges for local purposes, is not 
sufficient-nor is it equitable. The whole 
country must advance, educationally; 
standards and facilities must be raised, 
equalized, and improved all across the 
country. This can only be done through 
Federal aid to which industry would 
have contributed its fair share. 

Russia spends 10 percent of gross na
tional income on education, while in this 
country we spend 3 percent. Even if we 
spend $10 billion more per year, we will 
be coming closer to the Russian figure 
earmarked for education, but we will still 
not spend nearly 10 percent of our coun
try's gross national income. 

MINNESOTA AND FEDERAL AID 

On May 11, 1858, a century ago, Min
nesota stepped into statehood as the 32d 
state with Federal aid for education al
ready an established principle. When 
·congress made the customary land grant 
to the new territory of Minnesota for the 
support of common schools, it generously 
set aside two sections for education in 
each township. According to the school 
lands law all funds derived from the sale 
or lease of these lands is held in a perma
nent trust fund. Some of Minnesota's 
lands turned out to be worth millions of 
dollars in timber and iron ore. 

With Federal assistance under the 
Morrill Act of 1862, Minnesota estab
lished a college of agriculture, forestry, 

and home economics · at the University 
of Minnesota. 

The Vocational Education Act of 1917 
initiated a new phase of Federal aid for 
Minnesota. Then came the school-lunch 
and school-milk acts. 

In the year 1956, nearly $800,000 went 
to Minnesota as its share of Federal 
funds for vocational education-agricul
ture, home economics, trade and indus
trial education below college level. 

For the national school lunch and 
school milk programs, Minnesota got 
over $2 million of Federal funds in 1956. 
The sizable Federal contribution for 
just · these 3 programs bec.ome& more 
striking when compared with the $86 
million total State government expendi
tures for education in Minnesota in 1956. 
Federal aid for education in my State, as 
in the other 47, represents an established 
intergovernmental partnership of re
sponsibility and action in the field of ed
·ucation. 
THE CONSTITUTION AND THE TRUTH ABOUT 

FEDERAL CONTROL 

The Legislative Reference Service of 
the Library of Congress recently pre
pared a report in response to ·a specific 
Congressional request to develop the 
facts and present the arguments on the 
favorable effects of Federal aid to the 
States for education. Let me quote 
from that report: 

The fact that the Constitution omits 
specific provision for education is unim
portant, from the viewpoint of the national 
interest, because from the beginning, the 
general welfare clause and other clauses in 
the Constitution have served as warrants 
and limitations for Federal aid to the States 
for education and for other Federal educa
t ional programs. In 1931 the National Ad
visory Committee on Education appointed by 
President Herbert Hoover reported finding in 
the Constitution itself 14 warrants and limi
tations for Federal activities in education. 

In 1937 Historian Charles A. Beard and 
others wrote a paper entitled "The 
Unique Function of Education in Amer
ican Democracy." I should like to quote 
from that paper: 

In the Convention that framed the Consti
tution, James Madison proposed that Con
gress be empowered "to establish a univer
sity," and Charles Pinckney urged, a broader 
provision: "to establish seminaries for the 
promotion of literature and the arts and 
sciences." At a later time in the Convention 
Madison and Pinckney joined in moving for 
the creation of a university. Upon their 
project Gouverneur Morris remarked: "It is 
not necessary. The exclusive power at the 
seat of government will reach the object." 
The motion was lost. No express provisions 
were made in the Constitution, but leaders 
among the men who framed that document 
certainly believed that the power to perform 
this national service was positively implied. 

President George Washington, in his 
first annual address to the Congress de
clared: 

There is nothing which can better deserve 
you1· patronage than the promotion of sci
ence and literature. • • • Whether this de
sirable object will be best promoted by af
fording aids to seminaries of learning already 
established, by the institution of a national 
university, or by any other expedients will 
be well worthy a place in the deliberations 
of this Legislature. 

Now, in 1958, it is high time that we 
in the Congress give the promotion of 

J 
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science and literature the maximum pa
tronage which President Washington 
recommended over 150 years ago. 

And let us remember what President 
Eisenhower's Committee on Education 
Beyond the High School said last year: 

Over the last 100 years many Federal pro
grams have evolved. • • • There is little 
evidence that any of these has led to undue 
Federal interference. 

Brig. Gen. Stephen R. Hanmer, in his 
dissertation on Federal aid to education 
submitted to the Industrial College of 
the Armed Forces in 1956, aptly con
cluded: 

The bugaboo of Federal control appears to 
be largely a figment of some people's imagi
nation. 

The phrase ''Federal control" has be
come the hobgoblin of many well-inten
tioned persons. The intergovernmental 
approach to the public educational re-
sponsibility-with all of its cooperation 
and rivalry-has done much through the 
years for America. It has bolstered the 
necessary eternal vigilance which pre
vents exclusive control of education at 
any level of government. 

THE SHORTAGE OF TEACHERS 

A college professor recently offered 
what he described as a controversial so
lution for our overcrowded universities. 
Says Prof. Philip Ward Burton, of Syra
cuse University: 

Keep women out of college. 

Possibly with tongue in cheek,. he goes 
on 'to say, apparently in all seriousness: 

Cut down· the number of women allowed 
to go to coeducational schools. 

Denying women any privilege--no matter 
how slight--is sure to bring shrill cries from 
every quarter. Just the same, ladies, fro.m 
this corner it looks very doubtful-that-in 10 
years (or less) there will be room for both 
you and all the men who want to go to 
college. And it's more vital that men should 
have that college education. That's why 
many of you are going to have to step aside. 

. . -
As a former schoolteacher, I want to 

tell you that the proposal to keep women 
out of college is almost as unreasonable 
as it would be to forget all about educa
tion and let illiteracy and ignorance pre
vail. That is almost what Mr. Burton 
is suggesting. 

The most serious shortage in this coun
try is the shortage of schoolteachers. 
We need more women in college pre
paring to teach, not fewer. We need 
more women studying in all fields, be
cause wonfanpower is an important ele
ment of manpower, and the United 
States is desperately in need of profes
sionally developed manpower. 

Parade magazine, the Sunday supple
ment to the Washington Post and Times 
Herald, recently published the story of 
Phyllis Weber, one of America's satellite 
engineers. Commented the editor of 
Parade: -

In Russia, 25 percent of engineers are 
women, in America only 1 percent. That this 
ratio can be changed for the better is clear. 

That this ratio be improved is impera
tive, at least to the extent of developing 
and recognizing this country's woman 
"'mindpower." 

Mrs. Rose Arnold Powell, of Minne
apolis, Minn., has written a stirring arti-

cle about the tradition of American 
pioneerism, and woman's role in that 
tradition. She said: 

America was discovered when it was be
cause a sympathetic understanding woman 
listened to the startling claims of Columbus 
and pledged her jewels to secure funds for 
his great adventure. • • • As Mary R. 
Beard, historian • • • has emphasized, 
"Women have always been at the heart of 
things." • • • Let us ponder the statement 
of the late Arthur Brisbane, noted columnist, 
"The world might well have wept if Susan B. 
Anthony had been born a boy." 

Professor Burton's panacea for our 
educational crisis might well lead the 
world to weep some day because some 
woman was not born a boy-some woman 
who never got an education. -

Three years ago when I first introduced 
the Student Loan Act I received numer
ous letters from college administrators 
all over the country. From Kansas State 
Colle-ge in Manhattan, Kans., I received 
the following comment: 

Far too few people in America today realize 
what an acute manpower shortage we face, 
especially of persons with college training 
for scientifi~. technical, and professional oc
cupations. Our chief means of solving this 
problem is to encourage college attendance 
by all youth who have the mental ability to 
benefit from it. Studies show that only 
approximately half of such youth are now 
attending college. I am sure the legislation 
you propose will be most helpful in this 
regard. 

I say to you, we must expand, dras
tically expand, educational opportunity 
in this country . . Not reduce it. 

In the school year 1957, according to 
the National _ Education Association, 
there was a shortage of 180,000 qualified 
elementary and high school teachers in 
the United States. The American Li
brary Associ~tion reported last year that 

the number of professional library va
cancies was estimated at 10,000 with a 
bleak prospect of only 1,000 graduates in 
library science in the coming year. The 
President's Committee on Education Be
yond the High School conservatively 
estimated a few months ago that be
tween 180,000 and 270,000 new college 
teachers must be recruited in a dozen 
years-between 15,000 and 22,500 an
nually. 

The Secretary of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, Marion B. Folsom, told the 
American Council on Education: 

Most critical of all, perhaps, is the short
age of school and college teachers. A care
ful study indicates that by 1966, the Nation 
will need more than 600,000 additional 
teachers. 

Keep women out of college? The ab
surdity of the suggestion speaks for it
self. Perhaps, Professor Burton should 
be commended for trying to shock us 
into understanding how great the con
temporary educational crisis really is. 

SALARIES OF TEACHERS 

Ir.. 1956, the National Education As
sociation indicated that close to 71,000 
classroom teachers were paid less than 
$:J,500. In the current academic year, 
the average United States public school 
teacher's salary is $4,650-but 29 States 
have teacher salaries below the national 
average with some States having average 
salaries as low as $3,300. Examples: Ne
braska, $3,320; North Dakota, $3,300; 
South Dakota, $3,300; Mississippi, $2,650. 

Average teacher salaries, according to 
a study · made in 1957 by the NEA Re
search Division, were lower in 1955 than 
in 1939 when compared with the income 
of the average employed person in the 
United States; The following table sum
marizes the study's findings: 

Average annual earnings of teachers and certain other groups, 1939-55 

Teachers Civilian Nonsalaried professional 
(calendar- .All persons Employees employees practitioners 

Year year working in manu- of 
estimated for wages facturing Federal 
average or salaries Govern- Dentists Lawyers Physi-
salary ment cians 

(1) (2) (3) (4) {5) {6) (7) (8) 

1939 _________________________ 
$1,420 $1,264 $1,363 $1,843 $3,096 $4,391 $4,229 

1940. ------------------------ 1,450 1,300 1, 432 1,894 3, 314 4, 507 4,441 
1941.------------ ------------ 1, 480 1,443 1, 653 1, 970 3, 782 4, 794 5,047 
1942.------------------------ 1, 540 1, 709 2,023 2,226 4,625 5,527 6, 735 
1943.---------------------~-- 1,640 1, 951 2,349 2,628 5, 715 5,945 8, 370 
1944.------------------------ 1, 765 2,108 2, 517 2, 677 6, 649 6, 504 9,802 
1945.------------------------ 1,900 2,189 2, 517 2,646 6,922 6,861 10,975 
1946.------------------------ 2,080 2, 356 2, 517 2, 736 6, 381 6, 951 10,202 
1947- ------------------------ 2,380 2,589 2, 793 3,074 6,610 7, 437 10,726 
1948.------------------------ ,2, 710 2, 793 3,0_40 3,168 7,039 8,003 11,327 
1949.--------------___ . ____ --- 2, 900 2,850 3,092 3,362 7,146 7, 971 11,744 
1950.------------------------ 3,050 3,008 3,300 3,fi04 7,436 8,349 12,324 
1951 . ------------------------ 3,235 3,247 3,612 3, 778 7,820 8, 855 13,432 
1952. ------------------------ 3,485 3,431 3,833 4,033 ------------ 9,012 
1953.------------------------ 3, 615 3,581 4,049 4, 225 ------------ 9,392 
1954.------------------------ 3, 810 3, 660 4,116 4, 319 ------------ 10,258 1955 _________________________ 

4,012 3,830 4,351 4, 597 ------------ ------------ ----------
Sources: NE.A Research Division; U.S. Department of Commerce. 

In 1939, teachers earned 12.3 percent 
more than the average employed Amer
ican. In 1955, teachers earned only 4.8 
percent more. 

Let us use 1939 salaries as a base year; 
teacher salaries since 1939 went up 287 
percent, the average employed person's 
went up 303 percent and salaries and 
wages for employees in manufacturing 
went up about 320 p~rcent. 

This is inexcusable, when you consider 
that teachers clearly are front-line of
ficers in the cold war. Let us get the 
necessary teachers, good teachers, and 
let us pay them what they deserve and 
what is necessary to retain them in the 
teaching profession. 

Gen. Omar N. Bradley has said: 
The teacher is the real soldier of democ

racy. Others ·can defend it, but only he can 
make it work. 
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. An Educational Policies Commission 
report of January 1958 stated: 
· The highest priority • • • in responding 
to the contemporary challenge to American 
education is the recruitment, education, and 
retention in the profession of qualified 
.teachers. 

SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES 

Education and health go hand in 
hand. 

In a 1945 issue of the American Jour
nal of Public Health, Antonio Ciocco re
ported that a great many of the physical 
defects which had rendered young men 
unfit for military duty during World War 
n "had arisen in childhood and could 
have been corrected right then and 
there." 

The Health Information Foundation 
.of New York City, George Bugbee, presi
.dent, made a grant toward the total cost 
of a survey in cooperation with Penn
sylvania State University to determine 
how cooperative efforts of the public 
schools, physician, parents, and commu
nity organizations could be centered on 
improving the health of schoolchildren. 
The Social Science Research Center of 
Pennsylvania State University, under 
Sociologist William G. Mather, conducted 
this study. When the study was com
pleted, the foundation published the fol
lowing conclusion: 

The present rate of correcting schoolchil
dren's medical and dental defects is far too 
low in all segments of society and all types 
of homes. We need a long-range all-persua
sive program. 

A publication released jointly by the 
Public Health Service, the Office of Edu
cation, and the Children's Bureau in 
1951 said: 

It costs le~s to prevent health problems 
than to cure them. Childhood is the time to 
correct and · treat many of the handicaps 
that, if untended, may afil.ict and restrict 
adults throughout their lives. 

An important consideration is the re
lationship of a child's health to the suc
cessful exploitation of his maximum edu
cational opportunity. While research 
needs to be done on the question of how 
seriously the lack of medical help inter
teres. with each child's education and 
development, it would be a grave mis
tal{e to overlook the health needs of a 
child in our examination of the educa
tional crisis of today. 

SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION 

In January of this year the adminis
tration once more informed us of the 
national shortage of over 140,000 class
rooms. Yet there is no administration 
proposal for classrooms at all-an aston
ishing fact, considering that the admin
istration last year recommended emer
gency Federal aid for school construc
tion. 

According to data released by the 
United States Office of Education, there 
are almost 2 million pupils "in excess of 
normal capacity in public elementary 
and secondary schools." This figure 
represents about 6 percent of the total 
enrollment at the beginning of the cur..: 
rent school year. 

You will be interested-to see how these 
figures were distributed throughout the 
United States. The following table, pre~ 
pared in the Legislative Reference Serv-

ice ·of the Library of Congress, is based 
~on data furnished to the United States 
Office of Education ·by the State and 
.Territorial departments of education: 
Preliminary fall1957 statistics on enrollment 

and school housing in fulltime public ele
mentary and secondary day schools 

Col. (1) Region. 
Col. (2) State or Territory. 
Col. (3) Total number of pupils in excess of normal 

capacity of the accessible publicly-owned school 
plants in use. 

Col. {4) Total additional instruction rooms needed 
at opening of school in fal11957. 

Col. (5) Instruction rooms scheduled for comple
tion during 1957-58 school year (not available for fall 
1957 shortage),! 

[In thousands] 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
-- -

United States -------------------- 1, 937.0 140.4 70.8 
(estimate). 

Northeast .•.•.. Connecticut _______ 21.8 2. 2 I. 5 
Maine. ----------- 7.1 . 7 .3 
Massachusetts .. __ 23.0 2.2 1. 2 
New Hampshire .. 5. 6 .4 .2 
New Jersey _______ 78.3 3. 5 1.5 New York ___ _____ (2) (2) (2) 
Pennsylvania. ____ (2) (2) 3. 7 
Rhode Island _____ 5.0 .6 .1 Vermont __________ 4. 6 1.0 .1 

North CentraL Illinois.----------- 58.3 3.3 2.9 
Inoiana. ---------- 27.0 3.4 2.5 
Iowa.----------- __ 29.0 (2) .6 Kansas ____________ (2) (2) (2) 
Michigan.-------- 164.8 10.1 4. 2 
Minnesota ________ 20.3 5. 0 1.6 
MissourL --------- (2) 4.4 1.5 
Nebraska .. --·---- 3. 3 .3 .2 
North Dakota _____ 7. 5 .3 .2 
Ohio ______ -------- 54.7 3. 9 2. 7 
South Dakota .••• 5.0 . 7 .2 Wisconsin _________ 2. 9 . 5 1.6 South. _________ Alabama __________ 280.9 11.0 .4 Arkansas __________ 20.9 1. 2 .5 
Delaware __ ------- 3. 6 .2 .3 
Florida. __ -------- 92.1 5.0 1. 8 
Georgia.---------- 106.0 7.1 2. 7 Kentucky _________ 54.5 9. 8 1. 2 
Louisiana.-------- 31.3 2.4 1.8 Maryland _________ 67.1 3. 2 1.2 
ML~issippi__ ______ 67.0 4.9 1. 7 
North Carolina ___ 41.7 3. 9 1.6 
Oklahoma ____ _____ (2) (2) 1.1 
South Carolina ..•. 16. 0 2.1 .5 
'l'enncssee _________ 27.4 3.8 . 2 
Texas.------------ 40.6 2. 7 5.1 
Virginia ..... ______ 72.9 5.0 1. 2 
West Virginia _____ 24.9 1. 9 .2 
District of Colum- (2) (2) .0 

bia. 
West.------·-- Arizona.---------- 32.7 1.4 .2 

California _________ 90.0 8.0 10.0 
Colorado __________ 32.3 1.3 .5 
Idaho __ ----------- 5. 8 . 7 .1 Montana __________ 5.1 .6 .2 Nevada ___________ 3. 3 . 2 .1 
New Mexico ______ 14.8 1.5 .4 
Oregon. ______ ---- - 9.9 • 7 .5 Utah ______________ 11.1 . 5 .2 
Washington _______ 70.0 3. 3 1.2 
Wyoming _________ 2.0 .1 .1 

Territories._ .. _ Alaska ____________ 242.0 7.6 1. 4 
Samoa._---------- ~------- ------ ----
Canal Zone_------ -------· ------ ----Guam _____________ ------- .. Puerto Rico _______ -------- ------ ----Virgin Islands _____ -------- ------ ----Hawaii.. __________ -------- ------ ----

t It is estimated that additional instruction room 
needs, which develop prior to the 1958 term, will amount 
to approximately 58,000 rooms (44,000 for anticipated 
enrollment increases and 14,000 for minimum annual 
replacement needs.) This is in addition to the fall 1957 
shortage of 140,000 rooms. 

2 Data not received or not available. 

Source: U.S. Office of Education. Fall1957 Statistics 
on Enrollment Teachers, and Schoolhousing. Wash
ington, D. C., January 1958, pp. 6-7 (Circular No. 513). 

Do not forget, as a House Committee 
on Education and Labor study last year 
pointed out: 
_ The current rate of construction is barely 
keeping pace with the new needs developing 
each year, with little reduction of the 
shortage accumulated over more than 2 dec
ades. 

When I served as a representative in 
the Minnesota State Legislature from 
1951 to 1954, I closely felt the great con
cern of Minnesotans to provide for their 

ewn educational system. But I did 
know that there was a limit to what 
parents and local taxpayers could spend 
for the education of their children. 

As you know there is a considerable 
range in per capita personal income 
among the 48 States. And yet as former 
United States Commissioner of Educa
tion William J. Cooper said in 1933, there 
should be "no place in the United States 
where it would be- a disadvantage educa
tionally to be born." 

RELATIVE ABILrrY OF THE STATES 

· Today, it is a disadvantage educa
tionally to be born in some States. The 
Survey of Current Business reported last 
year that the per capita personal income 
ranged from $964, in Mississippi, to $2,-
858, in Delaware. When one State has 
three times the per capita personal in
come as another State, the problem of 
assuring universal educational oppor
tunity becomes dramatically evident. 

The following table shows the per 
capita personal income for the 48 States, 
·1956: 

1. Delaware_______________________ $2, 858 
2. Connecticut____________________ 2,·673 
3. New Jersey_____________________ 2, 443 
4. California______________________ 2, 419 
5. Nevada _________________________ 2,413 
6. New York ______________________ 2,395 

7. Illinois________________________ 2, 243 
8. Massachusetts------------------ 2, 206 
9. Michigan_______________________ 2, 156 

10. Ohio___________________________ 2, 154 
11. Maryland_______________________ 2, 102 
'12. Washington____________________ 2, 022 
13. Rhode Island___________________ 2, 012 
14. Pennsylvania------------------- 2, 008 
15. Indiana________________________ 1, 946 
16. Oregon _________________________ 1,908 

,17. Wyoming_______________________ 1, 875 
18. Wisconsin______________________ 1, 864 
19. Colorado----------------------- 1, 863 
20. Montana----------------------- 1, 862 
21. MissourL----------------------- 1, 858 
22. New Hampshire_________________ 1, 812 
23. Florida_________________________ 1, 762 
24. Minnesota--------------~------- 1, 745 
25. Arizona ___ :_____________________ 1, 718 
26. Texas-------------------------- 1, 686 
27. Kansas_________________________ 1, 668 

28. Maine -------------------------- 1, 667 
29. Iowa___________________________ 1, 651 
30. Virginia------------------------ 1, 647 
31. Vermont----------------------- 1, 641 32. Utah ___________________________ 1,633 

33. Nebraska----------------------- 1, 588 
34. Idaho-------------------------- 1, 587 
35. Oklahoma ---------------------- 1, 561 36. New Mexico _____________________ 1,494 
37. Louisiana_______________________ 1, 444 
38. West Virginia___________________ 1, 420 
39. Georgia _________________________ 1,400 

40. North Dakota___________________ 1, 365 
41. South Dakota ___________________ 1,330 

42. Kentucky----------------------- 1. 324 
43. Tennessee---------------------- 1, 317 
~4. North Carolina__________________ 1, 305 
45. Alabama ____________________ .:.___ 1, 229 
46. South Carolina_________________ 1, 133 
47. Arkansas----------------------- 1, 088 
48. Mississippi._____________________ 964 

Delaware, the State with the highest 
per capita personal income, spends only 
1.7 percent from State and local sources 
~or education while Mississippi, the State 
with the lowest per capita income, spends 
~.3 percent. The so-called poorest State 
would have to spend about 8 percent of 
its per capita personal income in order 
to match the educational effort of 
Wyoming, the State spending the great
est amount of money per capita. 
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I am not discussing the relative abili .. 

ties of the States in order to excuse the 
so-called _poorer States from the sacri
fices which must be made by all of us tq 
make America up-to-date educationaHy. 
But I do want to show that the eitizens 
of the richer States have the ability to 
pay more for education, whereas the 
citizens of some of the poorer States 
have almost hit the breaking point of 
their taxability for education. 

If Delaware, for example, spent 8 per
cent of its per capita personal income 
for education. Delaware would be spend
ing an amount equal to about 24 percent 
of Mississippi's per capita personal in
come. 

The differences in educational oppor
tunity become all the more apparent 
when you consider that Mississippi has 
.more children and lower income per 
family. In the school year 1956-57, each 
.child in public school in Delaware rep
resented a personal income of $17.432 
whereas in Mississippi the personal in
come payments per pupil enrolled in 
public schools amounted to only $3,754. 

Such a discrepancy of opportunity is 
incompatible with the American way of 
life. What is more, many young folks 
raised in Delaware may migrate with in
dustry to Mississippi, and vice versa. It 
is therefore wise for all the States. act
ing through our Federal Government, to 
assure adequate learning chances to all 
our youth, regardless of the income of 
their fathers or next-door neighbors, re
gardless of the State of their birth. 

Only the Nation as a whole can bring 
about a reasonable degree of adequacy 
and equality of educational opportunity 
among -all the States. An assertion that 
any one of the wealthier States puts in 
more and gets back less through Fed
eral grants-in-aid to education repr.e
sents an erroneous and shortsighted 
attitude. Such a position is as silly as it 
would be for the _people of a State in 
which a larger amount of Federal reve
nue is collected to whine that they own 
a larger share of one of our aircraft car
riers but get less protection from it. 

For the protection of one of our States, 
all must be protected, and this applies 
as much to protection through provision 
for the adequate education of aJl our 
people as it does to protection by our 
Army, Navy, .and Air Foree and their 
equipment. 

It is a basic principle of our fol'm of 
government that wealth must be taxed 
where found and distributed where 
needed. A democracy-or republic if you 
prefer-can be financed on no other 
principle and remain a true democracy 
or republic. 

For the support of educational oppor
tunities throughout our country that are 
adequate to assure its security and prog- . 
ress, Federal revenue sources must be 
utilized, and Federal leadership must be 
exercised. To leave to the States and lo
calities the responsibility for .supporting 
education from the revenue sources 
which the Federal Government is not 
utilizing is to invite national disaster. 

SOME STARTLING FIGURES 

Dr. Vannevar Bush declared a number 
of years ago: 

This country may be proud o~ the ~act that 
95 percent of boys ·and girls of fifth-gr.ade 

Cl\T--242 

age are ·enr61led 'in -scliool, ·but the drop ·in 
.enrollments after the fifth grade is less 
satisfying. 

Only 62 percent .of the eighth-grade 
enrollment in the United States in 1950 
actually graduated from high school in 
1954. My own state of Minnesota hap
pens to be in the top 10 percent in the 
country on this score, but the following · 
table prepared for me in the Legislative 
Reference Service will shock you, I am 
sure, as it shocked me: 
Number of States with certain percentages 
· of 1949-50 eighth grade enrollment grad

uating from high school 4 years later 
(1953-54) by percentage group 

Percentage of 8th grade Number of States 
enrollment finishing falling within 
with high school: percentage group 
95-100______________________________ 0 

90-95------------------------------- 1 
85-90------------~------------------ 0 
80-85------------------------------- 2 75-80 _____________________________ .__ 0 

70-75------------------------------- 9 
65-70-------~----------------------- 13 
60-65------------------------------- 4 
55-60_______________________________ 5 
50-55------------------------------- 8 4o-5o_______________________________ 2 
40-45_______________________________ 4 
Below 40-------------------------- 0 

The 1950 census of the population 
brought out many startling facts. The 
adult population in 16 States completed 
-an average of less than 9 years of school
ing. The following table shows that 
only 1 State has a _population of over age 
25 with a median education experience 
equivalent to high school graduation: 

. Median educational experience of United 
State.s population 25 year of age and older., 
1950 

Number 
Median school years completed: of States 

Less than ,a years____________________ 5 
Less than 9 years____________________ 16 
Less than 10 years __________________ . 33 
Less than 11 years ____________ :_______ 43 
Less than 12 years___________________ 47 
12 years---------------------------- 1 

When we inquire as to the actual per
centage of the population, age 25 and 
·above, who have not finished high school, 
we find an equally amazing fact. Two
thirds · of America's adult population 
never finished high school. 

T.he f{)l1owing table shows that there 
are no States having at least a 50 per
·eent "batting average" on this point .. 
There are 13 States having more than 70 
percent of the population without high
school diplomas, and only 9 States have 
"between 50 percent and 6{) percent. What 
a shameful picture. 
Number of States with certain percentages of 

population 25 years of age and older who 
are not h igh-school graduates, 1950, by 
percentage group 
Percentage of Number States 

population not high- falting within 
school graduates: pe1·oentage group 
90-100---------------------------- 0 
80- 90_____________________________ 3 
70-80----------------------------- 10 60-70_____________________________ 26 

50-60_____________________________ 9 0-50_____________________________ 0 
As children, some of you, as well as I, 

"attended a little frame one-room school
house. I realize that, in this complex 
·world, a "little red schoolhouse" ap-

proach to our educational cold war with 
the Soviet "Big Red Schoolhouse" simply 
will not suffice. 

The statistics I have offered you here 
do not tell the whole story. Of the top 
30 percent of those of our children who 
actually finish high school, only half 
ever go on to college. About one in five 
of the students in the top quarter does 
not even stay in high school long enough 
to graduate. 

FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

On February 17, 1958, Time magazine 
had this to say: 

As Congress debated last week on Federal 
aid to education, a fresh :flood of reports 
swamped Washington with evidence of the 
sorry state of the Nation's schools. • • • 

Fewer than 15 percent of the United States 
high-school pupils are taking a foreign lan
guage. ~alf of United States high schools 
do not offer a foreign language at all. While 
40 percent of all Russian high-school pupils 
study English, only 10 out of 25,000 United 
States high schools o.trer Russian. Mean
while, the number of college graduates quali
fied to teach a foreign language has dropped 
·30 percent since 1950. 

One State board of education has a 
regulation which reads as follows: 

No foreign language ~hall be required by 
a State college as a condition to graduation. 

Such a foolish step leads toward an
other utterly disastrous one, namely: 
"No fol'eign language .shall be offered as 
a course of study." 

In this .field, as Marion Fo1Som accu
rately put it: 

We find ourselves the most. backward ma
jor Nation in the world . 

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING 

In resolving our educational dilemma, 
Dr. James B. Conant, former president 
of Harvard University, has stressed the 
importance of guidance-meaning that 
no student is forced into anything, but 
advised and then given a free choice. 

The Office of Education estimates that 
there are about ll,i>OO full-time coun
selors to serve 8 million secondary school 
·students. To meet a recommended 
minimum of 1 counselor to 300 students, 
the United States needs 15,000 more ex
perts in this field. 

Mr. Alvin c. Eurich, vice chairman of 
thP. Fund for the Advancement of Educa
tion, has said: 

We've tended to equate choral speaking 
with chemistry. As long as you offer choice, 
guidance is basic. That's the only way to 
help .artists be artists and scientists be 
scientists. 
SPECIAL EDUCA'TION FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 

There are from 4 to 6 million children 
in the United States who do not get an 
education because they have physical, 
so.cial, intellectual, and emotional ex
ceptionalities. These exceptional chil
dren require special education. They 
have not been getting this special educa
tion because, first, special teachers have 
not been available, and, second, special · 
facilities have not been available. 

A factual report which shows the 
urgent need for proper facilities for these 
often-forgotten children was prepared in 
the Legislative Reference Service last 
August. The data appear in the CoN
GREssiONAL RECORD, Volume 103, part 12, 
pages 16.:>61-16366. · 
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The following table brings up to date 
the estimate of the number of excep
tional children in the United States and 
the number of special teachers needed as 
of February 1, 1958: 
A rough estimate of the number of excep

tional children and special teachers needed, 
by areas of exceptionality, 1958 

Col. (1) Area of exceptionality.l 
Col. (2) Estimated percentage of incidence.2 

Col. (3) Estimated number of school-age children. a 
Col. (4) Practical pupil-teacher ratio.• 
Col. (5) Estimated number of special teachers needed. & 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

--- --
Percent Thous. Thous. 

Blind and partially seeing __ .20 80 11 7 Crippled ___________________ 1. 50 600 12 50 
Special health problems ____ 1. 50 600 13 46 
Deaf and bard of hearing ___ 1. 50 600 23 26 
Speech-handicapped _______ 2.00 800 136 6 
Socially maladjusted __ _____ 2.00 800 25 32 
Mentally retarded _________ 2.00 800 16 50 
Gifted __ .------------------ 2.00 800 23 35 

----- - --
TotaL __ --------•• --- 12.70 5,080 20 252 

1 There is disagreement as to bow the areas of excep
tionality should be defined. All told, 14 areas of primary 
exceptionality have been noted: (1) Intellectually in
capable, neither trainable nor educable, I. Q. below 25; 
(2) mentally deficient but trainable, I. Q. between 25 
and 50; (3) educable mentally retarded, I. Q. between 50 
and 75; (4) crippled and deformed, including the cerebral 
palsied; (5) deaf; (6) hard of hearing; (7) blind; (8) par
tially seeing; (9) speech-defective; (10) undervitalize~, 
those with special health problems, including the cardio
pathic1 epileptic and tuberculous; (11) emotionally 
maladJusted; (12) delinquent; (13) intellectually supe
rior, highly gifted, I. Q. usually above 125, and (14) the 
artistically gifted. 

2 As of 1952, as estimated by the U. S. Office of Educa
tion. 

s Computed as a product of the estimated percentage 
of incidence and the estimated school-age population, 

F~b:B!siJ~~ data in Rice, Mabel C., and ArthurS. Hill. 
Statistics of Special Education for Exceptional Children, 
1952-53. Washington, U. S. Office of Education, 1954, 
pp. 15-16; table I, p, 19. This ratio is not the ideal, but 
the actual ratio in practice during 1952-53. The ideal 
number of pupils per teacher would be lower, notably 
of the speech-handicapped. 

6 Computed by dividing estimated number of school
age children by the practical pupil-teacher ratio. 

The most recent survey of special 
teachers reveals that we have only one
tenth the number of needed teachers. 
The subsequent curtailment or denial 
of educational opportunity to hundreds 
of thousands of boys and girls is a na
tional disgrace. 

NO CRISIS? 

Mr. Speaker, how are we going to meet 
our responsibilities in educating our 
young folks? 

I suggest that the 10-year program 
I am introducing will go a long way to 
tackle the situation we find in this 
country today. We cannot long survive 
as a culture with as many ~s one out of 
three selective service registrants in some 
of our States being disqualified by the 
Army mental test. Can you imagine? 
There are three States in this great coun
try of ours 40 percent of whose young 
men cannot meet the basic intelli
gence requirements of our armed serv
ices. 

Let us consider the following data: 
Percent of selective service registrants dis• 

qualified by mental test, including those 
also failing physical test, 1956, by State, by 
percentage group 

Percentage of registrants failing Number of 
mental test: States 

Below 10 percent------------------- 23 
10 percent to 20 percent____________ 9 
20 percent to 30 percent___________ 7 
30 percent to 40 percent_____________ 6 
40 percent to 50 percent____________ 3 
Over 50 percent-------------------- 0 

Mr. Speaker, when faced with the 
reality that 16 States of our Nation have 
from 20 percent to 50 percent of their 
young men failing the selective service 
mental test, how can any of us say there 
is no educational crisis? 
HOMER STEW ART AND CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 

One of the jet-propulsion experts 
whose work contributed basically to the 
successful launching of Explorer I is a 
Minnesota man-Dr. Homer J. Stewart. 

He attended Murray Grammar School 
and Central High School at St. Paul, 
went on to the University of Minnesota 
and then to the California Institute of 
Technology, where he worked in the jet
propulsion laboratory. 

I am proud of Dr. Stewart's accom
plishments, and so is all America proud 
of all of its eminent scientists. How
ever, we dare not even think of the 
Homer Stewarts who were never devel
oped professionally because education 
was beyond their reach, because the 
opportunity was not there for them. 

Someone recently said, America is 
making a scapegoat out of education for 
the failure to launch a satellite before 
Russia. To a certain extent that is true. 

However, when I criticize America's 
second-rate approach to education, I am 
not criticizing for the sake of criticism. 

I am criticizing out of patriotism, be
cause I want all Americans to have the 
finest educational opportunities possible. 

I am criticizing because I think edu
cation is an American birthright. 

I am criticizing because there is so 
much room for criticism. ' 

I am criticizing because I know edu
cation-and only education-can make 
the American dream evolve into a full 
reality. 

Let us not let second-rate education 
become a way of life in this country. 

WANTED: A BROAD LEGISLATIVE MEASURE 

I believe that any Federal legislative 
measure adequate to meet the education
al needs of our times must be broad 
enough to give balance to the overall 
educational system; be bold and farsee
ing in concept; conform to our belief in 
the importance of the individual, and 
adhere to the democratic principle of 
equal and maximum educational oppor
tunity for all. 

I am proposing a bill based upon these 
beliefs. 

The following statement sets forth, in 
substance and in layman's language, the 
main findings, policies, intents, and pro
visions I am suggesting for inclusion in 
a bill to be drafted by the legislative 
counsel. 

MY PROPOSAL 

I. FINDINGS AND DECLARATION OF GENERAL 

POLICY 

The Congress should declare in this 
bill that: First, the security of the Nation 
requires the fullest development of the 
intellectual resources and the agricul
tural and industrial skills of its youth; 
second, current, international, and mili
tary developments have dramatized the 
inadequacy of the Nation's educational 
resources; third, public education is tra
ditionally a cooperative responsibility of 
the national, State, and local govern
ments; fourth, the national welfare calls 
for large-scale emergency and long-

range plans and programs at the Fed
eral, as well as at the State and local 
levels of government, to meet the Na
tion's educational needs. 

The Congress should express its belief 
that: The security and welfare of our 
country and the necessity for mainte
nance of our leadership of other coun
tries require provision for broad educa
tional opportunities-including opportu
nities for mastery of the sciences and 
the humanities, for the acquisition of 
ability to fathom the laws of electronics 
and the mysteries of outer space, and 
for the attainment of broad understand
ing of people and of the art of human 
relationships. 

II. PROHIBITION OF FEDERAL CONTROL 

The Congress should provide that no 
department, agency, officer, or employee 
of the United States be permitted to ex
ercise any direction, supervision, or con
trol except for specification of funds over 
the curriculum, program of instruction, 
administration, or personnel of any edu
cational institution receiving Federal 
financial assistance under this bill. 

III. SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT 

A. INTENT 

It should be the expressed intent of 
the Congress to support State elemen
tary- and secondary-school construc
tion and equipment programs by author
izing grants, bond purchases, and credit 
assistance. The purpose should be: 
First, to relieve the serious present na
tional shortage of elementary- and sec
ondary-school buildings, classrooms, and 
equipment including laboratory and li
brary facilities, materials, supplies and 
equipment; and second, to provide every 
child in the United States an opportu
nity for elementary and secondary edu
cation on a full-day schedule in classes 
of State-approved size, in buildings and 
classrooms State-approved as being ade
quately equipped to meet the child's edu
ca tiona! needs. 

B. PROVISIONS 

First. Grants: The Congress should 
authorize an appropriation of $3 billion 
per annum for the fiscal year beginning 
July 1, 1958, and the 9 succeeding fiscal 
years, to be allotted to the States. The 
allotments to each State should bear the 
same ratio to the total funds appropri
ated as the school-age population of the 
State bears to the total school-age popu
lation (ages 5 to 17 years inclusive) of 
all the States. Grants should be condi
tioned on the approval of State plans by 
the Commissioner of Education, and 
standards prerequisite to such approval 
should be set forth in the bill. 

Second. Purchase of obligations of 
school districts: The Congress should 
authorize the purchase of obligations of 
local governments during the fiscal year 
beginning July 1, 1958, and each of the 
9 succeeding fiscal years where such lo
cal governments are unable to obtain 
such financing on reasonable terms from 
other sources. The Congress should au
thorize $500 million as initial capital for 
the school-bond purchase fund-herein 
created-which should serve as a revolv
ing fund to be used by the Commissioner 
of Education for the purchase of obliga
tions. The aggregate amount of obliga-
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tions to be purchased should be limited 
to $1.5 billion. The share for each State 
should be limited to 15 percent of the 
aggregate principal amount of purchased · 
obligations. Conditions prerequisite to 
Federal bond purchase should be set 
forth in the bill. 

Third. Federal credit assistance to 
State school-financing agencies: The 
Congress should authorize the Commis
sioner of Education to enter into agree
ments on behalf of ·the United States 
with State school-financing agencies. 
These agreements should be for making 
advan.ces to reserve funds established by 
such agencies to help assure payment pf 
obligations issued by them. The obliga
tions should be to finance the construc
tion of school facilities for use and ulti
mate ownership by local government. 

Conditions to agreements and provi
sion for the establishment of a reserve 
fund in which Federal and State match
ing funds would be deposited should be 
stipulated in the bill. 

The Congress should authorize appro
priations for this purpose for the fiscal 
year beginning July 1, 1958, and for the 
next 9 fiscal years. Federal advances 
should be limited to an aggregate $10 
billion. 

Fourth. Limitation of aid: Federal 
grants, purchase of obligations of school 
districts, and Federal credit assistance to 
State school financing agencies should 
be provided only for public elementary 
and secondary school construction and 
equipment, including laporatory, library, 
health, and special educational facilities 
and equipment. 

IV. OPERATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

A. INTENT 

It should be the expressed intent of 
the Congress to provide Federal finan
cial aid to the States for the operation 
of public schools. The purpose should 
be: first, to generally .improve the in
struetion given in public elementary and 
secondary schools throughout the United 
States; second, to provide in these 
schools to meet the educational needs 
of every child, including educational of
ferings in reading, writing, mathe
matics, literature, foreign languages, 
the sciences, arts, and agriculture; 
third, to raise teachers' salaries to the 
level of those of other professionally 
qualified persons of equal ability and 
training, and fourth, to improve school 
transportation services. 

B. PROVISIONS 

The Congress should authorize appro
priation of $3 billion per annum for the 
fiscal year beginning July 1, 1958, and 
the 9 succeeding fiscal years to be al
lotted to the States f.or the purposes 
. enumerated. The allotments to each 
State should bear the same ratio to the 
total funds appropriated as the school
age population of the State bears to the 
total school-age population-ages 5 to 
17 years inclusive-of all the States. 

Federal funds should be available only 
for, first, salaries of duly certified teach
ers; second, salaries of professional ad .. 
ministrative personnel; third, building 
operation and maintenance costs; fourth, 
expansion of curriculum to meet individ
ual educational needs; and fifth, im-

prov.ement of pupil transportation serv
ices, provided by public elementary and 
secondary schools or state educational 
.agencies. 

Apportionments should not be used to 
reduce State e.xpenditures for public 
elementary and secondary education. 

V. GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING 

A. INTENT 

The Congress should declare its belief: 
First, that the national interest would be 
served through grants-in-aid to the 
States to develop counseling and guid
ance services which would assist in 
identifying children's abilities; second, 
that it is important that these be identi
fied at an early age; and third, that the 
needed counseling and guidance services 
should be under the control and direc
tion of the State educational agencies. 
It should be the intent of Congress to 
promote counseling and guidance under 
these policies. 

B. PROVISIONS 

First. Grants to State agencies: The 
Congress chould authorize an appropria
tion of $500 million for the fiscal year 
beginning July 1, 1958, and for each of 
the 9 succeeding fiscal years for making 
grants to State educational agencies. 
The purpose should be to assist them to 
establish and maintain programs of 
guidance and counseling. For each fiscal 
year the United States Commissioner of 
Education should allot an amount which 
bears the same ratio to the total amount 
appropriated as the .school-age popula
tion-ages 5 to 17 years, inclusive-of 
that State would bear to the total school
age population of all the States. Any 
State desiring to accept payments should 
submit to the Commissioner a program 
under which the Federal funds would be 
expended to: First, identify the abilities, 
aptitudes, and skills of students; second, 
advise students of courses of study best 
suited to their abilities, aptitudes, and 
sltills; third, encourage those of superior 
aptitude and ability to prepare them
selves for college training and to enter 
institutions of higher education upon 
graduation from high school. 

Second. Institutes in guidance and 
counseling: The Congress should also 
authorize an appropriation of $500 mil
lion for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 
1958, and for each of the 9 fiscal years 
thereafter, for institutes in guidance and 
counseling. The United States Commis
sioner of Education should: First, con
tract with institutions of higher educa
tion for the purpose of establishing sum
mer-session institutes offering courses in 
the counseling and guidance of students 
at the secondary school level; and second, 
pay stipends to eligible persons to attend 
such institutes. 

Any person employed in a teaching or 
guidance and counseling capacity in a 
public sch-ool system should be eligible 
to attend such an institute. The 
amount of the stipend should be deter
mined by the Commissioner. 

A contract with an institution of 
higher education for the operation of an 
institute under this act should provide 
for payment to that institution of the 
reasonable cost incurred by it in provid
ing the institute. 

VI. SCHOLARSHIPS 

A. INTENT 

The Congress should declare its pur
pose to assist able but financially needy 
students to continue their education at 
institutions of higher education and 
thereby increase the Nation's supply of 
manpower trained at such institutions. 

B. PROVISIONS 

For this purpose the Congress should 
authorize an appropriation of $500 mil
lion for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 
1958, and for each of the 9 fiscal years 
thereafter. 

The Federal funds should be used to 
provide scholarships not to exceed 4 
academic years to enable the recipient 
students to complete the work for their 
first bachelor's degree at institutions of 
higher education. The funds should be 
allocated by the United States Commis
sioner of Education, on the basis of the· 
relative number of graduates from sec
ondary schools, among the qualifying 
States. In order to qualify a State 
should be required to establish a com
mission on Federal scholarships which 
must submit to the United States Com
missioner of Education a State plan for 
carrying out the purpose of the Federal 
grant. 

Each State should be authorized to 
use such portion of its Federal grant 
as would. be necessary for the adminis .. 
tration of its plan for implementation 
of the Federal purpose. 

VII. STUDENT LOANS 

The Congress should create a revolv
ing fund to be known as the National 
Student Loan Fund to support loans to 
students, and authorize an appropria
tion of $10 billi-on for the fund. 

By and with the advice of the Senate 
the President of the· United State~ 
should appoint three persons to consti
tute a National Student Loan Board. 
The duty of the Board should be to make 
loans to applicant students unable to ob
tain sufficient funds from other sources. 
The amounts of the loans should be de .. 
termined .by the Board. 

A student receiving a loan from the 
Board should be granted additional 
loans only after his submittal of evi
dence of satisfactory progress in his 
pursuit of an education. 

The Board should prescribe the· terms 
and conditions governing the repayment 
of the loans. Interest at 3 percent 
should begin 1 year after the student 
leaves school. 
VIII. SUMMER SCHOOL AND EXTENSION COURSES 

ii'OR TEACHERS 

A. INTENT 

The Congress .should acknowledge its 
appreciation of the basic role of the 
teacher in our educational system, and 
its recognition that the critical shortage 
of well-qualified teachers in the United 
States has the unique potency of multi
plying all other trained manpower 
shortages. Accordingly the Congress 
should inaugurate .a policy of giving 
financial support to sum.mer school and 
extension courses for teachers to im
prove their qualifications for teaching. 

B. PROVISIONS 

The Congress should authorize· an ap
propriation of $500 million for payments 
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to teachers for advanced study in sum
mer sessions at institutions of higher 
education, and for teachers taking ad
vanced studies in extension courses 
offered by institutions of higher educa
tion during ~he fiscal year beginning 
July 1, 1958, and for each of the follow
ing 9 fiscal years. Allotments to the 
States should be made according to the 
ratio of the school age population of each 
State to the school age population of all 
the States. 

Each teacher selected by his or her 
State educational agency for advanced 
study in summer sessions at institutions 
of higher education should receive a 
stipend of $150 a week plus $25 a week 
for each dependent. 

Teachers taking advanced courses in 
extension courses offered in institutions 
of higher education should receive 
stipends of $10 a day for each day they 
attend such courses, with a ceiling of 
$100 a month. 

IX. FELLOWSHIPS 

The Congress should authorize an ap
propriation of $500 million to provide 
fellowships for the fiscal year beginning 
July 1, 1958 and each of the 9 fiscal years 
thereafter. These fellowships should be 
awarded by the United States Commis
sioner of Education to graduate students 
preparing to become teachers in colleges 
and universities. The awards should be 
made to persons showing demonstrated 
ability and special aptitude for advanced 
study or research in specialized fields. 

Each person awarded a fellowship un
der the provisions of this act should re
ceive a stipend of $3,000 for each year of 
advanced study of research, plus an ad
ditional amount of $300 per year for 
each dependent. 

An individual awarded a graduate fel
lowship should also be paid amounts 
necessary to cover the cost of instruction 
at the institution attended. 
X. RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION IN USE OF 

NEW EDUCATIONAL MEDIA 

A. INTENT 

It should be the intention of Congress 
to promote research and experimenta
tion in more effective utilization of tele
vision, radio, motion pictures and related 
mediums for educational purposes, and to 
provide for the acquisition and develop
ment of materials adapted to new edu
cational mediums. 

B. PROVISIONS 

First. Establishment of Institute for 
Research and-Experimentation in the Use 
of New Educational Media: The Congress 
should create an institute in the United 
States Office of Education for research 
and experimentation to develop and 
evaluate projects involving television, 
radio, motion pictures, and other audi
tory and visual aids which may prove of 
value in State and local educational 
agencies and institutions of higher 
education. 

Second. Advisory Council on New Edu
cational Media: There should be estab
lished in the United States Office of 
Education an Advisory Council on New 
Educational Media. The Council should 
consist of the Commissioner and 12 per
sons appointed without regard to the civ
il-service laws by the Commissioner with 

the approval of the Secretary of Health, 
Education, and Welfare. The functions 
of the Advisory Council should be to ad
vise, consult with and make recommen
dations to the Commissioner on matters 
relating to the utilization or adaptation 
of television, radio, motion pictures, and 
related mediums of communication for 
educational purposes, and to pel-form 
other functions specified in this act. 

With the approval of the Advisory 
Council, the Commissioner of Education 
should be authorized to make grants-in
aid to public or nonprofit private agen
cies, organizations, or individuals for 
projects of research or experimentation 
in the use of new educational mediums, 
and to enter into contracts with such 
agencies, organizations, or individuals for 
such research. 

XI. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL 
CHILDREN 

A. INTENT 

The promise of equality of educational 
opportunity should be extended to every 
child in our country-including the blind 
and partially seeing, the crippled, those 
having special health problems, the deaf 
and hard of hearing, those handicapped 
in speech, the socially maladjusted, the 
mentally retarded and the intellectually 
and artistically gifted. The Congress 
should express its recognition of the fact 
that such children require special in
struction and guidance for the develop
ment of their total educational poten
tial. 

The Congress should furthermore rec
ognize that there are acute national 
shortages of, first, teachers especially 
trained to guide and instruct such chil
dren, second, supervisors of such teach
ers, third, research in the problems of 
education of exceptional children, and 
fourth, special facilities and equipment 
for the education of teachers of such 
children. The Congress should declare 
these shortages are a matter of impor
tant national concern and announce a 
policy of providing funds for the reduc
tion of these shortages and for the pro
motion of the education of exceptional 
children throughout the United States. 

B. PROVISIONS 

Accordingly the Congress should au · 
thorize an appropriation of $500 million 
for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1958, 
and for each of the 9 fiscal years there
after. These funds should be adminis
tered by the United States Commis
sioner of Education for the following 
purposes. 

First. Assistance for the training of 
teachers, supervisors of teachers, and re
searchers in special education for excep
tional children, and to encourage and as
sist public and nonprofit institutions of 
higher education to expand training 
work in these fields-$200 million. 

Second. Awarding of scholarships and 
fellowships to individuals for the purpose 
of taking advanced training in order to 
engage in employment of teachers of 
exceptional children, or to train or su
pervise teachers in this field or to engage 
in research in the teaching of excep
tional children-$100 million. 

Third. Grants to institutions of higher 
education for specialized facilities and 
equipment for use in training persons to 

engage in employment as teachers of ex
ceptional children, or as supervisors of 
teachers of exceptional children, or as 
researchers in special education for ex
ceptional children-$100 million. 

XU. SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES 

A. INTENT 

The Congress should declare its belief 
that: First, the medical, dental, and 
mental health of the child is an impor
tant factor in the educational develop
ment of his potential; second, periodic 
physical examinations can make possible 
the maximum remedial treatment of 
diagnosed health problems; and third, 
no child should lack medical care because 
of reasons of cost or unawareness of the 
importance of the early correction of 
remediable defects. 

It should be the intent of the Con
gress, first, to promote the establishment 
within the States of area school health 
clinics for the detection and diagnosis 
of children needing medical, dental, or 
psychiatric treatment and, second to 
aid the States in providing adeqt'.tate 
medical treatment of the identified 
health defects. 

B. PROVISIONS 

Accordingly the Congress should au
thorize an appropriation of $100 million 
for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1958, 
and for each of the 9 fiscal years there
after, these funds to be administered by 
the Surgeon General of the United States 
Public Health Service. The Surgeon 
General should be authorized to make 
allotments to each State. These allot
ments should bear the same ratio to the 
total funds appropriated as the school
age population of the State bears to the 
total school-age population of all the 
States. Grants should be conditioned 
on the approval of State plans by the 
Surgeon General of the United States, 
pursuant to the purposes of this bill. 

The State plans should include pro
visions for the establishment and/or 
maintenance of area school health ex
amination centers, mobile clinics for 
rural areas, and a financial assistance 
program for the defrayal of cost for 
treatment of identified health problems. 

The Congress should also authorize an 
appropriation of $100 million for the 
fiscal year beginning July 1, 1958, and 
for each of the 9 fiscal years thereafter, 
these funds to be administered by the 
Commissioner of Education for grants to 
individuals and to nonprofit institutions 
for the conduct of research in the area 
of child health, and for the establish
ment of pilot programs for detection, 
diagnosis, and treatment of children 
with health problems. 

XIII. ADULT EDUCATION 

The Congress should recognize that: 
(1) a citizen's right to an education does 
not cease when he has advanced beyond 
school age, and (2) the general welfare 
of the United States demands that 
literacy and basic education be uni
versal. 

The Congress should accordingly au
thorize an appropriation of $100 mil
lion for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 
1958, and for each of the 9 fiscal years 
thereafter, to be administered by the 
Commissioner of Education. These 
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funds should provide for aid to the 
States for special programs of basic ele
mentary and secondary education for 
adults. The term "adults" should be 
defined as meaning any person beyond 
compulsory school age not enrolled in 
·a regular full-time day school. 

These funds should be apportioned to 
the States on the basis of the number of 
adults who have not completed high 
school, but no State should receive less 
than $500 thousand per year for this 
purpose. 
XIV. VOCATIONAL TRAINING BELOW COLLEGE 

GRADE 

A. INTENT 

The Congress should give full recog
nition to the growing national interest 
in vocational education below college 
grade and declare a policy of providing 
increased financial aid to the States for 
such education. 

B. PROVISIONS 

Accordingly the Congress should au
thorize an increased appropriation 
under the George-Barderi Act of 1946 as 
amended by Public Law 462, 81st Con
gress, of $700 million for the _fiscal year 
beginning July 1, 1958, and for each of 
the 9 succeeding fiscal years. The ap
propriation should be distributed as 
follows among the several forms of voca
tional education below college grade: 
Agriculture, including on-farm training, 
$300 million; trade and industry, $100 
million; home economics, $200 million; 
and distributive occupations, $100 mil
lion . . 

XV. SCHOOL LUNCHES 

The Congress should recognize its duty 
to safeguard the health and well-being 
of the Nation's children by grants-in
aid to the States for nonprofit school 
lunch programs. 

Accordingly the Congress should au
thorize an increased appropriation 
under the National School Lunch Act
Public Law 396, 79th Congress-of $200 
million for the fiscal year beginning July 
1, 1958 and for each of the 9 fiscal years 
thereafter. 
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED FEDERAL FUNDS FOR 

EDUCATION 

Following is a summary of the Federal 
investment proposed in my bill: 

Grants-in-aid 
and payments Loans-in-aid 
to individuals and advances 
and institu

tions 

$2, 500, 000, 000 

--------------- $500, 000, 000 

--------------- 10, 000, 000, 000 

3, 000, 000, 000 ---------------

1, 000, 000, 000 

500,000,000 

Description of aid 

Elementary and sec
ondary school con
struction and equip
ment. 

Local school board pur
chase fund (a re· 
volving fund). 

Advances to reserve 
funds (credit assist
ance to State school 
financing agencies) 

Operation of public ele
mentary and second
ary schools (increase 
of teacher salaries, 
building operation 
and maintenance, 
pupil transportation, 
expansion of. curric
ula.). 

Guidance and counsel
ing (institutes; aid to 
State agencies) . 

Undergraduate scholar
ships. 

Grants-in-aid 
and payments Loans-in-aid 
to individuals and advances 
and institu

tions 

--------------- $10, 000, 000, 000 

$500, 000, 000 

500,000,000 
500,000,000 

400,000,000 

200, 000, 000 

100,000,000 
700,000,000 

100,000,000 

Description of aid · 

National student loan 
fund (a revolving 
fund). 

Summer-school and ex
tension courses for 
teachers. 

Graduate fellowships. 
New educational medi

ums (research, experi
mentation, equip
ment-radio, television, 
and motion pictures). 

Special education for 
exceptional children. 

School health services 
and research in child 
health. 

Adult education. 
Vocational education 

below college grades 
(agriculture, includ
ing on-farm training; 
home economics; trade 
and industry; and 
distributive occupa
tions). 

School lunches. 

CONCLUSION 

On August 30 of last year I commented 
that because of Mr. Eisenhower's inac
tion in the field of Federal aid for edu
cation "we might very well lose the race 
against time in our cold war with the 
Russians." This was before sputnik. 

The other day the Journal of Com
merce ran an article titled "Experts See 
New Soviet Firsts" which reported: 

The Western World can expect more than 
Russian satellites as technological firsts re
sulting from that nation's rapidly expanding 
research and training programs. 

Dr. J. F. Piccard, of Minneapolis, the 
famous aeronautics scientist who taught 
at our State University in Minnesota 
until 1952, pointed his finger at this 
markworthy truth when he recently 
declared: 

There is, however, something far more im
portant than a little moonlette making faces 
at us. We cannot deny that there was a race 
going on and we loot it. • • • There are 
other races going on-and the outcome of 
these races is far more important than all 
the Russian sputniks. If we lost one race, 
shall we lose another? • • • 

Today certainly one of the most immediate 
problems for American survival as a world 
leader is education. • • • There must be 
advances in all directions, moral and spirit
ual, as well as technical. 

Now, before the Russians loose an
other type of sputnik in a different field, 
such as international relations or medi
cine, let me say again to the President of 
the United States that we might very 
well lose the race against time in our 
cold war with the Russians; and let me 
add, we might very well lose our freedom, 
our way of life from A to Z. Mr. Speaker, 
we cannot take a vacation from our pa
triotic responsibilities. We cannot take 
a vacation from our parental concern 
for our children. We cannot take a va
cation from the truth, the stark truth 
that quick action is needed. Nor can we 
avoid the truth that the emergency is 
the greatest one the American people 
have ever faced~ 

Recently, Walter Lippmann summa
rized America's educational predicament 
with these words: 

What we have to worry about is that with 
the' declining level of education, with the 
vulgarization of the cultural standards in 
our mass society, we shall become a big but 
second-rate people, fat, Phillistine, and self
indulgent. 

In 1947, the Washington Sunday Star 
editorialized: 

Surely, out of the bitter experience of this 
war [World War II] should come the realiza
tion that trained personnel is our most valu
able asset in science. It is criminal folly to 
gamble with the future by policies which 
dissipate that asset. 

Let me say, here and now, that it would 
be criminal folly for. the Congress to 
gamble with our country's future by fail
ing to act in behalf of American educa
tion. Our failure in the Congress now to 
see the needs of American education and 
to do something now to correct the situ
ation would go down in history as a de
liberate, coldblooded, cruel slap in the 
face against the democracy for which our 
fathers and grandfathers died to pre
serve. 

Mr. Speaker, all of our ancestors came 
to this country to secure for themselves 
and their neighbors liberty and peace 
and the right to enjoy the benefits of 
progress. Let us not pretend that life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness 
can continue if we are indifferent to the 
Nation's educational needs or assume 
that they can or will be met by the States 
and localities. 

I have heard it said, "Easy does it." 
But I say to you, "Easy doesn't do it." 

An interesting letter to the American 
people, dated February 2, 1958, came 
from a Leningrad~ family. The letter 
was published in the New York Times, as 
follows: 

As Soviet citizens, my family and myself 
congratulate your people on the successful 
launching of your satellite. I hope it will be 
a good example of peaceful neighboring in the 
cosmos, together with our sputnijt. 

Let our people have the same friendly 
movement for the progress of peace on earth. 

ALEXEI A. ZINEVITCH. 

All of us in America hope that, as 
time goes on, peace on earth to men of 
good will will be realized. All of us in 
America hope that "peaceful neighbor
ing" is possible. 

However, we should not dupe ourselves 
into thinking that peace can be possible 
in a world of ignorance. H. G. Wells 
said a number of years ago that civiliza
tion was engaged in a desperate race be
tween education and catastrophe. Per
haps, if we concentrate on an educa
tional drive in America we can get the 
Russians to broaden their educational 
programs. 

With enough education in the 
U. S. S. R., totalitarian communism, 
with its Siberian salt mine slave centers, 
will be overthrown eventually. I am 
confident of that. The world can, if it 
puts its mind to it, win the race between 
education and catastrophe, but not, if 
we in America, rest on our haunches in 
blissful complacency. 
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Let me in conclusion quote the super
intendent of schools of Springfield, Mo., 
William J. Graff: 

We should remind ourselves that the 
pharaohs built the pyramids. • • • Mussolini 
made the trains run on time. • • • Hitler 
created some of the best roads and rockets 
• • • the Russians are building sputniks 
• • • but we still face 'the question of hu
man values. • • • What the Russians aren't 
saying is that with all of their technical 
progress they also have to have concentra
tion camps, secret police and government 
by terror. How to preserve the great hu
man values to which we are dedicated and 
• • • to make sure we do not lose our free
dom is the most challenging problem that 
has ever confronted Americans. 

The. way to preserve our human values 
is to insure for every American now and 
for time to come all the education he 
wants and can use. Our investment in 
education will bring great profits. 
America and the world will be the better 
for it. 

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, will 
the gentlewoman yield? 

Mrs. KNUTSON. I yield to the gen
tleman from Massachusetts. 

Mr. McCORMACK. May I say, and I 
am sure the gentlewoman will agree with 
me, that 27 years a-go when Franklin D. 
Roosevelt was inaugurated for the first 
time as President of the United States 
there was a period of 100 days that im
mediately followed his inauguration of 
which it might well be said that under 
the leadership of Franklin D. Roosevelt 
the then Democratic administr81tion 
saved the United States, because during 
that 100 days of leadership he gave to 
our country the greatest type of leader
ship humanly possible. He brought 
America out of despair, he gave to the 
people of the country hope, and he re
vivified the spirit and the confidence of 
Americans and thereby strengthened the 
entire life and the entire na-tional econ
omy of our country. So when the gen
tlewoman speaks about the 120 days of 
recent passage, my mind goes back 25 
years to when a great man, one of the 
greatest men of all time, Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, gave in the first 100 days of 
his administration what is now recog
nized by ma-ny objective students of his
tory as leadership that saved America. 

Mrs. KNUTSON. I thank the ma
jority leader. 

Mr. TEAGUE of California. Mr. 
Speaker, will the gentlelady yield? 

Mrs. KNUTSON. I yield to the gen
tleman from California. 

Mr. TEAGUE of California. Mr. 
Speaker, I was not privileged to hear all 
of the lady's remarks, but I am not quite 
clear about one thing. It seemed to me 
that she found much fault with and had 
very little good to say about our educa
tional system in this country, but much 
good to say about the educational system 
in Moscow. I am just curious as to 
whether the lady is proposing that their 
system be substituted for our system 
here, with the exception of our having 
control from all-powerful Washington 
instead of all-powerful Moscow. 

Mrs. KNUTSON. Not at all. The 
comparisons that were made were com
parisons with advancements made in 
Russia in the same fields. We cannot 
afford to fall behind. 

Mr. TEAGUE of California. I cer
tainly agree with that last statement, but 
it seemed to me that we also cannot 
afford to abandon our time-honored 
American principles of education and to 
trade them for Russian ideas. 

Mrs. KNUTSON. That was not im
plied. 

DANISH NATIONAL HOLIDAY 
Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanimous consent to extend my re
marks at this point in the REcORD. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Iowa? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Speaker, good 

health and a long life to King Frederick 
IX of Denmark in his 5·9th birthday, 
March 11, 1958. 

It is no cold diplomatic congratula
tions which I send to His Majesty on this 
happy occasion. I have the honor of 
serving the Seventh Congressional Dis
trict of Iowa. My District has the dis
tinction of having within it the largest 
community of Americans of Danish an
cestry in these United States. I am 
proud that both my mother and my fa
ther were onetime citizens of Denmark. 

King Frederick's birthday is not only a 
Danish national holiday. It has inter
national echoes. In a sense, it should be 
an all-Scandinavian holiday. The wife 
of this wise and friendly monarch is the 
former Princess Ingrid of Sweden. His 
uncle is King Haakon VII of Norway. 

The heartfelt good wishes of millions 
of Americans go out to King Frederick. 
His country and ours have been-and, 
with God's help, ever will be-allies in 
war and friends in peace. 

May the United States long receive 
Denmark's most vital and valuable ex
port--Danes. 

J. EDGAR HOOVER: GREAT CRIME 
FIGHTER, GREAT ANTI-COMMU
NIST BULWARK, A GREAT AMERI
CAN 
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under 

previous order of the House, the gen
tleman from New York [Mr. KEATING] 
is recognized for 60 minutes. 

Mr. KEATING. Mr. Speaker, the 
most important book to be published 
this year appears officially today. It is 
Masters of Deceit and its author is the 
eminent Director of .the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, J. Edgar Hoover. 

This volume should be required read
ing for every American. 

It tells the story of communism and 
its efforts to take over America. Mr. 
Hoover knows the Communists and their 
tactics as no other living American, and 
it is fitting that he has written this 
definitive work about their methods. 

Seldom in the history of a nation does 
a man command universal respect and 
admiration as does J. Edgar Hoover. 
Through personal courage, devotion to 
duty, deep dedication to religion, and 
inviolate integrity, he has become the 
ideal American. 

As a nation, and as individuals, we owe 
a deep debt of gratitude to Mr. Hoover 
for the service he is rendering in pro
,tecting us from criminal and subversive 

elements. In the larger context, we owe 
a great debt of gratitude to Mr. Hoover 
for his indomitable faith in America and 
his unceasing dedication to the ideals 
which have made our Nation great. 

Mr. Hoover is, of course, best known 
for his activities directly connected with 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. He 
joined the FBI in 1921 and was named 
Director in 1924. In the 34 years he has 
held that post he has proved to be one 
of the greatest patriots of our entire 
history as a nation. 

In many ways modern crime detec
tion as practiced in this country is due 
directly to the untiring efforts of Mr. 
Hoover. No deskman, he has person
ally directed many of the most impor
tant cases investigated by the FBI since 
he became Director. He has personally 
led raids against a number of the most 
dangerous of our criminal element. No 
man can question his courage and lead
ership abilities. 

Some of Mr. Hoover's most important 
contributions have been in the field of 
crime technology. Systematic organi
zation of these techniques has been a 
potent force in combating the tentacles 
of organized crime in America. Crime 
as big business has been dealt a telling 
blow through Mr. Hoover's efforts. 

The FBI under his i)1spiring direction 
has given tremendous aid to local law
enforcement agencies. Every advance 
achieved through the research under
taken in FBI laboratories has found its 
way directly or indirectly i!_lto the day
to-day operation of our local crime
fighting units. 

Of particular importance in this re
gard has been the establishment of a 
central clearinghouse for fingerprint 
files. From the start it has been M,r. 
Hoover's goal to bring into being a com
plete fingerprint file as an aid to crim
inal detection throughout the country. 
Just how successful he has been may 
be judged by the fact that when the 
identification files were begun, there was 
a nucleus of 810,000 records. Today 
these same files contain more than 148 
million fingerprint records. This has 
been of immense help to local law-en
forcement agencies otherwise at a seri
ous disadvantage in today's world of 
criminal mobility. Wherever the gang
ster goes today, the FBI files keep tabs 
on him. 

Nor are the advances in fingerprint 
identification by any means the only 
significant advance. The deductions of 
Sherlock Holmes must take a back seat 
to the scientific laboratories that have 
come into being under the zealous 
leadership of Mr. Hoover. The thou
sands of tourists who yearlY visit these 
laboratories can attest to the extent to 
which this operation has grown from 
the one small room of the early thirties. 
Lawbreakers can likewise attest to its 
e:tficiency. Time after time the so-called 
perfect crime has bowed to the lock of 
hair, the scrap of thread, the bit of dust 
that FBI experts have traced to the 
criminal. In 1957 over 160,000 such 
examinations were undertaken on re
quests received from throughout the 
country. 

Led by Mr. Hoover, the standards for 
FBI agents have been made the highest 
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in the world. Exhaustive training in the 
FBI's National Academy, the West Point 
of law enforcement, has resulted in top
flight law enforcement officials being 
placed throughout the Nation. Police 
training has become highly efficient and 
graduates of the Academy go out fully 
t rained in all the up-to-the-minute 
tactics of criminology. 

Our Nation owes Mr. Hoover a great 
debt of gratitude. Through his unselfish 
dedication to the cause of law and order, 
we have today in the FBI the world's 
most efficient, most modern organization 
to combat the ever-dangerous under
world of crime. His efforts more than 
those of any other single individual are 
responsible for the fact that the crime 
rate in the United States is as low as 
it is. 

J. Edgar Hoover's activities beyond the 
immediate scope of his FBI duties are 
legendary. His patient, understanding 
and unceasing efforts to find solutions to 
the enigmas of juvenile delinquency are 
recognized by all. He has worked with
out letup in behalf of programs of Amer
icianism and the teachings of the Amer
ican ideals. 

He has been lay leader in promoting 
the religious revival now being experi
enced by this Nation. A deeply religious 
man himself, he has conveyed this deep 
faith in God to many who have come in 
contact with him. 

There is a sense of kindliness and will
ingness to ·help his fellow human beings 
in this man which few men possess. 

These qualities, combined with his 
well-known talents as our leading law en
forcer, mark him as a giant among men. 

I am proud to claim Mr. Hoover as a 
friend. I am proud to point to him as an 
ideal American, as one whom our youth 
should emulate. His 24-hour-a-day ef
forts for the good of his Nation merit 
the approbation of each and . every 
American. 

And today, as for so many years in 
the past, he continues to lead the struggle 
against perhaps his most implacable foe. 
He stands, four-square, as the great 
American bulwark against the greedy 
hordes of the international Communist 
conspiracy. 

One of Mr. Hoover's greatest services 
to his Nation has been his untiring work 
to alert the American people to the dan
gers of communism. In the book ap
pearing today he has distilled the wisdom 
and thought of his 40 years' experience 
in studying this atheistic menace. 

Mr. Hoover has done his job well. 
Masters of Deceit is a well-written book, 
exceedingly clear, logically organized and 
designed to give advice on how to com
bat the Communist evil. After reading 
it, I felt a great sense of relief that finally 
the American people had an authorita
tive, accurate, and painstakingly fair 
analysis of the greatest challenge which 
faces America today. 

Mr. Hoover has watched the rise of 
communism in the United States since 
his first days with the Department of 
Justice in 1917. He saw that commu-
nism was an enemy of freedom and that 
its exponents wanted to destroy the Gov
ernment of this Nation. 

From the very beginning this man of 
vision was not deceived by the sly tactics 

and evasive antics of the international 
Communist conspiracy. He pegged the 
Communists for what they are--traitors 
to America. 

Over the years he has scrutinized every 
zig and zag of the comrades. He has 
observed them whirl above ground and 
burrow underground. 

All too often he has seen citizens fooled 
by clever Communist propaganda. The 
rise of Communist fronts, the infiltra
tion of non-Communist organizations, 
the crescendo of party agitation-all 
these are evidences of the inroads . the 
Reds have made in our national life. 

Even during World War II, when all 
too many Americans were lulled into a 
position of trusting the Communists, Mr. 
Hoover warned against the machinations 
of the Soviet fifth column. His voice 
many times seemed almost solitary, but 
his efforts to warn us never flagged. 

Through the years he has kept his 
eyes fixed on the truth-on the need of 
fighting this enemy. To a large extent 
the leadership of Mr. Hoover was respon
sible· for alerting the American people · 
to the menace of communism. 

Now these years of experience have 
been framed in words. They have been 
put on paper with a firm and knowing 
hand. 

It should be emphasized that Masters 
of Deceit is not an expose-type book. It 
is not full of names, bizarre situations, 
or sensationalism. It is a sober, 
thought-provoking study of Communist 
techniques, tactics, and modes of opera
tion. . The reader can learn just what 
the party is trying to do and how it pro
posed to accomplish its goals. He can 
see inside a party club, witness its ~eaders 
in action, and observe how a party front 
is formed. 

The book, in general, can be sum
marized under five headings. 

First. History of communism: The 
first five chapters discuss the history of 
inter.national and national communism. 
There are interesting sketches of the 
Big Four of communism-Marx, Engels, 
Lenin, and Stalin-and their contribu
tions to the development of modern-day 
communism. 

To many people, Communist theory is 
a maze of confusion. Party expressions 
such as dictatorship of the proletariat 
or class struggle are meaningless gib
berish. Mr. Hoover cuts through Com
munist verbiage and sets forth clearly 
the premises of Marxism-Leninism. 

Second. Development of the party 
structure: In this section Mr. Hoover 
tells how the Communist member is 
molded until he becomes a fanatical de
votee of r.evolution. 

The great majority of Americans have 
no way of learning about what goes on 
inside the party. Masters of Deceit gives 
a first-hand account of the party's edu
cational program, literature and press 
outlets and disciplinary machinery. 

The terrifying thing is that the de
velopment of Communist man is oc
curring right here in America-under 
our very eyes. We must realize ·~hat the 
party structure is a vast machine shop 
for the creation of party members. 

Third. The Communist attack against 
our society: To create the party member 
is not enough, Mr. Hoover points out. 

The member must be mobilized for at
tack against democratic society. In 
three excellent chapters we see the party 
on the attack through mass agitation, 
infiltration and fronts. The Com
munist is no longer a shadowy figure, 
seldom seen. He is knocking at doors, 
standing on street corners, and making 
speeches. He is contacting loyal Ameri
cans-always hoping to hoodwink them 
into supporting party objectives. 

These chapters are not only exciting 
but informative reading. They sound 
the alarm so that all can hear. Citizens 
can learn here how they can avoid being 
swindled by the Communists. 

Fourth. The Communist underground 
structure: At all times, Masters of Deceit 
makes clear, the party maintains an un
derground structure-to carry on activi
ties whch cannot be pursued in the open, 
A chapter on espionage shows the rela
tion of Soviet espionage to the Party. 
Here is a vital danger point to our se
curity. Russia is interested in all our 
vital secrets and is working -through 
well-trained spy networks to steal vital 
information. Every citizen, Mr. Hoover 
emphasizes, can do his role in prevent
ing these Soviet aims. 

Fifth. Democracy's answer: In the 
concluding section, in chapters on com
munism and religion and America's role 
in fighting communism, Mr. Hoover sets 
forth what we might call democracy's 
answer. The chapter on religion, in 
my opinion, is one of the finest exposi
t ions on this subject that I - have ever 
read. Mr. Hoover points out that com-
munism, from its earliest origins, was 
atheistic. Karl Marx was an atheist. 
He denoun·ced religion. All party lead
er.c:; since Marx, including today's leaders, 
have also opposed religion. Masters of 
Deceit tells also how the party seeks to 
infiltrate church groups in the hope of 
subverting them for party purposes. 

Mr. Speaker, Masters of Deceit is must 
reading for every American. I would 
hope that our schools and colleges will 
make extensive use of it in appropriate 
courses. There is no better way to learn 
about this threat than by a study of this 
volume. Let us never forget: Fore
warned is forearmed. 

Here is a recipe for survival in the 
cold war. Here is a guidebook of demo
cratic strategy against an atheistic dic
tatorship. 

These are not maxims laid down by a 
dreamer or a bystander. They come 
from the pen of a man who has spent a 
lifetime in ferreting out the minions of 
Moscow. 

Mr. Hoover knows what communism 
is. He knows the terrible future which 
would face this country if communism 
were ever successful here. 

Masters of Deceit is his attempt to give 
his fellow citizens the information he 
possesses. That is why we must learn
learn before it is too late. 

I can think of no finer tribute to the 
distinguished author of this book than 
that every Member of Congress could 
stand up and say he had read it. 

Mr. Speaker, Masters of Deceit repre
sents another milestone in the career of 
dedicated service of J. Edgar Hoover. 

It marks another contribution for the 
good of his beloved Nation by a man 
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whom many of us consider one of the 
great Americans of all time. 

Mr. DORN of New York. Mr. Speaker, 
wm the gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield. 
Mr. DORN of New York. I did not 

interrupt the gentleman when he was 
talking about communism and the ne-

. cessity of fighting communism, but I 
wonder if the gentleman had read the 
review of this book in the New York 
Times and Herald Tribune. 

Mr. KEATING. I glanced at them, 
yes. I did not read them in full but set 
them aside to read later. 

Mr. DORN of New York. The review 
in the Tim.es went on to say they did 
not believe there was any real menace 
as far as communism was concerned to
day. Would the gentleman agree with 
that statement? 

Mr. KEATING. I do not agree with 
that statement. 

Mr. DORN of New York. Did Mr. 
Hoover in his .book agree with that? 

Mr. KEATING. No; he did not agree 
with any such statement. He did not 
create any such impression as that. I 
would not want to be unduly critical of 
the review without having read it care
fully, but I certainly do not agree with 
that statement, nor, I am sure, does Mr. 
Hoover. 

Mr. DORN of New York. I want to 
congratulate the gentleman on his re
marks with reference to the book and 
join with him in praise of it. It is well 
written and well deserving of the atten
tion of all the people of the United States 
of America. 

Mr. KEATING. I thank the gentle
man. 

Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield. 
Mr. JENSEN. I want to join the dis

tinguished gentleman in everything he 
has said about this great man, J. Edgar 
Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation. Mr. Hoover has long 
been a model, an ideal, for American 
youth. When I talk to young boys and 
girls in my District about Washington, 
D. C., it is not long until they ask, "Do 
you know J. Edgar Hoover personally?" 
I am always proud to say, "Yes, I know 
him personally," and the praise they 
shower on Mr. Hoover is always a delight 
and a real inspiration to me, for then I 
have no fear for-their future. The Hon
orable J. Edgar Hoover will go down in 
history as one of the greatest men who 
has walked on the blessed soil of the 
United States of America. I know his 
heartbeat as you my colleagues know 
and as every good patriotic American 
does, and his devotion to duty. He is 
held in the highest esteem by every good 
American, regardless of their avocation. 
We are indeed fortunate in this blessed 
land of ours that God Almighty sent this 
man our way. I am grateful and proud 
in the fact that J. Edgar sent to me his 
book, Masters of Deceit, autographed by 
his own hand. 

Mr. KEATING. I agree with the gen
tleman, and I thank him for his remarks. 

Mr. DOOLEY. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the gentle
man from New :York. 

Mr. DOOLEY. I rise to commend the 
distinguished gentleman from New York 
for his very penetrating delineation of 
the character of J. Edgar Hoover which 
is known to all of us, and to the quality of 
his leadership. I think that J. Edgar 
Hoover has rendered a great service to 
the public in writing this book, Masters 
of Deceit. It is a warning to us and a 
very valuable document. 

I would like to associate myself with 
the statements of the distinguished gen
tleman. 

Edgar Hoover has been a bulwark of 
strength against the evil forces of com
munism for more than half of his own 
life. Since the twenties he has served 
faithfully and well in a constant effort to 
counteract the persistent and penetra
ting forces of subversion. 

His book, Masters of Deceit, might well 
be made required reading for high school 
and college students everywhere. It 
outlines with clarity the methods of chi
canery and base deceit used by Commu
nists against their fellow workers who 
have seen the light and endeavored tore
form. 

Mr. KEATING. I thank the gentle
man. 

Mr. PELLY. Mr. Speaker, will the gen
tleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield. 
Mr. PELLY. I think the gentleman 

from New York has done a great service 
in calling our attention to this publica
tion. I know that the gentleman from 
New York has considerable knowledge of 
the matters which are in that book 
through his position as ranking member 
of the Committee on the Judiciary. 

I wonder if the gentleman from New 
York will agree with me that it is very 
fitting in this time that the American 
people have such a high esteem of the 
Director of the FBI and the organization 
which he heads. 

Mr. KEATING. I think that the high 
esteem of the American people is very 
important to the performance of his 
task in the dedicated way in which he has 
performed it, and I know that he would 
be the first to say that he could only 
have done what he has done because he 
has so universally enjoyed the under
standing and backing of the people of 
the country. 

Mr. PELLY. I wonder if the gentle
man would not also agree that it is 
equally unfortunate that the citizens of 
this country do not have a full knowledge 
of communism and the ways in which the 
Communists work; and that, therefore, 
this book is must reading for every 
American. 

Mr. KEATING. I think no one, after 
reading this book, could have much 
doubt about the situation in this country. 

Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the gentle
woman from New York. 

Mrs. ST. GEORGE. I also would like 
to join my colleagues in commending the 
gentleman from New York on having 
brought to our attention this splendid 
book, Masters of Deceit. I am sure that 
all of us who have heard the gentleman 
today will feel inspired to go out and get 
this book. 

I also hope that the book will be cir
culated among the youth of this country. 

· That is another thought the gentleman 
has brought out, and I think it is most 
important. Just as Mr. Hoover is the 
ideal of every youth, so they should in
form themselves of what he has really got 
to say by reading this book. 

I want again to tell the gentleman how 
deeply I appreciate his having brought 
it not only to our attention but also to 
the attention of the Nation. 

Mr. KEATING. I thank the gentle
woman from New York. 

Mr. SMITH of California. Mr. Speak
er, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the gentle
man from California. 

Mr. SMITH of California. Mr. Speak
er, it is especially gratifying to me that 
the gentleman from New York has asked 
for this time in order to acquaint us with 
this book by Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Direc
tor of the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion. 

It is gratifying to me because for seven 
years I served as an agent of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation. I shall be for
ever grateful to Mr. Hoover for having 
had the opportunity to work under and 
serve with him. . 

I think Mr. Hoover is the greatest, 
most dedicated public servant we have 
in the United States Government today. 
For over 30 years he has been the Direc
tor of the Bureau and he is most qualified 
to present this book to us on the Com
munist Party, for back in 1919, I believe 
it was March 2 to 6 of 1919, the Com
munist Party held the Third Internation
ale, the world congress in which the 
present form of the Communist Party 
was set out. It was in 1919 that Mr. 
Hoover as then a Special Assistant to the 
Attorney General wrote the first legal 
brief on the Communist Party. Since 
that time he has been completely familiar 
with the Communist Party and its activ
ities, and in this book he shows us how 
it works, what it means to us, and tells 
every American what he or she can do in 
order to fight this terrible menace which 
is still a threat to us and intent on 
attacking us today. 

So I want to join the gentleman in his 
remarks and am very proud indeed to be 
associated with the gentleman from New 
York in his remarks. I appreciate the 
opportunity to say a few words in behalf 
of this great American, J. Edgar Hoover. 

Mr. KEATING. I particularly appre
ciate the remarks of the gentleman from 
California because he is peculiarly well 
equipped to speak of the accomplish
ments of Mr. Hoover and the value of his 
book because of his years of able and 
conscientious service in the FBI. 

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the distin
guished majority leader. 

Mr. McCORMACK. I am sure my 
good friend, J. Edgar Hoover, would not 
want this to be a Republican monopoly 
by any means, because the esteem for 
J. Edgar Hoover exists in the minds of 
all persons as Americans without regard 
to political party. 

It was my pleasure to first meet J. 
Edgar Hoover shortly after I was first 
elected to this body in December of 1928. 
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I found him to be the type of man who 
made a profound impression upon me. 
He was an American imbued with the 
spirit and the depth of American life and 
tradition. 

I remember well his vigorous de
nouncement of the unfortunate cam
paign of 1928 when the religious issue 
was injected into that campaign. My 
admiration for him was so strong that 
in 1933, then a comparatively new Mem
ber of the House, I urged his reappoint
ment by President Franklin D. Roose
velt. An older Member, one of the 
grandest men I ever served with, my late 
friend, Buck Oliver, of Alabama, who 
was a very prominent member of the 
Committee on Appropriations and chair
man of the subcommittee that the Bu
reau of Investigation appropriation 
came before, was deeply impressed, as I 
was, with- J. Edgar Hoover in his ap
pearance before the subcommittee. He 
and I on three occasions went to the late 
Franklin D. Rosevelt and urged his re
appointment and also to the then Attor
ney General, Homer Cummings. Frank
lin Roosevelt told us at that time that if 
Homer Cummings sent his name over to 
him he would reappoint Mr. Hoover. 
We went to Homer Cummings and there 
was perfect teamwork. Throughout the 
years the relationship between J. Edgar 
Hoover and myself has been very close. 

I might say also that I know some
thing about communism when it was un
popular to attack communism. I know 
something about communism becal.:Se I 
was chairman of a special committee in 
1934 that investigated communism when 
everybody thought that myself and other 
members of the committee were just 
seeking the headlines. I suggest that 
the gentleman read the report of that 
special committee made in February 
1935, the kind of a report that you would 
expected to be made today or tomorrow. 
We found it to be an international con
spiracy at that time. We made certain 
recommendations. The Smith Act came 
out of my special committee. I intro
duced a bill but I could not get a hear
ing for 4 or 5 years because it was 
claimed by some that it violated States 
rights. I also introduced the Foreign 
Agents Registration Act which my spe
cial committee recommended. That be
came law. There was also the power 
given the Army, Navy, and Air Force to 
control Communist activities in Army 
camps and in Navy installations. That 
all came out of the special committee of 
which I was chairman. 

The one man who fought shoulder to 
shoulder with me against the power of 
propaganda, and it is powerful when 
used, was Mr. J. Edgar Hoover. He knew 
communism. I have read his book. He 
conferred the honor of sending me an 
autographed copy o~ his book. It is one 
of the greatest contributions to Ameri
can literature and to American contem
porary history. I thoroughly agree with 
my friend, the gentleman from New 
York, that it should be must reading for 
everyone. 

Everything that has been said about 
J. Edgar Hoover I subscribe to. I could 
go further if it were possible to do so by 
any words I might be capable of express-

ing. He has been a citadel of American
ism. 

May I say that it has not been so many 
years ago when certain types of col
umnists used to attack him. I and some 
others would take the floor and defend 
him, showing that J. Edgar Hoover had 
friends who were willing to fight for 
him. I remember on several occasions 
of concentrated attacks being made on 
him and we would take the fioor to break 
up the attr.ck. Those were the days 
when they were leveling off on some of 
us here. 

There were some of us who 30 years 
ago had to fight for him in those days 
because of the powerful enemies who 
were trying to destroy him through the 
use of the smear and through the use of 
the innuendo. It is well that we pay trib
ute to him today, because J. Edgar 
Hoover, in my opinion, is one of the 
great living Americans of his day and 
age. 

Mr. KEATING. I thank the gentle
man from Massachusetts for his elo
quent words. 

Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky. Mr. 
Speaker, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the gentle
man from Kentucky. 

Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky. Mr. 
Speaker, in the more than 30 years .that 
I have had the opportunity to personally 
learn of the great services rendered to 
the United States by J. Edgar Hoover, I 
know of no one during this period who 
has rendered greater and more effective 
service to his country than he has. It is 
a privilege and a pleasure for me to join 
the gentleman from New York in this 
tribute to a great American, J. Edgar 
Hoover. 

Mr. KEATING. I thank the gentle- . 
man. 

Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr. 
Speaker, will the gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the gentle
woman from Massachusetts. 

Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr. 
Speaker, I am delighted that this sub
ject has been brought to the attention 
of the House, I will say to the 3'entleman 
from New York. It is only one of the 
many fine things that he brings to our 
attention. I think those of us who were 
fighting communism in the early days 
and who were attacked and smeared, 
and still are attacked and smeared, ha.ve 
a special appreciation for what he has 
done. J. Edgar Hoover is admired and 
beloved not only in this country; he is 
admired and beloved in other countries 
in the world, in Latin America and in 
Europe, for the great work that he has 
done. I would like to pay tribute to his 
humanitarian ideals. He has helped me 
in my District in meeting some very seri
ous problems where, strictly speaking, 
the FBI could not take over, but they 
could give advice. They gave me advice 
that enabled me, I think, to save the 
lives of some people, and also enabled 
other people in the State to go ahead. 
J. Edgar Hoover is a very great man. I 
pay my tribute to him and I also pay 
tribute to the gentleman. 

Mr. KEATING. I thank the gentle
woman. 

Mr. CANFIELD. Mr. Speaker, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the gentle
man from New Jersey. 

Mr. CANFIELD. Mr. Speaker, I have 
a profound regard for J. Edgar Hoover 
and all he means to our American way 
of life. I also have profound regard for 
the distinguished gentleman from New 
York [Mr. KEATING] and for the distin
guished majority leader [Mr. McCoR
MACK] for all that they have done to 
promote legislation inspired by Mr. 
Hoover. No one can say that J. Edgar 
Hoover is partisan. His history negates 
the very thought. With him and the 
FBI we in the Congress of the United 
States backed by patriotic citizens 
everywhere are going to defeat com
munism in this country not by working 
as Democrats, not by working as Re
publicans, but working together as Re
publicans and Democrats. 

Now, reference has been made, Mr. 
Speaker, to an article that appeared in 
the New York Times. May I read just 
briefly two paragraphs· from yesterday's 
New York Herald Tribune book review 
by Harry W. Baehr, who is an editorial 
writer on that great newspaper. Dis
cussing this new book by Mr. Hoover 
entitled "Masters of Deceit," Mr. Baehr 
said: 

This is a practical manual of the commu
nist conspiracy and how to fight it, prepared 
by a sane, dedicated and experienced public 
official. J. Edgar Hoover is primarily re
sponsible for the development of an organ
ization-the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion-which represents what is probably the 
best possible answer, within the framework 
of American institutions, to the problem of 
subversion. He has access to a vast amount 
of detailed information about the workings 
of communism; he does not indulge in wish
ful thinking about the failure of the Com
munist Party in the United States, but 
neither does he vent panic-stricken cries for 
a vigilante-type response to the continuing 
threat. 

How is the Communist attack, in its pro
tean forms, to be repelled? Mr. Hoover 
urges that the first and most important task 
of the citizen is to malte sure that we do not 
permit the Communists to fool us into be
coming innocent victims-to be able to rec
ognize the falsity of Red claims and the 
techniques of Red penetration. Given that 
knowledge, it is possible-and essential-to 
resist infiltration into unions, civic, frater
nal and social organizations. And against 
illegal subversive activity the citizen should, 
if information on the subject comes his way, 
cooperate with the FBI. "Stick to the 
facts," Mr. Hoover urges. "The FBI is not 
interested in rumor or idle gossip." He 
warns against smears, character assassina
tion, and the scattering of irresponsible 
charges-but hard facts, even when they 
appear trivial, can be of great importance 
in the hands of trained and responsible 
investigators. 

May I say to my friend, the gentleman 
.from New York [Mr. KEATING], that I 
have not yet read Masters of Deceit but, 
like him, I agree that it is must reading 
for every Member of Congress and for 
freedom-loving people who- can obtain 
the book. Let us be about it. 

Mr. DIXON. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the gentle
man from Utah. 

Mr. DIXON. Mr. Speaker, it is most 
appropriate and fitting for the gentle
man from New York, my colleague, Mr. 
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KEATING, and my colleagues on both sides 
of the aisle, to pay tribute to this great 
American patriot, J. Edgar Hoover, and 
to his monumental work, Masters of De
ceit. This book will leave a lasting im
pression upon America and help to mold 
the American mind. I believe that we 
can learn to survive. A work of this kind 
is a tool in helping us to learn to sur
vive. J. Edgar Hoover calls this his 
primer of communism. It is exactly 
that. I hope it becomes a textbook. 

It is written in language that is under
standable to everyone. It reduces the 
menace of communism to its simplest 
terms so all can understand and see its 
insidiousness. 

It is very important to do something 
about communism, so one chapter, . 
chapter 22, is devoted to "What the Aver
age Person Can Do To Combat Com
munism." One warning is that everyone 
should be able to spot the Communist 
front, so as to recognize it when he sees 
it operating. 

Mr. Hoover also makes an appeal to 
report to the FBI all information be
lieved to be in the best interest of the 
American cause. He thinks, and says, 
that the American people have not 
only a right but an obligation to protect 
their institutions and freedom against 
atheistic communism. 

The book traces the Community Party 
from the days of Lenin and Stalin to the 
present as it operates -in the United 
States and tells why people become 
Communists. 

The lessons found in Masters of 
Deceit are lessons which all Americans 
must learn. We must learn to survive. 
J. Edgar Hoover's name will go down in 
history as a great American patriot and 
a defender of freedom wherever it is 
found. 

Mr. KEATING. I thank the gentle
man from Utah. 

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the gentle
man from Illinois. 

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, over this 
past weekend I had occasion to read 
about 150 pages of Mr. Hoover's new 
book, Masters of Deceit, and found it 
very absorbing reading. As a matter of 
fact, it will have a lasting place on my 
library shelf and will be "must" reading 
for my children. I certainly want to 
commend the gentleman from New York 
[Mr. KEATING] for bringing it to the at
tention of the House and to all of the 
American people as he has so ably done 
on a number of other occasions when
ever there was something of real im
portance that needed to be brought to 
the attention of the people. 

Mr. KEATING. Mr. Speaker, I thank 
the gentleman for those kind remarks. 

Mr. NIMTZ. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the gentle
man from Indiana. 

Mr. NIMTZ. Mr. Speaker, I commend 
the gentleman from New York, my dis
tinguished colleague on the Committee 
on the Judiciary, who is so well ac
quainted with and well versed in matters 
of justice and its administration, for 
bringing to the attention of Members of 
the House this new powerful and monu-

mental work entitled "Masters of De
ceit." 

J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Fed
eral Bureau of Investigation has by his 
leadership of the FBI, his personal in
tegrity and his cooperation with the law
enforcement officials throughout the 
United States, exemplified the highest 
ideals of a law-enforcement adminis
trator. 

In the 33 years the Honorable J. 
Edgar Hoover has been Director of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation he has 
contributed immeasurably to raising the 
standards and promoting the growth of, 
and obtaining public support and respect 
for, law enforcement through the provi
sion of training, laboratory, identifica
tion, and administration of the uniform
crime-reporting program. He has con
tinued his efforts in opposition to the 
nationalization of the police forces of 
America, and has greatly strengthened 
law enforcement at all levels of govern
ment. 

As has been stated by the gentleman 
from California [Mr. SMITH], the field 
in which Mr. Hoover now writes is not 
a new one to him. He is well qualified 
to speak and write about the influence, 
evils and dangers of communism. As 
has been said here today by many, I also 
hope that all Americans, particularly the 
youth of this country, will read this 
book, Masters of Deceit. Because Mr. 
Hoover is an ideal and an example to 
our youth, his words should and will 
have force and -influence with them. 

Mr. Speaker, J. Edgar Hoover is truly 
one of the great men of our times. No 
one in the history of this or any other 
country has contributed so much to the 
safety and security of property and hu
man life as has Mr. Hoover and the effi
cient organization he has constructed 
and so ably directed. This work, Mas
ters of Deceit, adds to Mr. Hoover's 
already great contributions to the secu
rity of our country and the American 
way of life by acquainting us with and 
warning us about the dangers of com-
munism. · 

Mr. KEATING. I thank the gentle
man. In addition to what the gentle
man said, and I should have emphasized 
it more in my remarks, Mr. Hoover has 
built around himself a remarkable staff, 
so well exemplified by the gentleman 
from California, a former member of it, 
a group as dedicated as he is. He has 
been able to inculcate that feeling into 
them. He would be the first to say, I 
am sure, that he could not have done his 
task without that kind of staff. 

Mr. LOSER. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the gentle
man from Tennessee. 

Mr. LOSER. I want to join with the 
distinguished gentleman from New York 
[Mr. KEATING] and the other Members 
of the House on both sides of the aisle, 
in paying tribute to that great American, 
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover. For more than a 
quarter of a century I was privileged to 
call upon him. I was a public prose
cutor in my community for more than 
25 years, and down through the years 
I have seen that agency of our Federal 
Government gro.w into the greatest police 
organization on the face of the eare1. 

It is directly attributable to the skill, the 
knowledge, the energy, and the integrity 
of that great American who has brought 
that police organization to the front in 
the history of civilization, in my judg
ment. 

I have called upon him down through 
the years for technical advice, finger
printing, ballistics, and identification of 
all types of material that might be used 
in the prosecution of a criminal case. 
His advice down through the years, and 
his expert testimony, as offered through 
the agents of the Federal Bureau of. In
vestigation, have been of inestimable 
value to the people of America. 

The great Committee on the Judiciary 
has made great contributions to the suc
cess of Mr. Hoover in his work down 
through the years, so I am happy to join 
with the gentleman from New York, the 
ranking minority member of the Com
mittee on the Judiciary, and my other 
colleagues here in paying tribute to this 
great American and to say that his book 
will be a must on my library shelf. 

Mr. KEATING. I thank the gentle
man. 

Mr. DELLAY. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield. 
Mr. DELLAY. Mr. Speaker, American 

history is replete with many great 
heroes. Unfortunately, commendation 
and praise were not accorded many of 
these individuals until after they had 
passed from the scene. 

Today we honor a living American 
hero, one who has made a contribution 
to the present that will list him in history 
with the many American great. It is 
with an enormous amount of respect and 
admiration that I salute J. Edgar Hoover, 
Director of the FBI, for what he has 
done, for what he is doing, ancl for what 
we can anticipate from him. 

International communism is still the 
greatest threat to the free countries of 
the world and is the cause of many of 
the problems that our country is faced 
with today. The relentless fight carried 
on by the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion against subversivism and its move
ment, which to a large extent now lives 
in underground fashion, is a program of 
work that not too many Americans are 
conscious of or appreciate because of the 
silent, qui'et and efficient way the FBI 
has of operating. Yet it is one of the 
mainstays to our being able to exist as 
a free nation· and continue to be the 
leading free nation that other countries 
can look up to and depend upon for 
guidance. 

I deem it a great honor and personal 
privilege to help in honoring one of to
day's great Americans. 

Mr. KEATING. I thank the gentle
man from New Jersey. 

Mr. MEADER. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr.KEATING. !yield. 
Mr. MEADER. Mr. Speaker, I am 

happy to join with my colleagues and 
the gentleman from New York in paying 
tribute to the contribution of J. Edgar 
Hoover to the development of our Ameri
can democracy. As a former prosecuting 
attorney I am familiar with the impetus 
which J. Edgar Hoover has given to law'! 
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enforcement techniques generally . . The 
modern science of detecting crime is 
much greater today than it would have 
been if we had not had a J. Edgar 
Hoover. His other great contribution to 
which his book is directed is, perhaps, 
less well known to the American people. 
What J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI have 
done in combating subversion and infil
tration has not, in my judgment, been 
as widely known as the G-man activities 
generally. I might say from having 
spoken with him personally that Mr. 
Hoover paid great tribute to the Con
gress of the United States in combating 
subversion and infiltration. I know that 
he is aware that the Congress under its 
investigative authority has done a great 
deal to prevent the growth of subversive 
groups and cells. I think the gentleman 
from New York has done well to take 
this time today to point up the contri
butions of this great American. 

Mr. KEATING. I appreciate the re
marks of the gentleman from Michigan. · 

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. Speaker, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the distin
guished delegate from Alaska. 

Mr. BARTLE'IT. Mr. Speaker, as 
these remarks are being made here this 
afternoon about Mr. Hoover, I recall an 
experience of some years ago. It has 
been said and written about Mr. Hoo:v.er, 
as it would be said and written about 
anyone in his position, that he desires 
power for power's sake. I should like 
to offer here some rather direct per
sonal evidence to the contrary. The 
Federal Government has a primary re
sponsibility for law enforcement in the 
Territories through the office of the 
United States marshal. On this occa
sion, years ago, a rather high-ranking 
official made the suggestion that there 
be established in Alaska a Federal con
stabulary similar to the Northwest 
Mounted Police. A meeting was held 
with the then Attorney General and 
others of his s.ta.ff. Mr. Hoover attended 
this meeting. The proposal for this 
Federal police force was made. 

Mr. Hoover said-! do not pretend to 
quote his exact words, but this. was the 
effect of what he said: "I am absolutely 
against any such organization. It 
would be perhaps a start on the road 
to a Federal police system which I am 
against. I do not want it. I do not 
think we should do any such thing in 
Alaska." 

His remarks sq-:.Ielched the idea at its 
very inception. I have thought how 
many times how wise he was and how 
mindful of the characteristics of our 
Government in not having the Federal 
Government dominate. He could have 
gone in there and taken over without 
any trouble, but because he is devoted 
to the ideals of democracy, the. ideals of 
our police system throughout the Union, 
he declined to do so. I, for one, will be 
forever grateful to him for his stand on 
that day. 

Mr. KEATING. I thank the gentle
man. 

Mr.' TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. KEATING. I yield. 
Mr. TOLLEFSON. I want to join 

with my colleagues in complimenting 

the gentleman from New .York for tak
ing time to pay tribute to the distin
guished gentleman, J. Edgar Hoover, 
and calling attention to his book. The 
gentleman has pointed out how Mr. Hoo
ver has . rendered great service to our 
people. As a previous prosecutor, I am 
familiar with his field, and on more than 
one occasion my office as prosecuting 
attorney has benefited from his office. 

With reference to his combating in
ternational communism, perhaps Mr. 
Hoover has alerted the people to the 
danger of international communism 
more than anybody else. This book will 
render distinguished service in that 
same way. In fact, there is a tendency 
on the part of the American people to 
become complacent from time to time, 
and it has been my impression that it 
is timely for a publication of this kind 
to be brought to the attention of the 
American people again. I want to say 
to the gentleman from New York [Mr. 
KEATING] that I believe he has rendered 
a distinc.t service to the American peo
ple in discussing this matter on the :floor 
today. 

Mr. KEATING. I appreciate there
marks of the gentleman from Washing
ton. 

I yield at this time to the distin
guished minority leader [Mr. MARTIN]. 

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Speaker, the· book 
recently published by Edgar Hoover is 
Il1-0St enlightening and an illustration of 
the dangers which confront the people 
of America. Communism, as Director 
Hoover points out, is still actively work
ing to infiltrate our life and we can pro
tect our way of life only through eternal 
vigilance. Mr. Hoover has performed a 
patriotic service in sounding the alarm. 

Mr. KEATING. I yield to the distin
guished gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. 
TEWES]. 

Mr. TEWES. Mr. Speaker, in a world 
and in an era, when national police 
power is so often synonomous with polit
ical maneuvering, suppression of indi
vidual freedoms, and public terror, 
America's Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion stands in distinct contrast. That 
the FBI has become not merely an ac
cepted agency but an institution in 
which the American people have pride, 
not fear, is due in great measure to the 
hard work of its leader, J. Edgar Hoover. 
His integrity, courage, sincerity, and 
competence have become so well known 
that they are taken for granted. De
spite their bold role in so many fields of 
interest, the FBI and its Director have 
the approval and cooperation of our peo
ple. I join my distinguished colleagues 
today in voicing the thanks all America 
feels. 

Mr. KEATING. I yield at this time to 
the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. Bowl. 

Mr. BOW. Mr. Speaker, the oppor
tunity to know J. Edgar Hoover and to 
work with him has been one of the most 
rewarding experiences of my service in 
Congress. It is a privilege to join with 
my colleagues today in tribute to this 
outstanding American. 

Since his early manhood J. Edgar 
Hoover has been devoted to the fight 
against communism. Long before the 
threat of' Communist imperialism was 
generally recognized he was actively 

fighting it and building the Federal Bu
reau of Investigation into our strongest 
bulwark against subversion. 

But for his foresight we might have 
been defenseless against the far-reaching 
plots of Communist agents during and 
after World War II. 

J. Edgar Hoover is well aware that 
this threat is still with us. His new book, 
Masters of Deceit, will give Americans 
great insight into the operations of the 
conspiracy. More than that, it tells us 
what we can and should do about it. We 
should heed its message. 

Mr. KEATING. I yield at this time to 
the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. AYRES]. 

Mr. AYRES. Mr. Speaker, I wish to 
add my congratulations to Mr. J. Edgar 
Hoover on not only the great service he 
has rendered to his country through his 
deeds but what he has done through his 
words by writing his book, Masters of 
Deceit. 

I hope all our citizens will heed the 
advice of Mr. Hoover and heed the warn
ing his experience has taught him. 

Although the Communists are cur
rently smiling, we cannot take their 
smiles seriously until through their ac
tions they prove their sincerity. 

Mr. KEATING. Mr. Speaker, I yield 
to the gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr. 
EDMONDSON]. 

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Speaker, I 
appreciate this opportunity to join in a 
well-deserved salute to J. Edgar Hoover 
and his new book, Masters of Deceit. 

All AmericS~ns owe a great debt of 
gratitude to Mr. Hoover, and to the dedi
cated corps of agents whom he leads. 

All Americans will read with profit 
anything Mr. Hoover writes on the .sub
ject of the menace of communism. 

No American citizen has done more to 
alert our Nation to the great danger of 
this insidious conspiracy against free
dom. 

No American is more deserving of this 
tribute from both sides of the aisle in 
the House. 

I hope Sind trust that J. Edgar Hoover 
will continue to serve America for many 
years to come. 

Mr. KEATING. Mr. Speaker, I at this 
time ask unanimous consent that the 
following gentlemen may extend their 
remarks at this point in the RECORD: 

The gentleman from New York [Mr. 
REED]. 

Mr. REED. Mr. Speaker, outstanding 
instances of public service by the distin
guished Director of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, the Honorable John Ed
gar Hoover, hS~ve become almost com
monplace and therefore accepted with
out appropriate public acclaim. Over 
the weekend an event has come to my 
notice that requires the attention of 
every American citizen and prompts my 
remarks in the House of Representatives 
at this time. I refer to the publication 
of a book written by Mr. Hoover entitled 
''Masters of Deceit" which is the story of 
communism and how to fight it. . In this 
ably written book Mr. Hoover has in a 
readable and understandable manner 
told us what communism is, its danger, 
how it works, and how to combat it. 
This book is of such considerable sub
stance in the message it contains for the 
American people that a brief sm.nmS~ry 
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describing the book is difficult. How- Hoover has led his agency in fighting 
ever I believe that its paramount corruption, racketeering, professional 
thou'ght is that our Nation and its citi- criminals, espionage, saboteurs, and sub
zens-must be vigilant in guarding our in- _ versive groups, Fascist and Communist. 
stitutions of Government, our ideals of Because of his determined support of 
Government, and our way of life against · right and justice, J. Edgar Hoover, in his 
insidious encroachment by imperialistic position of responsibility and trust, has 
communism. contributed greatly in preserving the 

To anyone who is privileged to know moral and ethical standards of our com
Mr. Hoover and to be acquainted with munities and Nation, created respect for 
his patriotic devotion, his tireless ca- our laws, and made it possible for all of 
pacity, and his remarkable intellectual us to enjoy greater happiness and free
ability, the product of his endeavors as · dom. 
evidenced by the writing of this book will Mr. KEATING. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
come as no surprise. unanimous consent that all Members 

Mr. Hoover entered the Department of may have 5legislative days within which 
Justice in 19i 7 and his outstanding abil- to extend their remarks at this point in 
ity brought him success and promotion the RECORD, to pay tribute to Mr. Hoover 
almost from the very beginning. In the and to comment on his work for our 
period from 1921 to 1924 he served as country and his recent book. 
Assistant Director in what was then The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there 
known as the Bureau of Investigation. objection? 
In 1924 he became Director of that Bu- There was no objection. 
reau, which had less than 30 agents. Mr. HILLINGS. Mr. Speaker, prob-
Today that Bureau is known as the Fed- ably no American knows more about the 
eral Bureau of Investigation, with 6,000 threat of communism to the United 
agents. The Bureau's reputation for States than J. Edgar Hoover, Director 
effective law enforcement is recognized of the Fed~ral Bureau of Investigation. 
throughout the world. Under the lead- I highly recommend that every American 
ership of Mr. Hoover, it is safe to say read Mr. Hoover's book, Masters of Deceit, 
that his agency and the men and women a masterful picturization of what commu
employed in it have a singular claim to a nism is, what its aims are, the real dangers 
reputation for integrity and service to it poses, and what loyal American citizens 

must know to protect their freedom. country. 
Mr. Hoover's service is not limited to I am in complete agreement with Mr. 

that rendered in his official capacity as Hoovel''s opening statement in his fore
Director of the Federal Bureau of Inves- word and that is: 
tigation. Mr. Hoover has maintained a Every citizen has a duty to learn more 
constructive and active interest in the about the menace that threatens his future, 
youth of our Nation, and he is, indeed, his home, his children, the peace of the 
a fitting inspiration to our youth. Mr. world. 
Hoover finds time in his busy schedule Mr. Hoover's book details the. day-to
to serve as a member of the board of day operations of the Communist Party 
directors of the Boys' Clubs of America in the United States, the persons in
and to serve on the national committee volved in this conspiracy against free
on public relations of the Boy Scouts of dom and liberty, and what would happen 
America. He has received countless if the Communists succeeded in over
honors from the American Bar Associa- throwing the Government of the United 
tion and from other professional and States. 
similar groups. On May 27, 1955, here- There is no doubt that Mr. Hoover has 
ceived the National Security Medal for more complete knowledge of the Com
outstanding service in the field of intel- munist threat in this country than any
ligence. More recently, on January 27, one else. 
1958, the President of the United States This great American has performed 
presented to him the President's award another tremendous service for his coun
for distinguished Federal civilian service. try in writing this book, giving us a 

Mr. Speaker, I commend to every crystal-clear picture of the modus ope
American citizen and to every individual randi of the American Communist and 
who believes in freedom and justice a first-class lesson on how we can meet 
Mr. Hoover's book, Masters of Deceit, as this menace on our home grounds . . 
required reading. Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, I wish 

Mr. KEATING. The gentleman from to join with the gentleman from New 
Michigan [Mr. MciNTOSH]. York in his remarks about the service 

Mr. MciNTOSH. Mr. Speaker, I wish which J. Edgar Hoover has rendered to 
to join the gentleman from New York the citizens of the United States. He 
[Mr. KEATING] in his tribute to FBI Di- has developed a bureau in our Federal 
rector J. Edgar Hoover. During the Government which has conducted its 
more than 30 years under his guidance very sensitive investigations in a manner 
the FBI has achieved a reputation for that has never brought unfavorable 
alertness, fairness, and competence un- comments. 
surpassed by any other agency of the In doing so, he has trained thousands 
Federal Government. of FBI investigators who have been im-

Under Mr. Hoover's leadership, the bued with such a fine esprit de corps 
FBI has stood as the Nation's bulwark that after they have left the Government 
against lawlessness, immorality, and service they have continued their asso
subversion. The FBI has grown in ciations together with other investiga
strength and respect through changes tors who have left the service in the 
in administration, during depression and form of an association of former FBI 
prosperity, during war and peace. Mr. agents. 

I have had the pleasure of meeting 
with the group in northern California 
and it is both surprising and gratifying 
to see how they continue to help each 
other in their chosen civilian fields and 
at the same time take a leading part in 
their community for better and more 
effective government. 

Mr. LANE. Mr._ Speaker, we in the 
United States have been most fortunate 
in being served for so many years by 
such a skilled and devoted public servant 
as J. Edgar Hoover, Director, Federal 
Bureau of Investigation. 

No wonder that the Communists see 
red at the very mention of his name. No 
man in the United States has done more 
to anticipate their plays and break them 
up before they got started, than the very 
able Director of the FBI. 

Due to the efficiency of the Agency and 
the exceptional qualifications of its per
sonnel, the Communists have been out
witted -at every turn. The Communist 
Party in the United States has become 
demoralized, as its members suspect and 
distrust one another-because they never 
know which of their comrades are FBI 
undercover agents, planted in their ranks 
to keep tabs on every conspiratorial and 
subversive move. 

It is no exaggeration to say that the 
FBI is J. Edgar Hoover, for he has im
bued every member with his own pas
sionate faith in freedom, and with the 
necessity of thoroughly understanding 
the way that the Communist mind twists 
and turns, in order to frustrate this men
ace, no matter how it may try to disguise -
itself. . 

His diagnosis of the Communist Party 
in the United States is complete. 

There is no hidden symptom that 
escapes his experienced search. 

Now, out of his vast practical knowl
edge, he brings to the people of the 
United States the opportunity to detect 
the devious ways of communism, so that 
we may know how to spot it and combat 
them. 

If J. Edgar Hoover had done nothing 
more than to develop the Agency which 
he heads, into the most effective counter
intelligence weapon against communism 
in the whole world, we should be eter
nally grateful to him. 

But he has done more, and in the best 
tradition of our democracy, by enabling 
us to arm ourselves with his knowledge, 
and, let us hope, with a part of his skill. 

It is a foregone conclusion that the 
book which is the fruit of his rich and 
varied experience, is going to become a 
best seller. 

But, more than that, it is going to 
render a ereat public service by its ex
pose of the enemy that lurks in the 
shadows. 

Masters of Deceit, by J. Edgar Hoover, 
throws the spotlight on the secret 
treachery which is basic to communism. 

After reading its revealing chapters, 
there will never be any excuse for anyone 
to underestimate, or to fall victim to, the 
tricks and stratagems of atheistic com
munism. 

J. Edgar Hoover has ripped the mask 
from the Red conspiracy. 
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UNITED STATES ARMY BAND 

Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr. 
Speaker I ask unanimous consent to 
address 'the House for 1 minute and to 
revise and extend my remarks . . 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentlewoman from 
Massachusetts? 

There was no objection. 
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr. 

Speaker, I would like to pay tribute to 
the leader of the United States Army 
Band, Maj. Hugh Currie, of Cambridge, 
Mass. Cambridge at one time was a 
part of my District, and Major Currie 
as leader of the band, is a friend of every 
man, woman, and child in the United 
States. I will place in the RECORD an 
appraisal of this great patriot and band
leaaer and the Army Band. 

INTERNATIONAL LAW SHOULD EM
BODY PRINCIPLE OF ABSTENTION 
AND CONSERVATION OF FISH
ERIES 
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under 

the previous order of the House, the gen
tleman from Washington [Mr. PELLY] is 
recognized for 15 minutes. 

Mr. PELLY. Mr. Speaker, I have just 
introduced a concurrent resolution that 
is of utmost importance to the United 
States fishing industry. This resolution 
would express the sense of the Congress 
as being that President Eisenhower, 
through such agency and by such means 
as may be appropriate, should take 
necessary action to insure, to the extent 
practicable, that the United States Con
ference on the Law of the Sea should 
consider, adopt, and implement the 
principle of abstention and conservation 
in any revision of the Articles on the 
Fisheries or in any other appropriate 
agreement with respect to fishing and 
fisheries which is concluded at such 
conference. 

Immediate consideration of this con
current resolution is urgent because the 
Conference on the Law of"the Sea is now 
in session at Geneva, Switzerland, and 
seeking to deal with world fisheries prob
lems. Meanwhile for the past 3 years 
the United States fishing industry has 
been holding meetings on recommenda
tions made by the International Law 
Commission. · The industry has pro
posals for changes in these recommenda
tions in the interest of conservation and 
to safeguard the industry which should 
be insisted upon. · 

The abstention principle which is rec
ommended is the only safeguard against 
complete destruction of certain >Alaska 
and Pacific Northwest salmon resources. 
Obviously, treaties are the only solution 
to fishery problems between neighboring 
nations, and other nations which con
cern joint fishery interests. 
· The importance of the abstention 
principle is pointed up by House Resolu
tion 451 which recently was reported 
favorably by · the House Merchant Ma
rine and Fisheries Committee and will 
soon c.ome before the House. Having 
introduced a similar resolution, I am in 
strong· support of House Resolution ·451 
which would request the Secretary of the 

Interior and all Departments of Govern
ment to 'protect Alaska-spawned salmon. 
It should be recognized that the greater 
part of the life cycle of the west coast 
salmon is spent in· the ocean before their 
final return to their native waters and 
streams to plant their eggs and then die. 

On the basic principle of abstention 
the United States has a treaty with Can
ada and Japan which is supposed to pro
tect on the high seas those salmon origi
nating in Alaska. The North Pacific 
Salmon Fisheries Commission, under the 
assumption that no Alaska-spawned sal
mon were to be found east of the 175th 
parallel, implemented our treaty by an 
agreement whereby the Japanese would 
take no fish in the high seas east of this 
line. But subsequently it was found that 
the Alaska-spawned salmon penetrate 
west of the 175th parallel in large num
bers and certain runs of Alaska red sal
mon, as a result of Japanese fishing in 
the North Pacific Ocean are under im
mediate menace of extinction. 

Mr. Speaker, I trust the House will 
pass House Resolution 451 when it is 
considered and our proper Government 
o:tlicials would thus be instructed to take 
steps necessary to protect our Alaska 
salmon. But let me say in all frankness, 
that such a resolution does not go nearly 
far enough. The abstention principle 
must be adopted as the international 
means of conservation. Right now the 
Japanese instead of conforming to ab
stention are indicating their intention to 
curtail the size of their fishing :fieet. 
The solution does not lie in an agreed 
number of boats, but the problem is 
concerned with the location and where 
the fish are taken. Our great resource 
will be destroyed unless our historic 
rights are protected. 

Bear · in mind on the high seas the 
Japanese fish 7 days a week and do 
not conform to our conservation meth
ods and regulations. Bear in mind, on 
the other hand, American and Canadian 
fishermen are prevented entirely from 
catching any fish by use of nets in the 
North Pacific ·Ocean and in those inter
national waters as House Resolution 451 
pointsout. · · 

Because of my conviction that our 
State Department will never reach a 
satisfactory agreement with the Japa
nese, I introduced H. R. 10244. This bill 
recognizes that the United States is a 
substantial market for the products of 
indiscriminate and uncontrolled net 
fishing for salmon by Japanese na
tionals. It recognizes this country is 
the market for the very salmon of Amer
ican origin caught by means and 
methods denied our own citizens and in 
competition with the catch of American 
fishermen under strict regulations for 
conservation. 

H. R. 10244, my bill, would make it 
unlawful to import for market and dis
tribution within the United States 
salmon taken on the high seas of the 
North Pacific Ocean by nets or other 
means, or at times, places and under 
conditions or methods of fishing which 
would be unlawful if practiced by our 
own citizens. 

In the near future, Mr. Speaker, it Is 
my intention to offer extensive evidence 

as to the support for H. R. 10244 but 
today that proposed legislation is simply 
used by me as an illustration of the 
critical nature of the fishery crisis and 
the urgency of expressing support for 
the policy · of abstention. Our repre
sentatives at international discussions 
must be made to understand that we 
stand firm on the principle that all na
tions on the high seas should respect 
and abstain from fishing and depleting 
stocks of fish, the origin of which is in 
the inland waters and streams of an
other nation. 

I repeat, abstention is the only prac
tical means of conservation and the only 
proper solution of disputes between Na
tions over the limits of territorial water 
rights. 

Our fishing industry which is o~ 
should be, such a valuable resource and 
means of gainful employment and 
source of healthy food is in a critical 
economic condition. The ·bottom-fish 
industry which once contributed so 
greatly to the standard of living of this 
country is an example of this deplorable 
situation. Legislation to assist in restor
ing this industry likewise deserves sup
port. 

But to return to the subject of absten
tion, I should like Mr. Speaker to con
clude with a simple reminder to my col
leagues that in international discussions 
our fishermen and fishing industry have 
no representatives other than those of 
the United States to protect their inter
ests. Foreign nations, through their 
delegates, outnumber and can outvote us. 

Therefore, as I see it, the Congress 
should spell out our position, and if that 
principle does not prevail and an agree
ment embodying it with respect to fish
eries is not adopted, then other nations 
should be on notice that our markets will 
not be open to fish taken by foreign 
nationals illegally by our American .con
ser'vation standards and principles. 

In other words, I urge now immediate 
adoption of an abstention-principle res
olution. In due course, and on the basis 
of what transpires at Geneva-and also 
during the forthcoming fishing season 
in the north Pacific Ocean--considera
tion of restrictive import legislation can 
be considered. 

Finally, let me thank the membership 
of the House of Representatives for its 
interest in this important subject. 

Mr. TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker, will 
the gentleman yield? 

;Mr. FELLY. I am very happy, Mr. 
Speaker, to yield to the gentleman from 
Washington [Mr. TOLLEFSON] WhO is the 
author of the resolution I refer to, H. R. 
451. 

Mr. TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker, the 
gentleman has touched upon a very im
portant subject. It may not be as im
portant as the matter of communism 
which we discussed earlier on the floor 
today, but it is important to many thou
sands of fishermen. It is important to 
the economy of this Nation. Take the 
Alaska salmon fisheries alone, it is esti
mated that they are worth $100 million 
annually. Other fisheries of the Nation 
are equally valuable. The entire fisher
ies resource of the Nation runs into the 
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hundreds of millions of dollars in value 
to the economy of the United States. 

I am familiar with the good work that 
the gentleman from Washington now 
addressing the House has done in con
nection with the welfare of the fisheries 
of the United States. He has worked 
hard and diligently in the years he has 
served in the Congress and has made a 
great contribution to the welfare of the 
industry. 

The gentleman made mention of a 
resolution which I have introduced, H. R. 
451. I agree with him it is not as strong 
as his own r-esolution, H. R. 10244. I 
may say to the gentleman I shall sup
port, as I have already, the resolution 
which he has introduced. I think it 
does go further. 

The purpose I had in introducing my 
resolution was that I felt it would ob
tain earlier a-ction than perhaps would 
be the case in .connection with the gen
tleman's resolution. I am glad he has 
touched u,pon this Law of the Sea Con
ference now taking place in Geneva. 
The g-entleman, of course, is aware of 
the contacts members of our committee 
have had with the State Department in 
connection with the Law of the Sea Con
ference. He is familiar also, I am sure, 
with our effort to convince those people 
who represent us at the conference and 
whe work hard for our point of view in 
connection with protecting the Ameri
can domestic fisheries. I am hopeful 
that Congress as a whole will give a 
.sympathetic ear to the plea that the 
gentleman has just made and to the 
pleas of other Members of Congress 
who seek to do something in the direc
tion of obtaining greater protection and 
greater consideration for our American 
fisheries. 

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. Speaker, wUI 
the gentleman 'Yield? 

Mr. PELLY. I will be very happy t0 
yield to the Delegate from Alaska who 
represents that area in which these salm
on spawn. I believe that this industry 
is the largest industry in the area. 

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. Speaker, the 
_gentleman from Washington [Mr. 
PELLY), is to be congratulated upon a 
penetrating, analytical, and logica1 
statement and one which was badly 
needed to be made. This is. indeed, a 
serious problem, in my opinion, for the 
Nation. It is a vital one for Alaska, as 
the gentleman who has the fioor well 
knows, as does his colleague, the gentle
man from Washington I Mr. ToLLEFSON]. 
They have been interested in this matter 
and have been helpful over a long period 
of time. .I should like to point out that 
nothing illegal is being done by the J ap
anese in their high-seas fishing at this 
time. The gentleman, I know, agrees 
with that. 

Mr. PELLY. I .have made that state
ment on the fioor before. 

Mr. BARTLE'IT. Yes. But, not-
. withstanding, the consequences are that 
this resource, which otherwise would be 
annually renewable and would be a 
source of w-ealth and food forever, may 
be exhausted .soon. The fact is that 
over the years from 1.921 through . 1.9.56 
over 33 million cases of red salmon have 
been packed in Bristol Bay, the richest 

red salmon fisheries in the world. That 
pack was valued-and I think this is 
important-at close to $450 million. 
The g-entleman from Washington [Mr. 
PELLYJ and the gentleman from Wash
ington [Mr. TOLLEFSON] am~ I know that 
if something is not done soon, imme
diately, this year, there may be no more 
red salmon returning to the streams of 
Bristol Bay to spawn. · The fact is that 
this last season in Bristol Bay 20 per
cent of the fish caught by American 
packers showed that they had been pre
viously in Japanese nets and had escaped 
from those nets, meaning that most of 
the fish out on the high seas, originating 
in American waters, had been caught. 
And, the pity of it is, further, that most 
of those fish caught by the Japanese are 
small, immature, and have not been per
mitted to reach their full growth. 

Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentleman 
for having called the attention of the 
House and the country to this matter~ 
because something not only should 
but must be done about it and must 
be done about it this spring, because 
if the Japanese are aliowed to fish on 
the high seas, taking our fish, our red 
salmon, for one more summer, this great 
resouree may be gone forever. I am 
grateful to the gentleman as well as the 
gentleman from Washington [Mr. ToL
LEFSON] for their assistance. 

Mr. PELLY. I thank the Delegate 
from Alaska. 

Mr. Speaker, I would like to conclude 
by emphasizing that the importance 
right now of our standing firm on our 
fisheries policy is one of support to the 
principle of abstention and conservation. 

GOVERNMENT SECRECY 
The SPEAKER pro tempore <Mr. ED

MONDSON) . Tinder previous order of the 
House, the gentleman from Michigan 
[Mr. MEADER] is recognized for 60 min
utes. 

Mr. MEADER . .Mr. Speaker., I ask 
unanimous consent to revise and extend 
my remarks and include extraneous 
matter. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Mich
igan? 

There was no -objection. 
Mr. MEADER. Mr. Speaker, last 

Thursday. the Attorney General of the 
United States, the Honorable William P. 
Rogers, appeared before the Senate Ju
diciary Subcommittee on Constitutional 
Rights to present his views on the power 
of Congress to obtain information from 
the executive branch of the Governm-ent. 
His statement asserted a privilege in the 
executive branch of the Government to 
withhold information from the Congress 
in such broad terms that .it should not 
go unanswered. 

Increasingly in recent years_, as the 
executive bureaucracy has ,grown in 
power and in numbers of officials, there 
has been a parallel tendency to assert 
limitations and restrictions upon the 
investigative power of the Congress and 
its committees with respect to docu
ments, papers,. and information jn the 
possession of the executive branch of the 
Government. 

I fully realize that silence on the part 
of the Congress has no legal significance 
in fortifying these executive assertions. 
Yet such statements often enough re
peated, create a public impression of 
Co1;1gressional acquiescence. 

The Congress should be jealous of its 
constitutional powers, and Members in 
both Houses should be alert to strike 
down assertions of limitations upon Con
gressional powers and should resist en
croachments by the executive branch 
into legislative authority vested by the 
Constitution in the Congress. 

For that reason I am impelled to repu ~ 
dia te the doctrine announced by the 
Attorney General to the Senate Judi
ciary Committee, to deny that it is a 
valid statement of constitutional law and 
to urge the Congress and its committees 
to disregard his doctrine in the exercise 
of their legislative and investigative 
funethms. 

For 29 pages of his prepared state
ment the Attorney General cites unilat
eral acts and pronouncements by Presi
dents, editorials from newspapers, Con
gressional debates, and textbooks and 
asserts that a number of principles have 
been established. The court cases cited 
in this portion of the statement deal only 
with the doctrine of the separation of 
powers. ·Tnen~ for the ·first time in his 
statement we learn from the Attorney 
General that "there is no judicial prece
dent governing this question." 

Subsequently in his statement the At
torney General, quoting his predecessor 
and enlarging somewhat on the quota
tion, concludes that the so-called inde
pendent regulatory agencies, as well as 
the executive departments, come within 
the executive privilege from Congres
sional inquiry as to their administrative 
functions; that as to their judicial func
tions they should be just as free of any 
demand from. Congress or the executive 
branch as a court would be; and that 
as to the legislative functions of the in
dependent agencies, Congressional in
quiries should be .subject to restraining 
considerations. 

The net effect of the Attorney Gen
-eral's statement is that the executive 
branch of the Government will give to 
the Congress or its committees such in~ 
formation as the executive branch 
'Chooses to give and no more. 

I wonder if' the American people and 
their elected representatives in Congress 
appreciate the significance of this latest 
pr-Onouncement of the executive branch 
of the Government. If this is sound 
.constitutional doctrine, then it is per
missible, without amending the Con
stitution, for the huge exeeutive bu
reaucracy we have built up over the years 
to become the master, not the servant, 
of the people. n 'Places within the 
sole and unfettered discretion of an .or
ganization of well over 2 minion persons 
i.n the executive branch of the Govern
ment the power either wholly to deny 
Congress access to facts about the pub
lic business, or to make known, only on 
such terms, at such times and under 
such conditions as the Ex<ecutive sees fit, 
those portions of the total picture. which 
the Executive wants the public or the 
Congress to know. The latter cour,se 
makes possible · a rigged, distorted, 
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slanted factual foundation for the for
mulation of public opinion and thus 
grants the Executive greater power over 
policymaking than is healthy under a 
system of self -government by the people. 

Mr. Speaker, I recall as a law student 
listening to an address by the famous 
lawyer, Clarence Darrow. He said, in 
substance, that he did not care who made 
the decision if only he could write the 
facts. The unlimited discretion in the 
executive branch of the Government 
over access to information in its posses
sion asserted by the Attorney General, 
would vest in the departments the power 
by ex parte presentations of half truths 
to build a record which would permit of 
only one conclusion. Under such cir
cumstances, what has become of the 
proud principle of self-government 
through elected representatives? Sol
emnly elected representatives under 
such circumstances became mere figure
heads, performing no substantive func
tion. 

Mr. Speaker, having called attention 
to the importance of the right of Con
gress to obtain information from the · 
executive branch of the Government and 
the fundamental unsoundness of the po
sition taken by the Attorney General, let 
us now examine in greater detail the 
Attorney General's statement and an
alyze the principles he stated as well as 
the logic and precedents upon· which 
they purport to be founded. 

·so-CALLED PRECEDENTS 

The Attorney General recites instances 
in which the Congress asked the Execu
tive for documents and information. 
Some of the requests were granted, some 
were denied. He also recites statements 
made by Presidents concurrent with the 
granting or denying of Congressional 
requests. He asserts that those events 
establish a great number of principles 
which he asserts are founded upon exec
utive privilege. 

In opposition to the instances cited by 
the Attorney .General where the . execu
tive branch of the Government has re
fused Congressional requests, there are 
countless instances where Congressional 
requests for information from the exec
utive branch of the Government have 
been fulfilled. Records and testimony 
frequently have been obtained by Con
gressional committees from officials in 
the executive branch of the Government 
by subpena. It might be illuminating to 
refer specifically to some of these. 

One of the most notable examples of 
Congress' forcing the production of rec
ords from the executive was the order of 
Senator Truman, as chairman of the 
Special Senate Committee Investigating 
the National Defense Program, to serve 
subpenas duces tecum on two members of 
the President's Cabinet, as a result of 
which documents were delivered to the 
possession of the Truman committee. 

On May 20, 1944, a subpena duces 
tecum was served upon the Honorable 
Francis Biddle, Attorney General of the 
United States, commanding him to ap
pear before the Truman committee on 
Thursday, May 25, 1944, at 10 o'clock 
a. m., in room 318, Senate Office Build
ing, and to produce a file of papers and 
documents kept by Comdr. John D. Cor-

rigan in his office at the Navy Depart
ment. 

On the same date a subpena duces 
tecwn was served upon the Honorable 
James V. Forrestal, Secretary of the 
Navy of the United States, to appear be
fore the Truman committee on Thurs
day, May 25, 1944, at 10 o'clock a. m. in 
room 318 of the Senate Office Building 
and to produce certain papers and docu
ments kept by Commander John D. Cor
rigan in his office at the Navy Depart
ment. 

It is also interesting to note that when 
the present Attorney General served as 
Chief Counsel for the Senate Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations, a sub
pena was issued by ·that committee and 
served August 1, 1949, on one Frank 
Udoff, a courier at the Department of 
State, and on August 22, 1949, a subpena 
duces tecum was served on Darrell St. 
Clair, a legislative and liaison official in 
the Department of State. 

Another noteworthy series of subpenas 
were served on March 30, 1955, by the 
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on In
vestigations on various officials of the 
Foreign Operations Administration. 

On April 1, 1955, a subpena duces 
tecum was served on the Honorable Har
old E. Stassen, Administrator of the For
eign Operations Administration. 

On November 1, 1955, a subpena duces 
tecum was served on Hugh W. Cross, 
Chairman of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission. 

Another interesting reference to the 
use of the subpena of a Congressional 
committee to obtain information from 
the executive branch of the Government 
is contained in the hearings on the ac
titvities of Gen. Bennett E. Meyers 
held by the Special Committee Investi
gating the National Defense Program of 
the United Sta~es Senate. These hear
ings were conducted when the present 
Attorney General was the chief counsel 
of that committee. On pages 27018-19 
of part 43-1947-of that committee's 
hearings occurs the following: 

Senator FERGUSON. Right there, we might 
clear up t}+e matter. It is your contention 
that the committee could not have found 
this directive and reply without your aid? 

Mr. MEYERS. The committee had so in
formed me that they were unable to get the 
directive; and, furthermore, after I had 
brought the directive to-the committee's at
tention on several occasions, I was informed 
by the committee counsel that there wasn't 
any such directive, that they had even sub
penaed this directive from the War Depart
ment and the War Department had advised 
the committee there was no such directive. 

It is interesting to note the testimony 
of Mr. Hugh Fulton, first chief counsel 
of the Truman committee, before the 
Special Subcommittee on Government 
Information of the Committee on Gov
ernment Operations of the House of 
Representatives on May 9, 1956. In a 
prepared statement Mr. Fulton said: 

Several times during the proceedings be
fore the Truman Senate committee, the At
torney General refused us information, sub
penas were issued to him, and he complied 
with the subpenas under protest. _ 

The authority of the Congress is, I think, 
crystal clear. The di.!llculty is that this prob
lem has not risen as the great constitutional 
problems did in England by a clearcut dis-

pute between the Stuart kings and Parlia
ment (House Government Operations Com
mittee Hearings on Availability of Informa
tion from Federal Departments and Agencies. 
part 3, p. 525) • 

Subsequently, Mr. Fulton amplified 
this statement in a colloquy with com
mittee counsel as follows: 

Mr. MITCHELL. What we are particularly 
interested in is: Did the Truman committee 
withdraw its subpena after serving or was it 
in effect a real subpena where he complied 
because of the subpena? 

Mr FuLTON. It was never withdrawn. It 
was complied with. And the Attorney Gen
eral complied with the subpena rather than 
bring the question to an open breach be
tween the two agencies, the Senate and the 
Department of Justice. 

Mr. MITCHELL. Therefore, there is legal 
status then to the fact that a subpena has 
been served and has been recognized by the 
head of a department? 

Mr. FULTON;. There never was any state
ment that I know of on behalf of the At
torney General during discussion of any of 
these subpenas to the effect that the Senate 
did not have the authority to issue the sub
pena to the Attorney GE-neral as an individ
ual. He did raise questions as to his alleged 
privilege but he did not assert that privilege 
when it was necessary for him either to be 
in a position where our committee might 
have cited him to the Senate for contempt 
or to drop his privilege. In other words, he 
dropped his privilege but at the same time 
stated he had had it if he had wanted to 
exercise it (House Government Operations 
Committee Hearings on Availability of In
formation from Federal Departments and 
Agencies, part ~· p. 541). 

It will serve no good purpose ·to de
velop further the multitude of instances 
in which, in the exercise of its investiga
tive power the Congress has required and 
obtained information from the executive 
branch of the Government through the 
issuance of subpenas, or otherwise. The 
point of reciting those instances is to 
show that if a series of events never 
tested in a judicial controversy 'is to be 
regarded as precedents for a principle. 
it is just as easy to establish the right 
of Congress to obtain information from 
the executive branch of the Government 
as the right of the Executive to with
hold information from the Congress. 

Forebearance does not make law. The 
fact that Congress, in instances where 
the President has refused to comply with 
a Congressional request for information. 
took no action does not prove that there 
was my Executive privilege. It proves 
nothing at all except that Congress chose 
not to assert its authority or to test its 
powers. 

The reasoning of the Attorney General 
as contained in the section of his state
ment on precedents may very well come 
home to roost. If this reasoning is sound 

-law, a company charged with violation 
of the antitrust laws could very well as
sert that over a course of years in re
peated instances the company had en
gaged in a course of conduct and had 
made pious pronouncements concerning 
its right to do so and that no action had 
been taken by the Department of Justice 
to enforce the law. On subsequent in
dictment for the same offense which re
peatedly had been committed previously. 
the defendant company, using the Attor
ney General's logic, could assert that a. 
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long llne of precedents had established the Government can destroy the investi-
its right to engage in such conduct. gative power of the Congress. 

The simple fact is that as a matter Perhaps it is well that between two 
of legal logic a course of conduct and ex great coordinate branches of Govern .. 
parte pronouncements do not make law ment the controversy has never arisen in 
and are not precedents for anything. such a way as to be passed upon by the 
Neither the historic occasions cited by third great coordinate branch of the 
the Attorney General in his statement Government. Under our tripartite sys .. 
and the pronouncements of Presidents tern comity, cooperation and teamwork 
and others, nor the long history of the between the three branches of Govern.: 
successful use of Congressional subpenas ment are the best assurance of the sue .. 
to procure information from the Execu.. cessful functioning of a democratic Gov .. 
tive, establish any rule of law at all. The ernment of limited powers. 
unquestionable fact is that the question The growing tendency, however, on the 
never has been adjudicated. part of the executive branch of the 'Gov .. 
. Mr. LIBONATI. Does the gentleman ernment to disregard the investigative 
feel that a eommittee of the Congress authority of the Congress, such as is evi .. 
has an absolute right to issue subpenas denced by the statement of the Attorney 
indiscriminately regardless of the sub- General last Thursday, may well, how .. 
ject matter they are investigating or ever, lead to an impasse where this his .. 
does the gentleman feel that the Con- toric constitutional question will have to 
gress in its entirety reserves that power? .be resolved. I, for one, hope this can be 

Mr. MEADER. The gentleman, 1 avoided and that discretion, restraint, 
hope, might wait for that question to and statesmanship will be displayed by 
be answer.ed later in my remarks, but both the executive and the legislative 
I wiil advance to that part of my re- branches of the Government so as to 
marks to say this. The Constitution make unnecessary such a constitutional 

showdown. vests in the Congress all legislative 
}lOWer. The lawmaking power haS With.. SEPARATION OF POWERS 

in it the power to know the necessary In his discussion of the doctrine of 
facts upon which to found intelligent the separation of powers between the 
policy. The House of Representatives legislative, judicial, and executive 
and the Senate operate through com.. branches of the Government, the Attor
mittees. The committees are the agent ney General cites decisions and state
of the parent body and they have only ments -of principle with which no one 
the authority given them .by the parent will' quarrel. Every eighth grade stu
body. So that if the House or the Sen- dent knows we have three branches of 
ate authorizes a committee to engage in government and that the foundation for 
'Rn inquiry, the committee has the power this unusual tripartite system was the 
given to it by the House and the legis- fear of the tyranny of an absolute mon
lative authority and the investigative archy. Herice, we established a Govern
authority given to it by the parent body. ·ment of limited powers, with adequate 
For that reason, it is difficult to say that checks and balances. 
all committees can ask all kinds of ques- Yet under the Constitution the three 
tions--and I understood that is what the branches are not entirely watertight 
gentleman is asking me. I recognize no compartments. No one department pos-

11imit to the legislative authority of the sesses all the executive power. No one 
Congress or the investigative authority -department possesses all the legislative 
that it needs to exercise that legislative power and no one department possesses 
authority. all the judicial power. Each has author-

Mr. LIBONATI. Would you not say, ity and functions in the field of the 
sir, that the Speaker of the House in this other· 
instance would have the power to de- Article I of the Constitution vests all 
termine whether or not they exceeded legislative power in the Congress. Yet 
the authority under which they were under article II the President has the 
holding their hearings, the Speaker of ,power, first, to make treaties, with the 
the House, of course, being "the supreme advice and consent of the Senate; sec
officer of the legislative body involved'? ond, to give Congress information on 
Does the gentleman not feel that under the state of the Union and recommend 
those circumstances the Speaker would measures; third, convene both Houses 
have the power to call it to the attention of Congress; and fourth, veto bills. All 
of the committee when they exceeded of these are legislative powers expressly 
such powers in accordance with the pur- vested by the Constitution in the Presi
poses their investigation was conducted? dent. In addition, it may be noted that 
Mr~ MEADER. The gentleman is at.. statutes have delegated legislative au

tempting to draw me into an area which thority to the executive branch of the 
is not the subject of my discourse. I am Government and to the so-called inde
not discussing the parliamentary rules pendent agencies which, although they 
of · the House of Representatives or the are said not to be within the executive 
manner .in which the House works its branch of the Government, are subject 
will. _The Speaker of the House obviously in some degree to the control of the 
has very great power as the chief officer President. In addition of course, the 
of the House. President by reason of his powers, his 

Whether or not the Speaker should · _prestige, and his position as the leader 
of his party and the head of the execu

arbitrate aU disagreements within a tive branch of the Government wields 
committee or whether the committee immeasurable influence on the course of 
should settle those matters itself I think public policy. 
is a wholly different matter. I am ad.. Likewise, the Congress by the Constf .. 
dressing myself to the question of tution is vested with executive and judi .. 
whether or not the executive branch of cial powers: First, important positions in 

the pu.blie service can be filled only with 
the consent of the Senate; second, the 
Senat-e must advise :and consent to trea .. 
ties and the appointment of ambassa .. 
dors; third, without funds which only the 
Congress can appropriate, the executive 
department could not exist; fourth, the 
Congress can impeach the President, 
Supreme Court Justices, and subordinate 
officials in the executive and judicial 
branches of the Government; fifth, in 
extraordinary situations the House of 
Representatives elects the President· 
sixth, the Congress has the power to reg~ 
ulate and make exceptions to the appel .. 
late jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.; 
to ordain and establish inferior courts 
of the United States; to fix the compen .. 
sation for judges-except that it may 
"not be diminished during their continu .. 
ation in office"-and provide funds for 
the operation of the judiciary.· 

The judicial branch of the Govern .. 
ment reviews and passes judgment upon 
the constitutionality of the acts of both 
the legislative and executive branches of 
the Government. 

The foregoing are cited not as a com .. 
plete list of mixed powers but only to 
dispel the inference drawn .by the Attar .. 
ney General from the doctrine of the 
separation of powers that there are three 
tightly compartmentalized branches of 
government and that their functions are 
not in any way intermingled. From the 
foregoing examples drawn from the Con .. 
stitution itself and the basic Supreme 
Court decisions interpreting it, it is clear 
that the checks and balances devised by 
the founders of the Constitution wisely 
provided not only three great areas of 
governmental power, but within each 
devised relationships and cross authority 
&o that each department, even within its 
own sphere, is not wholly autocratic. 

What bearing, then, does the doctrine 
of the separation of powers have upon 
the right of the Congress to obtain in
formation in the possession of the exceu· 
tive branch of the Government? 

In considering whether or not the 
power of the Congress to obtain infor
mation from the executive branch of the 
Government conflicts with the doctrine 
of separation of powers, we must dis
tinguish between those executive powers 
which are derived from the Constitution 
and those created by statutes. 

As to the latter it is clear that what 
the Congress created by statute, it may 
destroy or modify. Frequently in stat
utes creating agencies, a provision is in .. 
eluded that reports be made to the Con
gress from time to time. The validity 
of such provisions has never been chal
lenged to my knowledge. If the Con
gress may create an agency in such form 
as it desires, it obviously can provide as · 
a feature of the agency it creates that 
the files, records, and papers in its pos
session should be available to the Con .. 
gress and its committees upon such terms 
as the Congress may specify. The Con
gress can repeal or amend any statutes 
creating agencies and specifically pro .. 
vide for Congressional access to informa .. 
tion in the agency's possession. I see 
no reason why, if it should be necessary, 
Congress could not pass a general stat
ute applicable to all agencies created 
by statute specifying that, and the terms 
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upon which, the Congress and its com
mittees should have access to informa
tion in the possession of sucb ~encies. 
This power resides in the Congress 
wholly aside from its power through sub
pena or otherwise to make inquiries. 

It should be observed that the Legis
lative Reorganization .Act of 1946 signed 
by the President on August 2, 1946, con
tains provisions for the subpena power 
of all committees of the Senate and sev
eral committees of the House of Repre
sentatives. No exclusion of persons 
within the executive branch of the Gov
ernment is mentioned. None could rea
sonably be inferred from the language 
.authorizing the issuance of subpenas. 
The bill was signed by the President and 
no claim of Executive immu]lity or Exec
utive privilege was made. 

The foregoing reasoning, ·of course, 
does not apply to the important consti
tutional powers of the President, his 
-power to execute the laws, his powers as 
Commander in Chief of the Armed 
Forces, and his power to conduct diplo
matic relations. As to any powers grant
ed to the President by statute, however, 
there would seem to be no difference, on 
-the basis of logic, between such activ
ities and those of agencies created by 
Congress with .respect to Congressional 
access to information. 

The doctrine of separation of powers 
can have no relationship to the problem 
at hand unless it is asumed that the 
power of Congress to obtain information 
is an invasion of the powers and prerog
atives of the executive branch of the 
Government. Congressional access to 
information within the possession of the 
executive branch would not seem in and 
of itself to interfere in any way with 
the orderly discharge of the responsibil
ities and duties of officials of the execu
tive branch. The mere possession of 
information is not tantamount to mak
ing administrative decisions, directing 
and supervising officials in the executive 
branch, . employing or discharging sub
ordinates or performing any of the fun-c
tions commonly associated with execu
tive or administrative authority. It is 
difficult to see how mere knowledge of 
facts within the possessien of the exec
utive branch-not associated with any 
further action whatever on the part of 
Congress--could constitute legislative 
invasion of executive power. 

Mr. Speaker, I have been as zealous 
as anyone in keeping the Congress from 
injecting itself into the performance of 
executive and administrative duties and 
responsibilities. I disapprove of the 
practice which has grown up lately of 
requiring the consent of a Congressional 
committee before administrative action 
can become effective. This, it seems to 
me, is an unconstitutional invasion by 
the legislature into the execution of the 
laws. But certainly this is a far differ
ent matter from mere knowledge of the 
public business. 

Marbury against Madison established 
that the Executive has political power 
which is purely discretionary and that 
the courts have no power to review and 
overrule such a decision. 

Though the court did not .say so--the 
question was not before it-let us agree 
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that Congress ·likewise could not over
rule Executive decisions even those made 
under authority given to the Executive 
by Congress through legislation. Never
theless, there are sound reasons why 
Congress should have knowledge con
cerning such a decision. The . power. to 
legislate includes the power to unleg
islate or to amend. How can an ex
perimental public policy be improved if 
Congress is unable to observe its opera
tion? 

Even actions taken by the Executive 
under his constitutional authority 
should be open to Congressional observa
tion since the Congress has the power to 
propose to the States amendments to 
the Constitution including amendments 
to those provisions vesting power in the 
President. 

There is no reason why the judicial 
branch should inform itself about the 
decisions under the political power of 
the Executive since his discretion in the 
exercise of that power is not reviewable 
in a court case. 

But there is every reason why the Con
gress should know about the exercise of 
such discretionary power since it can 
take action, not perhaps to reverse a 
Presidential decision, but either to 
amend existing statutes, pass new ones, 
'Or propose constitutional amendments 
to the States. It is noteworthy that the 
Constitution excludes the President 
from any part in the proceedings by 
which the Constitution is amended. 

No case has been made that the doc
trine of separation of powers in any 
way conflicts with the power of Con
gress to investigate. It therefore should 
not impair or limit in any way the pow
er of Congress to obtain facts from cit
izens or from the executive branch of 
the Government which it needs as a 
foundation for a sound and intelligent 
determination of public policy. 

POWER OF CONGRESS TO INVESTIGATE 

The central and unmistakable consti
tutional fact is that a part of the legisla
tive power which the Constitution vested 
in the Congress is the power to inquire 
and to compel the production of informa
tion necessary or helpful in the formula
tion of public policy. 

The power of legislative inquiry is so 
well established that it is amazing that 
the Attorney General gave it scant no
tice. It comprises one sentence in his 
entire statement. He mentioned the 
classic case of McGrain v. Daugherty 
(273 U. S. 135 (1927)) only in a foot
note. He preferred to quote extensively 
and rely heavily upon Kilbourn v. 
Thompson 003 U. S. 190). That case 
was decided in 1881, did not relate to 
the right of Congress to obtain informa
tion from the executive branch of the 
Government, and is probably one of the 
most unskillful decisions in the field of 
constitutional law ever written by the 
Supreme Court. 

It is obvious from the heavy reliance 
the Attorney General placed on this dis
credited case that he was completely 
unaware of the brilliant law review ar
ticle written by Gerald D. Morgan, now 
the Special Counsel to the President of 
the United States, in the California Law 
Review for December 1949, entitled 

-''Congressionai Investigations and Judi
cial Review.'' Mr. Morgan, who for 10 
-years "Served a'S assistant legislative 
counsel to the House of Representatives, 
contributed one of the most thoughtful 
discussions of the investigative power of 
the Congress I have ever read. The sub
title of his article was "Kilbourn Versus 
Thompson Revisited." 

Because of its bearing upon the reli
ance the Attorney General has placed on 
Kilbourn against Thompson for the PO· 
sition he has taken in his statement, I 
quote a few paragraphs from Mr. Mor
gan's excellent discussion: 

"A legislative committee of inquiry vested 
'With power to summon witnesses and com
pel the production of records and papers is 
an institution rivaling most legislative insti
tutions in the antiquity of its origin. • • • 
Prior to the adoption of our Constitution 
colonial assemblies frequently assumed au
thority to punish for contempt any person 
who refused to appear in answer to a sum
mons or who f~iled to disclose information 
required for the effective administration of 
Gov-ernment" (Fields v. United States (App. 
D. C. 1947) ) • 

For almost 100 years following the adop
tion of the Constitution this institution of 
.inquiry flourished virtually free from judi
cial supervision or control. Indeed, in 1821., 
Chief Justice Marshall's court, in Anderson 
v. Dunn, intimated that the institution was 
not subject to control by the judiciary, and 
a similar intimation is found in Ex parte 
Nugent, decided in 1848 by the circuit court 
of the District of Columbia, in which it was 
held by the court, after an exhausting re
view of the English authorities, that the 
court had no power in a habeas corpus pro
ceeding to go behind a warrant of the Sen
ate ordering a witness committed for con-
tempt. · 

It was not until 1881 in Kilbourn v. 
Thompson that the Supreme Court under
took to pass upon the validity of a judg
ment of the House of Representatives adju
dicating a witness to be in contempt of the 
authority of the House, and to do so in a 
proceeding (false imprisonment) that con
stituted a .collateral attack upon that judg
ment. The judgment was held void on 
the ground that the subject matter of the 
inquiry was one on which Congress could 
not validly legislate. Thus began the doc
trine whose effect was to treat the Senate 
and House of Representatives, when exerc!s
ing an iRherent power at the very thresh
hold of the legislative process, as having a 
status analogous to that of an inferior court 
of limited or special jurisdiction. 

Indeed for some 46 years following Kil
bourn v. Thompson, because of the broad 
.sweep of its reasoning (and also, as has since 
been shown, by reason of an incorrect view 
taken by the Court as to the origin of the 
inquisitorial power possessed by the British 
Parliament).. the very existence in this 
country of a power in the Senate and House 
of Representatives to compel testimony and 
punish for contempt in aid of the legislative 
function was in grave doubt. And this 
doubt was not finally resolved until a short 
22 years ago when the Court in McGrain v. 
Daugherty-upon review of a decision of a 
d'istrict court in a habeas corpus proceed
ing-held that the Senate was acting within . 
its lawful authori,ty in arresting the brother 
of former Attorney General Daugherty for 
refusing to respond to a subpena directed 
to h.im b-y a Senat·e committee iRvestigating 
the administration of the Department of 
Justice. 

• • • • • 
The Court in Kilbourn v. Thompson merely 

.held tha.t Congress had no jurisdiction to 
legislate on the subject matter into which 
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the committee of the House of Representa
tives was inquiring, and that hence the com
mittee had no jurisdiction to inquire on that 
subject matter. 

• • • • 
But more important, Kilbourn v. Thomp

son indicates a lack of understanding as to 
just what the legislative function is. Legis
latures exist not merely to enact laws. They 
have the equally important function of de
termining that laws should not be enacted 
and their decisions in the performance of 
this latter function must in the nature of 
things frequently be influenced by consider
ation of whether or not the power to legis
late exists. Yet Kilbourn v. Thompson 
would prevent the legislature from gathering 
the information that it believes will enable 
it to make such decisions, to make them in
telligently, and to persuade others that such 
decisions are correct. 

• • • • • 
Kilbourn v. Thompson sought to treat the 

legislative branch of the Government, when 
exercising a power (punishment for con
tempt) like that which courts exercise, as if it 
were an inferior tribunal in the judicial hier
archy, confined in its jurisdiction to the con
sideration of a limited number of easpy de
fined "cases" or subject matters. The Okla
homa Press case, as well as the nature of the 
legislative function itself, shows that the leg
islative power of inquiry cannot be so con
fined. Would dire consequences result if we 
should abandon Kilbourn v. Thompson and 
return the workings of the legislative process 
to the exclusive jurisdiction and control of 
the legislature? · Perhaps the consequences 
would be beneficial. Legislators, like other 
members of the human race, are subject to 
the common human failing of being careless 
if someone else is available to review and cor
rect their mistakes. "Interference by the 
courts is not conducive io the development 
of habits of responsibility." Full and final 
responsibility for power, on the other hand, 
induces care in its exercise. 

I believe it is also helpful to quote 
from a speech ex-President, and former 
Senator, Truman made on August 7, 
1944, on the floor of the United States 
Senate at the time he announced his 
resignation as chairman of the Special 
Senate Committee Investigating the Na
tional Defense Program. He said: 

In my opinion, the power of investigation 
is one of the most important powers of 
the Congress. The manner in which that 
power is exercised will largely determine 
the position and prestige of the Congress in 
the future. An informed Congress is a wise 
Congress; an uninformed Congress surely 
will forfeit a large portion of the respect and 
confidence of the people. · 

The days when Webster, Clay, and Calhoun 
personally could familiarize themselves with 
all the major matters with respect to which 
they were called upon to legislate are gone 
forever. No Senator or Representative, no 
matter how able or diligent, can himself 
hope to master all the facts necessary to 
legislate wisely. 

The accomplishments of the Truman com
mittee--and I am referring now to the other 
members of the committee and its staff, 
rather than to myself-present an example 
of the results that can be obtained by mak
ing a factual investigation with a good staff. 
Similar accomplishments can be made by 
other special committees, as well as the 
standing committees of the Congress, and I 
particularly urge upon the Senate that it 
be liberal in providing ample funds for the 
prosecution of proper investigations. The 
cost of a good investigation is negligible 
when compared with the results which can 
be obtained. 

Mr. Hugh Fulton, :first chief counsel 
for the Truman committee, the excel
lence of whose performance in that ca
pacity is widely credited for the rise in 
prestige which led to Senator Truman's 
becoming President of the United States, 
made this comment on the investigative 
power of the Congress: 

Second, the Congress not only should as
sert and maintain but should vigorously ex
ercise its power to investigate. 

No one has the temerity to challenge the 
right of Congress to exercise the powers ex
pressly granted to congress by the Constitu
tion, although, in my opinion, there is an 
ever growing tendency on the part of bureau
crats generally to assume that it is too bad 
that matters which they think would be 
handled best by experts such as they consider 
themselves to be should have to be explained 
to politicians who are not experts and whose 
opinions may reflect what they consider to 
be the desire of their constituents (House 
Government Operations Committee hearings 
on "Availability of Information from Fed
eral Departments and Agencies," pt. 3, 84th 
Cong., 1956, pp. 523-524). 

Curious things seem to happen to in
dividuals who move from one end of 
Pennsylvania Avenue to the other. The 
Attorney' General, whose statement I am 
now analyzing, succeeded me as chief 
counsel for the Senate War Investigat
ing Committee and th~n st.ayed on with 
the Senate after the expiration of that 
spvcial committee and served as Chief 
Counsel for the Investigations Subcom
mittee of the Committee on Expendi· 
tures in the Executive Departments. 

We all know of the important role a 
committee counsel plays in the prepara
tion of committee reports. 
·. While Mr. Rogers, the present Attor
ney General, was chief counsel for the 
Investigations Subcommittee a repo:ct 
was filed September 4, 1948, on an in .. 
v.estigation of Federal employees loyalty 
program. On page 19 of that report-
Senate Report No. 1775, 80th Congress, 
2d session-is the following interesting 
passage: 

NONDISCLOSURE POLICY OF THE EXECUTIVE 
BRANCH ON LOYALTY INFORMATION 

Under our constitutional form of govern
ment Congress has the duty to enact laws 
for the public welfare. To perform this duty 
intelligently it must have the complete facts 
upon which to base its judgment. Congress 
is entitled to learn by direct investigation 
whether present laws are satisfactory or, if 
not, then in what respects they fail. Under 
our system of checks and balances Congress 
should not be placed in the position of en
actmg legislation merely at the request of 
the executive branch of the Government and 
solely for reasons advanced by it. Congress 
is entitled to know the facts giving rise to 
the requests and to satisfy itself by first
hand information that the reasons furnished 
are valid. Any other course blinds the leg
islative branch and permits action only when 
the President provides a "seeing-eye dog" in 
the form of a request for legislation desired 
by the Executive. Good legislation and ig
norance of the facts are incompatible. Pres
ident Truman, in discussing the importance 
of Congressional investigations on the floor 
of the Senate when he retired as chairman 
of the War Investigating Committee, force
fully emphasized this basic fact by saying: 
"An informed Congress is a wise Congress; 
an uninformed Congress surely will forfeit 
a large portion of the responsib111ty and 
confidence of the people." 

The Attorney General appears to 
agree that the Congress does have in· 
vestigative power but maintains that 
with respect to the executive branch 
of the Government that investigative 
power extends only as far as the Execu
tive determines. 

Thus, the Congress is in the ludicrous 
position of having full authority to in· 
quire into the business of private citi· 
zens, but is impotent when it comes to 
inquiry about the public business. The 
main responsibility of the Congress is 
the public business, the formulation of 
public policy and dealing with problems 
of the operation of the Government. 
Yet according to the theory of the At· 
torney General, the Congress is entitled 
to know about this subject only what 
the Executive condescends to allow it to 
know. 

Referring again to the Legislative Re· 
organization Act of 1946, a Committee 
on Expenditures in the Executive De· 
partments-later changed to Govern .. 
ment Operations-was created in each of 
the Houses of the Congress with the duty 
of "studying the operation of Govern· 
ment activities at all levels with a view 
to determining its economy and effi
ciency." Those committees were given 
the subpena power to enable them to 
make that study. 

Is it possible that the intent of the 
Legislative Reorganization Act was that 
those committees should study the op .. 
erations of the Government but only 
have access to information outside the 
possession of the executive branch of the 
Government? The great bulk of infor· 
mation on which any such study must 
be based naturally would be in the pos
session of the executive branch of the 
Government. 

Is it possible that when the President 
signed the Legislative Reorganization 
Act of 1946, he had some mental reserva· 
tion, which he did not express, that be
cause of Executive privilege the Congress, 
in the provision cited was doing a mean· 
ingless thing? 

Similarly, section 136 of the Legisla· 
tive Reorganization Act of 1946 provided: 

26. To assist the House in appraising the 
administration of the laws and in develop
ing such amendments or related legislation 
as it may deem necessary, each standing 
committee of the House shall exercise con
tinuous watchfulness of the execution by 
the administrative agencies concerned of any 
laws the subject matter of which is within 
the jurisdiction of such conimittee; and, for 
that purpose, shall study all pertinent reports 
and data submitted to the House by the 
agencies in the executive branch of the Gov
ernment. 

How can this duty be performed if 
Congressional committees are denied 
access to the files and records of the 
agencies? 

Frequently when commissions have 
been created, such as the Hoover Com
mission, the Randall Commission, the 
Kestnbaum Commission, and others, pro
vision is made that each department and 
agency, and so forth, furnish estimates, 
statistics, and information to the Com
mission or any committee thereof upon 
request. Has the doctrine of Executive 
privilege ever been raised as a basis for 
vetoing bills creating commissions with 
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these powers? . If the Congress itself~ in 
its own rightJ does not have access to 
information and statistics in the posses
sion of the executive branch of the Gov
ernment, how can it delegate such au
thority to a commission? 

Mr. Speaker, one of the things which 
disturbs me most about the assertion of 
Executive discretion to withhold infor
mation from the Congress . and the de
nial of the existence of the investigative 
power of the Congress is the implication 
that the elected representatives of the 
people are not to be trusted. Those 
making .such an assertion, and unfor
tunately all too frequently we see .among 
them Members of the Congress, and even 
Congressional leaders, seem to take the 
attitude that officials in the executive 
branch are wise and trustworthy and 
that Senators and Representatives are 
irresponsible. 

Of course, Mr. Speaker, the plain fact 
is that officials in both branches are but 
human beings. Certainly, with respect to 
the preservation of the classified char
acter of information regarding the na
tional defense~ the record of the 
Congress is a good one. Indeed, it is 
far better than that of the executive 
branch in which many instances have 
been exposed where classified informa
tion has found its way into the hands 
of unauthorized persons to the public 
detriment. 

Mr. Speaker, the investigative power 
is .said to be auxiliary to or an adjunct 
to the legislative power. . I prefer to 
think of the investigative power of the 
Congress as · an integral part of its leg
islative power. Laws are not made like 
the declarations of the oracle at 
Delphi. The policymakirig process "is 
a long and involved one, oniy the last 
portion of which is the biH which be
comes a law. No sound judgment can 
be picked out of the air. It must be 
preceded by extensive and thorough 
study and consideration of the facts, 
arguments, conflicting views, confiicting 
interests and calculations as to probable 
future effects, all measured against the 
standard of the general puplic good. 
That study is the investigative part of 
the legislative process and may well . be 
said to be the major part of it. 

When, therefore, there is an attempt 
to destr-oy, impair or weaken the in
vestigative power of the Congress, theca
pacity to legislate intelligently is under
mined. Asserting an Executive privilege 
to deny to Congre.ss facts and informa
tion which Congress in its legislative 
judgment believes it needs, is to attack 
the legislative power itself. 

It is amazing to me that a non
existent, imaginary so-called Executive 
privilege, nowhere recognized in the 
Constitution, in statutes or in court de
cisions. can seriously be advanced to 
destroy the expressly vested legislative 
power, as well as the investigative power 
which inheres in it, so clearly established 
in the Constitution and in an unbroken 
line of court decisions through-out the 
entire history of our Government. 

There is no question that the power 
to investigate is subject to abuse. The 
same is true of the power to execute the 
laws or the power to adjudicate cases. 

But as the court so well said in McGrain 
ag~inst Daugerty: 

The contention is earnestly made on behalf 
of the witness that this power of inquiry, if 
sustained, may be abusively and aggressively 
exerted. If this be so, it affords no ground 
for denying 'the power. The same contention 
might be directed against the power to legis
late, and of course would be unavailing. 

Mr. Speaker, there may be limits to 
the investigative power of the Congress. 
There may come a time when those limits 
will be defined with respect to access to 
information in the executive branch of 
the Government. As we all know, they 
have already been defined in some re
spects as to private ·citizens where the in
vestigative power comes into conflict with 
rigqts guaranteed by the Bill of Rights, 
such as the right against self-incrim
ination. I think it would serve little 
purpose at this time, however, to attempt 
to speculate and map out in advance the 
limits of the investigative power of the 
Congress with respect to the executive 
branch of the Government. Certainly 
there are areas where unusual restraint, 
sound discretion, and forbearance on the 
part of Congress are needed. I refer to 
such areas as the conduct of our diplo
matic relations and matters affecting the 
national security. It is ~to be hoped that 
the statesmanship both in the executive 
branch and in the Congress is of such 
caliber that there never will have to be 
an adjudicated controversy involving 
these sensitive areas. 

But, Mr. i3peaker, let me make it as 
clear as I can that the discretion on 
matters of legislative inquiry must re
main in the Congress. 

In this view I am fortified by a clear 
statement by the Vice President of the 
United States when he was a Member of 
the House of Representatives. Mr. 
NIXON said in debate on House Resolu
tion :522, 80th Congress, 2d session: 

I am now going to address myself to a 
second issue which is very important. The 
point has been made that the President of 
the United States has issued an order that 
none of this information can be released to 
the Congress and that therefore the Congress 
has no right to question the Judgment ,of 
the President in making that decision. 

.I say that that proposition cannot stand 
from a constitutional standpoint or on the 
basis of the merits for this very good rea
son: That would mean that the President 
could have arbitrarily issued an Executive 
order in the Meyers case, the Teapot Dome 
case, or any other case denying the Congress 
of the United States info:rmation it needed 
to conduct an investigation of the executive 
department and the Congress would have no 
right to question his decision ( CoNGRES
SIONAL RECORD, Vol. 94, pt. 4, p. 4783). 

Vice President NIXON referred to the 
Meyers and Teapot Dome cases. Today 
we have fresh in our minds the inquiry 
of the House Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce Subcommittee on Legislative 
Oversight into the Operations of the Fed
eral Communications C0mmission and 
other regulatory agencies. If the doo
trine asserted by the Attorney General is 
sound, the power rests in the executive 
branch of the Government, if Executive 
privilege is exercised, to deny Congress 
access to_ information concerning faets 
bearing UPOn possible improper influence 
in the discharge of public authority. 

The ·Attorney General asserted the in
dependent regulatory agencies, with re
spect to their judicial functions, "should 
be just as free of any demand from Con
gress or the executive branch as a court 
would be." 

Let us test this: 
First. The Federal Communications 

Commission is an independent regula
tory body. 

Second. The licensing of Channel 10 
in Miami, Florida, was a judicial de
termination. 

Third. The Federal Communications 
Commission enjoyed privilege from in
quiry either by Congress or the executive 
branch with respect to this deter
mination. 

Fourth. The Legislative Oversight 
Subcommittee of the Committee on In
terstate and Foreign Commerce of the 
House and the grand · jury established 
by the Justice Department are without 
power to inquire into this determination 
of the FCC or the matters which led to it. 

Fifth. The FCC, and presumably all 
subject to its jurisdiction, should invoke 
privilege and refuse to divulge any 
facts relating to the judicial determina
tion or anything that led up to it. 

It is quite apparent that the Attorney 
General has chosen the wrong word. 
What he advocates is not ''Executive 
privilege" but ''Executive license." 

If ever there was a time when the in
vestigative - part of legislative power 
should be strengthened rather than 
weakened, it is today. The American 
economy and the United States Govern
ment have grown huge and complex. 
More .study, not less, i·s r.equired for in
telligent policymaking in these days. 
Because of the size and complexity of the 
proble.ms of modern :society, Congress 
has delegated vast policymaking author
ity to ag-encies such as the Federal Com
munications Commission. If the par
ticular system Congress ·chose to meet 
a pub1ic need is not functioning effec
tively, or even honestly, if a new .and bet
ter way of meeting the public need must 
be found, how could the Congress ever 
hope to :solve the pro·blem if its power of 
inquiry~ its ability to assemble the facts 
and consider the arguments, is stripped 
from it? 

EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE 
Mr. Speaker, it is difficult t0 prove 

that a nonexistent thing does not .exist. 
That is the dilemma with the so-called 
Executive privilege. The burden of proof 
should be upon those who assert that 
there is Executive privilege which. of 
course, is nowhere · mentioned in the 
Constitution or in any ·court decision in 
any oontr<Jversy concerning the investi
gative power of the Congress. 

Mr. SpeakerJ I wish to comment briefly 
on another question discussed by the 
Attorney General before the Senate 
Judi.ciary Committee last Thursday. 
Although a different subject, it is related 
to this discussion. The Attorney Geh
eral opposed S. 921 of the 85th Congress, 
identical with H. R. 2767, which would 
amend .section 1.61 of the Revised Stat
utes by &eiding at the end thereof the 
following: 

This 'Seetion does not autnorlze Withhold
ing information from "the public or limiting 
the availability of records to the public. 
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The Attorney · General asserted the 

Department of Justice was unable to de
termine the effect of this legislation with 
any degree of certainty. The Attorney 
General said, however, that-although he 
thought the bill was meaningless, he 
would have no objection to it if an 
amendment made clear that the bill "in 
no way intended to impair the Executive 
privilege.'' 

I suggest that this latter statement is 
the understatement of the year. If the 
Attorney General could get Congress in 
any statutes to recognize the existence of 
the nonexistent Executive privilege, he 
certainly would have achieved a lot. The 
Congress shortly will consider this legis
lation and I believe a warning should be 
issued at the earliest moment to be on 
guard against including any words in 
this or any other law which would give 
Congressional sanction to Executive priv
ilege to withhold information, either 
from the Congress or the public. 

Mr. Speaker, I have not tried to make 
an exhaustive analysis of all of the weak
nesses and fallacies and erroneous con
clusions contained in the Attorney Gen
eral's statement to the Senate Judiciary 
Committee. I believe, however, I have 
demonstrated sufficiently that its legal 
reasoning is unsound and that its as
sertion of unbridled Executive authority 
is unfounded. 

MARKHAM FERRY DAM 
The SPEAKER. Under previous order 

of'the House, the gentleman from Okla
homa [Mr. EDMONDSON] is recognized for 
5 minutes. 

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Speaker, 
when the House meets tomorrow for 
the reading of the bill S. 497 for amend
ment and for amendments thereto, a 
committee amendment known as the 
Markham Ferry Dam amendment will 
be offered. This amendment was 
adopted on March 6, 1958, in the com
mittee by the overwhelming vote of 21 
to 6, with the purpose of correcting lan
guage in a 1954 act which appears to 
open the door to a serious misinterpre
tation of Congressional intent and a 
grave injustice to the State of Okla
homa. 

Because the situation is somewhat 
complicated, I wanted to get the full 
facts before the House in advance of 
tomorrow's consideration. 

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent 
to place in the RECORD at this point the 
language of the amendment and a letter 
from the general counsel of the Grand 
River Dam Authority in Oklahoma ex
plaining the reason for the amendment. 

The SPEAKER. Without objection, it 
is so ordered. 

There was no objection. 
The matter referred to is as follows: 
That the following amendment be added 

at the end of line 6 on page 89 of S. 497, 
Union Calendar No. 428, Report No. 1122, as 
follows: "and the third section of said act 
is amended by striking out after 'all claims 
heretofore or hereafter' the words 'asserted 
of whatever nature including but.not limited 
to' and inserting in lieu thereof the follow-
ing: 'arising from or out of the'." · 

GRAND RIVER DAM AUTHORITY, 
Vinita, Okla., February 5, 1958. 

In re amendment, Public Law 476, 83d Con
gress, 2d session, Markham Ferry project. 

Ron. ED EDMONDSON, 
Member of Congress, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR En: You will recall that the subject 

act was passed July 6, 1954, which act au
thorized the Markham Ferry project on 
Grand River in Oklahoma to be constructed 
by the Grand River Dam Authority, and 
thereafter Public Law 163, 84th Congress, 
appropriated funds in the amount of $6,300,-
000 as a contribution for the fiood control 
portion of the project. 

Public Law 476, as finally enacted in sec
tion 3, contained this provision: 

"That the acceptance by the Grand River 
Dam Authority of the foregoing amount 
shall constitute the agreement of the Grand 
River Dam Authority to hold. and save the 
United States free and harmless from all 
claims heretofore or hereafter asserted of 
whatever nature, including but not limited 
to acquisition of land, relocation, construc
tion, operation and maintenance of. the dam 
and reservoir." 

The above quoted provision was inserted 
in this bill after we had had public hearings 
before a subcommittee of the Committee on 
Public Works of the United States Senate on 
August 20, 1951. This provision might be 
construed that the authority waives all 
claims whatever arising from any source. It 
was the intention in our discussions with 
the various governmental agencies that the 
authority, by accepting the appropriation, 
would release the Government from any 
claims that the authority may have arising 
out of or in connection with the Mark
ham Ferry project. In other words, the 
Government had filed condemnation pro
ceedings to acquire lands owned by the au
thority in the Markham Ferry reservoir and, 
of .course, the authority should release the 
Government from these claims, but it was 
never the intention that the authority waive 
any claim or rights that it may have arising 
outside of the Markham Ferry project. 

The thing that has brought this to my 
attention at this time is the case of the 
Grand River Dam Authority v. United States 
of America (No. 226-256) in the United States 
Court of Claims. The authority has sued 
the Government for usurping its franchise 
and water rights to generate electric power 
at the Fort Gibson project, and the De
partment of Justice has set up as a defense 
that Public Law 476, under the provision 
above quoted, released any claim the au
thority may have against the Government. 

I am herewith enclosing a copy of Public 
Law 476, and copies of the Government's 
motion and defenses filed in the Court of 
Claims. I have talked to Don McBride in 
Senator KERR's office about this matter. Of 
course, Don is familiar with the history of 
this legislation. having worked on it 4 or 5 
years before it was enacted, and he suggests 
that you might be able to get the proper 
amendment to Public Law 476 when Senate 
bill 497, . Rivers and Harbors, is being con
sidered by the House. 

You will recall that in Senate 497, under 
Arkansas River Basin on pages 88 and 89, 
there is an amendment amending section 1 
of Public Law 476 to provide for raising 
the power pool and fiood pool elevations. It 
appears to me that this bill might be fur
ther amended by adding an amendment in 
section 3 of the same. I am herewith en
closing a proposed amendment, which I 
think will carry out the intention and un
derstanding had between the authority and 
the Corps of Engineers. . 

It is my-opinion that the authority can
not afford to accept the $6,300,000 ap
propriated 1f it is required to release the 

Government and hold it harmless from all 
claims heretofore or hereafter asserted. As 
you probably know, the authority has 
operating agreements with the Government 

. relating to the Pensacola project, also the 
Oklahoma Ordnance Works and other opera
tional and joint use arrangements, and the 

· authority should not be required to waive 
any claim or right that it may have arising 
outside of the Markham Ferry project and, 
in fact, I doubt if the authority, under the 
State law (Grand River Dam Authority Act), 
can be bound by any such provision as is 
contained in Public Law 476 involving any 
claim that may arise independently of the 
Markham Ferry project. 

It .will be appreciated if you will give this 
matter your attention and at the proper 
time endeavor to get the suggested amend
ment in the Rivers and Harbors bill. I am 
sure that Mr. McBride will give you any as
sistance that he can in this matter. 

Yours very truly, 
Q. B. BOYDSTUN, 

General Counsel. 

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Speaker, I 
ask unanimous consent to place in the 

. RECORD three further pieces of corre
spondence, one of which is a letter to the 
Attorney General of the United States 
seeking his comments upon this particu
lar amendment. I might say that the 
answer to that letter has not yet been 
received. Also a telegram from officers 
of the Grand River Dam Authority; and 
a further letter dated March 7, 1958, 
explaining the background of this par-

. ticular amendment and the need for it. 
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it 

is so ordered. 
There was no objection. 
The matter referred to is as follows: 
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Washington, D. C., March 6, 1958. 

Mr. WILLIAM P. RoGERS, 
Attorney General of the United States1 

Department of Justice, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR MR. RoGERs: The House Committee 
on Public Works today adopted at my request 
the attached amendment to S. 497, and it 
will be offered as a committee amendment 
when the bill is considered by the House 
next week. The reasons for its enactment 
are set forth in a letter to me from the Hon
orable Q. B. Boydstun, general counsel for the 
Grand River Dam Authority, and a copy of 
Mr. Boydstun's letter is attached herewith. 

In order to place this matter. fairly and 
squarely before the House, I would appre
ciate a letter from you commenting upon 
this amendment and stating your views on 
it. I will see that this letter is made known 
to the House membership during debate of 
this amendment. 

It is my understanding from conversations 
which staff members of the committee have 
had with your Department that you are op
posed to this amendment, and I assure you 
that I will make this fact known during 
debate if you do not have the time to pre
pare a detailed statement of your views. 

Sincerely, 
ED EDMONDSON, 

Member of Congress. 

VINITA, OKLA., March 6, 1958. 
En EDMONDSON, 

Member of Congress, . 
Washington, D. C.: 

We, the undersigned, France Paris, as gen
eral manager, Q. B. Boydstun, as general 
counsel, and W. R. Holway as _consulting 
engineer, represented the Grand River Dam 
Authority in negotiations with the Corps of 
Engineers for the amount of contribution 
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to be made for flood control in the Markham 
Ferry Dam and Reservoir project in connec• 
tion with the passage of . Public Law 476, 
approved July 6, 1954, and we had the agree
ment and understanding that if the Gov· 
ernment would contribute $6V2 million to 
the construction of the Markham Ferry 
project for the flood-control benefits and 
would grant to the authority all of the 
lands that the Government owned within 
the boundaries of the project, and would 
transfer to the authority such engineering 
data and plans that would be useful to the 
authority, the authority would release the 
Government from any claim of whatsoever 
nature arising out of or from the Markham 
Ferry project. At no time was it the 
understanding that the authority would 
waive any claim that it may have or that 
it would have in the future arising out of 
any other project or matter and at the time 
public hearings were held before the Public 
Works Subcommittee of the Senate in 
August 1951 the provision of Public Law 
476 purporting to relieve the Government 
from any claim of whatsoever nature there
tofore or thereafter arising was not in the 
bill. 

FRANCE PARIS. 
Q. B. BOYDSTUN. 
W. R. HOLWAY. 

GRAND RIVER DAM AUTHORITY, 
Vinita, Okla., March 7, 1958. 

Han. En EDMONDSON, 
Member of Congress, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR En: Pursuant to our telephone con

versation yesterday, I will briefly outline the 
litigation that we have against the United 
St&tes and which may be affected by Public 
Law 476. 

The Oklahoma Legielature created the 
Grand River Dam Authority in 1935 and 
specifically authorized it to build the Pensa
cola, Markham Ferry and Fort Gibson Dams, 
and granted to the Grand River Dam Author
ity the exclusive franchise to develop and 
use the waters of Grand River and its tribu
taries for the production of electric power 
and energy. At that time the United States 
bad expressly declared no Federal interest 
in Grand River (House Document 308). The 
authority built Pensacola, the first unit of 
its comprehensive plan, in 1939 and 1940 and 
had plans and specifications near comple
tion for the construction of Markham Ferry 
and Fort Gibson when Congress, by the Flood 
Control Act of August 18, 1941, authorized 
the development of the Grand River and the 
construction of all three dams by the War 
Department, which effectively· took and ap
propriated the authority's franchise right to 
develop and generate electric power and 
energy at the Markham Ferry and Fort Gib
son sites. 

The Government took over the possession 
of the authority for war emergency from 
November 1941, until September 1, 1946, and 
during that time the Government actually 
started construction of the Fort Gibson· proj
ect, and, as you know, Public Law 476 
deauthorized the Corps of Engineers as to 
Markham Ferry. At the time we negotiated 
with the Corps of Engineers for the $6V2 mil
lion appropriation for the flood control in 
Markham Ferry, there were two lawsuits 
pending in the United States District Court 
for the Northern District of Oklahoma be· 
tween the Government and the authority in
volving lands that the authority had acquired 
for the Markham Ferry project, and it was 
agreed that if the Government would con
tribute $6V2 million for flood control bene
fits in Markham Ferry that the authority 
would release any and all claims that it 
might have against the Government arising 
out of the construction of the Markham 
Ferry Dam and Reservoir project by the Gov
ernment and the authority, and that the 
authority would operate the flood control 

features of the Markham Ferry Dam and 
Reservoir for the Government free of cost 
and would hold and save the United States 
free and harmless from all claims thereto
fore, or thereafter, arising out of the con
struction, maintenance and operation of the 
flood control features of the Markham Ferry 
Dam. 

The authority filed a suit in the United 
States Court of Claims against the United 
States (copy of petition enclosed) seeking a 
$10 million money judgment. This case is 
still pending. The authority's claim is 
based on the 5th and lOth amendments to 
the Constitution of the United States. We 
claim that the Grand River Dam Authority 
had the exclusive franchise arid right to de
velop and generate electric power and energy 
from the waters of Grand River at the Fort 
Gibson site long before Congress authorized 
the Government to develop the site, and 
that the same was a taking of property right 
owned by the Grand River Dam Authority for 
which it must be compensated. We do not 
contend that we could prevent the Gov
ernment from building the Fort Gibson 
project, but we think the Government should 
pay just compensation for the property and 
property rights taken. 

The authority's plan of development, 
which was initiated long before Government 
authorization, was to construct Pensacola 
with a large power storage reservoir and to 
build the Markham Ferry and Fort Gib· 
son plants as run of the river plants and 
to use the power storage of Pensacola three 
times, first · through Pensacola, second 
through Markham Ferry and third through 
Fort Gibson, and the authority spent large 
sums of money to provide these headwater 
improvements. Now the value of the head
water improvements at Pensacola has been 
materially reduced by the Government 
usurping the authority's right to generate 
electric power at the Fort Gibson site. 

In this lawsuit in the Court of Claims, 
the Department of Justice now contends that 
Public Law 476 releases the Government 
from any liability on this Fort Gibson claim. 
Under their construction of this provision, 
the authority is forever barred from assert
ing any claim of whatsoever nature against 
the United States. 

The consideration between the authority 
and the Government disproves the conten
tion of the Department of Justice. The au
thority is spending approximately $28 million 
of its money to build the Markham Ferry 
project. The Government is contributing 
$6 V2 million ($6,300,000 in cash, lands val
ued at $200,000) and engineering plans and 
data that the Corps of Engineers have, which 
may be of value to the authority, and the 
Government, for their consideration, is re
ceiving at least 233,000 acre-feet of flood
control storage in the Markham Ferry Reser
voir. In addition to the flood-control stor
age, the Authority operates and maintains 
the flood-cpntrol features of the project for 
the United States free of cost to the United 
States for the entire life of the project, which 
I am informed is a lower cost per acre-foot 
of storage than any of the flood-control res
ervoirs constructed by the Corps of Engi
neers. In flood-control projects constructed 
and owned by the United States they not 
only have the capital investment but they 
have a continuing operating expense. They 
have nothing in the Markham Ferry project 
except $6% million for which they receive 
233,000 acre-feet of flood control free of op
erating costs for, at least, 100 years. No 
reasonable thinking person would conclude 
that the Authority would release the United 
States from all claims in perpetuity arising 
outside of the Markham Ferry project for 
such small consideration. 

With kindest personal regards, I remain, 
Yours very truly, 

Q. B. BoYDSTUN, 
General Counsel. 

SPECIAL ORDERS GRANTED 
By unanimous consent, permission to 

address the House. following the legis
lative program and any special orders 
heretofore entered, was granted to: 

Mr. DAVIS of Georgia, for 90 minutes, 
on Wednesday, March 19. 

Mr. FELLY, for 15 minutes, today. 
Mr. BENTLEY, for 10 minutes, on 

Thursday next. 
Mr. MEADER, for 60 minutes, today. 
Mr. BAILEY, for 30 minutes, on Monday 

next. 
Mr. EDMONDSON, for 5 minutes, today. 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
By unanimous consent, permission to 

extend remarks in the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD, or to revise and extend :o:emarks, 
was granted to: 

Mr. PoRTER and to include extraneous 
matter. 

Mr. DORN of South Carolina and to in
clude extraneous matter. 

Mr. O'HARA of Illinois and to include 
extraneous matter. 

Mr. HuLL and to include a speech. 
Mr. MclNTE>SH. 
Mr. HIESTAND in two instances and 

include extraneous matter. 
Mr. KILBURN (at the request of Mr. 

MARTIN) and include extraneous matter. 
Mr. HARRIS. 
Mr. CELLER and to include extraneous 

matter. 
Mr. PASCELL in two instances. 
Mr. MAcK of Washington, to revise 

and extend his remarks made in Com
mittee and to include extraneous mat
ter. 

Mr. SCHERER, to revise and extend his 
remarks made in Committee and to in
clude extraneous matter. 

Mr. BALDWIN, to revise and extend his 
remarks made in Committee and to 
include extraneous matter. 

Mr. CRAMER, to revise and extend his 
remarks made in Committee and to in
clude extraneous matter. 

Mr. ToLLEFSON and to include extrane
ous matter. 

Mr. McCoRMACK and to include ex
traneous matter. 

Mr. CHRISTOPHER, his remarks in Com
mittee of the Whole today and to in
clude an editorial. 

Mr. VAN ZANDT (at the request of Mr. 
SILER). 

Mrs. RoGERS of Massachusetts and in
clude an appraisal of the United States 
Army Band. 

(At the request of Mr. LIBONATI:) 
Mr. EDMONDSON, his remarks in Com

mittee of the Whole today and to in
clude extraneous matter. 

SENATE BILLS REFERRED 
Bills of the Senate of the following 

titles were taken from the Speaker's 
table and, under the rule, referred as 
follows: 

S. 803. An act for the relief of Claudio 
Guillen; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

S. 1380. An act to authorize the imposition 
of civil penalties for violation of the security 
provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 
1938, and for other purposes; to the Commit· 
tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
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s. 1438~ An act to amend s.ectlon 544 of 

title 28, United States COde, relating to the 
bonds of United States Marshals; to the 
Commi tt.ee on the Judiciary. 

s. 1749. An act to amend section. 610 (a.) 
of the CivU Aeronautics Act of 1938, as 
amended, to provide for the imposttion ot 
civil penalties in certain additional cases, 
and for other purposes; to the Committee 
on Intersta.te and Foreign Commerce. 

S. 1875. An act" for the relief of Chllistos 
Athanase Bellairs; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

S. 2099. An act for the relief of. Irene B. 
Moss; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

s. 2239. An act for the relief of Wadiha 
Salime Hamade; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

s. 2493. An act for the relief of Maria G. 
Aslanis; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

s. 2499. An act for the relief of Ilona Agnes 
Ronay; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

S. 2538. An act for the relief of Florica. 
Bogdan; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

s. 2613. An act for the relief of Cedomilj 
Mihailo Ristic;. to the> Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

s. 262.i. An act for the relief of Olive V. 
Rabiniaux; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

S. 2650. An act for the relief of Tokiyo 
Nakajima and her child, Megumi (Kathy) 
Nakajima; to the Committee on the- Judici
ary. 

S. 2657. An act for the relief of Jesus 
Romeo Sotelo-Lopez.; to the Committee on 
the Judiciary. 

S. 2691. An act for the relief of Hiroko 
()zaki; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

S. 2712. An act for the relief of Milosav 
Mares; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

S. 2718. An act for the relief of Hasee.p 
Milhem Esper; to the Committee· on. the 
Judi.ciary. 

s. 2733. An act for the relief of Natalia. 
Kutowyj; to the Committee on the Judi.ciary. 
· S. 2818. An act for- the relief of Ester Tra
bout; to the Committee on the Judiciary~ 

S. 2819. An act for the relief of Mrs. Her
mine Melamed; to. the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

s. 2833. An act to provide for the convey
ance of the interest of the United States in 
and to certain fissionable materials in a 
tract of land in the county of Alamanee, 
State of North Carolina; to the Committee 
on Government Operations. 

S. 2849. An act for the relief of Moo Wah 
Jung; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

S. 2919. An act to amend the Civil Aero
nautics Act of 1938 in order to authorize free 
or reduced rate transportation :for retired 
employees of air carriers; to the Committee 
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 

S. 3124. An act tor the relief of Tommy n
ton Chatterton (Tommy Kim); to the Com
mittee on the Judiciary. 

S. 3262. An act to authorize certain activi
ties by the Armed Forces in support of the 
VIII Olympic Winter Games, and for other 
purposes; to the Committee on Armed Serv
ices. 

S. Con. Res. 64. Concurrent resolution ac
eepting the statue of Maria Sanford, pre
sented by the State of Minnesota, to be placed 
in Statutory Hall; to the committee on House 
Administration. 

S. Con. Res. 6'5. Concurrent resolution to 
place temporarily in the rotunda of the Capi
tol a statue of Maria Sanford, and to hold 
ceremonies on such occasion; to the Com
mittee on House Administration. 

S. Con. Res. 67. Concurrent resolution fa
voring the suspension of deportation in the. 
cases of ' certain aliens~ to the Committee on 
the Judiciary. 

ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED 
Mr. BURLESON, from the Committee 

on House Administration, reported that 

that committee had examined and found 
truly enrolled bills of the House of the 
following titles, which were thereupon 
signed by the Speaker: 

ff. R. 6182.. An act to provide for the con
veyance of certain real property of the 
United States to the former owners thereof; 

H. R. 6.623. An act to provide for the con
veyance of certain real property of the
United Stat!i)s in Massachusetts to the Woods 
Hole Yacht Club; 

H. R. 6710~ An act relating to CanaL Zone 
money, orders which remain unpaid~ 

H. R. 6744. An act to amend Public Law 
472, 81st Congress, as amended, relative to 
the attendance of professional personnel of 
the National Advisory Committtee .for Aero
nautics in graduate schools; 

H. R. 7912. An act to authorize, in case of 
the death of a member of the uniformed 
services, certain transportation expenses for 
his dependents; and 

H. R. 8139. An act for the relief of Mrs. 
Ca th.erine Poch.on Dike. 

SENATE ENROLLED BILL SIGNED 
The SPEAKER announced his signa

ture to an enrolled bill of the Senate of 
the following title: 

S.1086. An act granting the consent of 
Congress to a Bear River Qompact, and for 
related purposes. 

BILLS PRESENTED TO THE 
PRESIDENT 

Mr. BURLESON, from the Committee 
on House Administration, reported that 
that committee did on this day present 
to the President, for his approval, bills 
of the House of the following titles: 

H. R. 6182. An act to provide for the con
veyance of certain real property of the United 
States to the former owners thereof; 

H. R. 6623. An act to provide for the con
veyance of certain real property of the United 
States in Massachusetts to the Woods Hole 
Yacht Club;-

H. R. 6710. An act relating to Canal Zone 
money orders which remain unpaid; 

H. R. 6744. An act to amend Public Law 
472, 8lst Congress, as amended, relative to 
the attendance of . professional personnel of 
the National Advisory Committee for Aero
nautics in graduate schools; 

H. R. 7912. An act to authorize. in case of 
the death of a member of the uniformed 
services, certain transportation expenses for 
his dependents; and 

H. R. 8139. An act for the relief of Mrs. 
Catherine Pochon Dike. 

ADJOURNMENT 
Mr. LmONATI. Mr. Speaker, I move 

that the House do now adjourn. 
The motion was agreed to; accordingly 

(at 5 o'clock and 55 minutes p. m.), the 
House adjourned until tomorrow Tues
day, March 11, 1958, at 12 o'clock noon. 

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS~ 
ETC. 

Under clause 2 of rule XXIV. execu
tive communications were taken from 
the Speaker's table and referred as fol
lows: 

1693. A letter from the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Supply and Logistics) , trans
mitting reports on Army, Navy, and Air Force 
prime-contract-procurement awards to small 
and large business firms for work in the 
United States during the first 6 months of 

:flscal year 1958, pursuant to Public Law 268, 
84th Congress; to the Committee on Bank
ing and Currency. 

1694.. A letter from the Deputy Secretary 
of Defense, transmitting a draft of proposed 
legislation entitled "A bill to govern the 
salaries and personnel practices for teach
ers, certain school officers, and other em
ployees of the dependents' schools of the De
partment of Defense in foreign countries, 
and for other purposes"; to the Committee 
on Post Office and Civil Service. 

1695. A letter from the Commissioner, 
Immigration and Naturalization Service, De
partment of Justice, relative to the case of 
Hideichi Yoshida, A-3687302, involving sus
pension of' deportation under the Immigra
tion and Nationality Act of 1952·, and re
questing that it be withdrawn from those 
before the Congress and returned to the 
Jurisdiction of this Service; to the Commit
tee on the Judiciary. 

1696. A letter from the Secretary of the 
Anny, transmitting a letter from the Chief 
of Engineers, Department of the Army, dated 
February 10, 1958, submitting a report, to
gether with accompanying papers and an 
illustration, on a review of reports on Green
wich Cove, R.I., requested by a resolution of 
the Committee on Public Works, House of 
Representatives, adopted August 16, 1950; to 
the Committee on Public Works. 

1697. A letter from the Secretary of the 
Army. transmitting a letter from the Chief 
of Engineers, Department of the Army, dated 
February 6, 1958, submitting a report, to
gether with accompanying papers and an il
lustration, on a letter report on Browns. Bay, 
Gloucester County. Va .• authorized by the 
River and Harbor Act approved March 2, 
1945;. to the Committee on Public. Worksr 

REPORTS OF COMMI'ITEES ON PUB
LIC Bil.JLS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Under clause 2 of rule XIII, reports of 
committees were delivered to the Clerk 
for printing and reference to the proper 
calendar, as follows: 

Mr. O'BRIEN of New York~ Committee on 
Interior and Insular Affairs. H. R. 9543. A 
bill to provide for the conveyance of certain 
real property used by the University of Ha
waii to the board of regents of such uni
versity, for the use and benefit of such uni
versity; with amendment (Rept. No. 1484). 
Referred to the Committee of the Whole 
House on the State of the· Union. 

Mr. ASPINALL: Committee on Interiottand 
Insular Affairs. S. 2037. An act to amend 
the act of June 28, 1946, authotizing the per
formance of necessary protection work be
tween the Yuma. project and Boulder Dam 
by the Bureau of Reclamation; without 
amendment (Rept., No. 1485}. Refeued to 
the Committee of the Whole House on the 
State of the Union. 

Mrs. PFOST: Committee on Interior and 
Insular Affairs. H. R. 8250. A bill to au
thorize the establishment of the Petrified 
Forest National Park, in the State of Arizona, 
and for other purposes:. with amendment 
(Rept. No. 1486). Referred to the Committee 
of the Whole House an the State of the 
Union. 

Mr. SPENCE: Committee on Banking and 
Currency. H. R .. 10127. A bill to extend for 
an additional period of 2 years the authority 
to regulate exports contained in the Export 
Control Act of 1949; without amendment 
(Rept. No. 1487). Referred to the Commit
tee of the Whole House on the State of the 
Union. 

Mr. DAWSON of Illinois: Committee on 
Government Operations. H. R. 10009. A bill 
to provide for the reconveyance of certain 
surplus real property to Newaygo, Mich.; 
wlth amendment (Rept. No. 14.88). Re
ferred to the Committee o;r the Whole HoUM 
on the State of the Union. · 
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Mr. MILLS: Committee on Ways and 

Means. H. R. 2783. A bill to amend the 
Tariff Act of 1930 to provide for the free im
portation of amorphous graphite; with 
amendment (Rept. No. 1489). Referred to 
the Committee of the Whole House on the 
State of the Union. 

Mr. MILLS: Committee on Ways and 
Means. H. R. 7516. A bill to amend the 
Tariff Act of 1930 so as to permit the im
portation free of duty of religious vestments 
and regalia presented without charge to a 
church or to certain religious, educational, 
or charitable organizations; with amend
ment (Rept. No. 1490). Referred to the 
Committee of the Whole House on the State 
of the Union. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PRI
VATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 
Under clause 2 of rule XIII, reports 

of committees were delivered to the 
Clerk for printing and reference to the 
proper calendar, as follows: 

·Mr. LANE: Committee on the Judiciary. 
H. R. 1466. A bill for the relief of Dr. Thomas 
B. Meade; with amendment (Rept. No. 1481). 
Referred to the Committee of the Whole 
House. 

Mr. CRAMER: Committee on the Judi
ciary. H. R. 2763. A bill for the relief of 
Hong-to Dew; with amendment (Rept. No. 
1482). Referred to the Committee of the 
Whole House. 

Mr. BURDICK: Committee on the Judi
ciary. H. R. 4073. A bill for the relief of 
Peter James O'Brien; with amendment 
(Rept. No. 1483). Referred to the Com
mittee of the Whole House. 

PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Under clause 4 of rule XXII, public 
bills and resolutions were introduced and 
severally referred as follow~: 

By Mr. BENTLEY: 
H. R. 11243. A bill to repeal the manufac

turers' excise tax on passenger automobiles 
and trucks; to the Committee on Ways and 
Means. 

By Mr. BERRY: 
H. R. 11244. A bill to amend section 613 of 

the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to change 
the percentage depletion allowance for gold 
mines; to the Committee on Ways and 
Means. 

H. R. 11245. A bill to authorize the coin
age of 50-cent pieces in commemoration of 
the 100th anniversary of the birth of Theo
dore Roosevelt; to the Committee on Bank
ing and Currency. 

By Mr. BROYHILL: 
H. R. 11246. A bill to amend the act of 

July 1, 1902, to exempt certain common car
riers of passengers from the mileage tax im
posed by that act and from certain other 
taxes; to the Committee on the District of 
Columbia. 

By Mr. CELLER: 
H. R. 11247. A bill to amend section 112 

of title 1, United States Code; to the Com
mittee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. CHIPERFIELD: 
H. R. 11248. A bill establishing the time 

for commencement and completion of the 
reconstruction, enlargement, and extension 
o::' the bridge across the Mississippi River at 
or near Rock Island, Ill.; to the Committee 
on Public Works. 

By Mr. CRAMER: 
H. R. 11249. A bill to prohibit the using 

of improper methods to infiuence the acts 
or decisions of certain Federal regulatory 
agencies engaged in regulating activities or 
transactions in or related to interstate or for
eign commerce and to repeal authority of 
the Federal Communications Commission 

members to receive certain fees; to the Com
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 

By Mr. DO.RN of South Carolina: 
H. R. 11250. A bill to amend the Tariff Act 

of 1930, as amended; to the Committee on 
Ways and Means. 

By Mr. DAVIS of Georgia: 
H. R. 11251. A bill to provide that certain 

retired officers of the Armed Forces of the 
United States who were advanced one grade 
in rank at the time of or after their retire
ment shall receive retired pay of the rank to 
which advanced; to the Committee on 
Armed Services. 

By Mr. DOOLEY: 
H. R. 11252. A bill to amend the Interna

tional Cultural Exchange and Trade Fair 
Participation Act of 1956 by providing for 
exchanges of athletes; to the Committee on 
Foreign Affairs. 

By Mr. ENGLE: 
H. R. 11253. A bill to authorize the Secre

tary of Agriculture to exchange land and im
provements with the city of Redding, Shasta 
County, Calif., and for other purposes; to the 
Committee on Agriculture. 

By Mr. FOGARTY: 
H. R. 11254. A bill to provide for the tem

porary supplementation of State unemploy
ment insurance benefits; to the Committee 
on Ways and Means. 

By Mr. GRANT: 
H. R. 11255. A bill to provide for payments 

to persons who operate cotton gins to com
pensate such persons for losses incurred by 
them in the operation of such gins which 
have resulted from programs reducing cot
ton production administered by the Secre
tary of Agriculture; to the Committee on 
Agriculture. 

By Mr. HALE: 
H. R. 11256. A bill to amend title II of the 

Social Security Act to facilitate the extension 
of social-security coverage to certain State 
employees in the State of Maine; to the 
Committee on Ways and Means. 

By Mr. HARRIS: 
H. R. 11257. A bill to amend the National 

Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended, 
and for other purposes; to the Committee on 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 

By Mr. IKARD: 
H. R. 11258. A bill to provide a program 

of tax relief for small business and for per
sons engaged in small business; to the Com• 
mittee on Ways and Means. 

By Mr. JONAS: 
H. R. 11259. A bill for the relief of certain 

members of the Fleet Reserve and Fleet 
Marine Corps Reserve; to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 

By Mr. JONES of Missouri: 
H. R. 11260. A bill to provide for emer

gency credit to farmers and stockmen in 
certain disaster areas to refinance certain 
indebtedness, and for other purposes; to the 
Committee on Agriculture. 

By Mr. KEATING: 
H. R. 11261. A bill to establish a self-liqui

dating scholarship loan fund to enable high· 
ly qualified high-school graduates in finan
cial need to receive a college education; to 
the Committee on Education and Labor. 

By Mr. LANE: 
H. R. 11262. A bill to increase from $600 to 

$800 the personal income-tax exemption of a 
taxpayer (including the exemption for a 
spouse, the exemption for a dependent, and 
the additional exemptions for old age and 
blindness); to the Committee on Ways and 
Means. 

By Mr. McMILLAN: 
H. R. 11263. A bill to amend the District of 

Columbia Income and Franchise Tax Act of 
1947, as amended, to exclude from that act 
the spouse of an elective officer of the Gov
ernment of the United States; to the Com
mittee on the District of Columbia. 

By Mr. MACDONALD: 
H. R. 11264. A bill to amend the Federal 

Trade Commission Act, as amended, so as to 

equalize rights in the distribution of identi
fied merchandise; to the Committee on In· 
terstate and Foreign Commerce. 

!By Mr. MONTOYA: 
H. R. 11265. A bill providing for the sus

pension or amiual assessment work on min
ing claims held by location in the United 
States, including the Territory of Alaska; to 
the Committee on Interior and Insular 
Affairs. 

By Mr. MOULDER: 
H. R. 11266. A bill to suspend the manu

facturers' excise tax on passenger automo
biles and trucks; to the Committee on Ways 
and Means. 

By Mr. RABAUT: 
H. R. 11267. A bill to provide that during 

the 1-year period beginning as of March 1, 
1958, the manufacturers' excise taxes on pas
senger automobiles and on parts and acces
sories shall be suspended and the tax on 
trucks and buses shall be reduced to 5 per
cent; to the Committee on Ways and Means. 

By Mr. RAINS: 
H. R. 11268. A bill to amend part VIII of 

Veterans Regulation No. 1 (a) and the Vet
erans' Readjustment Assistance Act of 1952 
to provide that World War II and Korean 
confiict veterans entitled to education under 
such provisions of law who did not utilize 
their entitlement may transfer their entitle
ment to their children; to the Committee on 
Veterans' Affairs. 

By Mr. ROGERS of Florida: 
H. R.11269. A bill to amend the Tariff Act 

of 1930 to place certain pumice stone on the 
free list; to the Committee on Ways and 
Means. 

By Mrs. ST. GEORGE: 
H. R. 11270. A bill to provide for averaging 

the tax on the income of individuals through 
the purchase of noninterest bearing tax-de· · 
ferment bonds; to the Committee on Ways 
and Means. 

By Mr. ULLMAN: 
H. R. 11271. A bill to provide for the estab

lishment of the Bureau of Older Persons 
within the Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare; to authorize Federal grants to 
assist in the development and operation of 
studies and projects to help older persons; 
and for other purposes; to the Committee on 
Education and Labor. 

By Mr. RAINS: 
H. R. 11272. A bill to establish an emer

gency community facilities and public works 
program in the Community Facilities Ad· 
ministration of the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

By Mr. PATMAN: 
H. R. 11273. A bill to establish an emer• 

gency community facilities and public works 
program in the Community Facilities Ad· 
ministration of the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

By Mr. MULTER: 
H. R. 11274. A bill to establish an emer

gency community facilities and public works 
program in the Community Facilities Ad· 
ministration of the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

By Mr. ADDONIZIO: 
H. R. 11275. A bill to establish an emer

gency community facilities and public works 
program in the Community Facilities Ad· 
ministration of the Housing and Home Fi· 
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

By Mr. BARRETT: 
H. R. 11276. A bill to establish an emer .. 

gency community facilities ~nd public works 
program in the Community Facilities Ad· 
ministration of the Housing and Home Fi• 
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

By Mrs. SULLIVAN: 
H. R. 11277. A bill to establish an emer• 

gency community facilities and public works 
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program in the Community Facilities Ad
ministration o:f the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

By MIT. REUSS: 
H. R. 11278. A bill to establish an emer

gency community fac11ities and public works 
program in the Community Facllities Ad
ministration of the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Bankin~ 
and Currency. 

By Mrs. GRIFFITHS: 
H. R.11279. A bill to establish an emer

gency community facilities and public works 
program in the Community Facilities Ad
ministration of the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

By Mr. ASHLEY: 
H. R. 11280. A bill to establish an emer

gency community facilities and public works 
program in the Community Facilities Ad
ministration of the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

By Mr. VANIK: 
H. R. 11281. A bill to establish an emer

gency community facilities and public works 
program in tfi.e Community Facilities Ad
ministration of the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

By Mr. HEALEY: ' 
H. R. 11282. A bill to establish an emer

gency community facilities and public works 
program in the Community Facilities Ad
ministration of the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

ByMr. COAD: 
1 

H. R. 11283. A b111 to establish an emer
gency community facilities and public works 
program in the Community Facilities Ad
ministration of the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency~ · 

By Mr. ANDERSON of Montana: 
H. R. 11284. A bill to establish an emer

gency community facilitie& and public works 
program in the Community F'aclUties Ad
ministration or the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

By Mr. BREEDING: 
H. R. 11285. A bHl to establish an emer

gency community facilities and pul.)Iic works 
program fn the Community Facilities Ad
ministration or the Housing and Home Fi
nance Agency; to the Committee on Banking 
and Currency. 

By Mr. BOSCH~ 
H. R. 11286. A bill to provide registration, 

reporting, and disclosure of employee wel
fare and pension benefit -plans; to the Com
mittee on Education and Labor. 

By Mr. MULTER: 
H. R. 11287. A bill to amend section 5210 

of the Revised Statutes to provide that lists 
of the shareholders of national banks shall 
be available for inspection by committees 
of Congress, and for other purposes; to the 
Committee on Banking and CUrrency. 

H. R. 11288. A bill relating to the estab
lishment of national mutual savings banks; 
to the Committee on Banking and Currency. 

By Mr. ADDONIZIO: 
H. R. 11289. A bili to prohibit the introduc

tion, or manufacture for introduction, into 
interstate commerce of switchbiade knives, 
and for other purposes; to the Committee 
on Interstate and Foreign_ Commerce. 

By .Mr. TEAGUE" of Texas: 
H. R. 112.90. A bill to amend the Service

men's Readjustment Act of 1944 to stimu
late the veterans' housing program; to the 
Committee on Veterans' Affairs. 

By Mr. BOGGS: 
H. J. Res. 570. Joint resolution for the pres

ervation for posterity of the archives estab
lishing the fundamental hiStory of. America 
made by the heroic men and women who 

emigrated from foreign lands to establish: 
tha plantation and colonies of America~ 
to the Committee on House Administra
ti.on. 

By :Mr. McCABTKY ~ 
H. Con. Res. 287. Concurrent resolution to 

provide for printing of proceedings in con
nection with the unveiling of Maria L. San
ford statue; to the Committee on House
Adm.inis~ation. 

By Mr. PELLY: 
H. Con. Res. 288. Concurrent resolution to 

express the sense of the Congress that at the 
present United Nations Conference on the 
Law of the Sea, at Geneva, Switzerland, the 
United States should endeavor to conclUde 
an agreement embodying the principle of 
abstention and conservation with respect 
to fishing and fisheries; to the Committee 
on Foreign Affairs. 

By Mr. SCHWENGEL: 
H. Con. Res. 289. Concurrent resolution au

thorizing the printing as a House docu
ment of the First Annual Report of the 
Civil War Centennial Commission; to the 
Committee on House Administration. 

By Mr. SMITH of Mississippi: 
H. Con. Res. 290. Concurrent resolution fa

voring the acceleration of milltary con
struction projects for which appropriations 
have been made; to the Committee on 
Armed Services. 

H. Con. Res. 291. Concurrent resolution fa
voring the acceleration of civil construc
tion projects for which appropriations have 
been made; to the Committee on Public 
Works. 

MEMORIALS 

Under clause 4 of rule XXII, memo
rials were presented and referred as 
follows: 

By the SPEAKER: Memorial of the Legis
lature of the State of Georgia, memorializ-
ing the President and the Congress of the 
United States that the Generar Assembly of 
Georgia expresses its deep regret at the death 
of Hon. Henderson L. Lanham and extends 
its sincerest sympathy to the members of his 
family; to the Committee on House Admin
istration. 

Also, memorial of the Legislature of the 
State of Massachusetts, memorializing the 
President and the Congress of the United 
States &gainst certain legislation commonly 
referred to as right-to-work legislation; to 
the Committee on Education and. Labor. 

Also, memorial of the Legislature of the 
State of Michigan, memoralizing the Presi
dent and the Congress of the United States, 
to alleviate unemp-loyment and to counter 
the growing industrial recession in Michigan 
and other industrial States by repealing the 
Federal excise tax. on motor vehicles; to . th.e 
Committee on Ways and M.eans. 

Also, memorial of the Legislature of the 
State of South Carolina, memorializing the 
President and the Congress of the United 
States, to refrain from the passage of legis
lation increasing the cost of out-of-town 
mall; to the Committee on Post Office and 
Civil Service. 

PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 
Under clause 1 of rple XXII, private 

bills and resolutions were introduced and 
severally referred as follows: 

By Mr. BOYKIN: 
H. R. 11291. A bill for the relief or Ben 

Chassin; to the Committee on the JudiciarJ'. 
By Mr. F'ARBSTEIN: 

H. R . 11292. A bill !or the relief of Leong 
Lun Do; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. BILLINGS~ 
H . R.11293 . A bill for the relief of Thirza 

Skoff; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. HORAN: 
H. R. 11294. A bill for the relief of Mutsuo 

Shiosaki; to the committee on the Judiciary. 
By Mr. HUDDLESTON: 

H. R. 11295. A bill for the relief. of William 
Shikle; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. MciNTIRE: 
H. R. 11296. A bill for the relief of Austin 

L. Knowlton; to the Committee on the Judi
ciary. 

By Mr. McMILLAN: 
H. R. 11297. A bill for the relief of Gordon 

S. Pate; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 
By Mr. ROGERS of. Florida: 

H. R. 11298. A bill for the relief of Edward 
L. Jenkins; to the Committee on the Judi
ciary. 

By Mr. WALTER: 
H. R. 11299. A bill for the relief of Mrs. 

Maria Tarsi Priori; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

H. R. 11300. A bill for the relief of Maria 
Stella LiDestri; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

H. R. 11301. A bill for the relief of 
Dimitrios Kondoleon (also known as James 
Kondolous); to the Committee on the Judi
ciary. 

By Mr. ZABLOCKI: 
H. R. 11302. A bill for the relief of Petar 

Tomasevic; to the Committee on the Judi
ciary. 

PETITIONS, ETC. 

Under clause 1 of rule XXII, petitio.ns 
and papers were llllid on the Clerk's desk 
and referred as follows: 

458. By Mr. HORAN: Petition of 32 citi
zens of Davenport and Harrington, Wash .. 
urging the Congress to pass legislation pro
hibiting alcoholic· beverage advertising on 
television and radio programs; to the Com
mittee on Interstate and' Foreign Commerce. 

459. Also, petition of Mrs. Lynn Gunning 
and 29 other citlz.ens of Davenport and Har
rington, Wash., urging the Congress to pass 
legislation prohibiting alcoholic beverage 
advertising on television and radio broad
casts; to the Committee on Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce. 

460. Also, petition of Mrs. Irene E. Doty 
and 15 other citizens of Spokane. Wash., urg-
ing the Congress to pass legislation prohibit
ing alcoholic beverage advertising on tele
vision and radio broadcasts; to the Commit
tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 

461. By Mr. HOSMER: Petition of certain 
residents of the 18th Congressional District 
of California, who request enactment by 
Congress of legislation to prohibit the trans-
portation o-r alcoholic beverage advertising 
in interstate commerce, and its broadcasting 
over the air, a practice which nullifies the 
rights of the States under the 2!st ame.nd
ment to control the sale of such beverages; 
to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce. 

46"2. By Mr. TI:::OMPSON of New Jersey: 
Resolution adopted by the commissioners of 
the city of Trenton, N. J., on March 6, 1958, 
relating to and in fa.vor of pay increases for 
postal workers of the United States;. to the 
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service. 

463. By Mr. WESTLAND: Petition of Mr. 
and Mrs. Harold Curtis, and members and 
friends of the Women's Christian Temper
ance Union of Ferndale. Wash., calling for 
the passage of legislation prohibiting the 
transportation of alcoholic beverage adver
tising in interstate commerce and its broad.
casting over the air; prohibiting the serving 
of alcoholic beverages to airline passengers 
while in flight; and prescribing alcohol tests 
for persons tried in the District of Columbia 
for certain ofienses committed while operat
ing vehicles; to the Comml.ttee- on Inter
state and Foreign Commerce. 

464. Als.o, petition of Mrs. Martha E. Neff 
requesting that the advertising of alcoholic 
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beverages be banned from radio, television, 
newspapers, and magazines: to the Commit
tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 

465. Also, petition of Mr. and Mrs. Harold 
Curtis, and members and friends of the 
Women's Christian Temperance Union of 
Ferndale, Wash., in support of legislation 
prohibiting the mailing of obscene literature 
to persons under 19 years of age; to the Com
mittee on the Judiciary. 

466. By the SPEAKER: Petition of the sec
retary, Governors' Conference, Chicago, Ill., 
relative to resolution adopted at the Western 
Governors' Conference held at Colorado 
Springs, Colo., February 26, 1958, recom-

. mending passage of legislation granting 
statehood for Alaska and Hawaii; to the 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. 

467. Also, petition of the secretary, Gov
ernors' Conference, Chicago, Ill., relative to 
resolution adopted at the Western Governors• 
Conference held at Colorado Springs, . Colo., 
February 26, 1958, recommending highway 
mileage allocation for Hawaii; to the Com
mittee on Public Works. 

468. Also, petition of the city clerk, Tren
ton, N. J., relative to the Board of Commis
sioners of the City of Trenton, N.J., going on 
record as being in favor of pay increases for 
postal workers and all Federal employees 
recommended by the Senate Post Office and 
Civil Service Committee; to the Committee 
on Post Office and Civil Service . 

469. Also, petition of the chief clerk of the 
council, Philadelphia, Pa., requesting favor-

able consideration of the omnibus rivers, 
harbors, and :flood control authorization bill 
(S. 497), which provides for the improvement 
of anchorages between Philadelphia and the 
sea; to the Committee on Public Works. 

470. Also, petition of the clerk of the city 
council, Reno, Nev., requesting the Bureau 
of Public Roads to take necessary action to 
expedite the approval of the Third Street 
route so as to cause the survey and construc
tion of said highway to become a link in the 
chain of highways across the Nation; to the 
Committee on Public Works. 

471. Also, petition of the president, Alaska 
National Guard Officers' Association, Anchor
age, Alaska, urging the granting of immediate 
statehood to the Territory of Alaska; to the 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

In Defense of Secretary Benson 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. EDGAR W. HIESTAND 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 
Mr. HIESTAND. Mr. Speaker, rarely 

has a Cabinet member been vilified as 
much as Ezra Taft Benson. 

As Secretary of Agriculture during one 
of the most critical periods in the history 
of American farming, Benson has been 
badgered constantly by pressure groups 
and free spenders who charge "he has 
not done enough for the farmer," while 

-at the same time housewives and wage 
earners blame him because their food 
bills are at sputnik levels. 

It is time to check the facts. 
First, we must realize that Congress, 

not the administration, makes the laws. 
The Secretary of Agriculture has a right 
to propose, or oppose, laws while they 
are being made, but Congress does not 
have to take his suggestions. Further
more, once the laws are on the books he 
has no choice but to enforce them. 

Congress has been tampering with the 
farm economy for years, ever since it 
passed the Agricultural Adjustment Act 
of 1933. Controls, rigid supports, acre
age allotments, conservation programs
all passed originally as "emergency pro
grams"-have been held over and each 
year Congress adds new variations and 
twists. 

The result has been hodgepodge legis
lation which has cost the overwhelming 
majority of Americans billions of tax 
dollars to support a farm minority which 
generally neither needs nor wants these 
farm laws and their modifications. 

The farm economy is so inseparably 
interwoven with the rest of the national 
production pattern that this constant 
meddling by Congress has gone too far 
to throw out the whole mess of laws and 
just start over, nice as that sounds. 

Instead, Benson has had to treat the 
effects of the laws rather than the 
causes. He has had President Eisen
hower's full blessing in trying to un
tangle the problems. 

But Congress under Democratic con
trol has been hostile m the extreme. A 
recent hearing before the Senate Agrt-

culture Committee was an example. 
Benson began to read a statement incor
porating the major part of his 1959 farm 
plans. He was set upon immediately by 
Me~bers of the majority side who seized 
this chance to belabor Benson and the 
administration. What they offered in 
return were the same outmoded, un
workable system of high, rigid price sup
ports which have been responsible for 
the overwhelming surpluses and for the 
climbing costs of farm products. 

With complete disrespect for the 
housewife and her husband's paycheck, 
these Senators lashed Benson with 
vicious personal attacks and smears be
cause of his program. Mobilized behind 
these Senators are farm pressure groups, 
spearheaded by the radical Farmers' 
Union, which to date have been so pow
erful that it was political suicide for a 
farm-State officeholder to oppose them. 

Nevertheless there are indications that 
in this session of Congress the farm bloc 
will not be so united as heretofore. 
Even with huge subsidies, the Democrats' 
farm program has forced poverty on a 
great segment of the farm population, 
especially the small farmer. The hard 
facts are that a large percentage of the 
money that is being paid out in subsi
dies is going to the wealthy farmer with 
large-acreage holdings. This goes to 
emphasize the inequity of the present 
laws. 

No one knows better than Benson thRt 
any Government subsidy is unsound. 
Where his proposals have gone into ef
fect through the years, they have 
worked. Surplus holdings in the hands 
of Government were reduced last year. 
Three-fourths of our farms are owned by 
those who operate them, the highest per
centage on record. Farm net income 
stabilized from a year ago, and farm real 
estate prices moved to the highest on 
record. But still the outmoded laws are 
being handed to him to enforce. 

There is hope that this year there may 
be a little change. The administration's 
farm program which was presented by 
President Eisenhower on January 16 has 
several first-rate features. And as men
tioned earlier, there are chinks in the 
solidity of the farm bloc. This may be . 
a year for the food buyer as well as the 
food grower. 

Ezra Taft Benson was a Mormon 
clergyman before taking office as Secre-

tary. He took the job only on assurance 
from President Eisenhower that it was a 
spiritual duty to restore the faith of the 
American people in the integrity of their 
Government and the farm economy. 

If he fails in this duty, it will not be 
for lack of trying but for lack of votes on 
the Democratic side of the aisle. 

Allan E. Pestcoe, Science Talent Search 
Award Winner 

EXTENSION OF REMA~KS 
OF 

HON. DANTE B. F ASCELL 
OF FLORIDA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker, Allan 
E. Pestcoe, 17, a high-school senior from 
Miami Beach, Fla., has been in Washing
ton February 27 through March 3, as 
one of 40 most promising research scien
tists in America's high schools selected in 
the 17th annual science talent search 
conducted for the Westinghouse science 
scholarships and awards by science clubs 
of America. He was invited to Washing
ton for an · all-expense trip along with 
other winners from 19 States and the 
District of Columbia chosen by judges 
from among 25,039 contestants. 

As his qualifying scientific projects, 
he investigated the effects of 2,4-D, a 
commonly used plant spray, on the ab
sorption of sulfur in plants and has de
termined the movement rates of sulfur 
and phosphorus in leaves. Both projects 
were carried out in the radioisotopes 
laboratory in his high school and are 
reported in his required. search paper. 
As student director of the laboratory, he 
has helped to design and build a gamma
ray chamber and to adapt Atomic En
ergy Commission handbook procedures 
to the equipment available to the stu
dents. He is now planning the construc
tion of a small heavy-ion linear accel
erator. 

The son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pest
coe, 6375 Indian Creek Drive, Miami 
Beach, Allan would like to attend the 
California Institute of Technology fol
lowing his graduation this year from 
Miami Beach High School. 
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I feel his unusual scientific ability is 
certainly well evidenced by these very 
able activities. In this era of great sci
entific emphasis, I take pleasure in con
gratulating him and commending his 
efforts to my colleagues' attention. 

Surplu:; Property for Science Education 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, on 
January 27, 1958, I inserted in the 
RECORD at pages 1131-1132 some data in
dicating that interested executive agen-

1 cieswere cooperating in an effort to break 
a number of bottlenecks to increase the 
amount of surplus property made avail
able for educational, health, and civil 
defense purposes. · 

I have been pleased to note that the 
allocations of property for the month of 
January 1958 have increased to an all
time high of $29,078,312. The latest re
port , from the . Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare indicates the 
following allocation of property by 
States: 
Total property allocated to the States, by 

Region I: 
re!!ions and States 

Connecticut_ ________________ _ 

!4aine --~--------------------
!4assachusetts------'----------
New Hampshire _____________ _ 

Rhode Island----------------
Vermont---------------------

¢577,335 
101,227 

·322, 180 
57,229 
92,617 
69, 764 · 

Total----------------~--- 1,220,352 

Region II: 
Delaware -------------------- . New Jersey __________________ _ 

New York--------------------Pennsylvania ________________ _ 

89,970 
592,029 

2, 161, 158 
917,960 

Total-------------------- 3,761,117 

Region III: 
District of Columbia _________ _ 
~entuckY-------------------
!4aryland --------------------
North Carolina ______________ _ 

Virginia ---------------------West Virginia _______________ _ 

Puerto Rico----------------
Virgin Islands----------------

$104, 184 
325,687 
521,228 

1,204,070 
416,049 
443,900 
107,773 

Total------ ~ ------------- 3,122,891 

Region IV: 
Alabama--------------------
Florida----------------------<Jeorgia _____________________ _ 

Mississippi------------------
South Carolina --------------
Tennessee-------------------

473,766 
497,288 
644,637 
306,806 
414,783 
692,654 

Total-------------------- 3,029,934 

Region V: 
Illinois----------------------Indiana _____________________ _ 

!4ichigan --------------------
Ohio ------------------------
Wisconsin -------------------

1,462,351 
697,376 
856,538 
757,299 
370,634 

Total-------------------- 4,044,197 

Total property allocated to the States, by 
regions and States-Continued 

Region VI: 
Iowa------------------------
~ansas----------------~-----
Minnesota ------------------
Missouri--------------------
Nebraska --------------------North Dakota _______________ _ 
South Dakota _______________ _ 

165,696 
192,867 
152,246 

2,423,710 
1,540,855 

36,845 
193,568 

Total ____________________ 4,705,787 

Region VII: 
Arkansas -------------------

·Louisiana--------------------
New MexicO-----------------
Oklahoma -------------------Texas _______________________ _ 

Total ___________________ _ 

Region VIII: Colorado ____________________ _ 
Idaho _______________________ _ 
Montana ____________________ _ 

Utah------------------------
Wyoming--------------------

Total-----------------·---

Region IX: Alaska ______________________ _ 
Arizona _____________________ _ 
California ___________________ _ 

Hawaii ----------------------
Nevada ----------------------
Oregon----------------------
Washington------------------

160,659 
248,638 
225,645 
375,750 
980,264 

1,990,956 

612,862 
226,810 

99,060 
180,364 

66, 107 

1,185,203 

10, 179 
331,588 

4,049,135 
111,611 
93,178 

862,436 
559,748 

Total ____________________ 6,017,875 

<Jrand total ______________ 29,078,312 

·A more recent development regarding 
donable property for science and re
search in educational institutions has 
been initiated. On February 5,. 1958, as 
chairman of the Special Subcommittee 
on Don~b!e Property, I addressed a letter 
to the Secretary of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, raising the question: First, 
whether or not it would be possible for 
that Department, in cooperation with 
interested educational agencies and in
stitutions, to develop a list of priority 
items needed in the· teaching of scientific 
courses and, second, if the Department of 
Defense which controls most of the avail
able stocks of property and the General 
Services Administration could not co
operate in screening available stocks and 
expedite the declarations of excess prop
erty in order to meet the educational 
requirements. 

The .other members of the Subcom
mittee on Donable Property are: Hon. 
JOHN E. Moss, JR., Hon. EDWIN H. MAY, 
Jr.; ex officio, Hon. WILLIAM L. DAWSON, 
Hon. CLARE E. HOFFMAN. 

I have been pleased to receive a favor
able letter from the Secretary of Health 
Education, and Welfare on the subject: 
Copies of my letter of February 5, 1958, 
and Secretary Folsom's reply of February 
27, 1958, follow at this point: · 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
OFFICE OF THE MAJORITY LEADER, 

Washington, D. C., February 5, 1958. 
Hon. MARION B. FOLSOM, 
· Secretary of Health, Education, and 

Welfare, Washington, D. c. 
DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Further reference is 

made to my letter of November 12, 1957, and 
to your reply of January 3, 1958, concerning 
suggestions for improvement of the donable 
surplus property program. 

In amplification of the suggestions con
tained in my letter and with a special refer
ence to educational requirements for scien
tific purposes I would appreciate your reac
tion to the following: 

1. HEW, after consultation with interested 
educational agencies and institutions might 
submit a list of requirements to the Depart
ment of Defense.. This list to set forth 
priori ties and be in accordance with the 
classification and nomenclature of items as 
reflected in the new cataloging system. 

2. The Department of Defense, the <Jen
era! Services Administration and the Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare ex
pedite the screening, declaration and alloca
tion of these items to the extent feasible. 

I believe that there may be many surplus 
items of current use and need for scientific 
training in our educational systems, and that 
priority screening and expeditious declara
tion of these items will be in the public 
benefit with little or no additional cost or 
inconvenience to the holding agencies. It 
also seems to me that the procedure herein 
outlined leaves the discretion with the hold
ing agencies as to necessary inventory levels 
for current missions. 

It will be appreciated if you will consult 
with other interested agencies and advise me 
as to your conclusions at your convenience. 

I · a;m sending a copy of this letter to As
sistant S:cretary of Defense (Supply and 
Logistics) Perkins McGuire and the Admin
istrator of the <Jenera! Services Administra
tion, Franklin <3. Floete. 

Sincerely yours, . 
JoHN W. McCoRMACK. 

THE SECRETARY OF ·HEALTH, 
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, 

Washington, February 27, 19.58. 
Hon. ·JoHN W. McCORMACK, 

House of Representatives, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR MR. MCCORMACK: This Will acknowl
edge your letter of February 5, 1958, wherein . 
you make certain · amplifications to the sug
gestions contained in your earlier letter re
garding surplus property, particularly in the 
areas of scientific utilization. 

Your first suggestion that, after consulta
tion with interested educational agencies and 
institutions, there might be submitted a list 
of rEquirements to the Department of De
fense is generally a good suggestion. We 
have not as yet determined the best method 
for accomplishing this purpose. 

Your second suggestion that the Depart
ment of Defense, the General Services Ad
ministration, and this Department expedite 
the screening, declaration, and allocation of 
these specialized items to the extent feasible 
is currently under consideration. 

In order that you may be brought up to 
date on our activities of improving the pro
cedures of allocation of materials appropriate 
for use by schools and colleges in the areas 
of mathematics and science, we can advise 
you that the Office of Field Administration 
is working with the Office of Education. A 
special committee has been established in the 
Office of Education, composed of specialists 
in secondary and higher education, for the 
purpose of working out with educational 
organizations and the Office of Field Admin
istration more effective methods and pro
cedures in this area. 

In addition, we have been in contact with 
the National Science Foundation, which 
agency is planning some 200 to 400 workshop 
programs for science teachers during the 
summer. It is hoped that we will be able to 
contact each of these teacher workshops 
with a view to outlining how the schools 
which they represent can secure surplus 
scientific equipment. We have also been in 
touch with the Atomic Energy Commission 
with a view to learning if that agency can be 
of assistance in this area. 

Our Division of Surplus Property Ut111za
tion staff is at work in the development of 
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procedures to improve scientific -equipment · 
allocation. 

The plans outlined above should result in. 
the development of an action program. In 
carrying out such a program, we will solicit 
the cooperation of the National Association 
of State Agencies for Surplus Property, 
through their executive committee. 

One other aspect of this development which 
we think would be helpful is the proposal 
to suggest to the States that they name a 
small advisory committee in each State, to 
be composed of a secondary, higher, and ad
ministrative education person, which could 
serve to assist the State operational unit 
in the development of special need lists and 
in expediting procedures generally. 

Slncerely yours, 
MARION B. FoLsoM, 

Secretary. 

Hearings on H. R. 10293 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. OREN HARRIS 
OF ARKANSAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Speaker, on Fri· 
day, March 7, I issued the following re· 
lease with respect to hearings to be held 
on H. R. 10293, a bill to establish · a na
tional scientific reserve fund, introduced 
by the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. 
DAwsoN]. In view of'the great interest 
which has been manifested by many 
scientists throughout the country, I 
would like to serve notice that the Com
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Com
merce stands ready to hold hearings on 
this legislation as soon as possible after 
reports have been received on this bill 
from the departments and agencies of 
the Government. · 

The text of the release is as follows: 
Congressman OREN HARRIS, Democrat, of 

Arkansas, chairman, House Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce Committee, announced 
today that hearings would be scheduled on 
H. R. 10293, a bill to establish a national 
scientific reserve fund, as soon as possible 
after receipt by the committee of reports 
from the various departments and agencies 
of the Federal Government, setting forth 
their views with regard to this legislation. 

The committee has been advised that the 
National Science Board of the National 
Science Foundation will ·meet on March 14, 
1958, at which meeting the Board will con
sider the position of the National Science 
Foundation -with regard to this legislation. 
Requests have been made of the depart._ 
ments and agencies of the executive branch 
to submit their views on this legislation as 
soon as possible so that hearings may be 
scheduled promptly on H. R. 10293. 

The Committee on Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce is aware of the great and urgent 
need for additional support for basic ~e
search. As a matter of fact, hearings were 
begun by the committee on January 24, 1958, 
on this very subject in the course of which 
Dr. Detlev Bronk, Chairman of the National 
Science Board and President of the National 
Academy of Sciences; Dr. Alan T. Waterman, 
Dfrector of the National Science Foundation; 
and Dr. Paul M. Gross, Chairman, Executive 
Committee, National Science Board, testified. 

Since introduction of H. R. 10293 by Con
gressman DAwsoN, Democrat, of Dlinois, the 
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com· 
merce has received hundreds of communica-

tlons from scientists who are active at unl .. 
versities and research institutions all over 
the country, in support of this legislation. 
These communications indicate the great in
terest in this legislation on the part of all 
those who are seeking to keep the United 
States ahead in basic research. 

Lincoln and American Foreign Policy 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent to have printed 
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the text 
of the Lincoln Day address delivered by 
the distinguished senior Senator from 
Ohio [Mr. BRICKER] at Toledo, Ohio, on 
FebTuary 12, under the title "Lincoln 
and .American Foreign Policy." 

There being no objection, the address 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

LINCOLN AND AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY 
(Lincoln Day address of Senator JoHN W. 

BRICKER, Toledo, Ohio, February 12, 1958) 
'We live in the midst of alarms; anxiety 

beclouds the future; we expect some new 
disaster with each newspaper we read. • • *" 
These were Lincoln's words in a speech at 
Bloomington, Ill., on May 29, 1856. Today, 
102 years later, the alarms, the anxiety, and 
the expectancy of disaster have increased 
manyfold. My remarks here tonight will be 
more ·in keeping with the somber background 
than with this festive occasion. 

What should be the response of the Re
publican Party, th.e response of the Ameri
can people, to the looming threat of global 
annihilation? There is no possibility, of 
course, of turning back the clock; of push
ing back into the bottle the destructive capa
bilities of human intelligence. To believe 
that scientific inquiry having military . ap
plications can be suppressed is a form of idle 
daydreaming. It is our destiny to explore 
the infinitely small recesses of the atom and 
the infinitely vast distances of outer space 
and yet somehow avert a catastrophe spring
ing from finite limitations on human wtsdom 
and morality. 

I do not know of any better way to keep 
freedom from going under than by drawing 
upon the profound wisdom shown by Lin-

. coin during his ordeal. This will not be easy. 
It will be necessary to separate the real 
Lincoln from the Lincoln of myth and legend. 
In addition, analogies between the events of 
one century and those of another are often 
imperfect or misleading. As Lincoln him
self said: 

"The dogmas of the quiet past are inade
quate to the stormy present. The occasion 
is piled high with difficulty, and we m;ust 
rise with the occasion. As our case is new, 
so must we think anew, and act anew. We 
must disenthrall ourselves, and then we shall 
save the country." (Annual message to Con
gress, December 1, 1862.) 

The perils of the present are also un
precedented. I believe, however, that the 
world's best hope of peace and freedom lies 
in a thoughtful, modern adaptation of Lin
coln's political philosophy. 

Stripped to its fundamentals the survival 
of the Free World hinges on the foreign and 
defense policies of the United States. The 
long-term effectiveness of these policies de
pends in turn, wholly and absolutely, on the 
quality of American education. 

In what President Eisenhower has aptly de· 
scribed as total cold war, a host of domestic 
issues-Federal spending and taxation, civil 
rights, lnterJ:?.al security, agricultural ~ro
duction, industrial employment-are ex
tremely important in the mortal struggle 
against international communism. However, 
an unwise decision on one or more domestic 
issues is not likely to prove fatal. On the 
other hand, a basic miscalculation in foreign 
or defense policy may easily spell the differ
ence between life and death. 

Because foreign and defense policies are · 
of such crucial importance many well-mean
ing people have said they should be taken 
out of politics; that they should not be sub
jected to extended political debate. Let me 
say right here and now that I am in 100 per
cent disagreement with this curious notion. 
I am not one who believes that politics must 
stop either at the water's edge or outside the 
doors of the Pentagon. The people have a 
right to know and a duty to decide. Only in 
a crucible fired by political controversy can 
we formulate policies which are sound ' and 
durable. 

Of course, there are all kinds of politics
good, bad, and indifferent. This is true 
whether the issue is paving a street or test
ing nuclear weapons. The people of Ohio are 
smart enough to detect any de.magogic han
dling of political Issues. 

Ordinarily, there is not much political 
mileage in crying over spilled milk. But so 
long as Democrats insist that the Truman
Acheson foreign policy is a model for the fu
ture or that their national defense policies 
were far sighted, we should not hesitate to 
prove them wrong. We did it in 1952 and we 
can do it in 1958. However, new issues af
fecting the next generation are vastly more 
important than old issues debated in the last 
election. 

In urging that the great issues of our time 
be settled by political debate, Lincoln is the 
only witness we need to call. If there was 
ever a time for a moratorium on politics it 
was in 1864. The outcome of the war was 
still in doubt. The North was divided into 
three hostile groups: the supporters of Lin
coln; the forces of appeasement; and the 
faction demanding unconditional surrender 
and harsh retribution. Two days after his 
victory at the polls Lincoln cited the election 
as convincing proof that a government not 
too strong for the liberties of its people can 
be strong enough to maintain its own exist
ence in great emergencies. And then he 
said, "If the rebellion could force us to forego 
or postpone a national election, it might 
fairly claim to have already conquered and 
ruined us." I see a great difference between 
conquest by the Confederacy and conquest 
by communism, but I see little difference be
tween foregoing an election and holding one 
in which issues intimately related to the 
survival of the human race cannot be dis
cussed. 

No one has suggested that the problems of 
American education should be taken out of 
the political arena. In fact, the leftwing 
of the Democratic Party hopes to capitalize 
in this year's election on what most people 
agree is a crisis in education. The solution 
of these New Deal retreads at least has the 
virtue of simplicity. They merely take all 
the proposals of the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare and then multiply 
all the figures by 4 or 6 or 10 depending on 
the degree of their irresponsibility. However, 
the most serious weakness of American edu~ 
cation is due to an organic illness, what the 
progressive educators praise as life adjust
ment but diagnosed by Dr. Arthur Bestor 
(and by most scientists and scholars) as 
perilously close to death adjustment for our 
Nation and our children. How reckless it 
is to pretend that this illness can be cured 
by splints of gold or bandages made of green
backs. 
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In our justifiable concern about the quality 
of American education let us never come 
to regard those who do not go on t<;> col-: 
lege as second-class citizens. Remember 
Abraham Lincoln. He educated himself with 
a few classics of history and literature, the 
Bible, and apprenticeship at the bar. Yet 
he turned out to be the most profound po
litical thinker in our history. Jefferson was 
more brilliant and his intellectual range was 
wider, but there has never been anyone who 
could reduce a problem to its bare essentials 
so well as Lincoln, or whose actions cor
respond so closely to his principles. That 
such a man appeared on the political scene 
at the time he did must be accounted the 
nearest thing to a miracle in American his
tory. 

In recent years we have tended to empha
size only a certain side of Lincoln's charac
ter. Of course he was inspired by humani
tarian impulses, by a hatred of oppression, 
by confidence in the people, and by faith in 
God. But, unfortunately, we seem in recent 
years to have forgotten other characteristics 
which tempered those mentioned and which 
were perhaps more important in the preserva
tion of the Union. 

We might look first at the matter of pa~
ston. If we did not detest communism we 
could not hope to remain free, nor would 
Lincoln have returned to politics had he 
not hated the institution of human slavery_. 
But this is what Lincoln said on the sub
ject: "Passion has helped us but can do so 
no more. • • • Reason, cold, calculation, 
unimpassioned reason-must furnish all the 
materials for our future support and de
fense. • • •" Lincoln was always ready to 

-negotiate with the South upon one condi
tion. The condition was not unconditional 
surrender but simply the return of the 
Southern States to the Union. At the bot
tom of our policy of unconditional surrender 
in World War II was passion, not reason. 
Hitler's atrocities make that passion under
standable, but because passion was not re
strained by Lincoln's cold and calculating 
reason we have today a divided Germany, a 
Red China, and the enslavement of Eastern 
Europe. As a result, America has never been 
in greater danger. I am not trying to put 
all the blame on the Roosevelt administra
tion. The policy of unconditional surrender 
was generally approved by the American peo
ple. What I do want to stress is that we dare 
not make the same mistake again. 

I do not know any man less likely to be 
consumed by passion than Dwight D. Eisen
hower. His temperament is a precious asset · 
for the Free World. Moreover, the people of 
the world know that President Eisenhower, 
notwithstanding all manner of Soviet prov
ocations, is not going to abandon the quest 
for peace. Still, there are many Americans 
who seem to believe that we should nego
tiate with the Soviet Union only on the terms 
of its dissolution. The best help we can give 
President Eisenhower in his crusade for 
peace is to stamp out, wherever we find it, 
the idea that the only alternative to the cold 
war is the unconditional surrender of the 
Soviet Union. 

Lincoln's confidence in the commonsense 
of the people was tempered by a profound 
understanding of the flaws in human nature. 
His law partner, W. H. Herndon, no doubt 
exaggerated, but Herndon said that Lincoln 
always took the negative position in their 
discussions on the subject of unselfish hu
man actions. We do know that Lincoln ad
vised young lawyers not to take the whole 
fee in advance as that would put .too great a 
strain upon a natural inclination to be lazy. 
Also, Lincoln opposed a bank bill solely on 
the ground that the duty and the self-in
terest of the custodians of funds did not 
coincide. 

We could use more of Lincoln's skepticism 
about the innate goodness of human nature. 
The man who advised young lawyers always 

to link duty and self-interest would be quick 
to see that in any unenforceable agreement 
banning the production of nuclear weapons 
the moral duty of the Soviet Union would 
not coincide with its declared self-interest. 

We need, too, in this hour of crisis a greater 
measure of Lincoln's humility. How strange 
it must appear to many people today that 
Lincoln never placed God in the corner of 
the Union. Instead, in 1862 he conceded 
that in the present civil war it is quite pos
sible that God's purpose is something dif
ferent from the purpose of either party. In 
a letter written in 1864 he suggested that 
the war was divine retribution on both 
North and South for their toleration of 
slavery. And in his second inaugural address 
he supposed God's will to be to continue the 
war until every drop of blood drawn with the 
lash shall be paid by another drawn with the 
sword. Only with this tremendous perspec
tive is it possible to say with Lincoln: "I shall 
do nothing in malice. What I deal with is 
too vast for malicious dealing." This genera
tion deals with something much more vast 
and the necessity of humility and honest 
self-appraisal is thus even greater. 

There is a very close parallel between a 
nation half slave and half free in 1858 and a 
world in that condition a century later. We 
can learn much from the cool reason and 
rigorous logic which Lincoln applied to his 
problem. It was territory, rather than mor
ality or legislation, on which Lincoln bullt 
his case. The territory of a nation, Lincoln 
said, is the enduring part, whereas genera
tions fade away and laws can be repe&.led or 
amended. Slavery he regarded as a moral 
wrong, but knew it to be a legal right. 
His strategy, therefore, was to confine slav
ery to the territory it already blighted. 
Knowing that if slavery could not grow it 
must wither and die, he would thereby put 
it in course of ultimate extinction. 

Soviet oppression is a moral wrong, but 
in the present state of international law a 
legal right. Communism, too, wm wither 
away if it cannot grow. A vital part of the 
East-West conflict is a dispute over terri
tory, pl'imarily that of Germany. If we con
centrate on the territorial problem, rather 
than on international moral and legal refor
mation, we may be able to put communism 
in course of ultimate extinction. As Re
publicans we can be very proud of the rec
ord of the Eisenhower administration in 
avoiding wa;: while at the same time con
fining communism to virtually the same 
territory i~ held 6 years ago. 

In Ida Tarbell's Life of Lincoln there is a 
moving chapter on the journey of Lincoln's 
funeral train and this conclusion: "The re
sult was a demonstration which in sincerity 
and unanimity has never been equaled in 
the world's history." Ninety-three years 
ago this April the train carrying Lincoln 
and his son W1111e on their last earthly jour
ney rolled slowly through Ohio, not a bell 
ringing or whistle soundin,g. The grand
parents of many Ohioans were eyewitnesses. 
I want to read a few sentences of Ida Tar
bell's description of the scene as an indica
tion of how deeply the American people re
vered a leader who never sacrificed principle 
for expediency: 

"At many points arches were erected ov~ 
the track; at others the bridges were 
wreathed from end to end in crape and ever
greens and flags. And this was not in the 
towns alone; every farmhouse by which the 
train passed became for the time a funeral 
house; the plow was left in the furrow, crape 
was on the door, the neighbors were gath- · 
ered, and those who watched from the trains 
as it flew by could see groups of weeping 
women, of men with uncovered heads, some
times a minister among them, his arms 
raised in prayer. Night did not hinder them. 

. Great bonfires were bullt in lonely country
sides, around which the farmers waited pa
tiently to salute their dead. At the towns 
the length of the train was 11 t by blazing 

torches. Storm as well as darkness was 
unheeded. Much of the journey was made 
through the rain, in fact, but the people 
seemed to have forgotten all things but that 
Abraham Lincoln, the man they loved and 
trusted, was passing by for the last time." 
(Tarbell; Life of Lincoln, vol. 2 (1917 ed.), 
p. 258.) . 

That was the first Republican President; 
the man who in life saved the Union; and 
whose principles long after his death may 
save the world if we have the courage to act 
upon them. 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. JOHN J. SPARKMAN 
OF ALABAMA 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, re

cently I had a letter from Mr. H . . L. 
Rice, of Florence, Ala. He was writing 
me from 2640 First Street, Fort Myers, 
Fla., where he spends the winter each 
year. 

In his letter, Mr. Rice asked me some 
pertinent questions regarding TV A. 

I ask unanimous consent to have 
printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 
the letter from Mr. Rice and my reply 
to him. 

There being no objection, the letters 
were ordered to be printed in the REcoRD, 
as follows: 
Mr. JOHN SPARKMAN, 

Washington, D. a. 
DEAR Sm: My home is at Florence, Ala. 

I spend 6 months each winter down here. 
It seems that everyone down here thinks 

that the TVA is a gift to that section and 
they are taxed for it. 

I am not posted well enough to argue with 
them. They say that the . TVA borrowed 
$20 billlon and no interest. 

I would like what TV A owes Government, 
what interest they pay, if any, and what 
amount they paid. And at what rate they 
are paying this money back. 

Yours truly, 
H. L. RICE. 

FEBRUARY 22, 1958. 
Mr. H. L. RICE, 

Fort Myers, Fla. 
DEAR MR. RICE: A good deal of misinfor• 

mation has been spread by people who are 
hostile to TV A. I am glad you took the 
trouble to write me so that I, through you, 
may contribute some facts which every citi
zen should know about this great Federal 
agency. 

Of course, as you and I know, TV A under
takes many programs in the region of its 
operation which are similar to activities car
ried out in other areas by different Federal 
agencies. TVA has made the river navigable. 
It has provided flood protection. Likewise 
it has promoted excellent programs in the 
field of agriculture, forestry, and so on. 
Such programs are undertaken by the Fed
eral Government in all parts of the country. 
There should be no misunderstanding about 
that. 

When people talk about the amount they 
are taxed for TV A, I believe they usually 
have in mind the TV A power system. In 
this area the Federal Government, through 
TV A, owns the fac111ties for power generation 
and transmission. The distribution systems, 
over 150 of them, which purchase power at 
wholesale from TV A for resale to their con-
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sumers are not owned by the Federal Gov
ernment. They are locally owned and man
aged. Discussing only the investment in 
power fac1lities, therefore, I am amazed that 
anyone would believe that TV A had bor
rowed $20 billion. The money provided by 
the Federal Government for investment in 
TVA power fac1lities is not a loan to TVA. 
The Government is the owner of the proper
ties and the figure of $20 billion as the 
amount invested by taxpayers is more than 
10 times overstated. At the present time 
about $1,200,000,000 of the total power in
vestment represents the net amount of funds 
made available through appropriations by 
the Congress. 

You are probably aware that there is pend
ing before the Congress a bill which would 
permit TVA to issue revenue bonds to pro
vide future investment in power fac1lities. 
This means that the power consumers of the 
area would in the future provide the money 
for the capacity additions which are required 
to keep up with the growing loads. The 
Government would still own the property. 
Its assets would grow without the appropria
tion of further funds from the Treasury. As 
a matter of fact, the consumers of electricity 
have already provided over $350 million for 
investment in TVA power facilities, facilities 
which are operated for purposes and under 
policies laid out by Congress. And in addi
tion to plowing back proceeds to increase 
power assets, TVA has made cash payments 
into the Treasury from power proceeds. To 
date $240 billion has been paid in cash to 
the Treasury. Under present law, those cash 
payments must in 40 years from the time a 
power fac1lity goes into operation equal the 
amount made available by the Congress for 
investment in the facility. Under the pend
ing self-financing legislation the schedule of 
cash payments into the Treasury will be 
changed and in the future the amounts will 
be, at a minimum, large enough to cover the 
cost to ·the Government of the remaining ap
propriation investment. This means that 
the Government, as owner, will always be 
kept whole, and that the assets of the Gov
ernment-owned system will continue to in
crease by the investment of proceeds from 
bonds issued against future earnings. 

It is important to remember that the ben
efits to the Nation from TVA power opera
tions are not measured by the direct cash 
return to the Treasury. They are measured 
rather in the increasing economic strength 
of the region which means in turn that the 
people bear a larger share of the total na
tional tax burden. National benefits can be 
measured in the stimulation of the economy 
of other areas as the TV A region becomes a 
better market for the goods and services of 
all parts of the country. Few people, for 
example, stop to realize that TVA itself has 
spent over $1 billion in States which lie out
side the region and that since the end of 
the war the power consumers of the area have 
themselves spent over $1¥2 billion to pur
chase the electrical appliances which are 
made in other areas. They do this because 
Congress directed TVA to make power avail
able to the people at rates which, while cov
ering the cost of power production, would 
encourage the abundant use of energy on 
the farms and in the homes of the area. No 
one can measure the national benefit of this 
demonstration of the effect of the low rate
high use marketing policies which Congress 
directed TV A to adopt. ·Power systems and 
power consumers everywhere have benefited 
because TVA and its distributors took the risk 
involved in selling power at rates lower than 
people in the Southeast had ever enjoyed it 
before, depending upon increased volume of 
sales for adequate revenues. 

We can estimate the direct benefit to the 
Federal Treasury which has resulted because 
TV A has served Federal installations with 
power at reasonable cost. The taxpayer pays 
the power bills of the Army, the Air Force, 

and the Atomic Energy Commission. The 
latter particularly uses power in vast 
amounts. It is reliably estimated that to 
date the Government has saved over $250 
billion in its power bills because of TVA and 
that savings of $50 million a year will be 
realized as long as AEC uses power in the 
quantity it requires today. 

These are some of the factors you will 
wish to keep in mind as you talk about TVA 
with your friends in Florida. I am enclosing 
a couple of pamphlets which may be helpful 
to you, and I hope you will be able to con
vince those with whom you talk that TV A is 
an asset to the Nation, that every citizen 
should be proud of its performance, and that 
it is contributing and will continue to con
tribute to regional and national strength. 

With best wishes, I am, 
Sincerely, 

JOHN SPARKMAN. 

Situation in the Sudan 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. BARRATT O'HARA 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 

Mr. O'HARA of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, 
in view of the present tense situation in 
the Sudan I am extending my remarks 
to include a report I made early in the 
year to my constituents in the Second 
District of Illinois. This report was 
based upon my observations as a mem
ber of Chairman WAYNE HAYS' subcom
mittee of the Committee on Foreign Af
fairs. The gentlewoman from Illinois 
[Mrs. CHURCH] was the third member of 
the study group. The report follows: 

THE SUDAN 

Khartoum is a charming city of 75,000 near 
the junction of the Blue Nile and the White 
Nile. In our Embassy the personnel go to 
work at 6 or 7 in the morning, quit at 2 in 
the afternoon, as a matter of living with the 
climate. There are 15 Americans in all, in
cluding the Ambassador and the USIS staff 
which has many headaches not attributable 
to the climate to make an annual allowance 
of $36,000 stretch far enough to cover a coun
try a third the size of our country with 
American books, films, and broadcasts to off
set Communist propaganda. 

Pitted against this lone Ambassador and 
his corporal's guard are 61 Soviet diplomats, 
each with a regal retinue of highly trained 
persons who engage in every phase of in
filtration under the protection of diplomatic 
immunity. 

This is a relatively recent device in Soviet 
strategy. We found it first in the Sudan. 
There are six Soviet bloc countries. Instead 
of one Ambassador representing all, as would 
be suffi.cient, a fully accredited Ambassador 
is assigned by each of the bloc nations. As 
the Ambassador must have a staff, the rea
sonable size of which cannot be questioned 
under diplomatic courtesy, this device is 
literally flooding Africa, even in countries 
friendly to us, with past masters at infil
tration. 

In the Sudan, for instance, we learned 
that of the five newspapers three were Soviet 
controlled either by ownership or subsidy and 
that individual newsmen had been whispered 
where to go when in personal need of funds. 

This is why the Soviet regards the Sudan 
as fertile field; northern portion is inhab
ited by Moslem Arabs, 6 million in all; 
southern portion largely by pagan primitive 

tribesmen, numbering about 4 million, and 
overall illiteracy is over 90 percent. More
over, the Sudan is a signatory of the pact 
and treaties of the Arab League. (It is also 
a member of the United Nations and is re
portedly party to a mutual defense treaty 
with Ethiopia.) 

Despite the tremendous drive the Soviet 
is making to take over the Sudan, there was 
little indication that the infiltration has 
reached responsible circles. Indeed, every
thing seemed to the contrary. We had a 
long talk with the Prime Minister, Sayed 
Abdulla Bey Khalil, and later were dinner 
guests at his home. At a reception by the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs there were 64 
guests, with whom we talked freely. we · 
did not miss any facet of opinion. 

Most important were our long conferences 
with the two religious leaders, Sayed Ali al 
Mirghani and Sayed Aba al Rahman al 
Mahdi, at their respective homes, which 
really are palaces. You wm remember that 
it was through an agreement of these rival 
religious leaders that the present national 
cabinet was formed and Sudanese independ
ence accelerated. The Sudan has been an in
dependent nation only since January 1, 1956. 
At present it is governed by a Supreme Com
mission with the Prime Minister elected by 
the national house of representatives, 68 of 
whose 98 members were elected by direct 
vote. In February of 1958 another election 
will be held and a permanent constitution 
adopted. 

My conclusion is that the leaders of the 
Sudan have their hearts and minds set pri
marily on the development of their own inde
pendence, that there is a pretty general feel
ing of distrust of Egyptian designs, springing 
largely from a common but conflicting in
terest in the Nile River, and that the in
fluence of the two great Arab religious lead
ers will go far in countering Soviet efforts to 
stir unrest among the people. The not-an
nounced mutual defense treaty with Ethiopia 
is an indication of the trend. 

Nevertheless, the Sudan is a most critical 
area. We cannot afford to make mistakes. It 
has been receiving no American aid, has 
shown willingness tO help itself by spending 
(1957) $50 million of its own money in de
velopment projects. It now looks to the 
World Bank for a loan to build the Roseires 
Dam on the Blue Nile, opening another 1.2 
million acres to irrigation. This is foreign 
aid on a sound banking basis. 

The Japanese Don't Make Plywood From 
Soviet Lumber 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. CHARLES 0. PORTER 
OF OREGON 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10,1958 
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Speaker, I wish to 

report to the House that I have requested 
from the United States-Japan Trade 
Council some authoritative information 
on a charge made here the other day 
that Soviet lumber was being purchased 
by Japan, remanufactured into cores for 
plywood-faced doors and then being ex
ported to the United States. In re
sponse, I have received the following in
formation from the Embassy of Japan, 
in the form of a cable from the Japanese 
Government: 

In 1957 about 500,000 koku (or a,pproxl
mately 4.9 million cubic feet) of lumber was 
imported from the Soviet Union. None o! 
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this lumber was used in the m.anuf.acture of 
plywood in Japan. The Soviet lumber is un
suitable tor plywood manufacturing (either 
as core .or facingr) because of the ioUow.ing 
characteristics: ~ 1) It has roo many knots; 
(2) adhesion of this type of wood is difficult; 
and (3) it's diameter is too small. For these 
reasons, :the percentage <>f utiliz-ation would 
be low and tb.e cost of production .high, as 
compared to Phili.ppine lauan (mahogany' 
lumber which is available in adequate quan
tities for the manuf.aeture of plywood. 

The timber imported from the .Soviet Uni.on 
oonsisted mainly of logs of si1ver fir, abies 
sachalinensus, and larch trees. The former 
two ·varieties were 'USed for .construction 42 
percent, packing materials .34 :per.eent, and 
furniture manufacture 24: percent. The lat
ter -variety was used !for construction 68 per
cent, and, as logs, f.or staktes, posts, piles, and 
pickets 32 percent. 

I should think this cablegram would 
cBnstitute sufficient r .efutati.on of the 
claim to silence it -once and for an. The 
least we can do in the present widespread 
discussions of our foreign-trade policy is 
to keep the fight fair and honest on both 
sides. 

- The United States .\rmy Band 

EXTENSION OF 'REMARKS 
OF 

HON. EDITH NOURSE ROGERS 
OF MASSACHUSiETTS 

· IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday,March 10.1958 

Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. 
Mr. Speaker, while the American public 
is understandably and properly preoccu
pied with those ramifications of national 
defense dealing with such critical areas 
as the oombat potential of the compo
nent armed services, frequently over
looked is the continuing contribution of 
the military to the scene of American 
culture. 

Such an outstanding example, well
known to Members of Congress and resi
dents of the Washington area, is the 
internationally known United States 
Army Band, led by Maj. Hugh Curry, 
of Cambridge, Mass. One of the serv
ices' quartet of great musical organiza
tions stationed in this city-the others 
of equal fame being the Marine Band, 
Navy Band, and Air Force Symphonic 
Band-the United States Army Band is 
an active contributor to the cultural life 
of the National Capital, performing at 
frequent intervals before the public, dur
ing the summer season at such locations 
as the steps of the Capitol and the 
Watergate and, during the midwinter 
series of concerts, at the Interdepart
mental Auditorium. 

Maj. Hugh Curry, the ieader and com
manding officer of the United States 
Army Band, the official reprecentative 
band of the Department of the Army is 
the son of the late Hugh Curry and -of 
Alice Duggan Curry. He attended St. 
Paul's Parochia[ Schoo1 in cambridge, 
the Cambridge High and Latin School, 
and graduated from the Boston Univer
sity College of Music with the degree of 
bachelor Qf music. Just 'Prior to enter
ing the Army of the United States, he 

w-as p.romment as a teacher of music at 
Rindge Technical School in Cambridge, 
Mass. 

Hugh Curry entered the Army in 1'941 
and served as an enlisted man in the 
band of the 101st Field Artillery of the 
26th Division, Massachusetts National 
Guard, until June of 1942 when he en
tered the Army Music School for Band
leader Candidates in washington. He 
was later appointed a warrant officer 
band leader, and subsequentlY served in 
the United States Army Bimd as its as
sistant ·leader. The band was at that 
time assigned to A11ied Florce Headquar
ters of the North African theater of op
erations in Algiers. 

On October 1, 1945, Assistant Leader 
Curry was designated acting leader and 
commanding officer .of the Army Band, 
shortly after which he directed the band 
on a highly successful concert tour of the 
United States in the interest of the vic
tory bond drive sponsored by the United 
States Treasury Department. On Janu
ary 4, 1946, Chief Warrant Officer Curry 
was appointed leader of the Army Band 
to succeed Capt. Thomas F. Darcy. He 
was commissioned a captain in the Army 
of the United States in 1946, and in 1952 
was promoted 'to the rank of major. 

Among the first acts .of Gen. John J. 
Pershing on becoming Chief .of Stair 
after World War I was the cr-eation of 
the United States Army Band. 

Although the General Headquarters 
Band of the American Expeditionary 
Force was organized in France in 1917 
by General Pershing, then commander 
in chief of the AEF, it was only tempo
rary and broke up soon after the .armis
tice~ 

Partly because of that unit's outstand
ing record during its brief existence and 
partly 'because of a genuine need for a 
permanent military musical outfit, Gen
eral Pershing brought the United States 
Army Band into bein~ in 1922. 

The United States Army Band quickly 
assumed its important r<>le in local, na
ti:onal, and world affairs. The gen
eral's faith and judgment were increas
ingly justified down through the years, 
and to the present day it has become 
an inseparable part of the pride and 
colorful tradition of the United ,states 
Army. -

It is made up of more than 100 bands
men-the cream of the Army's musi
cians. Before their incorporation into 
military service, they played in well
known orchestras and dance bands 
throughout the country, and many of 
them are products of America's finest 
music schools. Names of brothers are 
on the rolls and there is also a father
and-son team. Nucleus around which 
the organization revolves is a respected, 
slowly dwindling little group of men 
who are all one-time members of the 
''Pershing's Own" 1917 band. 

The United States Army Band is 
often called on as the lead unit in im
portant parades. It has taken part m 
parades commemorating national holi
days, both here 'Rnd abroad, and in pa
rades <>f welcome for returning heroes. 
A partial list of the more noteworthy 
of these parades gives some idea of the 

'SCope of its job as the United States 
Army's repr~sentative musical outfit. 

For example, there were Bastille Day. 
194'3, in Algiers; Armistice Day., 1944, in 
Paris; Dwight D. Eisenhower's home
coming in Washington in 1945, and the 
homecoming of the 82d Airborne Divi
sion in New York City in 1946. 

It has marched in the 'glittering inau
gural parades of ·five of our Presidents
Calvin Coolidge. Herbert Hoover, Frank
lin D. Roosevelt. Harry S Truman and. 
:pwight D. Eisenhower; and it has sol
emnly led the way in the funeral eor
teges Qf Warren G. Harding, Woodr<>w 
Wilson, and William Howard Taft. 

On July 19, 1948, the band once more 
marched .slowlY· to the muffled beat Df 
drums. On the w.ay to his final resting 
place in Arlington Nationai Cemetery 
was its ga1lant -progenitor, Gen. John J. 
Pershing. 

Simpl:e ceremonies at the Tomb of 
the Unknown Soldier in Arlington Na
tional Cemetery and elaborate, formal 
reoeptions for visiting dignitaries are fre
quent highlights in the United States 
Army Band's notable career. Oth~r. 
more diversified activities for which it is 
called on are the annual Cherry Blossom 
Festival in Washington. the opening 
baseball game -of the American League 
season when the .President traditionally 
tosses 'Out the first ban, and national 
meetings of patriotic groups like the 
Daug'hters of the American Revolution, 
American Legion, Veterans of Foreign 
Wars, and Gold Star Mothers. 

The United States Army Band has been 
a r-egular contributor to radio and tele
vision and it has made -countless broad
casts ov~r the country's major networks 
since it first went on the air in 1923~ 
Some of its .better known presentations 
have been Divisi.on Diary, This Week in 
History, and Campus Salute. Its an
nual Freedom Sings series of .concerts, 
featuring internationaUy famous guest 
stars, for a number <Of years has been a 
steadily popular Tuesday night faature. 

During World War II it traveled ex
tensively overseas, entertaining Ameri
can and allied troops and civilians, and 
from June 1943 until its return to the 
United States, 2 years iater to the month, 
it gave more than 500 performances in 17 
African and European countries. 

American Merchant Ships, Foreign Trade, 
.and National Securjty 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
·oF 

HON. THOR C. TOLLEFSON 
OF WASHINGTON 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Mort4ay, March 10, 19:S8 

Mr. TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker, I 
have just read again the excellent ad
dress of our colleague, the Honorable 
FRANK T . Bow of Ohio, before the Amer
ican Merchant Marine Conference and 
the PropeUer Club Convention, at Hous
ton, Tex., on October 22, 1957. I had 
previously read a copy of the speech 
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last fall during the recess of Congress, 
and would have placed it in the CoN
GRESSIONAL RECORD then had Congress 
been in session. It is an outstanding 
address given by one of the outstand
ing Members of the House of Represent
atives. Mr. Bow's contributions to the 
well-being of our Nation have been 
many. Amongst them has been his fine 
work in behalf of the American mer
chant marine which is our country's 
fourth arm of defense and which is an 
important segment of our economy. I 
insert his address in the RECORD so that 
other Members of Congress may read it. 
AMERICAN MERCHANT SHIPS, FOREIGN TRADE, 

AND NATIONAL SECURITY 
Quite frankly, my views of your great in

dustry have altered radically in the last few 
years. Some time ago, before I became a 
member of the House Appropriations Com
mittee, I do not think it would have oc
curred to the Propeller Club to extend the 
sort of invitation that brings me here today. 

In recent years, however, I have had the 
opportunity to become much more ac
quainted with the objectives, problems and 
contributions of the United States merchant 
marine. And no one, as we know, is more 
zealous than a convert. 

What has brought about this conversion? 
As you might expect, it has been the oppor
tunity, for which I shall always be grateful, 
of serving as a member of the House Ap
propriations Committee. I have attended 
literally hundreds of hearings and heard 
scores of industries and Government agencies 
present their justifications for Government 
financial support. 

The testimony given at these hearings 
varies, of course, both in style and skill of 
preparation and execution. As committee 
members, our great challenge, always, is to 
overlook personalities and other surface im
pressions and probe for the real issues in
volved. Why, we must ask ourselves, is the 
request for financial assistance necessary at 
all? Is it reasonable in amount-or is the 
appropriation sought more than required? 
Or, as sometimes happens, is it inadequate 
to do the Job properly? Is it in line with 
past requests-and if not, why not? Wha t 
is its importance to the national interest 
relative to other Government obligations? 
Must the expenditure be made now, or can 
it be deferred? 

As taxpayers, I am confident that you 
would be gratified by the skill and patience 
which committee members, notably Con
gressman PRINCE PRESTON of Georgia and your 
own ALBERT THOMAS of Texas, exercise in as
suring that our recommendations will result 
in a fair return on each tax dollar. 

But Congressmen, of course, are human. 
They frequently enter Congress with precon
ceived points of view, subconsciously or not, 
on many issues with which they will have 
to deal as committee members. These are 
predispositions formed by childhood, educa
tion, geographical environment, and other 
factors. The last factor-geography-had, I 
suppose, much to do with my early disin
terested view regarding the merchant marine. 
You see remarkably few C-3's on Nimishillen 
Creek in Stark County, Ohio, where I come 
from. My childhood sleep was seldom lulled 
by the sound O.f surf or interrupted by fog
horns. . 

MIDWEST GREAT SOURCE OF CARGO • 
There are many others like me in this 

count ry. Yet it is we who are the great source 
of your cargoes, inbound and outbound; and 
we of Ohio, we of the Midwest, and we of au 
the inland areas have a right to know more 
about you. You have an obligat ion-to us 
and to yourselves-to m ake us aware of your 

tremendous contributions to our economic 
and our military strength. 

It is not enough that you are ably repre
sented in Washington. We in Congress are 
obliged to steer a navigable course between 
our responsibilities to our constituents and, 
where there is a difference, our conviction as 
to what is best for all the country. Our 
Nation's need for adequate ocean transporta
t ion under its own fiag has become crystal 
clear to me; it may be less clear, and under
standably so, to many other people of Ohio 
and the Midwest. 

It is my duty to act in the best interests 
of the merchant marine where I consider this, 
as I must do, to be congruent with the best 
interests of Ohio and the entire country. I 
would think that it is your obligation and 
opportunity, more so than mine, to m ake 
known this mutuality of interests that exists 
between the United States merchant marine 
and inland America. 

Consider for a moment that national prob
lem-the n ational budget. Paring anything 
from the costs of governing this burgeoning 
population of ours is inexplicably d ifficult. 
Yet, your industry is part and parcel of an 
$18 billion entry on the credit side of the 
national ledger. I refer, of course, to our 
income from the goods we sell abroad. There 
would, of course, still be foreign trade with
out an American merchant marine. But what 
sort of foreign trade? And at what cost, in 
terms of reliability, freight r ates, assured ac
cess to vital imports we lack domestically, and 
so on? This is obviously too important a 
piece of United States income to be handed 
over, lock, stock, and barrel, to our foreign 
friends-much less our foreign enemies. 

A full 8 percent of all those goods we pro
duce that can be moved at all are shipped 
overseas to foreign customers. Can we 
trust their delivery to our competitors? I 
think not. Our worldly wise British friends 
h ave an expression applicable here that re
quires little explanation. The gist of it is, 
"Don't lend your doughnut to your friend." 
Or, as they say in New York, "Does Macy's 
tell Gimbels?" 

NATION DEPENDENT ON AMERICAN MERCHANT 
SHIPS 

Few persons in the country know better 
than you assembled here today how depend
ent we are on shipping and foreign trade to 
sustain life in our Nation's industrial ma
chine. I thought I had a fair idea of our 
dependence upon imports, but I learned 
just this week that there are only two 
metals (magnesium and molybdenum) for 
which we are not at least partially depend
ent on foreign supplies. 

Coming as I do from a highly industrial
ized area, totally dependent on imports to 
keep its assembly lines busy and its work
ers employed, I respect the words I heard 
receJ?.tly from one of your industry's gre~test 
leaders, James A. Farrell, Jr. : "The carriage 
of our export and imports," he said, "is too 
critica l to the health of American indus
try-which is, after all, the ultimate source 
of our defensive strength-to be entrusted 
to the whims, vagar ies, and competitive 
urges of foreign m aritime powers. It is a 
n ational jewel far too precious for delivery 
by the first available messenger." 

Let me tell you something else about this 
Mr. Farrell, while I am about it. He visited 
my home town of Canton recently, at my 
suggestion and at the invitation of our 
chamber of commerce, and what he had to 
say there about your industry and what it 
means to Canton and the surrounding area 
was an education to all those fortunate 
enough to hear him. I readily admit that 
I learned some things about Ohio's kinship 
with the merchant marine that were news 
to me. Let me mention just one figure that 
I sh all not soon forget. The Committee of 
American Steamship Lines, which Mr. Far-

rell represented during his Canton visit, did 
some work with a pencil and a research 
economist and developed figures showing 
that Ohio's share of United States exports 
last year totaled approximately $1 billion. 

Now, gentlemen, let us be completely real
istic. If you will take the time to develop 
figures like that for every State in the Union, 
and make this information available to the 
people in interesting, understandable terms, 
you shall certainly have an easier job from 
here on in, gaining understanding and justi
fying support for the United States merchant 
marine. All this, of course, has to do only 
wit h the commercial aspects of our national 
shipping policy. I am not one of those who 
believe that national defense considerations 
are the sole basis for Government support to 
United States shipping. 

I see no sensible distinction between a 
strong domestic industrial economy and a 
secure military potential. I see no way in 
which we can be commercially dependent 
and militarily secure. I have no formula for 
developing military independence out of an 
industrial machine beholden to foreign pow
ers for its bread and water. 

MERCHANT MARINE VITAL TO DEFENSE 
Nor, so long as we are on this military 

t ack, do I subscribe for an instant to the 
view that modern warfare has altered the 
role of our merchant marine. I say this con
fidently because, unlike some of my asso
cia te:> in Washington, I am not hobbled by 
the gift of clairvoyance. I do not know what 
form modern warfare will take. Will the 
world really seek suicide with an all-out 
hydrogen war? Or will the very effective
ness of modern weapons serve to prevent 
their use, reducing future combats to such 
primitive techniques as those employed in 
Korea and World War II? For safety's sake, 
must we not assume something in between 
the two, in which event the need for sea
power and reliable ocean transportation will 
be no less than it has been historically? 
Should we risk arming to the teeth with H
bombs and ICBM's, only to find ourselves 
helpless against any well-directed musket 
fire? 

I make no pretenses at being a military ex
pert; I can only impose the tests of common 
sense and past experience on the arguments 
of those who are. But isn't it reasonable to 
assume that one way to determine how the 
next war shall be fought is to examine the 
facts as we know them to be, then lay our 
plans from there-fully prepared to revise 
them as subsequent information, n >t 
hunches, indicate? 

If that is so, then isn't there some useful 
indication of the war to come in the fact 
that Russia currently has a fleet of more 
than 475 submarines, and is building them 
at the rate of better than 80 a year? Let me 
remind you that Hitler started World II with 
but 57 submarines. Russia, obviously, fore
sees the need to destroy as m·..tch enemy 
shipping as possible in any future war
which would suggest that she believes mer
chant ships are important to us, even if 
some of our owr people do not. 

SOVIET NAVY GAINING ON UNITED STATES 
Since 1950, in fact, the Soviet Navy has 

been outbuilding our own in combatant 
tonnage of m any classes. They have out
built us in destroyers 9 to 1, and in cruisers 
14 to 1. 

Russia fully appreciates the fact, which 
some of our own countrymen seem quick to 
forget, that last year 99 .6 percent of our 
commercial tonnage was carried in ships and 
99.15 percent of our military tonnage. One 
reason for this is that it requires 4 tons 
of aviation gasoline to fiy 1 ton of freight 
across the Atlantic, for example. So it is 
clear why Russia would seek to deprive us, 
when the time comes, of access by sea to 
our friends, allies and forces overseas. And 
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should she obtain control of these seas, she 
would dominate nearly 95 percent •of the 
earth's .surface. 

Will airpower, not 'immediately, but even~ 
tually, make shipping obsolete? I ·cannot 
foresee it, but again, I would nther look 
into the facts than tnt0 a -crystal ball. 
Facts ·show m·e, as we have seen, that <Jver 
99 percent of <3Ur fo-reign trade is eurren-tly 
moved in ships. Every day more than 2;000 
merchant 'Ships are trav-eling the North At
lantic sealanes a'lone. True, this may change, 
but I am confident that such change 'is not 
s.o imminent that it could possibly affect the 
plans we make today. And as of today, there 
is nothing under this sun to challenge the 
payload carrying capa:city of an <Jceangoing 
ship. 

You of the maritime industryl then, have 
much to claim for the role that ocean 'Ship
ping is destined to play for an indetermin ate 
number of years. You also have problems, 
of course, that are serious and require as
siduous attention. One particularly prom
inent area for critical self-examination and 
improvement is cargo handling which, I un
derstand, absorbs between 50 .and 60 percent 
of a -cargo liRer's Tevenue. The same atten
tion should be directed to unity within yQ.ur 
industry .so that you can speak dearly and 
authoritatively on issues that concern all 
of you. T.hen, of course, your labor-man
agement relationship is an area of con
tinuing concern to all Americans. 

7NDUSTRY SHOULD GET COMMUNICATIVE 

None of these problems are easy, but nei
ther are they insoluble. Nor are they the 
only ones you face. One of the most im
portant of these. remaining has to do with 
your public. This problem will be discussed 
rather fully by another speaker, so I shall not 
dwell on it except to say this: that I am part 
of your public. So are aU the other Members 
of Congress. What you do and what you tell 
the public about what you are doing will be 
seen, heard and read by us as well as ot hers. 
I would suggest that Y'ClUT industry get more 
eomnmnicative. Certainly a long and fruit
ful step in this direction has been tbat ·taken 
by the committee of American steamship 
Unes. I would hope other industry repre
sentatives would f-ollow th-e oommtttee 's ex
ample of visiting Midwestern communities 
to talk ln factual terms about the impact 
that reUable <Jcean transportation has on 
tbeir economics. 

I understand that it has visited Cedar 
Rapt<is and Racine as -well as Canton, with 
top line ~eeutives touring local plants, ap
pearing on radio and television and speaking 
before chambers of commerce and manu
facturers 'ft'SSoeiations un the importance of 
a t'ltrong merchant ma.rine. This should be 
a continuing activity. 

The reason that such efforts must be un
ceasing 'is clear. Since the :Mer.chant Mar·ine 
A'Ct 'Of 1936 was passed_, the taxpayers have 
contributed $1,'028;000,'000 to the support of 
the United States merchant martae in th~ 
form o'f construction and .operating subsidies. 
Based on present population figures. 'that 
breaks down to little more than the cost of 
a pack of cigarettes a year per capita. Never
theless, it is stUl more than a billion dollars. 
But, in my opinion, it ls an expenditure that 
can be justified. 

It is simply the nature of the business you 
ar.e in that ju.'Stifi-cati.on bef0J:1e the b aT of 
pubUc opinion is an additional task you must 
assume willingly 'and execute both skil'lfully 
and unceasingly. It is not enough that cer
tain of us in W.ashington ar-e aware of the 
need for an adequate United States merchant 
marine. Our constltutents ln every town and 
villa ge should be equally aware. I wonder lf 
they are? 

This, gentlemen, is an opportunity for your 
industry; more importantly, it is your respon
sibility to your country. 

Why Moaern Highways Are Essential 
to America 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. W. R. HULL, JR. 
OF MISSOURI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March HJ, 1.958 

Hr. HULL. Mr. Speaker, we in Mis
souri are extremely pmud of our State 
highway system. A large part of the 
credit for our excellent system goes to 
the voters of :-'A:issouri who have consist
ently supported sound road programs. 

The will of the p~ople for good roads, 
soundly financed, has been given a push 
toward :vealization by an outstanding 
professional group, the .Missouri High
way Engineers Association. 

This group met recently in Kansas 
City, Mo., and those in attendance had 
an opportunity to hear, among other 
speeches by outstanding men, a very fine 
talk by Missouri's distinguished Senator, 
the Honorable STUART SYMINGTON. 

A former member of the Senate Com
mittee on Public Vvorks, Senator SY
MINGTON, discussed the subject, Why 
Modern Highways Are Essential to 
America. 
. Under unanimous consent. I include 
his speech in the RECORD: 
V/HY MODERN HIGHWAYS ARE EsSENTIAL TO 

AMERICA 

{Address by Senator SYMINGTON before the 
Hig hway Engineers Association annual 
dinner, Kansas C1ty, Mo., February 27, 
1958) 
At a time when the minds of many are 

concentrated on outer space, it would seem 
wise-and it is certainly pleasant--to get 
down to earth and talk about our highways. 

'This is one >Subject on which we can point 
up our n.eeds, outline our defieiencies, and 
:still know that we are far. superior to any 
<Jther country on earth. 

There are those who believe that world 
conditions make it n.ecessary to curtail heav: 
tiy .our h ighway program, in order to increase 
our defense .strength. 

Nothing .could be more erroneous-or, for 
that matter, more dangerous. 

In thls nuclear age, highways are an in
t egral and vital part of our defense strength. 
We must b:e a·ble to move rapidly. 'There can 
be no breakdown in transpor,tation. Such 
a breakdown would itnmobilize America. 

As illustration. into the city .of New York 
alone. there m·oves eaeh day over the britiges 
and through the tunnels over 20,000 tons of 
f-ood. 

Without one of the world's most modern 
highway systems leading into that city, this 
would be impossible. 

Let's not -consider as any luxury, therefore, 
our planned, modern highway system. It is a 
necessity, and the record so proves. 

For some time I sat on the Senate Public 
Works Committee, that committee which 
handles the highway program in the Senate. 

Both in that committee and 'On the Senaibe 
1ioor, Senator ALBERT Go!tE, of Tennessee, 
was the leader in development of progressive 
high way legislation. 

The ranking m inority member and former 
chairman is Senator EDWARD MARTIN of 
Pennsylvania; and I never heard the mat ter 
of good h igh ways eo.me up tilat he d id 
not emphasize their value to our national 
security. 

Such a system is also vital to our prosperity. 
America can only continue to exist as we 

know it through emphasis on a strong; 
progressive, dynamic .econGmy. 

In the past 10 years our gross national 
pr.oduct has increased from $257 billion to 
~434 billion. Our highways must be geared 
to support that gigantic Increase in economic 
activity. 

Money and effort .eftlciently devoted to 
highway construction can only be a sound 
investment in the future of the United 
Stat-es. 

Today, with this country experiencing an 
economi-c decline. the Nation~s highway pro
gram has an added significance. 

It is qui'te possible that the tortoiselike 
speed exhi·bited in much highway construc
tion throughout the country has in itself 
contributed to the .current recession. Cer
tainly, this added stimulus to .employment, 
plus the increased demand for construction 
materials and equipment, would help turn 
the trend of our economy in the right 
direction. 

But essentials such as highways should 
not be postponed, like medicine, for use only 
when economy is ill. 

A construction program geared to the 
increased needs and increased population is 
sound, regardless of ' our general economic 
health. 

It is better to have a stepped-up highway 
program now, with the resultant improve
ment in our economy, than to have a relief 
program inaugurated !ater in 'Order to stay 
the rate <Jf deterioration of 'Our economy. 

This same principle applies to school con
struction, fiood-control projects, and other 
-comparable programs. · 

The Flederal Government -as well as the 
State and local governments have a ·con
structive tool ready at hand to accomplish 
two major objectives--eliminate <Jur high• 
way deficiencies, and reverse 'the recession 
trend. 

The Federal-aid bigbway program ls based 
-on the principle of partnership between the 
Federal. Government and the States. It is 
important that this does not involve a taking 
ower by the .Central Government of th-e pre
r.ogati ves Qf the States. 

The broad interests or the country as a 
whole, and of each ftaxpayer ln particular, 
should be protected and -encouraged by the 
F-ederal Government. In so doing, that Gov
ernment has insisted on minimum -construc
tion standards; and has retain~d a veto 
power as to where Federal funds should be 
used. 

Tqese powers have been embodied in lt~.w 
and are all Tight if used ln an atmosphere 
o1 agreement on objectives. 

But 'the role of the States is largely unim
paired by this cenkal.ized authority. Fed
eral highway aid should not and has · n<Jt 
been translated into Federal domination. 

On this poill'lt may I give deserved cred1t 
to the contributions-both in attitude and 
in ideas-of Missouri ufticials and Missourl 
citizens who have played a most important 
c0le in the passage of the 1'956 act. 

As you know, the 'J)Toposal for an all
powerful Federal <Jrganization to administer 
our wad ~ograms was discarded; and is 
something we pian to do our best to see will 
not be revived. 

Any actions which would tend to delay <Jr 
stymie effecti've implementation of the pres
ent progr:am can only encourage the pro
ponents o0f grea-ter eentr,.alized control to re
vive their un!ort:u.nate proposals. 

Historically, Federal-State cooperation in 
building highways has been increasing at an 
irregular pace. Fortunately, however, it has 
been going in the right direction. 

As we view the history of tbis progress, 
three major legislative actions stand out. 

Th e F1ederal Highway Act of 1916 Initiated 
the -development <Jf an integrated highway 
system, and established the requirement 
that every State must have a functioning 
highway department before it could be eligi
ble for assistance under the act. 
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. The Federal Aid Act of 1944 authorized ·a 

national system of intersta-ee highways to . 
connect metropolitan areas and industrial . 
centers throughou~ the co:untry. 

The most recent legislativ.e mi_lestone in 
this field is the Federal Aid Highway Act of 
1936. In this act . our legislative program 
came of age-more nearly geared, in magni
tude and policy, to the economic and defense 
needs of the country. 

If this legislation is administered as Con
gress intended, we will have, in fact, a na
tional highway system. 

· This 1956 act earmarked funds from spe
cific sources. I cannot say I believe that 
this is necessarily the best way to finance 
a program of such importance and magni
tude, as the amount of funds can fluctuate 
·downward while the need for the highways 
increases. 
. Actually, a sound and adequate highway 

structure benefl ts all-nat just the users
and hence necessary funds might appropri
ately come from general revenue accounts. 

In spite of certain weaknesses, however, 
I consider the 1956 Highway Act an out
standing development in highway legislation. 

Now that the intent of the American peo
ple, reflected - through their Congress, has 
been clearly expressed in this law, it would 
seem wise to go about getting the job done 
as effectively and promptly as possible. 

At this point, let me draw a brief parallel 
with what happened last year in the military 
defense program. 

National intelligence information substan
tiated beyond reasonable doubt that we were 
rapidly losing both our qualitative and 
quantitative superiority to the Soviets in 
weapons systems. The need to act to reverse 
our relative decline was clear. Yet, our 
~ilitary manpower was cut back, funds :for 
research and development were withheld, 
production schedules of planes and subma
rines were decreased, and ballistic missile 
programs were curtailed. 

Turning to our new highway program, we 
see some of the same forces at work. Ef
forts are bein~ made to stretch out the pro
gram. Actions are proposed for divertin~ 

money from the trust fund to pay expenses 
of the Labor Department, to pay tax col
lectors of · the Treasury Department, to fi
nance costs for national forest roads, and 
to withdraw revenues obtained from the· 
aviation gasoline tax. 

These diversions are estimated to amount 
to as much as $68 million per year. 

Here, again, we have evidence of the policy 
of placing fiscal objectives ahead of this 
country's welfare. · 
· ·In ·the face of increasing costs and in-. 
creasing requirements, the need is to in
crease the highway trust fund-not to raid 
it. 

There are many features of this highway 
program about which you know much more 
than I. 

As an example, there is the question of the 
State allocation formula, currently being re
viewed because the Congress soon has to 
take action regarding it. 

Hearings are being held, and I understand 
the Comptroller General is being asked to 
analyze the data. 

Without attempting to suggest the proper 
formula before we have all the facts and 
analyses, I do believe that it is necessary to 
have uniform criteria for defining the needs 
of the respective States, regardless of what 
formula is used. 

And so, in summary, it would seem that a 
sound approach to carrying out the highway 
program can be stated simply: Determine 
the needs for highways for all purposes; pro
v-ide, on a Federal-State cooperative basis, 
as much financing as is required to meet_ 
those needs fully; and then put the program 
into effect as quickly as possible, without 
adjustments for nonhighway objectives. . 

CIV--244 

Revision of Coal Mine Safety Law Is lm
pe_rative in Safeguarding Human L~ves 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 

States had hoped by its action to force 
the. various mining States to provide 

, more rigorous laws and strict enforce
, ment under the threat of having the 

blame for these. explosions laid right 
OF 

HON. JAMES E. VAN ZANDT 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 

Mr. VANZANDT. Mr. Speaker, leg
islation was introduced in the Congress 
on January 13 to bring all underground 
coal mines in the United States, no 
matter how many men are employed, 
under the jurisdiction of the Federal 
Coal Mine Safety Act of 1952 . 
· Under the present law, mines em

ploying 14 or less men cannot be shut 
down by Federal coal mine inspectors 
no matter how hazardous are the con
ditions existing in the mines. These 
are known as title I mines. Title II 
mines-employing 15 or more men-can 
be ordered shut ·down by Federal inspec
tors for violations of the safety law. 

I was a Member of Congress when the 
first mine safety bills were introduced. 
The legislation received my full support 
throughout the years when it was being 
shunted back and forth between Con
gressional committees and from the 
Ho-use to the Senate. The fight was 
h~rd and bitter. The United Mine 
Workers of America, as sponsors of the 
original bill, were opposed by the Fed
eral Bureau of Mines, the State bureaus 
of mines, the coal mining industry and 
other powerful interests of the Nation 
who were violently opposed to such leg
islation on principle. It was a desper
ate and bitter struggle which ended year 
after year with no action by Congress. 
The bills died and coal miners died. 
Meanwhile as many as 2,500 a year were 
crushed or blown to eternity, as high as 
50,000 injured, and many crippled for 
life. Widows and orphans were thrown 
upon cold charities for an existence or 
forced to depend upon friends and rela
tives, in many cases almost as poor as 
the dependents themselves. 

One of the strongest arguments used 
throughout the vicious fight was the. 
argument that there was no necessity 
for the law, because it provided a dupli
cation of State effort which was un
needed. It was a. powerful argument 
and carried great weight with legislators.. 
who knew nothing of coal mining or 
coal law enforcement. So the slaughter 
went on from day to day, month after 
month, year after year, until the saying 
that "every ton of coal mined in Amer
ica was stained with the blood of the 
men who mined it" became almost 
literally true. 

Then came Centralia with its 111 
burned and blasted bodies and Orient 
number 2 with its 119 dead, to awaken 
the public conscience and lend force to 
the demand that the Congress do 
something. And the Congress, acting 
slowly and reluctantly, passed a punch
less and toothless law that gave the ex
perts of the Bureau of Mines the right 
to inspect any mine in America but gave 
them no power to enforce their findings. 
Presumably the- CongreSs of -the· United· 

upon the doorsteps of the State. If 
so, it did not work and the killing and 
rnaiming went on although in a slightly 
less degree. 

It remained for a colleague of mine 
from Pennsylvania and a fellow Repub
lican to provide the answer for most of 
the mining problems of .that day, par
ticularly those of major disasters. Rep
resentative Samuel J. McConnell, the 
ranking Republican member of the 
House Committee on Education and La
bor, troubled by the terrific death and 
injury rate in the coal industry, intro
duced legislation covering mine safety. 
The bill was referred to a special sub
c,ommittee of the Committee on Educa
tion and Labor, under the leadership of 
the late Augustine B. Kelley, Democrat, 
of Greensburg, Pa. With thousands of 
people prophesying . defeat, these dedi
cated men sat down with the experts. 
from the mining industry, the Govern
ment and the union, and drafted. a · bill 
which became Public Law 552 in the 82d 
Congress. · 

I know every man on the Education. 
and Labor Committee at that time is to
day proud of the part the committee 
played in passing title II of the coal
mine-safety bill. It was brought out of 
the full committee with a few added. 
amendments, ·one in particular by the 
present chairman of the committee;· 
Han. GRAHAM A. BARDEN, which has re
sulted in the setting up of 9 modern 
State mining laws, more efficient, more 
up to- date than our own Federal setup. 
Another amendment, limiting Federal' 
law enforcement to mines employing 15 
or more men was accepted in commit
tee in the interests of getting legislation 
passed. It was accepted under protest
by the United Mine Workers of America, 
the Bureau of Mines and some coal op-
erators. Other Congressmen besides my-· 
self doubted that it was good legislation 
but in the spirit of compromise it was.. 
accepted. Both Republicans and Demo
crats in the Congress gave this bill en
thusiastic support and approved it with 
little opposition. And the result was 
overwhelming. From an industry which 
had killed as high as 2,500 men a year 
and injured many thousands, it became 
an industry that saw 461 killed in 1953, 
396 in 1954, 413 in 1955, 446 in 1956, and 
473 in 1957. In 1955 and 1956 there were 
no major disasters, an almost unbeliev
able phenomenon. At long last every
one in the business of mining coal-op
erator, miner, inspector, State and Fed
eral-were working together and the 
death and injury rate started dropping. 
It is unthinkable that it should be al
lowed to start once again on an upward 
spiral. 

Mr. Speaker, I am confident that no 
Member of Congress wants the return 
gf conditions in coal mining which pre
vailed before 1952·. I am sure everyone 
was highly elated at the success of Fed
eral participation and wants it to con
tinue as long as it is doing a good job~ 
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There is plenty of work for all con
cerned-Federal, State, county, and local 
safety groups, which aid and implement 
each other to the benefit of all who work 
in this necessary and dangerous in
dustry. 

I am alarmed, however, over the rising 
death and injury rate as shown in recent 
statistics from the Bureau of Mines. 
Times are hard and economic conditions 
are forcing workers to accept risks .and 
corner cutting in safety measures that 
they would not accept under ordinary 
circumstances. The death and injury 
rate in roof falls is increasingly alarm
ing. In my own State of Pennsylvania 
we read regularly of whole mining com
munities being called upon. to . spend 
agonizing days and hours trying to save 
the lives of poor unfortunates who have 
taken their lives in their hands trying 
to make a living in some doghole or 
abandoned mine. 

The most appalling is the fact that 
proportionately there are 3 deaths in the 
small mines to every 1 death in the larger 
mines. 

The small mines produced in 1956 only 
7.6 percent of the total production of 
coal, both anthracite and bituminous 
coal, but they killed 21.1 percent of the 
men who died in coal-mine accidents. 

IIi 1955 the small mines killed 19.2 per
cent of the total number of men killed. 
In 1956 the small mines killed 21.1 per
cent of the total. And in 1957 the small 
mines killed 25.9 percent of the total. 

The fatality rate in the small mines 
for 1957 was 4.49 per million man-hours 
of exposure. In the larger mines . the 
fatality rate for the year was 1.22 per 
million man-hours of exposure. 

In 1956 the small underground mines 
produced only 28,139,454 tons of coal, 
while the larger underground mines pro
duced 344,254,843. 

Yet there were in 1957 a total of 7,659 
small underground mines producing, as 
against only 1,484 larger underground 
mines. The charge has been made that 
many small coal operators purposely 
employ 14 or less men so that they will 
not have to obey the Federal law. 

In addition to the 7,659 underground 
small mines, there were, in 1957, 1,586 
strip mines in production and 150 auger 
mines. These surface operations are 
not covered by the Federal law as far as 
authority to close them down is con
cerned. 

Latest information, for the period 
from January 1 through January 30, 
1958, shows an ever increasing trend in 
fatalities in the small · underground 
mines. For that period the small under
ground mines killed 37 percent of the 
men killed; the larger underground 
mines killed 53 percent, and strip mines 
killed 10 percent. 

Mr. Speaker, I have sponsored H. R. 
10807, a bill to bring all underground 
mines in the United States under the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Mine Safety 
Act of 1952. Many of my colleagues are 
sponsoring similar bills. I think the 
legislation is needed. I can see no justi
fication for saying that a mine which: 
employs 15 or more men must comply· 
with the law and keep its mine in a safe 

condition while one that employs 14 or 
less can do as they wish about condi
tions and no one can intervene in the 
cause of safety. Personally, I can see no 
reason why any employer should object 
to this amendment to the existing law. 
Any man who keeps his mine in a safe 
condition has nothing to fear from an 
inspection whether he employs 1 or a 
1,000 men. If it is not safe he should 
not be allowed to operate. I think every 
man who enters a hole in the ground 
to mine coal is entitled to every protec
tion his government-Federal, State and 
county--can give him. Surely, now with 
conditions depre-ssed in the coal indus
try, we should be more vigilant than 
ever. Since we have found the answer 
to some of the problems of this danger
ous industry it is my opinion we should 
strive more diligently to further reduce 
its perils by strengthening the law 
wherever possible. 

Italy Will Stand With the West 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. EMANUEL CELLER 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 

Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, Nikita S. 
Khrushchev, now Grand Panjandrum of 
the Soviet Russian empire, is seeking to 
catch Italy. He is attempting to woo 
her with his usual cunning, wiles and 
trickery. But Italy will not, I am sure, 
rise to the bait. · 

Boss Khrushchev, who has caused 
many heads to decorate the platter, asks 
Italy to get out of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization and become a neu
tral between the East and the West. 
In return, the Moscow chief would grant 
Italy "esteem and understanding." 
That is like asking one to give up a 
pearl of great price for a bauble. In
dependence and freedom in return for 
a gewgaw. Unthinkable. 

President Gronchi and Premier Penna 
were not--in common parlance-born 
yesterday. They will, I am sure, reject 
the invitation of the Kremlin in noun
certain terms. 

Khrushchev promises peace, trade, 
prosperity, unlimited atomic power
plus advice of Russian technicians on 
agriculture. The sting is in the tail. A 
procession of Russian spies and agents 
provocateur would stream into Italy, 
presumably to help in the depressed 
areas, but actually to subvert the Italian 
democracy into a Communist state. 

Another price that Italy would pay for 
ushering in the Soviet millenium would 
be Italy's pulling out of European Com
mon Market and Euratom. The Euro
pean Common Market-Euromarket-
and European Atomic Energy Commu
nity-Euratom-consist of six Western 
European nations, who signed a treaty 
at Rome in 1957 and committed them
selves to abolish within 15 years all cus
toms .barriers and to cooperate for the 
peaceful uses of atomic energy. 

This is just Soviet midsummer mad
ness. But the , Moscow boss places no 
limitation on his "delusions of grandeur." 

The leaders of Italy, well aware of 
the new Machiavelli from the north, 
are on guard. They know that Czar 
Khrushchev's offer came at a time when 
all the Italian political parties are open
ing their campaign for tl}.e general elec
tions to be held on May 25 and 26. This 
is but a shrewd and abortive attempt to 
augment the Communist vote in Italy. 
It is a crude and rough interference in 
the internal affairs of Italy. The offer 
of Khrushchev has already been head
lined in the Italian Communist press for 
fellow travelers. 

Italy will rebuff the latest knavery 
from the Kremlin. She will stand by 
her commitments. She cherishes her 
independence. She realizes she is an 
equal among the Western Democracies 
and will not be pried a way from the 
Western Alliance. 

Educational Standards 

EXTENsiON OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. ROBERT J. MciNTOSH 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 

Mr. MciNTOSH. Mr. Speaker, today 
tl;le American people are engaged in an 
effort to improve educational standards 
throughout the country. Before the 
Congress are a number of proposals with 
that object in view. 

Certainly at the heart of attempts to 
improve educational standards · stands 
the teacher himself. No scholarship 
program, however vast, and no Federal
aid program, however extensive, can ever 
take the place of the character, skill, and 
devotion of individual teachers. Every 
effort must be made to provide incentives 
to well-qualified teachers. The impres
sively sponsored and staffed Educational 
Policies Commission said this: 

The quality of learning in schools and col
leges depends upon skillful teaching • • * 
the highest single priority, therefore, in re
sponding to the contemporary challenge to 
American education is the recruitment, edu
cation, and retention in the profession of 
qualified teachers. 

Teachers, however, have seldom re
ceived the incentives that their crucial 
role in the life of our society deserves. 
Through the years, teachers' salaries 
have lagged behind compensation for 
other professions and vocations. The 
average college faculty salary is esti
mated by the NEA to be around $4,100 
for instructors and $5,730 for associate 
professors. The average salary of an in
structor on the college level is less than 
the average income of an industrial 
worker. A full professor's salary is only 
slightly more. 

While low salary levels affect recruit
ment of teachers, this is primarily a 
problem to be met by local action. But 
complex and confused rulings by the 
Internal Revenue Service on the deduc-
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tibility of teachers' continuing education 
costs have discouraged the teacher, once 
licensed, from pursuing his education to 
his full capacity. This situation which 
discourages ambition at the very level 
where it should be most encouraged is 
one that falls within the scope of Con
gressional action. Legislation that will 
permit the teacher to deduct the costs 
of continuing his inservice training 
should be enacted. 

In a sense, such legislation does not 
properly fall into the category of ta~· 
relief but rather into the category of 
a just correction of a now existing dis
criminatory practice against the teaching 
profession. A lawYer can attend a real 
estate institute and deduct the costs as 
necessary expense. An insurance man 
can take a short course in estate plan
ning and deduct the costs as necessary 
expense. A doctor can take a refresher 
course in anesthetics and deduct the 
costs as necessary expense. An actor 
may take a physical culture course to 
shed . excess poundage and deduct the 
costs as necessary expen&e. The science 
teacher, however, who takes a summer 
course in physics to keep abre.ast of 
ever-expanding horizons cannot deduct 
the costs as necessary expense. 

The Celina (Ohio) Daily Standard de
scribed the inequity in this somewhat 
blunt but picturesque way: 

A business~an is after a; fat contract. So 
he loads the· prospect into a private plane 
and flies to Florida. They live in $60-a-day; 
hotel suites~ eat the best food, drink the 
best liquor, take in all of the night spots. 

Every penny-the liquor bill and the tips 
and all_:_is tax deductible. It is part of the 
expense of making a buck. But an under
paid teacher goes to school for the summer. 
He lives in the cheapest room he can find, 
cooks beans on a hotplate, buys dog-eared 
textbooks. 

Tax deductible? Are you kiddfng? Not if 
he is going to school just because he wants 
to become a better teacher. 

Sounds incredible, does it not? But, 
incredible as it sounds, it is happening 
every day. At present, teachers can de
duct the expenses of attending a summer 
school or evening classes only if they· 
take these courses in order to keep their 
present positions. This concession was 
made only after the courts ruled in Hill 
against Commissioner that courses taken 
under administrative edict were deducti
ble. The Internal Revenue Service has 
taken a very narrow view of this ruling. 
In effect, its interpretation .holds that a 
teacher cannot deduct these educational 
expenses unless he would have been fired 
had he not taken the courses. This- in
terpretation is so restrictive that its effect 
has made it almost impossible for a 
teacher to deduct any educational ex
penses. A strong recommendation is not 
enough. It must be a requirement. To 
take just one example, the Chicago Board 
of Education does not require that any 
teacher expend any money to keep a posi
tion after passing the exam to receive it. 
Thus, no Chicago teacher, under this 
interpretation, is able to deduct any ex
penses for professional improvement. 
Examples could be multiplied ad 
fnfinitum. · 

The Internal Revenue Service's de
fense' in strictly limiting deductions by 

teachers is an alleged ·lack of statutory 
authority for deductions. The history of 
uncertainty in interpretation and ambi
guity of regulation on the whole issue 
seem to suggest that a satisfactory reso
lution of the problem can only be 
achieved through clarifying legislation. 

In the case of Coughlin against Com
mission, the courts have upheld the 
right of an attorney to deduct the cost 
of attending a series of lectures on tax
ation. The court pointed out that the 
attorney was morally bound ,to keep 
himself informed and up to date and 
that expenses of this sort were deducti
ble when directly connected with prac
tices of his profession. Surely, the 
teacher has an equally great moral obli
gation-if not greater-to keep himself 
informed ·and up to date. Yet even the 
proposed modifications will not permit 
him to do so and deduct the expenses. 

So clearly do such examples reflect a 
demand for more just and equal treat
ment for teachers that 25 Members of 
Congress, including myself, have intro
duced bills designed to bring greater 
justice to the American teacher. 

Most of the bills provide that estab
lished teachers may deduct the 3Jllount 
of their educational expenses up to $600 
in any 1 taxable year, without having to 
prove that the courses taken were neces
sary to prevent loss of job. 

Many organizations have studied and 
endorsed this legislation. They include: 

The United States Chamber of Com-
merce which calls for permission for 
teachers to deduct from gross taxable 
income reasonable costs for courses 
taken to increase their competence and 
professional position. 

The National Science Teachers' As
sociation which says. the Federal Govern
ment can stimulate and assist in this 
area.-opportuniti.es for science teachers 
to update their knowledge of subject 
matter and techniques of teaching-by 
passing legislation to allow income-tax 
deductions for funds spent by teachers 
to take inservice and summer courses 
for self-improvement. 

The National Education Association 
which believes that the Internal R-evenue 
Code should be amended to establish a 
uniform policy granting tax exemptions 
for professional expenses. ' 

It is, of course, axiomatic that if the 
youth of the country are to be well edu
cated, we must have. a well educated and 
well informed body of teachers. With 
summer school attendance becoming 
more and more costly, many teachers 
who would like to take additional in
struction are financially unable to do so. 
The small relief provided by this legisla
tion would undoubtedly enable some 
teachers to make these expenditures and 
would provide an incentive to others. 

The annual revenue loss is estimated to> 
be-at most-$18,372,374. The legisla
tion does not involve any appropriations 
for increased salaries or subsidies or Fed
eral control of any kind. It simply ex
tends to teachers the even break they 
deserve. It is a positive step in the right 
direction that can be taken now to pro
vide personal incentive to improve our 
teaching profession. 

· Everyone agrees that something must 
be done to help .our schools. . Here is a · 
simple way to enable teachers to help 
themselves. This bill will end discrimi
natory practices against and provide in
centive for the most overburdened and 
underpaid professional in our society: 
the American teacher. 

The Financial Institutions· Act 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OJi' 

HON. CLARENCE E. KILBURN 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 

Mr. KILBURN. Mr. Speaker, I am 
sure the Members of the House will be 
interested in the following insertion. It 
is part of a speech given by Senator A. 
WILLIS ROBERTSON, of Virginia, at a ban-

. quet of group 1 of the Virginia Bankers 
Association at Virginia Beach, March 8, 
1958. I have selected the portions of 
Senator RoBERTSON'f:! speech which have 
to do with the Financial Institutions Act 
already passed by the Senate. A com
panion bill has been introduced in the 
House by the gentleman from Georgia 
[Mr. BROWN]. These bills are now before 
the House Banking and Currency Com
mittee. 

I hope all the Members will read Sena
tor RoBERTSON's· clear and concise state
ment: 

As I stated In a speech before the State 
bank division of the American Bankers 
Association in Atlantic City last September, 
there Is no group In the United States that 
is more interested .In a sound economy and 
a stable dollar than our bankers. It was in 
recognition of that fact that I proposed in 
the sunimer of 1956 a review of our banking 
and credit laws and their codification. 

That proposal resulted in a bill, designated 
as the Financial Institutions Act of 1957, 
which was passed by the Senate last March 
and which Is now pending in the House along 
with a companion b~ll sponsored by Repre
sentative BROWN of Georgia. 

These bills, unfortunately, have become 
the subject of misrepresentation and un
founded ch~ges, including one that they 
are bankers' bllls. To put the real facts 
on record, I want to review with you, briefly, 
the history of the ·senate b111. 

Virginia lawyers know how often the gen
eral laws of Virginia have been reviewed, 
new acts codified and published as a new 
code. Lawyers also know how often the 
criminal provisions of the United States 
Code have been codified and a few years 
ago the Congress codified the tax laws. But, 
strange to say, never in our history has there 
been a codification of the Nation's banking 
and credit laws. Prior to 1956. the banking 
laws had not even been reviewed since the 
passage of the Banking Act of 1935. , 

So, in the summer of 1956, Chairman FuL
BRIGHT of the Senate Banking and Currency 
Committee authorized me to conduct a study 
on behalf of the committee . of all the Fed
eral statutes governing banks, savings and 
loan associations, and credit unions. 

All of the Federal supervisory agencies, 
namely, the Comptroller of the Currency, the 
Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation, the Federal Home 
Loan Bank Board, and the Bureau of Federal 
Credit Unions were asked to review their 
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statutes and submit recommendations for 

· amendments. . In addition, the Treasury De
partment, the General Accounting Office, and 
the Bureau of the Budget undertook similar 
studies. 

Along with the help of the Government 
agencies, we also desired the views of pri
vate industry. In August 1956, an advisory 
committee consisting of leading experts rep
resenting all segments of the financial field 
was appointed to assist our committee. 

·Some critics of the bill have implied that 
there was something sinister about the ad
visory committee, and have said that it was 
terrible to have one. I have never been 
associated with a finer group of public
spirited men. They paid all their own ex
penses in connection with their committee 
work and did not receive any compensation 
from the Government. Each Senator on the 
Banking Committee appointed one member 
of the advisory committee, and the attempts 
that have been made to impugn the motives 
of the advisory committee are resented. It 
is experiences such as this that make pri
vate citizens reluctant to serve the Federal 
Government in any capacity. 

In November 1956 our committee held 
hearings on the more than 180 amendments 
recommended by the Government agencies. 
In December 1956, the advisory committee 
submitted a report covering more than 200 
different proposals. 

After carefully reviewing all of the testi
mony and the recommendations made by the 
Federal agencies and the advisory commit
tee, the able counsel of my subcommittee, 
Don Rogers, and I prepared what I an
nounced to the press as a tentative bill 
which would be the basis for public hear
ings. 

I deliberately eliminated from the tenta
tive bill new policy issues and limited the 
controversial issues as far as practical to 
those which had previously been considered 
either by the Senate or the House but on 
which no final action had been taken. 

This draft was printed as a committee 
print bill, and in January and February 1957 
5 weeks of hearings were held on it. Testi
mony was received from the Government 
agencies, all the major financial trade asso
ciations, and all private individuals who re
t).uested to be heard. As a result of these 
hearings, the proposed bill was revised and 

• amended and reported to the Senate as the 
Financial Institutions Act. 

The Senate debated the bill for a week and 
adopted further amendments before it was 
passed late in March 1957. 

There is no basis in this history to sup
port a charge that this is a bankers' bill. It· 
1s true that the views of the financial in
dustry were solicited-it would be foolish 
not to. However, we also solicited the views 
of the Government agencies and of every 
private individual who expressed an interest 
in the legislation. And certainly the United 
States Chamber of Commerce in endorsing 
the Senate bill was speaking for the business 
interests of the Nation and not just for 
bankers. 

I do not suggest that this is a perfect bill, 
and I don't want to imply that I agree with 
every provision in it. There 1s room on 

, some items for honest di1ferences of opinion, 
as was brought out in the debate in our 
committee and on the Senate floor. But on 
the whole, the bill is a constructive one and 
in the public interest. Therefore, I object 
to anyone characterizing the bill as being 
dictated by any segment of private industry. 
To make such a charge is to impugn the in
tegrity ot every member of the Senate Bank
ing and Currency Committee and the United 
States Senate-to say nothing of our splen
did committee staff members who worked so 
faithfully on the technicalities involved. 

Those who make the charge that this is a 
bankers' bill never mention the provisions 
that strengthen the powers of the banks' 

supervisory authorities. To mention just a 
few of these provisions: There is the pro
hibition against conflicts of interest by su
pervisory agency employees; the requirement 
for the disclosure of the identity of major 
stockholders; the authority to limit dividend · 
payments by national banks; the strength
ening of the procedure for the removal of 
bank officers and directors for unsafe and 
unsound practices; the strengthening of the 
procedure to terminate FDIC insurance; the 
prohibition against political contributions by 
insured banks; and many others. These 
provisions are specifically designed to give 
the Federal agencies authority to meet mod
ern day problems and to better protect the 
depositors of our banks. 

It has been charged that there are a great 
number of sleepers in the bill. I can as
sure you that the Members of the Senate 
were not asleep when they voted for the bill. 
It was given careful consideration. 

Among items called sleepers was a provi
sion permitting national banks to write in
surance in cities of under 5,000 population. 
This statute has been on the books since 1916 
and was not changed by the Financial Insti
tutions Act. The extraordinary charge has 
been made that if this provision is continued 
in the law, it will put the jobs of 200,000 in
surance agents in jeopardy. 

How absurd. The statute has been in op
eration for over 30 years, and there are only 
77 national banks writing insurance in cities 
under 5,000 population. This is just one 
example of the fantastic campaign of mis
representation that has been waged against 
the bill. I am happy to say that the Na
tional Association of Insurance Agents has 
not been misled by this accusation and has 
filed a statement with the House Banking 
and Currency Committee stating that the 
association has no objection to the present 
law. 

A great turmoil has been stirred up about 
another relatively minor provision of the bill. 
This amendment to the present statute re
garding the maximum rate of interest that 
may be charged by a national bank consists 
of only one sentence, as follows: "The pur
chase of obligations or evidences of indebted
ness from the actual owner thereof shall not 
for the purposes of this section, be deemed 
a loan or discount if such purchase would 
not, under the law of the State in which the 
purchasing bank is located, be deemed a 
loan or extension of credit subject to the in
terest or usury statutes of such State." 

There is nothing mysterious about this 
language. It merely puts national banks on 
a par with State banks and is clearly in line 
with our desire to perpetuate a dual banking 
system. Yet it has been charged that this 
provision is "immoral" and would permit na
tional banks to charge 50 percent interest. 
If those wl}o made such charges would talk 
to our State bankers and their customers, 
they would find out how wrong they are. 

It also has been charged that the bill would 
permit banks to make gifts, such as tickets 
to My Fair Lady and Cadillac automobiles, to 
their big depositors. This is really a be
wildering accusation, because the bill con
tains exactly the same language as the pres
ent Federal Reserve Act concerning time and 
demand deposits. The irresponsible nature 
of these charges seems to have no bounds. 

I am confident that H. R. 7026, by Rep
resentative BROWN, which to a large extent 
is the companion b111 to S. 1451, will be passed 
and differences between the House and Sen
ate adjusted in conference. It is construc
tive legislation to codify the banking laws 
so that bankers can get easy access to the 
rules under which they operate, and it is in 
the public interest to make the Federal su
pervision of financial institutions. more ef
fective 'While helping these institutions to 
meet the modern-day credit needs of our 
people. 

Last, but not least, this banking legisla
tion recognizes a vital principle of our Gov
ernment-a dual banking system function
ing within the framework of private enter
prise. It contains no new encroachment of 
Federal powers over the rights of the States
a trend which I deplored in a speech at 
Virginia Beach last October. 

Adapting Federal laws to meet modern-day 
demands without upsetting the delicate bal
ance of powers between Federal and State 
units is essential if we are to preserve the 
unique system of government fashioned by 
our Founding Fathers. 

I feel that the Financial Institutions Act 
is in keeping with that fundamental prin-
ciple and merits the support not only of 
bankers but of all businessmen interested 
in the perpetuation of the American system 
of competitive enterprise privately financed. 

Reciprocal Trade 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. W. J. BRYAN DORN 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 

Mr. DORN of South Carolina. Mr. 
Speaker, the reciprocal trade bill I am 
introducing today is the only reciprocal 
trade bill before Congress at this time. 
My bill will promote an increase in for-. 
eign trade on a truly reciprocal basis. 

The following is an analysis of my bill 
which I believe an overwhelming major
ity of this Congress can support: 

SECTIONAL SUMMARY 

This bill spells out a declaration that the 
Congress seeks to restore reciprocal, mutually 
advantageous trade with friendly foreign na
tions in a manner which 1s consistent with 
a sound domestic economy, in harmony with 
broad aspects of our foreign trade policy, and 
also protects domestic agriculture, industry, 
and labor and benfits our national security. 

Section 360 of the bill continues in effect 
existing rates of duty, including rates estab_. 
lished by trade agreements. Even though 
existing trade agreements be canceled, there 
would be no automatic increase of such rates. 

Section 361: The Tari1f Commission is re
named and designated as the legislative 
agency to carry out the policy of the Con
gress. There is vested in it additional powers 
to carry out its duties as the legislative agent 
to whom the Congress has delegated the task 
of administering the provisions of the bill. 
The name of the Tariff Commission is 
changed to the Foreign Trade Board and the 
present Tari1f Commissioners continue to 
be members of the Board. 

This section of the bill also provides that 
the number of members of the Board shall 
be increased to seven and that members 
hereafter appointed to the Board shall be 
removable from office only by the Congress. 

Section 362: This section sets out duties 
to be performed by the Board in carrying out 
the general principles of the bill so as to 
vest 1n the Board full respons1b111ty to pro
vide information by which the President 
shall be guided in negotiating trade agree-
ments. · 

This section also establishes criteria by 
which the Board may determine whether a 
trade agreement would be reciprocal and 
beneficial to the United States and a foreign 
country. It also describes types of discrimi
nations against the commerce o! the United 
States. 

This section further provides that the 
Board, rather than an executive department 
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agency, shall prepare a Ust of items on which 
lt is proposed to negotiate a trade agreement 
with a foreign country. 

Section 363 directs the Board to advise the 
President as to the extent to which duties 
and other import restrictions applied by for
eign countries affect exports from the United 
States. 

Section 364: This section establishes the 
principle that trade agreements shall be con
cluded on a bilateral basis with a foreign 
government as to any or all items of mer
chandise for which each foreign government 
is a principal supplier to the United States. 

This section also utilizes provisions of ex
isting law, modified in some respects, requir
ing public hearings to be held in connection 
with items which are intended to be included 
within a proposed trade agreement. 

Section 365: This section continues the 
existing provisions of law defining domestic 
industry. 

Section 366 is an entirely new provision 
of law in which the Board is directed to es
tablish peril points. Criteria are set forth 
to guide the Board in making peril-point de
terminations prior to the negotiation of a 
trade agreement, including the establishment 
of quota limitations. . 

Section 367 is a modification of existing 
law as to application of reductions in rates. 

Section 368 continues existing law limit
ing the term of a trade agreement to a pe
riod of 3 years, subject thereafter to ter
mination upon 6 months' notice. It also 
requires that each foreign trade agreement 
concluded pursuant to provisions of the bill 
shall · be revie:wed periodically in order to 
determine whether the entire agreement 
continues to be truly reciprocal and mutual
ly advantageous. 

This section continues the provisions of 
the existing law insofar as the most-favored
nation principle is concerned. It amends 
existing law in that it spells out categories 
of discrimination against American com
merce which nullify or impair the most
favored-nation principle. The enumeration 
and description of acts of discrimination 
represent a means of protecting our export 
markets as well as our domestic commerce. 

Section 369. This section puts into law ad
ministrative practices which were followed 
prior to the proclamation of GATT. In bi
lateral agreements concluded under the 
Trade Agreements Act of 1934, several of 
these agreements contained provisions that 
either party could withdraw from the agree
ment, or modify its terms in the event that 
a third country became chief beneficiary of 
a concession contained in such agreements. 
The bill would establish this desirable ad
ministrative practice as a permanent policy 
objective of the Congress. 

Section 370. This section substantially re
peats the provisions of existing law concern
ing escape-clause remedies. It provides, 
however, that in instances where injury or 
threat of injury under the escape-clause 
provisions has been found to exist, that the 
President may not disregard such findings 
but injury or threat of injury shall be 
deemed to constitute a discrimination 
against domestic commerce. 

Section 371 modifies existing law concern
ing products having a national defense or 
national security aspect. 

Section 372 provides for "escape" relief, 
where a product involved has a national 
defense or security aspect. 

Section 373 provides that existing trade 
agreements shall be reviewed in order to 
determine whether they conform to the 
policies and standards expressed in the bill 
for the conduct of our future reciprocal trade 
relations with foreign countries. 

The section also provides that existing 
trade agreements shall also be reviewed in 
order to determine whether concessions made 
therein have destroyed or adversely modified 
the duty rate structure established in the 

Tariff Act of 1930, which recognized and pro
vided for percentage differentials in rates of 
duty upon (a) a raw material, (b) a semi
processed article produced in whole or in part 
from such raw material, or (c) a finished 
article or product produced by utilizing the 
semiprocessed item in whole or in part. 

Section 374 provides that wherever a 
recommendation of the Board for concessions 
in duty or modifications of import restric
tions be limited to a certain volume, that the 
President in his negotiations with a foreign 
country be required to limit such concession 
to permit imports to be admitted up to an 
amount equivalent to 5 percent of domestic 
production of like or directly competitive 
articles during a specified period of time. 

The Alleged Inherent Right of the Exec
utive To Withhold Information From 
Congress 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
OF 

HON. DANTE B. FASCELL 
OF FLORIDA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, March 10, 1958 

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker, for years 
the executive branch of the Government 
has encroached upon the field of law
making-all in the guise of inherent 
power. 

Without constitutional direction, with
out statutory permission, without judi
cial sanction, the executive branch has 
slowly and surely introduced into our 
governmental structure a great mass of 
orders, rules and regulations designed 
to have the force and effect of law. 

Upon occasion the President has even 
attempted to fashion law by letter, by: 
press conference, or by mere oral com
munication. A particular example of 
this unusual lawmaking power came 
to light in our study in the Government 
Information Subcommittee of the Com
mittee on Government Operations. 

On May 17, 1954-during the Army
McCarthy hearings-President Eisen
hower directed a letter to the Secr~tary 
of Defense concerning that Department's 
problems with supplying information to 
a Congressional committee, the Senate 
Committee on Government Operations. 

In effect, he said to the Secretary of 
Defense: You will instruct employees of 
your Department that in all of their ap
pearances before the subcommittee of 
the Senate Committee on Government 
Operations regarding the inquiry now 
before it they are not to testify to any 
such conversations or communications or 
to produce any such documents or repro
ductions. 

This was a mere letter of instruction. 
Yet at a hearing before our subcommit
tee on November 14, 1956, that mere let
ter was construed by legal counsel in the 
Department of Defense as the law. 

Specifically, we were told: 
Well, the May 17 letter is a statement of 

the law. I think you could analogize it· to 
a decision of the Supreme Court. For ex
ample, the Supreme Court addresses itself 
t9 specific cases which are before it, but . 
when it renders a decision on a specific case 
it enunciates law, and that law is relied 
upon by lawyers generally as an expression 
of what the law generally is. 

The May 17 letter expresses the President's 
position with respect to a certain type of 
subject matter, and I do not think we could 
expect him to rei:fistruct us on each suc
ceeding occasion once he had indicated 
what the position of the executive branch 
of the Government was to be (hearings, p. 
1815). 

Amazingly enough our subcommittee's 
hearing record indicates that this letter 
of May 17 has been cited by 19 agen
cies-House Report No. 2947, page 281-
as authority for actions taken by other 
departments-other agencies. Similarly 
other committees of Congress have had 
this same letter, or the memorandum 
from the Attorney General attached to 
it, cited authoritatively about 11 times. 

Why is this letter of May 17 cited so 
widely and so often interpreted as the 
law? We have been able to :find no 
memorandum directing it to the atten
tion of other heads of executive depart
ments or executive agencies-hearings 
page 1821. It appears to be simply a 
letter to the Secretary of Defc..i.lse. 

But it was directed to departments 
and agencies we are told. Counsel 
within the Department of Defense ex
plains: 

The very day it came out the whole matter 
was given publicity by a press release • • • 
the press release was transmitted throughout 
the Government (hearings, p. 1821). 

A great deal of information is so in
formally communicated they say. 

A letter-a press release-a writing 
from the President's Office-anything 
enunciating a principle is enough, we are 
told. "It is binding." In this particular 
instance the Defense Department at
torneys tell us that it is bound by the 
President's letter of May 17, and its in
terpretations as expounded in a press 
conference of July 6, 1955, a letter from 
Sherman Adams to Hon. WILLIAM L. 
DAWSON on July 2,1956, and a letter from 
Mr. Gerald Morgan to Mr. Clark Mollen"l 
hoff, of the Des Moines Register, on Octo
ber 26, 1956-hearings, page 1830. 

And so it appears that if the President 
chooses to enunciate a principle, it makes 
no difference how it is communicated, 
the Defense Department is bound by it
hearings, page i831-other departments 
and agencies are bound by it-"it enun
ciates the law." 

If we are to silently submit and not 
object to these methods and these inter
pretations of so-called binding law we 
are abdicating our legislative power 
vested in the Congress of the United 
States by the Constitution. 

If we submit to this unqualified, un .. 
supported, unfortified claim of "inher
ent power" in the Executive, the day will 
come when Congress will not have to 
come to Washington. The Executive 
will fully legislate as well as administer. 

Therefore, my distinguished col
leagues, I repeat what the House Gov
ernment Information Subcommittee re
ported, and unaniri'lously approved by 
the 30-member full Committee on Gov
ernment Operations, in its report to the 
House in July 1956: 

The most :flagrant abuse of so-called legal 
authority is the misuse of the May 17, 1954, 
letter from the President to the Secretary of 
Defense at the time of the Army-McCarthy 
controversy. Regardless of the questionable 
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legal basts of the Attorney General's mem
orandum on which the President acted, the 
letter was, by its very terms, a specific in
struction to the Secretary of Defense for a 
specific purpose and to a specific committee 
of the Senate. It seems inconceivable that 
19 Government departments and agencies 
would cite this letter as a shadowy cloak of 
authority to restrict or withhold informa
tion from the Congress and the public. 
This flimsy pretext of so-called legal author
ity only serves to demonstrate to what ex
tent executive departments and agencies will 
go to restrict or withhold information. 

The letters discussed are as follows: 
THE WHITE HousE. 

The honorable the SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR MR. SEcRETARY: It has long been 
recognized that to assist the Congress in 
achieving its legislative purposes every execu
tive department or agency must, upon the 
request of a Congressional committee, expedi
tiously furnish information relating to any 
matter within the jurisdiction of the com
mittee, with certain historical exceptions
some of which are pointed out in the at
tached memorandum from the Attorney Gen
eral. This administration has been and will 
continue to be diligent in following this prin
ciple. However, it is essential to the success
ful working of our system that the persons 
entrusted with power in any one of the three 
great branches of Government shall not en
croach upon the authority confided to the 
others. The ultimate responsibility for the 
conduct of the executive branch rests with 
the President. 

Within this constitutional framework each 
branch should cooperate fully with each 
other for the common good. However, 
throughout our history the President has 
withheld information whenever he found 
that what was sought was confidential or its 
disclosure would be incompatible with the 
public interest or jeopardize the safety of 
the Nation. 

Because it is essential to efficient and effec
tive administration that employees of the 
executive branch be in a position to be com
pletely candi4 in advising with each other 
on official matters, and because it is not in 
the public interest that any of their con
versations or communications or any docu
ments or reproductions concerning such ad
vice be disclosed, you will instruct employees 
of your Department that in all of their ap
pearances before the subcommittee of the 
Senate Committee on Government Opera
tions regarding the inquiry now before it they 
are not to testify to any such conversations 
or communications or to produce any such 
documents or reproductions. This principle 
must be maintained regardless of who would 
be benefited by such disclosures. 

I direct this action so as to maintain the 
proper separation of powers between the 
executive and legislative branches of the 
Government in accordance with my responsi
bilities and duties under the Constitution. 
This separation is vital to preclude the exer
cise of arbitrary power by any branch of the 
Government. 

By this action I am not in any way restrict
ing the testimony of such witnesses as. to 
what occurred regarding any matters where 
the communication was directly between any 
of the principals in the controversy within 
the executive branch on the one hand and a 
member of the subcommittee or its staff on 
the other. 

Sincerely, 
DwiGHT D. EISENHOWER. 

OCTOBER 26, 1956. 
Mr. CLARK R. MoLLENHOFF, 

De! Moines Register and Tribune, 
National Press Building. 

Washington. D •. C. 
Dzu CLARK: At the press con:ferenee on 

September 27, 1956, you asked the President 

whether all employees of the Federal Gov'
ernment, at their own discretion, can de·
termine whether they will testify or will not 
testify before Congressional committees 
when there is no security problem involved. 

In the President's letter of May 17, 1954, 
to Secretary Wilson, the President set forth 
the general principles that are to govern all 
employees in the executive bran.ch concern
ing their testimony, or the production of 
documents, relating to their conversations or 
communications with, or their advice to, 
each other on official matters. In his press 
conference of July 6, 1955, the President 
further amplified the principles set forth in 
this letter as follows: 

"If anybody in an official position of this 
Government does anything which is an of
ficial act, and submits it either in the form 
of recommendation or anything else, that is 
properly a matter for investigation if Con
gress so chooses, provided the national se
curity is not involved. 

"But when it comes to the conversations 
that take place between any responsible of
ficial and his advisers, or exchange or mere 
little slips, of this or that, · expressing 
personal opinions on the most confidential 
basis, those are not subject to investigation 
by anybody. And if they are it will wreck 
the Government." 

In ~o writing to Secretary Wilson, and in 
further amplifying these principles, the 
President was exercising a right which is 
his, and his alone, to determine what action 
is necessary to maintain the proper separa
tion. of powers between the executive and 
legislative branches of the Government. In 
the orderly administration of the Govern
ment, the head of each executive agency 
directs the manner in which these principles 
are enforced. 

The underlying reasons for these princi
ples are set forth in the President's letter 
of May 17, 1954. It is essential to efficient 
and effective administration that employees 
of the executive branch be in a position to 
be completely. candid in advising each other 
on official matters. It is essential, if chan
nels of information are to be kept open, 
that confidences among employees should 
not be breached. 

It will continue to be this administra
tion's policy to keep the Congress and the 
people fully informed of what is being done 
in the executive branch. An employee is 
not free merely to exercise his own discre
tion but in the :final analysis information 
wm be withheld only when the President or 
agency heads acting under the President's 
authority or instruction determine it is con
trary to the public interest to disclose it. 

All of the above, of course, is subject to 
the Executive order dealing with the classi
fication of information in the interest of 
security, and to the various statutes and 
regulations of the department and agencies 
relating to information to be held in con
fidence. 

I hope this answers your inquiry. 
Sincerely, 

GERALD D. MORGAN, 
Special Counsel to the President. 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 
Washington, July 2, 1956. 

Hon. WILLIAM L. DAwsoN, 
Chairman, CCYI'nmittee on Government 

Operations,. House of Representa
tives, Washington, D. C. 

DEAR MR. DAWSON: This Will acknowledge 
your June 25 letter to the President about a 

·book by Robert J. Donovan. 
Your letter refers to minutes of the Cabi

-net and to verbatim reports of Cabinet 
.meetings. Cabinet discussions are not so 
record.ed. When the Cabinet acts on a mat
ter, a memorandum is prepared. This Is 
called a cabinet record of action. &>me of 
these memorandums relate to classlfted mat
ters affecting national security; many do not. 

:However, regardless or classification, all 
Cabinet actions constitute advice to the 
President. I cannot agree with your ob .. 
servation that the privileged nature of ad .. 
vice to the President is "dissipated" by the 
publication of Mr. Donovan's book, what
ever it may concern. 

Obivously, I cannot agree with the impu .. 
cation · in your letter that your committee 
and its subcommittees may examine Cabinet 
records in instances where it is felt that 
certain information may not have been made 
available by department or agency officers. 

Final official action taken by an executive 
department or agency on any subject is the 
very proper concern of Congress and the 
public. In this connection, the President's 
record for prompt and full publication of 
the business of. his administration needs no 
elaboration. It has been, and shall remain, 
the purpose of this administration to keep 
Congress and the public fully informed of 
our actions and the reasons which underlie 
them. 

It has, of course. been necessary on occa
sion, for reasons of national security, to give 
some of this information to committees of 
Congress on a classified basis. But in any 
event, the Congress and the public have 
been kept informed of the actions of this 
a~inistration, and I can assure you, they 
will continue to be so informed. 

It should also be borne in mind that the 
public interest demands orderly and efficient 
operation of the executive branch of the 
Government. This order and efficiency 
could not be maintained if officers and em
ployees were not in a position to be com
pletely candid with each other in discussing 
their official business. Therefore, while final 
actions of Government should be made 
known, it does not necessarily follow that 
the public. interest is also served by di
vulging the discussions, recommendations 
or advice of subordinates. ' 

I note your reference to a passage in Mr. 
Donovan's book which apparently discusses 
a Cabinet meeting about the use of advisory 
committees. I am not familiar with the 
passage, and in any case would not pre
sume to assess its acc~acy. However, 1 can 
assure you that your interest in advisory 
committees commends itself to any depart
ment or agency making use of such com·
mittees. In any such instance, the respon
sible officers of the department or agency 
stand ready to answer the questions of your 
committee, and all appropriate committees 
of Congress, on whatever :final action that 
department or agency may have taken. 

This cooperation. as you are aware, is not 
limited to questions about advisory com
mittees. I want to again assure you that 
on all official matters, each department and 
agency shall continue to give · Congress and 
its committees the same cooperation, and 
the same information we have repeatedly 
given about final actions and the general 
reasons which underlie them. 

Sincerely, 
SHERMAN ADAMS. 

Credit Where Credit Is Due 

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
01" 

HON. EDGAR W. HIESTAND 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monda'!/, March 10,1958 
Mr. HmSTAND. Mr. Speaker, the 

American labor movement has suffered 
tremendously because of the actions of 
a few corrupt. union bosses. Millions of 
honest, devoted union members have 
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been the biggest sufferers, first, because every bulletin board with copies of it in 
they are most conscious of corruption every district office where anyone can 
yet powerless to combat it; and, second, ;request and receive it. 
because it is their dues money which is Moreover, the international brother
used to feather the nests of the crooks. hood gives a complete financial report in 

It is fitting, therefore, that we pay its Journal Quarterly which is mailed to 
tribute to some of the well-managed de- all members. 
cent labor unions which are operated for In local 11 an election is held every 
the benefit of their members and the 2 years. Balloting is secret. The polls 
public at large, instead of being run to are open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. in each 
fill the pockets of the union bosses. district office. Judges and tellers are 

An outstanding example of a soundly elected by the membership to conduct the 
operated union is localll of the Interna- election. The same method of voting is 
tiona! Brotherhood of Electrical Work.: used as in civil elections, with booths and 
ers, AFL, which has a membership of ballots. 
just less than 9,000. It has four units in Members take a sincere interest in their 
southern California; one in the Los An- union's atra'irs. At the general meetings 
geles Harbor area, one in downtown Los there is an average attendance of about 
Angeles, one in the San Fernando Valley 800. Officials estimate that between the 
and one in the San Gabriel Valley. general meetings and the unit meetings 

Local11 takes great pride in upholding that somewhere between 2,300 and 2,500 
good relations among the union, its mem- of the members attend a meeting every 
bers and their employers. Naturally, month. 
there are occasions when all do not agree, Local No. 11 feels a strong sense of re
but usually some common ground can be sponsibility to the public. The IBEW 
found where problems can be resolved. construction department has not had a 
The union is interested in the advance- major strike since· 1922. There is a 
ment not only of its members, but of the clause in the constitution which forbids 
electrical industry as a whole and the any local union to strike without permis-
Nation as a whole. sion of the international office. 

Local 11's internal at!airs are exem- In 1923, the council of industrial rela-
plary. Every bill is approved by the ex- tions was formally established in the 
ecutive boarc before being paid. A certi- . IBEW. It is composed of six members 
-fied public accountant gives a quarterly representing the employers and six rep
financial report which is available for resenting the union, and they come from 
any member's inspection at any time. various parts of the Nation so- that a 
A summary of this report is posted .on broad segment of the electrical industry 

SENATE 
TUESDAY, MARCH 11, 1958 

The Senate met at 11 o'clock a. m. 
The Chaplain, Rev. Frederick Brown 

Harris, D. D., otiered the following 
prayer: 

Eternal Spirit, in whom alone is the 
strength of our hearts and the hope of 
our world: ln this, our morning fellow
ship of prayer, we would bring our frail 
and faltering lives to the waiting re
sources of Thy grace. In the midst of 
events so .colossal on the confused world 
stage, 0 God, who sittest above the flood 
of man's insanity, lift us into the only 
greatness we shall ever know, by using 
us as the channels of Thy purpose and 
intent. In these days of great peril and 
of critical decision, as we face powers 
of darkness which have not Thee in awe, 
save us from all shortsighted policies 
whose reaping may bring a harvest of 
l;lorror for our children's children. Give 
us to know clearly and to follow faith
fully the things that belong to our peace 
and to the peace of the whole world. 
We ask it in the Redeemer's name. 
Amen. 

THE JOURNAL 
On request of Mr. JoHNSON of Texas, 

and by unanimous consent, the reading 
of the Journal of the proceedings of 
Monday, March 10, 1958, was dispensed 
with. 

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT-
. APPROVAL OF BILLS 

Messages in writing from the President 
of the Uriited States were communicated 
to the Senate by Mr. Miller, one of his 
secretaries, and he announced that on · 
March 6, 1958, the President had ap
proved and signed the following acts: 

S. 1568. An act to direct the Secretary of 
the Interior to convey certain public lands in 
the State of Nevada to the Colorado River 
Commission of Nevada acting for the State 
of Nevada; and 

S.1714. An act for the relief of Roma H. 
Sellers. 

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi

dent, if it is necessary, in order to have 
the Senate dispose of the supplemental 
appropriation bill, I hope the Senate 

·may be able to remain in session and to 
have yea-and-nay votes until at least 
7:30 this evening. 

Mr. President---
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The 

Senator from Texas. 

ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT UNTIL 
10:30 A.M. TOMORROW 

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that 
when the Senate concludes its business 
today, it stand in adjournment until 
10:30 a. m. tomorrow. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. 
Witl}.out objection, it is so ordered. 

is represented. The council of indus
trial relations considers any unresolved 
problems arising during negotiations if 
these problems cannot be decided locally. 
Decisions of the council are binding and 
none has ever been violated. 

Locally, there is a joint conference 
committee set up to resolve minor griev
ances which arise because of dit!erences 
in interpretations of agreements. 

The organization · has a pension plan 
which has been in et!ect for some 30 
years. Both employers and employees 
contribute to the plan. 

Local No. 11 publishes a newsletter to 
keep its members informed of union af
fairs and problems. It encourages the 
families of members to take part in union 
activities. 

Contests for members-including fam
ilies-with Government bonds as prizes, 
family picnics, sponsorship-of youth ac
tivities and other community projects, 
apprentice-training programs with sav
ings bonds and other awards for out
standing trainees, and information pro
grams for all members, are among the 
many activities which local No. 11 pro
motes for the benefit of its members. 

Local No. 11 is an outstanding example 
of a union which operates from the 
ground up, in behalf of the rank-and-file 
union man and his family. What a con
trast this is to some unions, and especial
ly to some union leaders whose perform
ance and reputation are far more wide
spread. 

LIMITATION OF DEBATE DURING 
MORNING HOUR 

·Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, under the rule, there will be the 
usual morning hour for the introduction 
of bills and the transaction of other rou
tine business. I ask unanimous consent 
that statements in connection therewith 
be limited to 3 minutes. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With• 
out objection, it is so ordered. · 

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, 
ETC. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid 
before the Senate the following letters, 
which were referred as indicated: 
PLANS FOR CERTAIN WORKS OF IMPROVEMENT 

A letter from the Director, Bureau of the 
Budget, Executive Office of the President, 
transmitting, pursuant to law, plans for 
works of improvement in the States of New 
Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, ,and Wisconsin 
(with accompanying papers); to the Com• 
mittee on Agriculture and Forestry. 
Pl!;PORT ON RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PRo

CUREMENT ACTION, DEPARTMENT OF THE Am 
FORCE 

A letter from the Director, Legislative Llai· 
son, Department of the Air Force, trans· 
mitting, pursuant to law, a report on 
research and development procurement ac· 
tion, for the period from July 1, 1957, to 
December 31, 1957 (with an accompanying 
report): to the Committee on Armed 
Services. 

REPORT ON REVIEW OF PROCEDURFS FOR CAN• 
CELING PRODUCTION OF CERTAIN JET EN• 
GINES IN DZPARTMENT 0:1' THI: Am FORCI: 

A letter from the Comptroller General of 
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to 
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